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Studies in the Diction of the Psalter

Third Article

WALDO S. PRATT

HA.RTFOKD THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY

THE line of investigation that we are pursuing now brings us

to certain questions arising from the fact that in one section

of the Psalter (42-83) the prevailing divine name is U^TDi^ (or

b^), whereas elsewhere it is n'in\ The Elohistic section (E) in-

cludes the first "Korah" group (K^), the second "David" group

(D**), the whole "Asaph" group (A), and four other poems (66,

67, 71, 72). With these should be counted 108 (made up of

parts of 57 and 60), which retains an almost consistent Elohism

in the midst of the strong Yahwism of Bk. V. Two of the poems

in E exist in both Elohistic and Yahwistic redactions (53 = 14,

70 ^ 40b), and there are many such doublets of single passages.

It is possible that there are some poems outside of E that are

lexically affiliated with it, though without pronounced Elohism.

It is also possible that not all the poems now within E are there

by equal right. We may well ask whether objective lexical tests,

like those already used in these Studies, shed light on these pos-

sibilities or on the characteristic features of E as a group.

Within E, Elohism appears in every poem, but is relatively slight

in 49, 72, 79, 81. There is no passage with sustained Yahwism except

83 : 17-19, which closes the section ; but touches of Yahwism occur in

all but 17 of the 42 poems (43, 44, 45, 49, 51, 52, 53, 57, 60, 61, 62,

63, 65, 66, 67, 72, 82 — all in Bk. II except the last).

1
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Outside of E, Yahwism appears in every poem except 114, but is

relatively slight in 36, 38, 39, 90, 91, 101, 105, 119, 136, 137, 139, 141.

Passages that seem Elohistic include 19a, 36a, 90a, 102c, with 7:11-12;

84:8, 10 (v. 9 may be interpolated); 139:17-24 (exc. v. 21); 144:9-11.

Further details about these peculiarities are given below.

Applying the method of vocabulary analysis previously used

in these Studies, and remembering that E constitutes 29o/o of

the whole Psalter, we find that 64 of the "common" words show

a marked ijreference for E, that is, have an abnormal proportion

there of all their occurrences (36 0/o or more). Additional test-

hsts might be used, such as one of about 75 " moderately rare
"

words, or a much larger one of "very rare" words. On the whole,

however, these latter do little more than reinforce the conclusions

derived from the "common" words.

The "common" words that show a preference for E (having

more than 35 o/o of their total occurrences there) are as follows

:

Test-List Derived from Elohistic Poems.

3N
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If the above list -were somewhat extended, the next words to be

included would be y», mna, nin, D% lus, nD3, «\2, naiD, nis, r\bnn, nbssn.

Before examining the specific usages of these test-words, we

note that their distribution in the Psalter is very uneven. The
following table shows the proportion of their total occurrences

relative to the text-length of the several poems:

o/o I. 11. III. IV. V.

26 — 47 81 — —
25 — 43 — — —
24 — _ _ _ 114
23 — 46 78 — —
22 — _ 74 — —
21 — 48, 66. 67, 68 — — —
20 — 59 80 — —
19 — — 82 — —
18 7,24 42, 50, 58 76, 79. 84 93 —
17 — 44, 45,61—96 —
16 14 56, 63 85 98, 99 133
15 — 49. 53, 72 87 104. 105 144
14 18, 29, 39 71 73, 75, 77 95 120, 148
13 3, 30 52, o5, 65 89 — 125
12 13, 16, 21, 27 54, 62 — 90, 94, 100, 102 124, 126, 135
11 5, 8, 10, 15, 22 64, 70 — — 116. 132, 138, 149
10 20 69 88 97 109,110,118.146,147
9 2, 23, 26 57, 60 83 92, 106 108,111,122,128,140,141
8 9,17,19,33,38,40 51 86 — 107,121,130,136,139
7 6,28,31,34,35,36 — — 103 112,127.143
6 4, 37 — — 91, 101 115
5 1.11,12,25,41 — — — 113,119,123.137,145
4 — _ _ _ 129, 150
3 — _ _ _ 131
2 32 _ _ _ _
1 — — -

— — *

142— _ _ _ 117, lu

Within E, Ki averages 20o/o, A I80/0, but D2 only 13o/o.

Outside of E, a very notable case is 114, which outranks most of

the E poems. This is the only poem in non-E that contains no

Yahwism. All the lexical evidence indicates that it should be counted

as one of the E series, though I am not aware that its affiliation with

that series has ever been noticed.

At the end of Bk. Ill note that 84, 85, 87, 89 range fairly high,

while 83, 86, 88 rank with the lower poems in D^,

Among many particular points, observe that all the alphabetic poems
are much below the average, together with several that are lexically

associated with them, Hke 1, 19 b, 33, 103, &c.

It is instructive to compare this table with a similar one in the

second of these Studies. On the whole, it is clear that poems that are

strong in E words are usually weak in D words, and vice versa.

1*
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Deferring the discussion of the particular usages of the test-

words to a later point, we subjoin a statement of the main facts

about Elohism, beginning with those that are well known.

" Elohism " designates the use of DTl/'i^ (or b^) in connections

where nin"* not only might have been used with propriety, but

may have stood originally. It implies either that the writer was

led to deviate from common usage, or that the original text has

been editorially altered. A reverse use of TV\1V (or JT') for DTlbfc^

may be called "Yahwism".

In considering these two pairs of terms, we need to remember that,

while rf is doubtless equivalent to niiT, V« may or may not be equi-

valent to DM^H. b» is apparently the more primitive term, with

originally only a generic force (like "divinity" or "deity"), but in

association with D'n^« it often passes over into a pi'oper name. In

the Psalter, both words are used either generically or specifically,

though with somewhat different tendencies.

Strictly generic usages of DNl/i^ and 7^, whether absolute or

with qualifiers, fall outside the problem of Elohism, since JlliT

cannot be thus used. The same is true of their application to

heathen deities or to any class of superhuman beings that lack

full deification.

In the Psalter there are about 150 cases where these words appear

with qualifiers and are therefore generic. Further generic uses include

"Yahweh is God," &c., 18 : 32 m'j« {II Sam. h»); 86 : 10; 90 : 2 ^«; 100 : 3

118:27 •?«; "there is no God", 10:4; 14:1= 53:2; "mountains of

God", 36 : 7 hue, (cedars) 80 : 11 ^X; (river) 65 : 10; with perhaps others

like "ye that forget God", 50:22 ni^«; 9:18, &c.

False deities or superhuman beings are indicated in 8 : 6 ; 29 : 1 W'hn

44:21 ^«; 81 : lO^N bis; 82:1 !?« (perhaps generic, like "mountains of

God" above); 82:6; 86:8; 89:7 U^bn; 95:3; 96:4,5; 97:7,9; 135:5

136:2; 138:1.

Setting these aside, there remain about 250 cases in which

D^^7^^ or b^ occurs absolutely and therefore specifically, all but

about 30 of them being in E. Though not all of these occur-

rences in E have equal textual support, the total is impressive

and provokes inquir}', especially as outside of E the prevailing

usage is Yahwistic, and also as within E some cases suggest

that a Yahwistic original has been modified.
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Outside of E Elohism appears with cnhn in 5:11; 7:11, 12; 14:2,

5; 25:22; 36:2,8; SI : 8, 10; 86:14; 87:3; [108,6 times]; 139:19;

144:9; and with ha in 10:11, 12; 16:1; 17:6; 18:31; 19:2; 106:14,

21; 107:11; 139:17,23; 149:6; 150:1.

Within E, relatively to text-length, A has less Elohism than Ki

or D2.

Strikingly suggestive of derivation from a Yahwistic original are

certain couplet terms like "God, my God", as in 43:4; 45:8; 48:15;

50 : 7; 51 : 16; 59 : 18; 67 : 7; 68 : 9; 71 : 12, and, with "?«, in 42 : 3; 63 : 2;

68 : 21 ; 82 : 1 (though these latter are not so clear). Since such couplets

occur only in Bk. II (exc. the vague 82 : 1), Briggs infers that A was

originally Elohistic, while Ki and D^ were Yahwistic. Slight parallels

to these couplets occur in Ezra 6:22; Judith 13:11; and with bH in

Gen. 33 : 20; Num. 16 : 22; Deut. 7 : 9.

A Yahwistic original is also suggested by certain jDhrases, like "God's

sanctuary" in 73:17; "house" in 42:5; 52:10; 55:15 (many parallels

elsewhere, however, especially in Chr.); "altar" in 43:4; "sacrifices"

in 51 : 19; "covenant" in 78 : 10 (parallels elsewhere); "anger" in 78: 31

(cf. Num. 22:22); " lovingkindness " in 52:3, 10 (cf. II Sam. 9:3);

"appear before God" in 42:3 (cf. 84:8); "fear God" in 55:20; 66:16

(parallels elsewhere); &c. Note that some of these are in A.

If, as seems highly probable, there is in E a studied and ab-

normal Elohism, we may well suspect that some of the cases

where DNH/fc^ or b^ occurs with qualifiers (like "our God" or

even " God of Jacob ") may represent an original JTirT'. The
identification of such cases, however, if they exist, cannot be

certain. They are most likely where the Elohistic name stands

apart from other names, or 'where some turn in the expression

recalls common Yahwistic phrases.

Taking cases with pronominal suffixes, note that " my God " in E
occurs apart 7 times (59:2, 11; 68:25 bn; 71:4, 12, 22; 83:14) as

against 9 times in non-E; that "our God" occurs thus in E twice

(50:3; 66 : 8) as against 4 times in non-E; and tlat "thy God" is thus

found in 68 : 29 (received text), but not in non-E. Remembering that

in text-length E stands to non-E as about three to seven, it is plain

that these forms are rather more frequent that would be expected.

"God of Israel", occurring only in E and there only in 59, 68, 69,

stands apart in 68 : 36 b». "God of Jacob", found in K and A, but
not in D2, stands apart in 75 : 10; 76 : 7; 81 : 5, but never so in non-E.

"God of Abraham" occurs only in 47 : 10, in parallel wuth D^n^N. "God
of Hosts", not found exce^^t in 59, 80, 84, 89, is always appended to

niiT except in two cases in 80, where mrP may Tiave dropped out. The
almost entire absence of these forms from non-E is notable.
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Follo-\ving out this same line of observation, we note that in

E other divine names are specially frequent, such as "'JIK and

jIvP, usually in connections where mn'' may have stood origin-

ally. These, too, may therefore indicate a desire to avoid Yahwism
just as does the excessive use of DNn?^?.

The distribution of 'ilK is i^eculiar and interesting. Of its 53 occur-

rences, 24 are in E (in non-E, it occurs 22 times in Di and D^, 14

times in D^, and 7 times in 2, 89, 90, 130). In E it stands apart in

44:24; 51:17; 54:6; 55:10; 57:10; 59:12; 62:13; 66:18; 68:12, 18,

20, 23, 27, 33; 73:20; 77:3,8; 78:65; 79 : 12—19 times, of which but 1

is in K, while 12 are in D^. In non-E it occurs thus in 2:4; 22:31;

35 : 17; 37 : 13: 38 : 10, 23; 39 : 8; 40 : 17; 86 : 3, 4, 5, 8, 9 12, 15; 89 : 50,

51; 90:1; 110:5—again 19 times, of which 7 are in D^ and 8 in D3.

(This enumeration is taken from the received text, which may be

doubted in several cases.) It is evident that D has a marked predi-

lection for this term. It is joined with nin^ 5 times in E, 8 times in

non-E, but of these 13 cases only 7 are in D—a normal proportion.

(Further notes on ''3^K are given at a later point.)

]Ybv is much rarer, and is differently distributed. It occurs apart

in 46:5; 50:14; 57:3; 73:11; 77:11; 78:17,35,56; 82:6; but in

non-E only in 9:3; 87:5; 107 : 11—in D only twice out of 12 cases.

It is joined with mn'' 2 times in E, 6 times in non-E.

nc^ occurs apart only in 68 : 15. In 91 : 1 it is in parallel with ]vbs.

The only other names in E are "Holy One of Israel" in 71:22;

78:41 (both parallel with DMb«), and "Shepherd of Israel" in 80:2.

The former occurs also in 89 : 19 (parallel with nU"') ; on the latter

of. 23 : 1.

Over against these instances in which Yahwistic phraseology

seems to be avoided in E stand some forty cases in which niH''

or iT* appears. If, as is usually assumed, the Elohism of E is

due to some reason that made these terms inexpedient or ob-

jectionable, why should they be found at all? Do they remain

by an editorial oversight, or do they show that Y'^ahwistic inter-

polations have crept in? Or is some other explanation possible?

These questions have always given trouble.

m.T or n' occurs in 42:9; 46:8, 9, 12; 47:3, 6; 48:2, 9; 50:1;

54:8; 55:17, 23; 56:11; 58:7; 59:4, 6, 9; 64:11; 68:5 ,T, 17, 19 n%

21; 69:7, 14, 17, 32, 34: 70:2, 6; 71:1, 5, 16; 73:28; 74:18; 75:9;

76:12; 77:12 n'; 78:4,21; 79:5; 80:5,20; 81:11,16; 83:17,19
(rr elsewhere occurs only in 89 : 9 and in Bks. IV- V.)

It is extremely curious that within E are several cases where sub-
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stantially the same phrase occurs in both Yahwistic and Elohistic

forms, namely, 81:11 = 50:7, "I am Yahweh (God), thy God"; 46:9
= 66:5, "Come, behold (and see) the works of Yahweh (God)"; 64:11

= 63:12, "The righteous (the king) shall rejoice in Yahweh (God)";

56: 11, "In Yahweh (God), I will praise His word"; besides others that

are less obvious.

The preceding paragraphs aim to summarize facts that are

often discussed, though not always comprehensively stated. We
now turn to certain other facts that seem hardly to have at-

tracted attention, but which probably have importance.

Among the Yahwistic passages in E are about fifteen in

which there seems to be some degree of antitJiesis between

DVI/'fc^ and JTin'' (or '^yi^) within the verse, besides other cases

where such antithesis appears between adjacent verses. A few

similar cases may be cited outside of E. The antithesis is purely

rhetorical, simply a variation of verbal form, not an essential

antithesis of ideas. It therefore is of precisely the same class

as the numerous cases scattered over the whole Psalter where

prominent terms in the parallelisms are varied without any

significant change of thought. Indeed, in view of the frequency

of such rhetorical antithesis we may well wonder that there are

not more cases where the divine names are thus varied. And
when these names are so varied we are prepared to recognize

the practice as normal to Psalter poetrj^ rather than exceptional.

In support of this normality of the practice (as concerns divine

names) considerable evidence is available outside the Psalter.

If, then, these antithetic verses are normal or typical in form,

they probably have special critical importance.

Within E, the clearest cases of antithesis \erses are these: DM^K-ni.T,

47:6; 55:17; 56:11; 58:7; 68:21; 70:2, 6; 73:28; D\Tbx->:iN, 54:6;

68:18, 27, 33; ni.T-D'n^N, 69:14; "inx-Q^nbx, 68:20; 114:7. Outside

of E we have only the few and somewhat uncertain cases of 18 : 31

^«-ni.T; 35:22 ,-nn''-"':nN; 130:3 n^-^il«.

As samples of antithesis between adjacent verses we may cite, within

E, 62:12-13 n\nb«-^3nN; 69:31-32, 33, 34 both D^nbx-ni.T; 71:16-17

ni.T •'3nK-D\n'?«; 75:8-9 D^nbx - nu'' ; and, outside, 16:1-2 ^N-niT; 130:
1-2 mn"'-''an«; 139:1 9-21 ni'?S-m,T. There are many others.

It is not necessary to cite illustrations of the widespread use in the

Psalter of the rhetorical antithesis of terms (without contrast of mean-
ing) in dealing with other concepts, since they abound everywhere and
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are usually obvious. We may simply remark that commentators some-

times are misled into drawing distinctions between pairs of words that

probably wei-e meant to be practically synonymous or to blend into a

comprehensive conception larger than that suggested by either alone.

More pertinent is it to call attention to the fact that outside of the

Psalter there are over 150 cases in which D\n^« and mn' are set in close

antithesis as if with studied intention—this without reckoning any

passages in the Hexateuch, where such antitheses are usually considered

to have resulted from the fusing of two or moi'e separate documents.

In Jdg. there are at kast 12 cases, in Sam. about 25, in Kgs. about

20, in Is. about 5, in Ezk. 4, in Hos. and Am. 3, in Mic, Jon. and

Zech. each 2, in Mai. 5, in Job and Prov. 5 or more, in Lam. 1, in

Ezra and Neh. about 10, in Chr. about 65.

The usage of the Chronicler is specially interesting. He evidently

has a predilection for Elohism which shows itself in alterations of

certain materials taken from Sam. or Kgs., so that where the latter

contain no antithesis of divine names it is introduced. Examples are

found in I Chr. 13 : 10, 14; 14 : 10; 16 : 1-2; 17 : 3-4, 17 ; 21 : 15 ; II Chr.

1:8-9; 3:1-3; 4:16-19; 5:1, 14; 6:17-18; 7:4-5; 10:15; 11:2; 23:

3-4; 24: 12-13; 33:4-7; 34:8-9, 26-27, 31-32. But this is not all. In

passages that are peculiar to Chr. the same antithesis occurs often,

showing that it is not merely the tentative and partial change of a

Yahwistic text by a redactor who would be completely Elohistic if he

dared, but that a mixed usage was normal to his mind. Examples are

I Chr. 15:14-15; 22:1-2, 19; 23:28; 28:3-4, 12; 29:7-8; II Chr. 1:

4-5; 13:14-15; 15:1-2; 18:31; 19:2-3; 20:29; 22:7; 24:7,16-18, 20;

26 : 5; 29 : 35-36; 30 : 12; 31 : 11-13, 20-21 ; 36 : 13, 16, 18. Opinions may
differ much about the exact valuation of all these, but the number of

cases is enough to justify holding that a mixed usage was strikingly

natural to the Chronicler. Here is a phenomenon that seems to differ

from the contrasted Elohism and Yahwism of the Hexateuchal nar-

ratives, or the strong Elohism of Ecc. as compared with the strong

Yahwism of Jer.

Consideration of these instances of antithesis leads us to ask

whether all cases in the present Psalter text where either DwK
or mn"' is duplicated in parallel within the verse are not to

some degree suspicious. Exact rhetorical duplication or repe-

tition of terms in parallelisms is certainly unusual, if not ab-

normal, in the Psalter, except where the parallelism is distinctly

synthetic or cumulative. Hence, in E, verses that now have a

duplicated DNH^J^ suggest originals with DNl^K-niiT (or the

reverse) rather than a duplicated niJT'. And hence also, out-

side of E, verses with a duplicated niiT' suggest that they, too,
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have been Yahwistically modified from mixed or antithetic

originals. In seeking to recover the originals in both cases we
naturally use existing antithetic verses as models, since we sup-

pose them to be vestiges of the normal type.

Bringing in this possibility decidedly affects the discussion of

Elohism, since it sets it in contrast with an analogous Yahwism
in many poems outside of E. If the hypothesis has value,

Elohism in E is not simply a strange aberration from the al-

most unbroken Yahwism found, for instance, in Bk, I, but rather

a companion treatment to what is there applied to mixed or

antithetic verses. AVe thus have tivo contrasted editorial prac-

tices to consider instead of one. It is possible that this may
really simplify the question.

Duplicated Elohism occurs in 42 : 3 ; 43 : 4 D'N-^N ; 46 : 6 ; 47 : 9 ; 51 : 19

;

52:10; 53:6; 55:20? ^N-D'K; 56:5; 60:12; 62:8, 12; 68:9; 71:19;
77:2, 14; 83:2 D"K-^N. Not all of these are of cleai' importance.

Duplicated Yahwism occurs in 4:4; 6:3, 10; 7:9, 18; 11:4; 19:8,

9, 10; 24:8; 26:1; 27:1, 4, 14; 29:1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11; 30:9, 11

31:24; 40:14; 84:12; 89:7; 93:1; 96:1,7; 99:9; 103:22; 104:1,31
113:1; 115:11; 116:4; 118:16, 25, 26; 121:5; 127:1; 129:8; 130:7
134 : 1 ; 135 : 1, 13, 19, 20; 138 : 5, 8; 140 : 6; 142 : 1 ; 146 : 8. In several

of these the parallelism is cumulative or synthetic, necessitating the

duplication, but in most of them an original D'n^S for one of the names
is quite conceivable.

Since the second list is so much larger than the first, and since

cases of antithesis remaining in, non-E are very few, we infer that the

Yahwiziug tendency was more intense and thorough than the other.

Where the two divine names are used antithetically and yet

without contrast of meaning we must suppose that the two were
regarded as practically interchangeable. Even where one name
is used almost constantly we have no ground for holding that

the other name was not recognized as equivalent. All that we
observe is that in antitheses the variety of two names is desired

for rhetorical reasons, and where this variety is avoided the

omitted name is not forgotten or denied.

Yet there are essential differences between the two divine

names. The abundant use of DTl^fc? in a generic sense that is

impossible for niiT' proves this. When the difference is felt,

D\"l7i^ is the more abstract, T])iV the more concrete. The former
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expresses the large sense of deity or divinity (like b^), with its

supreme and sweeping attributes, while the latter expresses

what is on the whole a more tangible embodiment of the divine

feeUngs and activities, those with which anthropomorphic terms

are more germane. DTI/'K, in short, is apt to be general and

universal, nijT' particular and personal. But whenever the two

terms are used interchangeably their differences are naturally

more or less obliterated.

It is an extremely delicate question how far the differences

between the names are emphasized in the Psalter. Certain

passages may be cited in which they seem to be in mind. But

the phenomena on the whole imply that the differences are lost

sight of in the sense of the identity of Israel's peculiar god,

Yahweh, with all that could be affirmed of Deity in the ab-

stract. The majority of the poems express this sense of identity

under the rhetorical form of Yahwism, but a considerable section

of them express it under the form of Elohism. These facts only

serve to confirm the supposition that one name could be sub-

stituted for the other without loss of meaning— as is patent in

every case where the two names are used in parallel. The sup-

position becomes still stronger if behind both the Elohism and

the Yahwism of the present text lies a varied usage of both

names together.

Among the verses with antithesis of names the large majority have

Wnbn first, and most of them imply little difference of sense between

the two names. In a few cases, however, the Yahwistic member is

slightly more concrete or special (especially 55 : 17 ; 68:18, 20; 73:28;

and, where the antithesis is between adjacent verses, 16:1-2; 69:31-32,

33-34; 75:8-9; 139:19-21).

If duplication in the present text represents an original antithesis,

note that almost all the cases of Elohistic duplication more readily

imply the order D\n'7N-nin^ than the reverse, while in the cases of

Yahwistic duplication the implied order is either uncertain or mn^- n\n^«.

In the Yahw^istic examples there are many instances of cumulation,

where O'nhK is excluded, and, in general, as we move forward in the

Books it becomes harder to imagine an Elohistic original, even for

one member of the verse. In Bk. V we seem to have come to a time

when it was no longer natural to use D\l^K absolutely.

Interesting details appear fi-om a minute comparison of such doublets

as 14= 53, 40b = 70, &c.
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Some interesting light upon the subject before us is derived

from the usage of extracanonical books hke Ecclesiasticus,

Wisdom, and the Psalms of Solomon. For the first of these we

now have a partial Hebrew text, and back of them all lies the

Hebrew mind, if not the Hebrew tongue. The range of period

represented between the first and the last is probably more

than a century, and at its close brings us far on toward the

Christian Era.

The evidence of these books does not support the theory

that in the latest Judaism Elohism replaced YahAvism. But it

does strengthen the view that as time proceeded there was much
interchange of names, all being usually understood in the general

sense of "God" in the N. T. The variations of usage, as in the

Psalter, seem to have been due to conditions, the nature of

which can hardly be affirmed with exactitude. But the pre-

servation of these texts, with all their variations, implies that

the differences were not felt to be objectionable. This reinforces

the view that the differences are somehow connected with different

classes of writers or shades of thought rather than with mdely
separated periods or places.

In what we have of the Hebrew text of Ecclus. the prevailing

divine names are bn and. niiT' (each about 40 times), while W'TibH is much
Jess frequent (about 15 times). The distribution of DM^« also, is

peculiar, being confined (in th'e absolute sense) to ch. 10, with 3 : 20;

9 : 16; 40 : 26-27; 42 : 15, 17; 45 : 1-2; and it rarely occurs in the neigh-

borhood of either of the others (only in 3:38-20; 42:15-17). ]V'7V and
p^y !?K occur 12 times, never near D\n'7N. Several other epithets are

found, of which the chief is n»1P (4 times)
;
pnx is found once (once

also, in the margin). In general, ^N and nin'' do not occur much to-

gether, but note the juxtapositions in 4:13-14; 11:21-22; 12:2-6; 15:

9-13; 35 : 14-16; 42 : 15-17; 43 : 9-12; 46 : 3-16; 48 : 3-5; 50 : 21-22. Among
these latter are several good examples of antithesis.

In the Greek text of Ecclus. KOptos is used lavishly (over 200 times),

representing (in passages of which the Heb. is extant) all the three

leading terms in Heb., and even appearing where no name is used in

the Heb. ihpurTos is also common (over 30 times), often in antithesis

to Kijptos, while de6s is decidedly rare (not in antithesis with f/fwros).

Evidently, then, this version avoids deis, and apparently often sub-

stitutes i)\{/KTTOs for it.

In Wisd., on the other hand, de6s occurs absolutely about 40 times,
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while idpios occurs only about 25 times, and O^j/urroi but twice. There

are several clear antitheses between de6s and KOpioi.

In Pss. Sol., again, KOpios occurs about 110 times, and 6f6s about

85 times; the latter also occurs over 20 times with modifiers—a usage

rare in Ecclus. and Wisd. Many close antitheses may be noted. Other

divine names do not appear. In many ways the usages of this col-

lection correspond to what we may imagine was the normal style of

the Psalter before it underwent either an Elohistic or a Yahwistic

editing.!

At this point mention may be made of a hypothesis about

the antithetic use of the two names that seems to the writer to

have some suggestiveness. This hypothesis starts with the as-

sumption that, on the whole, the most natural name to be used

by Hebrew writers was Hl/T, since that was the name of "their"

God, whose rule and cult marked them off from other peoples.

But, as is seen in the Hexateuchal narratives, this usage was

not the only one, though it was the one most closely associated

with the national consciousness whose center was Jerusalem.

Side by side with it was the use of DTl^fc^, apparently in the

northern kingdom. As the growth of literature went on, how-

ever, there was an increasing tendency to make the Yahwistic

nomenclature at least dominant, if not exclusive. This is con-

spicuous in the earlier and greater prophets, as well as in

Deuteronomy. Thus the national usage became emphatically

Yahwistic.

It was the glory of Israel that its conception of God was

something higher and purer than that of its neighbors. Begin-

ning, perhaps, as only allegiance to a tribal deity, or, at least,

nucleating itself about that allegiance, it steadily rose to genuine

monotheism, to a sense of one, supreme Creator and Ruler

Avhose domain was worldwide and whose nature was absolutely

transcendent. The Hebrews believed that this God had revealed

Himself to them under the name and in the person of Yahweh,

and thus through them was being made known to all men, so

that, in process of time, the religion that had been local and

racial would become universal. In all this, in spite of the crudity

of some of the subsumptions under it, we see those among the

1 On Ecclus., see manuals of Smend; and on Pss. Sol., see Ryle and

James.
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Hebrew seers whose vision was keenest reaching out towards

the subhme and daring claim of Christianity.

Now, in the literary expression of this developing theology,

we may reasonably suppose that there would be frequent traces

of the more or less conscious need of fully identifying what is

felt about Yahweh and what is said about him or addressed to

him with all that could rightly be connected with the larger, but

more abstract, concept of which he was the expression and em-

bodiment. This could be done most simply and naturally by

using the term D\*l'?S in such close conjunction with iT\iV that

the two should be recognized as equivalent and interchangeable.

Especially would this mixed or twofold usage tend to discourage

any tendency to slip back into some limited conception that

would merely make Hebrew religion one among the many reli-

gions of the world, with no more claim to universal acknow-

ledgment than happened to be secured by Hebrew political

supremacy.

As one striking illustration of this literary practice we may note

the several instances in which the expression "Yahweh, He is God", or

the like, occurs, namely, Deut. 4 : 35; 7:9; 10 : 17; 29 : 11-12; Jos. 2 : 11;

22:a4; II Sam. 7:28; I Kgs. 18:39 (bis); TI Kgs. 19:15; I Ch. 17:

22, 26; II Ch. 33 : 13; Is. 43 : 12; 45 : 18; Hos. 11 : 9.

Parallel with these are many passages with names like nB^ (much
used in Job, apparently in place of nw) and ]V^». Both of these terms,

like D^n^K and hn, when used absolutely, avoid that close association

with Israel that is inevitable with m.T.

It will be seen, of course, that this line of speculation has a

bearing upon the particular problem before us. The Psalter

poetry is just the place where there Avould be likely to be in-

stances of the literary expression of such a belief, sometimes

deliberate and intentional, sometimes almost unconscious and
merely instinctive. Particularly would this be so if this poetry

w^ere mostly the product of the periods when the full sense of

the wide meaning of Israel's message to the world was taking

possession of its thought. The normal thing, then, would be to

find in this poetry a rather constant joining of the two divine

names, in an antithetic paralleHsm that is really emphatically

synonymous. Normally, too, DM^i< would stand first, as ex-

pressing the broader and more inclusive concept, and TTDT]'^ would
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follow, as making the expression concrete and vivid. This is

precisely what is found in the majority of the verses in which

the two names are conjoined in parallel.

It is worth noting that this placing of D\nb« first in the Psalter

phrases is not fully matched elsewhere. Out of about 60 specially

clear cases of antithesis of the names, rather more than half have nirP

first. One hesitates to draw an inference from this ; as far as it goes,

it suggests that the poems are later than the prose texts.

But the number of verses with antithesis in the Psalter is

small. In almost all parts of the collection are found verses

with duplication instead of antithesis, sometimes of HliT, some-

times of D''l^/'^5. Under the hypothesis here adopted it is pre-

sumed that most of these duplications represent an original

antithesis, the order of names in which is not always certain

(and perhaps is not material). If this be so, it follows that in

the present redaction of the Psalter we have not only the strik-

ing phenomenon of Elohism in one, centrally placed section,

but also the equally striking phenomenon of Yahwism in the

larger sections before and after. On this hypothesis, we con-

jecture a period of free composition first, when instinctively the

two names were both used and often combined in parallel, this

being followed, in one case, by another period or influence,

when existing texts were Elohistically modified to some extent,

and, in the other, existing texts were Yahwistically modified to

an even greater extent. "Why these modifications were made,

and which of them came first, are further questions. The im-

portant point in this part of the hypothesis is that it suggests

that there is as much demand for investigation in Bk. I, for

example, as in Bks. II-III.

As regards the Elohistic section, attention has already been called

to some specific cases in which it seems likely that a Yahwistic ex-

pression has been Elohistically remodeled. We next inquire whether

in the Yahwistic sections there is any sign that Elohistic expressions

have similarly been Yahwistically remodeled. Here we have not so

sure criteria as in the first instance. Tliere, naturally, much is made

of expressions like "God, my God", which probably represents " Yahweh,

my God". Here, however, we have the compound name "Yahweh

Adonai", which doubtless represents " Yahweh Elohim" (68 : 21 ; 109 : 2]

;

140:8; 141:8; also 8:2, 10; not found outside the Psalter), and the

striking phrase "Thou hast said to Yahweh, Thou art Lord" (16:2),
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which doubtless represents "Thou art God" (as in the many passages

noted on p. 13), and also several cases in which "Lord" is in parallel

with "Yahweh", implying, by the hypothesis here followed, that it

represents "God" by antithesis. These tend to create a presumption

that, while in Elohistic poems UlN stands for nin', in Yahwistic poems

it stands for Cn^K. In neither case can we be sure that it always thus

stands, but only that it is more likely to do so than not.

Interesting analogies to the above appear in connection with IV^y,

which seems to be used in two ways—for nin'' in 46 : 5; 50 : 14; 73 : 11;

77 : 11 ; 78 : 17 ; 107 : 11 (all but the last in the Elohistic section), but

for n^r\h» in 9:3; 18:14; 21:8; 83:19; 87:5; 91:9; 92:2; 97:9. In

this last list two cases are of peculiar interest. 97 : 9 adds itself to

the list of cases where the assertion " Yahweh, Thou art God " appears.

And 83 : 19 stands in the coda attached to the whole Elohistic section

by which there is imposed upon E a Yahwistic reference or sanction,

and the coda brings with it from its Yahwistic atmosphere the character-

istic use of "Most High" for "God",

Regarding other cases, where neither parallelism nor coupled ex-

pressions help us, there is room for much difference of opinion. AU
we can say is that, as an antecedent nin"' is conceivable in many cases

in 42-83 where it is no longer present, so elsewhere an antecedent

D'n^N is equally conceivable.

If there is force in the reasons for beheving that outside of

E in the Psalter there are signs of a somewhat extreme Yahwism,

and if, as is usually conceded, there is an extreme Elohism with-

in E, then the question presents itself as to the relation in time

between the two tendencies thus represented. This relation, as

concerns these poems, needs only to be studied as it appears in

the Psalter. Whether what can be there discovered has any

connection with similar tendencies outside need not at first be

considered.

Three theories may be set up. The two tendencies may be

contemporaneous, or practically so, being caused by differences

of circumstances or by prejudices on the part of two distinct

classes of writers. Or the Elohizing tendency may have preceded.

Or the Yahwizing tendency may have preceded. The main

question is probably between the second and third of these

views, since there does not seem to be any special reason for

emphasizing the first.

In the commentaries it is not uncommon to associate the

Elohism of the Psalter with that growing hesitation to the use
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of i^)T]'^ which finally, in the latest Judaism, made the latter the

"ineffable" name. Baethgen, for example, goes so far afield as

to refer to the practice in Vespasian^s time of limiting its use

to the High Priest once a year! But, we may ask, what is the

use of introducing such references unless we are prepared to

apply them by saying that the Elohistic section of the Psalter is

its latest part? No doubt, within E are found the two or three

poems that many commentators believe to be most clearly Macca-
baean. But w^hatever judgment about date rests upon Elohism

must be applied to all the Elohistic poems as a group. When
viewed thus, as a group, it is hard to believe that they are not

editorially earlier than the Yahwistic poems in general.

It is perhaps enough to consider the fact that E comes to us

imbedded in a collection which otherwise is so strongly Yahwistic

as to seem extreme in this regard. If E is very late, how can

its location and literary surroundings be explained? And if it

represents a time when the use of nin*' was interdicted, how
can the occurrence of the forbidden name within it be ex-

plained?

There is more plausibility in such guesses as that of Lagarde

(that Elohism may be a mark of songs intended for a special

class, like the Levites), or that of Briggs (that it marks poems

meant for use in Mesopotamia, rather than Palestine). Yet
neither of these is supported by any convincing arguments.

Full weight must be given to any facts in the poems them-

selves that shed light upon their chronological relation to the

rest of the Psalter. In particular, we must examine E to see

if there are signs that it has been reworked under Yahwistic

influence. If there are such signs, then the Elohism of E is

earlier than the Yah^ism of the redactors. Reference has al-

ready been made to this subject in our second article. Further

details may here be added.

It is clear that the concluding verses of 83, the last poem in the

Elohistic section, are emphatically Yahwistic. mrP occurs in vv. 17,

19, and ]'\''hv in v. 19 appears to be equivalent to D'n^N, as elsewhere

in Yahwistic poems. But it is not clear at what point the superposed

conclusion begins. It certainly covers vv. 17-19, It may possibly run

back as far as v. 14, though I think this unlikely. Similarly, Yah-

wistic final verses are appended to 64, 73, 76 and probably 62. Final
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verses that are disconnected with what precedes, though not explicitly

Yahwistic, are appended to 45, 61, 52, 54 (v. 8), 55 (v. 23), 79; and the

refrains of 42-43, 46, 57, 80 may all of them be accretions. The open-

ing of 71 seems like a direct quotation from 31. All of these phenom-

ena favor the theory of an editing subsequent to the time of com-

position.

In all, there are about 75 cases in which "in% 'ilN or ]Yhv appear

in the existing text. In about 45 of these there is no obvious anti-

thesis of names, and among them are several antiphons (48:2; 51:17;

54:8; 69:17; perhaps 69:31-37), with so marked an interpolation as

42 : 9. The whole of 70 may be adapted from 40. Perhaps other in-

stances of possilile emendation or interpolation should be cited, but

they are not specially clear.

There remains the chance that some interpolated matter has been

accommodated to its context, so as to be difficult of identiiication by

lexical methods.

Under the hypothesis here advocated, we suppose that all the

poems in Bks. I-III were originally characterized by fairly

abundant verses with antithesis of DTlt'^? and tVliV, the union

of the two names being for variety of expression and com-

prehensiveness of allusion, not for differentiation or contrast of

idea. AVe suppose that the poems which now constitute E were

collected at a relatively early time, and that later they were

subjected to a redaction that made them in the main Elohistic,

but that the occasion of the redaction did not require the ehmi-

nation of all Yahwism. We suppose, in harmony with the

argument of our second article, that the group which we have

called D2 was either later than the groups K^ and A, though

prior to the Elohistic redaction, or expressed the sentiments of

a different class, so that it suggested to subsequent editors the

use of the name "David" as a collection title. We suppose

that most of the poems now included in D^ belong to a much
later period than E and represent different circumstances, and

that they in their turn underwent a redaction that made them

abnormally Yahwistic—the motive of the redactors being com-

plementary to and the reverse of that of the earlier Elohistic

redactors. We suppose that in connection with this redaction

Bks. I-IIT assumed substantially their present scope and order,

D^ being set first because representing the general mood of the

editor's own time, and E being somewhat modified by Yahwistic
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interpolations and addenda. We further suppose that the whole

result of these processes was finally influenced by the liturgical

style and spirit of Bks. IV-Y, which were also Yahwistic in

form. It is not impossible that it was this liturgical influence

that imposed the extreme Yahwism upon Bk. I, though it is*

then hard to see why it did not remove the Elohism from

Bks. II-III.

Whether or not there is value in this line of speculation, the

problem remains as to the reason for the extreme emphasis

upon Elohism at one point and upon Yahwism at another. The
writer's view is naturally influenced by his belief that Yahwism
is as much of a phenomenon in the present text as Elohism. If

it is, whatever reasons are urged for one must be consistent

with the reasons for the other. The two assumed "redactions"

stand in some degree of opposition. But we can hardly presume

that the Elohizers denied Yahweh, or that the Yahwizers failed

to identify Yahweh with Elohim. Have Ave any clue to the

reasons why they chose to magnify two difterent nomenclatures?

Several critics have supposed that the Elohism was due to a

geographical and political situation Avhere the name Yahweh
needed to be suppressed because offensive to outsiders, as,

perhaps, in the Captivity. This theory is attractive, especially

as several of the E poems are readily connected with the Exile

period. But the theory has difficulty as well. It almost obliges

us to hold that ever}- touch of Yahwism in E is an interpolation

—which is not easy to be sure of. And it fails completely if

we assume that the original texts were more or less Yahwistic.

The present Elohism is superposed upon something that it was

thought best to alter. That earlier text could not have been

adapted to conditions in which reference to the national deity

by his special name was interdicted. And why, when this

Elohistic section was gathered up with strongly Yahwistic

material, and itself subjected to some Yahwistic interpolation,

was its extreme Elohism not removed?

It is better to suppose that the two styles represent two

successive periods when the editorial control of existing materials

was in the hands of two distinct classes, enough opposed in

practice so that the poems were treated in diff'erent ways, but
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not so opposed as to preclude the amalgamation of their respec-

tive collections into one. As to motive, we suppose that the

Elohistic redaction was governed by a desire to avoid the

danger that Yahweh would be taken to be simply Israel's god,

unus inter pares with other national deities, and to exalt him

as God Absolute; while the Yahwistic redaction was governed

by a complementary^ desire to claim that the God of Israel,

whose name is Yahweh, is such a unique expression of divinity

that he rises above all other national gods, and, indeed, that it

is through the knowledge of him that the knowledge of the Ab-
solute God becomes possible. The two points of view are really

close together, but they might represent quite diverse processes

and habits of thought. Though so far differentiated as to lead

to a special literary style, they might not be so antagonistic as

to annihilate each other.

A theor}' of this kind, of course, may be so stated as to in-

volve attributing to the editors some fantastic subtlety ofthought.

But are we not warranted in detecting at more than one point

in the Old Testament the working of some such distinction as

that here emphasized? On one side are teachers who, in their

zeal for their national deity, would exalt Yahweh fanatically

and intolerantly, even to the point of substituting his name for

the vaguer Elohim. On the other side are those who used the

development of religion around the name and person of Yahweh
as a means of reaching a more generalized sense of the Abso-
lute of which Yahweh was a concrete manifestation, and who
therefore might choose to replace the name YahAveh by some
larger term. Illustrations of this latter tendency are found in

Job and Ecclesiastes, while the former became the practice of

the priestly class in later Judaism. Yet the two were not wholly

exclusive of each other, as the make-up of several parts of the

Old Testament shows.

It would seem as if help might come for the solving of the

historical problem through a strict analysis of the lexical material

of E, as indicated, for example, by the test-list given at the

opening of this article, since in previous articles such analyses

have pointed to important characteristics in the groups of poems
or passages under consideration. But in this case the results

2*
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are not very plain or striking. The natural inference is that

there is no special unity of occasion or sentiment in the E
poems. This is perhaps what is to be expected, since, by hypo-

thesis, E is a collection that became Elohistic, and thus differ-

entiated as a collection, under other circumstances than those

of composition, and probably much later. .

One or two peculiarities, however, deserve mention. There

is in E, as a group, a considerable national consciousness, a

sense of Israel as a people with a history, an individuality and

a mission. Incidentally, this brings with it some implication of

a knowledge of historical records. Rhetorically, too, E is notable

for the number of its references to natural objects and phenom-

ena, having a variety and vividness much greater than, for

instance, in the D poems generally. The usage of E, also, with

regard to many single words, including some of little more than

grammatical force, is peculiar enough to attract attention. All

these points serve to mark E off from most of the rest of the

Psalter, or at least to differentiate Bks. II-III from the other

Books.

In considering these data it is important to keep them dis-

sociated from the fact of Elohism, since, presumably, Elohism

was not a quality of these poems in their original form.

There can be little doubt that there is no great lexical difference

between E and most of the poems that follow in Bk. Ill (except

86, which belongs to D, and perhaps 88, which is also somewhat

affiliated with D;. Furthermore, of course, it is to be remembered

that all of the poems now included in E may not have stood there

from the same period. The theory here being worked out involves

supposing that E was gradually built up out of separate groups of

poems, indications of which appear in the varying titles. But the

Elohistic redaction, of course, took place before the formation of the

present "Book" divisions.

In measuring the emphasis of words or usages in E it should be

remembered that E constitutes less than one-third of the whole Psalter,

80 that, if more than 35o/u of a word's total occurrences are in E, the

fact is notable.

Of words pertaining to Israel as a nation the following are striking:

DP, of Israel, 27 times in E, 39 times in non-E (41 o/o). Of these,

22 imply that the nation is God's, which carries with it the probability

that n\n!jN represents an original nin' in 47:10; 50:8, 7; 53:7 (of.
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14:7); 60:3; 68:8,36; 72:1; 77:14; 78:59,65; 79:12; 83:2. Of

other nations, usually plural, 21/25 {AQOj^),i In both these senses D»

is more than twice as emphatic in E as in D. Of the frequent syno-

nyms of wnv (of aliens), D"'1J has 35o/q in E against 26o/o in D, and

U^nnh has 50 0/q in E against 36o/o in D. All these terms are far below-

normal in D.

btr\)ff\ 26/33 (44 "/o). Among these are 5 cases where there is an ex-

plicit or implied antithesis with Judah—not found elsewhere. " God of

Israel" and "Shepherd of Israel" are peculiar to E, and "Holy One

of Israel" is found elsewhere only in 89. An original niiT seems to

be implied in 68 : 9, 27, 35; 71 : 22?; 73 : 1?; 76: 2; 78 : 41, 59, in addition

to the passages noted above.

Spr, 17/17 (oOo/o). "God of Jacob" has 64o/o in E, but "Mighty

One of Jacob" is peculiar to 132. An original nin'' is implied in 44:5;

59:14; 81:2. "Israel" has only 29 0/^ in D, and "Jacob" only 14 0/^

—both far below normal.

Here is a suitable place to note that E contains a large majority of

the proper names found in the Psalter, most of them not elsewhere.

Besides the singular references in 60, 68, 83, note that six of the

tribes are named, Judah (also in 97), Zebulon, Naphtali, Ephraim,

Manasseh (the two also collectively as "Joseph"), and Benjamin.

Several leading geographical features are also mentioned, such as

Hermon, Lebanon, the Jordan valley, Gilead, Bashan, Shiloh, &c. Out-

side peoples, like the Philistines, Edomites, and Tyrians, and distant

countries, like Egypt, Ophir, Assyria, and Tarshish, receive here almost

the only attention. All this class of usages is completely different

from what is characteristic of D, though 60 and 68 nominally rank as

D poems.

]XS, applied to Israel, .5/2 (71<yo), in non-E only in 95, 100.

N2S, whether applied to Israel or indefinite, is peculiar to E.

3«, plur., of "the fathers" or "the ancients", 8/6 (57%).

IBD, of "passing on" traditions from one generation to another,

5/1 (83o/o).

nna, of God's leadership of His people, is peculiar to E.

1^0, messianic, 10/5 (67 o/^).

TJ>, of Jerusalem, &c., 9/3 (75 o/^); in, of Zion, 14/7 (67o/o).

bin«, of the Tabernacle, is peculiar to E ; but of the Temple, rare in

E (only 20o/o).

The plural number referring to the writers, is frequent in the poems

that seem to be most characteristic of E, just as the singular is

frequent in D.

Although the usage of E with words that pertain to God or His

acts has no obvious unity or special significance, some data may be

• To save space, the number of occurrences in E and non-E are in-

dicated, as in our second article, by the form 21/25.
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given as illustrating the point that the E poems have much lexical

indiviiluality.

Among small usages that are peculiar to E, note ]m, of God's act

(77 : 2), nsin, directed toward God (74 : 22; 79 : 12), "-DP, in direct address

(50 : 7 ; 81 : 9, 12, 14). The following show fully twice the normal per-

centage: n^y, of God's exaltation, 3/1; pVf, of His earthly manifestation,

4/2; n^D, Pie], punitively, 5/3. Decidedly above normal are these:

\\», imv. to God, 3/8; non, God's, 4/5; «T, Niph., of God or His deeds,

8/8 (not in Bk. I); tl?, objectively of God, 11/12; niX, of His authority,

H/d; nix, as an epithet or metaphor for Him, 7/11; Dib, of His act,

10/13; niB', do., 17/^2; ubvf, do., 1/1; BBB^, do., 10/13.

As illustrating still further the fact that E has noticeable lexical

peculiarities, we may instance the following points, selected from the

test-lists of "common" words:

A number of terms for physical objects in a literal sense are chiefly

found in E, such as ]«X, 2/0; "\1S, 4/1; non, of venom, 2/1; nn2, both

literal and figurative, 6/4 (but of the cosmogonic "floods", 0/5); ^nK,

of ordinary habitation, 5/4; D''D, of the sea, 7/5; tn, 7/7, &c. So, among
terms for describing evil sentiments or acts, are Dno, of pride, 3/0;

"BD, of "declaring" evil, 4/0; riots', of malice, 3/0; 2nn, of enmity, slander,

death, 7/4; IS, 15/14; B^IIW, bad, 5/4; ns and ]'\V)b, of evil speech, 19/25;

Dl, of violence, 3/4, &c. To these may be added ])H and pots', imv., to

men, 7/1; tDlts, of things, 6/5; N"i\ in general, 8/8; nna, of a league,

2/0, &c. We might also note peculiarities in the use of adverbs and

the like, such as ]3, 103, no, ni», nS3, &c.

When we compare the many details such as these with

parallel details in the D poems, we are almost forced to beUeve

that E and D, taken as wholes, represent distinct hterary out-

puts— and this in spite of the fact that D^ is counted in both

series. The evidence also shows that E is much more varied in

topic and more fresh in expression, besides having more obvious

relation to outside literary sources. We may not claim that

these facts demonstrate its earlier date, but they favor that

hypothesis. The case is strengthened when we take into account

the implications from the use of the divine names, remembering

that that use shows that the E poems have passed through more

than one redaction. If there be force in this hne of argument,

it is in Bks. II-III, rather than in Bk. I, that we are to look for

the historical nucleus of the Psalter. This may be urged with-

out precluding the possibility that outside of E there may be

isolated poems or passages of as early date, which ha,ve been

included in collections that are, as wholes, relatively late.
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The lexical differences between D and E, regarded as two

general types, are so numerous and striking that one is tempted

to speculate whether in some way they represent two great

streams of expression that arose under different circumstances

and were only combined at last with some difficulty. The problem

is still further complicated by the fact, emphasized in our first

article, that there is still a third stream, which we have called

L, with peculiarities and implications of its own.

Curious results arise from comparing the proportions of D, E, and

L words in the several poems as indicated by the graded tables given

in our three articles hitherto. In some cases all three elements are

below the normal average (60, 83, 88, 91, 119, 121, 127-129, 137, 139),

implying the presence of other factors. In a few cases the three

elements are nearly equal (14= 53, 80, 71). And in 14 cases two

elements are nearly equal (DE, 39, 49, 63, 94, 133, DL, 9, 28, 92, 97,

112, EL, 8, 61, 89, 96). Setting all these aside, there remain over

120 poems in which one element more or less predominates, viz:

Bk. I. D, 1, 3-7, 10-13, 15-17, 19, 21-23, 25-27, 31-32, 34-38, 40-41;

E, 18, 29; L, 2, 20, 24, 33.

Bk. II. D, 51, 54-55, 62, 64, 69-70; E, 42-48, 50, 56, 58-59, 65-68, 72;

L, 52, 57.

Bk. III. D, none; E, 73-74, 76-82, 84-85, 87; L, 75, 86.

Bk. IV. D, 101; E, 90, 93, 95, 98, 102, 104-105; L, 99-100, 103, 106.

Bk.V. D, 109-110, 120, 122-123, 125, 140-143; E, 114, 116, 124, 126,

132, 144: L, 107-108, 111, 113, 115, 117-118, 130-131, 134-136, 138,

145-150.

Summary: D, 47 (29 in I, 10 in V); E, 43 (16 in II, 12 in III, 7

in IV); L, 31 (19 in V).

With these notes before us that emphasize the differences of

E as a group from the rest of the Psalter, especially from the

"David" poems, and recalling the data already given about

some lexical usages in apocryphal books, we are tempted to

inquire whether any relation can be detected between the phenom-

ena now before us and facts in the history of the latest period

of Judaism. The so-called Psalms of Solomon, for example, are

supposed to represent the party of the Pharisees—a party whose

faults were mostly perversions of much that was estimable.

Between these late poems and the D poems of the Psalter,

especially those of Bk. I, there is considerable similarity in tone

and sentiment. In both series we find expressions of the in-
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dignant reaction of "the godly" against the derision and lofti-

ness of "the ungodly", with appeals for vindication by divine

justice. But the similarities yield little of historic inference

except the possibility that the situation behind the D poems

may have been somewhat preparatory for the rise of the Phari-

sees, so that their tone and style were adopted by the latter for

themselves, just as these poems have served again and again

for both Jews and Christians ever since when strictness of

opinion or observance brought suffering for conscience' sake.

This line of speculation sheds no light upon the question of

Elohism and Yahwism. The Psalms of Solopaon, if the Greek
text at all represents a Hebrew usage in the background, ex-

hibit the mixture of divine names that we have contended was

the normal type. And under our hypothesis the D poems (and

the E poems as well) originally exemplified this mixed usage.

Neither can this speculation be made to shed light upon the

source of the non-D poems. That is, these poems cannot be

attributed to the forerunners of the Sadducees, for example,

simply because they show contrasts with poems that are perhaps

connected with the rise of the Pharisees. The differences between

D and non-D have in general a different quality, and suggest

inferences of another sort altogether.

But another aspect of the matter may have some importance.

The Pharisees came to be the party of the synagogue. Their

party and the importance of the synagogue as an institution

developed hand in hand. Hence it is not extreme to conjecture

that the influence which set the poems that we have called D^

at the head of the Psalter was the influence of the synagogue

rather than that of the Temple. Pharisaism was an expression

of the spirit of conservatism and orthodoxy. The synagogue

was both the fruit of the same spirit and the soil in which that

spirit grew. And that which is most characteristic of the D
poems is easily recognized as the voice of this spirit on the

defensive. Concerning the problem thus suggested something

further will be said in our fourth article.
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Yahwe Elohim

NATHANIEL SCHMIDT

COBNEIiL UNIVERSITY

IN Gen. 2 4-3 24 the double name Jahwe Elohim occurs

twenty thnes. It is also found in Ex. 9 30; II Sam. 7 22,25;

Jonah 46; Pss. 72 18, 84 9, n; I Chron. 17 I6, i7b, 2820, 29 1;

II Chron. 1 9, 6 41 twice, 42, 26 18. Whether it was used origin-

ally in any of these passages may be seriously questioned.

There seems to be strong evidence that G- had only o Geo?,

without a preceding J^vpiog, in Gen. 2 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 19, 21, 22, 3 13,

14, 22, wliile the secondary character of Kupiog in 2 15, 16, 18, 3 1,

8ab, 9, 21, 23 is highly probable. MSS. that have preserved, more

or less completely, the asterisks of Origen show that he intro-

duced Kvpiosj with this sign, before o Geo? in 2 4, 5, 7, 8, 3 22, and

there are indications that the same process was followed by

him in 2 9, 19, 21, 22, 3 13, 14,

Grabe, in his edition of A, marked K.vpios in 2 4, 5, 8 with

the asterisk, and in 2 21, 3 13,22 with the sign x showing that

other indications were relied upon than the hexaplaric MSS.
and direct patristic testimony. Kvpios in 3 22 should have the

asterisk; but Holmes X was not known until 1715 when Mont-

faucon's Bibliotheca Coisliniana appeared, and Grabe published

his text in 1707. For Gen. 1 1-46 28, missing in B, the editors

of the Sixtine used Holmes 19 which has only o Geo? in 2 5, 7,

8,9,19,21,22, 3 22 (and also 3 11 where MT. has no name), and

Kvpio9 o Geo? in 2 4, 15, I6, 18, 3 1, 8ab, 9, 13, 14, 21, 23. This is an

excellent MS. closely akin to B and it was reprinted from the

Sixtine by Holmes; but Swete preferred an uncial and, since

fc< is also wanting, printed A which has only o Geo? in 2 5, 7, 9,

19, 21. Brooke and McLean repeated the same text in the

editio major, adding their more extensive critical apparatus.

r
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The Complutensian has o Oeos in 2 4, 7, 19,21, 3 13, and neither

Kvpio9 nor o Oeo? in 3 22. It is based on Holmes 108. Among
the deviations from this MS. in Lagarde's attempted restoration

of the Lucianic recension is o Geo? in 3 22 which he found in

Holmes 19, 44. ^ The Aldine, based on Holmes 68,2 has o Qeo^

in 2 5,7,8,9,19, 3 9,13,22 (and also 3 11), and so, of course, Lo-

nicer's edition of 1526. Holmes 82 and, according to Brooke

and McLean, also the accurate and important Cod. Liguriensis

(Holmes 52) have only o Geo? in 3 14; this was also the reading

of Irenaeus, if his Celtic translator can be trusted.

The Old Latin apparently had only Deus in 2 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 19, 21

;

in the other passages Sabatier prints Dominus Dens. But in

3 14 Cyprian read only Deus (Holmes, and Burkitt in the larger

Cambridge edition), and the translator of Irenaeus into Latin

may have been influenced by the Vetus Latina. Sabatier's

quotations from later Latin fathers show how uncertain Dominus
is in many cases. The Buhairic seems to have had plinut in

2 5, 7, 9, 19, 21, 3 8b, 13 (but not 3 11), and coeis phnut in 2 4, s, 15,

16,18,22, 3 1,8a, 9, 14, 21,22, 23, while the Saidic omitted coeis in

2 16, and had it in 2 19. The Palestinian Aramaic had only ^o>^?

at least in 2 4, 8, 3 9, 13, 22. The Ethiopia has ^egzVa heher every-

where (also in 3 11); and the Arabic version of Saadia has every-

where TOb^. It is not easy to say why the former, using

apparently a Greek text of the type presented by Holmes 19, 68,

did not mark the distinction of names by employing ^egz'ia 'amldk

or 'egzta heher 'amlCik (cf. e. g. Jub. 2 1) for Kvpios o Geo?.

Saadia probably thought it inelegant to use a term like *-»-flJI xJUl,

employed by the translator of the Samaritan text.-' Neither

is important for text-critical purposes.

In the Greek text presented by MSS., translations, and quota-

tions from early writers, o Geo? is the constant element. Only

in 2 22 the Aldine, 31, 83, 121, Georg., have Ktyjto? without

1 Cp. Ankundignng eincr nenen Ausgabe der griechischen Vhcrsetzimg

des AT., 1882, p. 36.

2 Cp. Delitzsch, Fortgesetzte Studien zur Entstehungsgeschichtc der

Complutensischen Polyglotte, 1880, p. 24.

3 The Paris and London Polyglots print ^1 everywhere in Genesis

except in 6 5 where they have 4->rl^, but there also Saadia seems to

have written 7\\>h», according to the edition of Derenbourg.
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o Geo?, and Origen once omits both names and once o Qeos,

rendering it doubtful whether in his text the subject was ex-

l)ressed at all. "We know that Origen added Kvpios, probably

from Theodotion, in at least five places and put an asterisk

before it. Since he no doubt used a Hebrew text that was

substantially identical with our Jcethihh, there is a strong pre-

sumption in favor of the view that he introduced it wherever

MT. has miT. The fact that one hexaplaric MS. has the aster-

isk in places where it is not found in another, shows how in-

differently these marks were copied even when an attempt was

made to give them. Some copyists clearly omitted the words

marked by Origen as not belonging to G., others preserved them

without the asterisk, and others still reproduced the sign only

in the case of words and phrases that seemed important. Where
the most MSS., and among them the best, have only o 0eo9, we
may be reasonably sure that a preceding K.vpios with an asterisk

in Origen's G. column has been left out. This applies to more

than haK of the twenty instances. As regards the others, it is

probable, in spite of the vacillating tradition, that some of

them had exhibited the double name long before Origen wrote

his Hexapla.

It is indeed impossible to prove this from the Old Latin

version. A Latin translation made from G. no doubt existed

before Origen. But how it looked in the first part of Genesis

we have scarcely any means of knowing. Jerome complained

in the Praefatio in Quatuor Evangelia dedicated to Damasus:

"Si enim exemplaribus fides est exhibenda, respondeant, quibus?

tot enim sunt exemplaria, quot codices."-* Even if we could

read Gen. 2-3 in one of these "exemplaria," we should, there-

fore, be in considerable doubt. But Sabatier was unable to

use any MSS. in Genesis, and depended wholly upon quotations,

chiefly from Augustine, Jerome and Ambrose: "Prirao quidem

omnes Pentateuchi libros .... nonnisi ex collectis veterum

Patrum lectionibus conficere licuit .... Liber Geneseos integer

utcunque est recuperatus et confectus maxime ex Augustini,

Hieronymi et Ambrosii libris." -^ Xor are we much better off

< Migne, Patrologia Latina XXIX, S. Hier. X, p. 526.

* Bibliarum sacrorum latinae versiones antiquae, 1751, Praefatio. p. Ixx.
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to day so far as these chapters are concerned. For they are

not found either in Cod. Lugdunensis, Cod. Wirceburgensis,

Cod. Ottobonianus, or Cod. Monacensis. The absence of Do-
minus in 3 14 as quoted by Cyprian and the Latin translator

of Trenaeus is therefore of some importance. Yet far-reaching

conclusions cannot be based on such an isolated instance. The
later writers may be suspected of having used copies corrected

from Greek MSS. influenced by Origen's text.

But Philo's quotations decidedly give the impression that in

respect of the two names the text he used did not differ essenti-

ally from Origen's in this particular section. He has occasion

to quote almost every verse in his Allegorical Commentary,

and gives o Geo? in 2 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 19, 2i, 3 13, Ku^oio? o Geo? in

2 15, 16, 18, 3 1, 8 a, 9, 14, 23,6 and elscwhere ' o Geo? in 3 22. It is

true that we cannot be absolutely sure about these quotations.

Cohn has called attention to the probabiHty that the copyists

were occasionally influenced by the wording in their Bibles, and

in his reply to Nestle's criticism § rightly maintains that "hier

kommen nicht nur gewohnliche Corruptelen vor, die den Ab-
schreibern zur Last fallen, sondern auch absichtliche Anderungen,

dievon gelehrtenLesernundKorrektoren aufGrundanderweitiger

Kenntnis der betreffenden Bibelstellen vorgenommen worden

sind." 9 There is a curious example, showing how easily a trans-

lator or copyist may be thus influenced by the form of a familiar

Bible passage, in Leg. alleg. 1, 56 (ed. Cohn) where the Armenian
text has Ku^/o? o Geo? against o Geo? of the Greek MSS. Now
this is precisely what the Armenian version of the Bible has

against all the Greek MSS. in this place. In view of the fact

that all our MSS. of Philo apparently go back to an archetype

in the library at Caesarea, the remarkable agreement with what

seems to be Origen's text of G looks somewhat suspicious. It

also deserves attention that the agreement is especially pro-

nounced between the present text of Philo and Holmes 19, 108.

c The passages in Leg. alleg. are clearly indicated and may be easily

found in the editions of Mangey, Richter, Cohn, and Brehier; and the

quotations in other works of Philo, as a rule, agree with those in Leg. alleg.

'' De confnsione linguarum, ed. Wendland, 169.

8 Philologus, 1900, p. 250. » Philologus, 1900, p. 522.

I
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Philo's comment, however, on the double name, giving what

he supposed to be the reason for its employment, shows beyond

the possibility of a doubt that it existed in his text of G, and

also seems to indicate that in this chapter it appeared for the

first time in connection with the placing of man in the garden

of Eden, i. e. in 2 15. '» That, nevertheless, his text did not

always agree with either our MSS. of G. or MT. is seen in De
confusione Unguanim, 169 (ed. Wendland) where Kvpio? o Geo?

is used in a quotation of Gen. 1 26. Philo's copy of G. mani-

festly had the double name, but probably not as often as our

text of Philo would suggest. Too much stress must not be laid

on the form in which Gen. 2 7 is quoted by Josephus, i^ yet

eirXaarev 6 Oeos tov avQpwTrov airo T^y yrj^ Xa^ciov has the ap-

pearance of being an accurate reproduction of the text he used.

Now it is not easy to believe that, three centuries before

Philo, the earhest translator of the Pentateuch into Greek chose

Gen. 2 15 as the proper place for the introduction of KujOto?

before o Geo? for the first time in the narrative, and subsequently

alternated between o Geo? and the double name, either because

his Hebrew text demanded it, or arbitrarily in spite of a textual

condition like that of MT. The probability is decidedly in favor

of the assumption that G. found DTl/ii^ everywhere in the

Hebrew text and everywhere rendered it with o Geo?. This is

strongly suggested by the fact that Ku^to? o Geo? is not limited

in the Pentateuch to Gen. 2 4-3 24. It is used by Philo in

Gen. l26; the original of the Buhairic version seems to have

had it in Gen. 1 24; it is well supported in our MSS. in Gen. 4 6,

9, 13, 15 twice, 26, 4 3,5,8,12,13, 7 1, 5, 16, 8 15, 21 twice, 115,6,8,

27 20; Ex. 4 ii, 346; Deut. 29 3, and often found in more or less

extensive groups of MSS. where MT. has only niiT or D\n^J<»

Pliilo's unique reading in Gen. 1 26 is possibly supported by a

variant in the Ignatian Epistle to the Antiochenes. Holmes

*" Leg. alleg. 1, 95 (ed. Cohn): 'H 5e irapalveais ylverai Si' dfKpOT^pwv rdv

K\r\<Tiwu Kol TOV Kvplov Kol TOV GeoO, "iv€Td\aTo'' ykp "Ki^ptoj 6 0e6j"' Iva, el p.iv

irddciTo Tah irapaivicrecrw, vwb tov Qeov evepyecriQv d^iudeir}, «' 5^ d(prji/id^0L, inrd toO

Kvplov il)s Seo-voTov Kai i^ovaiav ?;:^ovros ffKopaK&iTo. Brehier omits kuI tov

Kvplov, probably through an oversight.

*i Antiq. Jud. I, 34 (ed. Niese).
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says: "Kvpios o Geo? Ignat. MS. Ep. ad Antioch." But where

is this MS.? Lightfoot and Hilgenfeld both print o Geo? and

fail to indicate any other reading. It is significant that, in the

stories of Cain and Abel, the Giants, the Deluge, and the

Tower, where K.vpios o Geo? is used, o Geo? is, as a rule,

better supported than Kuyoto?. Even in Gen. 9 26 Holmes VI, 57

omit Ki;^to9,i2 and this probably represents the original. ^^

Though the double name in Gen. 27 20 is sustained by many
good MSS. of G. and by Philo,i4 "Yahwe thy God" (MT.) has

also excellent support in MSS. of G., and is more probable.

In Ex. 4 11, where a very large number of MSS. have Kvpios

before o Geo?, the context suggests that o Geo? is the addition.

The second iTliT in Ex. 36 6 is lacking in Kennicott 171 and

many MSS. of G., and o Geo? does not present D^^/'fc< but b^.

MT. has only TDiT in Deut. 29 3; o Geo? tj/noov, was the original

addition, as many MSS. show, though rjfiwv has disappeared

from some copies. ^^

If this KujOto? before o Geo? could have found its way into

Philo's text frequently and into Origen's, as it would seem,

more than twenty times in other parts of the Pentateuch where

the Hebrew to all appearances did not have a rn»T before

D\17fc<, there is no reason to question that it could have drifted

into nine places out of twenty-four where the divinity was re-

ferred to in the story of the Garden of Eden, without any special

warrant for it in the Hebrew text of these nine passages. The

Jews of Alexandria no doubt employed in their synagogue ser-

vice the name KujOto? o Geo? as a translation of iTIiT '^11^ or

DTl^fc^ rTlrT, both of Avhich would be pronounced D^nbi^ ""ilX.

This would account for its appearance occasionally for emphasis

12 So also Philo, De sobrietate, 51 (cd. Wendland), according to Ms.

L. which formed the basis of the editio princeps by Turnebus.

1' Cp. my article on "The Blessing of Japhet," to appear in this

Journal.
1* Qtiod deus sit immutabilis, 92 (ed. Wendland).

'5 Similarly, the original Hebrew text in Deut. 14 i no doubt had a

suffix, whether it was DS'n^K, as MT., or T'"^^*** or 13'n^K, though Philo

once seems to have left it out and written only Kvpioi Qeos in De con-

fusione linguarum, 145 (ed. Wendland). In De sacrificantibus, 318 (ed.

Cohn) he added t/mw (AH.) or v/xuv (R.).
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or variation. It is quite likely that the introduction of Ku^to?

before o Geo?, in Gen. 1-3 as well as in the rest of the Penta-

teuch, belongs to the history of the inner development of G.

The possibility should indeed be borne in mind that the same

tendency may have led to the use of the name Yahwe Elohim

in the Hebrew text before the translation was made in the same

haphazard manner as in G. There are many instances recorded

by Kennicott and De Rossi where one set of MSS. has ill/T,

another DNl^fc^, one ""ilfc^, another iTIiT, some cases where one

name has clearly crowded out the other, and some where they

have fused into a double name. Cod. De Rossi 754 has evid-

ently preserved the original reading in Gen. 16 ii : y^^^ ?i^ J^Dt^ ''D;

"ita enim habetur vera interpretatio nominis Ismaelis," as De
Rossi rightly remarks ;i6 the longer form Dwi< is found in De
Rossi 669; 1' "rD«T ad marginem restitutum est," but scarcely

"ipsa primi scriptoris manu." In Ex. 6 2, where MSS. and

versions differ as to DNl^X or Hl/T, De Rossi 262 has D\n^« iTliT.

Yet the remarkable absence of DM7J< iWsV practically eveiy-

where in the Masoretic text of the Pentateuch outside of Gen. 2-3,

contrasted with the frequent occurrence of Kupto? o Geo? in our

MSS. of G., and the systematic manner in which DTl^i^ iTin'' is

employed in this section of MT., compared with the late ap-

pearance and irregular use of Kypto? o Geo? in the corresponding

part of the translation, give the unmistakable impression that

G. had before him a recension of the Hebrew text in which the

double name did not occur in the Pentateuch.

On the other hand, the Samaritan Pentateuch agrees wnth

MT., and so does the Samaritan Targum %nth its D\n/'fc5 iTIiT.

The Arabic version of Sam., unlike Saadia, makes a distinction

between jJUl which stands for mn"' and *.a^I aJJt which re-

presents DWi< iTIiT.i'' Symmachus followed Sam.; Aquila,

16 Variae lectiones Y. T., 1784, I, 15.

1" The Arabic versions should not have been quoted by De Rossi as

supporting this variant, since they use <>JJ\ for nw also.

18 A codex in my possession, giving in parallel columns the Sam. text

and the Arabic version, has sometimes 4>iJ 1 written with fatha and tash-

did, and f-;^\ with fatha and kasra.
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Theodotion, the Jewish Targums, the Peshita*^ and Jerome
followed our kethihh.

It is very generally assumed that the son of Joiada who had

married a daughter of Sanballat, when he was banished from

Jerusalem,2o took with him a copy of the Pentateuch edited by

Ezra and went to his father-in-law who made him the first high-

priest of the Samaritan sect, and that, because of the enmity

between Jews and Samaritans, the copies of his MS. and their

descendants never were compared with Jewish MSS. or revised

so as to agree with them. Nehemiah does not connect the son

of Joiada with the founding of the Samaritan cult-community.

But Josephus'^i relates how a certain Manasse, son of Johanan,

put by the elders of Jerusalem to the alternative of divorcing

his wife, Nicaso, daughter of Sanballat, or renouncing the

priesthood, w^as persuaded by promises to forego his right to

approach the altar in Jerusalem, and ultimately made priest of

the temple built on Mount Gerizim by Sanballat with the per-

mission ofAlexander. Josephus probably knew when the Gerizim

temple was built, and who the first high-priest was, as well as

he knew when the temple in Leontopolis was built and the name
of its first high-priest.

If there was only one Sanballat, the contemporary of Ne-

hemiah, Josephus apparently did not know, as we now do

through the Elephantine papyri, that his sons were grown up

men and John high-priest eighty years before Alexander. If

there were two Sanballats, both of them must have married

daughters of theirs to members of the Judaean high-priestly

family viz. to the unnamed son of Joiada-Jehudah and to

Manasse, the son of Johanan, respectively, which is not altogether

impossible, but somewhat less probable. There is no evidence

in Josephus for the modern notion that Manasse fled from

Jerusalem with a copy of the Torah, as the Chronicler supposed

Ezra to have left Susa with the Law of God in his hand. This

law may have been taken over later when the exigencies of the

'9 The Peshija differs from MT. only in having let^ Ujm also in

3 24; so the Polyglots, Lee, the Urmia ed. and Cod. Ambrosianus.

2^ Neh. 13 28.

21 Antt. Jud. XI, 302-347 (ed. Niese).
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new temple demanded it, as Stade -'- and others have maintained.

Montgomery --^ has called attention to the probability of rather

friendly relations between the younger branch of the Zadokite

priesthood at Shechem and the older line in Jerusalem. A
comparison of the Samaritan and Jewish Targums must con-

vince any one that they reflect to a certain extent a common
halakhic tradition. Even the Pentateuch itself shows signs of a

revision not confined to the Samaritan text. It is impossible to

prove that the Samaritan Pentateuch has remained the same

since it was brought to Shechem, or that it represents an earlier

type than that used by G. in the third century B.C.

The conclusion to which the evidence points is that there

existed at that time two different recensions of the Hebrew text,

one exhibiting nowhere in the Pentateuch the double name,

and another identical in this respect with MT. The age of the

latter can perhaps be established approximately by the dis-

crimination it shows in the use of the name Yahwe. It seems

to be in the Achaemenian period that men began to avoid

placing this name upon the lips of foreigners, of those not sup-

posed to be worshippers of Yahwe, or of Jews in addressing

such persons. In earlier times a distinction of this sort is not

felt to be necessary. Yahwe is used by the Philistine kings

Abimelech, Gen. 26 28, and Achish, I Sam. 29 6, the Aramaean
Laban, Gen. 3149, the Pharaoh of Egypt, Ex. 5 2, 8 8,28, 10 lo,

11, 16, 17, and his servants, Ex. 10 7, the Midianite Jethro,

Ex. 18 10, 11, Balaam, the Edomite prophet. Num. 22 8, 18, 23 3, 26,

24 13, the Amalekite who slew Saul, II Sam. 1 16, Hiram, the

king of Tyre, I Kings 5 7, and the Assyrian Rabshakeh, II Kings

18 30,32,35. The angel in Zech. 3 2 exclaims: "YahAve rebuke

thee, Satan!" In the prose story of Job Yahwe is used,

while it is carefully avoided in our present dialogues; even

Satan says "Yahwe," according to G. Trg. in 1 9, and Job's

wife in 2 9.

-- Biblische Theologie d. A.T., 1905, p. 355: "Den sicli von Mose her-

leitenden, in seinen Vorstadien bereits zur Zeit ihrer Entstehung gultigen

Pentateuch, hat sie wie die Hoffnung auf den Messias spater von der

(Jemeinde auf Zion entlehnt."

-3 The Samaritans, 1907, pp. Tiff.

3
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But Yahwe is avoided iu the letter of Tattenai to Darius,

Ezra 5 7-17, the decrees of Cyrus, 63-5, and Darius, 66-12, the

firman given by Artaxerxes to Ezra, 7 11-26, and probably also

in the proclamation of Cyrus in Ezra 1 2-4 (II Chron. 36 23)

where MSS. of MT. and of the early versions suggest that miT
is a later addition. The same applies to the decrees of Ne-

buchadnezzar in Dan. 3 28-29, 4 1-37, and of Darius the Mede,

Dan. 6 25-27. In Jonah a clear distinction is made between the

sailors who, having heard from the prophet the name of his

god, 1 9, beseech Yahwe to deliver them, 1 14, and become Yahwe-
worshippers, 1 16, and the king of Nineveh and his nobles who,

having heard nothing else than that a prophet had predicted

the destruction of the city after forty days, can only use the

term Elohim in their proclamation, 3 7-9. A similar care was

probably taken originally in the case of The Sayings of Agur
ben Yakeh ; rt? yue opa (G.) in Prov. 30 9 suggests iTTri'' ''D for

iTliT ''D. Scruples of this kind may have prevented the insertion

of Jahwe before Elohim in the words of the serpent and the

answer of the woman. Gen. 3 ib-5, as early as the Persian period.

There is not the slightest evidence, however, in the texts re-

presenting this recension, of Yahwe having been originally used

in the conversation and subsequently removed. The hand that

first introduced the double name manifestly hesitated to put it

on the lips of the serpent.

Another consideration leads to the same result. The recension

represented by MT. and Sam. cannot have existed before the

union of the two stories of creation, since in this case it would

be impossible to account for the recension represented by G.

Eor the same reason it cannot have been created when the two

were united. It is likely to be a development within the sub-

stantially completed text of the Pentateuch. But this can

scarcely be later than the fifth century. To suppose that DM^i^,

the constant element in the textual tradition, is the addition,

and mn"', doubtfully supported in the majority of instances,

once existed everywhere, is to lose touch with, and run counter

to, our present witnesses to the text, and to deprive ourselves

of the ability to explain its changes. The absence of D\ vi< in

some of Kennicott's MSS., as in 2 9 (K. 9), ir, (K. 5), I8 (K. 191),
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21 (K. 69, 252), 22 (K. 89), 3 u (K. 103), 23 (K. 80), and of

ni»T, as in 2 is (K. 89), 3 22 (K. 152), as well as the presence of

mn"' in 3 lb (K. 132), clearly due to the negligence of scribes,

can have no significance. When Kittel observes: "aut niiT' aut

DNTPi^ . . . additamentum redactoris esse videtur,"^^ the second

alternative is not suggested by the textual apparatus, but by a

critical theory.

In Ex. 9 30 MT. is supported by Pesh., Trg., Jerome, Holmes 58,

Arm., probably Sam. which has iTliT ''ilX, and Sam. Trg. with

its rriiT ""i^lD; but B. 29, 130 have tov Kvpiov, Syr.-Hex. marks

loC^l with an asterisk, the Arabic translation of Sam., at

least in my MS., has only jJLJI, which generally stands for iX\TV,

and Saadia likewise has n77i<, while A has tov Qeov. The

niiT ''J1« of Sam. shows that both niH^ "'^IS and D\"t!?« mn^
were pronounced at one time DTl/'i^ '^lli^ among the Samaritans

as well as among the Jews. In the context both Pharaoh and

Moses use the name Yahwe, and there is no reason to suppose

that Elohim is original.

More difficult is the decision in II Sam. 7 22, 25. Kennicott

quotes a large number of MSS. that have JTin^ ''Jlfc^ in both

verses, and some that have D\1^4< ^'ll^ in vs. 22. G. seems to

have had Ku^te luov Kvpie which clearly points to TDT]^ ''ilK.

This term appears in six other places in David's prayer, vss. 18-29.

The Chronicler copied his words (I, 17, I6-27), and a comparison

of the two texts is instructive. Wellhausen says, referring to

vs. 22: "D\n^« mrr steht in der Chronik iiberall fiir n)iV ""JniN*

unseres Textes; hier und v. 25 ist es auch in diesen letzteren

eingedrungen Avie I Sam, 6 11, 17 D''"ini5," 25 and Driver translates

this statement without comment or explanation. ^6 Yet neither

does DTl^i^ m(T occur everywhere in the Chronicler's copy o."

David's Avords where the Samuel text has miT' ^11^, nor can it

be shown that in all the nine passages where DN1/'i< rTliT occuis

in the Chronicles it represents rTl(T "'Jlfc^, if that is the meanin.i^.

nor is it apparent wherein the similarity consists between tlrj

2' Biblia Hehraica, ad loc.

25 Ber Text der Bilcher Sanmelis. 1871, jj. 173.

« Notes on the HeJjreu- Text of the Books of Samufh 1890, ^. 213; r; -

peated, without change, in the 2nd ed., 1913, p. 277,

3*
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addition of glosses in I Sam. 6 ii, 17 and the change from one

divine name to another in these vss. In II Sam. 7 18-29 ''ilX

mrP is found six times, vss. 18, 19 ab, 20, 28, 29; to these cor-

respond in I Chron. 17 I6-27 DNiVx HliT, vs. 16, DNl^X vs. 17 a,

D\n^i< niiT, 17 b, ni»T alone, vss. 19, 26, 27. For D\1^K mrP,

II Sam. 22, 25, Chron. has only m.T, I, 17 20, 23; for iTirP

^«itj^'' ^5; D\n^« ni«nx and ^«-ity'' %-i^« msn:? mn\ ii Sam.

7 2.S 27, I Chron. 17 24, 25 have DM^« ^«"lty'' \1^« m«a^f HliT

^i<liy''^ and ^nbi^, and both II Sam. 7 24 and Chron. 17 22 have

mnV G. seems to have read TV\n^ ""JIK in eight instances in

his Hebrew text of Samuel. If the Chronicler had found the

same text, it is difficult to see why he should have omitted ""JIX

in six out of eight cases. He probably read iTiiX* everywhere;

'^yii^ was subsequently added everywhere in these passages of

the Samuel text, and because of the pronunciation DTl/i^ '^11^

was changed in two places to DTl/K T])tT. A later copyist of

Chron., remembering the emphatic double name, m<T '^Sl^,

that meanwhile had found its way into the passage in Samuel,

may have introduced it in a couple of instances, with the same

consequence that it ultimately changed into DNlbi^ HIiT.

The author of Jonah used the name Yahwe except where

the circumstances seemed to him to demand Elohim. Thus in

1 6, before the mariners have learned to know Yahwe, they

naturally employ the term Elohim. In 3 3 D\l?i<? TVIl TJ^ is

an idiom. The Ninevites could not be said to believe in Yahwe
of whom they had never heard, hence Elohim in 3 5 and in the

proclamation, 3 7-9. In 3 10, however, it is probable that Yahwe
was originally used, and Kenn. 109 has miT' in 3 lOb. MT. is

no doubt right in giving only T])iV in 4 3 against Aea-Trora ¥ivpi€

of G., which goes back to an expansion into miT ""ilfc^, natural

in direct address. Five of Kennicott's MSS. read m»T ^Sli^ in

4 6. This may have been changed under the influence of the

pronunciation D^nbi^ "'ili< into Jahwe Elohim, rendered Kvpio9

o Geo?, Dominus Detis, coeis phnut, ^Tw^ ^^'''^D, vo>Jl xJUl,

and curiously enough, not ^egzi^a heher 'amlak, as in 1 9, 22,3,

4 2, but simply 'egzVa heher. There can be little doubt that the

author wrote only ni«T. But the double name continues in G.

and the versions dependent on it in vss. 7, 8, 9, and this is
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probably to be regarded as a sign that the text originally had

the name Yahwe, which is the reading of Kenn. 30, 294 in vs. 9.

When G. is considered, it becomes evident that HliT was origin-

ally used everywhere in ch. 4, and that DTlbi^ was a later ad-

dition. A recourse to the influence of Gen. 2-3, hesitatingly

proposed by Marti, 2 7 is unnecessary.

In Ps. 72 18 D\n^« is not read by Kenn. 250, 309, 497, De
Rossi 31, 380, G., Copt., Eth., Aquila, Sym., Theod., Quinta,

Sexta, Pesh., Jerome, Ar. InPs. 84 9 m«nif"^miT ""JIN, Kenn. 117,

is more probable than m«n2J Wrbi^ niiT or msn:? \n^« mn\
but the original no doubt had only JTIi^Il^f rnn\ as Kenn. 92.

Similarly, in 84 12 the original iTliT seems to have been expanded

into mn'' '^lli^, Kenn. 245 (afterwards changed into U^nb^ mn'';

or into DM^« m^n^J HliT, Kenn. 40.

In I Chron. 28 20 G's Kvpios o Geo? /xou shows that the original

was M^« m.T, and not M^« D\n^« mn^; •'in« seems to have

been first introduced before iTIiT, Kenn. 89, and then HliT ""Jl^

changed to DNl/fc^ mn''; the emphasized contrast in I Chron.

29 1 between man and God renders DM/i<7, Kenn. 118, tco Gew,

Holmes 56, more probable than DWX mrP7. II Chron. 1 9

probably had M7i< niiT, as I Kings 3 7. II Chron. 6 41 ab, 42 are

copied from Ps. 132 8, 9, 10. Only mn'' is used in the psalm,

and only once, vs. 8, Kenn. 101 has only JTliT in II Chron. 641 a;

in 41b, 42 the divine name has clearly been added by some copyist.

The Hebrew text which the Syriac translator had before him

in II Chron. 26 I8 seems to have read: DlpDH "IiTtj; "I^D "f? i6
nitDpn nnrO ^y l-tspn^ l^ i6 »]«T ntn; the latter part of the

vs. is an explanatory gloss.

The result of these investigations is that in the thirty-six

passages where MT. has the double name, D''nt'i< alone seems

to have been used originally in 21 instances, viz. the 20 in

Gen. 2-3 and I Chron. 29 1 ; niiT alone 10 times, viz. Ex. 9 30,

II Sam. 7 22, 25, Jonah 4 6, Pss. 72 I8, 84 9, 12, I Chron. 17 I6, I7b,

II Chron. 641a; M^« HlrT twice, viz. I Chron. 2820, II Chron.

1 9; and no name at all 3 times, viz. II Chron. 6 41 b, 42, 26 I8.

It should be added that Astruc looked upon DNHPfc^ iTliT as

the characteristic name used by the Hebrews for the "Eternal

2^ Das Dodekapropheton, 1904, p. 256.
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God" and supposed that it was employed in Gen. 9 26. He ex-

plains: ''Pent estre que I'Auteur du Memoire B,, apres avoir

donne a Dieu, . dans le verset precedent, le nom de Jehovah-

Elohim, VEternel-Dieu, c'est a dire, le nom que les Hebreux
lui donnoient, en parlant de Sem, dont la posterite conserva la

vraie Religion, a cru ne devoir lui donner que le nom d'Elohim,

Dieu, c'est k dire, le nom que les incirconcis lui donnoient, en

parlant, dans le verset suivant, de Japhet, dont la posterite se

livra a I'idolatrie." 2S In spite of the negative conclusions

reached above, it is quite certain that at one time Yahwe Elohira

was used by the Jews. But in this place the earliest text

assuredly had either Yahwe or Elohim, and most probably

Elohim.

The fact that Yahwe Elohim has frequently taken the place

of Adonai Yahwe because of the common pronunciation Adonai
Elohim has naturally led to the suspicion that Adonai Yahwe
may occasionally have displaced an original Yahwe Elohim.

In his critical edition of Ezekiel, Cornill substituted D\"l^i< niiT

for ni/T ''Jli< in 43 i9, 44 9, 12, 15,27, 45 9ab, 46, 1. I6, 47 13, 23,

48 29. His reasons are that in these passages B. has Ku^oioy o

Geos", while elsewhere in the book it employs, as a rule, Kujotop

Ku^to? for mrr "'ili^ ; that AScovai Ki/yotoy is of hexaplaric origin,

since ASoDuat alone is translated Ku^oiOf; and that it would be

natural for Ezekiel to use, in his description of the new Jerusalem,

a divine name he had found in the account of the earthly par-

adise. But these arguments are scarcely convincing. The fre-

quent occurrence of AScouai Kvptos in early MSS. seems to

show that TT\iV '^lli^ was translated at least in two ways. While
in some Christian circles at the end of the fourth century

Kuyotof Ky^toy was common, others used AScovai KvjOio?; and

the latter is less likely to have originated among Christians

than among Alexandrian Jews. In 18 25, 29, 33 i", 20, many MSS.
read TX\iV. Both Kennicott and De Rossi must be consulted.

The latter does not mention the MSS. having this variant in

18 25, 29. Hence Rothstein does not cite them, while he calls

attention to those in 33 17,20.29 Later scribes would naturally

28 Conjectures sur la Genese, 1753, p. 340.

29 In Kittel's Biblia Hebraica, ad loc
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be affected by the form which a common proverb, like that quoted

in the four passages, assumed on the hps of the people of their

own day. There is no suggestion whatsoever that the author of

the sketch of the new theocracy had in mind the description of

the Garden of Eden, and there is no obvious relation between

the two.

Owing to the pronunciation Dwi? ''i^^<, an miT' "^lli^ would

very easily turn into a D'Tl/'i^ mn\ It is only necessary to re-

member that copies were made at dictation. This would account

for DM7i< niiT being written where the original had iTIiT ''ilfc?.

A comparison of MT. and G. in Isaiah and the Minor Prophets

tends to show that K.vpios o Geo? not only appeared where H.,

in all probability, had mn'' ''ili?, but also frequently was an ex-

pansion of a simple Ku^io? within G. There is no reason to

suppose that the Hebrew text ever had D\n7i5 HliT in Isa. 41

17, 21, 42 5, 6, 8, 13. 21, 43 1,3, 10, 12, 14, 15, 44 2, 45 1, 5, 6, 7, 51 20 22.

Yet in all these passages G. seems to have had K-vpios o Geo?;

at least our best MSS. give that reading. On the assumption

that every Ku^oto? o Geo? stands for QNH^X mn'', this name
Avould, in spite of the questionable Ku^oto? Ki/^to? in 49 22, 50 45, 5,

be as characteristic of the so-called Deutero-Isaiah as Cornill

thinks it is of Ezek. 40-48. MT. gives the impression that

Amos frequently employed the term Adonai Yahwe. But in

8 out of 20 instances G. has only Kuyoto?, viz. 1 8, 4 2,5, 6 8 b,

7 4ab, 5, 6a; twice, viz. 3 13, 9 5, Ku^oto? o Geo? iravTOKpaToop seems

to represent mfc<32f M7i< iTlTV, used elsewhere 6 times, rather

than m«n:jn mn^ '•ai^; 5 times ni.T ""inK is rendered Kvpios o

Geo?, viz. 3 7, 8, 11, 7 1, 9 8, and 5 times it is rendered KujOto?

Ku^io?, viz. 5 3, 6 2, 8 1, 3, 9. In the last ten cases DN*l7i< iTIiT or

only m/T occurs sporadically in the MSS. It cannot be proved

that Amos ever used DNl7i< mn^. For emphasis he occasionally

seems to have said ni«n:{ %n^« mn\ or HliT ""Jl^. Obadiah 1,

Micah 1 2 and Zeph. 1 7 also exhibit the double name Adonai
Yahwe; and among the variants is DM7K iTIjT; but ''Jlfc^ HliT,

mfc<32f mn'', and (mly tWiV likewise occur, leaving room for

doubt whether anything more than. Yahwe was used in the

original.

The case of Ezekiel is really not very diiferent from that of
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Amos. According to Cornill MT. has niH^ ''J1« 228 times and

B. Ixupiog K.vpio9 58 times and ASwvai Is^vpio? twice in 1-39. In

40-48 B. has Kvpi09 o Geo? 15 times; other MSS. have Kvpio?

o Geo? in the first part of the book as Avell as in the second,

and K.vpioi Ku^oto? in the second as well as in the first, or carry

AScovai Kvpio9 through both parts; but rarely is there a MSS.
that gives a double name where B. does not have one. Con-

sequently Gr. does not seem to have found niiT '^ll^ in about

150 places where MT. has this name. But it is by no means

certain that the original G. had 75 instances of a double name

in his text; the same tendency to expand some solemn formulas

existed before his time; and the pen of many a ready writer is

no doubt responsible for most of the constantly reiterated claims

to inspiration in this book. Where a double name was origin-

ally used for emphasis, it is likely to have been m«T ^11^, the

preference for Ku^to? o Geo? by one of the MSS. of G. in one

section of the book cannot be regarded, in the light of usage

elsewhere, as evidence of an original DNI/i^ T])TV^ in these chap-

ters. In Dan. 9 3,4 Codex Chisianus has Ku^to? o Geo? ; Tlie-

odotion had an additional jmou in vs. 4 and, according to many

MSS., also in vs. 3. MT. has D\l^« ""JIX in vs. 3 and mn^
\n^« in vs. 4; for DM^«n •'-IIK many MSS. have DNn^« Hin'';

but it is probable that Nlbi^ m»T was used originally in both

vss. Probably no double name was intended in the Prayer of

Azariah, Dan. 3 45 where (tv et K. o G. fiovos (Chisianus) or

av ei fiovo? K. o G. (Theod.) may be a translation of niiT T]D^

ir\^ U^T]?^ and meant as a variation on the Shema. As for

Tobit 13 11 TO ovofxa l^vpiov rov Geou B. may be a rendering of

i^nPK i^^'ID '^1 i^Diy in the Aramaic, but to ouo/ma to ayiov crov

{^) probably represents more closely this original text.^o

In view of all the facts that must be considered it is quite

impossible to determine by the Biblical records alone the age

of the double name Yahwe Elohim. But we are now fortunate

enough to possess documents that seem to indicate its existence

at least as early as the fifth centurj^ B.C. In the Elephantine

papyri the divine name ^Tw^ IH'' occurs, without any further

modification, seven times, viz. Pap. I 24, 26, II 24, 25, XI 1,

»o Cp. J. Rendel Harris, JAm. Th, III, 1899. pp. 541 ff.
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XVIII, Col. 2, 1, XXXVI 4. Sachau3i translates it "der Gott

Yaho." That is,- of course, a possible translation, and it may

seem to be supported by the ^T\bi^ with lUPI, Pap. I 5, and

after ^^rT^^Din, Pap. XXVII 7. In the first of these passages,

however, the sentence 2^1 ^ «n^« nUH ^ «nDD, "the priests

of Hnub, the god wh(» is in Yeb," is construed in precisely the

same manner as T^ ••? «n^« VT' ""t «11J«, "the temple of Yaho,

the god who is in Yeb," Pap. I 6 (II 7); and in the second,

the last letter of the word following ^Twi^ which is imperfectly

preserved may be 2, so that it would read ^H^^ ^i<n''2Din 7J^

n'^n, "before Harem-Bethel, the god Avho is in Yeb," or ^KiT'lDin

i^Hbi^ is formed on the analogy of J^H^K IHV It is true that

the Teima inscription, CIS, II, 114, has «n^« Ub^ib, the Car-

pentras inscription, CIS, II, 141, has «n^« ''"I''D1«, the Xa-

bataean inscriptions, CIS, II, 160, 199, 442, have «n^« ^It^H.

But there is no indication of this usage among Jews or Sa-

maritans, and these colonists are likely to have brought with

them from their home the characteristic names of their gods.

In the petition to Bagoas it may be supposed that ^Tlbi^ was

added to remind the Persian governor that Yaho was a god,

though the context made it abundantly plain and the fact must

have been known to him. But when Ma'uzijah, of Abydos,

evidently a Jew, writes to "Jedonijah, Urijah and the priests

of Yaho Elaha," Pap. XI 1; a Jewish fisherman in Syene,

addressing Mahsijah in Elephantine, swears by Yaho Elaha as

to what he will do with his dried fish. Pap. XXXVI 4; or a list

is drawn up including "the names of the army of the Jews

who gave money to Yaho Elaha," Pap. XVIII, Col. 2, 1, there

can be no need in these cases of identifying Yaho as a god. The

name i^nbi^ IH'' corresponds exactly to the Syriac {oCSS ji.-*ir^,

except that, of course, JL;.iB (=''jni<) represents HIiT. Both

stand for Yahwe Elohim.

While it is possible that the custom of employing this double

name was introduced by later arrivals in the course of the fifth

century, it is more probable that the original "Jewish army"

brought it to Elephantine. Concerning the time when this

military colony was placed in Yeb we only know that it already

3' Aramaische Papyri und Ostraka, 1911, passim.
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possessed its temple before the conquest of Egypt by Cambyses

in 525 B.C. It has been plausibly conjectured that it consisted

of some of "those who had been sent against the king of the

Ethiopians to battle with Psammetichus," according to Aristeas,^'^

and Aristeas unquestionably refers to Psammetichus II (594-588)

whose Ethiopian expedition is mentioned in the king's own in-

scription at Karnak33 and by Herodotus 34 and to which prob-

ably the Abul Simbel inscriptions also bear testimony. ^s This

campaign was undertaken in the last year of the reign of Psam-

metichus II (589-588 B.C.).

Yet it is not impossible that the Jewish garrison was sent to

Elephantine already by Psammetichus I to take the place of

the rebellious soldiers who fled into Ethiopia 3 ^ apparently at

some time between 648 and 619 B.C. Eduard Meyer thinks of

the period before the proclamation of the Deuteronomic Code,

in 620 B.C. 3 7 It is not improbable, however, that one of the

effects of the centralization of the cult in Jerusalem and the

destruction of the rival sanctuaries at Bethel and elsewhere was

to drive into exile many men who could earn a living for them-

selves and their famihes as mercenaries. The temple at Ele-

phantine may then have been as distinct a protest against Za-

dokite presumption as that at Leontopolis some centuries later

was against an illegitimate Tobiad or Hasmonaean high-priest-

hood.

A number of interesting facts seem to point to such an origin.

The religious situation at Elephantine is very much the same

as at Bethel, cp. II Kings, 17 28-41. The people serve Yaho
and also other gods; they make unto them from among them-

selves priests who offer sacrifices. Among their deities are

32 EpistuXa ad Philocratem, 13 (ed. Wendland).

'3 Published by W. Max Miiller, Egyptological Researches, 1906, Plates

12, 13. If there is no error in the copy, '76 n/r i2e within the cartouche

would seem to indicate that Psammetichus II is meant, and not Psam-
metichus I, as Miiller maintains. Cp. also Eduard Meyer, Do' Papt/rus-

fund von Elephantine, 1912, 9f.

34 II, 161.

3» CIS, I, 1 136.

36 Herodotus, II, 30.

37 L. c. p. 35.
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i,T, ^«n^nDtr«, ^^n'^nnij; .^r m^niy, and b«n^3Din. The

goddess Ashim(a) of Bethel is no doubt identical with the Ashima

introduced in Bethel by the exiles from Hamath. Similarly,

the goddess Anath-Bethel, or Anath-Yaho. is probably identical

with Ana(th) Melek Qbtll)^ where "^^D represents HliT') brought

into Bethel by the contingent from Sepharvaim. Harem Bethel

likely means "The Holy One of Bethel." Bethel itself may be

an abbreviation of El-Bethel, or the name of the sanctuary

may be used for him who dwells therein. The gods are referred

to in the plural as i^Tl^i^. and with the verb in the plural. It

is significant that these "Judaeans" not only make an appeal

to the high-priest in Jerusalem but also turn in confidence to

the sons of Sanballat in Samaria. That would be natural, if

the original "army" had come from Bethel and the towns of

Samaria as well as from various "cities" in Judah.

Yaho Elohim, or as some preferred to pronounce it, Yahwe
Elohim, may, therefore, have been used to some extent in

Palestine already at the end of the seventh century, and found

its way to Elephantine where it long maintained itself in the

Aramaic form Yaho Elaha. There evidently was a time when

such double names were not yet in vogue. In the oldest re-

mains of Hebrew poetry, the Songs of the Conquest, Deborah's

Ode, the patriarchal blessings, and the prophecies of Balaam,

as well as in the earliest prose narratives, such as the tales of

eponymous heroes and judges, the excellent account of David's

reign, II Sam. 9-20, the stories of Elijah and Elisha, and the

original annals of the kings of Israel and Judah, we look in

vain for any double name ; either Yahwe or Elohim is used. In

Amos we meet Adonai Yahwe and Yahwe Elohe Sebaoth, and

in Isaiah Yahwe Sebaoth. These names had no doubt been

employed before their time, though words ascribed to David in

later narratives cannot be adduced as evidence. Adoni Yahwe,
or Adonai Yahwe, "my lord Yahwe" is very natural in direct

address, and the consciousness of the pronominal suffix always

tends to disappear in cases of this kind.

As for ni«n2{ mn^ or m^nHfn niiT, it is clearly an abbrevi-

ation of nii^iijn M7fc^ niiT, and designates Yahwe as the god

of the celestial hosts who is surrounded when he comes bv
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these companions, fellow-fip;hters, followers, servants. In earlier

times they Avere called D\n!?i< or D"'^?^<^ ''Jl i. e. individuals of

the species indicated by D\l7t<. A distinction was later made

between DNI^fc^ and D\l!?Kn ''J^; but it is doubtful whether the

consciousness of the original divine nature of the angels was

ever completely lost among men who used these terms. "Gods"

like Nabu, Hermes, Mercury were essentially D''3t<bD, "angels".

In the light of these facts it is not difficult to surmise what the

original meaning of Yahwe Elohim was. It is probably an ab-

breviation, in thought at least, of D\lbi<n ^^^^< 7])T]\ whether

that form was ever used or not, and designates Yahwe as the

god who comes with the D\17i<, is at the head of them, is the

chief among them, the greatest of the gods (cp. Deut, 10 17).

That Yahwe is the god imr excellence is all that is meant by

DNI^i^n i<in n'in\ I Kings 18 39. As a plwalis majestatis

W^n?^ probably goes back to early times. Just as 'adon and

'adonim were used indiscriminately both in regard to divine and

human lordship, so 'el and 'elohim. Ilani-ya and ili-ya, which

constantly occur in direct address to the king of EgA'pt in the

Amarna letters, look like translations of 'elohai.

If the positions reached in this article are sound, the story

of the Garden of Eden, which has been called "the gem of

Genesis," is not the product of a writer who used the divine

name Yahwe. Without going into the textual problem, Budde 3^

w^as led by his critical insight to the conclusion that a text of

this story once circulated in which the name Yahwe did not

occur at all. But he also supposed that there was another

earlier recension, in the main identical with it, which had only

Yahwe, except in 3 ib-5, and that, in uniting both, the author

of the story of the fratricide introduced a Yahwe before Elohim

everywhere, except in 3 ib-5, in one recension and added Elohim

after Yahwe wherever this name was found in the other, so

that ever}- trace of the Elohistic revision by the second Yahwist

disappeared. Budde, however, did not notice that the Elohistic

recension actually survived for centuries, and that many copyists

followed no definite principle in the use of the double name

either in this section or elsewhere in the Bible. Nor did he

38 Die biblische Urgeschichte, 1882, pp. 232 ff.
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explain how, in the light of general usage among writers em-

ploying the name Yahwe, the author of this story in its earliest

form can he supposed to have had any scruples about using it

in the conversation between the woman and the serpent, and

why the final Yahwistic editor should not have continued his

painstaking operation and put in Yahwe Elohim everywhere to

the end of ch. 4. The scribe who prefixed K.vpio9 to o Geo? in

4 26, while allowing Eve, 4 i, and Adam, 4 25, to use only o Geo?,

seems to have been more consistent than Budde's J 2, who,

according to him (p. 228) either did not notice niiT in ch. 4 or

else understood it to be used in a different way from that in

which it was employed in ch. 2-3. In the original text Eve no

doubt said: "I have received a son with (the aid of) the gods,"

and Adam : "The gods have bestowed on me another descendant

in place of Seth."

Gunkei, after some hesitancy, adopts the view of Budde. 39

On the other hand, Eerdmans *'^ feels the insufficiency of this

explanation and the force of the different textual tradition ex-

hibited by G. He says: "LXX hat 2 9, i9, 21 Elohim gelesen.

Daraus kann man folgern, dass Jahve an verschiedenen Stellen

in den Text hineingesetzt wurde . . . Wenn LXX es 2 9, 19, 21

gekannt hatte, ware es auch tibersetzt worden." This is quite

correct. Only it is not apparent why just these three verses

should have been chosen. Gunkei, reading a recently printed

text, noticed the omissions and declared: "LXXHest abweichend

vom hebr. 2 5, 7, 9, 19, 21 o Geo?." If scholars think so highly

of the manuscript A in these chapters that they are ready to

quote it as LXX, they would do well to use Grabe's edition.

His asterisks and crosses are at least suggestive of Hexaplaric

MSS. and generally provocative of doubt and inquiry. Even
the critical apparatus of Brooke and McLean is not a substitute

for, but only a supplement to. Holmes and Parsons; and it is

not easy with both together to find out what readings a certain

MS., daughter-version, or church-father really has to offer. To
lean upon one single printed MS., though it be a majuscule, is

scarcely more safe than to depend upon the spasmodic quo-

39 Genesis,^ 1910, pp. 5, 26.

*o Alttestamentliche Studien, I, 1908, pp. 78 ff.
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tations of y Dlilfl in Ginsburg's Hebrew Bible, or of G. in

Kittel's. Eerdmans thinks that the variants are best accounted

for on the assumption that both Yahwe and Elohim were used,

yet deems it possible, though not capable of proof, that there

was an older form of the story in which Yahwe was not men-

tioned. Without a more searching examination of the witnesses

to the text it is scarcely possible to go beyond such a general

suspicion; and it reveals again the keenness of Eerdmans' crit-

ical judgment that, on a basis so much more slender than G.

in reality affords, he rears a conjecture of such intrinsic plaus-

ibiHty.

The removal of Yahwe from the text in Gen. 2-3, solely on

text-critical grounds, does not weaken the impression that the

two stories of creation come from different hands. Astruc's

clue may prove to be worthless
;
yet the distinction in style and

thought remains. A new theory of Pentateuchal analysis may
be necessary; but the analytic work will have to continue. Such

a theorj', the outlines of which are now becoming discernible,

is likely to be as disappointing to those who, cheerfully yielding

the integrity of our present Hebrew text, are eager to purge it

from all evidences of a post-Mosaic authorship as to those who

are ready to defend, at all hazards, the theory so ingeniously

elaborated by generations of eminent scholars. Science is not

concerned about the maintenance of any theory. Its most urgent

demand upon its votaries in this field at present is that methods

of textual criticism, at least as rigorous and exact as those rec-

ognized and employed in the elucidation of other Biblical

books, shall be applied also to the study of the Pentateuch. * ^

*i It was not until this article had gone to the printer that the author

had an opportunity of reading Dahse, Textkritische Materialien zur Hexa-

teuchfrage, 1912, though some of his earlier articles were familiar. This

author has made good use of the critical apparatus furnished by Brooke

and McLean. A careful examination of the entire text of Holmes-

Parsons .52, 54, 5.5 will be necessary before these MSS. can be recognized

as pre-hexaplaric, and the judgment applies to the other assumed "re-

censions". Some of the objections to Dahse's pericope-hypothesis urged

by Skinner, The Expositor, April-September, 1913, seem well founded.

Skinner, however, has no positive suggestions to offer, but simply leans

on the Veritas Hehraica. and the undateable Samaritan text. In regard
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to Gen. 2-3 Dalise assumes, like Budde, first a Yahwistic recension, then

an Elohistic, and finally one with the double name. More insight is

shown in his treatment of "PC". Already in 1902 the present writer

expressed his opinion in an article on the Hexateuch in The Neio Inter-

national Encyclopaedia, to the effect that "the so called Priestly Document
never existed in a separate code, but consists of a collection of laws,

illustrative stories, annotations and comments, added to the already

existing books by the priesthood in Jerusalem, chiefly during the Persian

period".
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iTm of the Past

HINCKLEY G. MITCHELL
TUFTS COLLEGE

THE use of iTm, in the sense of "and it shall be" or "and

it shall come to pass", to introduce future states or events,

especially when they are dependent on certain circumstances, is

a very familiar construction. The instances in which the same

form is used to introduce past states or events in similar circum-

stances are comparatively few. In these latter passages the

usual rendering is " and it came to pass ", or something similar,

as if the Hebrew were NT*"! ; but the two words are by no means

equivalent. Indeed, nTll itself does not always have the same

meaning; that is to say, does not, for various reasons, introduce

equivalent constructions. The examples that occur can best be

discussed in classes and subdivisions according to their peculiar-

ities :

1. The most numerous and important of these classes is

composed of passages in which the verb or verbs of the apo-

dosis or principal clause have a frequentative meaning. These

verbs may be either imperfects, or perfects with tcatv con-

secutive.

a. The cases in which the leading verb of the apodosis is an.

imperfect are the following:

Ex. 33 7: "And it came to pass, whenever any one was seek-

ing (part.) Yahweh, that he went out (fc<2f.''3 unto the tent of

meeting."

Ex, 33 8: "And it came to pass, whenever Moses went out^

(inf. with D) unto the Tent, that the people arose" (IDIp'').

Ex, 33 9: "And it came to pass, whenever Moses went into'

(inf. with D) the Tent, that the pillar of cloud descended" (IT).
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Ju. 2 19; "And it came to pass, when the judge died (inf.

with D), that they returned (122^'') and dealt more corruptly

than their fathers", or better, "And it came to pass, whenever

a judge died, that they again dealt corruptly, more corruptly

than their fathers."

In all these passages the leading verb stands at the begin-

ning of the apodosis, and in all but the first there are one or

two coordinate verbs in the perfect connected with it by iraiv

consecutive.

b. More frequently, when the leading verb of the apodosis

stands at the beginning of the clause, it is in the perfect with

waw consecutive. The following are the examples:

Gen. 30 4i : "And it came to pass, whenever the stronger of

the flock conceived (inf. with riJ^3)S that Jacob placed (Dfc^l) the

rods before the eyes of the flock."

Gen. 38 9: "And it came to pass, if he went in (pf. with U^)

unto his brother's wife, that he spilled (nHK^l) it on the ground."

Ex. 17 11: "And it came to pass, whenever Moses uplifted

(impf. with '^l5^^<D) his hands, that Israel prevailed" (*13il1).

Nu. 21 9 : "And it came to pass, if a serpent had bitten (pf.

with Ui^) a man, that he looked (CUHI) unto the serpent."

Ju. 6 3 : "And it came to pass, if Israel had sown (pf. with

Ci<), that the Midianites came up" (H/'J^'l).

Ju. 19 30: "And it came to pass, whenever any one saw (part.)

it, that he said" ("ID«1).

1 Sam. 16 23: "And it came to pass, whenever the spirit of

God was (inf. Avith 3) on Saul, that David took (HpTI) a harp."

2 Sam. 14 26: "And it came to pass, from year to year, when-

ever he sheared himself (impf. with "IB^i^), that he cut it"

(infill).

2 Sam. 15 5: "And it came to pass, whenever a man drew

near (inf. with D), to do him obeisance, that he put forth (n^tS^I)

his hand."

In these passages, also, the coordinate verbs are regularly in

the perfect with waw consecutive. Thus, there is a second in

Nu. 21 9 and 2 Sam. 14 26, a third in 2 Sam. 15 5, and no fewer

than five in all in 1 Sam. 16 23. In Ju. 6 3f. the succession is

1 See Gen. 31 : 10.

4
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interrupted by the introduction, after the second verb, of two

imperfects with ivair consecutive, and, when the frequentative

thought re-appears, the verb, being separated from the con-

nective, regularly takes the form of an imperfect.

There is one other passage that should be cited under this

head, namely, Ju 12 5: "And it came to pass, whenever the

fugitive Ephraimites said (impf. with ""D), Let me pass over, that

the men of Gilead said (nDi5"'1) to them (lit. him), Thou art an

Ephraimite."

In this instance the temporal clause has an imperfect, like

that of Ex. 17 11 and 2 Sam. 14 26, but the apodosis is peculiar

in that it has an imperfect, instead of a perfect, with wmc con-

secutive. Perhaps the latter was the original reading, or perhaps

one, following the Greek Version, should omit ""D HNII and read

'I1D8''1 in both clauses. In the latter case the passage would

cease to have any bearing on the present discussion. If the

present text be retained, 'l'^Dfc<''1 might be explained as due to

the sudden transfer of the writer's attention from the fleeing

multitude to an individual Ephraimite.

2. In the class of passages thus far considered nTll is used

because the apodosis has a frequentative verb or verbs and the

introductory verb should suggest the same idea. This form,

however, may mean, not only "it used to be", but "it continued

to be." It is therefore not strange to find that twice, at least,

it introduces a sentence in which the verb of the apodosis denotes

continuous action. The following are the examples noted:

1 Sam. 1 12: "And it came to pass, as she prolonged (pf.

with ''D) her prayer, Eli was watching (part.) her mouth."

1 Sam. 25 20 : "And it came to pass, as she was riding (part.)

on an ass, and coming down (part.), . . . that behold David and

his men were coming down" (DHT).

3. There is one passage which, if the text is correct, con-

stitutes a class by itself. It is Am. 7 2, which, in the Authorized

Version, reads, "And it came to pass that, when they made an

end (pf. with Dfc<j of eating the grass of the land, then I said

("lDfc<1), Lord God, forgive, I beseech thee; by whom shall
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Jacob arise? for he is small"; and the Revisers have made no

material change in the translation. At first sight this rendering

seems satisfactory, and warranted by Ju 6 3 and other passages

in which Ui^ is used before the perfect ; but when these two are

compared, it becomes clear that, while in Ju 6 3 " when Israel had

sown" means whenever they had so done, the prophet Amos in

7 2 certainly did not mean to imply that the act of making an

end of eating the grass of the land was one that he had seen

repeated. Indeed, there are the best of reasons for denying

that he intended to represent it as ever carried into execution.

He says that he interceded. Of what avail would it have been

to intercede after the grass, or better, herbage, of the land had

been completely devoured ? Finally, he says (v. 3) that his inter-

cession was effectual, that Yahweh changed his mind and gave

him the assurance, " It shall not be."

There is evidently something wrong with the text or the

translation. What the prophet intended to say may be inferred

from V. 4, where he says that the fire summoned by Yahweh
"devoured the great deep, and was devouring" (pf. with waw),

that is, was about to devour, or, as the Revised Version has it,

"would have devoured", "the field." Similarly, in v. 2 he must

have said, or meant to say, " w^hen they (the locusts) would have

completely devoured the herbage of the land." This being the

case, the next question is whether the language of the Masso-

retic text can properly be so interpreted. There is something

to be said for this opinion. In the first place, since, as appears

from V. 4, the perfect with wair consecutive may denote an

action begun or attempted, but not completed, it is not strange

to find riTll introducing a compound sentence in which this

species of action is evidently intended. That the inchoative

idea is found in the protasis, but not in the apodosis, is not, as

is shown by Ju. 12 5, if the text is correct, a fatal objection.

Nor is U^ out of place in such a connection, for, although in

most cases in which it is rendered "when" it has the force of

"whenever," Ju. 21 21 is proof that it was used of distinct and
isolated events. As for the tense employed, the use of the per-

fect to denote what might under other circumstances have oc-

curred, is too familiar to the student of the Old Testament to

4*
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need defense or illustration. It occurs several time after tDJ^DD,

which might have been used by Amos in this connection. See

Ps. 73 2; GK. 106, 4.

The above explanation takes for granted the correctness of

the Massoretic text. There are those who prefer to emend it.

Thus, Wellhausen, Yor D« TT^TW, reads DID NT^l; but Harper

goes farther and, for T02 Dfc< T\^T\\ substitutes H^^D ^T\ NT*") by

this means making the whole verse read, "And it came to pass,

when they (the locusts) were completely devouring the herbage

of the land", &c.; which, although there is nothing like it in the

book of Amos, is a perfectly defensible Hebrew construction.

See 2 Kgs. 13 21.

4. In the cases of 1 Sara. 1 12 and 25 20, where some scholars

would replace iTHl by VT'I, or delete it, as well as in Am. 7 2,

there are reasons for retaining the Massoretic reading, but there

are certain passages in which the use of this introductory form

is indefensible.

a. In some of these the apodosis has the imperfect with waiv

consecutive. Thus,

1 Sam. 10 9: "And it came to pass, when he turned (inf. with

D) his back to go from Samuel, that Grod gave him another

(•^BiT'l) heart,"

1 Sam. 17 48: "And it came to pass, when the Philistine

arose (pf. with ''D), . . . that David made haste" (IJID"'!).

2 Kgs. 3 15 : "And it came to pass, when the minstrel played

(inf. with D), that the hand of Yahweh was (Tini) on him."

Jer. 37 11: "And it came to pass, when the Chaldean force

was brought up (inf. with 1) from Jerusalem, that Jeremiah

went forth" {^T\).

Jer. 38 28 b— 39 3: "And it came to pass, when Jerusalem

had been taken (pf. with *1l5^iO), that the princes . . . came in"

(i^n*"!).

b. Less frequently, the verb of the apodosis, because it is

separated from the connective, is in the perfect.

1 Sam. 13 22: "And it came to pass, in the day of battle,

that there was not found (i<2JDJ) a sword or a spear in the hands

of all the people."
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2 Sam. 6 16: "And it came to pass, as the ark of Yahweh
was coming into (part.) the city of David, that Michal, the

daughter of Saul, leaned (riDpES^J) out of a window, and saw

(«"im) King David.

The passages quoted under a and b, although they differ as

just described, and take a variety of forms in the protasis, or

circumstantial clause, have this in common, that, whatever the

background, each of them, in the apodosis, adds one or more

distinct items to the history of the past. Now, there are scores

of similar cases in the Old Testament, but in all the rest of

them the introductory verb is not in the perfect with waiv con-

secutive, but takes the familiar form NT^V With 1 Sam. 10 9

and 2 Kgs. 3 15 compare Gen. 12 14; with 1 Sam. 17 48, Gen.

26 8; with Jer. 37 ii, Gen. 4 8; with Jer. 38 28b, Gen. 12 ii;

with 1 Sam. 13 22, Gen. 4 3; and with 2 Sam. 6 16, 2 Sam. 13 30,

It is natural, therefore, to suppose that the passage in question

originally had TT'l, and this inference is favored by the fact that,

in 1 Sam. 10 9, Kenn. 1 and 80, and in Jer. 37 11, Kenn. 30

and 180, have this reading; also 1 Chr. 15 29, the parallel to

2 Sam. 6 16. It is adopted, in the notes on the passages cited,

in Kittel's Bible ; but there is room for doubt whether it should

be applied without exception. The Hebrews, in the better period

of their literature, were reasonably consistent in the use of the

imperfect with ivaiu consecutive after a perfect denoting com-

pleted past action, but, in later times, they adopted, to a greater

or less extent, the simpler Aramaic usage, which does not re-

quire a change of tense after the connective. See Ecc. 9 14 ff.

&c. If, therefore, any of these passages can, on other grounds,

be shown to be of late origin, it becomes possible that HMI
should be retained; but, if so, it should be interpreted as the

equivalent in meaning of the earlier Tl'^l. Perhaps 2 Sam. 6 I6a

and Jer. 38 28 b, where, as appears from the Greek Version,

the text is corrupt, are to be treated in this way. In 1 Sam.

10 9, 13 22, and 17 48 and Jer. 37 11, on the other hand, /Tm is

apparently a copyist's error occasioned by the occurrence of one

or more perfects with ivaw in the immediate context. In 2 Kgs.

3 15 a preceding imperative may have led the scribe astray.

Perhaps, however, in this instance some words have been lost,

i
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the original of the verse having read, "And now, fetch me a

minstrel: and it shall come to pass when the minstrel playeth,

[that the hand of Yahweh will be on me. And they did so; and

it came to pass when the minstrel played],' that the hand of

Yahweh was on him."

5. The explanation above given, if valid, removes the passages

explained from the category of exceptions and negatively estab-

lishes the rule, that (Till in the sense of "and it came to pass"

requires that the verb or verbs of the apodosis have a form

denoting customary or continuous action. The question now

arises whether the converse is true, that is, whether a verb of

the form described in the apodosis is always introduced by iVTV\,

and whether, if there are exceptions, they are real and original

departures from the regular construction. The list of passages

quoted in section 1 will serve as illustrations of the rule. The

following are introduced by TT'I, although in each case the verb

in the apodosis is a frequentative:

Jos. 6 8: "And it came to pass, when Joshua spake (inf.

with D) to the people, that the seven priests . . . were passing

(nnr).3

1 Kgs. 14-28: "And it came to pass, as oft as the king

went into (inf. with "^HD) the house of Yahweh, that the guard

bare them (Dl^tT'') and brought them back" (DH'^K^ni)!

2 Chr. 12 11: "And it came to pass, as oft as the king went

into (inf. with ^ID) the house of Yahweh, that the guard came

0«1''),< and bare them (D1Nb>J1), and brought them back"

(Dinis^m).

2 Kgs. 4 8: "And it came to pass, as oft as he passed by

(inf. with HD), that he turned in ("ID"*) thither."

Jer. 36 23: "And it came to pass, when Jehudi had read (inf.

2 Words omitted: pion 1J33 MM p ibTi mn- T ^hy nriMi.

3 The Massoretic text has nar, but, since it is followed by a perfect

with waw consecutive, the original reading must have been an imperfect.

See also the Greek Version.

* The Massoretic text has 1»D, but since the one who inserted this

new verb must have changed the one following from Di«to' to m«t»11, the

original form must have been an imperfect. See also the Greek Version.
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with 3) three or four leaves, that he (the king) cut them out

(DP'^p'')^ with a penknife.''

It is not so easy to account for the "'JT'l of these passages as

for the exceptional use of JT^ni in those above discussed. The

first explanation to suggest itself is that here again the copyists

are to blame for the irregularity; but 2 Kgs 4 8, which begins

with a ''iT'l, and which, in two manuscripts (Kenn. 56, 96), has

iTm in place of this one, is the only case in which such an ex-

planation seems warranted. A better one would seem to be

that ''ID, with which the protasis in 1 Kgs. 14 28 and 1 Chr.

12 11 as well as 2 Kgs. 4 8 begins, influenced the form of the

introductory verb. A certain plausibility is given to this sug-

gestion by the fact that, in 1 Sam. 18 30, HD is followed in the

apodosis by the perfect instead of a frequentative imperfect;

but 1 Sam. 7 i6, where the perfect with tcaw is found both

before and after ''ID, makes it worthless. Perhaps, however,

1 Sam. 18 30 Avill be helpful in discovering the real reason why
TT'I takes the place of nTIl in these exceptional passages. It is

a late addition to the story of David, not found in the Greek

Version. The substitution by its author of the perfect for the

frequentative imperfect in the apodosis indicates a tendency to

neglect the nicer shades of meaning among the Hebrews. The
same tendency is illustrated in Jos. 6 8 and 2 Chr. 12 ii, where,

although in each case the leading verb of the apodosis was

originally an imperfect, the scribes have transformed it into a

perfect. Note, now, that all the passages in which a genuine

n%11 is properly rendered "and it came to pass", before a verb

denoting customary or continued action, belong to the earlier

narratives, while the first clause of Jos. 6 8, as well as 1 Sam.

18 30, is an interpolation, not found in the Greek Version, and

1 Kgs. 14 28, 2 Kgs. 4 8, Jer. 36 23, and 2 Chr. 12 ii belong to

the later literature, and it will not be difficult to beUeve that

these passages, except perhaps 2 Kgs. 4 8, furnish actual ex-

ceptions to the rule that, in the Old Testament, when iTTl is

used to introduce a verb denoting customary or continued action,

it takes the form of the perfect with icaiu consecutive.

"' The Massoretic text lias n5?"ip\
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The Hermeneutic Canon "Interpret Historically"

in the Light of Modern Research
Presidential Address at the Annual Meeting, Dec. 29, 1913

GEOEGE A. BAETON

BEYN MAWR COLLEGE

AMONG the simple rules of hermeneutics which, I suppose,

we were all taught at the beginning of our exegetical

studies, such as "interpret lexically", "interpret grammatically",

"interpret contextually", "interpret the obscure by the clear",

"interpret according to the analogy of Scripture", was also the

canon: "interpret historically". The purpose of this maxim was

to lead the interpreter, when appeals to lexicon, grammar, con-

text, and parallel passages had left him in doubt, to look up

the history of the age in wliich his author lived, in the hope

that this might direct him to the true meaning of the words to

be interpreted.

This maxim was adopted before the era of modern historical

research began, or, at least, before it had invaded the fields of

Biblical interpretation in our country. It then seemed a com-

paratively simple matter to turn up a hand-book of history,

discover from it the course of events in the era in question,

and make an inference from these events that would illuminate

the obscurities of the passage. Since then conditions have en-

tirely changed. Historical investigation has invaded the pre-

cincts of our science and has appropriated to itself the land.

If it has not revolutionized exegesis, it has revolutionized the

interest of our hearers and readers. Our age often seems to

care less for the meaning of the words of a Biblical book than

to know the place in the evolution of history in which a

passage stands. In the endeavor to ascertain historical facts
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and genetic relations all the methods known to historical science

are employed, and some of them, because of the abundance of

the material, can be employed in the Biblical field with a scien-

tific precision that is elsewhere impossible. The historical critic,

applying the historical canons for source analysis, has dissected

many books of the Bible into disjecta menibra. The textual

critic, having developed his science on the New Testament

material to a perfection unknown elsewhere in the world's lit-

erature, now seeks to raise his branch of historical research to

a wider field of influence, and is endeavoring sometimes to make
it a means of ascertaining the existence of sources, sometimes,

a means of proving that no sources can be discovered. Archae-

ology is a branch of historical research. The spade has brought

from the dust many documents which are historical sources of

the first rank. The archaeologist would exalt this science to

the supreme place, and claim for it the deciding voice in his-

torical research. The discovery of the existence of different

sources within many Biblical books makes possible a comparison

of religious ideas within the Biblical material and the construc-

tion of new theories of the evolution of Biblical thought. The
opportunity is eagerly seized by many investigators, and the

analyser of BibUcal ideas stands beside the analyser of Biblical

documents and claims a hearing as an historical authority.

Lastly the investigator of other religious systems has entered

our field, and to the comparative sciences already enumerated,

he adds the science of comparing religions. The Hebrew reli-

gion, the religion of Jesus, and that of Paul are brought into

comparison with the religions and mythologies of Egypt, Baby-
lonia, Persia, Greece, Asia Minor and Rome, and we are told

that as exegetes our judgment of the meaning of the sacred

text should be determined by the results of such comparisons.

In view of this medley of voices which to-day deafen the

ears of the exegete, it may not be out of place to briefly review

these branches of historical research, and to inquire what rights

they have established to be respectfully heard, and under what
condition they should influence our judgment in interpreting

Scripture.

The science of criticism as applied to source analysis has
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been occupied -svitli the text of the Bible for a hundred and

sixty years. In many parts of the Bible it has achieved results

which command the assent of all but a negligible fraction of

the experts. In such cases no one can claim to be a scientific

exegete and ignore these results. Thus the analysis of the Pen-

tateuch into the four great documents or cycles of material,

designated by the symbols J, E. D, and P, receives the almost

unanimous support of scholars. The partition which formerly

separated the school of Ew^ald from the school of Graf and

Wellhausen has been well nigh broken down. A recent pub-

lication of Kittel^ one of the influential living members of the

school of Ewald, reveals so close an approximation to the posi-

tion of Wellhausen that little difference is left over which to

divide. Even Konig 2, Selliu ^ and Beecher * grant the existence

of the documents, though they seek to approximate the older

views by dating the composition of the documents earlier than

other scholars are accustomed to do. Eerdmans s, it is true, has

made an assault upon the critical citadel, though not in the

interest of orthodoxy. While in some details he has pointed

out weaknesses in the generally accepted critical positions,

—

weaknesses for the most part of which the critics themselves

were well aware,—he is himself the advocate of a documentary

theory. It is a theory, too, which, after a candid examination,

does not commend itself. One of his criteria for opposing the

prevailing views, viz:— the contention that DTlbt^ represents a

polytheistic point of view until a late time, is proven unfounded

by the fact that, as was pointed out more than twenty years

ago 6, we have proof in the El-Amarna letters that the Canaan-

ites already employed D\n?X as a singular in the fourteenth

century B. C (3ur E document but perpetuates a pre-IsraeUtish

Canaanite usage. No doubt there are preexilic laws and prac-

» The Scientific Study of the Old Testament, 1910.

5 Einleitung in das Alte Testament, 1893 and Geschichte der alttesta-

mentlichen Religion, 1912.

' Einleitung in das alte Testament, 1910 and Zur Einleitung in das

Alte Testament, 1912.

^ Reasonable Biblical Criticism, 1911.

5 Alttestamentliche Studien, I—IV, 1908—1912.

6 Barton, PAOS, 1892, p. xcvi f.
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tices in Leviticus, but that does not prove Eerdmans' contention

that their setting dates from before the Exile.

There is no need in this presence to refute Eerdmans' work

in detail, since the searching examination which Holzinger ^ has

given his Genesis is doubtless known to all.

The method of investigation in this field illustrated in Jastrow's

article on "Wine in the Pentateuchal Codes" § approves itself

as of gi-eater scientific value than that of Eerdmans. More pro-

fitable, also, than the work of Eerdmans are the attempts of

Procksch^, Mitchell'^, and Gressmann^^ who assume the main

lines of the analysis and seek an exegesis that will focus histor-

ical truth and ethical teaching, as these are illuminated by the

analysis. This may be said without endorsing all the positions

defended by these scholars. As to the books of Judges, Samuel,

Kings, Ezra and Nehemiah, there is also similar agreement that

their authors employed previously existing sources, though con-

siderable difierence of opinion exists as to whether any of these

can be identified with sources employed in the Pentateuch.

There is similar agreement that the Chronicler employed the

earlier books as sources, though opinions still differ as to whether

he employed other sources which are not now exant.,12

A very general agreement has also been reached that the

book of Isaiah contains the work of at least two prophets. A
strong consensus of opinion also .exists that Isa. 24-27 are from

about the time of Alexander the Great, and that Isa. 56-66 are

not by the author of Isa. 40-55, but are a later appendix to

that prophecy and contain diverse elements.

There is also a general agreement that the prologue and

epilogue of Job are by an author different from the author of

the poem, and that the speeches of Elihu (ch. 32-37) are a later

interpolation in the book. Budde is the only eminent inter-

7 "Xachpriifung von B. D. Eerdmans, Die Komposition der Genesis"

in ZAW, XXX, 245-258 and XXXI, 44—68.

8 JAOS, XXXIII, 180 f.

* Das Nordisraelitisclie Sagenhuch, 1906.

10 Ethics of the Old Testament, Chicago, 1911.

'• Mose und seine Zeit, 1912.

'2 For a recent discussion see Steuemagel, Einleitung in das Alte

Testament, Tiibingen, 1912.
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preter who still protests against the last mentioned point. The

book of Ecclesiastes has been until recently a fruitful source

for divergent theories, but criticism now is tending to agree that

three hands have contributed to the book: the bulk of it was

written by an out-spoken sceptic; an orthodox Jew and a de-

votee of wisdom each afterward interpolated it.^'

In the case of the Synoptic Gospels the opinion of antiquity

has been reversed, and the Gospel of Mark is now almost uni-

versally regarded as older than Matthew and Luke, and is be-

lieved to have been one of the sources employed by their authors.

While it is true that scholars so diverse as Zahni* and Natha-

niel Schmidt i» hold that an Aramaic form of Matthew is the

oldest Gospel, the other view has such general approval that it

is fairly regarded as one of the assured results of Biblical

criticism. That Matthew and Luke also employed at least one

other written source which is common to them both, may be

regarded as another assured result of Gospel criticism.

The results of source analysis in the case of the books men-

tioned command, in their general outline, the adherence of such

a large majority of scholars, that no exegete can claim to work

by scientific processes who does not take them into account.

Of course there are many differences of opinion as regards

details, and such differences will probably always exist, for the

data are at many points insufficient for the formation of final

judgments. Such differences do not, however, affect or inval-

idate the general result.

In the case of many other books the question of analysis is

still suh judice. This is true in the Old Testament of the

book of Daniel; 16 in the New, of the Gospels of Mark^^

13 Cf. Barton, Ecclesiastes in Inter. Crit. Com., 1908; Podechard,

L'Ecclesiaste, 1912; Steuernagel, Einleitiing in das Alte Testament, 1912;

Gray, Introduction to the Old Testament, 1913.

«* Einleitung in das Neue Testament, II, 1899, 260 f. and 300 f.

'5 The Prophet of Nazareth, 1905, 223.

16 Cf. JBL, XVII, 62 ff, Wildeboer, De Lctterkunde des ouden Verbonds,

1903, 415 f., and Torrey, "Notes on the Aramaic Portion of Daniel" in the

Transactions of the ConnecticutAcademi/ ofArts and Sciences,XV, July, 1909.

1" See Bacon, The Beginnings of Gosjtel Story, 1909; Loisy, Evangiles

ftynoptiques, ch. Ill; and the literature cited by Moulton in Harvard
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and John, 'S the Book of Acts, '9 and the Book of K,eve-

hition.2o

The analysis of the book of Daniel proposed more than a

hundred years ago by J. D. Michaelis, Eichhorn and Bertholdt

found few followers. In more recent times those of Lagarde

and Meinhold have not commanded general assent.

My own analysis convinced, so far as I know, only Wildeboer,

among Old Testament Scholars, of its correctness, and, so far

as I have observed. Professor Torrey's analysis has not been

more fortunate in making converts. The effort to analyse the

Gospel of Mark into sources has not as yet gone beyond the

tentative stage. The detailed analyses of Wendhng and Bacon

are strikingly different, and, though Loisy has frequently reached

independently the same conclusions as Bacon, none of these

analyses are really convincing. 21

Bacon's supplementary theories of the origin of the Gospel

of John are not altogether satisfactory, but the documentary

theories of Wendt and Spitta are less so. Of the analyses of

the Book of Acts into documents, that of Spitta seemed most

Theol. Review, III, 403—436; also Burkitt, The Gospel History and its

Transmission, 1907, E. "Wendling, Urmarcus, 1908, and Montefiore, The

Synoptic Gospels, I, 1909.

18 Cf. Wendt, Das Johannes-Evangelium, 1900, and Die Schichten im
vierten Evangelium, 1911, Bacon, The Fourth Gospel in Research and

Debate, 1910, Holtzmann, Evangelium, , Briefe, wid 0/fenbarung Johannis,

1908, Spitta, Das Johannes-Evangelinm, 1910, "Wellhausen, Erweiterungen

und Anderungen im vierten Evangelium, 1907, and Das Evangelium Jo-

hannes, 1908.

19 Cf. Sorof, Entstehung der Apostelgeschichte, 1890; Spitta, Die

Apostelgeschichte, 1891 ; Feine, Eine vorkanonische tTberlieferung des Lukas,

1891; Clemen, Die Chronologic der pauUnischen Briefe, 1893; Jungst,

Die Qnellen der Apostelgeschichte, 1895; Hilgenfeld, Acta Apostolorum

1899; Harnack, Lukas der Arzt, 1906, Luke the Physician, 1907, Die

Apostel-Geschichte, 1908, 77ie Acts of the Apostles, 1909, Neue Unter-

suchungen zur Apostelgeschichte, 1911, The Date of Acts and the Synoptic

Gospels, 1911.

20 See the literature cited in "The Apocalypse and Recent Criticism" in

the American Journal of Theology, II (1898), 802—827, also Volter, Off'en-

barung Johannis, 1903, Wellhausen, Analyse der 0/fenbarung Johannis,

1907. and R. H. Charles, Studies in the Apocalypse, 1913.

21 Cf. Moifatt, Introduction to the New Testament, 227 f.
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sane, and the best explanation of the phenomena, but the Avork

of Hamack, one-sided and forced as some of its later develop-

ments are, makes Spitta's analysis for the major part of the

book unnecessary. That there aire both Jewish and Christian

elements in Revelation is generally conceded, but in spite of

the large literature which the book has called forth in the last

thirty years, there is no general agreement as to how these

should be separated into sources. In all these cases there is

no consensus of scientific opinion to guide the interpreter.

Of late an old discipline, not content with fields which have

long been its own, has lifted up its voice and demanded not

only a vote in the field of source analysis, but the deciding vote.

Textual criticism, developed to a science by means of the abun-

dant material of the New Testament is thought by some of its

devotees to be capable in the Old Testament of higher things.

According to Wiener and Dahse22 it is capable of proving the

documentary analysis of the Pentateuch wrong, while according

to01mstead23 it is capable of proving the peculiarly character-

istic Deuteronomic frame-work of the books of Kings to be

later than the translation of the Septuagint! Wiener's "hastily

improvised scholarship" and bad manners would sufficiently con-

demn his work, were it not that he has enunciated four prin-

ciples of textual criticism, with reference to the use and value

of the Septuagint, which meet with Dahse's approval.^* That

it may be said of these four principles that what in them is

true is not new and what is new is not true, has been ably

demonstrated by Principal Skinner. 25

Dahse's own contribution to the subject is much more deserv-

ing ot attention. He endeavors to show, by means of textual

criticism based on the Septuagint, that the divine names in

Genesis furnish no clue to the documentary analysis, but that

their alternation is due to scribal revision. He seeks to prove

22 Cf. Wiener, Bihliotheca Sacra, LXVI, 139 f., and Essays in Penta-

teuchal Criticism, 1909, 24 f.; Dahse, Textkritische Materialien zur Hexa-

teuchfrage, 1912.

23 "Source Study and the BibUcal Text", AJSL, XXX, 1—35.

24 Cf. Dahse, -op. cit, p. 30 f.

25 Cf. Expositor, 8. Ser., Vol. VI, p. 269 f.
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that some Rabbinical revisers permitted Yahweli to occur a few

times near the beginning or end of a Seder and that they some-

times changed Elohim to YahAveh in the middle of a Parasha.

Dahse seems entirely unconscious of the fact that, even if

the clue of the divine names were now to vanish like a will-of-

the-wisp, by following it scholars were led to other criteria that

cannot be explained away and that are decisive; so that, had

he demonstrated his case, the present analysis of the Hexateuch

would be in no way affected. It is, however, not necessary to

answer him here. That has been done by Principal Skinner in

a series of articles in the Expositor'^^, in which the inaccuracy

of many of Dahse's observations and the inadequacy of his

material to prove his conclusions is pointed out with adequate

learning and admirable temper. Principal Skinner has shown

that as an opponent of the documentary analysis of the Hexa-

teuch textual criticism as expounded by Dahse is weighed in

the balance and found wanting.

The work of Olmstead must be pronounced equally faulty

in this regard. He seeks to establish certain principles of proced-

ure by comparing renderings of the Septuagint and Theodotion

in certain parts of Kings, Isaiah and Jeremiah and then the

similar accounts in Chronicles. His radical conclusion as to

the date of Deuteronomic material in Kings is based on the

fact of its omission from the Septuagint of Chronicles. The fact

that the phenomena in question are capable of several ex-

planations is apparently overlooked. One such explanation might

be found in the possibility of differing recensions of the Hebrew
long anterior to the Septuagint. He infers that the critical

canon, by which Westcott and Hort proved that the conflate

text, called Syrian, 27 was late, is applicable to this literary

material. A careful study of the criticism of the New Testament,

however, shows that the canon which may be true of a scribal

» Series 8, Vols. V and VI.

27 See Westcott and Hort, Neiu Testa-ment in the Original Greek,

II, 93—107. Von Soden in his great work on the text of the !New

Testament {Schriften des Neuen Testaments), although he does not explain

again the process of conflation, recognizes it in his K text, Avhich he

calls a bastard text; af, pp. 707—710.
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period when a text has become sacred, may be the reverse of

the truth in a period of literary activity before the text has

become venerable. The Gospel of Mark, when compared with

Matthew and Luke, exhibits often all the phenomena of a con-

flate text, and yet it is demonstrably not a compilation from

these Gospels, but their source. The spirit of the period of

Gospel composition was, in comparison with the third and fourth

centuries, one of creative power. In it men dared to omit.

In the scribal period, when the Syrian text took shape, men
dared to omit nothing. When the earliest text of Chronicles was

composed, the books of Kings were not yet so sacred that no

word of theirs could be omitted. Large sections were purposely

omitted as unedifying. It is more probable that we have here a

case analogous to the relation between Mark and the other Syn-

optics than to that between the Syrian and the other types of

text. One is compelled, therefore, to regard Olmstead's in-

ferences as unfounded. Again textual criticism fails to make
good her claim to be an historical discipline.

Textual criticism is not, however, always so unfortunate. In

the hands of Professor Torrey it has, in conjunction with the

liigher criticism, actually added eighteen verses to the canonical

text of the Old Testament, ^s These verses are found in the

so-called apocryphal I Esdras, 447b-56 and 4 62-5 6. The ar-

gument that these verses once formed a part of the canonical

book of Ezra is so strong that it has convinced Professor Batten,

the latest commentator on Ezra and Xehemiah.^^ Professor

Batten would make the verses an introduction to Ezra ch. 3

and not, as Professor Torrey would do, a part of chapter 1,

but he recognizes, as we all should do, that some lost verses of

the book have been restored. That after the lapse of so many
centuries these verses should once more be accorded their right-

ful place in the Biblical text, is eloquent testimony to the con-

tribution to historical exegesis which textual criticism is capable

of rendering, when in competent hands.

Another branch of historical research which claims the right

to speak the last word in matters of Biblical criticism is the so-

28 Cf. Torrey, Ezra Studies, 25—28 and 115—139.

2« Cf. Ezra and Nehemiah in Inter. Orit. Com., pp. 103—100.
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called science of archaeology. There is a science of archaeo-

logy, which is a real science. That type of archaeology^ ex-

cavates mounds, studies and classifies the pottery, discovers the

evolution of the utensils used, until it can coordinate the details

it has gathered, and project the curve of the evolution of civili-

zations. Here, too, must be classed those excavations which

bring to light lost cities. Such was the work of Macalister at

Gezer, 30 and the work which Koldewey ^i has been carrying on

so persistently at Babylon for the last thirteen years. Such

also is the work of Petrie, Reisner and others in Egypt. 32

The archaeology, however, that has for twenty years or more

made itself heard in the halls of Biblical study is in no sense

a, science. Its strongest arguments are usually based upon

supposed facts which turn out upon investigation to be mistakes,

and the inferences from its facts are usually as baseless as the

foundation upon which they rest. From this type of archaeo-

logy historical science can only pray to be delivered. There is

no science of archaeology apart from criticism. The spade

brings to light documents, but it is the function of the critical

historian to interpret them. Such documents must be subjected

to a comparative criticism quite as severe as that appUed to

those which have long been known. They become a part of

historical science, only when they have been so treated and

their material has been combined with material previously

known, and is interpreted in accordance with the general devel-

opment of ancient Ufe.

To say that all this is true is, of course, not to say that archaeo-

logy has not furnished us with much most welcome historical

material,—material, too, which has corrected erroneous theories

and cleared up doubts. Thus the discovery of the palace of

Sargon with its abundant historical inscriptions cleared away

the doubts that some minds had entertained of the correctness

of the reference to him in Isa. 20 i ; the inscriptions from Thessa-

90 See Excavation at Gezer, London 1912.

31 See Das wieder entstehende Babylon, 1913.

32 Cf. Reisner, The Early Dynastic Cemeteries of Naga-ed-Der, Leipzig

1908—9 and the numerous publications of Petrie for the Egypt Ex-
ploration Fund and for the British School of Archaeology in Egypt.
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loiiica33 have similarly confirmed the correctness of Acts 17 6, 8

in calling the rulers of Thessalonica "Politarchs"; the papyri

from Egypt, which have afforded evidence of the systematic

taking of census in the Roman Empire, while they have not

yet cleared away all doubts as to the correctness of the date

assigned to a census of Augustus in Luke 2 i, have increased

the probability of its correctness.

It is, however, unscientific to infer that every discovery of

archaeology will dispel doubts. The dictum that such must be

the result has led to many unfounded and grotesque announce-

ments. Sayce once found in the El Amama letters a con-

firmation of the statement in Hebrews 7 3 that Melchizedek

was "without father, without mother, having neither beginning

of days nor end of life",34 hut it turned out to rest upon a

misinterpretation. A recent exponent's of this type of archaeo-

logy has found in the fact that the Sumerians were in Babylonia

at the dawn of history a confirmation of the statement in Gen.

10 8 that Cush begat Nimrod! The fallacies of such reasoning

are too numerous to enumerate here.

Archaeological research has as often confirmed criticism as

dispelled doubts. Such confirmation is, for example, afi'orded

by the discovery of two Babylonian accounts of the creation,

which correspond in general character to the two accounts

which criticism finds in Genesis. The excavations at the sites

of Gezer and Taanach, cities which are said by the P document

to be Levitical cities, confirm the supposition that the P document

is late, since the ruins prove that the institutions which existed

in those cities down to the Babylonian exile were such as the P
document abhorred. Part of the correspondence relating to the

Passover found at Elephantine is intelligible only on the sup-

position that the P document is late. The abundant proof from

the documents which archaeology has brought to light that Cyrus

immediately succeeded Nabonidus, that Belshazzar was not king,

and that no Darius the Mede intervened between Nabonidus

33 Cf. Burton in American Journal of Theol., II, 588—632.

3« Cf. Sunday School Times for 1890.

35 Kyle, Deciding Voice of the Monuments in Biblical Criticism,

p. 196.
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and Cyrus confirms the critical date and estimate of the book

of Daniel. ^5

The unscientific character of the work of some archaeologists

should not, however, blind the exegete to the great debt which

historical exegesis owes to archaeology. Priceless treasures

have come from Palestine itself, such as the Moabite Stone,

the Siloam inscription, and the Samarian ostraka. From Baby-

lonia and Assyria the texts, chronological, historical, mytholog-

ical, and hymnological, have afforded material for correcting

Biblical chronology, for tracing the origins of its earlier tradi-

tions, for filling in gaps in its historical records, and for com-

parison of its poetical forms and religious ideas, which are of

inestimable value. From Egypt, too, have come abundant data

for testing the traditions in Exodus, and for measuring the

value of important Biblical ideas. The tale of the Eloquent

Peasant 37 witnesses to the birth of a social conscience in Egypt
at least 1200 years before it found a voice in the Hebrew
prophets. Similarly the admonitions of Ipuwer 38 in their pic-

ture of political and social distress and their portrayal of the

rule of an ideal king form illuminative parallels to the Messianic

prophecy of the Old Testament. Egypt's prophet king, Ameno-
phis IV, and his premature, though brave attempt at monotheism,

help one to appreciate more highly the monotheism of Israel,

while the Psalms composed in praise of his god Aten are, like

many Babylonian hymns, illuminative parallels to the Old
Testament Psalter. 3 a

The Old Testament exegete, when he ceases to make archaeo-

logy the apologist for tradition, and comes with open mind in

search of historical truth, finds in the texts exhumed by the

spade some of his most valuable aids.

Another department of historical research is Biblical theo-

log}-, a disciphne created by modern methods of study. In

36 See this Journal, XXXII, p. 253 f. .

37 Cf. Vogelsang and Gardiner, Die Klagen des Bauern, Leipzig, 1908.
38 Gardiner, The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage. Leipzig, 1909; cf.

Breasted, Religion and Thought in Ancient Egypt, Xew York, 1912, 204—214.
39 Cf. Breasted in Development of Religion and Thought in Ancient

Egypt, Xew York, 1909, p. 324—331.
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theory Biblical theology is dependent upon exegesis, by wliich

its material is furnished; but it often happens that, in the hands

of modern scholars, exegesis is determined by theories of the

development of the various phases of Biblical theology.

That an effort should have been made, after criticism had

arranged the historical order of the sources, to group the

religious ideas and to trace evolution and development, was

inevitable and right. Some of the results of this effort are so

assured that every interpreter is bound to take them into ac-

count. For example it is now proven that the prophets, broadly

speaking, preceded the law, and had an important part in

shaping it. It is also proven that the Fourth Gospel represents

a post-Pauline development of Christian thought. These are

well established historical positions, which the future is not

likely to overthrow.

With reference to the historical development of some other

phases of Biblical thought there is not so much certainty.

Strong currents of opinion may be traced, but it is a question

whether they are always well founded. As an example one may
take recent theories of the development of the Messianic ex-

pectations in Israel. Stade, in a series of articles in ZAW,
1881—84, began to relegate Messianic prophecies in Isaiah

and Micah to the time after the exile, and this work has been

carried forward since by Soerensen, Guthe, Giesebrecht, Duhm,
Hackmann, Briickner, Yolz and Marti, •o In the commentaries

of the last mentioned scholar^^ the tendency reaches its chmax.

It is held that every Messianic prophecy must be post-exihc,

that the circumstances of the last centuries before the exile

afforded no ground for hope, that in that period there was no

moral basis for such hopes, that, in short, Messianic hopes

were only possible after the exile, when the nation's affairs

were so hopelessly overthrown that there was no ground for

anything but hope. Few interpreters would carry this to the

extreme that Marti does. He dates many of these passages in

the Maccabaean period—a time that to many appears to be ex-

*» See Fullerton's excellent sketch in the Harvard Theological Review,

"VI, 478—520, where the literature as regards Isaiah is cited,

*i Jemia, 1900, and Dodekapropheton, 1903—1904.
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eluded by the simple fact tha^ the prophecies had before that

time been translated into Greek.-* 2 The fascination of this view

is nevertheless so great, that those who do not follow Marti

entirely find it hard to detect definite periods before the exile,

when Messianic prophecies were possible.^'

One can readily understand that a passage like Amos 9 11-15

is necessarily a post-exilic addition, for Amos in his short min-

istry at Bethel had been solely a jarophet of doom. He had

said. Repent or you will be destroyed. They did not repent,

but ran him out of town instead. It is hardly possible that,

under such circumstances, a man who held that Yahweh's favor

could be obtained only by an ethical life, should suddenly

portray an earthly paradise as the destiny of a people who
were not moral and who had not repented. It is difficult, how-

ever, to understand why similar sentiments may not have stood

in Hosea 14, for Hosea had in his teaching of the love of Yah-

weh supplied motives for repentance, and his Messianic proph-

ecies as they stand are conditioned upon repentance.

Similarly in Isaiah's doctrine of the remnant there is a moral

basis for hope. The fact that the prophet often had to chide

for sin, and the political situation was often dark, is no ground

for supposing that the prophet was a confirmed pessimist. He
must have had hopes, or he could not have continued his

arduous work for more than forty years. Indeed it is impossible

to account for the careers of either Hosea or Isaiah apart from

the supposition that they held out hopes kindred to those we
call Messianic. They were not transient evangehsts like Amos.
Isaiah at least was the leader of his nation through a long life.

Had he simply reproved and denounced he would have been run

out of town as Amos was in much less than forty years. One
cannot explain the psychology of his success apart from a

Messianic message.

There were, moreover, occasions in the life of Isaiah which

justified hope. The successful campaign of Tiglath-pileser IV in

733— 732 by "which the powers of Damascus and Israel were

broken justified great hopes and afforded ground for great re-

<2 Cf. e. g. Gray, Isaiah, Inter. Crit. Com., p. xli.

<3 Cf. G. F. Mooi-e, Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 149.
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joicings. Similarly, we hold, in ^pite of Meinhold's doubts, that

there was a signal deliverance of Jerusalem in the time of

Sennacherib. One must hold, it seems, with Winckler44^

Prasek, *5 FuUerton^e and Rogers,^' that Sennacherib made
two expeditions, and that the plague that decimated his army,

to which Herodotus (II, 141) as well as 2 Kgs. 1 9 36 bear witness,

occurred on the second of these, and that its date was after the

accession of Tarhakah of Egypt, but, whenever it occurred, such

an event would be an occasion for Messianic hopes.

Such general considerations are not, however, sufficient.

One must grapple in detail with the exegesis. It is difficult

to do this, many interpreters believe, and still find rational

grounds in the age of Hosea or Isaiah for a Messianic expec-

tation, or in their utterances a moral mediation for such a hope.

Consequently Gressmann has approached the problem from

another side. His teacher Gunkel^s had brilliantly shown that

the apocalyptists had a traditional body of material, derived

from the Babylonian creation myth, which none of them at-

tempted to relate in all its details to the time in which he lived,

80, following in Gunkel's footsteps, Gressmann*^ sought to show

that the prophets had a traditional eschatology, derived from

some primitive myths, that they were not always able to relate

this eschatology to their fundamental convictions, so that Mes-

sianic expectations were really there in spite of the difficulties

which interpreters have found.

Gressmann, however, had not, like Gunkel, a definite and

well known myth to cite. There was no external evidence for his

view. Everything in support of his theory had to be inferred

from internal evidence, and much of his evidence was equivocal.

A somewhat similar attempt was made by Oesterley in his

Involution of the Messianic Idea^^. He assumed three myths,

•»* Alttestamentliche Untersuchungen, 1892, 27—50.

*5 Sanheribs Feldziige gegen Juda, 1903.

46 Bihliotheca Sacra, LXIII, 577—G34.
*^ Cuneiform Parallels to the Old Testament, 1912, 332—340.

*8 Schojifung und Chaos, 1894.

*' TJrsprung der israeliiIsch-jUdischeti Eschatologie, 1905.

50 New York, Dutton, 1908.
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a Tehom-myth, a Yahweh myth, and a Paradise myth. His

Tehom-myth is the same as the Tiamat-myth, his Yahweh-myth

is a form of the myth of Bel or Marduk who overcame Tiamat,

while his Paradise myth, also emphasized by Gressmann, is

based wholly on Biblical material, the earliest example of which

is Gen. 2 8-13, and a later instance of which is Ezekiel 28 13-15.

In Oesterley's view the Messianic figure in Isa. 2 2-4a, 42-6,

9 5, 6, and 11 1-5 is a transformation of the Heilhringey' myth

or Yahweh myth, a conspicuous example of which is the Baby-

lonian Marduk of the Creation epic.

That Israel had myths cannot be successfully denied. The

Paradise myth is one of these **, and was clearly based on

vague recollections of the oasis life of the early Semites, ^2 but

how this was transformed by the prophets into hope for the

future is not satisfactorily explained either by Gressmann or

Oesterley. It is easy to see that sometimes in the Old Testament

the myths of Marduk are applied to Yahweh, but this does not

explain the figure of the Messiah, who is in the BibUcal material

always distinct from Yahweh.

Another possible source for a traditional expectation has been

found in the admonitions of Ipmver, an Egyptian sage, whose

utterances H. O. Lange^^ and Breasted ^4 have brought into

comparison with Hebrew Messianic hopes. The document in

question is found in a papyrus of the eighteenth dynasty, but

from the language and contents Breasted dates it before the

year 2000 B.C. Its author sets forth in striking terms the dis-

organization and distress of Egypt consequent upon the weak-

ness of the king. He then portrays the kind of a king that is

needed to restore order. He believes this king once existed on

tlie earth as the god Re. He is to be a king who brings coohng

to the flame, who is the shepherd of all men; there is no evil

in his heart; he smites evil, stretching out his hand against it.^^

Gardiner, who has published the best edition of the utterances

^1 That of Gen. 6 2-4 is another.

5- Cf. Barton, Semitic Origins, p. 90—100.
^3 Sitzungsberichte der Icgl. preuss. Akad. 1903, I, 601 fi".

^* Devel. of Bel. and Thought in Ancient Egypt, 212.

^5 Cf. Breasted, op. cit, 211.
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of Ipuwer, ^6 contends that the passage can have had no Mes-

sianic significance, because it is not at all eschatological.

Breasted has, however, shown that Ipuwer's king is a purely

ideal figure, and such an ideal figure is all that is really needed.

The behef that such a king was to come would, if it became

traditional, form a sufficient traditional nucleus to account for

the phenomena. It should also be noted that the reference to

the god Re introduces a mythological element into the portrayal.

If the tale of two brothers found its way into Hebrew tra-

dition and parts of it became incorporated with the story of

Joseph, as we believe to be the case, ^^ it is quite possible that

the ideal picture of Ipuwer found its way into Israelitish tra-

dition also, and constituted the kernel of a tradition of hope,

which the prophets used without ever fully correlating it with

their fundamental convictions. Such a figure, with its mytho-

logical associations with the god Re, would, if it became a part of

Hebrew tradition, account for the expression "god of a warrior

0135 7^)" in Isa. 95. Such a supposition affords a better basis of

opposition to the prevailing tendency in prophetic criticism than

that originally suggested by Gressmann, for it is not specula-

tive, but rests upon documentary evidence. Gressmann now
recognizes this, and, while not committing himself to an Egj^p-

tian origin, admits that it is more probable than a Babylonian. ^s

Personally I am not fully persuaded that mythology need be

called to our aid. Every man cherishes hopes; he could not

live if he did not, far less could he become a prophet. These

hopes cannot always be related either to facts or to one's theory

of life. Such considerations go far to nullify the reasons for

the present tendency in the interpretation of the prophets. But

it must be admitted that the influence of the ideal of the Egyp-

tian sage is possible, and it affords the external evidence, which

Gressmann did not at first find, for an argument kindred to his.

In the latest commentary on Isaiah, that of Gray in the

Inter. Crit. Com., neither the dictum of Marti nor that of

Gressmann is commended, and yet the treatment which Gray

56 Admonitions of an Egyptian Sage, Leipzig, 1909.

*' Cf. Proceedings of the Amer. Philosophical Soc, LTI, 190 fF.

s8 Am. Jour. Theol. XVII, 173—194.
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accords to the greatest Messianic passages which occur in the

twenty seven chapters of Isaiah covered by his volume, reaches

the same result in a different way. Gray regards all the criteria

for dating Isa. 9 1-6 as inconclusive. He thinks that neither the

historical presuppositions of the passage nor its language make

a decision between the eighth century and the sixth or fifth

century certain. Gray thinks it has literary connections with

Isa. 11 1-8, so that, in his view, if we can date this last passage,

it will carr}' with it the date of 9 1-6. Gray makes Isa. 11 1-8

exilic or postexilic because of the opening line,

"There shall come forth a shoot from the stump (PT3) of Jesse."

This figure, he thinks, implies the fall of the Davidic dynasty.

For this reason both passages are made exilic or later. The

word J?T,i means 'cutting' and may, as in Job 14 8, where the

context fixes the meaning, denote the stump of a tree that has

been cut down, but it would equally describe a tree from which

many limbs had been lopped off.

One may still see through extensive tracts of the trans-

Jordanic country, around Ain Yajuz, north of Amman, trees

from which all the larger branches have been cut for fire-wood,

still living and putting forth ncAv branches at the top and here

and there at the sides. ^^ The only non fruit-bearing trees in

this region which are not so mutilated are the sacred trees,

such as those at the springs of Ain Yajuz. This is apparently

the survival of an old Palestinian custom. Such a defaced tree

would be a J^Til just as truly as a stump, and Avould be a much
more suitable figure for a dynasty of kings, many of whom were

dead, but from whom scions were still sprouting, than the stump

of a tree in the ordinary sense.

That yti is to be so interpreted here is made probable by

its only other occurrence in the Old Testament, Isa. 40 24.

Scarcely have they been planted.

Scarcely have they been sown.

Scarcely is their stock (J?Ti) taking root in the earth. ^o

59 See Barton, A Year's Wandering in Bible Lands, 156.

60 Cf. Duhm, Jesaia, 273; Cheyne, Isaiah in SBOT, 66, and Box,

Book of Isaiah, 186.
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Certainly in this passage J^TS is not the stump of a tree that

has been cut down.

It is, then, probable that yjil in Isa. 11 1 is to be interpreted

as the trunk of a living tree, and, if so, on Gray's method of

dealing with these passages, serious objection to their pre-exilic

date would be removed.

At all events the last word as to the possibility of pre-exilic

Messianic prophecy has not been spoken, and present tendencies

are more radical than the whole e\idence will warrant.

We come finally to the results of that branch of historical

research known as comparative religion. Many boastful claims, put

forth in the name of this young science, challenge the attention

of the exegete. Yahweh has been derived from Babylonia, 6^ as

has been all the culture, and even the personalities of Biblical

history from Abraham to Paul. 62 According to one group of

scholars Judaism and early Christianity were profoundly in-

fluenced by Zoroastrianism, ^3 according to another, primitive

Christianity is greatly indebted to Buddhism, ^4 according to a

third, early Christianity, and especially Paul, borrowed much

from the mystery cults of Mithra, Isis, and Cybele, "* while

according to a fourth, ^6 Jesus never lived, but is a congeries

of myths borrowed from various quarters.

Naturally the work of those who hold these views differs

greatly in scientific sanity and value.
«'

61 Delitzsch, Bahel und Bibel, 1903.

62 Jensen, Das Gilgameshepos in der Weltliteratur, 1906 and Moses,

Jesus, Paulus, 1909.

63 Cf. e. g., Boklen, Die Verwandtschaft der judisch-christlichen mit

der persische7i Eschatologie, 1902.

6« Seydel, Das Evangelium Jesu in seinen Verhdltnissen zur Buddha-

Sage tend Buddha-Lehre mit fortlaufender Rucksicht auf andere Religions-

kreise untersucht, 1882 ; Die Buddha-Legende und das Leben Jesu nach den

Evangelien,lS84:; Edmunds, Buddhistic and Christian Gospels, 1^02—1909.

65 Butler, Nineteenth Century, 1905, LVII, 490f.; Jacoby, Die antiken

Mysterienreligionen u. das Christentum, 1910; Loisy, Hibbert Journal,

1912, X, 4o f.

66 Drews, Die Ghrisiusmythe, 1909; W. B. Smith, Ecce Deus, 111.

67 For example, it would be very unjust to class the work of

Edmunds with that of Seydel. That of the former lacks scientific care

in its reasoning; that of the latter is much more sober, as any one must
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There is a priori no reason why Judaism and Christianity

may not have been in some degree influenced by the customs

or myths of surrounding peoples, and that here and there traces

of such influence can be found, no fair minded interpreter can

doubt. 68 The varied claims that are made cannot, however, all

be true. Indeed it is probable that but a small percentage of

them are true, but how is the busy interpreter to sift the wheat

from the chaff?

Fortunately some of the books that are appearing are laying

the foundations for real scientific investigation in this field.

Time will permit the mention of but two of these. The first is

Clemen's BeligionsgescMchtliche Erkliining des Neuen Testa-

ments, 1908, translated into English under the title, Primitive

Christianity and its yion-Jewish Sources, 1912. In this work

Clemen has not only sifted the theories as regards the New
Testament, but he has laid down the following sane principles

by which to test all such theories. ^9

1. An explanation, which derives a whole or a part of early

Christianity from another religion or religions, is impossible, if

it proceeds from premises, or reaches conclusions, which violate

the canons of sober historical research or of sound common

admit who reads his articles in the Monist, vol. XXII, 129—138; 633—
635, and vol, XXIII, 517—522. He shows in these articles that recent

discoveries in Turkestan of Buddhistic documents translated into Sogdi-

anian, a dialect of the kingdom of Parthia, from which country men
were px*esent at the day of Pentecost (Acts 29j, prove that a channel

through which Buddhism might influence Christianity may plausibly be
assumed, and postulates from the likeness of Luke's account of Jesus'

temptation to that of Buddha, that Luke was influenced by a version

of the temptation of the Indian Sage. As no religious teacher becomes
such without struggle and temptation, and, as all typical temptations take

certain general forms of psychological necessity, it must remain in many
minds a question whether Buddhistic influence is actually present, even
were the open channel for it much more clearly proved. This does not

afi'ect, however, Edmund's praiseworthy effort after proof that shall really

be scientific.

es See the writer's article "Tiamat", in JAOS, XV (1890), 1 fi"., and
his Commentaiy on Job, New York, 1911, pp. 71, 111, and 219.

69 As Clemen's statement of these seems to me often ineff"ective and
obscure, I have freely recast them in my own words.
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sense. This principle sweeps away at once the works of Bruno
Bauer, Jensen, Seydel, Drews and W. B. Smith.

2. The sense of a New Testament passage as well as the

contents of a non-Jewish idea must be fully ascertained before

they are brought into comparison. Many current results are

secured by those who violate this canon.

3. Borrowing should not be called in as an explanation of

rehgious ideas, if the phenomena can legitimately be explained

from germs native to Hebrew or Christian soil.

4. The non-Jewish idea, which is brought in as an explana-

tion, must in some degree really correspond to the Christian one.

5. The non-JcAvish element must have been already in ex-

istence. It is impossible to explain a Christian institution from

phases of a mystery religion, which did not come into being

until after the Christian institution was in existence.

6. It must be shown in regard to any foreign idea that it

was really in a position to influence early Christianity or Ju-

daism, and how it could do so. Ideas that w^ere in distant India

or China cannot be adduced as explanation unless an avenue

of influence can be demonstrated for them.

7. If the claims of several sources of influence have to be

considered, the interpreter should ask which one was in a

position actually to exert an influence, and not assume that the

one most closely connected with his own studies must neces-

sarily offer the real explanation.

A reader of Clemen's book Avill probably think that Clemen

himself has not apphed these canons with unerring judgment,

but it greatly clears the atmosphere to have them laid down.

The other book referred to is Hehn's Die hihlische und

hahylonische Gottesidee, 1913. This clarifies the atmosphere of

the student of the Old Testament, as Clemen does that of the

student of the New Testament. With a full knowledge of

Assyriology and the training of an Old Testament exegete,

Hehn shows by a detailed examination, that whatever Israel

may have borrowed from Babylonia, the Canaanites, or Egypt,

her idea of Yahweh, so intolerant in his monotheistic claims,

so unpicturable, can have been borrowed from none of the

suiTounding nations, for there is no evidence that they ever
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had a god of such characteristics. While Hehn assumes some

positions from which many interpreters must dissent, he has

conclusively proved his main contention, and rendered thereby

every Old Testament exegete an important service.

In view of the vast fields of research at which we have cast

hurried glances, it is clear that it is no Mght task to "interpret

historically" today. The burden of applying this canon is far

greater than that of applying all the other five canons of her-

meneutics. Nevertheless it is labor that is worth while, for, if

we can but discern the historical situation, and set a text in

its proper genetic relations, we shall catch its spirit far more

surely than in any other way; and, having caught its spirit and

the principles which that spirit kindled into hfe, we can then

apply with far greater power the principles and spirit to the

problems of our own time. Difficult though the work may be,

the Bible cannot take its rightful place in modern life, until

this is faithfully and thoroughly done.
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

I. TARTAK.

OF the gods imported into the province of Samaria, according

to 2Ki. 17, all have been identified ^ or at least philologi-

cally explained (Adad-Melek, Anu-Melek) except the deities

of the Awwites. For these Hommel has, most recently, offered

an explanation from the Sumerian (OLZ, 1912, 118). But I

would suggest for pPDt] the much more jiertinent identification

with the great Syrian deity Atargatis, nnj^"l/Ty. For the loss of

the initial guttural compare the Greek by-form AepKerm while

according to Aramaic law it may have been dissimilated from

the following J^ into i< (cf. also Noldeke, Syr. Gram. § 37), and

so easily lost. In the second syllable the consonants have suf-

fered metathesis, producing an easier vocable. For the inter-

change of J^ and p we may compare the Greek renderings with

the palatals g or k and recall the frequent early-Aramaic equi-

valence of y and p, e. g. i<p1i<. As Jinj^ is doubtless non-

Semitic (Hittite?) the J^ is an attempt, like the Greek palatals,

to represent a foreign sound. If this conjecture be correct, we
have in Tartak the earliest reference, by many centuries, to the

great Syrian goddess.

2. The W^ailing of Hadad-Rimmon.

The "mourning of Hadad-Rimmon", or rather, as is now

recognized, Hadad-Eamman, of Zech. 12 ii, has so far received

no explanation. The wailing rites suggest Tamrauz-Adonis, an

^ For Sukkoth-benoth, see this Journal, 1912, p. 141. For Ashima
= SytT;, the Syrian deity that has at last been identified from late names

and texts, see Meyer's review of the data, Der Pap/yrusfund von Ele-

phantine, 58, n. 2, and for the explanation of tho name see Grimme,

OLZ, 1912, 14, Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, 3, 260.
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identification which has been read by some, erroneously, into

the "bitterness for the firstborn", v. lo. But Hadad is not

Adonis. Light may be thrown on the problem from an obscure

"Phoenician" myth cited from Philo Byblius by Eusebius, Fraep.

evang. 1 lo (Gifford, 40 c). According to this myth Kronos,

whom the Phoenicians call El (var. Israel!), married a nymph
of whom he had an only (/jLovoyevrj) son, "Avhom they therefore

called ledoud" (adding: tov juovoyevous outoo^ en Kal vvv koXov-

fievov Trapa rok ^olvi^i), but incurring great danger in a war,

he dressed his son in royal array and prepared an altar and

sacrificed him. I have followed Gifford's text, but for the better

attested leSovS there is a variant leovS which fits the gloss that

the word means "only-begotten", i. e. TJIV If we emend Tin

]D1 into n TIT', "the only-begotten of Ramman", we may con-

jecture that the old El myth has been transformed into a Syrian

Hadad-Ramman myth, and that the Availing rites in the valley

of Megiddo were those of a cult which was explained by the

myth of a god who had immolated his son. For such cults we
are not shut up to the Adonis-myth: compare the wailing for

Jephthah's daughter. If the other reading hou8 be accepted,^

we gain the Semitic TT "beloved one", — "the beloved of

Ramman", which brings us rather into the range of the Adonis
circle of ideas: notice the Tell el-Ma'siik, the "Hill of the Be-
loved", east of Tyre, probably Palaityros, "Old-Tyre", of the

classics (see Renan, Mission de Phenicie, 576 ff.). The weak-

ness of my hypothesis lies in the application of a Phoenician

myth to a Syrian god. According to the view of some scholars

(Cheyne, EB, ii, 2177, Meyer, Die Israeliten und ihre Nach-
harstdmme, 25^), a similar myth is found in the story of Isaac's

sacrifice. It is to be observed that El is not a Phoenician deity,

but appears as a god in the Aramaic field, in the Senjirli in-

scriptions, and probably is a primitive deity, hence appropri-

2 Epigraphically the change would he the simpler because of the

similarity of primitive n and \ It is to be noticed that in the story of

the sacrifice of Isaac the thrice-repeated "only-begotten" "]Tn'' is repre-

sented by ayairr}r6i (Gen. 22 2, 12, 16).— It may be in pWce for the mytho-
logizing interpreters of the Old Testament to suggest that \eovS is no
other than Judah, which would unfortunately play into the hands of
the tradition that Isaac's sacrifice occurred in Judah!
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ately converted into Kronos by the eclectic Greek students of

religion. Unfortunately we know almost nothing of the mytho-

logy of Hadad until we find him associated with Atargatis in

the late Greek period.

3. TARWAH, Sachau's Elephantine Papyrus 7.

In Sachau's papyrus no. 7, Avhich is apparently a complaint

against some legal injustice addresed to a higher court, occurs

three times the combination i<jm nnn, in the second instance,

and probably also the first, preceded by Dip. Hnn is evidently

synonymous with ^Tl, presumably the superior in a bench of

two magistrates.

The second syllable, which can be the Aramaic representation

of Babylonian mail suggested to me the SumerianMAH, "great",

and following this clue the first syllable can be the Sumerian

TAR = pardsu, "decide", (BriinnoAv, Index, 123). A "great

decider", i. e. a judge, is the parallel term we seek here. Of

course the title has degenerated, as have such words as consul

and magistrate in modern usage. AVe may assume that the

senior magistrate in the court in question enjoyed an old Baby-

lonian title, his assessor (who may have represented the local

element) was given the common Aramaic designation.

Dec. 29, 1913.

James A. Montgomery.
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The Wind of God

JOHN P. PETERS

NEW TORK CITY

IN ray paper of the above title, published in Yol. XXX,
Part I (1911) of the Journal, on page 47 I said:

"Of the actual procedure of eagles, griffon vultures, or other

similar birds in the earlier stages of teaching or helping their

young to fly, described in the first two verses of the above

quatrain, I am able to get no information from published works

or from personal inquiry of the most distinguished ornithol-

ogists, whom I have in the last few months annoyed with many
importunities."

Indeed, at that time, the best ornithological authorities whom
I consulted seemed inclined to agree that birds do not teach

their young to fly; that, with the exception of pigeons, no bird

pushes its young out of its nest; and that eagles and vultures,

certainly, are so built that they cannot carry nor support their

young; that, consequently, the passage in Dent. 32 ii, which

seemed to me to be an eye-witness description of the manner

in which griffon vultures teach their young to fly, was not the

description of an eye-witness at all, and that, therefore, one

could not from that deduce the meaning of *]ni.

At that time I had no personal evidence from reliable wit-

nesses as to the procedure of griffon vultures or other large birds

with their young before flight, and only one passage, quoted by

Driver in his "Commentary on Deuteronomy" and by Tristram

6
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in his "Natural History of the Bible", giving Davy's account

of two parent eagles on Ben Nevis supporting their young on

expanded wings when exhausted in making their first flight.

I have no doubt that normally, as was suggested to me by the

naturalists whom I consulted, young birds in general learn to

fly by themselves, but I have now obtained abundant proof of

the eye-witness character of the account in Deuteronomy, and

that, if not the regular and ordinary method, the procedure

there described is at least characteristic in the case of many
birds, and especially of eagles. For small birds I have the

evidence of numerous observers among my own acquaintance of

the old birds pushing their young out of the nest, and then

trying to entice or force them to fly, but none of birds support-

ing their young in flight.

For large birds I have from Dr. Talcott Wilhams the follow-

ing observation of the habits of the stork, which he permits me
to use:

"I passed my early boyhood, as you well know, up to my
ninth year, in Mosul. Every mosque in the city had its storks'

nest and they were common at other coigns of vantage. One of

the highest was not far from the high, flat roof on which I

played as a boy, there being room on it, as I remember

distinctly, for two and I think three separate nests. I remember,

with the distinctness with which one goes back in memory on a

point like this, my fatlier calling me and taking me on the roof

in the early morning one day when the storks were teaching

their young to fly. The time had come for migration, some

having left their nests already, some having taken preliminary

wheels before the flocks started and some apparently delayed

by their undeveloped young. The awkward young stumbled

around their nests and seriously objected to taking a flight.

The older birds pushed them out and when they were fluttering

swept below and caught them, carrying them along until they

learned to use their wings. I remember distinctly one bird,

well grown, which was not caught and dropped, a shapeless,

fluttering mass, to be killed at the foot of the minaret. This

picture is all extremely distinct. My impression was, and here

I pass from the distinct field of memory to the vaguer field of
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knowledge, that all the chicks did not need to be taught but

that all of them needed urging, in order to leave the nest. Some

flew easily and some needed a good deal of aid, but the sight

of the parent birds and their companioning friends, sweeping

down near the nest, showing how easy it is to fly, apparently

(for this you will see is inference) clattering their bills and

sounding the note of the stork, which is like that of all those

birds, is very evident in my vision. This particular nest was

near enough to the house so that one could see the hen stork

sitting, could mark her interest in the approach of her spouse

with food and see the furry little chicks before they had the

later feathers which grow upon them. The storks were never

molested, and, as you know, in Turkey the stork is never

touched."

The Rev. Mr. Hanauer, of Damascus, to whom I wrote to

ask if he could obtain from natives information as to the habits

of the griffon vulture in Palestine and the Lebanon, writes me
as follows:

"1 have never seen either eagles or vultures "stirring up"

their nests, or "carrying their young on their wings." I have,

however, heard the late Bishop Gobat relate that when in

Abyssinia, between the years 1829 and 1837, he had seen

eagles assist their young in flight, by flying underneath them

when the brood were beginning to try their wings, and seemed

weary and about to drop. In this case the parent birds car-

ried their young for a while till they had rested, and then let

them start again by themselves. I have also the testimony of

one of my sons, who takes a keen interest in such things, to the

effect that he has seen ravens act towards their young in the

same way." i

' The Rev. William J. Long records the following observation of an

eagle forcing its young to fly, which shows the stirring up the nest, a

rushing upon the young, and also the support of the young in its flight

by the old bird. I doubt, however, whether as an observation of facts

this has much value.

"A mother eagle had tried in vain to tempt her little one to leave

the nest on a high cliff. With food in her talons, she came to the edge

of the nest, hovered over it a moment, so as to give the hungry eaglet

a sight and smell of food, then went slowly down to the valley, taking

6*
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It occurred to me that from our own Rocky Mountains I

might obtain some information with regard to the habits of

eagles, and, at my request, Bishop Thomas of Wyoming sent a

note to the missionaries in the mountain districts of that state,

asking them if they could furnish or secure the information I

desired. Here are one or two notes which I have received in

answer to those inquiries:

"When the young eagles are in the nest the two parent birds

are nearly always away hunting, but after the young is forced

the food with her, and telUng the little one to come and he should have

it. He called after her loudly and spread his wings a dozen times to

follow. But the plunge was too awful; he was afraid and settled back

into the nest." What followed, Mr. Long describes thus:

"In a little while she came back again, this time without food, and

hovered over the nest, trying every way to induce the little one to leave

it. She succeeded at last, when with a desperate effort he sprang up-

ward and flapped to the ledge above. Then, after surveying the world

gravely from his new place, he flapped back to the nest, turned a deaf

ear to all his mother's assurances that he could fly just as easily to the

treetops below, if he only would.

"Suddently, as if discouraged, she rose well above him. I held my
breath, for 1 knew what was coming. The little fellow stood on the

edge of the nest, looking down at the plunge which he dared not take.

There was a sharp cry from behind, which made him alert, tense as a

watchspring. The next instant the mother-eagle had swooped, striking

the nest at his feet, sending his support of twigs and himself and them

out into the air together.

"He was afloat now, afloat on the blue air in spite of himself, and

flapped lustily for life. Over him, under him, beside him, hovered the

mother on tireless wings, calling softly that she was there. But the

awful fear of the depths and the lance tops of the spruces was upon

the little one; his flapping grew more wild; he fell faster and faster.

Suddenly—more in fright, it seemed to me, than because he had spent

his strength—he lost his balance and turned head downward in the air.

It was all over now, it seemed; he folded his wings to be dashed to

pieces.

"Then like a flash the old mother-eagle shot under him ; his despairing

feet touched her broad shoulders, between her wings. He righted him-

self, rested an instant, found his head; then she dropped like a shot

from under liim, leaving him to come down on his own wings. It was

all the work of an instant before I lost them among the trees far below.

And when I found them again with my glass, the eaglet was in the top

of a great pine, and the mother was feeding him."
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out of the nest one of the old ones always remains with it,

nearly all of the time on the Aving, generally circling around,

but at times doing everything that it is possible for a bird to do

on the ynng, such as flying swiftly toward the young, as if it were

going to fly against it, but stopping and beating the air with

its wings just over its head. At other times it would rise

several hundred feet, dropping nearly perpendicularly until

near its young, then turning upward and rising again."

In answer to more detailed questions, the same writer adds

:

"I have seen the young ones learning to fly several times . .

.

When the young ones are full grown the old ones force them

out of the nest. Then the young have to fly up on a nearby cliff

before they will feed them, going higher with each trial, until

after about a week the young are able to go any place on the

ridge. Then one of the old ones will take a bird or small

animal and fly across the canyon, continuing to do this until

the young follow. Then they will fly around, letting the young

ones come nearly close enough to get their food. After that

the young are with the old birds for about three weeks, then

they are absent for about a week, the old ones returning

alone."

A missionary at AVind River, among the Shoshone Indians,

sends me the following:

"An old white trapper informs me that the eagle pecks at

and jostles its young (when old enough) out of the nest until

they take to wing and fly to a nearby crag: then it repeats the

same thing until the young one, driven by the old bird, soars

away. An experienced half-breed trapper tells me that, when

the young eagle attempts to fly, should it get into difficulties,

the old bird will seize it with its talons and carry it back to

the nest, and that sometimes, when the young one becomes ex-

hausted during its first flight, the parent bird will fly beneath

it and bear it up on its back."

AVithout going further, this testimony, it seems to me, is

sufficient to prove that the passage Deut. 32 ii is actually an

eye-mtness description and that the process there described is

as follows: The eagle (or griffon vulture) "stirs up" its nest,

that is, it pushes, jostles or in some way drives the young out;
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then, if the young does not fly, the eagle proceeds to entice it

or to force it to do so, and the particular method described in

this passage is the flying at the young with a violent down-rush,

flapping of the wings and the like. Then, if the young eagle,

thus forced into flight, lose its courage or its strength, the old

eagle flies under it and supports it with its pinions.

I am now prepared to claim that the meaning of the word

*]n"1 is the same in the three places in which it occurs, Gen.

1 2, Deut. 32 11 and Jer. 23 9, and that it indicates in all cases

violent, not gentle motion. The first passage should be trans-

lated "The wind of God rushing upon the face of the water;"

and the second "rushes upon her young", while in the third it

means "shakes".

\
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Note on Vashti

J. DYNELEY PRINCE

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

IT is perfectly clear that the names Morclecai and Esther in

tlie Book of Esther are of Semitic origin, and, furthermore,

that the author, especially in the case oi Morclecai, was using

a name which, in the late post- exilic period at least, was re-

garded as a Jewish one. We may compare the mention of a

Mordecai, for example, in Ezra 2 2 and Nehemiah 7 7 in con-

nection with a number of Semitic names. Mordecai^ O^TID)

stands for Marduld, with which should be compared the iOTiD
of an Aramaic gloss (Clay, OTSS, i. 313) "man of Marduk'\

or properly, "Mardukaean", a name which, although heathen

from a Jewish point of view, was evidently permissible for an

exilic Jew to bear. Such a name stands on the same plane as

many more modern names of Jews and at the time of the com-

pilation of the Book of Esther had probably lost its Babylonian

sense entirely. The name Esther has long been recognized as

a derivative from the Babylonian god-name IStar and cannot

be regarded as a derivative from Persian Sitareh^, Stareh =
Greek a<mip "star".

The name Vashti, however, differs from Mot'decai ond Esther,

in that it does not show so patent an origin. Clay ("Amurru",

* There can of course be no connection between Mordecai and the

Persian name WardaJce, which appears on a seal with a female picture

(Horn, Sassanid. Siegelsteine, p. 34, N. 33). This means 'little rose' and

has been compared by Justi (Iran. Namenlnich) with the name B/3d5a*fos

(p. 351), It is equally impossible to derive Mordecai from a compound
with Bab. {w)arad 'servant'; as (io)arad-Akha 'the servant of Akha', an

Elamic deity.

' The name of the mother of Avicena (Justi, op. cit., p. 311).
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p. 127) is inclined to connect Vashti etymologically with En-
Martu by way of En-MaMu (p. 127), and formulates the com-

parison: ntS^Ut^ = En-MaUu = En-Martu = Baal Amurru.

This ntS^lifc^ is an Aramaic gloss equated with Martu, which

Clay reads En-WaU(u).^ It is true that ma-a^ = MAS (BAR)
= ma-a-hi-^Ninih, B. 1778, to which should be added Clay's

comparison {pp. cit, p. 200): f^Ma-a-M u ^Ma-aS-tum mare Sin

^'•Mahi and MaUu are children of Sin", the moon-god. Of
course, MaUum is clearly to be regarded here as the feminine

of Ma^ = MAS (BAR) and would seem to indicate the consort

of Niuih, furnishing a tempting analogy Avith the obscure Vashti

of the Book of Esther. In the biblical account, however, the

name of the Persian king is given in a reasonably correct Per-

sian form Aliasuerus = tS^HItS^nt?, so that here we have un-

doubtedly a Hebraised form of an Aryan name. Inasmuch as

Mordecai and Esther are Semitic names of Jews, Avho are

supposed to be dealing with hostile aliens and the alien king's

name appears in a quasi-Persian form, it would seem natural

to look for the derivation of his queen's name Vashti rather in

the Persian or Elamic nomenclature than in Semitic. If, as

seems advisable, Ave are to consider the Book of Esther as being

a late Jewish popular adaptation of an earlier tale, based upon

a primitive Babylonian narrative of contest for national supre-

macy betAveen Babylonian (Semitic) and Non-Babylonian (non-

Semitic) powers, it Avould militate against the unity of the Esther

narrative to regard Vashti as a variant of a Semitic Babylonian

name such as ^MaUum. In any case, the fixed final -i in Vashti

Avould seem to indicate a Non-Semitic origin. This final -i is

Avell attested by the Greek texts^Acrri^; ^Ovaa-nv and 'Oyacrrv

Josephus Ant. 11 6, i.* Furthermore, it is highly likely that the

anti-Semitic Haman is not a Semitic name. Jensen has sought

to cojmeoX Haman Avith the Elamic god-name Klium, KJiumhan,

Khumma, Amha, Umha^ which seems a possible comparison.

3 For various opinions as to nwiJX, sec Prince, JfiZ, XXIV, pp. 54 ff.

•' The final ij in 'Ovdarr) in Josephus certainly seems to show that this

vowel at this poiiod had the same ?-value as in modem Greek.

6 WZKM, VI. pp. .58; 70; ZDMG, LV. pp. 235 f. Cf. also Zimmern,

KAT., p. 485; pp. 516 ff.
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Haman might also be Iranian Human (older Homan; Justi,

Iran. Namenhuch, p. 132), but I am inclined to agree to an

Elaraic derivation, in view of the tempting possibility of also

deriving Vasliti from an Elamic, rather than from an Iranian

source.

In the Elamic documents, there occurs a divine name written

MAS (BAR)-TI. Jensen {ZDMQ, LV, 235) reads this MaUi
and not B(P)arti, because the Bar = bar sign can have the

value mas in Elamic, as well as in Semitic Babylonian. Also

in WZKM, VI, pp. 61— 62, he repeats his opinion that BARTI
was to be read M{w)aUi = Vasliti and contradicts the view of

Weissbach {Neiie Beitrdfje, 755, 27 f.) and Sayce, that BARTI
was to be read B{P)arti. Here it should be noted that Hiising

points out (OLZ, VIII, p. 390) that the pronunciation P(B)arti

for this name is established by the occurrence of the name
Pa-ar-ti-ld-ra, that of the city of Portipa (IIo|0Tt7ra), as well

as by the allusion to a prince of Parti, all of which names

contain the element p(h)ar- of P(B)arti. On the other hand,

Hiising denies that there is any Elamic deity MaMi = Vasliti,

which latter name he connects with Indo- Iranian Wali{i)Ui,

apparently for Waliistd.

The comparison between Vasliti and Iranian (Avestan)

Wahista, the superlative of wanhu 'good' has already been

made (see Gesenius, Hebr. Lexicon ^^, s. v. TlB^I). This is un-

satisfactory, owing to the fixed -i ending in Vasliti. Nor can-

we connect Vasliti with such a form as vasti, the 3. p. sing, of

Avestan vac 'desire; wish': 'she (he) desires', because we should

rather expect a passive participle here: 'the desired one =
Desiree\ but this would be UMci in Avestan. The modern

Persian vasti 'beauty' (Justi, Namenhuch, p. 359) is a later

form and a doubtful comparison in this case.

I believe that Vasliti is Elamic rather than Persian and that

the difficulties raised against Jensen's connection of it with

Elamic Masti by Hiising are overcome, if it be remembered
that the BAR-MAS sign, with both har and mas values, re-

presented orginally a single vocable war (var), a suggestion

which I made in M8L, p. XII. It is well known that m == w,

probably a nasal iv, similar to the nasahzed mil = w{v) which
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appears to-day, for instance, in Scottish Gaelic lamh 'hand'.

That r and s frequently interchange is too well known to re-

quire demonstration. In modern Turkish, for example, the final

1- in such words as hir 'one' is almost r, and the r in Czech

{passim) is an excellent example of an existing consonant which

stands phonetically halfway between r and s. If it be supposed

then that Elamic Masti and B(P)arti are one and the same

name, this word probably contains the Elamic Vr-t, seen in

Mitanni in AS-ii 'consort', which, however, Bork^ reads 7'uti

and connects with the older Elamic ruHi, which word has un-

doubtedly the same stem as nt' 'human beings'. Bork admits,

however, that AS-ti may be read aMi and only rejects any

connection between this word and the Semitic Babylonian aMatu

'woman'. In this he is, of course, quite correct. Mitanni '^aMi

= *arti and metathetically probably= Old Elamic ruHi= Mitanni

ruti 'consort', which may be the stem of the god-name Bar (Mas)ti

and this may really have been the original of the Vashti of

Esther.' That the compiler of Esther had a very vague notion

as to foreign names is seen from his use of Tarshish^ (1 14)

for a Persian prince.

6 Terdinand Bork, Die Mitannische Sprache, p. 79.

7 If Bork is correct in his connection of Elamic with the Caucasus

linguistic group, the name of the Georgian prince Waste (Joh. Mami-
koni in Langlois, Coll. i. 381) may have some connection with Barti-

• Wafti- Vashti.

8 TarstS (also in I Chr. 7 lo) is of course an invented name; accord-

ing to LXX and Josephus = 'chrysolith stone'. See, however, Haupt,

in Verh. d. 13 Or. Kongr., p. 233.
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A New Collation of MS 22 oi the Gospels

HENRY A. SANDERS
UNIVBKSITY OF MICHIGAN

MANUSCRIPTS as men may be born under an un-

lucky star and have misfortune attend them through an

existence however long. Certainly such seems to be the case

with MS 22, for it has now suffered its fourth collation. The

first collation was made by Simonius in the margin of the Cur-

cellaeus edition and was used by Wettstein, Avho doubtless gave

only a selection of the readings. Even granting that, the col-

lation must have been inaccurate and was made almost worthless

by the fact that it combined the five MSS 22, 23, 24, 25, 26,

all from Colbert's collection, by stating how many of them agreed

in having the cited variants. Colb. 5 thus means that all of these

MSS agreed, while Colb. 1 may mean any of them. Scholz, 1830,

criticised Wettstein especially for his inaccuracy in publishing

this MS but his own work was far worse, though he claimed to

have made a complete new collation. In fact we find a fairly

continous list of the readings in Matthew, though I counted

82 omissions and 9 other errors. In Mark he tired after com-

pleting the first four chapters, though he omitted 25 interesting

readings in this short passage; for the rest of the Gospel he

gives but six readings, two in verses 32 and 33 of the sixth chapter

and four in the last twelve verses of Mark. In Luke he omits

all readings from 12 i to 22 4i except one in 18 14 and two in

20 31-3; in the portion really collated there are 143 good read-

ings omitted and six are wrong. In John again a complete col-

lation was attempted but I noted 66 omissions and 16 other

errors, of which seven were actual inventions. My attention was
first attracted to this MS by these discrepancies in its publi-
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cation by Scholz. It, however, seemed probable that the want

would be supplied by von Soden's edition, so I first compared

the readings cited in his introduction, pp. 1043-6 (the text had

not at that time appeared). As I found 36 errors in some 210

readings, I felt encouraged to proceed. In 10 cases von Soden
had wrongly assigned to MS 22 the reading of the group to which

he had attached it, but in 24 cases he had failed to note or had

changed the reading so that it did not agree with the other

members of the group. The evidence thus seemed to confirm

von Soden's assignment ofMS 22 to the H' group, though there

was reason to believe that the Antioch element had been under-

stated. It may be here remarked that in his text volume von Soden

has given a new arrangement of the members of this group, which

he now calls I'? and joins MS 22 in a special sub-group with 118

and 209. Not only does he thus break up Lake's family 1 into

two groups but states that the collation was found so faulty that

new ones had to be made.

For his own collation of 22 he makes a slight apology with

the statement that it was "wortlich, wenn auch kursorisch kol-

lationiert", yet a thorough comparison with my own collation

reveals 1443 diiferences. In making this comparison I counted

also all instances of the group I'' as well as the sub-group 1'^^,

when 22 was not noted as disagreeing. I have not of course

been able to verify my readings in these numerous cases of dif-

ference, but many of them are readings which I have marked

sic in my collation and others I had verified because of disagree-

ment with Scholz or Wettstein. In such an immense number,

however, the great majority have had no verification, yet I ven-

ture to make the assertion that mere carelessness could not

cause so many differences. Either von Soden has assumed that

22 went with its group or sub-group in many cases where he did

not know the reading, or he was furnished an erroneous collation.

A somewhat detailed study of these differences may throw light

on this question. While I treat aU these differences as errors

of the von Soden edition, I do not deny that a certain number

of errors, especially of omission, may be present in my own, for

it was rapidly, if carefully made, and was verified only when it

was found to differ from Scholz or Wettstein. With this admission
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I proceed to the classification. In Matthew von Soden has

274 errors of which 195 are readings of the special group

(= fam. 1), where I found no variation from the Textus Re-

ceptus. Yet in 79 other cases he omits or gives incorrectly

readings which I have noted; of these 25 he omits to mention,

including many cases of second hand, and 54 are actual errors,

which often assign to the manuscript readings belonging to a

different or even opposite class. Some of these may be due to

misprints, others to omission. In Mark there are 303 errors of

which 229 are additions to and 74 variations from my list. Of

the latter only 13 are actual omissions on the part of von Soden

and 61 are incorrect or wrongly assigned which may be equivalent

to omission. In Luke there are 608 errors of which 489 are

extra readings and 119 are errors in or omissions of readings

which I found. In John there are 258 errors; 185 extra readings

inserted and 73 of the variants found by me omitted or incor-

rectly assigned.

That there was an actual tendency in these variations is

further illustrated by the fact that in the great majority of the

cases von Soden's changes have made MS 22 conform to type,

i. e. agree with the other members of its group. In only 24 cases

does he cite MS 22 for special readings (unsupported by its

relatives), which are not in my collation. Some of these may
well be correct and in any case, the number is too small to cast

much reflection on the accuracy of either collation. There are

29 other errors where MS 22, though specially mentioned, has

the support of one or more members of its group. In practically

all of the other additional readings noted von Soden seems to

have forced 22 into agreement with the other members of its

group or the majority of them. In only two cases does von Soden

repeat a definite error of Scholz, viz. Matthew 8 28 yaSapt}v(ov

for yepyearjvcov and 14 14 — ot?. Among so many errors these are

probably accidental, yet von Soden* and Scholz also unite in

overlooking the following readings: Mt. 44 — o, 612 a(pt]Kafi€u,

7 14 Ti for on, 12 10 + ckci 15 5 eau for av' 15 25 irpoaekOova-a,

15 32 fxri for ixtjirore, 16 25 airoXea-tj, 18 35 +ovVf 19 28 KaQrjrrea-Qe,

1 He often cites or seems to cite the MS for the opposite reading, when
he has really only omitted to mention.
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19 29 KXripofxtja-ei, 21 38 avTov rrjv KKtjpovoixiav, 23 14 — ^e, 24 3

etTTov, 27 29 yowirerovvTe^i 27 4i + Kai (j)apicraioou, Mk. 2 4 /cyoo-

^arrov, 2 9-12 Kpa^arrov, 2 22 — feoi/', 2 25 +K-a<, 3 4 +Tt, 3 24-5

om. verse, Lk. 1 59 + /cat, 2 2 Kvpiviov, 2 5 — 'yuvat«-<, 3 19 — (biXnnrov,

3 2G i/aa^, 3 28 I'ly/O';, 3 29 icopaju, 3 35 a-epov^, 5 i /cat for tou', 5 8

yovaa-iv, 5 35 eirapdt], 6 31 — /cat', 7 46 rou? iroSag [xov, 8 3 awaravva,

8 5 eawTou, 8 10 o-uj/wtrtv, 8 31 TrapcKaXei ovi^, 9 33 — o (before ttc-

TjOOf), 9 41 tr ft)^e, 9 52 eavrov, 10 4 /8aXAaj/Tta, 10 6 a^ for (5'ai',

10 15 >/.... i;\|/^a)()>?(T>7, 10 16 +/cat o aTrocrretXaj/ro? /ue, 10 36

TrXrja-iov SoKci aoi, 22 53 aXXa, 23 53 + rrj, 24 22 opOpiuai, 24 39

—
/j.€i Joh. 5 1 + ^e, 5 7 — eytt), 5 45 Karijyopjja-wv, 5 46 Mftxret,

6 32 vfxiv SeScoKc, 6 54 + ev, 9 29 Mftxret, 10 3 Kara, 10 21 ra + ra,

10 34 etTTOj/, 11 15 aXXa, 12 2 g-yvauaKeifievwv, 13 4 — e/c, 13 34

+ Tr\t]Vf 13 38 apvtjcrt], 19 5 ep^tov for cbopwv, 19 7 ^eou utoj/, 19 24

Sie/mepicrav, 20 1 + utto Tt]9 Ovpa^, 20 29 + ^le. Too much weight

should not be attached to this long hst, but combined with the

repetition of the two errors above noted it may indicate that

the Scholz edition was compared for the sake of adding to an

imperfect collation. "With this brief summary of its previous

treatment we return to the study of the MS itself.

MS 22 (v. Sod. 6 288) is in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris,

where it is numbered Par. nat. gr. 72. It is of the 12th century ^ and

contains 232 leaves, 18.8 by 26 era in size. Leaves 7-10 belong

before 1-6. The following parts of the text are now missing:

Mt. 1 1-2 2; 4 21-5 25; Joh. 14 22-16 27. The parchment is of

excellent quality, thin and pliable; it is somewhat discolored

but the distinctive goatskin veins could be seen in many leaves

and the parchment seemed of fairly uniform quality. In thick-

ness it varies from .09 to .21 mm, but thinner leaves (.10 to .15 mm)
predominate. Von Soden in his introduction called attention to

but ten instances of correction by first or second hand in this

MS, though he implied that corrections were numerous and

regularly from the fam. 1 type to the Antioch type. Yet my
collation shows only some sixty cases of correction where dif-

ferent readings come in question. These are generally by a

second hand as suggested by the change in ink, but contempo-

2 Two subscriptions on the last page have been made practically ille-

gible by a recent repair of the leaf; one is in nearly contemporary script.
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rary, as far as I could judge from the writing. In about 40 cases

the first hand has a text of the fam. 1 type, while the correction

is of the Antioch type, but the following cases do not admit of

this explanation: Matthew 2 23 val^^apeO man. 1, val^apaO man. 2;

6 25 om. man. 1, + t] ri TritjTe man. 2; 10 4 o Kavavirrjg man. 1,

o Kapavaios man. 2; 16 19 SeSefxevov man. 1, SeSeneva man. 2;

17 4 MoxTj; man. 1, Mcocrei man. 2; 27 43 4- o before vios man. 2;

Mark 11 21 e^tjparai man. 1, e^ripavOtj man. 2; 14 3 TroXyreXouf

man. 1, ttoXvtijulov man. 2; 14 65 eXajx^avov man. 1, e^aXkov

man. 2; Luke 1 5 aurou man. 1, axrrw man. 2; 2 1 ei^ man. 1,

omit man. 3; 2 39 and 50 ^aXapaT man. 1, Na^a/jer man. 2;

3 24 lavva man. 1, laj'i^e {= ai) man. 2; 6 1 rcov man. 1, omit

man. 2; 18 5 viro-wiaQii man. 1, vTrdoiriaXrii man. 2; 18 25 rpvjua-

Xias man. 1, Tpvirrnxaro^ man. 3; 19 17 aurco man. 1, avroav man. 3;

John 3 24 T>?i/ man. 1, omit man. 2; 6 7i tjfxeXXev man. 1, ejueXXev

man. 2; 8 44 XaXt]i man. 1, XaXet man. 2; 10 21 ai/ocyetf man. 1,

avoi^at man. 2; 12 25 aTroXea-rji man. 1, aTToXeo-et man. 2; 17 17

(Tov man. 1, omit man. 2.

These 24 cases constitute more than a third of all the cor-

rections and in many of them an Antioch reading of the first

hand has been changed to agree with fam. 1 or some related

form. If I am right in supposing that they were made by the

SiopO(t)Ttj9 or in some cases by the original scribe, it would seem

that the immediate parent of our MS was filled with corrections

to the Antioch type and that it was not always clear which was

the preferred form. Where corrections and glosses are written

both interlinear and in the margin a scribe may well be excused

for confusing them. It is also possible that the SiopOwnji restored

the original reading in some cases out of personal preference,

for the corrected text did not often make its way in a community

without opposition.

As I have above stated in discussing von Soden's treatment

of the MS, there can be no question of its general relationship

with his group I'', which is an enlargement of Lake's family 1.

This part of my discussion may therefore be limited to an ana-

lysis of the variations and their cause.

In Matthew MS 22 has 257 probable fam. 1 readings; MS 118

fails to support, i. e. has been corrected to Antioch type 5 times.
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and for the same reason MSS 1 and 209 combined withdraw

their support 77 times; MS 1 fails the group 17 times. Against

this the catalogue of readings of the Antioch type shows a re-

markable excess : MS 22 goes with the Antioch against all other

members of fam. 1 241 times; joined with MS 209 it gives the

Antioch 7 times; joined with MS 118, 35 times, joined withMS 1,

94 times. If we add to this total the 195 cases where MS 1

has special readings while MSS 22, 118, 209 unite with the

Antioch text, w^e get a total of 572 cases where MS 22 supports

the Antioch text against probable readings of the fam. 1 type;

of these only the 195 cases where Lake based the fam. 1 text

on MS 1 alone are very questionable and the majority of these

have been established by von Soden's new evidence. The less

striking character of MS 22 is shown by its having only 37 similar

special readings; these will be discussed later. MS 118 has 59

special readings and MS 209, 25. A decided increase in the

number of agreements of MS 22 with the Antioch text is found

from chapter 22 on. This causes a small increase in the number

of agreements with MS 118 and a corresponding withdrawal

from MS 1. The number of unquestioned fam. 1 readings does

not seem to be much affected.

In Mark MS 22 has only 168 probable fam. 1 readings; of

these 14 lack the support of MS 118, and 7 the support of MS 1,

while in 38 cases MS 22 gets support from but one other MS
of Lake's group. On the other hand MS 22 shows 634 agree-

ments with the Antioch type against fam. 1 ; of these 407 have

no support from the other members of the group, and 186 the

support of MS 118 only. The text of our JNIS has been very

decidedly accommodated to the Antioch type and this agi'eement

is evenly distributed throughout the gospel. There are 20 special

readings against 72 im MS 1, 52 in MS 118, 28 in MS 209, and

15 in the five chapters of MS 131 compared.

In Luke MS 22 has 299 probable fam. 1 readings; of these

36 have the support of MS 1 only, 11 of 118-209 only, and 12

of MS 131 only. Against these we find a total of 693 agree-

ments with the Antioch type in opposition to prob;ible fam. 1

readings. In 389 of these MS 22 stands alone against the other

four members of the group. There are also possibly some fam. 1
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readings in the 80 special variants of MS 1, the 43 of MS 118,

the 9 of MS 209, but hardly in the 185 specials of MS 131.

MS 22 has 51 special variants. There seems no variation in the

type of text throughout the Gospel.

In John MS 22 has 203 probable fam. 1 readings though there

is a lacuna from 14, 22 to 16, 27. Of these 5 lack the support

of MS 118, which ends at 16, 25 ; 20 lack the support of MS 209,

all except one after the lacuna of chapter 16; and 33 lack the

support of MS 1 (all before the lacuna in chapter 14). Against

these there is a total of 387 agreements with the Antioch type

in opposition to probable fam. 1 readings. In 240 of these MS 22

stands alone against the others of the group, Avhile in 50 (all

except one after the lacuna) it is supported by MS 209. It has

27 special readings while there are 13 in MS 118, 27 in MS 209,

and 66 in MS 1. There seems a very decided change in the type

of text after the lacuna, for in the latter part MS 22 stands

much nearer to the Antioch text and also to MS 209, which

here approaches the same type. As a whole von Soden's as-

sumption that MS 22 belongs in a sub-group with 118-209 seems

utterly without foundation. In its fam. 1 readings it goes more
closely with MS 1, and it draws near to 118-209 only in the

corrections to Antioch type; thus it seems to draw neare^r to

118 in Mt. 22 to 28 and to 209 in John 17 to 21.

The special readings of MS 22 can best be treated by giving

them with the other MS support in each case. Obvious unsup-

ported errors are not included. They are not numerous.

MATTHEW
4 9 ^60(Tft) (Toc ; order change, unsupported.

4 l;i TrapaOaXacrcriou for TrapaOaXacrcriav = DU 1582 Cyr.

5 47 TouTo for ovToo (to avTo) = 251 660 726 1093 1365 1604

OL (exc. 70 Yg Bas.

8 10 ovSe Trap ovSevi; a combination of the Antioch reading

ouSe with the fam. 1 text irap ovSevi but cf. OL g^ non

inveni in mdlo.

8 18 eavrov for avrov; no other support.

9 28 ((^e)-fauTa) = NUY2 16 59 111 213 229 235 251 348

349 477 517 544 659 660 672 954 1093 1188 1194

7
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9 36

11 17

13 13

13 30

13 40

13 55

15 5
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24 32 —ra man. 1 == «* 215 300 al. pauc. (Latin Syr.).

25 6 fxea-ovtTrjg for /xeo->??; no suj^port; cf. John 7, 14.

26 9 eSumro for rjSvuaro = «B*KLZAe«n^ 050 089 4" T" 25

71 72 265 273 291 300 482 489 517 565 655 892 1010 1219

1241 1293 1346 1369 1657.

26 36 -ou = XCM*Y 28 33 44 72 73 118*««*^ ^''^- 245 349 473

517 700 892 954 1188 1200 Chr Thpli.

27 6 Kopl3omu = EKMA 4« fara. 13 16 77 108 225 229 235 248

262 273 348 433 440 472 477 517 544 659 660 713 aP
I 50 Chr Cyr.

27 9 ZaxapMv for lepefiiov = Syr^ "^ Arab*'"'^ cited by Tisch;

early Fathers note error; $ 33 157 a h Syr Boh^ omit.

27 24 yevrjTQi for yiverai; no support.

27 29 yovuTrerovvTe? for yovuinreTrjcravre? = 69 472 b ff^ (/) q (ad-

(jenicidantes).

27 43 + o before wo? man. 2; no support.

27 46 aa^aKTavei = B 713 1402 I. 47 I {q) Vg^^.

MAKK
1 35 {airriXQev) + o t? = C'FGV 6 27 122 127 237 246** 247

248 251 252** 258 265 273 299 1071 I. 63 al.

1 44 aXXa = « ABCDEaKLUAe^^n 299 al. mult.

2 22 — veov^ ; no support.

2 25 {eTreivacre) + Kai = 44 517.

4 34 -avTov = 258 412 485 572 700 ffHi r^.

4 41 ea-Tiv ovrog (order) = D 251 1082 1555 a c/</^ ^5) Yg.

6 8 irapnyyeWev for TraprjyyeiXev = E(F)UVWYAII^ 11 16

27 115 127 213 235 262 346 348 4^35 440 473 476 477 482

543 655 713 al.

8 4 Svvarai for Swrjarerai = 28 251 h c/Eth; cf. Svvaa-ai =W
Syr^ cf. Pers/7".

9 45 ei9 Trjv lC^wr]v eia-eXOeiv (order) = i^FF 16 27 251 348 349

433 659 692 945 1194 1227 1369 2145.

10 32 —Kai e6a/uLl3owTo == 251 282 al. Sail; cf. omission of /cat

uKoXovOovvTe^ e(po/3ovvTO in DK 11 28 61 66 157 672

700 etc. OL.
10 40 + irapa tov Trarpog /n-ov (vwo tov Trarpo? fJiov in fam. 1)

= 050 7« 251 1606.

7*
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11 1 Btjarcpayt] = 13.

11 23 TTia-reva-ei for Tria-reva-t} = XT 3 11 59 122 124 236 237

238 242 245 248 433 435 506 al. mult.

12 35 + Tov before SaS = 2 16 179 213 348 477 1194 1200 1216

1241 1279 1355 1542 1579 1588.

13 1 TToSaTTOi • * • TToSairai = D* 59.

13 25 — at^ =W 253; cf. k (in caelis), q (caehstes) Pers Syr.

14 22 + TOV before aprov = M2 59 69 245 251 300 348 435 440

482 713 983 1227 1355 1402 1555 1573 1579 1689.

14 42 ayojULcv', no support,

14 45 (Keyei) 4- avrco x^^P^ = 124 I. 36 h^ Syr^; a combination of

Antioch and fam. 1 additions.

LUKE
1 59 + Ktti before rjXOov = 76 77 218 1606 al. cf. Pers.

2 2 Kvpmov = 13 69 124 235 346 565.

2 39 and 51 l^^a^apar = A 2*.

3 17 (tov) + juev = DEGA 050 fam. 13 (exc. 543 1689) 237 1071

1555 1604 al.

3 20 €19 TTfv (pv\aKi]v for ev Trj (bvXaKtj = a c e ff^ q.

3 26 Naa0; no support.

3 27 laj/av = H.

3 27 ^tjpt]', no support.

3 29 lea-tj; no support.

3 29 loopafji = r 1194 1604// Syr^ Eth Arm Pers Arab.

5 16 ei/ Tatp epr]/jLoi9 utto^cd^wj^ (order) = 122 254 660 Pers; some

others omit one of transposed phrases.

5 35 eirapQi] = 122.

6 7 re for <5e = H 11 660 Z. 17 (Pers Syi'«).

6 31 -Kai^ = 2 157 259 1093 1355 1555 1574 Sah Pers.

7 9 -auTco = D(W) 245 251 280 1216 (Boh).

9 5 - airo^ = DU 11 16 28 49 59 67 127 248 254 259 348 435

999 1279 I. 20 I. 47 cdYg Syr'** Sah Boh Arm.
9 42 — §€^ man 1 = Pers.

9 48 TovTo TO ^aiSiov in ras. cf. omission of to in A and order

change of D fam. 1 270 579 726 990 1012 1200 1207 1375

1574 etc. Latin Syr.
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9 50 vuwv for rj/mcou bis ^ nearly all except Antipch text, fam. 1,

and fam. 13.

10 4 iSaXXauria; cf. jSaXavria of 129 245 545 Syr.

10 16 (fxe) + Kai o ejJLOv aKovcov aKovei too aTrocrreiXavTos fie = (D)

E^ 050 fam. 13 (exc. 69) 1012 1604 (a hdilr) Syr' ^'^^ Arm
Eth Just Hipp Ir.

11 41 —vfxiv man. 1 = 291 700. !N'ote transposition in D OL
Syr Eth Tert.

11 52 +Kai before avroi = DM fam. 13 157 660 945 1604 OL
Eth Or Ambr.

12 16 f]v(popr]a-€v = ADGKLWrAn^ fam. 13 16 28 33 435 472

579 1071 1131 1279 1574 2145 2193 etc. Bas.

12 32 fiov for vfxwv =-• I. 44; G^ = rjimcov.

12 32 + Tov before Sowai = Y 108 246** 250 258 433 471 1369

al. pane.

12 56 —TO man. 1; no support.

13 2 - oTi"^= h; cf.
^*"'*' ^°^- """^ ^^^" T^°' 13''^'« '^'"'^' Sah, which

omit oTi^.

13 8 —to; no support.

13 24 aycovicruarOt for aycovi^eaOe', no support.

14 12 yevrjo-erai for yevtjrat = A 050 7® 91 251 259 267 299 ,348

659 1606 1689 /. 19 OL (exc. r).

14 16 fieyau = B**DAn** 10 36 69 106 124 145** 237 239 253

254 255 259 346 472 565 700 999 1279 I. 3 J. 18 I 19.

Clem.

16 4 (fieraa-Taeca) + airo = LX 33 251 660 892 Latin {a vili-

catione).

16 6 ^aSovs = «LX^Q 36 40** 57 59 91 127 213 237 239 299

1071 1574 al. Or.

16 26 Svvavrai = /. 5 edit. Erasmi.

19 15 eSeScoKci for eSooKe = 660 672 Or.

20 19 oxXov for Xaov = N0W2<I>^ 080 76 145 213 545 660

1604 I. 48.

21 7 jueXrj for /aeXXr] = 254.

21 17 Sia TO ovofxa /xov viro Travrcov = KMUVrAIIS 3 123 258

262 280 348 473 482 489 655 1187 1219 1227 1355 1555

1573 SyrP.

21 23 e-y yaarpi = A 124.
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21 34 ai KapSiai vfxwv = ABT^'WX 0139 fam. 13 25 251 291 348

579 660 I 53 Latin.

21 37 — Ka\ovjut.€vov == 660 r; many substitute rcov for ro koXov-

fxevov.

23 44 (ei^ar;??) + tov t]Xiov cKXenrovTos = 251 660 1194; a com-

bination of Hesych. and Antioch. readings.

23 53 ovSe €19 = 660.

23 33 + Tt] before aivoovi = H al. pauc.

24 13 eKctvrj for avrt]] no support.

24 21 - Tavrrjv = D 42 71 435 954 1354 aP Latin Syr Sab

Diatess Aug.

24 39 - Axe =DW Latin (exc. c) 130'"* Syr*" ^^ Hilar Hier Ambro
Aug.

24 49 — /xov man. 1 = 1375* a.

JOHN
1 26 eiartjKei for eamiKeu =19 660 1071 Euseb.

1 32 -^oTi=Y 24 250 253 259 1555 aP.

3 12 ovK eTna-reva-are for ov Tna-revere == EH 71 239 254 382 440

475 660 1241 I 24 al. Cop Pers Syr*^"^ A«g Epiph.

4 14 +€7« before ^ojo-w^ = «DMN0T^W2$ 080 083 fam. la

(exc. 13) 33 106 254 472 661 945 1093 1170 1241 1242

1293 1321 1574 I. 47 I. 260 a hfff'^g Vg Or Diatess Thdrt

Did Ath.

4 48 7ri<rT€va-€Te for Trto-reuo-j/Te = EH^A 24 262* 299.

5 1 (fiera) + SeSYQ 4« 23 24 59 89 91 107 131 185 234 251

259 262 264 280 282 286 299 406 413 416 435 471 473

483 484 655 660 1093 1227 1242 1573/ Syr'" Copt; per-

haps early Antioch.

5 7 -eyco=Y 16 24 69 91 116 249 299 406 660 726 826 983

1093 1689 Aug.

6 32 vfxiv SeSwKe; no support for this order; —vfiiv = 579 Pers.

6 40 eyw €v Tt) for ejw rrj = ^ADKNOSUIIS^) 080 fam. 13

19 33 118*****" ^°''- 234 al. mult. Latin Sah Boh Goth.

8 44 XaXei for XaXtj = HUP 13 124 76 220 225 244 247 248

251 299 435 472 473 474 475* 483 484 I 184 al. Epiph.

8 60 - Je = 69 138 232 265 850 1820 I. 47 h Syr*"^ Arm Goth

Or Chr Cyr.
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9 7 - oui> = r 68 I. 60 acl Syr^' Arm Goth.

9 27 —ovK = Latin (exc. afqr) Syr*''.

10 3 Kara == EFA 87 472 aP.

11 3 irpos avTov ai aSe\(f)ai (order) = «n 16 249 317 397 423

430 472 660 743 1227 r Sah Boh Arm.

11 25 (enrev) + ovv = X^*'**" ^°^ 0141 4« 7'' 40 57 63 213 247

248 259 348 435 483 659 954 1071 1093 I. 47 I. 49 I. 53

Goth.

12 2 (TvuavaKeijuevcou <tvv for (rwavaKeifievwv man 1 = 16 33 76

348 477 1216 1279 1579.

13 4 - efc = 299 659.

13 37 — o lierpos = D 660 672 al. pauc.

18 14 (Xaov) + Kai julj] oXou to eOvo^ axoXi/rat == 52 660 (Colb

duo*"*' "^""^
i. e. 22 and one other) a.

19 32 — avTO) = a.

20 25 T0V9 TVTTOvg for rov tvttov^ = 565 Syr^ Sah^ Eth Diatess

Adamant.

20 25 {r}\oov^) + Kai /3aXci) rov SaKTvXov fiou ei9 tov tvttov twu

TToSwv sor'*^; 1582 Syr'^'^ have roov iroSoov for rcov j/Xcoj/* teste

Sod. but I suspect that these agree with MS 22.

20 30 -avrov == ^BEKSAII 42 71 122 229* 254 262 270 348

399 473 489 1010 1216 1219 1279 1346 / Sah Syr.

21 4 -o = «ABCDEPWn^ 050 3 44 122 240 244 248 399

481 489 565 655 661 713 850 945 1216 1219 1227 2145

1820 Sah Boh.

21 16 and 17 irpo^aria = (A)BO (19) 1582 {h).

The most noticeable feature in this Ust is the frequent agree-

ment with the Versions, especially the Old Latin. Hardly less

striking are the special agreements with MSS 660, H, D, 1279

and 472. In the case of MS 660 there are enough special agree-

ments in Mark, Luke, and John to make it fairly certain that

their ancestors were of the same local type of text. Doubtless

the parents of MS 660 have suffered correction also, but for

MS 22 this is certain. In fact the discovery of this older set of

readings makes it probable that this text tradition suffered two

corrections, first to the fam. 1 type and then to the Antioch text.

The following coUation is based on the Oxford 1880 edition

of the Textus Keceptus. Its few variations from Mill and Stephen
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1550 are noted in Univ. of Mich. Studies, Human. Ser. vol. IX

p. 143.

The additions of v ecpeXKvcrriKov are omitted; they are very

frequent in MS 22.

MATTHEW
2. Text incipit 2 2 (irov eamv)', 5 ouTcop; 11 eiSov pro evpov]

18 -0py]vo9 Kui; 22 -eiri; 23 va^apeO man 1, corr a sup e

man 2;

3. 5 + Traara >/ ante lepoa-oXv/uLu', 6 (lopSavrji) -f Trora/xcot; 8 K:a|0-

•jTOi^ a^tov pro Kapirovs a^iovs',

4. 9 tr Scocrco a-oi', 13 irapaOaXacrcriov; 18 —o itjcrovs', 20 lacuna

post tjKoXovOtjcrav ad 5 25 irapaSoo;

5. 27 — Tot? ap-^aiois; 30 et? 'yeej/wai' arrreXOfji pro jSXtjOtj €<?

'yeei'i/ai/; 31 epprjOt]', 32 Trap o axoXucov pro o? ai^ aTroXuo-j?;

jjLOiyevdtivai pro fxoi')(a(rQai\ 33 and 38 epptjOr)', 39 — crou;

43 epprjOrj ; 44 - evXoyeire tovs ywto-ouj/rap V/uap ; — 67r»/-

peaYovTWV v/mas kui', 47 eOviKoi tovto pro reXtoi/at ouro);

6. 1 (Troocrep^ere) + ^e; eXerjixocrvvriv {eXerjfi in ras man 2;;

4 — auTop; —ev tw (pavepw; 5 irpocrev^rja-Oe pro irpoa-ev^i]',

ecreade pro eo-j?; 6 - ev rw (^avepu)] 10 — T>/p ante 7»/?;

12 a(pf]Kani€v pro aKpiefxeV, 15 — ra TrapaTTTcojuaTa avrcoi/;

16 — oTt; 18 -Tw ev man 1 (add sup man 2); Kpv(j)cuwi pro

KpvTTTO} bis; — ej/ Tfo (pavepcp', 24 /na/noova; 25 —/cat rt Tritire

man 1, add ;? rt xiJ/re in marg man 2 ; irXeiov (co sup o man 1)

;

28 av^avovcTLv man 1, corr av^av€i man 2; Koinuicnv pro

/coTTioi; vtjdovai man 1, corr v»;Oet man 2; 32 e7ri^>;T0i;crii' pro

e7r<r>?T€r,

7. 6 — ei/; 12 ouTwp; 13 eia-iropevoinevoi pro ei(T€p-)(OfX€voi; 14 rt

pro OTt; 16 (TTacpvXas pro arracpvXrjv; 17 ourtop; 24 Oyuotoo^*/-

crerat pro o/uloiwo-co avrov; 27 Trpocrepptj^av pro 7r|0ocre/co\|/^ai'

;

28 + Traj/rep ante ot o^Xot ; 29 {ypaixjuarei^) + ayrcov

;

8. 1 Kara^avTos <^e ai^rou pro Kara^avri Se avTcp; 4 aXXa pro

aXX' ; 5 eto-eXOoi/rop ^e avrov pro eiareXOovri Se ro) itjaov]

8 Xoyooi pro Xo-yov; 10 (oi/^e) + Tra^ oi^^evt; 13 - ai/roi/;

{cKeivt]) + /cat i;7roo-T|Oe\j!/ap o eKcxTovTapyo^ etp rov ot/cov avrov

€v avrtji rrji tapai, evpev rov iraiSa vyiaivovra (obeli ante et

post man recentiore); 18 -ttoXXoi'p; eavrov pro avrov
\
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23 -TO ante ttXoiov; 25 -avrov; 26 (TOTe) + TOT€; rm avejum

pro T019 av€fjL0i9\ 28 eXOovros aurou pro eXOovri aurco; 31 aTro-

cTTetXoj/ »7/ia9 pro e7riTjOe\!/ov »7,tx(i'; 32 tou? ^(oipovs pro r»7i^

a-yeXi;!/ rcov yoipwv\

9. 4 Tou? SiaXoyiarjUiOvs pro raf evOvjULtjcrei^; —vfieis; 8 ecpo^rjdr]-

crav pro eOav/uLaa-av; 13 aWa pro aXX' ; — et? ixeravoiav^

17 aixcpoTepoi pro aixcporepa] 18 (a^o^^wi/) + et?; 28 (eX^ot^rt

^e) + aura)r, 30 eve^pijutjOtj pro eve^pi/urjcraro; 35 — e^' tod

Xao); 36 ecTKvX^aevoi pro e/cXeXu/xej/ot; epi/uL/uevoi;

10. 4 (o KavaviTt]^ man 1) add in marg man 2 ypiacperai) km
o Kavavai09] 8 vtKpovs eyeipere tr ante Xeirpovs; 10 — e<rTii/;

12 (ai/T>7i^) + Xe-yovTe? eipijv}] root oiKooi tovtwi\ 15 {afxt]v)

+ afiriv^ yojULoppa? pro yojuioppcou; 19 TrapaSwcriv pro irapa-

SiS(jo<TiVj XaXrj(T)]Te pro XaX>/creTe ; 23 erepav pro aXXt}v;

(erepav) + Kau e/c Tavrtj^ SiooKbocriv vfia9 (pevyere et? t>?j/ aXXj^j/;

25 otKciaKovs] 27 rjKovcraTe pro a/coueTe; 28 airoKTevovTeov;

11. 1 — <5co^e/ca; 16 iraiSioi^ pro iraiSapioi?] 17 rjoXtjcrafieu (Xtja- in

ras man 2, X>?/c man 1) ; 21 fSriOcraiSa; {a-iroSooi) -{- Kadriixevai\

23 /w>; eco? tou ovvov v^i^wOrjcrrji pro t]
•

'
• • v^coOeia-a;

12. 3 — auTo?; 4 — fxovoi^; 6 /wetrov pro yuez^wj^; 7 eXeo? pro eXeov;

8 —/cat; 10 (>?»/) + e/cet; 21 —ei/; 28 tr ei^ tti'/ Ou e-yco; 31 (a(pe-

OrjcreTai) + i/^ti/; — Tot? ai/0|Oft)7rot9^ ; 32 eat' pro ai^^; Tcot vft-

aiwi^t pro rovTo) tw aiwrt; 35 (KrajoJta?) + afTou; — Ta ante

a-ya^a; 39 /xoi^aXXi?; 42 aroXofxwvos bis;

13. 13 (va pro OTt; fxrj ^XeTrcocri pro ow /3Xe7roi/(rt
;

jut] ukovuxti

pro ouK uKovovcriu; firjSe crvvioocri pro oi/^e o'l/p'toi'O'i ; 14 — ctt;

aKovarjTe pro aKovarere; /3Xeyl/r]T€ pro )8X6\|/eTe; 25 eirecnreipe

pro ecnreipe; 27 —to; 28 cruXXe^Ofxeu pro crvXXe^w/uLev

;

30 (a(peTe) + ovv; 33 €Kpu\^eu pro ei'e«rjOi'\|/ej/ ; 35 — koctjuov;

40 — TouTou; 54 eKTrXtjo-crecrOai; 55 oup( pro ou^t;

14. 6 'yevecrtoi? ^e ayofxevois pro 'yevecrtwi' ^e ayo/Otei/wt' ; 12 TTTw/xa

pro crco^ta; 14 avToi9 pro aiyToy?; 19 TOf yoprov pro toi;?

j(OjOTou?; — Ka?^; 22 — awToy ; 25 —o t?; 26 — ot fxaOr/Tai.,

33 — eXOofTe?; 36 (tt'a) + /cai'

;

15. 4 — crof; 5 eaj/ pro ai^^; 11 — touto; 13 (etTref) + auTot?;

23 rjpwTrjcrau pro tjpcaTww, 24 Tr^ooy pro et?; 25 TrpocreXOova-a

pro eXOouTa; TrpocreKvutjcrev pro irpoa-eKwei] 31 — /cuXXof?
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vyi€i9; 32 fjinepai pro ijnepa?] jut] pro fajTrore; 36 —avrov^

38 (rja-au) + w?; 39 avej^r] pro eve^rj;

16. 3 — viroKpirai; 4 juoi-^^aWn; 12 aXXa; 19 SeSe/mevov (a sup oi^

man 1): 25 aTroXea-r] pro axoXecrei; ouro? awcrei in'O evptjcrei-,

26 cocpeXijOtja-erai j^ro cocpeXeirai., 27 ra epya jjro t/;j/ irpa^iv;

28 {(ifiijv) + ^e; ecrrforcoj/ pro earrrjKOTwv

;

17. 2 eyei/oi'To pro e-yci^ero; 4 ^tcocr^ man 1, corr /nwa-ei man 2;

9 eK pro otto; 11 — tt^wtoi/; 14 avrov pro auroi); 15 cHore

pro TToXXatfty'^; 20 oXtyoTTio-riaj^ pro uincrTiav] 27 — tj/j/ ante

OaXacrorai/

;

18. 4 raTreiucocrei pro raTreivooarr]; 6 et? pro 67rt; 7 — eKetJ^w; 8 otkuv-

SaXi<rf]i pro cr/cavJaXtret; 10 — ei^ ovpavois^; 12 and 13 evevt]-

Kovraevuea; 15 — e<f ere; 17 (crot) + XotTroi/; 1*8 (ajuijv) + Se;

19 (TraXfi') + a/uLr]v., 28 etri pro on; 31 eavTwv pro ai/rcov;

32 — auTw; 35 (oi'Tft)?) + ow; — ra TrapaTrroofxaTa avTcov man 1,

add in marg man 2;

19. 4 o KTicrag pro o '7ro<»?o"a9; 5 {Trpa) + acTOi/; KoXXtjdfjcreTai

pro 7rpo(rKoXXr]6ij(T€Tai; 7 —avrrjv; 8 ocTft)?; 9 — et; 11 — tou-

Tov; 12 ouTwy; 16 — a-ya^e; 17 ti fxr/ epuyraig irept rov ayaOov

€19 ecTTiv ayaOoi pro re fxe Xeyeig o Oeos; 19 — croi/^;

20 ecpvXa^a pro ecpvXaPafjLrjv [
— e/c i/eoTi/ro? ^toy; 26 —ecTTi

man 1, add in marg man recent; 28 KaOrjcrecrde pro Kadia-ea-Se;

29 KXt]poiut](rei pro KX^jpovo/ntja-ei: 30 + ot ante €a-)(a.Toi^

:

20. 2 /cat (TVfKpiavrjcras pro (rv/uLdxavrjiras Se; — avrov ] 4 /cat e/cet^ot?;

5 evarrjv
; + t>;i/ ante eKrt]!/ ;

— w^ai/ ; 1 1 e-yo-yyi/ro^ (o-y in ras

man 2); 15 et pro »;; 21 (evoow/uLODv) + a-ov; 22 — kui to /3a7r-

TiCTfia o eyw jSaTrriTo/jLai ^airTia-Oijvai ; 23 — kui to ^aTTTicrfxa

o eya} ^airruCojUiai ^uTrTicrOTjcreade ; 26 — ^e; 27 ecrrai pro

etTTw. 34 —avTwv oi o(pdaXfxoi\

21. 1 ^t]d(7<payi]; —o ante t? man 1, add sup man 2; 3 a-rroo-TeX-

Xet; 11 xoXXof (Je pro ^e o^oi; 12 —o ante t?; 14 tr -^wXot

KUL Tv<pXoi] 22 eav pro ai^; 25 + to ante twai'vou; 26 eiy^ow

pro cx®'^*^*? 28 Sai pro ^e man 1, corr sup man 2; (a^o?)

+ Tt?; — fiov; 32 ou^e pro ou; 33 —Tip; 38 o-;j(o)/xev pro Kora-

a")^(aix€v] tr avTov Tr]v KXijpovofxiav; 41 eK(^<«)<reTat ; 42 u/xaji/

pro fjfJLWv; 46 e-Tret et? pro eireiSr] wf

;

22. 1 tr e/xej/ TraXtv; 2 Troitof pro eiroirjae; 3 - /cat'; 4 t}TOi/j.aKa pro

ijTOifxacra: 5 09 pro o bis; 7 o Se pro a/coyera? ^c o; to crTpa-
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Tevfxa pro tu a-TpaTev/uaTU] aveiXe pro uTruiXecre; 9 eav pro

ai^; 13 — apare avrov Kai\ -\- avTov post e/Cj^aXere; 16 — ou^;

25 yrjfxa^ pro -ya/xj/cra?; 27 —Kai: 29 — auToty; 30 'ya/xt^oi/rdt

pro eK'ya^i^oi'Tat; + oi ante ayyeXoi] 37 — r/y ante KapSia-

€(pr] pro e(7re^ ; 43 (ai'TOts') + o t? ; 44 vkokotu) pro vttottoSiov
;

23. 3 eai/ pro av; 5 yap pro Je; -twj/ ifiaTuav avTwv] 7 — pa^^t^-^

8 — o ;)(?; 13 (oi/at) + (5e; 14 — ^e: 21 o/jlvvoov pro ofAOo-a?; ku-

ToiKt]<TavTi pro KUToiKouvTi; 28 ouTft)?; 34— t^ou; 36 (v/uliv)

4- OTf ; tr Trai^ra raura ; 39 (v/atj/) + ort

;

24. 2 tr ravra Travra; — ixif; 3 eixov pro etTre; 9 — tcwv; 14 — tou-

To; 17 ra pro rt; 20 — €»/; 24 TrXavacrOaL pro TrXavtjaai;

27 — /cai^; 32 ra sup sed man 1; 33 ouro)?; 36 — t;?9^;

41 /uLvXcoc pro fjLvXwvi-, 45 Souvai pro SiSovai; 49 (<rvj/^oi;Xow)

-r avTov: etjOitjL pro eaOteti/; xtv>?f pro TTiveii/;

25. 3 avrcov pro eat/rtov^ 6 /JLecrova-rj'} pro /xeo-^?; 9 ou jUi/ pro ou/c

;

13 — €»/ >7 o uio? Toy avOpooTTOu €p-)(eTai\ 30 e/c/^aXere; 41 o

>}Toifi.aa€v o irrjp fxov pro to t]Toifxaarju.€vov •, 44 auTOj;

26. 4 tr ^oXft)t Kparrjarwa-f. 9 e^u»/aTo; 10 —yap; 15 /cat c-yoj;

(rTart]pa9 apyupiou pro apyvpia; 17 CTOifiacrojuev pro cTot-

^laarooixev; 26 ev)^api(TTr]a-as pro euXo-yi/o-a? ; 28 —yap; 29 yevi/-

;uaT09; 33 -fcat; (e-yco) + ^e; 36— ou; irpocrev^oixai; 48 eai/

pro ap; 52 a-woBavovvTai pro aTroXoy^rat; 54 outw?; 58 — utto;

59 tr OavaTdoa-oocrii/ avrov \ 70 + auTwt' ante TravTwi/; 71 airrots"

e/cet pro Tot? e«:et; 74 KraTaOe^taTt^eii/; 75 — Toi; ante tu;

27. 6 Kop^ovav; 9 Xa-^apiov pro lepefiiov; 17 tr toi/ scr et eras

man 1 ante ^apa^^av; 24 yevrjrai pro 'yti/cTai; 29 yoi/u-

—cTowTe? pro ^owTreTJ/o-ain-e? ; 33 o pro 09; 34 otfoi^ pro

0^09; 41 (Trpea-^vTepcov) -\- Kai (papia-aicov; 42 evr auTOJt pro

avTw; 43 + ante vios man 2; 44 avrov pro avroy^; 45 ej/aTJ??;

46 ei'ttTJ^i/; (ra^aKravei; 64 — j/u/cto?;

28. 2 {6vpa9) + rov fivrmieiov; 9 — o ante t?: 10 Kai cKei; 19 — ouj^;

20 —a/uLijv; subs eua'yyeXtoi/ /caTa juardaiov.

MARK
Capitula Marci; inscript evayyeXiov Kara /uapKov.

1. 2 Ka6(i)9 pro to?; rjcraiai rcoi irpocptjrtji pro TOt? 7rpo(pr]rais;

5 e^eTTopevovro pro e^eiropevero; 6+0 ante twai'j'j/?; 10 w?

pro ftxret; 11 crot pro (h; rjvSoKijcra; 14 —rov ante twaj/i/*;^;
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— o ante t?; 16 (avrov) + tov a-ifxwvo^ ; a/uipi^aXXovTai pro

/8a\Xoi/Ta?; 21 eiairopeveTai pro eia-Tropevovrai; 27 eaurovs

pro avTou9; 29 e^eX^wi/ pro e^eXOovre^; rjXOev pro fjXOov:

34 (auTOJ/) + p^j' eiJ^at; 35 {airrjXOev) + 019; 37 tr o-e 'Oitov<ti\

38 /cat e/cei; 41 —avTip] 44 aXXa:

2. 1 tr eia-fjXOe TraXiv; 4-12 Kpa/Sarrov; 5 — (Tov; 7 oi/Tw?;

8 (ovTws) -\- avToi; 17 — et? fxeravoiav (add sup man 3);

22 —veov^; 25 (eTrc/j^acre) +/cat;

3. 4 + Ti ante e^ecrri ; airoXecrai \)Y0 airoKTeivai ; 5 — uyt;?? «? >/

aXX>/ (add in nig man 3 fjytjm avrov w? r] aXXtj: tis 76?);

12 tr (pavepov avrov; 24-25 —
»? jSaaiXeia eKeivrj Svvarat

crraBrjvai; 27 ovSeis Svvarai pro ou Svvarai ovSeis; Siapiraa-rji

pro SiapTracrei.. 29 — et? toi/ atwva; 32 ((tov^) + /cat at aS€X(l>ai

aov;

4. 4 — Tou ovpavov] 9 — ayrot?; 12 —ra ajuaprti/nara; 18 — ouroi

eicrti/^; 31 kokkov pro kokku)\ 33 e^waro; 34 — ai/Tou; 38 irpoar-

xeipaXaiov pro to irpocrKecpaXaiov; 40 oyrw?; 41 tr ecrrii^

ouTO?

;

5. 1 yepyetrtjvwv pro yaSaprjvwv] 2 e^eX0oj'TO9 avrov pro e^eX-

Oovri avr(i}\ 3 fivrjuiaai pro fji.vr}fX€ioi9\ eSvvaro; 4 TroXXa?

ireSas kui aXvaeis ais eSrjo-av avrov Siea-irapKevai Kai crvvre-

rpi(pevai pro xoXXa/ci? crvvrerpKpOar. 10 irapeKoXovv

pro TrapeKoXef, 11 rwi o^oet pro ra Oyo?;; 12 — Trai/re? ot ^at-

fxov€9; 15 — /cat^; 16 Sit]yr]a-avro Se pro «:ai Sit]yt](Tavro\ ecrooOrj

o Sai/jLOVKrOei^ pro e-yei/ero rw SaifiovilCofievo)
-^
19 TreiroiriKe pro

e7ro/»/<re; 23 avrwi pro avrrj: 26 avrtjs pro eavrt]s; 27— ei/

Tft) o^X(w; 40 xavraf pro axavra?; KaraKcijuevov pro avaKei-

fievov
;

6. 2 — OTi; 3 iwa-tji; 8 TraprjyyeXXev pro TraprjyyeiXev; 17 — T'/

ante (pvXaKrii-, 22 — aurj??; 23 —/cat (ojuLoarev avrrj on o eav fxe

airrja-ri^ Scoarw croi; 26 tjSeXev pro rjOeXfjarev ; 27 — o ySacrtXeu?;

(TireKovXaropa; 31 evKaipovv; 32 aTTtjXOev pro airriXOov\ 33 — ot

o}(Xot ; 36 KaraXvcruxTi pro ayopaarwaiv eavroi? aprovs man 1

,

corr in marg man 2; 37 tr Stjvapioov SiaKocricov] 40 aveirecrav

man 1, corr o sup a man 2; 44 -too-et; 47 (i/v) + xaXat;

52 tr avrcov rj KapSia; 55 Trpa^arroi?;

7. 8 — ^a7rri(rfxov9 ^earrwv kui TrorrjpicoVf kui aXXa irapofioia

TOtavra TroXXa Trotetrc; 24 —rtjv ante ot/ctaj/; 26 o-i/^o ^ot-
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viKicrcra pro crvpo(poivi(Tcra\ eK^aXrji pro cK^aWrj] 31 (e^eXOwv)

+ o «?;

8. 2 rjfxepai pro tjfxepa^; 3 tjKovaiu pro ijKacriv; 4 Swarai pro

SwrjcreTai ; 6 (aprovs) + /cat ; 7 — /cat ante aura ; 8 >?tjOaj/ pro

rjpav^ 13 —TO ante TrXotoi/; 15 twi/ tjpooSiavcou pro tjpooSou;

19-20 rjipare] 24 -ori; —op<j}\ 31 + twj/ ante ap-)(iep€wv\

+ Tft)j/ ante ypafifiarewv
.,
34 aKoXovOeiv pro eXOe/v; 35 tj^j/

eauToi; -vl/u^j?!/ pro tj/i/ "vI/u^j/v ayrou; 38 — twi/ a-yicoi/;

9. 3 e-yej/oi/TO pro e'yei'exo; 6 XaXtjcrei pro AaX>?cr>7; 7 — Ae-yovo-a;

20 <(^oj/ pro ((^0)1^; 22 — /cat^; (^ui/^/i j)ro (^wacrai; 23 — Tria-Teucrai;

25 eireTifxria-e T<ai irvi Twi ante eireTiixrjcre add et del man 1;

38 — o ante tcoai/j/^?; 41 — rw ; 44 — oirov • • • • cr^evvvTai; 45 ere

pro crot ; tr et? t>71/ ^w^yi/ eia-eXdeiv ; 46 — ei? to tti;^

cr^evvvrai: 49 —/cat Trao-a ^uo-m aX< aXia-Otja-eTai., 50 eiprjvev-

aare man 1, add e sup era man 2;

10. 1 — ^(a Tou; 2 — ot; 10 tovtov pro tou auTou; 14 — /cat^;

16 euXo-yet; 21 -roi's: 24 — Tot? ante ^^^ptj/uacriv \ 27 -tw ante

Oew; 28 — Kat^ ; 29 - ^e'; + ei/e/cei/ ante tou evayyeXiov;

31 -ot; 32 -/cat edaix^ovvTo\ 33 — Tot?^; 40 —/mov'; {rjToi-

fiaarrai) + irapa rov irp? julov; 43 ovTbos] tr ujucoi- ^iukovos;

44 eaj/ pro ai^: 51 pa/S^oupi;

11. 1 prjcrcpayrj-. 10 eiprjvij ev ovpavcai kul So^a (add coaavva in

marg man 2) ej/ uxf/to-Tot? pro wcravva ev T019 vylnarrois;

21 e^tjparai man 1, corr sup i/0>/ man 2; 23 Tria-Teucrei pro
7ri(TT€vart]\ 29 /cat e-yw; 32 —ecu/; — ovtw?;

12. 5 aTro/CTej^oj/Te? ; 14 rjp^avro epcorau avTov ev SoXooi pro Xe-

yova-iv avrw] 23 — ow; 26 jucouaeoos', rov /3arov] 28 iravTwv

pro Tracrcot'; 29 7ra>/Tft)j/ pro Tracrwv; 32 — Oeo?; 33 -twi/^;

35 + Tov ante ^a<5; 36 — tw^^; Xeyei pro etTrev';

13. 1 TTOoa'jroi^ TroSairai; 4 tr ravxa iravTa^ 14 ecrTcoy pro eo-To?;

21 TTtcTTeueTe pro 7ri<TTeu(T>]re; 25 — at^; 27 anpoov pro aKpov]

29 ouTft)?; 31 TrapeXeva-erai pro TrapeXeva-ovrai] 32 >/ pro /cat

T>;9;

14. 3 TToXfTeXof? man 1, ttoXuti/ulov sup man 2; — /caTa; 5 (uvTfji)

+ TToXXa
; 6 e^ e/jtot pro et? e/xe ; 8 ttjOO? pro et? ; 9 (afit]v) + ^e

;

eai/ pro av; 14 (/caTaXy/ua) + />tof ; 22 + toi/ ante a^oTOi' ; 23 -to;
24 -TO^\ 25 yevrj/naro?; 29 tr et /cat; 30 (oTt) + crv: 31 (o (^e)

+ TTCT^o?; 34 Xeyetj/ pro Xcyet; 35 (eTrecrei/) + eTrt Trpoa-coTrov;
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36 aXX oTi (TV pro aXXa rt crv\ 37 ia"^v(TaT€ pro «r^u<ra9;

40 KaTa/Sapwo/uLCUoi pro ^e^aptj/nevoi] 42 ayo/xev] 43 (^i/Xwi/)

+ aTreo-raX/xej/ot ; 45 — eX^wi*; (Xe'yet) + avrwi -^aipe; 51 >7»co-

XovQrjcrev pro t]Ko\ou0ei\ 53 aurof pro auro); 54 — ttjOo? to

^ft)p; 62 6/c Se^ioov Kadi]fjLevov\ eiri pro fiera; 64 (tjKOva-aTe)

+ Travre?; (^Xa(T(pt}iui.ia?) + avrov. 65 (irpocbriTeva-ou) + vvv;

eXafx^avov pro e/3aXXoi/ (corr in raarg man 2); 68 ourc pro

ou^e; 72 to />»7M« o pi'O toi; prj/maTO? ov]

15.. 4 KaTriyopovfTiv pro KaTa/napTupovfTiv, 7 (Xe-yo/xevof pro yevo-

fievo^); (TTaariaToov pro cri/o"Tao"m(TTcoi^; 8 atet pro oet; 16 et?

TJ/i/ ai/Xi^c pro T>79 avXrjs ; 20 -^afivSa pro Tropcbvpav ; 24 ^te-

fxepiCovrai pro SiemepiTov; 29 oca pro oi/at; 32 {TriaTeva-oaiJ.ev)

+ avTcoi; 33 ei/aT»;9; 34 evaTrji; Xajua pro Xa/tx/ua; 39 avron

pro e^evavTta? auTOu; ofTO)?; 40 — /cat^; 43 eXOoov pro »?X0ei/;

46 + ei/ ante t»; <r<i/^oH; irpoa-KvXia-a^ pro ttpocreKvXia-e
\

(fjLVTjfieiov) + aTnjXOev;

16. 1 — >; tou; 2 T;/t /xmt pro t>;9 /xtap; 7 (oTt) + rjyepOtj airo twv

veKpcov Kai iSov\ 8 — Ta^i/; (yap) + TeXo? Sf ei' Ttcri t«»/ afTt-

ypadxav ews coSe TrXrjpovTai o evayyeXicTTtjs'. ev iroXXois oe,

Kai ravra (peperaf^ 9 (rajS^aTcov pro cra^^aTov: 14 (eyrjyep-

fxevov) + €K veKpcov; 17 (/catj/at?) + /fat ev raig yep(Tiv\ 18 y8Xa-

\f/-»7t; 19 («:?)+ tf, 20 (o->;/ze«oi^) + TeXo? ; —afxtjv.,

LUKE
Capitula evangelii; inscript eua'yyeXjo^ /cara XovKav

1. 5 'yw>7 avTOv (add o) sup ou man 2); 7 —raig; 10 tr »;«/ toi;

Xaou; 16 TTjOo? pro cttj; 25 ovt(c^\ —to ante oi/et^of : 27 (oikov)

+ /cat iraTpias:, 29 — ai^Tov; 35 ("yevtw/uej/ov) + e/c erou; 36 yepei

pro yripai] 44 tr to ^pecpo? ev ayaXXiacrei; 59 + /ca/ ante

tjXdov; 61 —OTt; 63 ecrrat pro ecrTt: 69 — tw; 74 — J/zUftrj/;

75 — T>;? Tft"/?; 77 J^/wwi' pro avrcov; 80 ;?u^avei';

2. 1 ev (del man 3); 2 Kvpiviov\ 5 — -yyi/at/ri ; 8 T/79 iroi/jLvtjs pro

T»/>/ TTOifxvtjv. 12 + Afat ante Kei/nevov; — t*/; 15 — /cat 0/ avOpw-

TTOi] 16 evpov pro avevpov; 20 u7re(rT|0e"v|/af pro e7re(TT^e\l/ai'

21 avTOv pro to iraiSiov; 22 yuwuo'ewf ; 25 tr ^i' a-y/oi'

39 eai/Tft)i/ pro auTwi/: j/a^OjOaT man 1, corr e sup a^ man 2

42 SeKaSvo pro ScoScKa; 43 aireixeivev pro vireiueivev; eyvwcrav
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01 yoveig avTOv pro eyuw •

'
• • avrou; 45 —avrov^; 51 vatapaT

man 1, corr e sup a^ man 2;

3. 2 eiri ap-^tepecog pro eir apj^iepecov; 7 — o^Xoz?; 11 eXeyev pro

Xe-yet; 15 jU»7Tt pro ^oyTTOTe; 17 (toi') + ;«e»^; 19 — (piXnr'jrov;

20 6ty T>;i/ (pv\aKt]v pro ei/ rj/ (pvXaKt]; 22 evSoKtjcra; 23 »;Xet;

24 tai/i'a (corr e sup a man 2); 26 vaaO pro fxaaO; (re/ueei.,

27 ift)(5a pro lovSa; lavav pro iftiavi/a; i^j/^oj/ pro vtjpi; 29 teir;/

pro tft)(7J7; i(t)pafjL iM'o icopei/j.; 33 (apajUL) + Tov aXfiei' tov aput}'

Tov Lwpaix\ 35 Oappa; aepov-^ pro (rapov)(^: (paXey pro

(paXeK
;

4. 7 (eav) + Trecrwv; e/ioy pro />tou; Tracra pro xai/ra; 8 — uTra'ye

OTTjcro) yuoi/ (roTava ;
— -yajO ; 9 — o ante wo? ; 1 (o-e) + ei/ ira-

(rais Tais o§oi9 crov; 11 —on; 16 tr /cat avecrrt] avayvwvm

post 7rpo(f)rjTov ver 17; 18 evayyeXtcraa-Oai pro eua'yyeXt^eo--

Oat; 29 — tj/?^; wo-re pro e/? to; 35 ott pro e^; 38 airo pro

e/c; ->/; 41 fjLovia man 1, corr Sai/jiovia man 2; 42 exe^»/Toui'

pro e^j;Tow; 44 tj;? lovSaia? pro t»/9 yaXtXafa?;

o. 1 Krai pro rov^; yeutja-aper; 4 — e/? aypav; 6 tr TrXrjOos i-^^Qvwv;

8 — Tou; + e-yw ante et/xt; 13 etTrcov (wj^ in ras man 3); 15 —vir

avTOv; 16 tr ev Tai9 epr]ij.ois vrroywpwv; 18 tr avov eiri KXivrji\

19 -Sia^; 25 (e<^) m man 1, scr o sup man 2; 29 -o;
30 ifieTo) + Tft)i'; 35 eirapO}] pro airapBtj: 36 + aTro ante tyua-

Tiof: (/cati^ou) + o-p^icra?; + to ante eiri^Xtjiua:

6. 1 — o€VT€po7rpo)T(p: Tbov orTTopificov (del Tctfj/ man 1 vel 2);

2—61^; 3 ore pro ottotc; — oi'Te?; 7 re pro ^e; — auroi';

KcxTrjyopeiv pro KaTrjyopiav; 10 (auTou?) + ei/ opyrji; avTooi

pro Tw avOpwTTw; —ovtw; 11 iroiricraiev; 13 edtcovfja-e pro irpocr-

€(pcovt](Te: 17 tou pro tottou; — tou Xaou; 22 — rou ante

awu; 23 yapriTe pro -^aipeTe; 25 {efnreTrXTja-fievoi) + vvp;

26 —vfxiv; 27 aXXa; 28 U/ua? pro u/x/j/; -/cat; 31 — /cat^;

45 -Tou^;

7. 2 e/xeXXe; 7 aXX pro aXXa: 9 — ayrw; 11 rwt e^>/y pro t»/

e^>??; 18 (/wai/i';;) + Tre^t avTov; 22 + /cat ante Trxto^ot; 27 (ov-

'''09) + 70^; 28 —TrpocptiTr]?; —tov jSaTTTKTTOv; 30 — etTre ^e

o Kvpios; 32 a Xeyet pro /cat Xe'yovo-tj/; 33 —apTov; —oivov;

34 tr (piXo9 TeXcovwv; 35 — Traj/Ttoi/ ; 36 KaTCKXidt] pro avcKXidt];

37 + /cat ante e-n-iyvova-a; 44 — r?;? KccpaXi]?; 46 tr tou?

TToSas fiov;
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8. 3 arcoa-avva; 5 eavTou pro avrov] 10 crvvwcriv pro (Tuviwaiv.

20 —\€yovT(av\ 21 —avTov\ 25 —eaTiv^\ 26 yepyeariviav pro

yaSaprjvoov \ avTiirepa^ 29 iraprjyyeWe; 31 'jrapeKoXei ovv pro

K-ai TrapcKaXei; 33 €i<rt]\6ou pro etor>/X0ef; 34 — axeXOoin-e?

;

37 yepyecrrjucav pro yaSapfjvcov; 39 0y pro it]crov9; 43 larpois

pro ety laTpovs; 45 — K-at Xe-yet? rt? o axly-aywefo? /xou: 51 eX^wi'

pro etlTeXO(t)^' ; Ir /cat iwavvrju kul laKoojSou; 52 (aTreOaj/et') + to

KOpaariov
;

9. 1 — fiaOtjTa^ avTov: 3 pa^Sov pro pa^Sovs; 5 eai/ pro ai';

— aTTO"; 9 — o: 10 /StjOcraiSav: 11 a7ro(^e^a/iej/09 pro Se^afievos;

13 tr i-)^0v€9 Svo] ayopacrofxev pro ayopaa-cojULeu., 18 {ixaQrirai)

+ avTov: 19 (t]\iav) + aWoi Se lepe/uiav: 20 — o ante Trerpos'.,

24 eai/ pro ai'^ ; 27 ecrTwrwj/ pro €(tt>]koto}v
;
yevcrwvTai pro

yevcrovrai ; 28 — toi/ ; 33 — o ante Trerpos ; tr yumt' ficoa-ei
;

35 o e/fXe/cTo? man 1 pro o aya-waro^ (corr in marg man 2)

:

36—0 ante /?; 38 e7r//3Xe\|/ai pro e7rt/3Xe\|/oi/ ; 40 eKfSaXwaiv

pro €K^a\X(t)(Tiv; 41 tr toj' utoi' (rou co^e; 42 — ^e^ man 1, add

sup man 2 ; 47 -yi/ow pro i(?coi/ (corr in marg man 2) ; 48 tovto

TO iraiSiov (vTo to in ras man 1) ; 49 — to ; 50 vfioou pro

tlficov^; rj/jLcov^ man 1, coIt u/xwj/ man 2; 52 eavTOv pro avTOv\

55 TTOiov pro otoi;; 56 —yap\ 62 tr o i? tt^o? aurov;

10. 1 rj/iieWev ; 2 eK^aXrji pro eK^aWrj ; 4 ^aXkavTia pro j^aXav-

Tiov ; 6 — /iev ; — o ; 8 — <^ ante av ; 1 1 (v/uloou) + et? tou? ttoSq^

fjfjLWv; 13 /StjOcraiSau; 15 >/ v\lr(a6t]a-t]i r} pro rj • • • • uvl/w-

Oeicra; 16 (|xe) + /fat o e^cou ax-outoi'* UKOvei tou aTroaTeiXavTos

fX€ ; 20 —/xaXXov\ 22 —Krai aTpaipei^ Trpo<s tov^ juaOrjTas enre;

tr yuot TrapeSoOrj ; 30 e^eSvcrav pro eK^varavTe^ ;
— ru-y^avoi/ra

;

36 tr TrXrjmou Sokci (toi\ 41 Qopv^aXni pro Tvp^aXri\

11. 2 —rjjULWV o €U TOis ovpavoi9\ —yevrjdriTW to deXrjfjLa arov cos ev

ovpavo) Kai eiri Ttjs yijs ; 4 — aXXa pvtrai tjiuas airo tov Trovtjpov
;

6 — fiov; 8 0(Tot' pro ocrcou: 9-10 avoiy^Qria-eTai pro avoiytjcreTai

bis; 11 — TOJ/; »; pro et; 12 oxov; 13 tr SofxaTa ayaQa\

14 —/cat auTo j/v; 22 SiaSwcrei pro ^ta^t^werti/; 25 (evpicTKei)

+ a"^6XaCpvTa\ 29 (avTtj) + yevea: 33 — ou^e utto tov iuloSiop;

37 (XaXt](Tai) + avTov TavTu; 41 - vyu»' man 1, add sup man 2

;

ecTTat pro ecrTtj/; 44 — ot*^; 52 f]ipaTe; + Kai ante auTOt;

53 (eve^eti^) + avTcai ; 54 — /cat

:

12. 4 airoKTevovTUiv pro aTro/cTetj/ovTcoi' ; 7 (po^rja-Qe pro (po^eiade;
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11 €icr(pep(a(Tiv pro irpocrcpepuicnv; 15 Tracr;;? pro t>;?; avrcoi

pro avrov^ ; 16 tjvcpoprjcrev \ 18 yevrjfxaTa^ 20 a(ppov pro

acppoov, 22 ((TWyuari) + uyuwj/ ; 23 TrXetwi' pro TrXetoi'; 28 tov

aypov pro e»/ rco aypo); 31 — Travra; 32 ^tou pro vjucov: + tov

ante douvat; 33 ^aWavTia-, 38 ouxft)?; 45 <5e pro re; 46 vtto-

KpiTdou pro aTTicTTiov ; 48 ax pro Trayo ; 53 eiri pro e0 ; 54 ov-

Tft)?: 56 -TO (add sup man 2); 58 /BaXtji pro /3aXX>7;

13. 2 — OTt^: 4 —av6p(i)7rov$] 6 tr Tj/tcoj/ Kapirov; 8 —to; Koirpov

pro KOTrpiav\ 20 — «:at^; 21 e«-jOu\|/ei/ pro er/e/cyOfvl/^ej/; 24 aywi't-

aacrOe pro aywi/t^ecr^e; 28 o\|/^eo-0€ pro o\|/>7(r0e; 29 rj^ovm

jToWoi pro rj^ovcriv; — axo^; 35 —eprj/nos afirju] tr Xeyco (5e;

14. 5 —airoKpSei'i; 5 yto? pro oj/o?; 10 avairecrai pro ai/aTreo-ov;

12 yevfjarerai pro yevrjTai; 16 fxeyav; 26 auTOf pro eat^Tov;

27 tr e<i/at /uof : 32 tr Tvoppo) avrov;

15. 4-7 ei/ej^;;K-ovTaei'vea bis : 4 (ew?) + ou; 6 to? yeiTovas\ 7 et 10

OfTft)?; 17 Trepicra-evovTai pro Trepia-trevovcriv] (eyco Se) + (t}oe\

19 — /cat^; 21 —KaL^\ 22 7rai^a9 pro ^oi/Xoup; 24 —Kai^\ airo-

XwXo?; 26 -af^Tou; 32 — Acat^;

16. 2 (^fi/i/i pro Svvrjcr^; 4 {jxeTaa-TaOw) + axo; 6 /3aSov9:, 9 e«:X£-

y»/i pro €K\i7njTe-, 15 — earTtv; 16 Tt? pro et?; 20 —r}u man 3;

22 — Tou; 25 (aSe pro o^e; 26 tr v/iicov Kai rjfioov, evdev pro

evrevOev, SvvavTai pro Svvcovrai; 30 e/c pro otto man 1, corr

in marg man 2;

17. 1 + Tou ante /x*/; 2 Xt^o? yuuXtfco? pro />ti/Xo? oi/t/co?; 4 — ext

ere; 6 e^eTe pro et^eTe; 9 — avrcp ov Sokco] 10 oyTco?; 23 —
»/;

24 ~ Kai: 26 — tou^;

18. 1 (irpoarev^ea-Oai) + avTovs; 3 (^e) + Tt?; 5 vTroiriaTtji man 1,

ft) sup o man 2; 7 fxaKpoOvjuei pro /naKpoOvinoov; 9 — /cat^;

13 — ei?-; — ai/Tou; 14 (>7) + 'yajo; 25 TpvjULoXia^ man 1, corr

Tpv7rr]fjLaT09 man 3; ^eXovr]^ pro pacpiSos; 34 aXX pro /cat'*;

36 (Tt) + a»^; 37 i^a^a^ovfo? pro fa^ftj^oato? ; 40 —irpos avTOv\

19. 2 —riv^\ 4 arvKOfJicopeav; 13 ef ft)t pro eo)?; 15 eSeScoKci pro

e(5ft)Ke: 17 avrooi man 1, corr avrcov man 3; 22 — oe; 23 — t>;i^;

29 ^r}Qa-<payriv\ 30 KCKaOiKcu pro eKaOicre; 37 rjp^aro pro

rjp^avTo\ 45 - ei/ awTft) icat a-yojoa^oin-a?; 48 Troitja-ovcnv pro

xot»/o-ft)(rti'

;

20. 1 lejoet? pro ap-)(^Lep€is man 1 (ejoetp man 4); 5 -oi/v; 9 — Tt?;

19 o;;^Xoi' pro Xaov: 24 {Stjvapiov) + oi Se eSei^av Kai etxev;
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27 Xeyovre^ pro apriXeyovres', 31 {(txrauTWi) + ooa-avTos]

— Kai^', 33 ecrrai pro yiverai] 35 cKya/xil^ovrai pro eKyajui-

(TKOVTai\ 36 — etcrt^; 37 jucovcrtj^;

21. 2 tr Tti/a /cat; 6 + a)(^e ante XtOo?; 7 /neXrji pro ^leX\^;;

12 TravTcov pro aTraj/Tcov; 16 tr /cat aSeXcpcov post ^tXwi';

17 tr ^m TO ovojma fxou viro TravTMu; 23 e-y yarrrpi: (yap)

+ Tore; 28 aj'a/caXyxj/aTe pro ai/a/fuxf/^are ; 34 /BaptjOoocriv pro

^apvuBooariv, tr at KapSiai vjulwv] aicpviSio}?; 36 — ravra;

37 — K'aXoi'yuej'OJ/

;

22. 3 — o; 4 — rot?^; 9 eToijuaa-ofiev pro eroi/uafTM/uLev; 16 auro

pro e^ avrov ; 18 yevrjixaro^ ; 30 — ei/ rj; /SacriXeia fxov ; /caOt-

crecrOe pro KaOicriia-Oe; 34 (pMvtjatji pro (pwvrja-ei; 35 /3aXXai'-

Ttof; v(TT€pt]d}]T€ pro vcTTeprjcraTe; ovdevos pro ou^ei/o?;

36 ^aXXavTiou; irwXtja-ei pro TrooXrja-aTco] ayopacrei pro a-yo-

pacraT(t)\ 39 — /cat^; 42 — et /3oiyXet; irapeveyKe pro 7rapeveyK€iv\

45 — avTov ; 47 Trporjyev avrou^ pro '7rpotjp')(eTo avTwv
;

53 aXXa; tr ecrrtJ/ u/ucoi/; 55 irvpav pro tti^jo; 57 — aurov^;

60 — o"^; 66 —re; avTwv pro eai/rwi'; 68 — >/ aTroXvafjTe

\

23. 1 r\yayov pro rjyayev; 14 — atrtoi'; 18 — toj/; 19 + t?;^ ante

dyvXaKrjv] 25 (ayrot?) + roi' ^apa^^av; 26 — roi/'^; 34 ejSaX-

Xov; 38 + >; ante eiriypaipri^ (ea-riv) + tf; 44 (ej/ar???) + tou

^Xtou e/fXetTToi/TO? : 46 TrapanOrjfxi pro TrapaOrjcrofxai: 51 (ri/y-

Kararideim.ei'os; 53 + T>7t ante (rtv^oj/t; — afro^; ouc^e et? pro

ovSeis; 55 at pro /cat^;

24. 4 Siairopeiv pro Sia7ropei(r6ai; tr avSpes Svo; 9 (aTrj/^-yetXav)

10 jyv pro rjcrav; 13 eKeivrji pro avTrj\ 18 — ev^; 21 —TavTfji'

22 opOpivai pro opOpiai; 24 oyrajy; 27 (ai/rot?) + rt j/v

28 TrpoareTTOirjcraTO pro TrpocreTTOieiTo; 29 (K-e/cXi/cep') + »;(J;/

37 evrpofxoi pro efxcpo/Soi ; 39 — /ue ; 44 — /cat -vl/aX/xot?

46 ouTft)?; 49 -/uou man 1, add sup man 2; 53 -afjujv, om
subscript.

JOHN
Capitula evangelii; inscript eua-yyeXtoi/ /cara twawi/i/.

1. 26 ei(rrriKei\ 27 — ayro? e<rTti/; — o? efxirpoa-Qev fxov yeyovey;

28 ^rjQa^apa man 1, corr ^tjOavia in marg man 2; 29 -o
/toaj/v>/y; 32 — ort; to? pro wo-et; 38 — ^e; 39 o\|^€<r0e pro t^ere

(corr in marg man 2); 40 -^e; 42 Trpcorov pro irpcoroq;
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fjLecriav, — o^; 43 —Se] 44 tr o irjcrovs ante aKoXovdei; 46-7 I'a-

XapeQ bis;

2. 15 (TTOii/o-a?) + CO?; 16 + /cat ante firj., 17 Karacpayerai pro

Kare(f)aye: 22 — afrot?; 23 + rot? ante tejOoo-oXu/xot? ; — ai/rou^;

3. 2 afToi' pro roi' irjcrovv] 5 — o; 10 — o^; 12 ovk eincrTevcraTe

pro oy 7r/<rreueTe; Tricrreva-ijTe pro TrtcrTeyo-ere ; 15 — /«»/ axo-

\>7Tat aXX; 16 ovTm; 17 — aurou^; 23 craXet/u; 24 + Tt]v ante

(bvkaKtjv man 1, eras man 2; 25 lovSaiou pro lOvSaiwv;

28 eyuot pro yuor. 31 —eiravu) iravTcav ecm kui] 32 — rofTo;

4. 1 (9 pro Kupio^: 3 — xaXti/; 13 — o^; 14 + e-yco ante Soocrw^;

20 tr Twt opei tovtwi; 21 iricrTeve man 1, corr in marg

TTicrrevcrov man 2; 23 —/cat yaio o Trarrjp toiovtovs 'QlTei

Tovs irpocrKwovvTm avTov\ 25 fiecriaSj 35 TCTpafxtjuo? pro

TeTpajULi^uov: — iSov Xeyu) v/niv; 37 — o^; a\r]6r]9 pro a\rj6ivo9'.,

44 — o; 46 tr iraXiu o t?; 48 irtcrTevcreTe pro TricrTeocrijTe;

5. 1 (yuera) + ^e; — o; 5 (a<rOei/eiat) + ai'Toi/; 7 ^aXrji-^ — eyw;

8-12 Kpa^aTTOv; 10 (ecrrtj/) -h /cat; 14 tr crot rt; 15 ^te pro

auTov; 16 —/cat eri/Toyi' auTOv aTTO/creti^at; 19 ovSe ev pro

ou^ei/; 21 ouTci)?; 25 aKOV(Tov(Ti pro a/couo-oj/rat ; Tj/croucrti^ pro

^>/(7oi'Tai; 35 ayaWiaOrjvai; 36 —eyuP'^ 44 TricrTeveiu man 1,

corr in marg Tna-Teva-ai man 2; 45 Korrjyoprjcrwv pro /car//-

yopodV] 46 fJLti)<T€l\

6. 2 — auTou; 10 avcTrea-av man 1, corr o sup a^ man 2;

12 eirKrja'Qritrav pro eve7rX>;cr0;;<rai/ ; 15 — TraXtJ/; 19 wcret pro

ft)? ; 22 — eKeivo et? o eve^rjo-av oi fjLa6r]Tai avrov ; 29 — o

;

32 tr I'ytxtv SeSooKc; 39 — ei/ man 1, add sup man 3; 40 Trps

fjLov pro 7refxy^avT09 /ue; (eyft)) + ej/; 44 + ei/ ante rrji eo-^ar^/t;

45 — Tou^: 46 e/c pro irapa; 54 -h ev ante TJ/t ea-^^arrji-^ 55 aX>/-

0>?? pro aXr]0a3^ bis; 58 ^>?o-et pro ^>;<reTat; 63 XeXaX>;/ca pro

XaXft); 70 — o tz/croL'?; 71 tjfxeXXev man 1, efxeXXev man 2;

7. 8 — Tairrj/i/^; 9 auros pro avrot?; 12 — <5e; 14 jueo-aroi/crj/? pro

fxecrovcrrjg; 16 {atreKpiQrj) -\-ovv\ 21 —o; 26 — aX>;Oft)?''; 29 — <Je;

30 ra? -yeipai pro tj/i' yeipa\ 32 tr uTrj/jOera? ante oi (papi-

(TaioL\ 33 — afTot?; 39 —o; 40 Tft)^ Xo'yft)!/ TouTft)v pro toi/

Xoyov. 41 — ^e; 42 — rof; 49 eirapaToi pro eiriKaTapaTOi\

om 7 53 /cat eiropevBrj '
' '

' afxaprave 8 11

;

8. 12 tr avToi9 o t?; irepiiraTrjcrrji-^ 14 >/ pro /cat^; 19 — o^;

21 (yue) + /cat ou^ evpricreTe fxe; 26 XaXco pro Xe-yo); 29 — o

8*
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7raTr]p\ 38 a tjKova-are man 1, o ewpaKare in marg man 2;

Tov irps pio Tft) irarpi; 39 — av; 41 (I'^tet?) + (Je; 44 + tou

ante Trp^^; \a\ei (et in ras man 1, prim scr XoXj/); 50 — ^e;

52 yevcrtjTai pro 'yeuorerai; 54 a^/xcoi/ pro vficov; 58 (etTrei') + ofi/;

9. 3 — o; 7 — ouv; 8 irpoaaiTijg pro Tv(p\os\ 11 o ai^o? o Xeyo/xe-

V09; 15 (TrrjXov) + €7roit]<r€ Kai\ tr ^toy evrt TOf? o(p6aX/j.ous',

16 (aXXot) + ^e; 18 — tou ai/aiSXexl/ai'TO?; 20 (uTreKpiOtjcrav)

+ ^e; 21 eauTOu pro avrov^; 25 j/^ij?^ /cat pro cdi/; 27 — ou/c;

28 — oui/; 29 jnwcrei; 30 + to ante Oavmaa-Tov; 36 (etTrej/) +
/cat;

10. 3 Kara] 4 Travra pro Trpo^ara^ man 1, corr in marg man 2;

5 aKoXovOrjcrovcriv] 12-13 — Ta 7rpo/3aTa' o Se jULicrdcoTO^

(pevyei (add in marg man 3 aut 4); 21 (to) + ra; avoiyeiv

man 1 (corr man 2 avoi^ai); 22 -tois] 34 eiTrov pro etTra;

38 TriarreveTe man 1, corr TTKrrevtjTe man 2; 39 rcov yetpcov

pro T>;? ^(eipos; 41 ou(5e ei^ pro ovSev,

11. 2 eavrr]^ pro ai/T>?9; 3 tr x^oo? ai/Toi/ at aSeXcpai; 5 ixapiav

pro /uLapOav; {avrr]^) + fiapdav; 9 — o; 15 aXXa; 20 —o;
25 (etTrei') + oi/i'; 31 So^avTes pro Xeyoi/re?; 32 tr auToy et?

Tovy TTOc^a?; 33 eTapayQtj pro eve^pifirjcraTo; ws eim/Spifxcofxeuo^

pro /cat exapa^av eavTov ; 41 — o TeOvtjKwg Keifxevos ', 48 ouro)?

;

50 Xo-yt^eo-^e pro ^taXo'yt^eo-0e; 51 — o; 54 — tj/j/; 57 — icat';

12. 2 avaKciixevoov pro avvavaKeifxevcov (<tvu eras et spat relict);

+ (Tw ante avrooi] 3 (oikio) + oX>/; 13 (e/c^a^ov) + Xeyoj/re?;

14 avTO man 1, corr auToo man 3 aut 4; 16 -o; 18 rjKova-av

pro tjKovcre'^ 25 aTroXecrrji man 1, corr a-TroXecret man 2;

29 aKOvMv pro a/coffray; 34 — ort'; 47 (pu\a^t]i pro Trtcrreua"/?

;

49 aTT pro e^; SeScoKev pro eSooKc;

13. 1 tjXSev pro eXrfKvOev; 4 — e/c; 8—0; 15 SeSooKa pro e^oj/ca;

18 eTrrjpKev pro eTrr]pev\ 34 + ttX^^v ante evroXi/v, 37 — o

Trerpos; 38 (^wi/j/o-J/t ; apvtjtrrji pro aTrapvtjcrrj
]

14. 2 (vfjLtv^) + OTt', 5 (eiSevai) + Xeyei avrwi ' '
'

• eiSevai (add et

del man 1); 7 tjiSeire pro eyj/co/ceire ; 12 — /xou; 14 -eai/

Tt iroiri(TU)\ 17 ecrrti/ pro etrrat; 20 /cat eyto; 22 lacuna

IIII pag, (TKapi(t}Tf]9 ad auro? -yaio o, 16 27;

16. 33 e^^ere pro e^ere;

17. 2 Scoarei avrcoi pro ^tocr/? aurot?; 1 1 tot pro ovs\ 17 — crou man 2

aut 3; 20 incrTevovrwv pro TrtcrreucrovTcoi/;
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18. 2 {(Tvvri-^ri) ^- Kai\ 8 — o; 11 —<rov\ 14 uTroOaueiv pro airo-

Xecrdai] (\aov) + kui fxr] oXou to eOvog airoXtjTai] 16 o? pro

oj/; 25 (rjpvtja-aro) + ovv; 27 — o; 28 Trjocot pro Trpcoia; 29 (tt*-

Xarof) + e^w; 36 — o^;

19. 3 eSiSoa-av pro eSiSovv; 5 ep(ft)J' pro (popwv, 6 {a-ravpwa-ov^)

-{- avTov] 7 01/ fioi/ pro i/iot/ roi' Oeot/; 11 — o^; 12 (rouroi/)

+ ovv\ cKpavyaTov pro eiCjOa^oi'; eavrov pro auroi'^; 13 toi/-

Twi/ Toov Xoycou pro tovtov top Xoyov] Ka-TTCpaOa pro -yajS-

^ada; 16 tjyayov pro aTTJ^'yayov ; 17 tottou pro tov"; 20 o

TOTTop T>?? TToXeft)?; 23 apa(pos] 24 Sie/mepicrav pro Siefiepiaravro;

26 — auToy; 27 tr o /j-aQr^Trj^ avnjv] 31 —
»?; 32 —avrw; 35 tr

e(TTti/ auToi;; (tj^a) + icat; 37 — Xeyet; 38 — o'; — ^e; 40 (auro)

+ ev]

20. 1 {rjpfMeuoi/) + aTTO Tr}s dvpag] — e/c; 11 tcoi juvtjfxeicoi pro to

juvtjimeiov, 14 — o; 17 nropevou (una lit eras ante jo); 25 tou?

TVTTOVS pro TOl^ TVTTOV] (r]X(t)U') + /Caf ^oXcO TOV SttKTvXoP

jULOV ei9 TOV TVTTOV TOOV TToSwv] 26 — avTov
\

(ep'^eTtti) + OVV]

28 — o'; 29 —Ooo/ua; (iSovTes) + /«e; 30 — afToi/; 31 — o^;

21. 3 €vej3r](Tav pro ave^rjcrav] 4—6; 11 (avejStj) + Ofj/; 13 —off;

14 — ai/Toy; 15 — TrXetoj^ toutwv; 16-17 irpo^aTia pro irpo^aTa

bis; 18 aXXoi pro aXXo?; rwo-ofcrt pro r«o'«; 18 axotcroi/erti/

pro OiCTft; 23 — Tt TTjOO? ere; 25 —a/txrjv', subscr ei/a'yy^ /c^ <co;

duo alia subscrip in ultima pag non leg.
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The Exegesis of eviauxou? in Galatians 4 lo and

its Bearing on the Date of the Epistle

GEORGE A. BARTON

BKYN MAWE COLLEGE

GALATIANS 4 10 reads, ^juipag TraparripdrrQe kw. ixrji/ai kol

Kaipovs KOI euiavTovg. It sbould be noted that Tischendorf,

Baljon, and von Soden point the sentence as an interrogation,

while Lightfoot, Westcott and Hort, the Revisers, and B. AVeiss

point it witli a period. Why it should be pointed with an inter-

rogation it is difficult to see. That there is a question in the

preceding verse is clearly indicated by 7r<o?, but there is not

only no word in verse 10 to indicate that a question is being

asked, but to regard this sentence as a separate question, in-

volves the whole Epistle in numerous and needless difficulties.

Rhetorically a positive question is a negative assertion. Paul

is surely not asserting here that the Galatians did not observe

any of the Jewish sacred seasons, not even the sabbalh. for that

would be a concession on his part that they had not dejjarted

from "Christ unto a different gospel, which was not another

gospel" as he asserts that they had (1 6, 7). Neither can it be

supposed that Paul asked a question here in order to ascertain

whether the Galatians actually observed the Jewish sacred

seasons, for the indignation with which he writes clearly shows

that he knew that they had actually gone over to a Judaistic

form of Christianity. Nor can it be a sarcastic question, for

Paul is not the man, when he had definite knowledge such as

he must have had about a part of the matters included in tliis
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question, to pretend that he had none. ^ The only justification

that can consistently be found for making the verse a question

is the supposition that a second xw? is understood at its be-

ginning. Just as in the preceding verse he had said, "Xow that

ye are known of God, how do ye turn again to the weak and

beggarly elements?" he would then say here, "how [also] do ye

observe days and months and seasons and years?" If this is

the interpretation given to the jiassage by those editors who

point it with an interrogation mark, they agree with the others

that Paul asserts that the Galatians are keeping the Jewish

sacred seasons.

Taking the words, then, as an assertion, they state that the

Galatians observed "days", i. e. sabbaths, "months", i. e. the

festivals of the new moon, "times", i. e. the stated Jewish feasts,

Kaipovs being the Greek word by which D"''1i^f!D in Lev. 23 4 is

translated. What, then, does "years" mean? Wieseler^ as long

ago as 1859 saw that it must have reference to a sabbatical

year, and this view is also held by Hausrath.^

This obvious meaning of eviavrov? has, hoAvever, been rejected

with great unanimity by modern interpreters. Bernhard Weiss*

interprets fxrjvas new moons, Kaipov9, as other feasts, and.mau-

1 Meyer's contention {Commentary on Galatians, ad loc), that the

Galatians were not keeping the Jewish law, because they had not yet

been circumcised, is not borne out by ch. 5 2, 3, 12, 612, 13 which he cites

in its support. Paul's wish (5 12), that those who were preaching cir-

cumcision might circumcise the whole member off, has no bearing on

the point. The future condition in 5 2 implies only that not all the

Galatians had yet been circumcised. The positive statement of 5 a implies

that some of them were already submitting to circumcision, irepiTefivofiivi^

= becoming circumcised (Burton, N. Test. Moods and Tenses. § 125),

All that is implied in 6 12, 13 is that the process of Judaising was still

in progress. These ai-e just the conditions under which such a letter as

the Epistle to the Galatians could be composed. Under any others, it

would have been impossible. Some Galatians had been circumcised and
were keeping the law, or there would have been no occasion for the

letter; all had not yet done so, or to have written the letter would have

been of no avail.

2 In his commentary on Galatians, which is not accessible to me.

3 JSfeic Testament Times, 1895, III, 188n.

* Fanlinische Briefe, p. 347.
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rov9 as the new year's feast. This interpretation can easily be

shown to be untenable. The Talmud, Rosh-hashana 1 2, enume-

rates the new year's feast along with Passover, the Feast of

Weeks, and Tabernacles, counting the great feasts as four. In

1 3 it counts the great feasts of the year as six, here adding the

Feast of the Dedication and Purim. According to Jewish usage,

then, D'^'lPtD or Kaipov9 included the new year's festival. Paul

had, accordingly, included that in Kuipovs before he used the

word eviavTovs, and it charges him with needless tautology to

suppose that he referred to it twice. Moreover the feast of the

new year was by no means of sufficient importance for Paul to

single it out for special mention. It is neither mentioned in the

Old Testament or the New, nor, so far as I have observed, in

the Apocrypha, though according to Rosh-hashana 1 4 its ob-

servance antedated the destruction of the temple. For these

reasons Weiss's interpretation must be rejected.

Lightfoot^ alludes to the work of Wieseler, but dismisses it

with the remark, that "the enumeration seems intended as

general and exhaustive, and no special reference can be as-

sumed". If the list is intended to be exhaustive rather than a

list of real observances, by what Avitchery does the exegete as-

certain the fact? If Paul were in the habit of making his lists

exhaustive regardless of the appropriateness of their details, we
would have to assume that "years" was added to this list just

to make it exhaustive. But were such exhaustiveness a charac-

teristic of his style, all his lists would be alike, when the subject

is the same, but this is not the case. In Col. 2 I6 he is treating

of the same subject that he treats here, and uses the following

language: fxij ovv Tiy vixa^ Kpiverw ev ^pcoaei koi ev Trocrei r] ev

fiipei eoprtjs f] vov/nrjvias rj (Ta^^drcov. Here we have only three

of the sacred seasons alluded to: the annual feasts, the new
moons, and the sabbaths. In writing to the Colossians Paul was

treating a comparatively academic matter; he was writing on a

hearsay report to a church that he had never seen, and in the

verse just quoted was laying down a general rule. Here, if any-

where, one might expect him to make his list exhaustive, but

* Saint Paul's Epistle to the Galatians, 171.
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he does nothing of the kind.^ It is only fair, then, to assume that

in writing to the Galatians he used the word eviavrov? only be-

cause it corresponded to a real fact in the life of the G-alatian

churches.

This conviction is strengthened by the evidence which the

lirst Epistle to the Corinthians affords. Paul, educated in the

Jewish ritual, was sensitive to all its demands and religious

suggestions. It is clear from 1 Cor. 16 8: "I will remain in

Ephesus until Pentecost", that he was writing near the time of

the Passover. This afforded, as many interpreters have noted, the

suggestion of the figure of cleansing away the leaven of wicked-

ness, and allusion to Christ as the Paschal Lamb^ in ch. 5 6-8.

All these facts create a strong presumption that the reason

why Paul mentions the sabbatical year in writing to the Gala-

tians, and does not mention it when writing on the same theme

6 An examination of other lists shows that we cannot assume that he

ever wrote simply to make a list complete. Thus:

Gal. 5i9f. Rom. 1 29 f. Rom. 13 13

iropveia

aKa^apjLa

aurfKyeia

etSwXoXar/oeia

<t>apfjiaK€ia

ipeis

dixo<rTaiTla.i

alpiaeii

<p6voi

Neither of these lists is exhaustive when measured by the others. Zahn's

contention {Brief des Faulus an die Galater, 1907, p. 211), that no real

observance of the sabbatical year is referred to, but that Paul only

means that the Galatians have entered upon a course that would lead

to such observance is, therefore, improbable though he is right in calling

iviavToijs a "plural of category".

^ So, for example, Meyer, Weiss, and Findlay in Expositor's Greek
Test.

nXtoue^ia
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to the Colossians, is that, when he wrote to the Galatians, a

sabbatical year was in progress, or had just passed, and, when

he wrote to the Colossians, the sabbatical year had passed so

long ago, that it did not occur to his mind. ^

Another consideration makes it probable that eviavrovg refers

to a real observance of the sabbatical year on the part of the

Galatians. Indignant though Paul was with them for believing

the slanders that had been uttered against his apostleship, he

nevertheless wished to win them back to a non-Judaic type of

Christianity. It is accordingly hardly to be supposed that one,

Avho made it a practice to "become all things to all men that

he might by all means save some", was so tactless in this case

as to unnecessarily anger the Galatians by attributing to them

a fault of which they were not guilty. To run the risk of further

estranging them through their natural resentment of an unjust

charge-a charge, too, made just to round out a sentence sonor-

oiisly-is to credit Paul Avith less self-control on this occasion

than he showed at any other point in his career of which we

have record.

We are thus compelled to conclude that "Wieseler and Haus-

rath are in all probability right in seeing in eviavrovs a chrono-

logical datum.

Such a definite chronological datum is most welcome, for in

recent years a wide divergence of opinion has developed as to

the time of the composition of Galatians. It is generally agreed

by scholars, on the basis of Gal. 4 13 that Paul had made two

visits to Galatia when this Epistle was written, but since the

South Galatian theory has become popular, there is no agree-

ment as to when these visits occurred. Lightfoot^ and Stein-

mann" regard the two visits to Galatia as those of Acts 16 6

and 18 23 and so reach a date later than the year 54. Light-

foot, indeed, dates it in 57, but his removal of it so far from

the year 54 is. on account of its likeness to the Epistle to the

8 As shown below a sabbatical year fell in 53-54, and in 60 61. If

Colossians were written about 63, it would be sufficiently long after the

sabbatical j-ear for that not to be vividly present in the Apostle's mind.

9 Galatians, p. 171.

10 Leserkreis des Galaterhriefes, 1908, p. 231.
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Romans. McGiffert" and Lake,^^ who hold the South Galatian

theory, regard the two \'isits as those mentioned in Acts 13 I4ff.

and 14 20 ff., and believe that the Epistle was written from

Antioch. Lake believes that it was written just before Paul

started for the Apostolic Council described in Acts 15, while

McGiffert thinks it was written just after it. McGiffert dates

the ApostoUc Council in 45 or 46 A. D., thus making the Epistle

very early.
^^

Zahn'* and Bacon, ^^ one an advocate of the pan-Galatian

theory, the other of the South Galatian, hold that the two

visits are those of Acts 13i4ff. and 16 6 and believe that the

Epistle was written during Paul's residence at Corinth during

the years 52 or 53.^® These examples indicate sufficiently the

impossibihty of dating the Epistle from its references to Paul's

visits to Galatia, though a far larger number of divergent opi-

nions might be cited.
^'

If, however, the Galatians observed a sabbatical year about

the time the Epistle to them was composed, it is possible to

reach a definite opinion as to the date. It is stated in 1 Mace,

(cf. 6 16 with 6 49, 53) that a sabbatical year fell in the 149th

year of the Seleucid era. This 149th year began in the spring

of 164B. C. It is stated in the Talmud (Rosh-hashana 8 a), that

the sabbatical year began with the month Tishri (Oct.-Nov.). It

follows, then, that this sabbatical year extended from the autumn
of 164 to the autumn of 163 B. C.

Josephus states twice (Antiq. 14: 16 2, 15: 2), that, when Herod,

1' Apostolic Age, 226 f.

>2 Earlier Fjjmtle of Paul, pp. 265-B04.

13 The inscription from Delphi, which fixes the proconsulship of Gallic

in 51-52 A. D. (see Deissmann's St. Paul, 235-260) proves the chronology

of Harnack and McGiffert to be too early. The Apostolic Council must
have occurred in 48 or 49 a. d.

1* FAnleitung in das Neue Testament, I, 138-141.

15 Commentaty on the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians, 25if.

•6 Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller and Mom. Citizen, 191, holds that the

Epistle was written from Antiocli in the summer of the year 53, just

before Paul started on his third missionavy journey. Ramsay follows

a chronology of his owji. To suppose that he wrote it just as he was
going to visit them is not in harmony with Gal. 4 20.

IT Cf. Moffat, Introduction to the New Test., p. 101 f. for other opinions.
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the Great, besieged and captured Jerusalem and thus began

his reign, a sabbatical year was in progress. It follows, there-

fore, that the year 38-37 B. C. was a year of rest. This fits in

exactly with the proper succession of such years, counting from

the year 164-163.

There is, however, some doubt about this succession for the year

136-135. According to 1 Mac. 16 i4 Simon, the Maccabee, was

assassinated by his son-in-law, Ptolemy, in the month Shebat

(Jan.-Feb.) of the 177th year of Seleucid era, i. e. Jan.-Feb. of

the year 135 B. C. Josephus twice states (Aiitiq. 13 : 8 1 and

BJ 1:24) that the war between John Hyrcanus and Ptolemy

which followed dragged along, apparently for some months,

until the sabbatical year came on when they were compelled to

stop hostilities. This would seem to show that the sabbatical

year fell in 135-134 B. C, a year later than it should have

come.^^

Two considerations make one hesitate to draw this conclusion.

Josephus is frequently in error, and his statement, that the

sabbatical year compelled Hyrcanus to raise his siege of Pto-

lemy, implies that in a sabbatical year active labor had to stop

as it did on a sabbath day, whereas it was only the land that

had rest from tillage. It seems possible that Josephus, knowing

that a sabbatical year occurred about this time, may have dated

it a year too late, and wrongly associated it with the raising of

the siege."

Schiirer (p. 36) seems puzzled by the fact that a statement of

Josephus (Antiq. 18:8 3) seems to show that 40-41 A. D. was not

a sabbatical year; he thinks that on this cycle it should be. On
this cycle, however, the sabbatical year would be 39-40. In

18 Cf. Schiirer, GescJdchte des jUdischen Volkes, 1901, p. 35, n.

" It is, of course, possible, that the mistake is in the text of Maccabees.

As the war with Ptolemy must, if Simon was put to death before the

sabbatical year, have extended into the 177 th year of the Seleucid era,

possibly the date of Simon's death was accidentally made a year too

late. The author of 1 Maccabees was, however, a more careful historian

than Josephus, and stood nearly 200 years nearer to the events; the

error is not likely, therefore, to have been his. Wieseler endeavors to

evade the difficulty by supposing that the Seleucid year began, like the

Roman, with Jan., but that cannot be established.
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view of this fact the statement of Josephus, that the Jews con-

tinued to fight Petronius, the representative of Caligula, even

when the time for sowing came, thus leaving their fields untilled,

gives all the greater emphasis to their religious zeal. The pre-

vious year they had had no crop because of the sabbatical year,

and still they left their fields untilled.

So far as our data go, then, they establish a definite cycle of

sabbatical years. The doubt about 136-135 is not sufficient to

disprove the cycle. According to this cycle the year 53-54 A. D.

was such a year."" Probably, therefore, the Epistle to the Ga-

latians was written in the year 54 or 55.^^

If thus the date of the Epistle is fixed, it remains to ask

Avhere Paul was at this time. The fragmentary inscription from

Delphi, which has been made accessible in the last two years,

necessitates a slight revision of the generally accepted chrono-

logy of this part of Paul's life. It is probable from that inscrip-

tion that Gallio became proconsul in Corinth in the summer of

the year 51, and Paul had been preaching in Corinth for some

time before this (Acts 18 1-12). Deissmann^" thinks, as does

0. Holtzmann, that the text of Acts implies that Paul had been

in Corinth eighteen months before Gallio came. Even, if. the

whole eighteen months had not passed, the text of Acts would

imply that a considerable portion of that period had elapsed before

the coming of Gallio. Paul could not, accordingly, have reached

Corinth later than the summer of the year 50, and it may have

been earlier. The eighteen months of his stay must have ended

before the close of the year 51, and he may, as Deissmann thinks,

have left Corinth as early as August or September of that year.

Allowing time for his voyage to Syria and his visit to Jerusalem

(Acts 18 18-22) the summer of the year 52 would find him travell-

20 "Wieseler, Chronologischc Synopse der vier Evangelien, p. 204, to whose

calculation of the sabbatical years Lightfoot, Ramsay, and Zahn all refer,

makes the sabbatical years one year too late. He counted the starting

point of his argument in 1 Mace. 6 incorrectly. This he afterward cor-

rected.

21 Sabbatical years began in the autumn of the following years: 164,

157, 150, 143, 136, 129, 122, 115, 108, 101, 94, 87, 80, 73, 66, 59, 52, 54,

45, 38, 31, 24, 17, 10, 3, 4 A. D. 11, 18, 25, 32, 39, 4<3, 53, 60 and 67.

22 See Deissmann, St. Paul, 257.
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ing through Galatia again (18 23), and by the autumn of 52 he

was settled in Ephesus for his three years sojourn there. We
conclude, accordingly, that the letter was written from Ephesus

toward the close of the year 54 or the beginning of 55 A. D.

These results agree with those of Gregory, who, on other

grounds, thinks the Epistle was composed during Paul's three

years of residence at Ephesus. ^^

23 Einleitung in das Nene Testament, 662.
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Studies in the Diction of the Psalter

Fourth Article

WALDO S. PRATT
HA^ETFOBD THEOLOGICAL 8EMINAET

IF the method of analysis followed in the first three articles

in this series has validity, it evidently sliould be still further

extended, particularly with the hope of bringing to light some

of the minor strains of expression that are found in the Psalter.

The purpose of the present article is to indicate two of these

natural extensions of the method.

Psalm 119 stands out in the Psalter as not only the longest

and the most rigidly artificial of the poems (as to form), but as

somewhat singular in contents and spirit. It is an elaborate

acrostic, made up of eight -line strophes, each line mthin a

strophe beginning with the same letter, and the strophes

following each other till all the letters of the alphabet have

been used (22x8 = 176 lines or "verses"). As is generally

known, there is also a fairly sustained efl'ort to repeat certain

terms at approximately equal intervals throughout the poem,

the cycle of repetition usually corresponding to the strophes.

Almost every line contains some term like "word'', "law",

"commandment" and the like, all being expressions referring to

the authoritative revelation of God's will for the practical guid-

ance of His "servants*' in "the way" of right belief and conduct.

The poem, then, is an extraordinary proclamation of loyalty to

the Word of God, probably as set forth in Scriptures.

The prevailing tone is that of orthodoxy, absolutely certain

of the rightness of its views, and strenuous in asserting and

defending them. Through it runs, also, a vein of complaint

over the malice and hostility of opponents. This latter has

much similarity Avith the plaintiveness of the D poems (see

second article), but seems not to be organically the same. In

D there is no such constant exaltation of "the Law" or
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any particular literary deposit, and the complaints there are more

specifically social in character. The speaker in 119 is apparently

an individual, though we cannot help supposing that he re-

presents a class. If so, it suggests the group of literalists

among whom typical Rabbinism was developed, though this poem
is not as jejune and fantastic as mature Rabbinism often was.

The formal regularity of the poem practically forces us to

consider it a literary unit, though in an acrostic it is always

possible that there are materials incorporated that antedate

the time of final composition. In this case, however, there is

no reason for emphasizing this qualification.

In view of the peculiar character and form of this poem,

with its remarkable length (1064 words, or about 5.60/o of the

whole Psalter), Ave may well use it as a means of testing

whether lexically it represents a considerable strain of sentiment

and utterance running through the total collection.

For this purpose we follow the same method as in our

previous studies. We first inquire which of the " common

"

or " moderately rare " words in the Psalter vocabulary show a

decided " preference " for this poem. The following list includes

35 "common" words, lO^/o or more of all whose occurrences

are in 119, 25 "moderately rare " words, 20o/o or more of

whose occurrences are there, and 2 " rare " words that are

extraordinarily characteristic of 119:

Test-List Derived from 119.

nsN
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In each case the figures indicate the percentage of the word's

occurrences in 119 compared with its total occurrences in the Psalter.

These 67 words together occur about 480 times in 119, being 45%
of its total text. In the whole Psalter they occur about 1665 times,

being nearly 9''/o of its text.

For the most part this list diflfers from those previously noted. It

includes from the L list (1913, p. 92) rrn, BBBte, ity, nw I; from the

D list (1913, p. 161) n2«, \lf^2, B^nn, 2b, pc, 3t», nay I, ns, e)Ti, ^pvf, from

the E list (1914, p. 2) IIK, HEJin, nb, p, ns, nis. Evidently, then, it

points toward a distinct usage of thought and expression.

For convenience, this list will be called P.

Assuming that these words offer a clue to a particular

strain or style of ^^Titing in the Psalter, we inquire next as

to their distribution among the several poems. If 119 is a

striking example of a special type, what other poems are

lexically most like it? This question is brought in at this

point (as heretofore in these Studies), before noting what usages

of the words are most characteristic of 119, simply that the

statement may be as little affected as possible by whatever

subjective opinions are brought into play in determining what

the characteristic usages are. To save space, only the extreme

parts of the full summary are given, namely, those poems in

which these words are relatively many, and those in which they

are few or wanting:

III. IV. V.

(Many)
143
130

— 86 97

105 121, 125
99 116, 141
101 111, 112, 127, 138, 142, 146

(Few) 3 43, 62, 66— 96, 106
100 113, 115, 126, 149

_ _ _ 95, 104 136

(None) 29 _ _ _ lu, 124, 150

Note that all the alphabetic poems have many of these words,

except 145; as a group, they are much stronger than any other.

Next, as groups, come D', D^ the "royal" poems, K', E, D', A, K^.

Of the longer historical poems, 105 alone has many, while 106 has

few. The only " royal " poem that is strong is 45, which is also the

only strong poem in K.

Note, also, that if we consider the sections of the most divisible

poems, several of these sections would appear above. Thus (using

9

I.
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the sections as in 1913, p. 103) decidedly strong sections are 18c, 19b,

22ab, 27b, 28b, 36a, 44b, 50b, 89acd, 90b, 102ac, 109b, 144a.

Sections with none of these words are 18 a, 60a c, 144b.

The poems and parts of poems here counted as strong constitute

about one -half of Bk. I; less than one -quarter of Bk. II; less than

one -eighth of Bk. Ill; somewhat over one -quarter of Bk. IV; over

one-fifth of Bk. V (exclusive of 119 itself). The strength of Bk. I is

extremely noticeable.

The next step is to observe that most of the words in the

test -list appear in 119 only in certain specific senses, which

need now to be isolated. BeloAv is a concise summary, grouping

the words in a simple classification, which in most cases

indicates the meaning emphasized, and stating the number of

times this meaning occurs both in 119 and in other poems (thus

" 25/10 " means that the word in the preferred meaning occurs

25 times in 119 and 10 times in non-119):

The outstanding feature of 119 is the constant repetition of terms

for God's thought or will as set forth in formal, literary ways. The

identification of Yahweh with " the Law " is close, references to His

attributes or actions being mingled with expressions about revealed

truth without much distinction. Seven terms recur with studied

regularity in almost every strophe, namely, min, 25/10; 131, 23/23;

mSD, 22/4; tSBB'O, 21/34; pn, 21/8; mpB, 21/3; mo«, 19/6— all but the

last being similarly common in Deut.i "With these stand THV, 16 5;

nn», 9/4; Tn, 7/24; n-i«, 1/5; HB, 3/4; and also pn:», 11/23; ni1D«, 5/17;

nos, 4/29. Verbs of God's action, often in direct relation to His

"word", include .Tn, 16/12; nab", 12/10; HY, "teach", 2/5; ntr, 3/11;

DHi, 3/5; my 1,2/34; niS, 2/9; IIW, 2/9; n»», 1/12. Taken together, these

occurrences foot up 249/306. If they were relatively as frequent

elsewhere as in 119, they would appear at least 4500 times in non-119.

Correlative with these are many terms referring to the speaker as

he regards divine truth or the righteous " way " of conduct deducible

from it. These are largely verbs—nOB^, 21/12; 3n«, 12/e; p, 10/10;

ISJ, 10/3; n3B> (usually negative), 9/9; bn\ 6/13; n^to, 6/7; tf"n, 5/12;

B'n, 5/10; ntsa, 4/3; -I1D, 3/10; n^D (in desire), 3/6; pan, 2/2; 1923, 2/1;

2l» (negative), 2/1; tolte, 2/4; njj?, "sing", 1/1; nns, 1/4; 31p, 1/1; but

also such nouns as n3J>, 13/28; Tn, 5/12; niK, 4/0; ab, 13/60; ns. 4/22;

13, 2/7; and the adverb of constancy, Ten, 2/14. Interwoven with

these are words referring to the opponents and evils by which the

devout are assailed—Ipt^, 8/12; nt, 6/2; ejTi, 5/9; nil? II, 4/10; ••», 3/7;

nsin (subjective), 2/12; Ito, 2/7; ptfp, 2/4; n3K, 2/3; ni3, 1/4; 3-ip (of

' Briggs also counts mp in this series.
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hostility), 1/1. These occurrences foot up 184/328. If these usages

were as frequent elsewhere as in 119, they would appear about 3300

times in non-ll'^.

A few usages may be added that may be stylistic—2ni (in simile),

2/1; \3-hv or pV, 5/13; nxo-nj?, 4/2; ]»», illative, 4/10. "-JS is frequent

{11 times), but without distinctive usage; this, with NM and NSO (use

undistinctive), is omitted from reckoning.

The sum of all these usages is 448/690; they form nearly 42% of

119, being proportionally more than ten times as frequent there as in

the rest of the Psalter,

When these preferred usages are traced in non-119, they point to

the following poems as lexically the nearest relatives of 119: 1, 7, 9,

13, 19, 25, 27, 33, 34, 37, 40; 44, 54, 69, 70, 71; 85, 86; 99, 101, 105;

111, 117, 130, 131, 138, 143, 147. They are but slightly found in 2, 3,

5, 6, 10, 11, 21, 24, 41; 46, 49, 52, 55, 59, 60, 62, 65, 68; 76, 79, 80,

84; 90, 92, 93, 95, 96, 100, 106; 107, 110, 113, 115, 116, 122, 126, 127,

128, 135, 139, 144. They are wholly absent from 8, 15, 29; 47, 58;

74, 75, 83, 87; 104; 114, 121, 123, 124, 129, 136, 137, 140, 150.

As regards groups of poems, the alphabetic group is by far the

strongest (except 145), with D' and D^, while A and K^ are the

weakest. As regards sections of poems, these words are found in 18

almost wholly in cd, in 19 wholly in b, in 22 one -half in a, in 27

mostly in b, in 28 wholly in b, in 90 wholly in b, in 109 mostly in b,

and in 144 wholly in a.

So far as these lexical data go, it is evident that 119 has a

singularly slight connection with the E element in the Psalter,

but is ftosely related to D (so far as not included in E). The
intertwining is so intimate as to raise the question Avhether

P is not a special expansion of the characteristic sentiments

of D.

There are two obvious objections to this identification. In

D there is no frequent reference to " the Law " or what it

stands for, except in poems that may be merely included in

the total D collection without properly belonging to it. And
in D generally the emphasis falls on the speaker's distress,

Avith his acute sense of injustice and his passionate desire for

relief (or vengeance), while in P it falls on his delight and

confidence in communion with God through His Avord, an

experience that pushes the sense of distress into the back-

ground.

In view of the apparent connection in texture between all

the alphabetic poems (except 145) and of their difference as

9*
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a class from the D material in which several of them are

imbedded, it is natural to infer that P represents either an

earlier or a later stage of expression than D, but in either

case a stage rather vitally connected with that ot D. If P is

earlier, then 9-10, 25, 34, 37 are vestiges of a style no longer

dominant. If P is later, then these poems are interpolations

in the D series. Considering the occurrence in Bk. V of 111^

112, 119, 145, the latter hypothesis is the simpler. In any case

P illustrates the spirit of the synagogue rather than that of the

Temple,

There are several other groups or series of poems that

might be subjected to the same analysis as the foregoing, and

the results are not without interest. But, rather than prolong

the present discussion further, we shall content ourselves here

with but one more special problem, namely, that of the so-called

" royal " poems.

The " royal " group derives its name from the fact that in

most of them the word "king" is used in a special sense; with

this word " David " or " anointed " (rT'tS^Q) is often associated,

so that these also are used as means of identification. The
poems usually counted in the group are rather curiously

distributed— 2, 18, 20, 21 in Bk. I; 45, 61, 63, 72 ii^ Bk. 11;

89 in Bk. Ill; 110, 132 in Bk. V. They have considerable

differences among themselves, and yet they are also connected

by marked resemblances in many details, so that it is not

strange that they are usually thought to have had some com-

mon origin, or, at least, to represent a particular tendency of

thought.

If a test-list is prepared of the words that show a preference

for these poems, it proves to have some interest, especially as

it brings into view about 30 words that have not occurred in

the lists already presented. But, on the whole, the list seems

hardly worth dwelling upon at length, since its implications are

not so clear as those of other lists.

Using the list as a guide, we should find that the only poems,

outside of the group, that are very strong in the words of the list

are 144 (related to 18), 149; besides these, 8, 12, 13, 16, 24, 28, 46,

47, 48, 75, 93, 95, 97, 127, 128, 138, 145 are somewhat strong. On the
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Other hand, 19, 23, 38, 40, 55, 58, 70, 82, 104, 124, 142 are very weak,

and 117, 129, 133 are barren. Among sections of poems, 27a, 29a,

36b, 90a are strong.

More useful results appear if we attack the problem in a

different way. The crucial question is as to the force of the

words " king ", " David " and " anointed ". But this can be

approached only after some more general points have been

touched upon.

There is some reason for connecting the group with the

"David" series, either because the poems bear a "David"

title or stand near to those that have such title.

Of the eleven poems, six are assigned to " David " (18, 20, 21, 61,

63, 110). Note, also, that 2 stands just before the long D series of

Bk. I and may in some way belong to it (as hinted by some readings

of Acts 13 : 33) ; that 72 stands close to the end of the D series in

Bk. II and is followed by the remarkable colophon which closes that

Book; and that 132 stands between two poems with "David" titles.

More important than this is the position of several of the

poems. Two of them (72, 89) stand at the end of " books " in

the completed Psalter, and both of these bear peculiar titles.

If Bks. II-III were built up gradually, the presumption is that

their final poems are comparatively late. As already noted,

2 appears to be in some way prefatory to the series that

follows, and so, like 1, may well be later than that to which

it is prefixed. 110 is the last' of a small group of "David"
poems in Bk. IV (108-110). 132, with 133, 134, which are

linked with it by peculiar references to the priestly office (not

found in preceding poems), is one of the last of the so-called

" Songs of Ascents".

In the light of these phenomena, the location of 18, 20, 21, to-

gether with 19 (which, in its present form, seems to be late), opens

up the question whether Bk. I may perhaps be made up of more

than one division, so that these four poems may be addenda to a

series that was once distinct from what follows. Some such strati-

fication in Bk. I is hinted at l)y other facts—which, however, cannot

well be taken up here.

Still more important, again, is the question whether any

of the poems are composite. The longer ones (18, 89) are

certainly made up of highly diverse sections, and in several
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other cases tliere are peculiar details of rhetorical arrangement.

If it Avere true in any cases that the verses containing " royal
"^

references are not of the same texture as the rest of the

poems in which they are found, it might have important bear-

ings on their interpretation. At all events, each poem requires

adequate scrutiny before being accepted entire into the " royal

"

list. Connected with this question is that of discovering any

poems or passages outside of the usual "royal" list that

present such similarities as presumably to be reckoned with

that list. The determination of such additional materials may
not be easy; but an effort in this direction should be made, if

there is any likelihood of its yielding results. This critical

survey of the field may seem superfluous in view of the very

extensive literature on the subject. Yet the relation of the

facts to the general line of argument in these Studies seems to

warrant some reexamination of the evidence.

For convenience, we shall take up the critical terms first,

allowing the questions thus far suggested to develop in the

process of the discussion.

Regarding the term " David " the question is whether it is

used literally, of the personal David, as in Sam., Kgs. and

Chr., or in some figurative sense, as seems to be the case in

a few passages in the Prophets, as well as, presumably, in the

Psalter titles. All of the Psalter references appear to depend

upon II Sam. 7, and the natural inference from their form

and context is that they all have the personal David in view

more or less definitely. It may be, however, that the name
" David " brings with it some degree of typical force, due to

the fact that the historical narratives, being accepted as " Scrip-

ture ", had acquired such a force as wholes. But of this we

cannot be sure. It is simpler to assume that in the Psalter

"David" always means the historical person.

"David" occurs 12 times—18 : 51 ; 78:70; 89:4, 21, 36,50; 122:5;

132:1, 10, 11, 17; 144:10. In 5 of these there is also the epithet

".servant". The Davidic line, under the terms "seed", "house" or

" fruit of the body ", is specified in 5 cases. Of the three references

outside the " royal " list, note that 144 : 10 probably depends on 18 : 51,

though it has a very different form; that 78:70 may have a close
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relation to 89, as will be discussed at a later point; and that 122:5

may be related to 132.

Considering tlie emphasis upon David in the longer historical

books, it is somewhat remarkable how few are the references to him

elsewhere. Ezr. and Neh. have some topographical and litui-gical

allusions like those of Chr. (see also Cant. 4:4; Am. 6:5). The

-city" or "tent" of David is mentioned in Is. 16:5; 22:9; 29:1;

Am. 9:11. The Davidic "house" or "throne" occurs 4 times in Is.,

8 times in Jer., 5 times in Zech. The epithet " servant " is found in

Jer. 33 and Ezk, 34 and 37. A figurative sense seems necessary in

Is. 55 : 3; Jer. 23 : 5; 30 : 9; 33 : 15; Ezk. 34 : 23, 25; Hos. 3:5. " David "

in these represents an ideal conception— either the kingly office in the

abstract, or the theocratic genius of Israel as a nation. Of these ideal

conceptions there is no certain trace in the Psalter in connection with

the name " David ".

Regarding the term '• anointed " the question is whether

it is used individually, of David or some other person, or

collectively, of Israel as containing the Davidic line and

inheriting the Davidic promises. Since in Sam. it is frequently

used of Saul and David (and in Is. 45 of Cyrus), it is natural

to expect that in the Psalter it will be applied to an individual;

and as in the Psalter it usually occurs in connection with

"David" or 'Hhe king", it is also natural to assume that, it is

a synonym for one or both of these. There is reason, however,

for doubting its equivalence with " David ", and, if it is equi-

valent to " the king ", it does not follow that its force must be

individual. The trend of the evidence seems to be in favor of

a collective meaning, being a name adopted by the nation or

its more devout representatives.

"Anointed" occurs in the singular 9 times—2:2; 18:51; 20:7;

28:8; 84:10; 89:39, 52; 132:10, 17; and in the plural once—105 : 15,

of Israel as a whole. In 132 : 10, " For Thy servant David's sake

turn not away the face of Thine anointed ", it is clear that a

distinction is made between " David " and the " anointed " (cf. II Chr.

6:42); and probably a similar distinction underlies 132:17. So in

89 : 39, 52 the whole point of the argument depends upon assuming
that the speaker, who seems to identify himself with the " anointed ",

is looking back to David as wholly distinct from himself and far

removed from bis times. In 2, 20, 28, 84 " anointed " is very closely

connected with plurals in the context, thus implying that it is

collective. In 18 : 51 all the three critical words occur together ; here
" king " and " anointed " are in parallel, and the two seem to be
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synonymous with the collective phrase " David and his seed " (i. c,

Israel).

Verbs of "anointing" occur in 2:6; 23:5; 45:8; 89:21; 92:11.

In 89 the reference is to the personal David. In 2 and 45 the inter-

pretation depends upon that of " the king ". In 23 and 92 the

allusion may be merely to festal customs; but, on the other hand,

both poems may be interpreted collectively (92 can hardly be taken

otherwise).

" Anointed " is very rare except in Sam. and Pss.—only in Lev.

4:3, 5, 16; 6:22 (all of priests); Is. 45:1 (of Cyrus); I Sam. 2:10,

35; Lam. 4:20; Hab. 3:13 (in all four cases almost certainly of

Israel).

Regarding the term " king " three different interpretations

are possible. First, it may refer to an actual, historic indi-

vidual who was officially in power, as before the Exile, or

during the Maccabaean period, or, just possibly, at an inter-

mediate time, when some leader appealed to the national

imagination. Second, it may refer to an ideal, future personage,

conceived as embodying and fulfilling the " Messianic '' hope.

Third, it may refer to the nation as a whole, regarded as in

some way set apart by God to be a leader among the nations

of the world. The first would be analogous to the usage of

"David" in the Psalter; the third would be analogous to the

usage of "anointed"; the second would have analogies with

both usages at once. Which of the three is chosen must

depend upon a minute scrutiny of the poems, including not

only a study of the expressions directly connected with "the

king ", but also some consideration of the probable integrity of

the poems as they come to us.

" The king ", in the singular and absolutely, and not applied to

God, occurs 15-16 times—2:6; 18:51; 21:2, 8; 33:16; 45:2, 6, 12,

14, 15, 16; 61:7; 63:12; 72:1 (bis); 89:19?; with two cases in which

the reference probably is to God—20:10; 99:4. (The references to

God as King, which are not here considered, are 5:3; 10 : 16; 14 : 7-10;

29:10; 44:5; 47:3,7,8; 48:3; 68:25; 74:12; 84:4; 95:3; 98:6;

145:1; 149:2.)

Rulership is predicated of "the king" in 72 : 2, 4; 110:6; and

various insignia are named, such as "throne" in 45:7?; 89:5, 30,

37, 45; 132:11, 12; "crown" in 21:4; 89:40; 132:18; "scepter" or

"rod" in 2:9; 45:7; 110:2; and the figurative "horn" in 89:18,

25; 132:17. "Kingdom" occurs in 45:7. These words suggest links

with 92, 122, etc. Most or all of them are also often applied to God,
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thus strengthening the view that " the king " tends to be invested

with divine attributes. Such attributes are conspicuous in 45 and 72

(links with 8, 84, 112, etc.)

Before looking at the poems one by one we may remark

that they consist of four or five rhetorical forms of expression,

namely, (a) Description, the statement of objective facts

without reference by the writer to himself; (b) Personation, in

which God, " the king " or others are represented as speaking

(this being really a subdivision under the preceding); (c) Ex-

perience, in which the waiter describes events or feelings as

directly concerning himself; (d) Address, in which the writer

speaks vocatively to a hearer, as to '• the king " or others

;

(e) Prayer or Praise, in which God is thus addressed. All

these rhetorical forms are common throughout the Psalter, but

in the " royal " poems the relatively large amount of Personation

and Address often gives them a marked dramatical force, while

the strongly descriptive tone also allies them with the historical

and narrative poems generally.

The dramatic citation of the words of God in 2, 89, 110, 132 calls

attention to the fact that the number of such jjassages in the Psalter

is not large, and that there are curious links between those that

occur, suggesting that they represent somehow a common literary

tradition. Setting aside the brief phrases of 27 : 8; 35 : 3; 87 : 6; 90 : 3,

with the obscure passages in 32 and 60 := 108, every one of the

remaining cases (12:6; 46:11; 5a: 5-23; 68:23-24; 75:3-4; 81:7-17;

91:14-16; 95:8-11; 105:11, 15) has some feature or quality that

reminds us of expressions in the " royal " poems. Without taking

space to discuss these at length, note especially the closing section

of 91, which seems almost like a fragment of a " royal " poem. In

general, the evident direction or application of these divine declarations,

which is regularly to Israel as a nation, may have significance as to

how " the king " is to be understood.

We may well take up first the two longer poems, 18 and

89, both of which contain sections that do not seem entirely

homogeneous, although welded into an apparent unity. In

both of these the word " king " occurs but once, but in 18 it

is possible that its implicit force pervades at least half of the

poem, if not the whole; in 89 it is certain that two -thirds of

the poem are concerned with topics in the " royal " circle.

Both of these poems have much critical importance, 18 because
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it appears both in the Psalter and in the appendix to II Sam.,

and 89 because of its probable relation to the historical poems

generally. Yet neither of them is likely to be selected as the

most typical of the " royal " series, since as wholes they are

not as vivid in characterization as some others. This very

fact, however, may increase their value as evidence regarding

the inherent nature of the conceptions that underlie the " royal

"

cycle.

In 18, "king" oocurs only in v. 51, in parallel with "anointed",

and the two in apposition with " David and his seed ", both being

linked with Yahweli by a possessive (cf. 2 : 6). This being a final

verse and following a highly liturgical verse (inti'oduced by p~^P).

which much resembles closing antiphons in 7, 21, 30, 45, 52, &c., we
naturally inquire whether both verses belong with what precedes, or

but one of them, or neither of them.

We shall assume that the two verses cannot well be separated

from each other, though they may not have had exactly the same

origin. The probability is that they were not originally parts of

the preceding poem. If not, however, they were added as in some

efl'ective way completing the preceding thought. Instead of inter-

preting the whole poem by means of these concluding verses, the

only safe exegesis is to interpret them by means of the sense of

the poem as it stands without them. Furthermore, with them is to

be associated the opening of the poem (vv. 2-3 or 2-4), which has the

same lexical texture as v. 50—a texture not found anywhere in the

body of the poem.

The main poem, without its present introduction and conclusion,

consists of at least three large sections, (a) vv. 4-20, recounting an

experience of distress which was the occasion of a signal divine

intervention, depicted under the figure of a theophany; (b) vv. 21-27,

asserting that this intervention was occasioned by the essential worth

or merit of the speaker; (c) vv. 28-49, declaring, on the one hand,

the speaker's confidence in God's support, and, on the other, his

complete triumph over opponents. The entire poem is cast in the

first person singular, except for two slight touches (vv. 28, 32), but

with one long piece of objective description (vv. 8-16, with v. 31).

The question is as to whethei' " I " is a literal individual or in some

degree collective. The analogy of Hab. 3, with various passages in

the Psalter, indicates that the theophany passage refers to Israel,

its germ being the memory of the Exodus. Similarly, the almost

unconscious references in vv. 28 and 32 to " the afflicted peoi^le

"

and " our God ", and the more positive claims of general supremacy

in vv. 44-46, 48, with the general analogy of some equally militant

passages in other poems, favor the presumption that the third section
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is much more national than individual. "With this it is easy to

harmonize the middle section, which, by itself, is open to eitlier a

personal or a national interpretation. But this middle section bears

clear marks of the style specially represented in the Psalter by 119,

a style relatively late and associated with the orthodoxy of the class

that regarded itself as the true Israel. The completed poem cannot

be earlier than the period of this section, and its unifying thought

cannot have been originally other than that of its several constituent

parts. Hence we conclude that the whole was originally national in

general intention. It may even have been once expressed in the plural

number. But its adaptation to the story of David was easy, and thus

it could be appended to II Sam.

If, now, we note the parallellism in v. 51 of " anointed " and
" king ", the interlocking of vv. 50-51, and the touch of indefinite

perpetuity at the close, the conclusion is natural that " king " here

means Israel.

In 89, " king " occurs only in v. 19, in an ambiguous construction.

If, with " shield ", it is an epithet of Yahweh, the passage falls out-

side of our present discussion. If, as probably ordinary usage would

suggest, it means that both " shield " and " king " " belong to

"

Yahweh, then the question is as to the connection and meaning.

For myself, though admitting that the line would naturally be read

in the latter way, I cannot help querying whether the sense is not,

" For to Yahweh belongs the title our Shield, and to the Holy One
of Israel the title our King ", simply because this seems to be more
analogous to various similar passages in which these epithets are

thus applied. I do not think that the contention is well founded that

" shield " is a metaphor for " king ", in spite of the inferences often

drawn from 47:10; 84:10. However, since many critics are positive

that " king " here does not refer to God, we will assume their point

of view far enough to see to what it may lead.

The poem as a whole obviously divides into three sections

:

(a) vv. 2-3, 6-15 (or 6-19), a rather general tribute of praise to

Yahweh the Almighty; (b) vv. 20-37, with 4-5, a striking amplification

of II Sam. 7—the covenant with David as set forth by Nathan i

(c) vv. 39-52, a vehement protest that this covenant has been broken

in later times. These sections differ in texture. The first and second

are further distinguished by a change of meter, as well as of topic

and diction. Certain features in the second section provoke the

question whether this may not be essentially a prolongation of the

historic poem 78. That poem breaks off abruptly. This takes up
the story at exactly the point there reached, and opens with a " then "

which implies that there was some antecedent narrative. If this

section is in any way to be associated with the historical poems,

then it appears here as a sort of text or theme, upon which the.
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third section proceeds to dilate in accordance with the contradictory

situation in which the writer finds himself—a situation that almost

certainly belongs to the Exile.

Does V. 19 belong with the first section or with the second, or is

it, perchance, part of a harmonizing inset connecting the two? For

us here the question is important only if answered in favor of the

second or third alternatives. Even then we may doubt whether " our

king " means much more than " rulership among us ". (We may note,

by the way, that the possessive " our ", with " king ", is common only

in address to God; of human rulers it occurs only in I Sam. 8:20;

II Sam. 19:44; Hos. 7 : 5.)

In the light of these considerations, we may safely say that 89

does not give much positive help about the meaning of " king " in

other poems.

The three other poems (2, 61, 63) in which "king" occurs

but once are somewhat more illuminating. Yet in two of them

there is some uncertainty Avhether the present text is not

composite. Even if we do not allow the possibility of this, we

can hardly be sure that an individual is meant. Rather, on the

whole, close analysis favors a collective, national interpretation.

Of the three, 2 is the most significant.

In 63, " king " occurs only in v. 12, in a phrase that is in a

way curiously incidental, though also necessary to complete the total

thought. The poem's topic is an intense longing after God, with

memories of blessing received and worship rendered—all beautifully

expressed in vv. 2-9. "With v. 10 a disturbing factor enters, the

soul-foes, which is developed in vv. 10-12. This latter section may
be a later addition to the poem, since, though it may explain the

need or distress implied in the first section, it is not really necessary.

Now, in this second section 12 a comes in like a chance side-remark,

or even an interpolation. It serves, however, to bring in the name

of God, giving 12b something to rest upon—" whoso sweareth by Him
(i. e., God) shall glory ". If vv. 10-12 or v. 12 alone are an appendix,

" the king " must stand for some general conception, like Israel

personified or its devout members. And if they are not an appendix,

but original, it is easier, in view of the shift in v. 11 to the objective

form, to hold that "king" represents a collective notion, with which

the speaker identifies himself, rather than that it is his self-applied title

as an individual.

In 61, " king " occurs only in v. 7, introducing the one thought

that his life is without end. It is not clear whether the reference

is objective or subjective, but the latter view is the easier, since

vv. 6 and 7 seem to be intimately connected. But in that case

•' king " seems to be immediately defined as the same as " the fearers
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of Thy name ", the true worshipers, of whom the speaker is one, so

that the 'royal promises are his. This poem offers several verbal

links with other " royal " poems, like " Rock ", " end of the earth "

(though not exactly like 2:8; 72:8), &c., but is peculiar in its refer-

ence to "vows"— a word mostly confined to Bk. II (elsewhere in

22:26; 116:14, 18). The implications of the usage of this word are

favorable to the collective interpretation of this poem, namely, as the

expression of the devout as a body.

In 2, " king " occurs only in v. 6, in what seems to be the utter-

ance of " the Lord " (cf. 89, 110) regarding the institution of a ruler

in Zion. The " king " here may be either an individual or the nation,

since Zion is the seat of both. But v. 7 'is ambiguous. " I will

tell, &c. " may be the words either of this " king " or of the poet

(cf. 45 : 2, 18). Most ci-itics assume the former, making this a case

of strong dramatic personation. But this view is not necessary, and

has difficulties. It is hard to find other clear instances in the Psalter

of such sudden personation. The view is defensible only if we assume

that the " king " was the poet. The placing of the poem and its

style both suggest that it is relatively late. Hence an individualistic

reading forces us to make it the work of a Maccabaean prince. But

the poet may also be one who conceives of Israel as the real

inheritor of the promise, and who at the same time counts himself

a part of the nation. His " I " and " me ", as well as " king ", would

then be collective. "We remember that his " anointed " in v. 2 seems

to be collective, as usually in the Psalter, and that it is against this

" anointed " that the angry plotting of " the nations " and their

" rulers '' is directed. This it is that justifies the bold expansion of

the ancient promise in vv. 8-9, with the highly comminatory tone of

vv. 9 and 12 (cf. 18:38-43; 21:9-13; &c.). Accordingly, we infer that

here the " king " is Israel, in whose name the poet speaks.

We now come to the three poems (21, 45, 72) that seem

to be fullest of deliberate characterization. In each of these

" the king " is mentioned more than once, and his qualities

are more or less emphasized in detail. Whether these, how-

ever, represent a view of his character and office that belongs

with every other reference to him is not certain. All we can

say is that here Ave have evidence of some elaboration of the

" royal " conception, which either may have permeated it always

or may have marked it at certain stages of development. The
three poems have some obvious similarities, but they are also

strikingly distinct.

In 21, " king " occurs in vv. 2 and 8, and the connection requires

that its force be felt throughout vv. 2-8, if not as far as to v. 13.
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It is possible that vv. 9-13 are addressed to Yahweh, since they

contain expressions like those thus directed in other poems; but

against this is v. 10b c. These verses show links with 2, just as

the earlier section recalls 45. The whole makes a well -articulated

exposition of a concept so definite to the poet's mind that he is at

no pains to explain it fully. In all these regards it much resembles

45 and 72. But the militant tone is more that of 2 and parts of 18.

Except for the assertion of perpetuity in vv. 5 and 7, there is no

obvious reason in the poem why it may not be spoken about an

individual. The argument for a collective, national interpretation

rests chiefly upon analogy, though it is much strengthened by the

fact that this poem,- though mostly cast in the fonn of address to

" the king ", confines itself to statements that are notably lacking in

sharp individual characterization.

In 45, "king" occurs repeatedly. This poem mentions an extra-

ordinary number of persons—nearly fifteen individuals and classes—but

they all gather about "the king"- as the center. Many questions

arise about the relations implied. Among them is the special problem

of the "daughter" in v. 11; and is she the same as "the king's

daughter" in v. 14; and is the father of the latter the same as

"the king" named before and after? As I have elsewhere argued

(JBL. 1900), the simplest solution of these and other problems is to

suppose that an old court ode (perhaps of Hezekiah's time) has been

reworked for religious use at a much later time. " The king ", th.en.

may be at one moment the original one and at another the name of

a new conception. If we mark the verbal links with other " royal

"

poems, we find that they are numerous in vv. 3-8, 18, scattering in

vv. 12-17, and absent from vv. 2, 9-11. In those poems there is

nothing like the " daughter " here, and nothing, except in 72, like

the details of courtly splendor. If the " daughter " is to any degree

a figure for Zion (as may be inferred from analogies in the Prophets),

the only Psalter parallel is in 9 : 15. The close similarity of other

passages with "royal" poems justifies applying to many lines any

interpretation found suitable in those poems. The assertions of end-

leas power and blessedness comport best with a national interpretation.

We therefore conclude that the recasting of the original ode was
made under the general imj^ulse that inspired the " royal " poems
generally. Indeed, we may even argue that this poem was made
directly to imitate 72, 21 and perhaps 18.

In 72, we have in v. 1 " the king " and " the king's son " in

parallel. At first sight the two seem to be in contrast. Yet the

presumption is always that terms in parallel are more alike than

different, unless the whole parallellism implies antithesis. In this

case the petition is certainly not that God should bestow "judgments"
on one person and "righteousness" on another; and the sequel sliows
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that but one person is in view. The phraseology may have been

occasioned by the relation between David and Solomon (whence the

title), but the force of the compound expression is probably either

the Davidic line or the nation. If Israel is the real topic of the

poem, the conception of its mission corresponds strikingly with that

of II Is., with its wide vision in space and time. And then the

whole treatment is seen to culminate in the doxology of vv. 18-19,

which in this case we may well regard as part of the preceding

poem, both because of its likeness in thought and style, and because

of the location of the colophon. If the doxology is part of the

poem, the latter is certainly a glorification of the destiny of Israel.

In the above summaries no mention has been made of 20,

110 and 132. In 20, "king" occurs only in v. 10, where it

must refer to Yahweh. In 110 and 132 "king" does not

occur.

In 20, however, " anointed " occurs in v. 7. We have assumed

above that its sense is defined by the plurals in v. 8, so that the

latter part of the poem is national. But how about the earlier part,

with its vocatives in the singular? To whom is this addressed?

The personage in view is depicted as exercising priestly functions,

reminding us of 110:4 and, more distantly, of 132:9, 16-18. There

are also many verbal links with other " royal " poems. And it stands

next to 21, with which it harmonizes well. For all these reasons,

without giving any weight to " king " in v. 7, it is reasonable to

conclude that 20 belongs in some way to the " royal " series and is

to be read like other poems in that series. (It is possible, however,

to take vv. 2-6 as a liturgical formula adapted to its present place;

but even this hypothesis does not affect the sense of the completed

poem.)

110 speaks at the outset of "my lord", a personage to whom,
apparently, the whole poem refers. This has been taken as meaning
David, at the beginning of the national history, and has also been

identified as Simon Maccabaeus, near its end. The N. T. writers

naturally make it mean Jesus. The objection to supposing David,

or any early king, is the assertion about priestly dignity in v. 4.

The objection to supposing Simon, or any other Maccabaean prince,

is mainly that which holds against the Maccabaean hypothesis of the

Psalter. Of course, for those who believe that most or all of the

Psalter is extremely late, arising mainly in the second century B. C,
there is no difficulty in assigning this to Simon's time, just as all

the other " royal " poems are parceled out among the leaders of that

period. But to those who believe that the hypothesis is untenable

in the face of the phenomena of the Psalter as a whole (as has been
argued in these Studies), the assignment seems unwarranted. That
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this poem might be applied to Simon or John Hyrcanus is natural

enough, and that coincidences with its phraseology may occur in

extra-canonical writings. But such applications and coincidences are

not proofs of the date and origin of the poem, any more than a few

identities of expression between I Mac. and Pss. 74 and 79 prove

that those poems refer to the devastation of Jerusalem by Antiochus.

It is more in line with the comparative evidence to say that " my
lord " here, like " the anointed " and " the king " elsewhere, means

Israel, which, in the minds of its noblest interpreters, came to have

both royal and priestly dignity among the nations. Of this view there

may be some indication in 20.

132 requires little attention at this point, since its references to

the priesthood are not explicitly connected with a personage, but with

the eminence of Jerusalem as a center.

Without undertakiDg an exhaustive summary of the traits

that are magnified in the conception of " the king ", it will be

enough to select three. The first of these is the perpetuity,

under God, of his " life " or his rule. This is in some way

intimated in all the " royal " poems except 2, 20 and 63. It is

hard to believe that this would be so confidently asserted of

any individual, unless the tone of the context in each case

justifies regarding it as a piece of Oriental court flattery.

Rather is it simpler to suppose that it is the expression of the

unconquerable faith in the ideal Israel, chosen and anointed

by God for a peculiar mission.

A notable difference between the references is this. The perpetuity

of the Davidic line (" seed " or " throne ") is affirmed in 18 : 51

;

89:5, 30, 37-38, and perhaps echoed in 45:7 (if an emended text is

accepted). But the perpetuity of " the king " himself is set forth in

21:5, 7; 61:7-8, and probably intimated in 45:3, 18; 72:5, 7, 17.

The inference is that 18 and 89 represent an earlier stage of the

thought.

A second feature in the picture of "the king" is the breadth

of his dominion. Under varying terms this is presented as

wide and inclusive, reaching to " the uttermost parts of the

earth " and " all nations ". If this universal empire rests upon

memories of the empire of Solomon or the wide sway of any

of his immediate successors, it is certainly extraordinary that

there are no other hints of its derivation. If it be taken as a

wild dream in the Maccabaean era, it is hard to harmonize it

with the evidences in the writings of that time that the Jews
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were aware of how little was the bulk and power of their state

among the political forces about them. Rather are we to

connect it with that sense of the inextinguishable potency in

Israel of which the Prophets spoke, and which was in part the

Gospel before the Gospel.

Here again we note a difference in the references. On the one

hand, some emphasize the notion of violent struggle with " enemies ",

a8 in 2:8-9, 12; 18:38-48; 21:9-13; 45:5-6; 63:10-11; 89:23-24;

110 : 1-2, 5-6; these do not greatly differ in spirit or texture from

the reactions against antipathy or contumely that are characteristic

of D. On the other hand, a few seem to have a vision of peaceful

tribute flowing in from foreign lands, as in 45:13; 72:8-11, 15, 17,

or a supremacy without explicit violence, as in 45:17; 89:26, 28.

In this case, perhaps, we may hesitate to trace a clear development

in the thought. But the connection of the second group With II Is.

is fairly evident.

A third feature is the attribution to " the king " of special

qualities, either of superior dignity or of beneficence. He is

not simply a king in name, but in truth, w^ith whatever noble

traits befit an ideal ruler. We might not specially notice the

attributes of power, w^ere they not expressed in terms that are

elsewhere used of God. But the emphasis on justice and

benignity is peculiar. If the two aspects belong together, " the

king " is conceived of as at once mighty and good. It is true

that his kindness seems to be directed toward " the poor and

needy '* and " the righteous "; but nothing more than this is to

be expected.

The distribution of these features in the poems is limited. The
epithets of power are mostly confined to 21 and 45, though, of course,

implied elsewhere. The epithets of goodness are confined to 45 and

72, being conspicuous in the latter.

Here is an appropriate place to refer to the terms " son " and

"firstborn" in 2:7; 89:27-28.

The three notable terms applied to the " king " are 1122, mn, and

nin. The first is elsewhere used as a purely human attribute only in

7:6; 8:6; 16:9; 30:13?; 49:17-18; 84:12; 112:9; 149 : 5?—excluding
cases where it may be the name of the Presence of Yahweh; the

second only in 8:6; 149:9; the third not at all. ]n occurs only in

45:3 and 84:12. Of the insignia of royalty—throne, crown and

scepter—there is no mention outside these poems except in 192 : 5.

It is possible to say that the terms of 72 supply a strong objection

to the theory here being advocated, since, if " the king " is made
10
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to mean Israel and if his goodness is to be directed toward " tlie

poor and needy ", etc., we make the poem say that Israel is to do

good to itself, which is rather empty, if not nonsensical. But this

objection is finical, since there is no doubt that the ideal Israel is

distinguished in conception from the actual members of the nation.

If one works long in the details of these expressions about

" the king ", it is hard to avoid the belief that they are

somehow directly connected with the many passages, scattered

through the Psalter, in which the kingship of Yahweli is

explicitly mentioned. If this connection exists, it implies that

the thought bases itself upon the supreme power and control

of God in the affairs of men, which in some measure He
has delegated to Israel as His vicegerent. In other words,

here is a particular illustration of the working of the doctrine

of the Theocracy, which is one of the distinctive marks of

Judaism.

The distribution of the explicit terms that are here used as clues

is peculiar. They are relatively most frequent in Bk. IV, followed

by Bk. II and Bk. I, and with Bks. Ill and V relatively weak. In

Bk. I they are confined to poems between 5 and 29, except 35 : 24?.

In Bk. II they arc fairly well distributed throughout. In Bk. Ill

they are found only in 74, 75, 82, 84, 89. In Bk. IV they are almost

all in 93-99. In Bk. V they are mainly in 145-149. (This enumeration

includes tJBC^ and BBtS'D sg.2) These terms are not found in "royal"

poems except in 20 : 10; 45 : 7; 89 : 10, 15.

Probably the most striking passages are 7:9, 12; 9:5,8,9; 10:16,

18; 22:29; 24:7-10; 29:10; 45:7?; 47:3, 7-9; 67:5; 89:15; 93:1-2;

95:3; 96:10, 13; 97:1,2,5; 98:9; 99:1; 103:19; 145:11-13; 146:10;

149 : 2.

It is impressive to observe in these passages the accent

upon the three notes of perpetuity, universal dominion and

beneficent justice— precisely those that are characteristic of

" the king " in the " royal " poems. In Bk. IV is a sonorous

series of hymns of adoration in a specially triumphant key,

2 These words are included because in the Psalter they seem to

bear usually a rather special meaning, practically equivajent to " rule "

or " govern " and " rulership " or " government " respectively. It is

true that the function of " discrimination " and " judicial award " can
also be attached to them in some cases. But in most cases the sense

of executive administration is clearer than that of the mere disposal of

judicial questions.
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three of which begin with the exclamation " Yahweh reigneth

(is King) ", and all of which develop a theme of peculiar

elevation. This series really extends from 92 to 100. Twice in

it (96, 98) is found the culminating exclamation that " Yahweh

is come to judge (rule) the earth in righteousness and truth

(or, equity) ", Avhich may possibly rest upon some notion that

at length the dominion of God is to become more visible and

tangible than heretofore. Many traces of this notion can be

found elsewhere, as in 145 and the stirring poems that follow.

All these poems belong to the class that Ave have called

" liturgical ", but they have much individuality in that class,

as if they expressed a single stage or aspect of the general

liturgical impulse.

It may be significant that just before 92 lies the fragment at the

end of 91 that has already been noted as like the "royal" poems.

It may also be significant that in 99 : 4 we have an obscure

refei'ence to " the king ", ordinarily regarded as meaning Yahweh.
But since the line is probably somewhat corrupt, it is possible that

originally here there was a reference to the ideal sjiirit of Israel.

Whether or not the above suggestion that the " royal

"

poems are intimately connected with one group of the " litur-

gical " ones is accepted, it is probable that they belong to a

late stage in the evolution of the Psalter. This is indicated

by their placing in the several parts of the collection, and also

by their association with the D poems. It is also shown by

their lexical affiliations at some points Avith the L style in

general. But this must not be understood to mean that there

may not be in them an early element, even one that reaches

back into the Exile. Attention has been called to some slight

signs of development of thought in them, beginning with, certain

predications concerning the Davidic line as such, and passing

over into what we have called a " national " appropriation of

the Davidic covenant. It is possible that in 89 and 18 we
have vestiges of the early stage of expression, later amplified

in 72 by the accretion of elements derived from II Is., and

then again modified by the influence of the bitter reactions

against " enemies " that are evident in most of the D poems.

If 110 properly belongs to the series, it suggests a still further

10*
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extension of the conception to include priestly dignity. From

their tendency to adopt more or less liturgical phraseology,

we may perhaps infer that the group as a whole, in some way

represents the priestly class—the Temple circle—whereas most

of the poems of Bks. I-III seem to represent the circle of " the

faithful" generally— that of the Synagogue.

One more remark has suggested itself as the material has been

reviewed, though I have not had time to search into it properly. I

think that there are signs that this particular strain of writing in the

Psalter is rather closely connected with that found in certain poems

scattered through the 0. T. outside of the Psalter, particularly such

poems as Deut.- 32, I Sam. 2, Hab. 3, &c. Just how this apparent

connection is to be estimated is not clear to me.

In short, in this feature of the " royal " poems, as in others,

the general position of the Psalter is intermediate between

the body of the O. T. (particularly the Prophets) and various

extra-canonical writings (like Ecclesiasticus, Wisdom, the Testa-

ments of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Psalms of Solomon, &c.).

It is hard to understand how anyone who is thoroughly familiar

with the Psalter expression can assign it to the same period

and atmosphere as any of the latter. They imitate and quote

from the Psalter, just as the Psalter imitates and quotes from

the Prophets. There are some lines of thinking and speaking,

of course, that run unbroken through all three stages of devel-

opment. But there is also a distinct progress or transforma-

tion of thought going on.

In the latest period of Judaic literature a characteristic

feature is the centering of expectation upon some individual,

either one actually in command or an ideal personage yet to

come. This is the last stage in the growth of the Messianic

ideal. Although something like this may not have been wholly

wanting earlier, I believe that in the Psalter the dominant

conception is that of Israel itself as " royal ", or, at least, as

constituting the royal line, so that to it the ancient promises

are to be applied. The forms of expression imply that this

ideal was personified, so that it was ready to be transferred

to actual individuals. I believe that it was the vigor of the

Maccabaean revolution, with its disclosure of the gifts of indi-

viduals to become leaders in action, like the " judges " of the
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olden time, that did most to push the conception forward into

its final personal form—that in which it stood at the time

when Christ" appeared. These late captains and statesmen

were hailed as both kings and priests, thus uniting the tradi-

tions of Judah on the one hand and of Levi on the other. But

back of all this lay a profound sense that in some way God
had committed to Israel a portion of His own regal dignity,

so that the ideal Israel was not only the inheritor of the

promises, but even a sort of incarnate expression of the divine

power and purpose.

At this point we bring these Studies abruptly to a close

It is obvious that they might be greatly prolonged, since there

are various kinds of data of the lexical class that have not

been touched, and all the problems that have been here taken

up merit far more extensive discussion. As stated at the out-

set, the one object of these articles is to call attention to

certain phenomena that have not been as fully observed or

reasoned upon as they deserve. Incidental to the display of

these facts has been a considerable amount of comment from

the writer's own point of view. This comment is meant to be

more illustrative than conclusive. It shows how one mind

works in adjusting itself to the implications of the phenomena,

but it is put forth without forgetting that other minds may
work very differently. All that scientific method demands is

that all essential facts shall be observed accurately and that

hypotheses to explain them shall comport with the observations.

Every serious student should welcome the indication of flaws

in his observations or in his inductions. Until such indication

is made he must rest in whatever conclusions he feels to be

demanded.

Accordingly, I venture to hold that lexical arguments suggest

(1) that there is a widely diffused body of "liturgical" material

scattered through the Psalter, including not only whole poems,

as especially in Bks. IV-V, but many superimposed verses and

passages, especially in Bks. I-III—tliis material being relatively

late

;

(2) that, taken as a wiiole, the "David" poems represent

the sentiment of an orthodox class that felt itself unjustly
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persecuted for its opinions and practices, and that its most

characteristic expressions are so located in the Psalter that we
may infer that they, too, were superimposed upon a collection

already existing (the D poems, for example, being generally

later than the A and K poems);

(3) that the phenomenon of Elohism apparently implies that

the oldest section of the Psalter is to be found in Bks. II-III,

although the final editing was in the hands of a party that

greatly exalted an extreme Yahwism;

(4) that the moralistic strain illustrated by the acrostic poems

and the peculiar nationalistic feeling expressed in the " royal

"

poems give further indications of the complex situation of

thought out of Avhich the Psalter grew—both of these being

imposed upon much already in existence, though not all of it

being extremely late in date.

In the attempt to reason from the multitude of lexical

data by which the several constituents of the Psalter are

distinguished from one another, and also to compare them

with similar data in other parts of the Old Testament, on the

one hand, and in various extra-canonical books, on the other,

we find ourselves more or less driven to the hypothesis that

the Psalter largely represents the situations and the sentiments

of a period relatively late in the post-exilic history, preferably

the third century B. C. It must be late enough to allow for

the development of a strong social and national self-conscious-

ness, and for the incoming of a powerful external influence

like that of Hellenism. It must not be so late as to raise

difficulties in allowing time before the LXX translation was

made, or in providing for the further evolution of parties and

views that is indicated in extra-canonical writings. All weight

must be given to the necessity for time in which these poems

could not only be collected, but be recognized as canonical

(probably through long -continued iteration in social worship).

All weight must also be given to the absence in the Psalter

of clear signs of the existence of just those political and

religious parties that are conspicuous in the late second and

the first centuries B. C. These considerations tell strongly

against any extreme form of the Maccabaean hypothesis for
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the Psalter, if they do not preclude that hypothesis in any

form. But the Psalter is certainly not very far removed,

except in a small proportion of its poems, from the Macca-

baean time. Its tone and expression have enough similarity

to later writing to suggest that it mainly represents a period

preparatory to that of the Maccabees. Does not the third

century B. C. meet the requirements of the problem? If so,

then the Psalter is an invaluable source of information for a

period otherwise extremely dark and uncertain. This general

opinion can be held, of course, in such a way as not to stand

in the way of recognizing any poems or parts of poems in the

Psalter as representing much earlier periods, as far back as

the Exile or even beyond. But the further back we go, the

more stringently must we require that the evidence of antiquity

shall be clear and definite.
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The Cock in the Old Testament

JOHN P. PETERS

NEW YORK CITY

IN tracing the history of the domestic fowl, one is commonly

confronted with the statement that there is no mention of the

cock in the Old Testament, although it is evident, from the New
Testament, that, in the first century of our era, it was a familiar

and well-known hird in Palestine.

According to Rabbinic interpretation, however, the cock is

mentioned twice in the Old Testament. The earHer of these

two passages is Isaiah 22 17, the prophecy against Shebna, the

Grand Vizier. The word here interpreted cock is the famihar

Hebrew word 12^, which regularly means "man" and more

particularly "man as strong, distinguished from women, children

and non-combatants, whom he is to defend; chiefly poetic,"—

so the Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius.

This passage is a somewhat difficult one to translate. The

nS*? lias been introduced in a perplexing manner, apparently

with the intention of a sort of a pun on the word *15p? ^^ the

preceding verse. ^ Commentators, practically without exception,

regard the word as having here its regular meaning. The Greek

translators so interpreted it and apparently also the Syriac and

Targum. Jerome, however, translates it by gallus gallinaceus,

evidence that at his time the Rabbinical tradition was well

estabhshed, as indeed it may be verified from extant sources.

Elsewhere in Rabbinical literature it has the same meaning,

according to Jastrow, who cites Yoma I. 8, 20*^; Y. Shek. Y, 48^

hot.; and perhaps Y. Succ. V, SS*'.

* For fuller discussion of tbis passage cf. my article on The Cock in

JAOS., 1914.
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Presumably the meaning cock was given to the word in

Rabbinical literature as a derivation from the sense "male". 2 It

was the obscurity of the passage which led to the interpretation

of the word here in this unusual sense by the Rabbinical exegetes.

There is no good ground, however, for attributing the meaning

"cock" to the word "155 ^^ classical Hebrew, or to suppose that

the cock was known by this name until some time after the

commencement of our era.

The second passage in which, according to the Rabbinical inter-

preters, the cock is mentioned, is Job 38 38. The word here used

is ""pty. This word is an d'xa^ Xeyo/nevov. The general sense of

the passage is apparent from the context, which is a description

of the "ordinances of the heavens,'* and more particularly of the

workings of the clouds, the waters, the lightnings, &c. The

corresponding word in the first half of the verse is niTip , which

occurs in one other passage in the Bible, Psalm 51 8, where it is

translated, apparently correctly, "inward parts'' and has for its

correspondent DflD, "secret". In our passage nintD appears to

mean those things which are hidden behind the clouds, in the

inwards of the clouds, and its parallel, ''pb', in the second half

of the verse, would have substantially the same meaning. It is

translated in the English Bible "heart" (A. Y.), "mind" (R. Y.),

with the suggestion in the margin of "meteor". This verse evi-

dently caused much difficulty , at- an early date. The Septuagint

rendering is a fanciful guess, showing plainly inabiHty to trans-

late. Jerome renders ''pfe^ gaUus, evidence that by his time the

Rabbinic interpretation had been accepted. The whole context

of the passage makes this translation quite impossible ; it simply

converts the verse into nonsense.

Jastrow, in his Dictionary of the Targumim, gives the word

as meaning "cock", with a feminine form J<''pb^ meaning "hen",

but the passages quoted by him mention the word as a sort of

curiosity in nomenclature, said to be used for the cock in some

other place, Rome, Arabia, &c. In classical Hebrew certainly

"'pfcy did not mean "cock", and the context proves that the cock

is not mentioned in Job 38 36.3

2 According to Jastrow it sometimes means male member.
3 For fuller discussion and for origin of this interpretation cf.J!4 05^., 1914.
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There is, however, a passage in the Old Testament in which

the cock is mentioned, which has been strangely overlooked by

commentators and lexicographers. The passage in question is

Prov 30 29-31. This is one of the collection of "three and four"

riddles contained in that chapter. The Hebrew text, as it has

come down to us in the Masoretic recension, is manifestly imper-

fect. It reads as follows:

—

tr\pb ''3e''p nj;2i«i ij?y ^^m ntpn nfhp

The first two verses are complete and intelligible:

—

Three there be stately of march and four stately in going.

The lion, lord of beasts, that turneth before none.

There should be, according to the analogy of the other riddles

in this collection, besides the lion, three other creatures "stately

of march", and symmetry requires that these should be described

in lines in general of the same length and character as that

describing the lion. There are, in fact, three creatures mentioned.

The first is the TV)}. This word, an aira^ Xeyofievov, the

BroAvn-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius derives from "lit meaning "press",

"compress". It is followed by the Hebrew word for loins, Dl^riD.

The creature named has commonly been supposed to be described

by these two words as "pressed together" or "well girt in the

loins". The Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius suggests for this

alleged animal the greyhound or war-horse, but notes that the

older versions make it the "cock" and the Talmud the "raven".

Further it notes that in New Hebrew the word TPt means

"starling", except in this passage, where it is interpreted as

"war-horse". In Aramaic it means "starling". A similar word

appears in Arabic, j.VjV, with the same sense, but is probably

a loan-word. The modern interpreters in general render the

two words D";JriD 'Y'nt "greyhound", "war-horse" or "well girt

in the loins", except Toy in the International Commentary, who

strangely omits this line altogether.
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With regard to the third creature who marches well, there is

no question. The word ti^^T) is good Hebrew for "he-goat"; but

the whole of the remainder of the line after the word he-goat,

which should describe his march or the reason for including him

in the riddle, is omitted.

The fourth creature is the king, but the words that follow,

tllSJ^ D1p?i?, make no sense Avhatever, Indeed, the first of them

is not a word, but a collection of letters, so that Geiger thought

it to be the proper name, Alcimus, and hence assigned the pro-

verb to the Maccabaean period. Toy renders "the he-goat",

with a series of dashes for the rest of that line, and "a king",

with a similar series of dashes for the remainder of that line.

Others have interpreted the last line as "the king against whom
there is no rising", or "the king when his army is with him".

The Brown-Driver-Briggs-Gesenius inclines, apparently, to the

latter meaning, equating Dlp/'fcjt with the Arabic *ykS\ "people",

and translating it "band of soldiers". Others have suggested

that Dlppt? is a textual error for D"'n7i<.

The Greek, Syriac and Targum, the latter practically a dupli-

cate in this passage of the Syriac, give an entirely intelligible

text for these three verses, hopelessly defective in the Hebrew,

and one to the correctness of which the remains of the Hebrew
text seem to me to testify in the most unmistakeable manner.

The Greek text reads:

rial dXenTcop efXTrepnraTlJov QtfKeiai'S ei/xl/'uvo?

Ka< Tpayos ^yovfxeuo^ aiiroXlov

Kat ^aaiXevs Sjjfu^yopwv ev edvei.

The Peshitto Syriac:

The Targum:

trr^DDj; n**! b'b\ity\ D\spT «3^di
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The three agree, and may be translated as follows:—
"And the cock, strutting pompously among the hens;

"And the he-goat, leader of the flock;

"And a king that (standeth and*) speaketh among his people."

no of the word D'^JflD in the first line of the Masoretic text

of verse 3i is a fragment of the participial form of a hithpael

verb. IDP, the last word of the last line, is correct in the Hebrew
and simply mispointed. IQJ^ "with him", for "I'DJ? "his people".

The second word of the last line, Dlpbi^, as testified by the

Targum, contains some part of the verb Dip, to rise. For this

we have also the testimony of the Vulgate version: Nee est rex

qui resistat ei. In the other two lines of verse 3i the Vul-

gate reads gallus succinctus lumhos; et aries, folioAving the

Masoretic text. It w^ould appear that by Jerome's time the

Masoretic text had become, so far at least as the first and second

lines of verse 3i are concerned, mutilated and unintelligible'^,

as at present; but still the tradition remained that the cock was

the creature named in the first line.

I think the evidence is sufficient to justify the translation of

T'T'lt in the first line of verse 31 as cock. With this compare also

the Arabic v-0-0 or ypyj>o "cock". TPt ayd y^iyo are both

words of the onomatapoetic type, and indicating the sound made

by a bird. Originally probably such words were applicable to

more than one bird. Ultimately the Hebrew and Aramaic words

were applied to the starling; the similar Arabic onomatapoeticon

was applied to the cock.

Presumably this passage dates the knowledge ofthe cock among

the Hebrews and in Palestine as early as the third century B. C.

So far as archeological remains are concerned, the earliest

evidence of the cock in Palestine or Syria is the Chthonic cock

found by Dr. Thiersch and myself in the painted tombs in the

Necropolis at Marissa.®

* Only in the Targum.
5 For the reason of the elision and consequent mutilation of the

Hebrew text cf. article in JAOS.
• I am indebted to Dr. Richard Gottheil for some kind help in the

Aramaic and Arabic references.
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An Assyrian Illustration to the Book of Jubilees

IN the Publications of the Babylonian Section of the Museum
of the University of Pennsylvania Prof. A. T. Clay has published

a reproduction and description of an Assyrian plow drawn by

two oxen and attended by a gang of three men, one of whom is

engaged at a funnel-shaped apparatus at the side of the plow;

>-.

"P^^f^ M >—

this contrivance is doubtless a seeder, the seed being fed through

into the turned up furrow. The seal belongs to the 14th century

B. c. Similar representations are found on monuments of Sen-

nacherib and Esarhaddon, and this kind of plow still remains in

use in Syria.

The device illustrates a hitherto obscure passage in the Book
of Jubilees. In the 11th chapter of this book is described a
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plague of ravens sent in Terah's day, which devoured the seed

before it was turned into the earth by the plow. Then upon

Abraham's birth, he Avas able to avert the birds by his mere

word, and subsequently (to quote Charles' translation) "taught

those who made implements for oxen, the artificers in wood, and

they made a vessel above the ground, facing the frame of the

plow, in order to put the seed thereon, and the seed fell down

therefrom upon the share of the plow, and was hidden in the

earth, and they no longer feared the ravens. And after this

manner they made vessels above the ground on all the frames

of the plows, and they sowed and tilled all the ground, accord-

ing as Abraham commanded them, and they no longer feared

the birds."

University of Pennsylvania.

James A. Montgomery.

A Hebrew Folksong

IN his volume on Isaiah, Chapters I-XXXIX, in the Inter-

national Critical Commentary, the Rev. George Buchanan

Gray, D. D., thus describes the passage Chapter III 18-23 (p. 72)

:

"A catalogue of one-and-twenty articles of women's finery:

probably a prose addition to the poem: see small print n. above.

Some of the terms are of uncertain meaning, and it is therefore

difficult to say whether the catalogue is carefully compiled with-

out any principle of arrangement, or an artistically constructed

list." In the Journal of this Society for 1885, under the title

"Two Fragments of Hebrew Popular Melodies", I printed this

passage in its verse form. Without comment and remark I

venture to reproduce that pOem here:

r\)bv\n'\ nnts^m mstsin

nnj;:jni on^sn

(?) s^«n •'DTJi mj;3t:n
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mnstDDm nisjtsj^Dm m^j^nDn
D-inDm D''a''^:in[i] D''Dnnn[i]'

It is so perfectly evident and unmistakeable a poem that there

really is no excuse for the failure of the author of a commentary

on Isaiah to recognize it as such, instead of describing it as "a

prose addition to the poem", even if he does not read the

Journal of Biblical Literatuee. As I pointed out in the

note referred to, it was probably originally "a popular song,

satirizing female dress". There is at least one other instance of

the use by Isaiah of popular songs as texts for his prophecies,

namely, Isaiah 5 i and 2, to which reference is also made in the

same note, and which again Gray misunderstands.

New York City.

John P. Peters.
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The Inauguration of the Second Temple

PAUL HAUPT
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

IX my paper on the Visions of Zechariah (JBL 32, 109)^ I

stated that Zechariah concluded his first patriotic address

with the assurance: ZerubbabeVs hands have laid thefoundations

of the Temple, Jtis hands will also finish it. This prediction

was not fulfilled. The restoration of the Temple was begun

about Sept. 1, 520,*^ but when the Second Temple was completed

about April 1, 515,^ Zerubbabel was no longer governor of

Judah. His followers had attempted to place him on the throne

of David; but the Persian Govejnment nipped this insurrection

in the bud. The satrap of Babylonia and Syria, Vistana, came

to Jerusalem in the spring of 519; Zerubbabel was tried for

high-treason and, it may be supposed, put to death. Zechariah's

expectations (Feb. 13, 519)^ that the Davidic prince would be

acquitted were not realized (JBL 32, 114).

We know from the poem of Haggai, which is preserved in

Zech. 7i-3+ 8i8 i9*+7 4-6 + 8 19'\ that on Dec. 7,518^ the gover-

nor in Jerusalem was no longer Zerubbabel, but Bethel-shar-

ezer who sent a royal herald (lit. crier)^ to raise the question

1 For the abbreviations see this Jocrnal (JBL) vol. 31, p. 115, n. 2.

2 For these dates cf. JBL 32, 107, n. 1.

5 We must read "i^D Da"! (the prefixed 1 is due to dittography of the

n ; cf. AJSL 2G, 10). The Vulgate has Bogommelech. For Assyr. ragdniu,

to cry, from which Targum and dragoman are derived, see KAT' 517;

11
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whether it would not be expedient to abolish the fast in the fifth

month commemorating the burning of the Temple at the hands

of the Chaldeans in 586 b. c. In Paris the statue of the City of

Strassburg is still covered with wreaths of mourning; but if the

Bishop of Strassburg had continued to observe the day of the

surrender of the fortress (Sept. 28, 1870) as a day of mourning,

the German governor of Alsace-Lorraine would probably have

sent an official message suggesting that this demonstration cease.

Priestly editors have endeavored to eliminate all allusions to

Zerubbabel's ill-starred coronation. This has been done in the

text of Ezra 4-6. In the line royal majesty will he assume

(Zech. 6 13) the word royal has been suppressed, also the hemistich

thy throne is for ever in Ps. 110 4 (JBL 32, 113). In Zech. 6 9-i5

as well as in Zech. 3 the name of the high-priest Joshua has

been substituted for the name of the Davidic prince Zeriibhahel

(JBL 32, 114 and 118).

In Ps. 132, which was written for the encenia at the in-

auguration of the restoration of the Temple about Sept. 1, 520.

the last line of the second stanza must have been originally

Extend his sceptre from Zion that he conquer in the midst of his foes

!

This revolutionary appeal has been replaced by a tame variant

of V. 16. The received text of Ps. 110 2

t^T^ mj^n nin ]v:{d mn^ rb^'^ -jtj; hcsd

seems to be based on a combination of the original text of that hne,

:ni(?n rm pi^JD vh^'^ ^tj;

and the suppressed line in Ps. 132 lo,

tvn'^i^ n"i|53
Tfi.') P712 ingD n^p

Both Psalms may have been written by the same patriotic poet.*

Ps. 132 was referred to Zerubbabel by Gustav Baur in the

Kings 117, 30. Assyr. ragdmu is not identical with Heb. Dyi, although

Assyr. raggu may be the Heb. Pi (KB 6, 380; ZDMG 65, 565, 1. 17).

Assyr. ragdmu is connected with Arab. yj*'-^j rdjasa. to roar, thunder
(^v^A, iXft)). Cf. my remarks on ninm, Jud. 5 22 in the Wellhauseu Fest-

schrift.

* For Ps. 110 c/-. Haupt, Micah rChicago, 1910) nn. 45, 28, 10 on
VIII (AJSL 27, Oct. 1910). In n. 10 on VIII 516 is a misprint for 519.
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iiith edition of De AVette's commentary (1856) p. 594. This

was donelongagoby Bar Ebhraya (1226-1286) and Theodore
ofMopsuestia (360-428).^ Graetz (1883) expressed the same

view. De Wette admitted that this psalm might have been

sung at the inauguration of the Second Temple, but he maintained

that it was originally composed for the dedication of the Solomonic

Temple. Our Psalm is one of The Songs of The Return (TK^

m^J^DH) which originated in the period of the Return from

Babylonia (^n3D n^J^DH, Ezr. 7 9).«

The other poems of this collection are written in lines with

3 + 2 beats, but the lines of Psalm 132 have 3 + 3 beats (OLZ
12, 68, n. 7). This poem falls into two sections, each section is

composed of two five-line stanzas, Franz Delitzsch thought

that this psalm consisted of four ten-line stanzas (his lines are

hemistichs).'' The first stanza was correctly given by De Wette,
also Kamphausen's strophic arrangement in Bunsen's Bihel-

tverk (1868) was nearly correct. The .best arrangement of the

Hebrew text was given by Julius Ley in his Grundzuge (1875)

p. 183.

There are no lacunge in the poem, as Olshausen supposed;

but a number of verses have been misplaced: vv. 6-8 must be

inserted before vv. 13-18, and v. 11^ should be placed between

vv. 17 and 18; v. 10 should follow vv. 11* and 12. After v. 11^

had been placed before v. 12, the names David and Judah were

replaced by pronouns of the second person. Verses 8, 9, 10*',

1* are quoted, with slight modifications, in 2 Chr. 641 42. Of
course, v. 9 had been substituted for the suppressed line at the

end of the second stanza long before the time of the Chronicler.

For the imperative "IDT at the beginning of the poem we must

substitute the future 'IDTV The 1 of *1Dt may be a corruption of

the transposed initial **, unless it is merely due to dittography of

5 Cy. Baethgen, Psalmen (1892) p. 404; third edition (1G04) p. 393;

Sellin, Seruhbahel (1898) p. 1S5, bslow. For Sellin's book cf. the second

page of the comments on my translation of Is. 40 in Drugulin's Mark'
steine (1902).

6 See AJSL 2, 98; 11, 27; .TBL 19, 67; 2G, 44, 1. 6; ZDMG 61, 289,

1. 20; Numbers 49, 25; Kings 266, 45; ZAT 34, 145.

' Delitzsch's statement is repeated in EmilTaube's PraJctische

Auslegung der Psalmen (Berlin, 1884).

11*
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the 1 (AJSL 26, 10). The imperative instead of the future is

due to mpT in 2 Chr, 6 42. If nVT in v. 1 were vocative, we

should expect
"J7

instead of Hinv in v. 2.

Instead of intiiy we must read iHtiJ^. I pointed out in JBL
31, 120 (and 135)' that we must read niJj;;. instead of nUI? in

Ps. 22 25 and M^^l, in Ps. 90 8 is instead of'irni'lj;. and l^n^'^j;.

The patriotic poet does not speak of David's affliction or humil-

ity (® T^? TTpavTrjTO? avTov = fniij^)^ but of the labors of

Solomon in connection Avith the building of the First Temple.

After nU;; we must insert HD^tr or Un, not nnifis'? (Neh. 5 19

13 31) or 'JXl)^ (2 Chr. 642). The Davidic dynasty may count

on Jhvh's favor because it built the First Temple, and the

Davidic scion Zerubbabel is displaying as much zeal in inaugu-

rating the erection of the Second Temple, despite the hard times,

as his great ancestor did in the palmy days of Judah. For the

sake of Thy servant David do not repulse Thine anointed (v. lo)

means, Fulfil the hopes of Zerubbabel and his followers, and

place him on the throne of Judah, for he is a Davidic scion,

and David and his successors have always been loyal to Thee.

Hero of Jacob {% 3pJ^''T i<S''j?n) is the translation used by

Cheyne in his translation of the Psalms in the Parchment

Library (1884). The original meaning is Bull ofJacoh, i. e. the

national god of Israel, who was worshiped at Beth-el in the form

of a bull." Of Jacob was originally an appositional genitive

(JBL 29, 101, n. 45). After the Exile this ancient name was

used as a poetic designation for Jhvh, just as Israel (and

Joseph, &c.) was used for Judah.

^

Before v. 3 (lit. If I enter my divelling lodge, &c.) we must

supply the ancient oath, The Lord do so unto me and more

also (GK'«, § 149, b; § 167, a; WdG 2, 172, D; AJSL 23, 236,

n. 57) which was originally, it may be supposed, accompanied

by two dramatic gestures indicating piercing of the heart and

subsequent decapitation and gibbeting (2 S 4?; 2 Mace. 15 35-,

8 Perles, Analekten, p. 65, prefers the reading injJP.

» See Haupt, Micah, n. 17 on I (AJSL 27, 19). The horns of the

altar seem to be a survival of this ancient Israelitish bull-worship (DB
1, 77''; EB 134, 5). Cf. nn. 57 and 81 on my translation of the Song of

Deborah in the Wellhausen Festschrift.
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EB 1959, b; EB^S 12, 917^). In our days hanging is indicated

hy toucliing the neck.

For lie down on my resting couch the version in the Book
of Common Prayer has climh up into my hed\ the royal bedstead

was so high that it was necessary to use bed-steps for ascending

it; % has therefore ''PSiD ^TT] bv p''D« ]"'«. I have shoAvn

(AJSL 26, 7) that tS^Jl'IT, hed-steps must be restored in Am. 3 12

instead of pK'DT. The word tff^l (for V^y\1) to step is found

also in Egyptian (AZ 50, 88). Egyptian bed-steps are figured

in Riehm's Bihl. Handworterhuch, vol. i (189*3) p. 225 and in

the Calwer Bihellexikon (1912) p. 88.

V. 4 is quoted in the gloss Prov. 6 4 (BL 26, n. *).

For tt *^TpiV we must read -IT Tl"]?^ (Jerome, testificationem

meam qiiam docuero eos) or (following ® to. fxaprvpta fiov)

^^ ""^n??; fli6 omission of the 1 after the 1 may be due to haplo-

graphy (AJSL 26, 10). In Ps. 122 4, on the other hand, we find

?«1ty^^ nnr instead of biO^^ rnV. (AJSL 2, 99). For riH^

see Proverls 45, 49; OLZ 12, 66.

The relative pronoun It is indeclinable; cf. the dialectic ,3,

e. g. hi'ri du hafdrtu, the well which I dug (WdG 1, 272, C).

Before the second line of v. 12 we had better prefix the Waw
apodosis (Est. 50, ad 14). Not only l"*"!! are often confounded,

haplographed and dittographed, but also 1, J, and t, e. y. tflD

(Jud. 5 23) and DTlD (Josh. 11 57) are corruptions of (])nilD.

Verses 6 (which Kautzsch considered to be beyond trans-

lation) and 7 refer to the entire congregation of the faithful

Jews assembled in Jerusalem when Zerubbabel laid the foun-

dations of the Second Temple. They have come from the cul-

tivated regions as well as from the uncultivated districts (® ev

raff Saarem tov SpvjULov). But it is not necessary to suppose that

the two lines were sung by the entire congregation. Paulus,
Claris (Heidelberg, 1815) p. 488 explained "l^'' nb^ as the Bery-

nnd Waldland von Judah, rj opeivri, Luke 1 39. Also De Wette
remarked: Vielleicht entJiielt derVers ursprUnylich keinenomina
propria; der Dichter wollte sayen: in Wald mid Flur.

Thy powerful ark (GK^^, § 135, n) is the shrine containing

the Law (JED). ^, correctly, ";n''"n« H'"! ^ ]nX. The shrine
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containing the Law (JED + P) in modern synagogues is still

called Ulpn ]n«.'" According to Paulus' Clauis tj;.! ]n« is

der mcichtige Gesetzschrank, wo die zehn Qehote, das Oesetz als

Reprasentant des Nationalregenten Jehovah selhst, la/jen. (5 has

^ Ki^coTo? rev ayida-fxarog crov for ^TJ^ |T^^^; but we need not

substitute ^E^Tp [IIX for "]^j; ]n« (JAOS 27, 122).'^ In Ps. 134 2

we find simply tyip[n] instead of tJ^lpn jilt? ; worshipers in the

modern synagogues still face the Ark during the principal prayer

(EB" 26, 291^ below). We need not prefix )n« to B^lpH in

Ps. 134 2, but we must append U'^lt^^ (Piirim, 14, 40) to nWl
at the end of the preceding verse.

The horn is a symbol of strength, power, or triumph; ef. 1 S 2 i

(ZDMG 58, 621) and Luke 1 69. I'll raise (lit. Fll cause to

sjyrout; cf. Dan. 7 8) there a horn of David means I'll cause a

vigorous scion of the House of David to arise there.

The hemistich Mine anointed (i. e. the Davidic dynastg) shall

not he extinct means literally, I have set up a light for mine

anointed (David). Lamps seem to have been kept burning be-

fore the Teraphim (images of ancestors).^^ Cf. DB 3, 24**, also

Hup feld and Duhm ad loc. The eternal lamps in the syna-

gogues (TDn 1J) and Cathohc churches may be a survival of

this ancient usage (EB" 10, 400^*; 16, 675). In cuneiform texts

we find Bel mag snatch away his descendants so that he mag
have no ndq me (HAV 479*; AL^ 171**) i. e. no one to pour out

water for the dead; cf. Delitzsch, Das Land ohne Heimkehr

(1911) n. 28. The Babylonian curse Mag he have no one ta

pour out tcater means May his family become extinct, and the

10 Cf- GJV4 2, 524; DB 4, G33; EB 4836; nrn is now used for the

lectern near Wlprt ]"ins.

n (5 has rb aylaufid /lov also for n»J at the end of the Psalm; cf.

B. Oppenheim, Die syr. Ubersetzung des funften Buches der Psalmen

(Leipzig. 1891) p. 53.

12 This word should be pointed D'B"iri (for tarrdphlm). On the other

hand, n*B?iB. horses is a mistake for n'tPis {Est. 61, f). Tdrdphhn means

Providers; it is connected with f^'Q, food (originally ^ji-f^ ; cf. AJSL 26, 11)

just as Pefiates is derived from peniis, provisions. The ta instead of n

(cf i^^, turfe) is due to the n {cf ZDMG 64, 706, 1. 31). The identity

of f^T\ and «)iO was pointed out long ago by Fiirst. There is no ety-

mological connection between n"'Bnn and D''«B1.
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Hebrew execration May lie have no one to lieep the lamp hirn-

iny^^ has the same meaning, whereas I have set up a light for

mine anointed is equivalent to I ivill not suffer the family of

mine anointed to lecome extinct.

The promise in v. 15, Her poor I'll sate with bread, was not

superfluous when the foundations of the Second Temple were

laid; the people were not living in affluence at that time.

The cohortative (HJ^'^ltyi^ instead of P''2fc'i<) improves the

rhythm.

For HTi? at the beginning of this line we must substitute jV^J

{of Nestle, ZAT 14, 320; HSAT^ 2, 236; GB^' 675^).

Her priests Vll clothe ivith salvation means: When the people

pray to Jhvh: i<JTlJ^^'K^'in , the priests will make intercession so

that the prayer of the people will be heard. The hemistich Let

Thy priests he clothed with right, on the other hand, in the

variant (v. 9) means: The priests will be endowed with righteous-

ness so that they will be able to give correct answers to the

questions of the people. Y. 9 implies: The priests will be able

to give the people correct decisions, and v. 16: The priests will

be able to make the prayers of the people efficacious.

13 In 1 K 11 36 we must read v:b^ instead of 'is'?, and 1 K 15 4 must
be translated according to Numbers 53, n. a.

The whole poem may be translated as follows:

Psalm 132.

A i 1^ oJhvh nvilh credit to David

all the ^zeah displayed by hi's son'

2 Who solemnly promised to Jhvh,

and vowed to the Hero of Jacob:

3 "I'll not enter my dwelling lodge,

lie down on my resting couch,

4 I'll not grant sleep<:' to mine eyes,

or slumber to my lashes,

5 Till I find a place for Jhvh,

an abode for the Hero of Jacob."
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Jhvh solemnly promised to David

—

it is fixed, He will not revoke it

—

"If thy sons observe My religion,

My Law which I shall teach them,

Their sons, too, shall for ever

sit (as kings) 'upon thy throne."

—

10 JFor the sake of Thy servant David
do not repulse Thine anointed!

9'' <Extend his sceptre from Zion
that he conquer in the midst of his foes'!

B iii 6 "In fertile fields we heard it,

it reached us in <the> woodland:

7 "To His abode let us go,

and worship at His footstool!"

—

8 Ascend /3 to Thy resting place,

Thou and Thy powerful ark!

13 Jhvh selected Zion,

chose it for His abode:

u "This is my rest for ever;

here will I dwell; I chose it.

iv 15 I'll pour out blessings on Zi'^on^,

her poor I'4h sate with bread.

16 t'Her priests I'db clothe with salvation,

her faithful will shout for joy .7

17 I'tlh raise there a horn of David,

mine anointed shall not be extinct:

11^ An offspring of <David's' loins

will I place 'up'on ^Judah's' throne;

18 His foes <wilh I clothe with disgrace,

but o'er him will sparkle his crown."

(o) 1 The Songs of The Return (/3) 8 Jhvh

(y) 9* Jjet Thy priests be clothed with right, Let Thy faithful shout

for joy!
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The Hebrew text should be read as follows:
213

II I I I ^ I

"irT'ETD "JD nts^n-^N ipj; tit "ipj;n 10

I ' I : : I" I I I I :

nv^rT •'ityn ni:«:jD nnissn rn:j?ot5^ njn e lu b

n?y pii<i nns ]nm:D!? ^npip «

nVne^iQ^ mx p^j^jn n-iiT nnn-'^D 13

^n^^n^ «pD-^cj;, n^tj^« cin ]t2n ^isd n''

nin' 8 (/3) m^s?Dn i^w 1 (o)
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The Seventy-Second Psalm

WILLIAM G. SEIPLE

NORTH JAPAN COLLEGE, SENDAI, JAPAN

THE Seventy-second Psalm is generally considered Messianic.

JeAvish interpretation, as reflected in the Pesliitta, the Tar-

gum, the Talmud and the Midrashim,^ and the mediaeval com-

mentators Rashi (1040-1105), Ibn Ezra (1092-1167) and Kimhi

(1105-1170), referred it to the Messiah, while early Christian

exegesis, as we learn from the Vulgate and Church Fathers like

St. Jerome^ and Theodoret, found in it, in one way or another,

an allusion to the Christ. Mediaeval commentators, like Calvin

and Melanchthon, and more recent commentators, like J. D.

Michaelis, E. W. Hengstenberg, Franz Delitzsch, Briggs^ and

others regard it as tyjncally Messianic, referring it historically

to Solomon or some other reigning king but in a spiritual sense

to the Messiah or the Christ. But in the Critical Notes on the

Booths of Kings (8B0T), p. 227, 1. 36 f., Professor Paul Haupt

considers this psalm a poem celebrating the accession of Ptolemy

Philadelphus (285 b. c). The King spoken of in the first verse

is Ptolemy Lagi, the "second Nebuchadnezzar"; and the King's

son, Ptolemy II Philadelphus, the "second Cyrus".*

1 Cf. B. Pick, "Old Testament Passages Messianically Applied by the

Ancient Synagogue" Hebraica (= AJSL), 2, 134-5.—For the abbreviations

see this Journal, vol. 29, p. 112, and the references quoted there.

2 Cf. H. B. Swete, "St. Jerome on the Psalms"', Expositor, June 1895,

pp. 425-6.

' Cf. E. W. Hengstenberg, Commentar iiber die Fsalmen, 2nd ed.

(Berlin, 1851), p. 270, and C. A. Briggs, Messianic Prophecy (1886),

pp. 137-8.

* Cf. also JHUC, No. 163, p. 54 a below and p. 69, n. f.
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A number of other scholars also refer this psalm to the same

period. As early as 1831, Hitzig in his Begriff der Kritih,

p. 108, referred this psalm to Ptotemy Philadelphus. Olshausen"^

thought that verse lo referred to one of the Ptolemies but could

not agree with Hitzig, as he questioned whether such an identi-

fication of the "oppressed" with the people of God, as we have

in V. 2, was justifiable as early as the time of Ptolemy Philadel-

phus. Eeuss^ assigned the psalm to the time of the early Mace-

donian rulers, before the Maccabean uprising, i. e., to the period

of the Ptolemies. Cheyne in 1891 referred the psalm to Ptolemy

Philadelphus and thought it "was most probably composed in

Jerusalem before the release of the Jewish captives—not long

after the accession of Philadelphus in his father's lifetime, b. c, 2857

Wellhausen thinks the king mentioned in the psalm is an Egyptian

and consequently assigns it to the period of the Ptolemies.^

Smend concludes from verses 8-io, where the limits and extent

of the king's dominion are mentioned, that the description suits

one of the Ptolemies.^

Various other views have been proposed. Because of the

superscription, the great mediaeval Jewish commentators, Eashi,

Ibn Ezra and David Kimhi, regarded David as the author of

this psalm and the king referred to in it as Solomon. The great

Reformer, John Calvin, considered it the last prayer of David

for his son Solomon, who probably put it into poetic form.

Venema (1762), Keil, Hengstenberg, and Professor Franz

Delitzsch assigned the authorship of the psalm to Solomon. The
superscription of our psalm, however, cannot be taken as furnish-

ing any genuine historical evidence of its author or date.*°

5 Cf. J. Olshausen, Die Psalmen erkldrt (Leipzig, 18.53), p. 305.

6 Cf. E. Reuss, Geschichte d. Heiligm Schriften d. A. T. (2nd ed.,

Braunschweig, 1890), p. 558.

' Cf. T* K. Cheyne, The Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter

(Bampton Lectures of 1889), London, 1891, p. 144.

8 Cf. J. Wellhausen, The Book of Psalms (SPOT, English), New York,

1898, p. 193.

*> Cf. R. Smend, Lehrbttch d. Alttestamentlichen Religionsgeschichte

(2nd ed., Freiburg i/B., 1899), p. 376, footnote 2.

'0 The great Syrian theologian and Biblical scholar, Bishop Theodore
of Mopsuestia, nnore than 1500 years ago, could not regard the super-

I
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Although the title ascribes the authorship to Solomon, he is

neither the writer nor the subject of the psalm. It has been

ascribed to Solomon, on account of a certain general resemblance

of the picture of imperial sway which the psalm presents with

that of Solomon's empire in 1 Kings 3-10." The phrases "the

king'' and "the son of the king" are taken to refer to David and

Solomon respectively. The gift of righteous judgment for which

request is made in v. i is suppossed to refer to the ^visdom and

justice of Solomon. Verses 7 and 8 are supposed to describe

his peaceful and extended rule, while v. lo is taken to be an

allusion to the visit of the Queen of Sheba (cf. 1 Kings 10 i ff.).

Ewald assigned this psalm to the times of Josiah (640-608 B.C.)

or even later.^^ Graetz was inclined to refer it to Hezekiah on

his accession to the throne (720 B.C.). In this he was followed

by Halevy, whereas Dillmann assigned it to the period following

Isaiah's activity (740-701 b.u.).^^ Briggs (Psalms, 1907) makes
it a prayer composed for the occasion of Josiah's accession to

the throne. Driver in his Introduction (8th ed., 1898), p. 385,

makes it pre-exilic but the latest of the royal psalms (2, 18, 20,

21, 28, 45, 61, 63, 72).

Toy and G. Buchanan Gray both consider the psalm post-

exilic, the former placing it between the years b.c. 500 and 300,

and the latter making it "a product of the period after the Exile

but before the Maccabees and not later than the end of the

scriptions of the Psalms, either in the Hebrew or the LXX, as original

and authoritative, a view that is now generally recognized. Cf.

T. K. Cheyne, "Early Criticism of the Psalter in Connection with Theo-

dore of Mopsuestia", Thinker (June, 1893), pp. 496-8, and F. Baethgen,

"Siebzehn makkabaische Psalmen nach Theodor von Mopsuestia", ZAT,
188G, pp. 261-288; 1887, pp. 1-60.

" Jewish tradition regards Solomon as the author also of Ps. 127,

Prov., Cant., Eccles., and the apocryphal books of the Wisdom of Solo-

mon and The Psalms of Solomon, cf- C. H. Toy's Proverbs (1899),

l^p. xix-xx.

12 Cf. H. Ewald, Die poetischen Biicher des alien Bundes (2nd ed.,

Gottingen, 1840).

13 Cf. J. Halevy, Revue Semitique, 189C, pp. 333-6, and A. Dillmann,

Handhuch d. alttestamentlichen Theologie (edited by R. Kittel), Leipzig,

1895, p. 528.
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fourth century"." W. Robertson Smith referred the psalm to

the Persian period, "the last days of the Achaemenian empire",

during the civil wars under Artaxerxes III Ochus (b.c. 361-336)/^

G. Beer thinks it may be post-exilic and perhaps refer to one

of the great kings of Persia/® Baethgen, Avho, following Giese-

brecht, omits vv. s-ii as a later insertion, makes the rest of the

psalm an ode belonging to the later period and commemorating

the accession of an Israelite king to the throne, but thinks it

cannot be determined to which king it refers/'

Others put the date of our psalm as late as the Maccabean

period. Professor Church in Church and Seeley's The Hammer,

p. 370, seems inclined to apply it to Judas Maccabaeus. Duhm'®
refers the psalm, with the exception of vv. 5-ii, which he con-

siders a later insertion, to a native Israelite king after the Exile,

and thinks it was composed under the Hasmonean kings for

ritual purposes, perhaps in the time of Aristobulus I (104-3 B.C.)

or his brother Alexander Jannaeus (103-76 B.C.). S. Weiss-

mann, in the Jildisches Literaturhlatt, May 13, 1886, sees an

allusion to the Jewish name of Hyrcanus II, who was high priest

from 79-40 B.C., in the dira^ Xeyo/mevov ]U^ v, 17.

The language of v. 2, where the entire Jewish nation are

spoken of as "oppressed" (D'"'jy) precludes a Solomonic date

for our psalm, as such a condition of affairs does not harmonize

with the ideal picture of the wisdom and justice of Solomon's

reign. There can be no reference here to a pre-exilic king,

either of Israel or Judah, as the conditions set forth in the psalm

distinctly presuppose the post-exilic period, when the Jews felt

the burden of foreign domination with all its attendant ills. The
language, too, of the rest of the psalm bears the stamp of a late

date. Cf. the parallel in v. 8 to Zech. 9 lo (late Maccabean, so

1* Cf. C. H. Toy, JBL, 7, 53 and 18, 162; and G. Buchanan Gray,

JQR, 7, 679.

15 Cf. OTJO {1895), p. 221, and article "Psalms", Enq/cl. Brit, 9tli ed.

(1883), 20, 31a.

•6 Cf. G. Beer, Individual- und Gemeindepsalmen (Marburg, 1894),

p. 59 f.

n Cf. F. Baethgen, Die Psalmen (2nd ed., Gottingen, 1897), p. 218.

18 Cf. B. Duhm, Die Psalmen erkliirt (Freiburg i/B., 1899), p. 189.
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Prof. Haupt) and the allusion in v. i7b to Gen. 22 18 and 26 4

(640 B.C.).

"With the settlement of the question of post-exilic date, there

arises another question, viz., whether the king here mentioned

is a native Israelite or a foreigner. Reuss^' thinks there is no

mention of a later Jewish king, "for to which of them could the

greatest flatterer promise the tribute of Arabia and Ethiopia,

of the isles and western possessions?"

The expression "Thy people" in v. 2 seems to be a clear re-

ference to a foreign king. The king appears distinct from the

people of God. Wellhausen, in a note on the phrase "Thy

people" in the English translation of the Psalms (SBOT, p. 193)

remarks: "Not: his people. They do not look upon themselves

as belonging to the monarch for whom they pray. They are a

spiritual, non-political people {TJiy people = Thy pious ones),

taking no part in the kingdom and its government". Baethgen

admits that the Avishes and hopes expressed in tv. 8-ii are so

gi'eat that we can hardly understand them, if they are referred

to an Israelite king, particularly one who lived in a time of

oppression, but thinks it improbable that the patriarchal promises

of Gen. 22 is and 26 4, to which allusion is made in v. i7b, should

be applied by a pious Israelite to a foreign king.^°

In v. 15, constant prayer is made for the sovereign. Passages

like Ezra 6 9 and 7 23 show us that the post-exilic Jewish com-

munity prayed for their sovereigns. Accordingly v. i5b of our

psalm finds a striking parallel in Baruch 1 ii, Avhere prayer is

made for the heathen kings Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar:

Koi. Trpocrev^aarOe Trepl r^f ^w^9 ^a^ov^^oSouocrop ^acriXeeog Ba^u-

\uiP09 KOI eii ^cor]u BaXracrap viou avroO. Cheyne, in commenting

on Ps. 72 15 in his Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter,

p. 154, n. i, says: "An occasional special prayer for a Jewish

sovereign can be understood, but scarcely that constant repetition

of prayer and blessing (Ps. Ixxii. 15), except for a foreign ruler

of whom much spiritual go.od might be hoped, but little as yet

could be known".

From V. 8, where The River, i. e., the Euphrates, is mentioned

19 Cf. above, n. 6.

20 Cf. above, n. 17.
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as one of the boundaries of the king's realm, we conclude that

there is no reference here to any of the Chaldean, _ Persian, or

Seleucid kings, as, for all of these kings, the Euphrates was an

inland stream. From the extent of the king's sway as given in

V. 10, an Egj-ptian king seems to be meant. According to Hitzig,

it is neither Inarus, Nectanebus, nor any of the Egyptian kings

who tried to throw off the Persian yoke.^^ Wellhausen considers

Pharaoh Necho (610-595 B.C.) out of the question. Only the

Ptolemies (323-31 b.c), then, remain for consideration; and be-

cause of the extent of the king's dominion in v. lo, one of the

first three Ptolemies must be referred to. The phrase "the son

of the king" v. i cannot refer to Ptolemy Lagi, who was not the

son of a king. If we refer the psalm to Ptolemy III Euergetes,

we cannot explain the terms of praise in v. 14 f. Accordingly,

only Ptolemy II Philadelphus is left."^

Our psalm was perhaps presented and recited in Greek at

Alexandria by an Alexandrian Jew in 285 B.C., when Ptolemy

Lagi appointed his son, Ptolemy Philadelphus, as co-regent, just

as Ps. 45 was perhaps presented in Greek by the high-priest

Jonathan at the wedding of King Alexander Balas of Syria with

the Egyptian princess Cleopatra, daughter of Ptolemy VI Philo-

metor, at Ptolemais in 150 b. c.^^ Hebrew translations of these

two poems may have been later inserted and preserved in the

Psalter. The expression ''b'PD ''my poem" Ps. 45 2 seems to be

a translation of the Greek Troojima and to point to this.^*

Our psalm was perhaps written as an expression of the Jewish

hopes which Ptolemy's reputation warranted. Ptolemy I Soter,

at the age of eighty-two, had abdicated in favor of his younger

son, Ptolemy Philadelphus. and died two years later (283 B.C.).

An allusion to this event may be seen in the expression the

Jiing^s son v. i. According to Professor Haupt, the phrase

21 Cf. F. Hitzig, Die Psalmen (Leipzig und Heidelberg. 1863), p. 114.

22 ChejTie assigns also Ps. 45 to Ptolemy Philadelplius, on the occa-

sion of his marriage with Arsinoe, the daughter of Lysimachus, king of

Thrace, cf. his Origin and Religious Contents of the Psalter, p. 170 f.

23 Cf. Paul Haupt, The Book of Canticles (Chicago. 1902), p. 22, n. 7

= AJSL, 18, 212.

2* Cf. Paul Haupt, "The Poetic Form of the First Psalm", AJSL, 19,

136, n. 11, end.
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in'yD? ']''£DStJ^D Bestow on the King Thy justice at the be-

ginning of our psalm has the double meaning of Endow the

King uith TJiy justice and Punish (give it to) him for all he

has done to us}^

Punishment is desired for the aged king, Ptolemy I Soter,

Avho, in 312 B.C., took advantage of the Sabbath law to attack

and capture Jerusalem, when the Jews were unarmed, and sub-

sequently adopted rigorous measures and carried away very

many Jews as prisoners of war to Egypt (cf. Jos. c. Aj). I. 22

and id., Ant. XII. 1 and Schiirer GJV [1909], 3, 34).

According to Josephus (Ant. XII. 1), Ptolemy Philadelphus

ransomed with his own money 120,000 Palestinian Jews who
had been made prisoners of war by his father and sold

into slavery, spending for this purpose more than 460 talents

(=$496,800) and paying for each captive 120 drachmas (=S 21.60).

In the pseudepigraphical Letter of Aristeas,^*^ §§ 15-27 and par-

ticularly § 37, the number of captives is "more than a hundred

thousand" and the price for each twenty drachmas. Thus he

"delivered the crying needy" (v. 12) and "redeemed their lives

from oppression" (v. 14 a), for "their blood was precious in his

sight" (v. 14b). Our psalm was probably composed after the news

of the release of the captives came to Jerusalem. Josephus tells

us (Ant. XII. 5) that the high-priest Eleazar, in his reply to

the king's letter, says that from feelings or heartfelt gratitude

sacrifices were offered for Ptolemy and his family immediately

on receipt of the news, and that the people prayed for the king

and the prosperity of his kingdom. Cf. v. 15 and Letter of

Aristeas, § 45: "AYe therefore straightway offered sacrifices on

thy behalf and on behalf of thy sister and thy children and thy

'friends', and the whole people prayed that thy undertakings

25 On sunilar equivocal phrases in Semitic, cf. "Critical Notes on Kings"

SBOT, p. 227, 1. 31; p. 21G, I. 17; and Haupt, The Book of Canticles

(Chicago, 1902), p. 43, n. 30; p. 48, n. 36; and p. 52, n. 4,

26 For translations, cf. German by Paul Wendland in Kautzsch's Apo-

kryphen u. Pseudepigraphen d. A. T. (Tubingen, 1900) 2, 1-31 and English

by H. St. J. Thackeray, JQR, 15, 337-391. For text, cf. Paul Wendland,

Aristeae ad Fhilocratem epistula (B. G. Teubner, Leipzig, 1900) and

H. B. Swete's Introdicction to the Old Testament in Greek (1900),

pp. 499-574.
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might ever prosper, and that Ahnighty God would preserve thy

kingdom in peace with honor, and that the transcription of the

holy law might be to thy profit and carefully executed".

In V. 8 the king's dominion is to extend "from sea to sea"',

i. e., from the Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf, and "from

The River to the ends of the earth", i. e., from the Euphrates

to the Pillars of Hercules, or Strait of Gibraltar. The de-

scription by the poet Theocritus of the conquests of Ptolemy

Philadelphus (Idyl XVII 86-92) reminds us very strongly of

vv. 8-11 of our psalm:

KOI lULrfv ^oiviKa9 aTTOTefivcTai Appa/3ia9 re

Koi ^vpia9 Aij3va9 re KcXaivccv t AiOiott^cov.

UafjLCpvXoKTi re Tracri Kai al^iJLrjTah K.i\iK€cra-i

(Ta/J,aiV€l, AvKlOlS T€ (plXoTTToXe/ULOKTi T€ }^ap<Tl,

Koi vacroig J^vKXaSearcrii^, eirel oi uae$ apia-Tai

TTOVTOv eTTiTrXcoouTi, QaXaa-a-a, Se irua-a koi ata

KOI TTorajULOi KcXaSovTe^ avaacrouTai YlToXefxalo).

"Yea, and he taketh him a portion of Phoenicia, and of Arabia,

and of Syria; and of Libya, and the black Aethiopians. And
he is lord of all the Pamphylians, and the Cilician warriors,

and the Lycians, and the Carians, that joy in battle, and lord

of the isles of the Cyclades—since his are the best of ships that

sail over the deep— ,
yea all the sea, and land and the sound-

ing rivers are ruled by Ptoleray".^^

Polybius tells us that the empire of the first Ptolemy included

Egypt, the coast of the Red Sea to Berenike and the Elephant

Coast, Cyrene, Palestine, Phoenicia, Cyprus, Rhodes, the

"free" cities of the coast of Asia Minor, and the islands of the

Aegean Sea. For a century, the Ptolemies controlled the

Cyclades and the adjoining coasts, together with Palestine and

Coele-Syria.

Ptolemy II received from his father Egypt, the adjacent parts

of Arabia and Libya, Cyrene, Coele-Syria, Phoenicia, Palestine

and Cyprus. By conquest, he extended his rule over the Aegean
Sea with its coast cities and islands and also over Caria, Pam-

^"i Cf. Andrew Lang's translation of Theocritus, Bion and Moschus
(Golden Treasury Series), London, 1901, p. 95.

12
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phylia, Cilicia, and Lycia. At one time during his reign, Egyptian

garrisons were stationed even as far as the Euphrates.^^

We may be quite certain that the tribute from the conquered

countries flowed into his coffers, cf. v. lo. Of this we have a

striking confirmation in Theocritus, Idyl XVII, 1. 95 f.:

oX)8ft) fxev TravTOLS Ke Kara/SpiOoi ^acriKrja^'

Tocrcrov eir ajxap eKacrrov h acpveov ep^erai oikov

TravroOe

*'And in weight of wealth he surpasses all kings; such treasure

comes day by day from every side to his rich palace." He was

indeed the wealthiest ruler of his time. Appian tells us in his

Prooemium, chapter 10, that, according to the royal archives

(e/c Toov ^a<n\iKwv avaypa<pS}v), Ptolemy II, at the end of his

reign, had an army of 200,000 infantry, 40,000 cavalry, 300 ele-

phants, 2,000 war-chariots, weapons for 300,000 men, 2,000 minor

war-vessels and 1,500 men-of-war, including quinqueremes, and

the material for double this number, 800 sloops with gilded

beaks and sterns, the enormous sum of 740,000 Egyptian talents

in his treasury, and an annual income of 14,800 talents and

1,500,000 measures of grain.

The early Ptolemies made special efforts to attract trade and

commerce with India, Arabia, and Ethiopia to Egypt. To this

end, several cities were built on the Red Sea, the Arab pirates

routed, and Pharaoh Necho's canal made once more navigable.^®

Mahaffy in his Story of Alexander's Empire (New York, 1892),

p. 121 f., gives us the following picture of the commercial life

of Alexandria, this great center of Hellenism and Semitisra, at

this time: "It was the great mart where the wealth of Europe

and of Asia changed hands. Alexander had opened the sea-way

by exploring the coasts of Media and Persia. Caravans from

the head of the Persian Gulf, and ships on the Red Sea, brought

all the wonders of Ceylon and China, as well as of Farther

India, to Alexandria. There, too, the wealth of Spain and Gaul,

29 Cf. J. P. Mahaffy, A History of Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty

(London, 1899), pp. 42, 54, 68,

" Cf. J. G. Droysen, GescMchte des Hellenismus (2ud ed., Gotha, 1877),

3, 52-55.

%
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tlie produce of Italy and Macedonia, the amber of the Baltic

-and the salt fish of Pontus, the silver of Spain and the copper

of Cyprus, the timber of Macedonia and Crete, the pottery and

oil of Greece— a thousand imports from all the Mediterranean

—

came to be exchanged for the spices of Arabia, the splendid

birds and embroideries of India and Ceylon, the gold and ivory

of Africa, the antelopes, the apes, the leopards, the elephants

•of tropical climes. Hence the enormous wealth of the Lagidae,

for in addition to the marvellous fertility and great population

—it is said to have been seven millions— of Egypt, they made

all the profits of this enormous carrying trade."

Ptolemy II explored Ethiopia and the southern parts of

Africa and brought back for his zoological gardens specimens

of curious fauna. Pliny in his Natural Histonj (VI, 29: qui

Troglodyticen primus excussit) is authority for the statement

that Ptolemy II was the first to explore the coast of the Troglo-

dytes, the cave-dwellers of Ethiopia.

Ptolemy II was a diplomat rather than a warrior. He never

took the field in person, but gained his victories by political

combinations and bribes from his enormous Avealth. He had his

emissaries and supporters everywhere. Besides this, he enjoyed

the support and friendship of many kings (cf. v. ii). In 273 B.C.,

after the defeat of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, by the Romans, he

sent a friendly embassy to them. His ambassadors were received

with great enthusiasm and accorded every distinction, for he was

then the most powerful monarch in the world.

The late date of our psalm, the fact that the king mentioned

therein is king of the Jews but a foreigner, who is favorable to

them, and the extent of his kingdom— all unite in confirming

our conviction that the psalm must refer to Ptolemy Philadelphus.

Both the Ptolemaic and Seleucid kings granted religious

freedom and certain political rights to the Jews.*" Particularly

30 See E. Schiirer, Geschichte des Judischen Volkes (1902), III, 20, 65 f.,'

87, and article "Alexaudria"' in Jewish Encyclopaedia I, pp. 3H1-8,

J. P. Mahaffy, A History of Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty (London)

1899), pp. 32-79; A. Bouche-Leclercq, Histoire des Lagides (Paris, 1903)

I, 50 f., 223; and articles on "Ptolemy" and "Ptolemy II" in EB and

Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible.

12*
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in Egypt, the Jews played a prominent role in public life. The
early Ptolemies were, in the main, favorably disposed toward

them, and under some of the later Ptolemies, Jews attained to

high positions of trust.

Shortly after the founding of Alexandria, Alexander the Great

is said to have induced many Jewish colonists to come there by

granting to them the right of citizenship, and even to have

established Jewish settlements in Upper Egypt. Mahaffy thinks-

this hardly probable. At any rate, Ptolemy I Soter carried off

great numbers of Jews as captives to Egypt, His lenient policy

toward the captives, however, induced many of their co-rehgionists

to come and settle there. During his reign, not less than 30,000

Jewish soldiers were stationed in garrisons throughout the land.

Cf. Letter of Aristeas, § 13: "Of which number he armed about

thirty thousand picked men and settled them in the fortresses

in the country".

No other Ptolemy, however, in fact, no other king, carried

his kindness toward the Jews so far as Ptolemy II Philadelphus.

He figures in Jewish tradition as the liberator of all the Jewish

captives in his realm (Jos. Ant. XII. 2) and the patron of the

Temple, to which he sent a number of costly presents (Jos.

Ant. XII. 4). It may have been j)art of the diplomacy of

Ptolemy II to make friends with the Jews in order to win and

hold at least the southern part of Syria. Probably because of

the growiug numbers and importance of the Jewish population

in Egypt, he is said to have authorized a translation of the

Hebrew Scriptures into Greek. This version is known as the

Septuagint from a tradition recorded in the Letter of Aristeas

that it was a translation made all at once by seventy or, more

exactly, seventy-two officially appointed translators. The

tradition runs as follows.'^

In the early years of the reign of King Ptolemy II Phila-

delphus, the librarian Demetrius Phalereus, who was in charge

of the famous Alexandrian Library, suggested to the king that

he should have prepared for the Library a Greek translation of

the .Jewish law-books. For this purpose, Ptolemy sent to Palestine

91 Cf. also Bar p]bhraya's Chronicles, Paris edition, p. 37, and Roediger'»

Chrestom. Syriaca, p. 13 (No. IV).
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for translators. Seventy-two men,^^ six from each of the twelve

tribes, were sent to Alexandria by the high-priest Eleazar of

Jerusalem and put by twos in thirty-six cells on the island of

Pharos. They are said to have completed their task in seventy

-days to the entire satisfaction of the king and his librarian, and

to have been sent back to Palestine with expensive gifts and

liigh acknowledgment of their services.

This story is no longer regarded as historicaP^ in all its de-

tails, but is undoubtedly so far correct, that at least the Penta-

teuch was translated during the reign of Ptolemy II and possibly

under royal patronage. A. Bouche-Leclercq, however, in his

work, Histoire des Lagides (Paris, 1903), I, p. 223, thinks that

the Septuagint version w^as not made by the orders of Ptolemy II,

nor in his time, nor for the Library, but that it was the voluntary

effort of Alexandrian Jews, who were working for the large

number of their co-religionists who did not know Hebrew.

Ptolemy III Euergetes is said to have offered sacrifices in

the Temple at Jerusalem. On an inscription found in Lower
Egypt and given by Schurer OJV, 3, 66, n. 27, Ptolemy III is

represented as granting the right of asylum to a proseuche, or

oratory. Some of the synagogues also seem to have enjoyed

the same right. This is of interest as showing that the Jewish

houses of worship were placed on an equality with the heathen

temples.

Ptolemy VI Philometor showed his kindness toward the Jews

in permitting them to build a temple at Leontopohs. According

to Josephus (c. Ap., II. 5), Ptolemy VI and his consort Cleo-

jjatra "entrusted their whole kingdom to Jews, and the com-

manders-in-chief of the army were the two Jews Onias and

Dositheus". Cleopatra, the daughter of Ptolemy VI, in a war

against her son, Ptolemy Lathyrus, appointed two Jews, Helkias

and Ananias, sons of the high-priest Onias, w^ho built the temple

32 Note the curious coincidence between the number of translators and

the number of our psalm in the Psalter.

3> The Letter of Aristeas, from internal evidence and its tendency to

laud the Jews, shows that it is not contemporary with the events it

narrates but is the work of an Alexandrian Jew, writing about 200 b. c.

-(so Schurer). Wendland, Willrich and Thackeray put it even later. See

literature cited in n. :i6.
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at Leontopolis, as generals in her army (cf. Jos. Ant. XIII. 10

and 13).

Under the earlier Ptolemies, the Jews formed so large a

portion of the population of Alexandria that a separate section

of the city, east of the palace, was assigned to them. Of the

five districts, into which the city was divided, two were known
as Jewish districts, because inhabited mostly by Jews. Josephus

tells us (B. J., II. 18, 8) that the fourth, or "delta", district was

populated by the Jews. Although even at this time the Jews

were isolated, this isolation was not strictly enforced, for syna-

gogues and Jewish dwellings could be found all over the city.

The Alexandrian Jew enjoyed a greater measure of political

independence than his co-rehgionist elsewhere. In Alexandria

the Jews formed an independent political community, ruled by

an ethnarch. Here they occupied a more influential position in

public life than anywhere else in the ancient world. They held

public offices and positions of honor, and by their riches and

education constituted a large and influential portion of society.

So great was their wealth that they were able to make frequent,

pilgrimages to Jerusalem and send many rich gifts to the Temple.'*

Neither Olshausen nor Hupfeld found any regular stanzas in

our psalm. Hengstenberg divided it into two stanzas: I a, vv. i-5;

I b, vv. 6-10; and II a, vv. ii-i5; and II b, vv. 16-17. De Wette
arranged it in five stanzas, vv. i-4, 5-7, 8-ii, 12-14, and 15-17.

Delitzsch also has the same number, but a different grouping of

the verses: vv. 1-4, 5-8, 9-11, 12-15, and 16-17 (so Cheyne, Book of

Psalms, London, 1888). Ewald divided the psalm into three

stanzas, vv. 1-7, 8-15, and 16-17'^ (so also A. B. Davidson, Biblical

and Literary Essays, London, 1902, p. 161). W. E. Barton

(The Psalms and Their Story, Boston, 1898, Vol. I, p. 175)

has five stanzas, viz., w. 1-5, 6-8, 9-11, 12-14, and 15-17. The
arrangement by Zenner -Wiesmann (Psahnen, Miinster i/W,

3* Cf. Hugo "Willrich, Jiidaica, Gottingen; Schiirer's review in TLZ^
(1900), p. 587; Wilcken, Griech. Ostralia aus Agypten u. Nubien (Leipzig,

1889); 7XZ(1901), p. 65; and Max L. Strack, Die Dijnastie da' Ptolcmder
(Berlin, 1897), esp. chapter 1: Mitherrschaft u. Sammtherrschaft.

'5 Cf. H. Ewald, Die poetischen Biicker des alten Bundes (2nd ed^

Gottingen, 1840), part 2, p. 114.
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1906-7) is as follows: I a, vv. i, 2, 3; I b, vv. 4, 6, 5; IT, vv. 7, 8,

10, 9, 11; III a, vv. 12, 13, 14, 15; and III b, vv. 16 and 17.

Bickell makes the meter heptasyllabic throughout but cannot

discern any arrangement in stanzas.^" Briggs in his Messianic

Prophecy (Edinburgh, 1886), p. 138, footnote, considers the

psalm a hexameter with occasional pentameters and tetrameters,

and divides it into three strophes,^^ or stanzas, omitting v. 12 as

an interijolation. In his Psalms (1907) he arranges the psalm

in two stanzas, vv. 1-7 and 13-I7a, each of seven hexameters, and

omits vv. 8-12 and 1 7b as a series of glosses, consisting of citations

or adaptations of earlier writings, added in Greek or Maccabean

times "to give the psalm a Messianic meaning and to adapt it

for public worship". Duhm^^ divides the psalm into nine stanzas,

containing each four poetic stichs, or rather hemistichs, with

three beats to each hemistich. Yv. 10 and 15 a he omits as glosses.

Baethgen (Die Psalmen, 3rd ed., Gottingen, 1904) makes the

prevailing meter double trimeter (Doppeldreier, i. e., 3 + 3 beats),

vv. 3, 5, and 17 c hexameters (Sechser, i. e., three dipodies), and

V. 10 two pentameters (Fiinfer, i. e., 3 + 2 beats). According to

Cheyne (1904) the poem consists of trimeters, i. e., hemistichs

of three beats each.

According to Professor Haupt's arrangement of the text, our

psalm consists of three stanzas, each of two couplets with 3 + 3

beats in each line. Verses 4, 12, 13, 7, 3, and 17a should be

omitted as glosses and pt^iy fc^DT^I v. 4 and Uy? v. 3 as tertiary

glosses. V. 3 may have originally stood in the margin as a gloss

to V. 16 but a copyist may have taken it as a gloss to v. 2 and

put it immediately after it. Originally vv. 6 and 8 may have

been grouped together, as both begin with Tl\ Verses 12 and 13

are simply a continuation of the gloss v. 4. The doxology,

vv. 18-19, and the colophon, v. 20, form no part of the original

poem and are not in metrical form.

36 Cf. G. Bickell, "Die Hebraische Metrik", ZDMG, 34, 557, and 35,

421, and Dichtungen der Hebraer, part 3 (Innsbruck, 1883), p. 131.

37 According to Professor Haupt, the term strophe should be used

only of quantitative, not of Hebrew accentual, poetry, cf. his article on

"The Poetic Form of the First Psalm", AJSL, 19, 132, n. 4.

38 Cf. B. Duhm, Die Psalmen erhldrt (Freiburg i/B., 1899), p. 187, and

Die Psalmen iihersetzt (Freiburg i/B., 1899), pp. 106-8.
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The Hebrew text should be arranged as follows:

:"I^D-p^;]n|TOi in-^^D^ ^psts^D "m,T"" ii a

%»Wj;n DDT Ip''")]

^nns p:n^D k^s;t'

Tr^j; itpoD IT. 6 iii B

D''i2J ^v^T v:s^ 9

:{^} innp'' iDty« ^«nt5>n {} d^^i^i K^wn •'D^d 10

•."'iras ^i^b j)"'»r oy ""jj? tssty 4 (/s) no^»^ 1 (a)

n^"itV v«i "'iyi J?WD ]ra« ^•'S''-''3 12 (7)

:p^B>i> D-ivas ni»D:i ]V2ni ^i-bj? on- 13

Haw anto iVian^i rn-'i 15 (e) oanDi It (3)

Dnn tr-sna 10 (??) jnn" ""ba-ny d"i^»-3"ii p-'is vo'-a n-jB^ 7 (0
}>nKn 16 (0 ;npns3 nis^n niva^i "''di'?» cnn ixto^ 3 (fl)

{ I
u))y'7 iD» \n"' {iD» ]^j"' va0'^itb\ 17 (\) 'inw**" 17 (k)

i3''»'« nnitt (0 «3Di (p) ^sVts 10 (m)
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This may be translated as follows:

Psalm 72

A i 1 'Give the king Thy justice, O Jahveh,

and Thy righteousness unto the king's son!

2 lie will govern Thy people Avith righteousness

and rule Thine oppressed with justice.'^

ii U ^He will redeem their lives from oppression,^

in his sight their blood will be precious.^

15 They will ever pray for him

and bless him aU the day*

B iii () He will descend like rain on the mown meads,

like a shower that waters the land.

10 ""In the land there will be a rich harvest,

^'its crop will wave like Lebanon.®

iv 16.17 His loins will sprout like grass,'

with him" will all nations bless themselves.*

5 ^'His name shall endure with the sun

and with the moon for ever and ever.

C V 8 May he rule from sea to sea,

from the River to the ends of the earth.

9 Before him foes will bow
and his enemies lick the dust.

(a) 1 By Solomon

(/3) 4 He will rule the oppressed of the people, he will save the

sons of the needy, oo

(•y) 12 He'll deliver the crying needy, the humble and him who is

helpless.

13 He'll have pity on the poor and needy, and the lives of the

needy he will save.

(5) 14 that is violence (e) 15 So that they live and give him

of the gold of Sheba.

(D 7 In his days shall righteousness flourish, and welfare thrive till

the moon fade.

(ij) 16 on the top of the mountains

(d) 3 The mountains will bear welfare, "t and the hills will run with

righteousness,

(i) 16 of the land (/c) 17 they will call him happy.

(X) 17 In sunshine his name will bud, his name shall be forever.

(oo) 4 and crush the oppressor (zic) 3 to tho people
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vi 10 The kings of The Isles and Tarshish

and i^Sheba 'will offer tribute. {^V

11 All kings will bow before him,

all peoples will do him service.

(m) 10 the kings of (v) or Seba (|) bring a gift

Critical Notes on the Hebrew Text

Y. i.-Five of Kenniccrtt's MSS omit HD^t^^, cf. J. B. de

Rossi, Variae LectionesVeteris Testameuti (Parmae, 1788), p. 50.

Cheyne, in the article "Psalms", EB, 3943-4, considers it an

error for "Of Salmah'V^ which he refers to the Salma?ans, whom
he considers a North Arabian clan forming one of the divisions

of the temple singers. It was probably prefixed because of

i^^!^ '^j^i^ V. 10. A scribe may have thought of the Queen of

Sheba and her visit to King Solomon, cf. 1 Kings 10 i ff. Briggs

considers it a "pseudonym of the author composing from the

point of view of Solomon".

DM/Ji^ is a redactional change and must be replaced by HIiT.

So also Baethgen (1904) and Briggs. For a similar redactional

change, cf. Ps. 14 2 and 53 3.

®, <S, and Hier. point to a singular "IfiDSlS^D but ^ "jn riD/TI

agrees with ilt. Baethgen, Wellhausen {Skizzen u. Vorarheiten,

Berlin, 1899, VI, p. 178), Duhm, and Buhl (Kittel's Bihlia

Hebraica, 1909) read the singular.

On the poetic omission of the article with ']/'D and l7D"p,
even though definite kings are referred to, cf. Ps. 21 2 and 45 2

and GK, § 126, h. The monosyllables ]n and "^70 in the phrases

|n"^7D/' and "j^D'p? must be treated as enchtics and closely

connected with \7u7 and j^b, both of which receive the tone

because they are emphatic by contrast. Cf. Sievers' Metrische

Studien*^ §§ 163, 1 and 263.

39 Cf. Wellhausen's and Winckler's readings of Cant. 1,5: no^ir
||
mp.

Cheyne, in the new edition of his Book of Psalms (1904), vol. I, p. xlviii,.

§ 13, suggests also as a preferable emendation "Of Ishmael".

*<> Ahhandlungen der philol-hist. Classe d. Kgl. Siichs. Gesellschaft d^

Wissenschaften, vol. 21 (1901).
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"inpliJI may take two beats because of its length. Delitzsch

and Cheyne {Origin of the Psalter, p. 156) consider this a catch-

word determining the relative position of Pss. 71 and 72, since

it occurs both in 7124 and 72 i. Cheyne (1904) suggests the

reading ']''npn^ on the basis of Ps. 103 6.

V. 2.-Instead of ^T, ^ undoubtedly read ^w (Kpiveiu). Buhl

prefers to point ]T1.

For pl^jn Briggs would read Hpi^. For pliJl "[fij;, £ has

pojmlos in tua justitia (= ^pTV^l ^*'^V) and H-P give two

variants ev SiKaioarvvrj crov and eu tTj SiKaio<Tvvr] <tov.

Halevy proposes the reading ViJ^I for "j'^'^J^'l {Revue Semi-

tique, 18%, p. 333).

If we insert {SSB?'' after ']'^*JV1, it gives us the necessary three

beats to the hemistich and restores the poetic parallelism. It

may have been omitted by haplography (so Briggs, who, how-

ever, would put it after tDStS^D^).

V. 4 is a gloss to V. 2. V. 4 a is in the same meter as v. 2

(3 + 3). CSSK^'' in v. 4 is perhaps written with Pesik to call atten-

tion to its omission in v. 2. p^lj/ i^DT'l is a tertiary gloss to v. 4.

Duhm, Baethgen (1904), Briggs, Buhl, and Zenner-Wiesmann
{Psalmen, Munster i/W, 1906-7) also omit it. Cheyne {EB,

3954, footnote 4) regards this clause and also t^Dty'DJ^ J1^^T''

V. o as corruptions of "He shall crush the folk of Cusham"
(DiyD DP). In 1904 he considers p^'^ «DT a variant to ^I^T''

B^'DtyDJ? V. 5 and emends v. 5 so as to read: "He will crush the

folk of (Jusham and destroy the race of Jerahmeel" (''J2 T'D^iS^*'!

/'i^Dn'T'). ^ puts all the verbs in v. 4 in the imperative.

V. 3.—This is a prosaic explanatory gloss to v. 16. DJ^7 is a

tertiary gloss. We must insert n3D7n before HpTfll. This may
be a quotation from some other poem. The person who added

this, probably a Palestinian glossator, may have been conscious

of the double meaning of "11 in ni'Dt^S v. 16, both "grain" and

"purity". Cf. Arabic harr "pious, just, righteous, honest" and

hirr "wheat".

For Uy7 (5 reads ru> \aw crov and is followed by <S and C
Cheyne (1904) omits it as dittography for D1^. For n"iya:i"l Dj;^

npi:j3, Buhl suggests npi:f mj;^^ ^^V-
According to ®, UpliJl, instead of standing at the end of
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V. 3, is put at the beginning of v, 4 : ev SiKaioa-vvrj Kpiva. © *'* and

(b^^\ however, read koI ot ^ovuoi, with which 3 and Hier. ct

colles jiistitiam agree. <S has ']n'lpnt, as if it had read IDpTf.

Houbigant (Notae Criticae, Frankfurt a/M, 1777, Tom. II, p. 58)

considered the letter ^ superfluous. J. B. Kohler in Eichhorn's

Eepertorium, XIII (1783), pp. 144-158, thought that n was

either pleonastic, or else we must supply mentally a verb like

nifc^^n from the preceding. Bottcher in his Neue exegetisch-

kritische Ahrenlese (edited byF. Milhlau, Leipzig, 1864), Part II,

p. 266, believing that there was something wanting between

nipDil and npT2J3, of which 3 was a remnant, supplied nJIlD^ri.

This Hupfeld considered quite superfluous. For npTlJS Graetz

read HplSJ Ih, supposing that "1 had fallen out of the text be-

fore 3 . Delitzsch suggested nJniSn as the missing verb. Well-

hausen, Cheyne (1904), Duhm, Briggs and Zenner-Wiesmann

read simply HpTlt. Briggs considers D an interpretative gloss.

Duhm cancels it as a scribal error caused by the similar ex-

pressions in V. 2. Halevy reads nZ)"]!!!.

Ehrlich takes Dl/l^ to mean "security" as in Zech. 8 lu, and

considers the preposition in Ujfb as indicating the genetive-

relation, so that DJ^^ 01^12^ Avould mean "general security". From
the latter half of the verse he supplies 2 as belonging to IKB^,

explains the phrase 2 fc^B^J as meaning "to partake of. share

in" on the basis of Num. 11 17 and Job 7 13, and renders the

verse as follows:

dass die Berge der herrschenden Sicherheit teilhaft nerden,

und die Hiigel der Oerechtigkeit.

V. 4.-For general remarks on v. 4, cf. last paragraph of note

on V. 2.

Cheyne (1904) reads 113^ for DJ/. On the poetic omission of

the article with UP, cf. Ps. 22 7 and 45 13.

P''B^"in may be construed either with the accusative, as in

Ps, 6 5, or with the dative (^), as here and in Ps. 116 6. Accord-

ing to Duhm, the construction with the dative is an indication

of late date.

y. 5.-The emendation '^"'"IS^ on the basis of (6 o-y/xTra^a/xei/ei,

:ind 3 permanehit for iH ']'lfc<!T'' was first suggested by Job
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Ludolf in his edition of the Ethiopic Psalter in 1721 and has

since been adopted bvHoubigant, Lagarde, Bickell, Briill (<7rt7jr-

hiicher filr judische Geschichte u. Littemh(r, 1885, p. 71), Cheyne

(Book of Psalms, London, 1888), Nowack (Hupfeld-Nowack,

Die Psalmen, 3rd ed., Gotha, 1888), Kautzsch {Beilagen, Frei-

burg i/B, 1896), Oort, Buhl, Baethgen, and EhrKch. Most

scholars construe this verb without an object in the sense of

"to live long" and cite Eccles. 7 i5. Hupfeld, Graetz, Well-

hausen, and Halevy read ini^nv.

Cheyne (1904) considers TT* JD"'in IH "a careless scribe's

three attempts to write T*1V".

Ewald thinks a verse has fallen out between vv. 4 and 5,

cf. JaJirhiicher der Biblischen Wissenschaft, V (1853), p. 173.

Beer (Individual- und Gemeindepsalmen, Marburg 1894, p. 59 f.)

considers v. 5 a marginal gloss that has crej)t into the text.

Baethgen regards it as a later insertion, breaking the connection

between vv. 4 and 6. Duhm pronounces vv. 5-ii not genuine and

as disturbing the connection between vv. i-4 and v. 12 ff.

In view of IDB^ in v. 17, the first part of which verse is a gloss

to V. 5, we must insert IIDK^, wliich has been omitted before

tyi2iy"DJ?, perhaps by haplography. We should read HT DJ^I

,

instead of HT' ''JS?, as the latter may be due to K^DK^ ''iS? in

V. 17. The first and second clauses of v. 17 should be transposed,

and the second clause, "IDB^ |T K^DK^"''JS7, regarded as an in-

correct poetic explanatory gloss to v. 5, and the first clause as

a correct prosaic gloss to the same verse.

In the phrases tS^DC^'Dj; and nT'DPI in v. 5, U'bV v. 6, 'bl'^V

V. 7, D"'"1J7 V. 8, yrb)! V. 13, and TS{''"''D v. 12, the monosyllabic

prepositions ^J^, 7j^, and DJ? and the conjunction '•IS are proclitic

and throw the tone on the following word, cf. Sievers, §§ 144-5

and 149, 2.'

V. 6.-a' renders ^Tt^ by ein Kovpav. (6 a-' and the other Greek

versions give eirl ttokov, with which 5' i^flTi p)f, £ in velhis, and

Hier. super vellus agree. Graetz proposed the emendation Ti.

Cheyne (1904) emends tr^J? 163DD to Maacath and Amalek (!).

On the authority of (6®''^ and ^^'^ oxret araytcv rj a-TaXpixra

and 3« «SIDiT «T« «nS163 "{''Kl, we may change the traditional

division of the consonantal text, as at the time the text of our
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psalm was written there was sc7"i})tio contimia and no matres

lectionis, join the final D of iH D'']3''^'1D with the dira^ Xeyofievov

»)"'nt, point it as f]1TD, and read the sg. yy\'D. Cf. Prof. Haupt's

paper "Lea und Rahel", ZAT, 29, 286, n. 5, where the participle

^'^tD is referred to a stem *]1t , which is identified with the stem
fp] and is found also in the Syriac zdnfta, "shower of rain".

The word *^*1tD, because followed by 1^*^, has recessive accent

and should be accented on the penult, cf. GK, § 29, e, and

Sievers, §§ 169-176, particularly § 174, 1 and 2.

Baethgen, who retains iH ^V\^ as a noun in the sense of

"shower" or "sprinkling", gives examples of similar quadriliteral,

or pluriconsonantal, forms in ancient and modern Syriac with

the repetition of the first radical in the third place.

Wellhausen thinks a verb is concealed in iH ^""nt. Hupfeld

proposed the emendation *^''"ir, which Avas adopted by Bickell

and Cheyne (1888). Graetz, following Krochmal, read IS'^J^T'

{J)efruchten). Halevy suggests ITI^ "saturates, waters", and

Duhm proposes the reading ^SHt. So also Buhl, who gives also

alternative readings ''St^t and ''^"•H"', and compares Syr. P]*1T to

Heb. D*1T. Briggs reads ''SHt and regards the '' in *]''nt as trans-

posed. Cheyne (1904) emends the second clause to Behohothites

and Zarephathites. Ehrlich retains iH and considers *]'T*1T a

predicate noun and j^^i^ in the accusative depending upon the

idea of motion expressed in Pj'^PT

.

V. 7.—With the majority oi' modern commentators, including

Hare, Street, Lagarde, Oort, Graetz, Krochmal, AVellhausen,

Duhm, Baethgen, Cheyne (1904), Ehrlich and Buhl, we must

read pTi for OX p^'^-, on the authority of the ancient versions

%, 3, Hier., and <S and three MSS. Briggs suggests either pT2f

or Tip^ii with a preference for the latter, as in v. 2 it is also

Cheyne (1904) emends VD"'! to HDlSn.

Hitzig considered UOVf 311 a corruption of DIt^ *13^ which,

together with v. 8, he regarded as a quotation from Zech. 9 lo.

Halevy thinks the second hemistich of v. 7 is corrupt and reads

iT for I'Tl , an emendation also suggested by Lagarde. Cheyne

(1904) considers vv. 7b and 8 glosses to v. 6 and emends 7 b to

S«Dni"''l b^V^\ir in'^l and v. 8 to 'y\ ^«Dni"'l b^V^'^^ "I'l''- Ehr-
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lich reads n"!*! and Ij? for ill l^f and renders Und voile Sicher-

heit herrsche aiich in mondloser Nacht. Briggs omits ^Tl as

an interpretative gloss to Uw^. Buhl suggests S"!! or STl. The

former emendation is to be preferred.

For riT Buhl would read ph as in Isa. 5 14.

This verse is an explanatory gloss to v. 6. The monosyllable

3*11 is proclitic, because of its close connection with Dl?^^, and

gives it the tone, cf. Sievers, § 162, lb,

y. 8.-Giesebrecht, Baethgen, Beer and also Duhm consider

vv. 8-11 a later insertion. Briggs adds also v. 12 and v. 17 b.

According to Duhm and Baethgen, v. 8 is taken almost word

for word from Zech. 9 10. Duhm considers iH "ITT a scribal

error caused by IT at the beginning of v. 6, and substitutes

V^tyi from Zech. 9 10.

<S fc^nnni and (t 'afldg "rivers" may heplurales amplificativi

for the great river, the Euphrates, cf. Crit. Notes on Prov.

(8B0T), p. 34, 1. 31, and Crit. Notes on Kings (SBOT),

p. 295, 1. 3.

In the phrase ^M^ ""DSfc^'lJ?, because of the proclitic prepo-

sition IJ^ (cf. Sievers, § 145), we should expect the tone to rest

on the final syllable of ""DSi^. But then we should have two

accented syllables following each other, as y^i^ ''DSi^. Accord-

ing to GK, § 29, e, the tone could not rest on the first syllable

of ''DSi^, because it is closed,, but we know from GK, § 29, g,

that our rule is not without its exceptions. On the question of

the recession of the accent, cf. also Sievers, §§ 169-176, parti-

cularly § 174, 1 and 2. Sievers suggests in § 175 changing the

accent of the second word, in this case yMjl to Y']^, but this is

impossible as yi^ is a monosyllable (cf. GK, § 84, a). It is

only fair, however, to Professor Sievers to state that he considers

the segholates dissyllabic,^^ cf. Metrische Stiidien, § 193, 6.

V. d.~S i^Tr\n points to a reading D"«'« for M D''"^. Cheyne

(1904) reads D^VP and for iK Vn^'i^l , D^n^ipi. Olshausen's emen-
dation D"*"!!? restores the parallelism and is to be preferred. This

has been adopted by Graetz, Hupfeld, Halevy, Dyserinck,

Bickell, Cheyne (1888), Oort, Siegfried -Stade, Wellhausen,

*^ They are dissyllabic in certain modern Arabic dialects, cf. kelleb

or kalb.
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Duhm, and Briggs. Because of the preceding VJS?, it is not

necessary with Buhl to read Vl!?.

Y. lO.-Cheyne {EB, 4899, article "Tarshish") emends Tarshish

to 'Ashur or 'A^Mir and defines it as "a N.Arabian district of

somewhat uncertain extent, also known perhaps as Geshur'. In

1904 he reads Jerahmeelites and Asshurites for B^''{y*1/1 ""D^D

D""'i<1 and omits Jerahmeelites as an incorrect variant to an.

I

Asshurites.

Bickell and Cheyne regard SID as a later insertion, cf. EB,
4342, article "Seba", and Cheyne (1904), where he reads

Hitzig considered 1D^i< a corruption of IS^K , Avhich occurs

in 2 Sam. 6 19 and 1 Ch. 16 3. The meaning of ID^fc^, however,

is doubtful. For 1DB^«, Cheyne (1904) reads pH in^«, con-

siders it a gloss on 2^"'tyin, and omits ''D^D v. lub as dittography.

We must omit 12''tJ^'' JirUD as a prosaic explanatory gloss to

n^jT 1DK^« V. 11, as well as ''D^Q before «nty and also «nDl

as glosses.

V. 11.-Instead of D''D/'D"7D, £3 read omnes reges terrae, with

which ©^'^ and C5-^'^ agree.-Cheyne (1904) regards v. ii as a

gloss to V. 10 b.

The monosyllabic pronominal forms w and 13 in the phrases

i^ninn^'*! v. n, iW^ v. 12, i^in^i or i^un"""! v. 15, andn-iD"inn''i

V. 17b are enclitic and throw the tone on the preceding syllable,

cf. Sievers, § 165.

V. i2.-Beer {op. cit., p. 59 f.), following Giesebrecht and

Baethgen, thinks this verse is most naturally connected with v. 7.

(5, Hier., 5 read JTltS^D forM j;iB^D. So also Ehrlich, in the

sense of "magnate". Cheyne (1904) reads pB^J^D.

This and v. la are to be omitted as mere repetitions of the

thought of V. 14. Briggs omits v. 12 as a gloss and a mere

variation of v. 4. Vv. 12-13 may be illustrative quotations from

some other poem, added by a later hand.

V. i4.-Duhm considers "^tTlD and DDnOI variants and omits

the latter (so also Buhl). Cheyne (1904) thinks that "(inD pro-

bably represents ilfaaca</i and DDn is a corrupt form oiCusham,

which is a gloss to Maacath. We must, however, point ']i'11ID
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(from stem "{Sri, cf. Syr. tnkd) with Hitzig and Duhm/" DDnCI

is an explanatory gloss to the more unusual word "JiriD, with

Waic eorplicativtim, which frequently accompanies glosses (so

also Baethgen and Briggs).

Instead of '\p^^), we should point Ip**^ with Olshausen and

compare 2 Kings 1 13. a' koi TtfirjOyja-erai seems to point to a

reading Ip^lV

For DDI,' i^e'23 read QDtS^. (S^"' and (6^'^ have to ovo/jlu

avTOv.

Y. lo.-Cheyne (1888) considers this verse a quotation from

an intercessory prayer for the king, which was written by one

scribe in the margin and incorporated into the text by another.

Baethgen adopts this view for the first clause only and in his

third edition (1904) finds a confirmation of his view in the

different meter ( Fierer = tetrameter, i. e., 2 + 2 beats) in this

clause from that of the rest of the verse (Doppeldreier = double

trimeter, i. e., 3 + 3 beats). Buhl omits this clause as a later

addition and Beer as a marginal gloss incorporated in the text.

Duhm finds in it two distinct glosses, the first of which, ^JT*!,

he thinks is taken from Ps. 49 lo (Heb.) and refers to the poor

man, while the second has the king or the Messiah as its sub-

ject. Briggs inserts the words D^^^ pDH after NT'I: "It is

probable that an ancient copyist used Tl"'1 for the longer formula,

and that a later scribe misunderstood his abbreviation".

Cheyne (1904) considers Tl''"^ a variant to NT v. i6, and "they

give him of the gold of Sheba" a paraphrase of v. lob. For

TOn nj;n ^^Sn"*!, he reads Dn«0 innV ^"htl^ and for D1\T^D

Ehrlich reads for TT'I the Pi'el ''irPI "may he hve!" and com-

pares Geiman lehen lassen and Arabic hayya, II hayyd "to

greet, salute". He considers the subject of this verb as well

as tbe suffix in 1? and the subjects of the verbs ^^SJ/T* and

inJD*!^'' as indefinite.-Graetz puts all the verbs in this verse in

the plural and emends )? to IDa
Max L. Strack in his Dynastie der Ptolemcier (Berlin, 1897),

<2 On a similar use of "jin for *]h, cf. 2 Sam. laoa aud Professor

Haupt's paper "David's Dirge on Saul and Jonathan", JHUC, Xo. 163,

p. n7a, n. 27.

13
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pp. 12-17, considers IHiDH"' DITT^D as an explanatory gloss,

added by an orthodox Jew to prevent the preceding clause from

being taken to mean divine worship of the king.

AVe must omit the first part of v. 15 as an explanatory gloss,

appended to v. 14 by some reader, in the same style as iOTI

pK^IJ^ V. 4.-For the sgs. b?^T\^ and IHiDIT, we should in each

case read the plural.

V. i6.-For iH NT we should read JT'iT.-For the aira^ Xeyo-

/j.€uov nDS, Lagarde, Graetz, Cheyne and Wellhausen propose

r\)lp\!^ "fullness". Hupfeld cites this emendation with approval,

of. Hupfeld-Nowack Die Psalmen (3rd ed., Gotha, 1888), p. 205.

Duhm's conjecture of HDD "sufficiency" on the basis of the

Syriac i<nDD "contentment" (1 Tim. 6 6) is unsatisfactory. Cheyne

(1904) reads t3Bl2^D. flDS has been referred to the stems Hfe^fi

(Arabic faH, Mishnic iIDD) and DDS to spread out but it is

probably phonetic reading for r\f^B from a stem B^Si, akin to

Assyrian napCiM "to be abundant", Aram. tS^SJ "to be numerous",

and Arabic nafise "great riches". Cf. Peshitta STOJ^T VO^i^

==Assyr. napd^ ebiiri "abundance of grain" and the footnote

by Professor Haupt in BA, 5, 471 f. The form HC^S, then, which

we should perhaps read instead of nK^3, may be referred to this

verb, or, as verbs Primae Nun and Primae Waw frequently

interchange, to a stem napdhi (for iiapdhi). nt5^3, then, would

be formed from a biconsonantal theme t^S, just as Heb. H^^,

which is usually referred to ]t5^'' (for ]K^'I), and Syriac fc<nJK^ with

the same meaning, cf. Nold., Syr. Gr., § 105. If we retain the

pointing nt^S, we may compare with it the analogical post-

Biblical word nSp "drop" from t]tDJ.-The words 13 and E^D^

in "li'ntS^S and t5^Dt5^"'JS? v. i7a receive the tone after their

constructs, which are regularly proclitic, cf. Sievers, §§ 158 and

159, 2. Cheyne (1904) considers M 13 miswritten for p«3
and reads Tl'' for M M\ D''"in K'i^lD must be omitted as a

gloss by a Palestinian reader, as there are no mountains in

Egypt. For tS^i^in Cheyne (1904) reads B^H^S.

Ewald, assuming a hypothetical stem B^fc<1 {yipfeln) as identical

with B^pi, emended M e^;;T to B^«1N cf. 'jahrhiicher d. Bib.

Wissenschaft (Gottingen, 1853) 5, 173. Graetz proposed the

emendation I^J^^ "may it be rich (or abundant)". Duhm reads
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rish Dtyj; ^T for ill ]U3^D tyj;T and translates nB^V H by Kraut

genug. On the basis of Job 5 25 and 21 8, He joins V^S? with

iH TJ;D ir^"'!. which he emends to rj;p ''«?«?, places iH nS
after VJ?Q, and renders the whole: Vor ihm (dem Konige) seien

die Sprosslinge seines Leihes, seine (Leihes-)F7'ucht.—For iH

K^J;"I^ Cheyne (1904) reads ^'^p''_ "it will strike root". Buhl

thinks ^J^T corrupt and would put the Soph Pasuk immediately

after it.

For M. VIS, WelUiausen reads ''IS as a genetive depending

on ]1JD7 and renders it a Lebanon of fruit "a hyperbolical

plural of fruit-tree = a vast number of fruit-trees". Baethgen

{Die Psalmen^, 1897) emends it to HS"' "may they be fruitful",

connects it closely with what follows, and thinks that HS'^ was

perhaps originally a gloss to M ))i*'3'^). In his third edition

(1904), he gives up the idea that HS^ was a gloss. For M ]liD^D

riS, Cheyne (1904) reads ]m^2 n«?, supposing that n«D has

fallen out, owing to the resemblance of HX to B^pT.

For M 1^5;D ir^J^'l, Graetz proposed the emendation ^"'^1

nnj;. For ill Y^^n ne^p T5?D i:{''n, Cheyne (1904) reads

p«n n^p f^n, omitting TJ;Q as a corruption of D^JTI, which

he considers a variant to D'^IH. For M ))i^)i^), Ehrlich reads

1i<5{.''.1.-ill TJ^D is probably haplography for VJ^Q. AVe may omit

^IXn as a gloss.

Briggs (Psalms, 1907) omits "111 as an explanatory gloss, reads

nfe^ for B^yT', regarding it as probably representing JT^'^T

"may sheep pasture", of which J^T then would be an explanatory

gloss to ntJ^, and renders the first part of the verse : May there

be an aftergroiitli in the land, on the top of the mountains sheep.

For iH VnS ]U37D he reads D'^'IS ]UD73 hine on Lebanon, basing

his emendations on C5 virep = 3 and that 1 is "often error for

D". 'T'yD he changes to "IJTP and renders the last clause of the

verse: And may flowers bloom out of the forests as herbs of
the field.

Baethgen (1904), for metrical reasons, thinks a foot is lacking

after '^'MXTi at the close of the verse and that we must supply

some word like n"1S"' or IlDiJ'' (sprosst).

V. i7.-For remarks on the first two clauses of v. 17, cf. first

paragraph of note on v. 5.

13*
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The last clause of v. 17, with the insertion of the article be-

fore W^^ and the omission of initS^fc?'' as an explanatory gloss to

the preceding, should be put after the last clause of v. i6 to form

the first line of the second couplet (vv. 17 and 5) of the second

stanza (vv. 6, 16, 17, 5) of the poem.

Cheyne (1904) omits iH K^D^ and considers it a distortion

of IDB^, written too soon. For ^^SP , he reads ^JS)? , emends ]'*y*

to ]1Si) (so also Eichhorn, Rosenmuller, Graetz, Ehrlich, and

Briggs on the authority of (5, 3, ^ and one Heb. MS), and

renders: Before Thee let ]iis name endure. Duhm thinks we
have a conflate reading in M D^iy? IDtJ^ ''iT, for which © shows

the original text. He accordingly substitutes ^HD for 1DI2^

(Buhl "fnn for \T').and considers M \^T a mistake for f^'^T from

a stem pi = |*Si. Cheyne (1904) considers this latter emen-

dation "an improbable Aramaism". Buhl in Gesenius-Buhl's

Hehr. u. Aram. Handworterlntch (15th ed., 1910), s. v. ]''i, in-

fers from (5 Sia/ji€V€i the reading |n^ "remain" from ]n on the

basis of Gen. 6 3. Nestle conjectures a form from p7 or jv, see

ZAT, 25, 201.

For the second IDB^, which Briggs omits as a copyist's error,

Ehrlich conjectures IB^D^ and interprets it as meaning "his

lufcky star", comparing Jer. 15 9 and Kiddushin 72b: Hb\2f T^

b«lDB^ ^ It^DB^ nmr ^^j; blS^ IB^DK' nnSD "before Eli's star

was extinguished, Samuel's star rose".

Beer considers the whole of v. i7a a marginal gloss, incor-

porated into the text, and Briggs v. i7b a gloss based on Gen.

12 3 18 18 and 22 is.

On the authority of ®, Kautzsch, Cheyne (1888), G. Buchanan

Gray (JQR, 7, 679, n. 2), Duhm, Briggs and Buhl supply

Y'M^n n)nSf2;tyb^, the latter putting it after 'in"]B^«\ Graetz

Y'^m ""D;; ^D, andWellhausen, Baethgen and Ehrlicli ninSB^D^^D

nt^l^n. Cheyne (1904) supphes simply ninStS^D.

With Wellhausen we may omit IH'^iK^i^'' as a gloss to the pre-

ceding unDinnr

V. 18.—Verses 18 and i9, which form the doxology and are

no part of the original poem, have no metrical form as they

stand. In order to give them a regular meter, we should have
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to omit U^rhi^ ni(T V. 18a, DE^ i9a, and HllD i9b. Zenner-

Wiesmann omit w. I8-20.

M D\"I^« is omitted by five MSS, C5 and S. Briggs considers

it a "conflation of Elohistic and Yahwistic editors".

V. i9.-It is perhaps better with Duhm, GK, § 121, e, and

Cheyne (1904), following ® Xum. 14 21 to read Kal i^biy^ instead

of Xiph'al.

V. 20.-The colophon is wanting in seven MSS. On the form

5|i'3, Pu al with 6 for u, cf. GK, § 52, q.

It is not necessary with Graetz, T. K. Abbott in Hermathena

VIII (1893), p. 76, Cheyne (1904) and Ehrlich to read rvhnn
for Ji ni^sn.

According to Cheyne (1904) M ''tJ^'^'p TH has come from

Arab-Ethan the sons of Ishmael. He considers iH *'K^'''p a

corruption of ^fc^V^E^"* '^^'^^ which he makes a gloss or variant

on ]IVi^ iiy, derived from ill TIT . In his opinion, the colophon,

which originally referred to what he terms the "Ethanic Psalter",

a collection of the earlier psalms entitled "Of Arab-Ethan",

was transferred to the end of Ps. 72 to include it also, although

it was originally entitled "Of Ishmael", and later on the words,

"the sons of Ishmael", were appended to "Arab-ethan".

B. Jacob, in an article entitled "Die Reihenfolge der Psalmen",

ZAT, 18, 100, n. 1, maintains that ill TTl ni^Sn should be trans-

lated Ended are prayers of David (i. e., there now follows a

series of others), not the prayers of David, but, as Noldeke has

shown in ZAT, 18, 256, it can only be rendered the prayers of

David, as the construct is made definite by the following proper

noun. Prayers of David would have to be expressed by m?Sn
Tn^, cf. a son of Jesse ^^Vf'h ]1, GK, § 129, c.
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The Titles of the Psahiis

GEORGE R. BERRY
COLGATE USIVERSITY

THE specific purpose is to consider the significance of the

titles of the psalms in relation to the chronological arrange-

ment of the smaller collections.

In Briggs' Commentary on the Psalms, as is "well known, is^

given a very full and generally satisfactory view of the smaller

collections which preceded the present psalter and on which it

was based. This is derived from the titles, the dominating idea

being that several titles, principally those that have often been

thought to denote authorship, are the titles of these small col-

lections, the title of the collection having been given to the

individual psalm when it was used in another collection, or

at the final compilation of the whole psalter. In Briggs'

chronological arrangement of the collections, however, no con-

sideration is given to the order of arrangement of the titles.

Presumably some system was observed in this matter, the new
title being either prefixed or affixed to those already present..

My suggestion is that is was prefixed, and that thus, with

certain limitations, the titles show the chronological arrange-

ment of the collections. Obviously, as will appear, if there was

any custom it must have been this, it could not have been that

of affixing the title.

The order of arrangement which Briggs gives is chronological,

except that in some cases, as will appear, he dates two collections

at approximately the same time, and is as follows: Miktam,

Heb. Dripp, 6 psalms, middle Persian period; Maskil, Heb,

7*212^0, 13 psalms, late Persian period; David, Heb. TTp,
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74 psalms, late Persian period; Korah, Heb. ITIj^'^^rirj H psalms,

early Greek period; Asaph, Heb. ^Di<p, 12 psalms, early Greek

period; Mizmor, Heb. *TfDTQ, 57 psalms, early Greek period;

Elohistic psalter, no title, psalms 42-83, middle Greek period;

Director's psalter, Heb. HJiil??, 55 psalms, middle Greek period;

Hallels, Heb. /TvpH, 18 psalms, Greek period, enlarged in

Maccabean period; Pilgrim psalms, Heb.-ni^rsn T^, once "^''B^

n6j[0, 15 psalms, 120-134, middle Greek period.

The Hallels and the Pilgrim psalms have no titles besides

these, and hence were in no other collection. Four of the Pi'grim

psalms have in the present text, to be sure, the title David, but

this must be a mistake, as Briggs says. Xo psalm is in both

Maskil and Mizmor. Xo psalm is in more than one of the

following: David, Asapb, Korah.

The principle above indicated makes possible the chrono-

logical arrangement of all the collections except the Elohistic

psalter, the Hallels, and the Pilgrim psalms, these exceptions

being for the reason just indicated. These three collections are,

therefore, not here considered. The arrangement of the other

collections, according to the principle indicated, is as follows:

Miktam, David, Asaph, Maskil, Mizmor, Korah, Director's.

Maskil and Mizmor might be transposed, as no psalm occurs in

both; also David and Asaph, for the same reason. The order

of titles is fairly uniform in favor of this arrangement. The
exceptions form only a small proportion, and are probably due

to textual causes, some dislocation for that reason, in the nature

of the case, being inevitable. The regular order and the ex-

ceptions are as follows. The regular order, David Miktam, four

times, the reverse twice; the regular order Maskil David five

times, the reverse once; the regular order Mizmor David twenty-

nine times, the reverse seven times; the regular order Maskil

Asaph twice, the reverse none ; the regular order Mizmor Asaph
seven times, the reverse twice; the regular order Korah Maskil

twice, the reverse once; the regular order Korah Mizmor five

times, the reverse once, not considering psalm 88, which has

two complete inconsistent titles, the first, Mizmor Korah, being

usually considered a later addition; the regular order Director

preceding all others in all cases, fifty five times, psalm 88 being
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understood as just stated. The place of the musical dh'ections

is in harmony with this view, and in fact favorable to it. These,

in twenty nine psalms, were doubtless added in the Director's

psalter, as Briggs says. Except in psalm 46, where they come
after Korah as well as Director, and are followed by TB^, these

musical directions in every case immediately follow Director.

i
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The Sabbath ii.i the Okl Testament

(Its Origin and Development)

THEOPHILE JAMES MEEK
JAMES MILLIKIN UNIVEKSITY, DECATUR, ILL.

THE question of the Hebrew Sabbath is still one of the vex-

ing problems of Old Testament study, despite Langdon's

declaration that "the origin and meaning of the Hebrew Sabbath

are philologically and historically clear" (Sumerian and Bahy-

lonian Psalms, p. XXIII). The conclusions presented in this

paper may not be without their difficulties, but to the writer, at

least, they seem best to represent the evidence as at present

known. It may be of interest to note that they were arrived at

quite independently of Zimmern, Meinhold and others, with

whose conclusions it was afterwards found they are in general

agreement.

It was Zimmern in 1904, in the "Zeitschrift der Deutschen

Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft", who first suggested in print

that the Sabbath was originally the day of the full moon. Meifi-

hold followed him in 1905 with a more elaborate treatment of

the tliesis, Sahhat und Woche im A. T., and again in 1909

in the "Zeitschrift fiir Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft"'. The
hypothesis has been accepted by Beer (SahhatJi: Der Mishna-

tradat Sahhat) and by Marti (Gescliichte der IsraelitiscJwn

Religion, etc.), but has not received the consideration from

English-speaking scholars, I believe, that is its due.

Sabbath in Babylonia

The origin of the Sabbath is certainly not to be found with

the Hebrews themselves. Ultimatelv it is "to be ti*aced back
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to those nomadic ancestors of the Hebrews and the Canaanites,

who paid chief homage to the moon, whose benign hght guided

them in their night journeys over the plains of northern Arabia"

(Kent, Israel's Laws and Legal Precedents, p. 257). The Sabbath

most probably harks back to the remotest Semitic antiquity and

like taboo, sacrifice, ancestor-worship and the like, was evidently

an institution shared by all.

The name. Sabbath, first appears in Babylonia and as an in-

stitution may, in fact, be traced back tothe early pre-Semitic

inhabitants of that land, the Suraerians. In a bilingual tablet,

K. 6012 + K. 10684, containing a list of the days of the month, the

eqn&tiont-XY-KAM = §a-hat-ti (line 13) appears, i.e. the 15th

day of the month w^as known in Babylonia as the Sahattu, and

further, it is the only one of the month that is so named (see

Pinches, PSBA, 1904, pp. 51 ff.). Now the Babylonian month

was a lunar month of approximately 30 days and the 15th day,

or the middle of the month, would be the day of the full moon.

We would infer, then, that the Sahattu was identical with the

day of the full moon and with it alone.

This is further suggested by all the references to the Sabbath

in Babylonian literature that are at present known. In another

bilingual text, C. T. XII 6, 24, w^e have the equation tJ (Sumerian

for "day") = ki-hat-tu, i. e. the Sabbath was to the Babylonians

"the day" par excellence, one of the great festival days of the

month. In the Creation Story, Tablet V 18, the signs, W <V^
are evidently, with Pinches and Zimmern, to be read Sa-hat-tu,

instead of [M»^]?t XlV-tu as formerly. The usual determinative

after numerals in this tablet, as elsewhere, is kam not tu

(cf. Creation Story, Tablet V 17, Vll-kam; GilgameS Epic,

Tablet X col. Ill 49, umu XV-kam; etc.). With this restoration

line 18 would read: "On the [Sa]bbath thou (the moon) shalt

be equal (in both) halves". Likewise in the Gilgames Epic,

Tablet X col. Ill 49 the 15th day or the Sabbath is evidently

the day of the full moon.

The Sahattn Avas not a day of rest, on which work was pro-

hibited, for many contract tablets are dated on that day (Kuchler,

Die Christliche Welt, 1904, p. 296; Johns, Expositor, Nov. 1906;

Wilson, Princeton Theological Review, 1903, p. 246). In C. T.
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XVIII 23 it is called um null lihhi i. e. a day for the pacifi-

cation of the anger of the deity, an appropriate day for penance.

The Sabbath used to be, and by many scholars still is, iden-

tified with the Babylonian "favorable, unfavorable days", which

for the intercalary month of Elul fell on the 7th, 14th, 19th,

21th, and 28th days, (IV E,. 32 f.), but there is absolutely no

evidence that these have any connection whatsoever with sahaUtt.

Indeed, as we have noted, there is as yet no evidence anywhere

that Sabattu was applied to any day other than the 15 th, and

to assign this term to other days, as Jastrow^ and many scholars

do, is the purest assumption and is based upon a preconceived

idea as to what the Sabbath was. Neither is there any evidence

that the terms sahattu and nuhattu have any connection w^ith

each other.

With the Babylonians the Sabbath was manifestly a full

moon festival and the etymology of the word would seem to

confirm this. The root kihdtn in V R. 28 e. f. is equated with

gamaru, "to complete, fulfill, bring to an end", or intransitively,

"to be complete". Sahattu, then, could mean the day on which

the moon was complete or full.

Sabbath in Early Israel

If the Sabbath was the day of the full moon with the Baby-

lonians, we would expect it' to be the same with the early

Hebrews, to whom it was more or less indirectly communicated.

Here again the evidence would seem to confirm our expectations.

The word flSB^ is probably contracted from riflS^ (so 01s-

hausen, Konig, Driver, W. R. Smith, Cook, eel.). The root

riStS^ (cf. Isa. 14 4, 24 8) in its transitive form means "to sever,

put an end to"; in its intransitive form "to desist, come to an

end, be at an end, be complete" (Arabic, v^LJLC, "to cut off,

intercept"). The grammatical form of ri2^, according to some,

suggests a transitive sense, "the divider", i. e. apparently the

day that divides the month, the 15 th or the day of the full

moon. Meinhold {ZATW, XXIX, 101) takes it in the intran-

sitive sense and argues for nSK^ the meaning "the complete,

1 E. g. in A. J. Th., II, pp. 312 ff.
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the full" moon. So many derivations of the word, however, have

been given (for a summary see Beer, SahhatJf, p. 13, note 3),

that little help can be expected from the word itself, until more

positive evidence is forthcoming. It is, at any rate, not to be

identified with Hli, "to rest, repose". The idea of rest is a

later meaning that Avas read into the word.

All our evidence would seem to indicate that the i^abbath in

early Israel had nothing whatever to do with the seventh day

of the week. The observance of the seventh day was probably

early, for it is prescribed in both J (Ex. 34 21) and E (Ex. 23 12),

but it could not possibly have been earlier than the settlement

of the Hebrews in Canaan, when they began first to engage in

agriculture. A periodic rest for a nomadic people is an im-

possibility, but an economic necessity for a people engaged in

agriculture and the like. It probably had no relation to the

moon and with the Hebrews came to be arbitrarily designated

as everj' seventh day because of the sacredness attached to the

number seven and the sense of completeness which it expressed

(see further Meinhold, Sabbat, pp. 13-14; Hehn, Siebenzald und

Sabbat bei den Babyloniern und im A.T.). In Ex.-20 8flf. and

Dt. 5 12 ff., where the Sabbath is identified with the seventh day,

all modern scholars are agreed that the law stood originally,

•'observe (variant 'remember') the Sabbath to sanctify it". Ex.

20 9-11 is the addition of a late P redactor and Dt. 5 by the large

majority of scholars is placed in or near the Exile. In any case

it is a late amplification of the earlier, more simply expressed

law. In no other passage in the pre-exilic literature of the Old

Testament is it even suggested that the Sabbath is to be iden-

tified with the seventh day. Jer. 17 19-27, since the time of

Kuenen, has been universally regarded as a scribal gloss from

a period as late as the days of Nehemiah. The only other re-

ferences to the Sabbath in pre-exilic literature (with the excep-

tion of those mentioned in the following paragraph), II Kings

11 16, 18, throw no light upon its origin.

On the other hand the Sabbath in early Israel is very in-

timately connected with the new moon and is uniformly coupled

with it, e. g. Am. 8 4ff., Hos. 2 13, Isa. 1 i3ff., II Kings 4 23 (cf.

also the reminiscences of this association in the later literature,
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Ez. 4517, 46 3, Ps. 81 3, Neh. 10 34,- Isa. 6623, I Chron. 23 31,

II Chron. 2 3 8 13 31 3). Just so in Babylonian literature the

first and the fifteenth days are grouped together (Radau, Early

Babyl, History, p. 315; Pinches, P8BA, XXVI, 59). The
Harranians had four sacrificial days in each month, at least two

of which were determined by the conjunction and opposition of

the moon {Encycl. Brit., 11th edition, XXIII, 961). The ancient

Hindus observed the new moon and the full moon as days of

sacrifice. The full moon as well as the new moon had evidently

a religious significance among the ancient Helirews (cf. Ps. 81 3),

for, when the great agricultural feasts were fixed to set dates,

the days selected were the full moons.

"Wenn nun in alter Zeit in Israel Neumond und Sabbat

neben einander genannt werden, so kann der Sabbat damals

nicht der Tag der 4 jNFondphasen gew^esen sein. Denn dann

ware ja auch der Neumond ein Sabbat! Audi konnte der Sabbat

nicht schon der vom Mondwechsel getrennte letzte Tag der

siebentilgigen Woche sein. Denn dann fielen ja Neumond und
Sabbat gelegentlich zusammen: es sind aber verschiedene Feste!

Dann bleibt also fiir den Sabbat nichts anderes iibrig, als im
Unterschied zum Neumond an den Vollmondstag zu denken"

(Beer, SahhatJi, p. 12; cf. further Meinhold, Sahhat and Woche,

pp. 3 fi".). Eerdmans' objection, that the Sabbath is not expressly

called the full moon, is of little moment, for DSIS^ is as explicitly

full moon as B^IH is new^ moon.

To give further credence to this hypothesis, there is evidently

in Lev. 23 11 (P) a trace of the fact that the 15 th or the day

of the full moon was at one time known as the Sabbath. -'Denn

der 'nach deni Sabbat' (miS^n mnD) kommende Tag, an dem
der Priester beim Mazzenfest die Erstlingsgarbe fiir Jahwe
weiht, kann nur innerhalb der Ttagigen Festwoche vom 15.-21.

des 1. Monats fallen. Ware der Sabbat hier der letzte Tag der

7tagigen Woche, und fiele ein Sabbat auf den 14., der aber

noch nicht zu der Festwoche zahlt, so wiirde der erste Sabbat
der Festwoche selbst erst auf den 21., also den letzten Tag der

Festwoche fallen, so dass der 'Tag nach dem Sabbat' gar nicht

mehr zu der Festwoche gehoren wiirde! Ganz anders, wenn
eben der 15. als der Vollmondstag der Sabbat ist. Dann ist
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der 16., als 'Tag nach dem Sabbat', am besten geeignet fiir die das

Fest einleitende Weihe der Erstlingsgarbe" (Beer, Sahhat, p. 13).

The fact that Ezekiel so roundly rebuked the previous gener-

ations for desecrating the weekly Sabbath (Ez. 20 13, 16 21 24

22 8, 26 23 38) indicates very clearly that it was not observed in

the earher period, probably because it was unknown. Just so

Deuteronomy condemned the Hebrews of his day for worshipp-

ing at high places, regardless of the, fact that he was the first

to prohibit such worship.

The full moon would constitute a most appropiate occasion

for a sacrificial feast, for the moon has always had a large place

in Hebrew thought, indeed in Semitic thought generally (cf.

Baudissin, Mond hei den Hehrdern). It was supposed to exert

both a good and a bad influence on plants, animals and men
(cf. Ps. 121 6). As nomads and shepherds, the Hebrews regarded

the night as benevolent, the day with its withering heat as male-

volent. Most of their journeyings, as W'ith the Arabs today,

were made at night, and it was natural, then, that they should

pay homage to the moon that lighted their way. In Jer. 7 is

8 2 44 17 if. we have references to the worship of the moon (cf.

also Judges 821, 26, Isa. 3i8, II Kings 23 5, Dt. 4i9 17 3, etc.).

The ancient Semites universally worshipped the moon and the

stars, (cf. Hommel, Der Gestirndienst der alien Araher; B. D.,

Ill, 434, etc.). The old non-agricultural Germans observed the

new moon and the full moon as religious festivals (Tacitus Grer-

mania II). The Passover was set to the full moon in the spring

(Ex. 1222) and probably had some connection with the moon
originally (see Meinhold, Sahhat und Woche, p. 30). The Hebrew
traditions connect the early movements of the race with a number
of places intimately connected with moon worship, e. g. Fr and

Haran (where the moon-god. Sin, was worshipped); the wilder-

ness of Sin, which the Hebrews are said to have entered on the

15 th (the full moon) day of the month (Ex. 16 1)! The new

moon was always observed as a religious festival (I Sam. 20,

II Kings 423, Am. 8 4f., Hos. 2 13, Isa. Ii3ff., etc.). It is not

at all unlikely, therefore, that the full moon was similarly ob-

served (cf. Ps. 81 3), and that this full moon festival was known

as the Sabbath.
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Gressmann (Mose und seme Zeit, pp. 461 ff.) believes that

the origin of the Sabbath is to be found in Ex. 16 23ff., which he

regards as an ancient saga of the Hebrews. But this passage

is universally regarded as part of the late priestly writings. Its

account is so completely out of harmony with all the ancient

sources which we have noted, that it can scarcely be believed

that we have an old tradition preserved here. It is P's inter-

pretation of an incident in Israel's history and is quite in line

with his views elsewhere.

The manner in which the Sabbath was observed lends further

support to the belief that it was originally a full moon festival

and differentiates it very sharply from the Sabbath as we know
it in post-exilic times. The older laws only demand such

cessation from daily toil as among all ancient peoples naturally

accompanied a day set apart as a religious festival. "The
Greeks and the barbarians have this is common that they ac-

company their sacred rites by a festal remission of labor"

(Strabo X 3 9). On both the new moon and the Sabbath there

was a remission of general business (Am. 8 5). The animals and

servants were not needed for ordinary toil and could be used

for other purposes (II Kings 4 22f.). But the Sabbath was not

a day of absolute rest, for it was on this day that the guard in

the Palace and Temple were regularly changed (II Kings 11)

and Jehoiada carried through a revolution against Athaliah on

the Sabbath and considered it no desecration of the day

(II Kings 11). Like the new moon it was one of the stated

religious feasts of the Hebrews and was a day of joy and festi-

vity (Hos. 2 11, cf. I Sam. 20 4ff.); it called men to the sanctuary

to make sacrifice (Isa. 1 13); if was a good day to visit a prophet

(II Kings 4 22f.). So many people were accustomed to visit the

Temple on that day that soldiers were required to police the

crowds (II Kings 11, cf. Isa. ] iiff). It was in a much later

period that the idea of rest and complete cessation from all

labor was attached to the Sabbath. Like so many of the other

reHgious institutions, which the Hebrews held in common with

their Semitic kinsmen (e. g. circumcision, sacrifice, new moon, etc.),

it came in time to acquire with them distinguishing features of

a marked kind and to assume a new character.
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Sabbath in the Pre-Exilic Prophetic Period

The Sabbath continued essentially the same through the pre-

exilic prophetic period, except in one particular. Both it and

the new moon seem to have fallen into disrepute with the pro-

phets, evidently because of their association with the moon.

The prophets were the mighty mouth-pieces of the Yahweh
religion and looked askance upon any institution that savored

of heathen association. Hence all forms of astral religion were

denounced by them (Am. 5 21, Hos. 2 13, Isa. 1 13, Jer. 82 19 13,

Zeph. 1 5, cf. also Isa. 47 13); were absolutely prohibited by

Deuteronomy (Dt. 4i9 17 3); and Josiah, stimulated thereto by

Deuteronomy, attempted to stamp it completely out of the land

(IE Kings 23 5). This antipathy of the prophets to astral rehgion

even went to the extent of causing them to give historical ex-

planations for the feasts, e. g. in the case of the Feast of Un-

leavened Bread and Passover (Ex. 23 15 34 18 12 iff., Dt. 16 iff".).

The New Moon festival is completely ignored by Deuteronomy

or struck out altogether and yet up to that time it was con-

sidered a most important feast (cf. I Sam, 20 4ff., II Kings 423,

Am. 8 5, Hos. 2 13, Isa. 1 13). Deuteronomy proper (i. e. Ch. 12-26),

nowhere mentions the Sabbath and this is particularly striking

in view of the fact that he gives a very complete calendar of

feasts in Ch. 16. "Es ware ja geradezu unerhort, dass eine

schon auf Mose zuriickgehende, das ganze Voiksleben durch-

ziehende Einrichtung, namlich die siebentagige Woche mit einem

Sabbat genannten Ruhetag am Schluss, die in nichts mehr den

Zusammenhang mit dem Mond verriet, so ganzlich von den

deuteronomischen Gesetzgebern ignoriert ware" (Meinhold, Sab-

bat und Woche, p. 8).

The prophets were great social reformers and little interested

in the ritual. With them the element of rest, that was attached

to the Sabbath, was given first place, that of worship was made

secondary, evidently because of its heathen association. In this

probably is to be found the beginning of a movement whereby

the Sabbath was separated altogether from the moon and iden-

tified with the seventh day and complete rest prescribed for its

observance (cf. Dt. 5 13 tr.)*
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Sabbath in the Exilic Period

From what has been said about the attitude of the prophets

to the Sabbath, it might be expected that the institution would

have disappeared altogether in the period of the Exile. But

the very reverse is the case. It was emphasized as it never was

before. And this is a fact not hard to explain. The exilic

period was in many respects a reaction against that immediately

preceding it. Under the influence of the priest-prophet Ezekiel

and his school the ritualistic feature of the Yahweh rehgion was

tremendously emphasized. The Yahweh religion stood in such

dire peril that it seemed necessary to accentuate its peculiar

forms and institutions in order to perpetuate its existence.

Hence we have in this period the production of such legalistic

writings as the Holiness Code (Lev. 17-26 in large part) and

the Book of Ezekiel (particularly Ch. 40-48)-the forerunners of

the elaborate Priestly Code of later years. These legalistic

writers, in contradistinction from the prophets, were careful to

preserve all the institutions of ancient Israel and in their old

rituaUstic form.

Another reason for the important place given to the Sabbath

during the Exile grew out of the Deuteronomic reform. That

had closely bound all the religious feasts to the now-destroyed

temple and sacred city. Hence they necessarily, for a time at

least, fell into abeyance in so far as their observance was con-

cerned. The Sabbath Deuteronomy had not mentioned and it

alone could be observed by all the exiles wherever they were.

It met a deep need and kept ahve their faith in the Yahweh
religion. Indeed for many it became the symbol of the ritual

as a whole. Its observance became the distinctive mark of a

loyal member of the race and was one of the few things that

remained to differentiate them from their heathen neighbors.

No wonder, then, that it bulked so largely in their thought and

literature.

It was in the Exile or in the years immediately preceding it

that the Sabbath became dissociated from the moon and came

at length to be identified with the seventh day (Ez. 46 1, cf.

Ex. 31 15 H^). We have already noted what was probably the

14
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beginning of a movement in that direction. The prophets had

vigorously denounced all astral religion. Hence such feasts as

the New Moon and Sabbath became odious to them. On the

other hand an observance like the seventh day as a period of

rest and worship was quite acceptable. The exilic leaders were

as much concerned as the prophets to differentiate Israel's

religion from all others but they chose to do it in a different

way, viz. by a revival of the earlier ritualistic conceptions. Ac-

cordingly they were careful to preserve all of the old but dis-

sociated from anything that savored of heathen practice. Hence
it was that the Sabbath was revived but now in a new association.

It became identified with the seventh day and in course of time

grew to be one of the most ritualistic of Jewish institutions.

It is not difficult to conceive how this change came about.

It was exactly in line with the general tendencies of the times.

The similarity of the words Sabbath (T\2\^) and seven (J^SK^)

might have had something to do with it, and likewise the mean-

ing of the word Sabbath. In any case it is no more difficult to

understand how the term could have been taken over from the

full moon festival and applied to the seventh day than it is to

understand why it should have been taken over from the seventh

day in Christian times and applied to the first day. AVith the

Christians it received a significance radically different from what

it previously had and its earlier connection was soon completely

lost and forgotten.

The observance of the Sabbath in the Exilic period was al-

together in harmony with what we have already said about the

period. The primitive ritualistic conception was revived and

enlarged, and the necessity of abstaining from labor emphasized,

not for man's sake, ag the prophets would have put it, but as

an element of worship-an end in itself. It was regarded as a

sign between Yahweh and his people (Ez. 20 12, 20, Ex. 31 13 H'^);

it was to be observed as a holy day (Ez. 4424, Ex. 31 14 H^) and

was not to be desecrated as it had been by former generations

(Ez. 2013-24 22 8, 26 23 38); it was to be strictly observed (Lev.

19 3b, 30 26 2) and to that end sacrifices were prescribed for it

(Ez. 44 24 45 17 46 1-5, 12). It was altogether a day of abstinence

and no longer one of joy and festivity.
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Sabbath in the Post-Exilic Period

In the post-exilic period the ritualistic character of the Sabbath

was accentuated to a greater degree than ever and it was very

definitely connected with the seventh day (Ex. 35 1-2 31 15-17,

Lev. 23 3, Ex. 16 22-26, all from the P document). The tendency

was to make the Sabbath a central and saving institution, until

in the Mishnah it was given first place among the feasts. The

restrictions with regard to its observance became ever more and

more detailed and casuistical, e. g. it was unlawful for one to

leave his house on the Sabbath (Ex. 16 29) or to carry burdens

(Jer. 1719-27); one could not make a fire on the Sabbath (Ex.

35 3); what food was needed for the Sabbath must be prepared

on the day previous (Ex. 16 23); in fact all manner of work was

prohibited (Ex. 20 10, Lev. 23 3). It was to be a day of com-

plete rest and cessation from all toil and business of every kind

(Xeh. 10 82 3 i5ff.). Indeed the priestly law-givers did not cease

until they had made labor on that day a capital offence (Ex.

35 2, Num. 15 32-36). Not only was it a day holy to Yahweh
(Ex. 16 23 31 15 353), but its consecration was a law which

Yahweh had promulgated at creation (Gen. 2 2f., Ex. 20 11). In

this connection, however, it is of interest to note that P never

represents the patriarchs as observing it or being at all cognizant

of its existence. He probably believed that it was not commun-
icated to the Hebrews until it was delivered by Yahweh to

Moses at Sinai (cf. Neh. 9 14). As a holy day the Sabbath was

to be kept holy by the people and free from all profanation

(Ex. 20 10-11, Lev. 23 3, Isa. 56 2, 4, 6 58 13), and special offerings

were prescribed for its observance (Num. 28 9 f., I Chron. 23 3 f.,

II Chi'on. 2 4 8 13 31 3, Neh. 10 33).

It is just a little surprising that the Sabbath is nowhere

mentioned in the Psalms or in the Wisdom Literature of the

Old Testament, It may be that these writers followed more
nearly in the footsteps of the earlier prophets and to them, as

to the prophets, the priestly emphasis upon the ritual was more
or less repugnant and they would have none of it. Their sym-

jiatliies, at least, were decidedly not with the movement whereby

the Sabbath lost completely its early joyousness and festivity

14*
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and came finally to be the severest kind of burden, fettered by

every manner of restriction and loaded down with ritual. Little

wonder that Jesus found the Sabbath of his day unbearable

and continually rode rough-shod over its absurd restrictions and

by one stroke swept them aside: "The Sabbath was made for

man, not man for the Sabbath", (Mk. 2 27).
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The Oracle against Edom
(Isa. 63 1-6 and 59 I6-17)

FREDERICK 0. HARDING
yONKERS, N. Y.

THE purpose of this paper is to show grounds for making

certain changes in the arrangement of Isa. 63 1-6 and to

show the relation between this passage and Isa. 59 I6-17.

It is generally recognized that Isa. 63 1-6 does not belong with

the context but is an independent oracle with at least one hne

missing. It is also widely held that the waw consecutive should

replace the simple waw wherever the latter occurs and that

DIStS^KI should be changed to D13t5^i<1 in vs. 6a 2. To these pro-

positions this paper agrees.

There are, however, other phenomena that have not received

sufficient attention and the rearrangement to be proposed is the

result of an attempt to solve the problems which these pheno-

mena raise. The references are to Kittel's text in which each

line consists of two trimeter members.

The characters 6a 2 (see above) will illustrate the method of

reference to be followed. They refer to the verse, the line and

the member respectively.

The emendations suggested and discussed in this paper

are:—
A. A line similar to vs. 3c 2 should be added to verse 6a.

B. Lines b-c of vs. 3 should be deleted.

C. Isa. 59 17 should be included in this oracle between

vss. 5 and 6.
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A. The reason for adding a line similar to vs. 3c 2 to vs. 6 can

best be shown by comparing vs. 3b-c with vs. 6.

Vs. 3

b "And I trod them in mine anger,

And I trampled them in my fury;

c Their juice splashed upon my raiment,

And I have defiled all my garments,"

Ys. 6

a "And I trampled peoples in mine anger,

And I crushed them in my fury;

b And I spilled to the earth their juice,

It is obvious that the second member of line b in vs. 6 is

missing and that without it the poem ends abruptly.

Since it is not likely that the oracle originally lacked this

member and since vs. 3b-cl practically duplicates what remains

in vs. 6 it is quite probable that the missing member originally

corresponded with the second member of vs. 3c with perhaps

verbal differences as in the other corresponding members.

B. The reasons for deleting vs. 3b-c are many. There are

defects affecting both the interpretation and the structure of the

poem for which they in their present position are responsible.

1. Vs. 3hl is metrically deficient.

The measure is trimeter throughout with this and one other

exception. That the author was not indifferent to the meter is

very evident, especially in vs. 5b2 where the i^Tl emphatic seems

to have been dictated by metrical rather than by grammatical

necessities.

This raises the question as to whether the deficiency in vs. 3b 1

and another in vs. Ib2 are intentional. Another word is to be

desired in vs. Ib2 to bring out the parallelism between it and

the first member of the line, otherwise the two members run

together and might pass for a single pentameter line. Some
commentators add HlS after^ but it is better to add ''J8 before

^. The verse would then read:—
"I that speak in righteousness,

I mighty to save."
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This makes a strong parallelism and it is easy to see that a

copyist may have overlooked the repeated word, or possibly

thought it unnecessary, and so allowed it to drop from the text.

The deficiency in vs. 3bl is more important because it is as-

sociated with a grammatical difficulty which the restoration of

the meter might clear.

2. Ys. 3b is grammatically obscure.

This obscurity reveals itself when we seek the object of the

verbs "trod" and "trampled" in this line.

The pronominal suffix "them" has apparently the "peoples" of

the preceding line for its antecedent. But these are mentioned

only to declare their absence. Cheyne therefore thinks that the

trampling of these "peoples" was subsequent to, and not identical

with, the treading of the wine-press. If this view is correct then

vs. 3b-c is not a description of the event mentioned in the preceding

line, but of something which happened afterwards, and the splendid

figure of the wdne-press becomes a subordinate feature; the real

stage of action being some distant field where the vintner wreaks

vengeance on those who failed to come to his assistance.

Apart from the improbability that a poet would thus sacrifice

a figure for which he had so carefully prepared the way, there

is positive evidence, in his use of the verbs "trod" and "trampled"

and especially in his use of the word "juice" as a metaphor for

blood, that he had no intention of doing so. Since, then, the

"trampling" takes place in a wine-press it seems reasonable to

suppose that vs. 3b-c is a description of the event mentioned in

the preceding line.

But how can the peoples who are "trampled" be absent?

The fact is we need another word not only to complete the

meter of vs. 3bl but also to enable us to make the necessary

distinction between the absent "peoples" and the contents of the

wine-press. Fortunately we are not left to conjecture what this

word is, for vs. 6al supplies it. The interesting thing is that the

needed word is "peoples" and it suggests the opinion that who-
ever is responsible for the present condition of the text sub-

stituted the pronoun in vs. 3bl because the Avord "peoples"

already occurred in the preceding line. If vs. 3b-c is to be re-

tained, this word must be restored.
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While, at first glance, this does not appear to help the situa-

tion, a closer inspection Avill show that it does, for it enables us

to make the distinction we are seeking.

The "peoples" who are "trodden" and "trampled" may have

been Israel's near and troublesome foes whom Yahweh as the

Vintner had determined to crush. The absent "peoples" would

then be more distant nations among whom he looked for a ser-

vant; some rising or risen world power that would crush Edom
and the "peoples" Edom typified and yet spare Israel, as others

had crushed Israel and spared Edom.

The use of the same word to designate two classes of nations

somewhat obscures this distinction, but the suffix pronoun in

vs. 3bl utterly obliterates it. It is awkward, too, that such a

word should occur in successive lines, but this is no argument

against the emendation, rather is it an argument to be added to

tliose which follow for deleting vs. 3b -c, since this strophe occurs

again in a more appropriate place.

3. Vs. 3h-c interferes tvith the strophical arrangement

With another member added to vs. 6b there are three distinct

tetrastich strophes in trimeter measure: vss. la-b, 5 and 6. The

rest of the passage can be arranged in any one of several ways

;

there is no obvious and natural strophical structure.

Such a structure appears at once if vs. 3b-c is deleted; vs. 4

connects just as well with 3 a as it does with 3 c and the entire

passage falls into a series of tetrastich strophes with the ex-

ception that vss. 1 c and 2 are best left apart to form independent

distichs, the one ending the first section and the other beginning

the second.

4. Vs. 3h-c anticipates the climax and so obscures the pro-

gression of events.

If these lines are omitted there is a fine progression to a

splendid climax. The answer to the watchman's question begins

in vs. 3 a : The vintner has trodden a wine-press as the watch-

man surmised, he has trodden it alone. Vs. 4 gives the reason

why in the absence of aid he had trodden it alone: the day of

vengeance had come, i. e. the grapes were ripe and gathered for

crushing and the task could be no longer postponed. Vs. 5 tells

how amazed the vintner was that none of his servants appeared
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to undertake or even to help in the work, and how therefore

it was necessary for him to come in person and execute judgment.

Vs. 6 forms the climax with its description of the terrible finale.

The interpolated strophe not only destroys this fine progression

but it destroys, too, the climactic effectiveness of the final strophe,

since it completely answers the watchman's question before all

the details are in. Vs. 6 is thus made to appear as a mere repeti-

tion of the finale already described in vs. 3b-c, but repeated here

because of the added details in vs. 5.

But verse 5 is an integral part of the picture, and to regard

it as an afterthought is to miss the author's entire purpose. It

is the grim solitariness of the vintner as well as the terribleness

of the destruction that he desires to depict. This he mentions

in vs. Sal, amplifies in vs. 3a2, and dramatically emphasizes

in vs. 5.

If vs. 3b-c is omitted, the "aloneness" of the vintner stands

out in strong relief and is strikingly impressive, but if retained

the picture is blurred because the connection between vs. 3a and

vs. 5 is obscured.

There should remain little doubt that vs. 3b-c did not origin-

ally occur in its present position and the real question is as to

whether it should be substituted for vs. 6 or simply be used to

complete that verse.

The reasons for adopting the latter course form the final

reasons for deleting vs. 3b-c.

5. In the ivord Tl/'^Ji^ vs. 3c2 introduces an alien idea.

As to the form of this word opinion is divided; some explain

it as an Aramaic form, hiphil first pers. perf., others as a mixed

form. The latter are probably right, the preformative of the

imperf. being added to a- verb in the perf. to indicate that it

should be read as an imperf. in conformity with the preceding

verbs. This note was made, most likely, by those responsible

for the present pointing of the waw in this passage.

The quarrel here is not with the form but with the word it-

self, for it makes the vintner say that his raiment is "defiled"

and this does not harmonize with the description of that raiment

given by the watchman in vss. 1-2.

The watchman mentions the garments four times. In vs. lb
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he calls them "glorious" and it is probable that pDH in vs. la
is meant to convey the same impression.

In any case he nowhere uses a word involving the idea of

"defilement". Either the idea does not occur to him or he care-

fully avoids suggesting it. Under these circumstances the vintner's

use of 7^y is suspicious.

The difficulty is usually met by understanding it to mean
simply "stain" or "soil", but it has this meaning only in a moral

or ritual sense. According to Driver (LOT., 418, note) its pri-

mary meaning is "to assert (by purchase) a right, hence fig. to

reclaim, rescue, esp. from servitude, oppression".

Thus it came to mean to free, to liberate, and since holy

things were not free to the uninitiated, 7^^ gained use to de-

scribe things common, profane, things not acceptable to Yahweh
(cf. Mai. 1 7, 12) or persons ritually disqualified from eating of

"the most holy things" (cf. Ezra 2 62-63). In Isa. 59 3 the word

occurs in the phrase v^^iJ D?''35 ''?• Here even if it is trans-

lated by the word "stain" it still carries the idea of defilement,

for it is not the actual stains that the prophet condemns or of

which he speaks, but the guilt of shedding innocent blood.

There is no warrant for understanding ?i^^ to mean "defile"

apart from this moral or ritual implication, and to translate it

otherwise is arbitrary.

The usual connotation of the word is against its use here,

for it is only innocent blood that defiles in this sense. Mere
blood does not defile, else the blood of the sacrifice would

defile the altar. Nor does the blood of the guilty defile, for

when the land is defiled by the blood of the innocent the

blood of the guilty is the only thing that can cleanse it; cf.

Numb. 35 33.

Independently therefore of the lack of consistency in calling

the garments glorious in one line and defiled in another, there

are two reasons for doubting whether this w'ord originally ap-

peared in this poem:—
a. The blood on the garments is not that of the innocent

but of the guilty.

b. In the terms of the metaphor, the garments are not

stained with blood but with juice.
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6. Vs. Sh-c was prohahly wanting in the Septuagint.

So far only internal evidence has been considered and it

shows that all the real difficulties concentrate in these two lines.

It is not surprising therefore to find that the external evidence

is also against their retention.

The heading of this section does not mean that there are not

two descriptions of the treading of the wine-press in the Sept.

;

for there are, and they occupy the same relative positions there

that they do in the Masoretic text.

Both descricptions, however, agree with that given in vs. 6

rather than that in vs. 3b-c. These passages are quoted from
Swete's edition.

Vs. 3b-c:

Kai KaT€7raTt]<7a avrous eu dv/xS) fxov

Kai KareOXaara avTovg cos y^ji^

Kai Karriyayov to alfia auToou (eis ytjv)

Vs. 6

:

Kai KaTeTraTr]<Ta avTOvs t/? opyt] juou

Kui Karrjyayov to ai/xa avTcou eis ytjv

It will be seen that vs. 3b-c in the Sept. almost exactly duphc-

ates vs. 6 of the Masoretic text. Incidentally KoriOXaaa in the

second member of vs. 3 b in the Sept. confirms the change of

1315^ to "l^tS^ in the second member of vs. 6 a in the Masoretic

text. It is possible too that coy yrjv in vs. 3b2 above is a cor-

ruption of 6py7] fx.ov. The only reference to the garments in the

Sept. codices is in Cod. Sin. where a very early corrector, perhaps

the original copyist himself, has written in the word IfiaTia in

vs. 6. Strangely it does not take the place of y^v but of aifxa

which is manifestly wrong. This is a vague hint that such a word
existed in the MSS. back of the Sept., but that its relation to

the context was indistinct.

On the basis of the foregoing arguments it is fair to conclude

that vs. 3b-c was originally an interpolation of vs. 6 (at an earlier

point in the poem) which in the Masoretic text has become a

paraphrase. We are indebted to it for preserving the reference

to the garments, but after using it to complete vs. 6 it should

be deleted.

The attempt may now be made to supply the missing member
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in VS. 6. The exact wording is of course more or less a matter

of conjecture but perhaps not altogether so. For instance we

may be reasonably certain that it had the word garments and

that it carried on the figure of the wine-press.

The subject would therefore be DHV^ which in vs. 6b is made

to spurt down to the earth, i. e. to the floor of the wine-press,

and would reach the garments by "splashing up". It is not

necessary to repeat DH^i since it occurs as the object in the

preceding measure, and all that we need to complete the mis-

sing measure is a verb in the 3. pers. and a preposition express-

ing the idea of "splashing upon". Such a verb and preposition

appear in vs. 3c 1 where 7J? H so exactly meets the requirements

of the words we are seeking; where indeed the whole measure

so fits the needs of the situation ; that it is a question if it should

not be regarded as the one which originally completed verse 6.

It is here that the element of conjecture comes in, for we have

the whole of vs. 3 c from which to select.

The verb b^i need not be considered, for, aside from the ob-

jections already urged, it does not suit the figure so well as Hti.

The only real element of conjecture is as to whether the sub-

ject was repeated and which of the two words for garments

was used.

The line reads better without the repetition of the subject

and with the inclusive phrase "'K^D^D'T'D.

Transferring the new measure to the end of vs. 6 the last line

would read:

DTOJ YMfh r^m
1 : • I VIT T IT

If this is not an exact restoration of the original it is prob-

able that it does not essentially differ from it.

C. A unity in Isa. 63 1-6 and Isa. 59 16-17.

The following considerations suggest the inclusion of Isa. 59 17

between vss. 5 and 6 of Isa. 63.

a. Vss. 16-17 of Isa. 59 form a poetic fragment which does

not unite with the context.
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b. This fragment does unite with Isa. 63 at the place

designated,

a. 1. Vss. 16-17 do not unite with vss. 1-15 a.

Isa. 59 i-i5a is a prophecy addressed to a people distressed and

distracted. The point of the prophecy is that the distress is not

due to any lack of power or willingness in Yahweh (cf. vs. 1) but

to the sins of the people (cf. vs. 2).

These sins are catalogued in vss. 3-8 though it is doubtful if

these verses are a unity. In vss. 9-11 the prophet identifies him-

self with the people and voices their complaint of the unhappy

conditions, and in vss. 12-15 a he voices their confession. The
people is Israel and the prophet is dealing with existing con-

ditions.

In vs. 15b the waw consecutive of the imperfect following a

waw consecutive of the perfect and a participle marks an abrupt

transition from a description of the present to a narrative of the

past. The unusual feature is not the fact of the transition but

that it involves an illogical situation; for vs. 15b implies that

the conditions described as present in vs. 1-15 a were the cause

of events narrated as past in vs. 16-17, and so makes present

conditions cause something to happen in the past. Neither gram-

matically nor logically do the two sections unite.

^. Vss. 16-17 do not unite with vss. 18-21.

The imperfect with waw consecutive in vss. 16-17 is followed

by pure imperfects in vs. 18, which causes another abrupt tran-

sition, this time from the past to the future.

If vss. 16-17 are a description of the way in which Yahweh
prepared himself to execute fhe judgment described in vs. 18,

the third pers. perf. should continue at least through that verse.

But the two sections do not belong together, vs. 16b shows that

the judgment is past and vs. 17 is a part of a description of how
it took place. The judgment in vs. 18, however, is yet in the

future. The redactor attempts to unite the judgment in vs. 16-17

with the preceding section by means of vs. 15 b. The Sept. in-

cludes this redaction and unites vs. 17 and 18 in a peculiar way.

It omits the second member of vs. 17b and continues into vs. 18

without punctuation as follows:—
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"And he wrapped on a garment of vengeance

And his clothing /was as one repaying a recompense."

(koi to TrepijSoXaiov avroO / o)?

avTaTToSoocrwv avTairoSoa-iv).

The sign / indicates the place where 17 b 1 runs into vs. 18.

Whatever textual conditions lie behind this translation it is at

least possible that this represents an attempt to bridge what was

felt to be a noticeable gap.

The fact that the redactor and the Sept. translator both seem

to have noticed the lack of connection between vss. 16-17 and

the context supports the contention that they constitute a frag-

ment which does not belong in ch. 59.

b. The connection between 59 16-17 and 63 5 is widely recognized,

but the exact nature of this connection seems to have escaped

observation. The view argued here is that 59 1 6 is a free quota-

tion in the third pers. of 635, and that 59 17 is similarly a quota-

tion of a verse which once followed 63 5. The first of these pro-

positions can be demonstrated by a comparison of the two verses

involved.

Isa. 5916:

"And he looked but there was no man,

And he was astounded but there was no attacker;

Therefore his own arm got him victory,

And his righteousness it sustained him."

Isa. 63 5:

"And I looked but there was no helper,

And I was astounded but there was no supporter;

Therefore mine own arm got me victory,

And my fury it sustained me."

It is clear that both in structure and ideas these strophes are

alike. The wording too is such as to show dependence of one

upon the other.

The hithpael of DDIS' in the second measure of both strophes

is of itself convincing and the i<"'n emphatic in the fourth measure

should not be overlooked.

The first measure is the only place where the verbs differ and

there they are practically synonymous.
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The other differences are interesting. B^""^ ]''Jjl may have come
from 63 sa. S?''II£D in the second measure is translated in the

Sept. as though it were "^IDI^ as in the second measure of 63 5,

the same word avTiXr/yl/ojuevo? being used at both places, irip"]^

in the fourth measure can hardly be correct since npl2} is a

part of the apparel in the first measure of vs. 17. The verbal

differences favor the priority of 63 5 and the dependence of 59 16

upon it. The chief difference is the change in the person of the

verb; but since from the above considerations one of these

strophes must have been a quotation of the other, the congruity

of 63 5 with its context suggests that it is the quoted, and the

other the quotation, in which the change is made to the third

pers. in the effort to make it fit its new position.

If vs. 16 is a quotation of Isa. 63 5, then, because the two

strophes belong together, vs. 17 is in all likelihood a quotation

of a strophe which at the time of the quoting appeared between

vss. 5 and 6 of ch. 63. This is confirmed by the fact that when
it is given tliis place it is found to fit exactly in meter, strophi-

cal form, subject matter, and position. Now, the watchman's

reference to the glorious garments is filled with meaning, and
the manner in which the vintner uses the opportunity to display

the splendor of his array and, at the same time, to tell how he

prepared himself for his fearful task, is a stroke so deft and sure

as to establish beyond question the author's genius.

The reconstructed poem is a literary gem and is in itself a

strong argument for the changes which have been proposed and
defended on purely critical grounds, as this translation will show.

Watchman.

—

"Who is this coming from Edom,
Brilliant of garment from Bozrah;

This glorious in his raiment.

Marching in the strength of his might?''

Yintner.—
"I that speak in righteousness,

I mighty to save."

Watchman.

—

"Wherefore the red on thy garments.

And thy raiment as one treading a wine-press?"
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Vintner.

—

"A wine-trough I have trodden alone,

And of the nations none was with me;

For a day of vengeance was in my heart,

And the year of my deliverance was come.

And I looked but there was no helper.

And I was astounded but there was no supporter;

Therefore mine own arm got me victory,

And my fury it sustained me.

And I put on righteousness as a coat of mail.

And a helmet, salvation on my head,

And I put on garments of vengeance for clothing.

And I wrapped on zeal as a cloak.

And I trampled the peoples in mine anger,

And crushed them in my fury;

And I spilled to the earth their juice,

And it hath splashed upon all my raiment."

Note on the pointing of " Waw" in Isa. 63 1-6.

The Masoretic pointing is probably due to the pronominal

suffix in vs. 3 b. Thinking that its antecedent was the "peoples"

of the preceding line, it was natural that the Masoretes should

refer this destruction to the future. The pointing therefore was

not arbitrarily made but was due to the obscurity in vs. 3. The

arbitrary changes, if such there be, were made at an earlier time

by those who interpolated vs. 3b-c which may have been done

with the purpose of obliterating the distinction between the two

classes of "peoples" and to make the judgment both future and

general. In this case it is probable that an original D'^lil has

been changed to D^J3)^ either in vs. 3 or vs. 6.

Note on the meaning of pDH in vs. la.

The addition of the new strophe increases the probability

that ly'miis is intended to parallel hddur. It has commonly

been held to refer to the ddorn in vs. 2, in which case hddur is
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difficult to explain unless the garments are glorious because they

are stained. The new strophe allows us to think that it was the

splendor of the garments Avhich first attracted the watchman's

attention as he saAv the majestic figure approaching from a dis-

tance, and that it is this alone to which he refers in his first

challenge. The red stains appear when the vintner comes into

closer view and naturally rouse the watchman's curiosity.

It is to be noticed too that the Vhi^ in vs. 2 is iqjon the gar-

ments, it is not their original color, while in vs. 1 the raiment

itself is pon and this, if it refers to any particular color, is not

to be confused with the dddm but must be distinguished from it

as the original color of the garments upon which the dddm is

plainly distinguishable. It is doubtful if litmus means any par-

ticular color and it is better translated "brilliant" = hddilr.

Note on the stage setting.

It is not common to find the dramatic element so prominent

in Hebrew poetry as it is in this poem.

The stage is evidently a vineyard, in which as usual there is

a wine-press, from the trampling of which the chief character

approaches some other point; the part he plays is therefore that

of a vintner.

Carrying on the figure, the interlocutor may be a watchman
occupying a tower in a neighboring vineyard. These towers are

common in Judean vineyards and upon them are placed watchmen

to guard against marauders both animal and human, cf. Isa. 52;

Matt. 21 33. The neighboring vineyards would appear to be

Edom and Judea. Bozrah is the wine-press and it may be

guessed that Jerusalem is the watchtower.

Israel's near-by foes, typified by the Edomites, are the grapes

and Yahweh is the vintner. This interpretation so far as it

concerns Edom and Bozrah depends on the retention of vs. 1

without emendation. Lagarde, Marti, Duhm and others change

CTlfc^D to D^8D and n*1iJ3D to 12fl3Q in vs. 1 on the assumption

that the poem is apocalyptic and refers to the final "Day of

Yahweh". With these changes they read vs. 1 a as follows :
—

"Who is this coming reddened

AVith redder garments than a vintner."

15
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But the distinction between the absent peoples and the peoples

who are trodden and trampled is so necessary to a full apprecia-

tion of the poet's argument that clearly it is of a particular and

not of a general judgment that he writes. This being so, since

the verbs are all perfects, there is no reason for these emenda-

tions; the judgment is past and not future, and the poem is

commemorative of a historic event rather than prophetic of one

yet to be.

Note on the event commemorated.

We know too little about the later history of Edom to be

able to say with any certainty what this event was.

The difficulty in thinking it was the return of Judas Macca-

baeus from his slaughter of the Edomites was shown long ago

by Lowth in his commentary on Isaiah (cf. p. 389).

Lowth's objections are still vahd and to my mind conclusive.

He that "speaks in righteousness" can hardly be any other than

Yahweh; he executes the judgment himself, unaided; the word

"peoples" in vs. 6 seems to involve others beside the Edomites

in the destruction, and the total impression given by the passage

is that this was a deliverance wrought for and not by Israel.

The story in II Chron. 20i-30 shows some curious affinities

with this ode. Stripped of its miraculous and spectacular ele-

ments the narrative states that Ammon and Moab joined forces

and that Judah thought the coalition was formed against her

(cf. vs. 1-2).

The event, however, intimates that Edom was the objective

for it is upon her the allies turn (cf. vs. 23).

After attacking and defeating the Edomites the allies fell to

fighting each other; a series of events which had a recent parallel

in the Balkans.

The divergence of this story from that in II Kings 3, for

which it seems to have been substituted, does not prohibit the

possibility that it had a historic basis, but since Kings shows no

place for it, the incident, if historical, probably belongs to the

early days of the post-exilic period, say somewhere between

Ezra 6 and 7, or, better still, somewhere in the period covered

by the missions of Ezra and Nehemiah.
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The reference to the new court of the house of Yahweh in

vs. 5, to the sanctuary as though recently built in vs. 8, the

sense of feebleness and the feeling that deliverance must come

from Yahweh expressed in vs. 12, and the gathering of men,

women and children before the house of Yahweh, are all sug-

gestive of conditions in the restoration period as set forth in

the books of Ezra and Nehemiah. It is curious, too, that in

II Chron. 19 Jehoshaphat does the important things that the

decree of Artaxerxes commissioned Ezra to do (cf. Ezra 7 25).

This is a subject to which I hope to return in another connec-

tion and in another paper.

Eor the present it is sufficient to observe that the event

narrated in II Chron. 20 1-30 more nearly fits the requirements

of the one celebrated in Isa, 63 i-6 than any other that we know.

In both God is the champion; in both He works the deliverance

alone; in both the slaughter is complete; and in both, while

Edom is prominent, other near-by foes of Israel are included in

the destruction.

These affinities suggest that if the story has a substratum of

historicity it gives the event which inspired Isa. 63 i-6.

15*
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The Sermon on the Mount

BURTON SCOTT EASTON
WESTERN THEOLOGICAL SEMINABT, CHICAGO

IT may be taken for granted, on the basis of general critical

agreement, that the present form of Mt. 5-7 has been reached

through the addition to an older source of material which in Lk.

finds its parallel outside of the section 620-49.^ In addition,

there are certain sayings in Mt., such as 5 19, 29-30; 76,19, 22-23,

which by their inappropriateness to their context seem also to

owe their present position to a later redaction. "When the addi-

tions are removed there remains approximately Mt. 5 1-12, 17, I8,

20, 21-24, 27-28, 31-32, 33-37, 38-42, 43-48; 6 1-6, 16-18; 7 1-5, 12, 15-18,

20, 21, 24-27,— a section of homogeneous content and of simple

structure.^ The Beatitudes as a prologue lead up to the announce-

1 With the important exceptions of Mt. 5 is (Lk. 16 it) and Mt. 5 32

(Lk. 16 18).

2 This reconstruction contains probably the maximum of material that

can be assigned to the earlier source. Substantially the same form is

given by Votaw {Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, 5, p. 12) as representing

the general opinion of scholars at the time of writing (1904). Among
later works supporting approximately the same reconstruction may be

cited B. Weiss, Quellen der st/noptischen tiberlieferung (1908), pp. 4-14;

Klostermann, Matthdus (in Lietzmann's Handbuch zum NT., 1909), p. 180;

Allen, Oxford Studies in the Synoptic Problem (1911), pp. 242-248 (slightly

dififerent results in his St. Matthew (1907), pp. Ixvii, 70-71). For an older

source of like character but not containing the sections from Mt. 6 see

J. Weiss, Schriften des NTs. (1906),- p. 237, and Loisy, Evangiles Synopti-

ques, I (1907), p. 621 (footnote), and, on the whole, Holtzmann, Synoptiker

(Hand-Commentar zum NT, 1901), pp. 61—64. Holtzmann, however,

refuses to commit himself definitely and regards as possible the theory

that the Sermon is entirely the work of the Evangelist (p. 59). Nothing

very definite can be said either for or against the presence of the sec-
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ment of a text, "Think not that I came to destroy the law or

the prophets: I came not to destroy, but to fulfil." This text is

then developed in a series of six paragraphs, dealing respectively

with the interpretation of the laws concerning murder, adultery,

divorce, perjury, retaliation, and love of the neighbor. The third

section treats of the external duties of religion and is composed

of paragraphs on alms-giving, prayer, and fasting. The fourth

part warns against judging and brings the "Sermon" proper to

an end, closing with the Golden Rule so worded as to take up

the language of the text,— "for this is the law and the prophets."

An epilogue attacks false teachers and emphasizes the import-

ance of good works, without which any religious superstructure

is built on the sand.

The composition of Lk. 6 20-49 is different. The Beatitudes

again form a prologue, but they are supplemented with a parallel

series of Woes. There is no formal text. The section (vss. 27-38)

that follows the prologue deals entirely with love of enemies and

is formed of three paragraphs discussing the extent of that love

(vss. 27-30), its unselfish character (vss. 31-35), and its heavenly

recompense (vss. 36-38). The third section (vss. 39-45) is devoted

to judging and treats only of the inability of an evil person to

do good through his criticisms. There is no formal conclusion;

but after a brief warning against shortcomings in good works

(vs. 46) the final parable of Mt.'s source is appended (in a differ-

ent wording) to form an epilogue.

A comparison of Lk.'s form with the source form in Mt. dis-

closes the following facts: Mt.'s Beatitudes are blessings pro-

nounced on spiritual conditions, while in Lk. they are jiro-

nounced on economic conditions. The second sections contain

many points of resemblance, but each has some sayings not

tions from Mt. 6 in the original source. They would have been useless

to Lk., and the connection between Lk. 6 36 (Mt. 5 48) and 6 37 (Mt. 7 i)

is not close enough to prove that nothing ever stood between these verses.

The most that can be said is that this treatment of the external duties

of religion is somewhat out of key with the rest of the sermon. But, on
the other hand, it is easier to refer these sections to the source than to

Mt., for otherwise a double enlargement must be credited to the Evan-
gelist,— first of the sections in question ani then of 67-15. See below,

note 24.
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found in the other, and there is considerable difference in the

wording of the common matter. Moreover, the order of the

common sayings differs curiously, as may be seen by numbering

the Lucan sayings 1, 2, 3,— , according to their order in Mt.

Then, if x represent Lucan sayings not found in Mt., this part

of Lk. runs 4, x, 5, 1, 2, 3, 12; 7, 8, x, x, 6; 9, 10, x, x, 11. The
third section in Mt. has no parallel in Lk. Lk.'s third part,

however, is made up of two verses (41-42) that are paralleled in

Mt.'s fourth (Mt. 7 3-5), of three verses (43-45) that have parallels

partly in Mt.'s epilogue (Mt. 7 I8, 20) and'partly in Mt. 12 33-35,

and of two verses (39, 40) that are paralleled respectively in

Mt. 15 14 and 10 24. Throughout the whole of this third section

in Lk. the parallels with Mt. are so close that a common Greek

source for the sayings must be presupposed. The concluding

warnings and final parables diverge considerably in their wording,

A direct derivation of the Matthaean form from the Lucan

is not to be thought of.^ The possibility of a reverse dependence,,

however, deserves very serious consideration.

The variations between the accounts at their beginning * and

end ^ offer no particular difficulty ; for, despite the divergence^

3 On the possibility of an indirect derivation see below, note 30.

* The relation of the two versions of the Beatitudes to the original

form is a complicated question, and the solution is probably to be sought

in the assumption that Mt. has better preserved the original spirit and

Lk. the original number. For definite preference for the Matthaean text

(apart from the number of the sayings and some questions of wording)

see Holtzmann, p. 59; B. Weiss, p. 112; J. Weiss, p. 413; Harnack {Spriiche

unci Reden Jesu, 1907, p. 40). Wellhausen (Evangelmm Matthaei, 1904,

pp. 15-16), however, argues for the Lucan form but supposes that it took

the Matthaean spirit for granted. Loisy, p. 545, also prefers Luke's form

but with the important reservation that "Matthieu en a sans doute mieux

conserve I'esprit general." But Lk.'s Beatitudes are quite irrelevant to

the Sermon, and there is little or no doubt that their wording is due to

the experiences of the Palestinian church. In any event, such a short,

characteristic section as the Beatitudes must have circulated in various

forms.

Lk.'s "Woes" are pure apostrophes. There seems to be no question

that they are secondary and obtained simply by "reversing" the Beatitudes..

5 Mt. 7 21 and Lk. 6 46 seem to rest on a common original that has

been theologically elaborated in both Gospels. The relative originality of

Mt. is favored by B.Weiss, p. 115; Holtzmann, p. 64; Harnack, p. 52^
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it is seen at once that the same original material is presupposed.

The enlargement of Lk.'s third part is likewise capable of easy

explanation,— Lk. has simply combined the source material

found in Mt. 7i8,20 with a parallel tradition found in Mt. 1233-35.

The blending* of this third part into the epilogue is due to the

fact that the separating verse (Mt. 7 12) has been used by Lk. in

advance (vs. 31). It is the second section that constitutes the

serious problem.

Various theories have been advanced to account for the

divergencies. Of these the simplest^ is that Lk. had before him

Mt.'s source, which he revised for Gentile use in various ways,

most notably by omitting all reference to the Mosaic law. And
evidences of specifically Lucan redaction certainly exist. Among
these are the participial constructions in vss. 29 and 30, the

"literary" eirrjpewCeiv in vs. 28 (Mt. 5 44), the use of TrajOe^eti/ in

vs. 29 (Mt. 5 39), airaiTelv and to, <ra in vs. 30 (Mt. 42), Koi yap

in vs. 32 (Mt. 5 46), the substitution of ajuapTooXot for Mt.'s (5 47)

eOviKoi in the next verse, the avoidance of Mt.'s (5 47) very Jewish

use of acTTrd^ecrOai in vs. 33, the substitution of KaOoog for 009 in vs. 36

(Mt. 5 48), the preference for the simple dative instead of the

(half- Semitic) dative with ev and the use of the compound

avTiixeTpdv in vs. 38 (Mt. 7 2). Perhaps the paranomasia in vs. 35

Jiiliclier, Die Gleichnisreden Jesti, II (1899, reprinted 1910), p. 265 ; Loisy,

p. 641. Neither "Weiss nor Harnack thinks that Lk. used the common
original directly. Wellhausen, p. 33, regards Lk. as having the relatively

more original form but finds the common origin in Mk. 3 35.

In the final parable Lk. insists more on human activity ("digging deep

for a foundation") than does Mt. ("choosing a proper site"). Hence

Jiilicher, p. 266, considers Lk. more original. But for this very reason

Lk.'s form can be understood easily as a revision of Mt.'s, while the

reverse relation would be very difficult. The differences, however, are so

numerous and the verbal points of contact so slight as to make direct

derivation of one form from the other highly improbable. (The transla-

tion and comments of J. "Weiss, p. 415, are particularly worthy of note.)

6 Holtzmann, p. 61, finds this blending preferable to Mt.'s separation.

But the blending is far easier to understand; and, moreover, in Lk.

vss. 43-45 are given too narrow an application. Loisy, p. 634, thinks that

the Golden Rule stood originally before Lk. 6 37 (Mt. 7 1). For this there

is no evidence at all.

7 So, e. g., Loisy, p. 585.
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(XjitjcTTos, u-)(^api(TTos) should be added to this list. Moreover,

the variations between vs. 29* and Mt. 5 39^, vs. 30 and Mt. 5 42,

vs. 31 and Mt. 7 12 can be referred readily to redactorial con-

siderations, as may also, with somewhat greater difficulty, those

between vss. 32-33 and Mt. 5 46-47 and those between vs. 36 and

Mt. 5 48. So Mt. 5 41 could well have been thought inapproriate

to readers who were acquainted only with the conditions of city

life.«

But none of these differences is much more than superficial,

and there remain more important divergencies, which the mere

theory of Lucan editorship seems incapable of explaining. In

the first place, the variations in order are unaccounted for.

Nothing is gained by the changes; and, in particular, the transfer

of the Golden Rule from the climax position to a subordinate

place in the middle of the discourse is inexplicable. The omis-

sions are by no means simply of reference to the Mosaic law.

The section on anger was quite as applicable to the Gentile as

to the Jew, and those on adultery and divorce more so. The

substance of these could have been given perfectly well without

the references to the Pentateuch. Nor could anything well be

of more universal application than Mt. 5 45^, which, however,

does not appear in Lk. 6 35. The redactorial explanation of

divergence becomes notoriously difficult in comparing Lk. 6 29^

and Mt. 5 40, for quite different cases are in point.^ A further

difficulty is found in Lk. 6 37''-38, a section that has no parallel

in Mt. This may, to be sure, be treated as a rhetorical ex-

pansion of Mt. 7 1^", but such an expansion would be quite unlike

anything found elsewhere in Lk.'s treatment of his sources.

Decisive against the Lucan redactorial theory, however, is the

character of the additional matter in Lk. 6 34-35*; for this matter

s Hamack, p. 46, adds, among other words, x'^'P" ^^ vss. 32-34. But

(cf. Holtzmann, p. 341) the word is here used in the sense of "reward'"

—

a meaning not found elsewhere in the NT. Naturally there is nothing

"Pauline" in its employment here, and Holtzmann's further remark that

xa/>ts at least recalls the Pauline use is irrelevant.

9 For instances of opposite conclusions see, e. g., Harnack, p. 45, and

Loisy, p. 587.

10 So, e. g., Holtzmann, p. 342, and Loisy, p. 622. Loisy thinks that

Lk. has used Mk. 4 24-25, but the resemblance is very vague.
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is so Jewish that Lk.'s Gentile readers must have had difficulty

in understanding it. As giving an example of "natural" right-

eousness that may be found even among "sinners", the phrase is

found "sinners lend unto sinners that they may receive the same

things (to. Icra) again". But "sinners" among Gentiles did not

lend with such little expectation. They lent that they might

receive interest. In other words, since money lending in itself is

treated as a virtue, the premise must be that the taking of

interest was forbidden. This is comprehensible enough on Jewish

soil but to Gentile ears the passage has always been obscure in

the extreme. These considerations seem decisive. The section

took on its form under Jewish influence and not at the hand

of Lk."

Nor is very much gained for an explanation of the divergen-

cies when the theory of accidental variations due to oral trans-

mission is appealed to, either independently or in combination

with the redactorial hypothesis. The oral theory will, in fact,

solve certain difficulties. Such a difi"erence as that between

Lk. 6 26^ and Mt. 5 4o might arise in oral transmission.'^ Trans-

position of order might occur without much difficulty, although

the removal of the Golden Rule from the climax position is not

a simple matter. The insertion of additional sayings in such

transmission would be extremely natural. But beyond this point

the oral theory breaks down when applied to the concrete case

in hand. Taken by itself it is entirely inadequate. Characteris-

tic of the source form is the stereotyped expression, "it was said

to them of old time , but I say unto you ," which is

repeated six times. It is the repeated phrase that is most ac-

curately transmitted in oral tradition; but it is this very expres-

sion that does not appear at all in Lk., for the words "but I say

unto you" in vs. 27 are only a very faint echo of it, if indeed

they are not a mere accidental coincidence. Nor could the

phrase have been brought down in the oral tradition and deleted

by Lk., for as the section is constructed there is no room for it.

The decisive argument against the oral tradition theory, however,

11 See, moreover, the important notes of J. Weiss, pp. 414-415.

1' The present writer, however, is not convinced that these sayings

had not an independent origin.
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is the literary skill manifested in the construction of Lk. 6 27-38.

The three paragraphs are compactly formed and the transitions

in vss. 31 and 35 are manipulated with no little ability. For work

such as this conscious redaction is demanded.

Therefore the sole remaining alternative must be adopted,

—

viz. that Lk. 6 27-38 is not directly derived from Mt.'s source

form at all. In this section Lk. has used the work of some

earlier redactor,'^ who must have been a Jew. Whether he

worked on the sayings in written or in oral form, and whether

or not he committed his result to writing, are matters of small

importance. That the work was in oral form is perhaps a more

natural view, but the other possibility cannot be excluded.

With this result it is easy to explain Lk.'s form of the Sermon

from the assumption that Lk. had before him something virtu-

ally identical with Mt.'s source form. He preferred a form of

the prologue containing the Woes as well as the Beatitudes.

The first section of the Sermon proper, which was based on the

contrasts of two systems of interpretation of the Law, was obvi-

ously unsuited for Gentile readers. Yet a revision that would

omit these references and still leave a smooth connection would

have been a difficult matter. Consequently Lk. simply substituted

for this section a short discourse which he knew from another

source and which contained most of the sayings found in this

part of the Sermon ; and he then continued to copy this source.

Since he had used the Golden Rule in his insertion, he was

obliged to omit it from the source at the point where it stood,

and hence the epilogue was fused with the Sermon. The warn-

ing in vs. 46 he kept in a more original form than did Mt., and

the final parable he either modified or found already modified.

This solution of the problem accounts for all the facts noticed

thus far.

It also accounts for certain further facts. This insertion of

vss. 27-38 from a difi'erent source explains the sharp breaks that

1' So especially B, Weiss, pp. 113-115, where a reconstruction of the

Greek text of the source is undertaken. Similarly J. "Weiss, pp. 414-415,

and Allen, St. Matthew, p. lix. Holtzmann, p. 62, thinks that Lk.'s text

contains a mixture of Mt.'s source with certain extra-canonical material

that has left traces in post-apostolic times.
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exist between vss. 26 and 27 and between vss. 38 and 39 in Lk.

The first of these breaks, as it stands at present, is particularly

bad: — "Woe unto you, when all men shall speak well of you!

for in the same manner did their fathers to the false prophets.

But I say unto you that hear, love your enemies." The extreme

contrast here is due to the presence of the Woes. None the

less, if the Woes are omitted, or even if Mt.'s form of the

Beatitudes is prefixed to vs. 27, the transition at this point is

extremely awkward. Less flagrant, but almost equally difficult,

is the break between vss. 38 and 39:— "For with what measure

ye mete it shall be measured to you again. And he spake also

a parable unto them. Can the blind guide the blind?" ^* In other

words, the lack of connection both at the beginning and the end

of vss. 27-38 shows that the section could not have been intended

for its present position.

On the other hand, that something has been omitted from

Lk.'s Sermon is proved by the Beatitudes and the final parable.

In Mt., Avhere the Sermon treats of many aspects of right-

eousness, the Beatitudes form an admirable introduction and the

final parable an equally admirable summing-up, showing respect-

ively the character of the truly righteous man and the basic

nature of true righteousness. In the body of Lk.'s Sermon,

however, only two virtues are discussed, love of enemies and
abstinence from judging. These two virtues do not sufficiently

illustrate righteousness as a Avhole to be compatible with either

the general introduction or the general conclusion.

Finally, there is a little piece of evidence in Lk.'s own Gospel

that helps to corroborate the view that Lk. knew Mt.'s source

form of the Sermon. In Lk.'s sixteenth chapter the parable of

Dives and Lazarus has an extraordinary preface, which is at

first sight quite irrelevant to what follows. "It is easier for

1* This connection is not improved if the two vss. 39-40. which have
no parallel in Mt.'s Sermon, be removed. They are probably best under-

stood in this place as due to a frank desire on Lk.'s part to make a fresh

start, since the conclusion of his insertion had left him rather "in the

air". B. "Weiss, Quellen der syn. Ub., p. 12, argues for the retention of

vs. 39 in the source, but he seems to be alone in this opinion. The pre-

sence of this verse still further overloads the amount of space given to

the merely critical spirit (cf. note 6).
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heaven and earth to pass away than for one tittle of the Law
to fall. Every one that putteth away his wife, and marrieth

another, committeth adultery: and he that marrieth one that is

put away from a husband committeth adultery. Now there was

a certain rich man, and he was clothed in purple and fine

linen, ", &c. There is, to be sure, no great difficulty in

explaining the intention here, for Lk. meant vs. 1 7 to be read as

an allegory of much the same kind as Rom. 7 i-4,— the Jews

were bound to the Law as husband to wife, while for a Christian

to adopt it would be spiritual adultery,— and the two vss. to-

gether are intended to explain the insistence on the permanence

and sufficiency of the law in vss. 29-31.^^ None the less, the dif-

ficulty of explaining how in the first place Lk. came to associate

two such very discrepant verses would be vastly relieved if it

could be shown that Lk. knew a source in which they stood in

close conjunction,^® and Mt.'s source form fulfils this condition

exactly. Even in the finished Gospel the sayings about the

permanence of the Law (Mt. 5 18) and the saying on divorce

(Mt. 532) are separated by only thirteen verses, and in the source

form they stood much closer together.

The proof would seem to be complete. Lk. 6 20-49 is based

on Mt.'s source form and difi'ers from it chiefly through the sub-

stitution of a section on love of enemies for the more specific-

ally legalistic sections of the source form."

15 Something like this is the view of B. "Weiss, Evangelium des Lukas

(1901), p. 548, and of Jiilicher, p. 533. Others, such as Holtzmann, p. 389,

"WelUiausen, Evangelium Lncne, p. 89, prefer to take vs. is as an example

of the deepened meaning of the Law. Loisy, II, p. 167, hesitates between

the two interpretations. J. "Weiss, p. 450 (cf. Harnack, p. 139), feels unable

to trace a connection, and the connection established by Zahn, Evange-

lium des Lukas (1913), p. 582, is incredible.

16 Holtzmann, p. 61 , and "Wellhausen, Mt., pp. 21-22, undertake to

reverse this relationship, and "NVellhausen argues that the two verses in

Lk. are the eventual source of most of Mt. 5. But the connection between

the verses is almost intolerably difficult, even in Lk.'s context. Without

it they become simply irreconcilable (as "Wellhausen admits), and they

never could have been circulated together as complementary precepts.

Cf. B. "Weiss, Quellen des Lukas-Evangeliums (1907), p. 89; Harnack, p. 139.

1" It therefore seems needless to enter into a discussion as to the

possibility of deriving Mt.'s source form of the Sermon from some source
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As regards the setting of the Sermon, Mt. and Lk. agree in

the following particulars : It was delivered on (or, according to

Lk., immediately after descending from) a mount; and it was

spoken primarily to disciples, though others were also present.

The "mount" here offers no problem, for both Mt. 5i and

Lk. 6 12 have simply taken it from Mk. 3 13. Li fact Lk. has

simply inserted the Sermon into Mk.'s narrative at this point

after a very slight inversion of order (Mk. 3 7-ii being placed

after Mk. 3 i8-iS), in order to gain a better introduction. Mt.,

evidently in his desire to place the teaching as early as possible,

has altered Mk.'s order more radically; but none the less the

point of insertion is the same, for not only does Mt. 5 i corre-

spond to Mk. 3 13, but the preceding vss. 4 24-25 in Mt. are taken

from 3 7-10 inMk. Both Mt, and Lk. have chosen this place for

the insertion of the Senuon because the mount in Mk. is the first

place where Jesus provides himself with the full number of

apostles, thus giving a proper auditory. If, as may have been

the case, the source prefixed the Sermon with a notice to the

effect that "Jesus, having chosen his disciples", or perhaps with

a list of the Twelve, the coincidence of Mt. and Lk. in their

choice of location would receive further explanation. But such

an hypothesis is hardly necessary.

The description of the two classes of auditors, however, is not

in Mk. It may be only a chance coincidence, due to a natural

desire on the part of Mt. and Lk. to dignify the delivery of the

Sermon, but another explanation is offered below%

Mt.'s source form of the Sermon and the separate section in

Lk. 6 27-38 represent the limits that can be reached by literary

methods. The next problem is to determine the relations of

these forms to Jesus. That the great bulk of the separate' say-

ings involved are in essence authentic utterances of Jesus may
be taken for granted.^^ Whether or not, however, the source

underlying Lk.'s form, as Loisy does throughout his whole discussion

(pp. 534-B45). Allen, St. Mattheio, pp. Ivii, lix, supposes that Mt.'s source

form and the sayings from it passed through "several stages of trans-

mission before they reached Lk." This is quite needlessly complicated

and indeed amounts to abandoning the problem as insoluble.

18 The only serious dissentient is Wellhausen. AValter Haupt, Worte
Jesu und Gemelndeiiberlieferung (1913), has adopted a position approximat-
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form as a whole represents a single discourse delivered by him

at a definite time and place is another question and positive

proof for an affirmative answer to it seems to be very inade-

quate. There is certainly nothing in the Sermon itself that

suggests particular application to any definite occasion, and in-

deed apart from Lk. 6 22'', 46 (Mt. 5 11^, 7 21) " there is nothing

in the Sermon that suggests that it was even intended particul-

arly for disciples.^" It is in no way esoteric,^^ and can be con-

strued admirably as a synagogue discourse on the true meaning

of the Law. It would have been adapted to any Palestinian

audience of the day and would have made an admirable point

of departure for a call to repentance.*^^ Now, according to the

evidence, synagogue teaching and exhortation to repentance were

the predominant features of Jesus' work in the earliest period

of the ministry; but the Gospels apparently give us little or

nothing that is classed by them as formal public teaching of

this period. Occasional pronouncements such as Mk. 3 4 do not

belong to the formal teaching; and the synagogue scene in

Lk. 4 16-30, in which Jesus' person is the only point at issue, is

conceived from a later standpoint. Much of such teaching, al-

ing Wellhausen's, but he has added nothing to its validity. The question

as to the authenticity of individual sayings is, however, a different matter.

The passage most called in question is Mt. 5 17-18 (Lk. 16 17), concerning

which the debate is familiar. The present writer is content to endorse

Loisy's words (p. 564):— "Non seulement il est possible qu'on I'ait accuse

de ruiner ainsi la Loi, mais il parait inevitable que cette accusation ait

ete plus d'une fois soulevee, . A cette accusation Jesus n'a pu faire

d'autre reponse que celle qu'on lui attribue." It does not follow that

Jesus made this declaration the explicit basis from which his ethic was

developed. Mt. 5 19 is secondary in any case.

19 Both of these passages have certainly been amplified.

20 This has generally been ignored by scholars.

21 J. "Weiss, e. g., holds (p. 237) that the Sermon assumes the near

advent of the Kingdom, and hence was appropriate only for those who

had been initiated into the secret. But there is nothing in the Sermon

that is particularly conditioned by the near advent of the Kingdom. That

the Kingdom was near was not a doctrine peculiar to Jesus, nor was it

one that he regarded in any way as a secret. Indeed, the Gospels, even

Mk. (Ii5, cf. Mt. IO7, Lk. IO9 &c.), represent him as proclaiming this

doctrine with the utmost publicity.

22 Cf. Harnack, p. 142.
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though not specifically described as such, is no doubt to be found

in the Gospels (particularly in the parables); but the peculiarity

of the Senuon on the Mount is that its contents seem to be

made up entirely of this teaching. And if the sayings in the

Sermon belong to this period, the Sermon itself can hardly be

held to have been dehvered on any single occasion.

Moreover, it is inconceivable that sayings such as those of the

Sermon should have been dehvered only once. Indeed, they

must have been repeated very often, whatever the length of the

ministry may have been. Yet Jesus certainly did not belong to

the class of men who repeat on many occasions the same address

verbatim. The general framework may often have been the

same, and the epigrammatic character of the individual sayings

doubtless tended to become fixed ;^' but the variations in the

discourse as a whole must have been as many as the occasions

of delivery. And for a disciple, after even a few months,— let

alone years,—to look back on these repetitions and variations

and to pick out the definite form delivered on an particular oc-

casion would have been a well-nigh impossible task, even if we

assume that there was an occasion for doing so, or that such an

undertaking would have occurred to any member of the primi-

tive community. That after the final choice of the Twelve Jesus

delivered to them an especially formal recapitulation of his

teaching is of course in no way impossible or even improbable.

But this is the most that can be said for the theory of a single

origin on a definite occasion. Even in that case there is no

guarantee that the source form contains the material that be-

longed to that occasion and no other.

The Sermon on the Mount is a collection of the sayings of

Jesus made by the earliest church.^* The form in which they

23 It does not seem likely, however, that Mt. 5 17-18 would have been

repeated very often. It doubtless belongs to a period when suspicion

and opposition had been aroused. Cf. Loisy, p. 564.

21 Consequently the "original form" of the Sermon is something of an

ignis fatuus. The first editor was certainly not a rigorous logician, and
a too detailed investigation of the connection of the sayings is hence im-

practicable. "When, e. g., J. Weiss (p. 258) argues that Mt. 5 42 is out of

its context, the most that is proved is that vss. 41 and 42 were not spoken
in the present combination by Jesus.
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are fixed may well have been one which was customary with him,

but little depends on the possibility of this last assumption.

There is nothing in the way of regarding the separate sayings

as belonging to the earlier period of the ministry, and so under-

stood they fill an awkward gap in the accounts given in the

Gospels.

Jesus began his ministry with a call to repentance based on

the near approach of the Kingdom of God. But for an adequate

repentance the rules of the current ethical systems were in-

sufficient, and there was need for a drastic revision of the whole

contemporary conception of righteousness. Like the current sys-

tems, the new treatment took its point of departure from the

Law, thus conforming to the synagogue methods. In part, how-

ever, Jesus' teaching broke away altogether from seeking even

a formal contact with the Law, and so did explicitly, what his

discussions concerning the Law had really done implicitly,— i. e.

it relied for its content on the moral self-consciousness of the

Master. Jesus' legal discussions, however, differed so widely

from those in vogue at the time as to arouse the antagonism of

the professional expounders of the Law.

The words of the great Teacher were at least ideally nor-

mative for his disciples and so for the eai^iest church. The

Messiahship of Jesus was of course the doctrine which above all

others distinguished those who followed the "way of the Xa-

zarenes" from their fellow Jews of Palestine, and in Acts the

impression is sometimes given (2 36, 8 35-36) that this was the

only distinctive doctrine of primitive Christianity. But the

preservation of so much of the Gospel material shows that

this impression is erroneous (cf. Acts 2 41, 3 26). For in-

stance, the "Nazarenes" were liberal in their interpretation of

the Sabbath rules, were not particular about certain matters

of ritual defilement, and in other respects were neglectful of the

"tradition of the fathers",— often no doubt with no very clear

idea as to what really distinguished that tradition from the actual

precepts of the Law. But in addition the "Xazarenes" had their

own ethical code, and it was one of heroic requirements.^^ Tlie

»5 This is not to say, with Wellhausen, that the morality was so

heroic that the community actually created these sayings. Still Well-
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acceptance of Jesus as Messiah carried with it the recognition

of the ethical demands that Jesus made, and it is in the Sermon

that these found their chief codification. Perhaps we should

not be far from the truth if Ave regarded the Sermon on the

Mount as a sort of "manual for catechumens",— a code of con-

duct to be learned by all who sought (or who had received)

initiation into the new sect.^®

This use of the Sermon as a rule for converts, coupled with

a reminiscence that its precepts were' originally delivered to the

pubUc at large, gives a complete explanation of the two classes

of auditors found in the introductions to the discourse in Mt.

and Lk. It was, intended for all men but it was meant primar-

ily for the use of disciples. With this double end in view it

"must" have been delivered by Jesus.

Since the material in the source form is practically all taken

from sayings of Jesus, there is nothing in the Sennon that

enables a dating of the labours of the redactor.^^ That for tlie

use of Hellenists an "official" translation was made is altogether

likely.

There remains the question of the origin of the section found

in Lk. 6 27-38. That it was constructed by Jesus himself is hardly

possible ; for although considerable skill is manifest in its for-

mation, the style is not that of the Master. Characteristic of

the section is the cumulation of short, parallel phrases, of

which there are four in vss. 27-28, four in vs. 35, three in" vs. 37,

and four in vs. 38. There is nothing quite like this elsewhere

in the Gospels. Jesus' method was to present a single idea in

a sentence. He often repeated his thought in regular Semitic

hausen's protest (Einleitung, ed. 2, 1911, p. 169) against current deprecia-

tion of the Jerusalem community is quite justified. The men who gave
"Q," its basic importance in the general tradition were no mere Jewish
obscurantists.

26 So, e. g., Bousset, Kyrios Christos (1913), pp. 45-46, "die sogenannte

Bergpredigt darf man mit Recht den Katechismus der Urgemeinde nennen,

das neue Grundgesetz fiir ihr ethisches Verhalten".

" The basis of Mt. 5 11-12 (Lk. 622-23) and of Mt. 7 21 (Lk. 6*6) could

belong perfectly well to Jesus' lifetime (cf. Harnack, p. 143). Li the

former passage there is not even anything that specifically designates

disciples.

16
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parallelism, but he never resorted to that singular piling up of

terms ^^ which gives to this passage a certain air of breathless-

ness. Moreover, the section is not quite homogeneous. The
"enemies" that curse, assault, and plunder the disciples in

vss. 28-29 are not the same as those that ask for a gift or for a

loan in vss. 30, 38, 34-35. Indeed, it is not clear that in this last

case "enemies" are really intended. But if such are meant,

they are persons whom the disciples disUke ; whereas those men-

tioned in vss. 28-29 hate the disciples passionately. Either Lk.

or the earlier redactor has recognized this and endeavoured to

secure conformity to the context by introducing alpeiv in vs. 30^;

but the resulting disagreement with vs. 30* shows the change

clearly enough, even without recourse to the parallel in Mt. 5 42.^'

This section therefore is a mosaic made up of Jesus' sayings,

a certain amount of rhetorical expansion by the earlier redactor,

and some revision by Lk.^°

The section must be interpreted in terms of the experience

of the earliest church. It was meant as a guide for the disciples

in their conduct towards the non-believers of their own nation.

Despite the intensity of the antagonism they were not to yield

to resentment,— a counsel which was without doubt badly needed.

It is interesting to compare the atmosphere of the preceding

seven verses inLk., where consolation under tribulation is sought

in the reflection that the little band of disciples are God's elect,

and that their oppressors are doomed to the Divine judgement.

28 It is quite true tliat the "tristique, tetrastique" construction is

Semitic (Loisy, pp. 536-537; of. Wellhausen, iX, p. 24). But this does

not prove that it is due to Jesus.

29 In addition, Loisy, p. 585, notes the awkward change from the

plural address in vss. 27-28 to the singular in vss. 29-30 and then back to

the plural in vs. 3i. B. Weiss, Quellen der syn. Ub., p. 115, observes, more-

over, that in vs. 38* a superabundant recompense is promised, while in

vs. 38 1> the recompense is exact.

30 Accordingly this section cannot come into consideration even as

an indirect source for Mt.'s form. Wellhausen's contention (ifc., p. 25)

that Lk. is original because it is disordered is a reversal of correct

method. It hardly seems necessary to reply to the extraordinary argu-

ment of Spitta {Die synoptische Grundschrift, 1912, pp. 119-142) that all

of Lk. () 20-49 is an exact report of a single, historical discourse of Jesus.
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The point of view is different from that just discussed, but the

difference does not indicate different circumstances of origin.

The two attitudes are simply contrasted moods of the same body

of men; but Lk.'s combination of the two has produced the

rather bizarre sequence of thought:— "Your enemies are doomed
to woe. Love your enemies."

Since the sayings on the whole are again sayings of Jesus, it

is perhaps not legitimate to build on the omissions. Yet, inas-

much as the section is a definite redactorial construction, it may
be of importance to note that among the motives given for lov-

ing one's enemies the possibility of converting them is not men-

tioned. On this point Mt. 5 16 stands in sharp contrast to our

passage. If this omission has any significance, it would indicate

a date at which the making of converts had become difficult or

exceptional. If vss. 27-38 belong to anything like the same stage

of redaction as vss. 20-26, a date later than the fall of Jerusalem

is precluded by the character of the latter verses. Some time

in the period of tension preceding the outbreak of the war with

Rome, when Jewish patriotism was becoming exalted, would

best suit all the requirements of the case.

Probably an Aramaic original underlies the section. The
coincidences with Mt. in the Grreek are due to the translator's

use of the "official" version, of which he doubtless availed him-

self as far as possible.

IH*
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

Albert J. Edmunds and the Buddhistic and Christian Gospels

THE accidental misplacing of the words "former" and "latter"

at the beginning of the second sentence of n. 67, p. 74 of

vol. XXXIII of this Journal made a criticism intended for

the work of Seydel apply to that of Albert J. Edmunds, thereby

doing an unintentional injustice. Although the last sentence of

the note makes the meaning intended clear, it is but just that

the error should be corrected.

The writer would also invite the attention of New Testament

scholars to the scientific character of Edmunds' comparison of

the Buddhistic and Christian religious books. This work must

be reckoned with in a manner equally scientific. He has shown

that the channels through which Buddhistic influence might have

come to the first generation of Christians were, in all proba-

bility, open. Whether such influence actually shaped the state-

ments in our New Testament in any degree can only be deter-

mined by dispassionate inquiry, which should proceed first to a

scientific exegesis of the passages in the two collections of

sacred books which are alleged to resemble one another, and

should then seek to find whether the ideas obtained from the

New Testament material could not have developed out of ideas

already in Judaism or Christianity. Only when the collection

of material brought together by Edmunds is dispassionately

tested by scholars in this scientific way can it be determined

whether Buddhistic influence, which was possible, was actually

present.

George A. Barton.
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Christianity and Hellenism^
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IT was at the lovely shore of the lake of Galilee, in the midst

of purely Jewish surroundings, that Jesus preached his gospel,

of the kingdom of God to come. Three centuries later Christ-

ianity had become the ruling religion in the Graeco-Eoman empire

;

the Christian church was a power both in politics and in civil-

ization. This development is certainly a marvellous one; the

beginning was far from presaging this end. It is Hellenism

which brought Christianity to this position.

In speaking ofHellenism I do not mean of course the classical

Greek culture, adored by so many people as the ideal of wisdom
and art. Since Alexander's conquest of the East, Hellenism

had changed, by admixture with a great variety of oriental ele-

ments. Christianity in starting its mission could rely on the

preparatory work done by Jewish Hellenism. But it not merely

continued that work; it had a different goal and different ways.

In order to understand this development, let us begin with

some affinities between Hellenism and the Gospel, studying at

the same time the discrepancies. It is obvious that mutual in-

fiuence was possible only when there were some affinities.

1 This paper has been published in German in "Das Christentum".

Fiinf Vortrage von 0. Comill, E. v. Dobschiitz, "W. Herrmann, W . Staerk,

C. Troeltsch. Leipzig, Quelle & Meyer 1908. It reappears here, somewhat
altered, in the author's own free translation.

17
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There is at first a thirst for revelation in Hellenism. It was

not a period of scepticism. To be sure, philosophical criticism

had shaken many a traditional beHef ; the newly arisen oriental

cults made it clear that religion is a matter of personal con-

viction, that it requires faith. And faith looked out for a solid

foundation, it longed for revelation. Trust in the efficacy of

human intelligence had gone ; the great problems of the world

could be solved only by divine inspiration. But alas! the time

of revelations had passed: the oracles were silent now. So one

had to rely on the words of the wise men of old such as the

divine Homer, Pythagoras, the Sibyl, or Hystaspes the Mede.

Nay, Greek philosophers consult the Jewish lawgiver Moses.

That was what made the oriental cults so impressive. They

claimed to rest upon revelation from the xerj oldest time;

people beheved in them without hesitation, swallowing even the

most ridiculous pseudepigrapha. There were plenty of old

revelations ; and yet the general feeling was desirous of a prophet

who could bring an authentic present revelation. Neo-Pythagore-

anism believed in such prophets, and all sorts of swindlers

found faithful adherents; which proves how strong the desire

for revelation was in the'hearts of mankind.—Now Jesus comes

and brings revelation; nay he is the revelation of God. He
does not take his learning from any outward authority, be it a

book or a teacher. Of course he knows the Scriptures, but it

is not the Scriptures from which he draws his inspiration; he

has it in himself; he speaks as one who has authority; he lives

the life of inspiration. And yet what he says, what he does,

has all the advantage of being in harmony with this old sacred

book, the Bible of his people, so that it was easy to make use

of the Old Testament in order to prove that this revelation was

in fact the oldest. Jesus' Gospel thus corresponded to the

demands of Hellenism by giving a revelation at once modern

and ancient.

It did the same by proclaiming the unity of God and the

absolute faithfulness of his fatherly care for man. Hellenism

tried hard to find behind polytheism a divine unity, a real force

to rely on in all the distresses of life as well as in death ; men

were already accustomed to identifying the gods of Greece and
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of Rome with the oriental gods: Zeus was Jupiter and Baal and

Ammon Ra; the priests of Babylon and of Egypt had already

developed a doctrine about their gods as being only various

forms of one supreme God; Hellenism went on and made them

abstract attributes, as Reason, Wisdom, or turned them into

physical forces by means of allegory. But this one supreme

divine Being or rather Essence is the result of speculation, not

a living God; it is identified by philosophers with the supreme

Cause of all things, it is not an appropriate object for devotion.

Stoicism does not cross the limits of a mere surrender to fate.

Wherever piety is lively and strong, individual gods claim

their rights, as e. g. Asclepios the heaHng saviour, or Isis who

gives life, or the Great Mother, or IVIithra the warrior. Even the

emperor worship is for this people not a mere ceremonial of

loyalty: it means something to them. And from the very fear

of having neglected or offended some gods they built altars to

unknown gods. The priests themselves who theoretically iden-

tify the various gods keep them in practice strictly separate for

obvious reasons. The belief in miracles was flourishing, but it

was a superstitious one, magic dominating everj* thing.—Now
Jesus does not proclaim the unity ofGod—this was not necessary

for the Jews among whom he worked—but all his gospel pre-

supposes the unity of God as a matter of fact. The great feature

about his doctrine is that he takes God as a reahty in daily

life, and that he knows and teaches that one can trust on Him
in all human needs. God is not too exalted to take care of

everything, even of liHes and ravens, far more of His human
children; He is almighty, but He always works reasonably. He
is not a mysterious God whose will is hidden, but He is known

and His intentions are obvious; for He is the loving Father.

A third point for comparison: Hellenism is individualistic

and cosmopohtan at the same time, and so is Jesus, but in

quite a different sense. The civil war had swept away the old

national organizations ; a man could feel himself a citizen of the

world; the Stoics encouraged this by taking man as an individual

being, without historical tradition, loosened from his native soil

and left to rely on himself; by making much of the unwritten

law and the common rights of mankind they effected a certain

17*
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leveling of the national and social dififerences. This cosmopolit-

anism however was rather theoretical; practically it meant the

retreat from politics, the surrender before the centralized power

of autocracy. In spite of a sometimes foolish admiration for the

Orientals as people of ancient culture and wisdom, the love for

the barbarians remained a rather platonic one, and in a matter

like slavery there was not much practical change. The new

tendency was strong only on the negative side. The old trad-

itions were broken off, there was no power for reconstruction.

Individualism, without religious foundation, turned easily into

brutal contempt of human life. Ethical idealism, though remind-

ing us sometimes of the Gospel, had not strength enough to

create new life; as may be seen with Seneca, the tutor of Nero:

splendid words but feeble deeds. Stoicism tries to rely on the

good will of man, but forgets that moral energy comes to nought

when left without religious stimulus. Hellenism does not over-

look the fact of sin; a strong sentiment of guilt, a keen desire

to get rid of it is found in large circles. But the essence of sin

is not understood; it is dealt with as outward contamination,

against which lustrations, sprinkling of water or blood, immer-

sions, aspersions and so on are to be used. It is not so much

moral sin as mortal nature of which one tries to get rid by all

sorts of asceticism.—Now Jesus is free from all national preju-

dices; he takes man as man. He is delighted to find faith in a

pagan as well as in a Jew; he presents the Samaritan heretic

as a model of true charity. His gospel is for mankind; for it is

for man. Jesus has respect for man, as he has devotion for

God; he knows how much God appreciates each individual soul.

And he believes in man; he thinks him capable of the highest

actions; if only man's mind is directed towards God, he can do

and u'ill do everything; if one's heart is in the kingdom of

heaven, he will not insist upon his rights, nor look for revenge;

he will endeavor only to help his brethren and sacrifice for

their good even his own life. It is the new relation to God

given to mankind by Christ himself which changes all values.

Though he is an optimist, Jesus does not neglect the existence

of sin: it is forgiveness of sin which he brings to man in order

to comfort him; and he does it only by means of his words and
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of his own personality; it is tlirougli faith, that one gets for-

giveness and therewith all bliss.

There is finally a fourth parallel: Hellenism longed for im-

mortality and life everlasting, but people felt very uncertain

about this. It was not from trust in Grod or from belief in the

value of an individual soul that they tried to gain assurance,

but from nature in its perpetual change from dying to reviving.

It was from this change that the rehgious mysteries of Greece

started: at first they were intended to strengthen fertility ; later

they were supposed to secure individual immortality by making

man share the life of the god. This was what made the oriental

cults so popular; they could easily be turned into mysteries with

still better guarantees for eternal Ufe. Isis asked for asceticism,

Attis for sensuality, the Magna Mater had a hateful rite of

bloody initiation and Mithra frightful ceremonies; all this and

hard moral obligations the men would willingly bear in order

to secure these guarantees.

Now Jesus' gospel proclaimed the eternal value of individual

Hfe in the boldest terms; in opposition to the Sadducees, Avho

tried to keep to the ancient views of Israel, he strongly sup-

ported the progressive view of the Pharisees, that continuity was

to be looked for not only for the people but for the individual;

that the individual is to share the future bliss of the kingdom.

He is sure from his faith in God that man's life cannot end with

death: God is not a God of the dead but of the living. That

is to him a matter of fact. But it is obvious to him also that

life everlasting is a good which one is bound to work for; moral

life is the condition of eternal life. Nay this earthly life may
be sacrificed in order to gain life everlasting. But one cannot,

get it by any ceremonies or magic spells.

We see from these parallels how much Hellenism was fitted to

receive the Gospel: people found here Hving revelation combined
with old scriptures ; faith in God, the one omnipotent God of mira-

cles; individuahsm and universalism ; ethical idealism combined
with assurance of future life, guaranteed by the resurrection of

Christ in a far better way than in all the mysteries. On the other

hand differences are evident which account for the fact that Hel-

lenism in adopting Christianity was bound to change its aspect.
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There is still another moment: the gospel is purely religious;

Jesus cares for nothing else but man's relation to God, and so

do his first disciples and apostles. There is a certain onesided-

ness in this exclusively religious aspect; all other facts of human
life—culture, aesthetics, philosophy— do not enter their minds.

Hellenism on the other hand represents a comprehensive civili-

zation not lacking religion but with many other features besides.

Hellenism is proud of its learning and wisdom; Jesus thanks his

father for hiding his mysteries from the wise and understanding.

Hellenism is glorious in its art even in the period of decline;

Jesus looking at the beauties of Herod's temple sees stone by

stone fall down. The Roman lawyers develop the Law in the

most brilliant way; Jesus expects his disciples not to insist upon

their rights. It is not that he is hostile to civilization ; he is in-

different to it as long as it does not touch the things of God.

With the kingdom of God everything comes to man, without it

nothing has any value. Hellenism has to face a multitude of

problems and tasks, among which the religious question is of

only inferior importance.

This is the situation: Hellenism, anticipating the Gospel in

the religious field, is interested at the same time in many a

question which has no meaning for the Gospel. One can imagine

the changes which the Gospel had to undergo on entering this

world of Hellenistic civilization.

The process of Hellenization has three steps. In the first

period Christianity is imposing itself upon Hellenism with all

its vigor; in the second, Hellenism tries to absorb the new
religion; in the third, Christianity, organized as a church, comes

back to itself, establishes a religious compromise between the

Gospel and Hellenism, and enters the circle of Hellenistic civili-

zation. Each period covers, roughly speaking, about a century.

I. It was Jews from the Hellenistic diaspora who first preached

the Gospel among the Greeks. The very fact that the Gospel

had to be translated from the Aramaic into Greek, was of great

importance; with the new words new notions came in. To be

sure the Seventy and the Hellenistic Jews had prepared the

way; nevertheless it was a great step for the Gospel. Son of
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God with the Jews meant the Chosen one of God, the Messiah;

the Greeks were reminded of their mythological sons of gods.

Likewise truth was understood by the Jews in a moral sense:

justice and truth go together; truth is something to be done; to

the Greek it was intellectual, it meant knowledge.

We do not know enough of these first Hellenistic missionaries

of Christianity to say much more. The first clear figure is the

gigantic personality of Saint Paul. He was not a Hellenist, but

a Pharisee, a trained rabbi, and yet he also preached in Greek.

It is under discussion just now how far Palestinian Judaism,

his native soil, had been influenced by Hellenistic culture, how
far he himself underwent Greek influence before his conversion

to Christianity. I do not think that influence was great. While

preaching to the Greeks he tried to become a Greek to the

Greeks just as he was a Jew to the Jews. But we see him

abhor the spirit of Hellenistic demonism; it is therefore im-

probable that he consciously adopted Greek religious rites or

institutions, I would not deny that subconsciously he was in-

fluenced by the Hellenistic spirit: notions, such as kingdom of

God and Messiah, so familiar to the Jewish Christians, he uses

relatively seldom; the Greeks whom he was addressing did not

understand them; therefore he prefers to speak about the Lord
Jesus and the Church. Paul makes it clear that Christianity

Avas not a mere Jewish movement, but a new world religion.

He breaks with Judaism in principle and externally. He uses

sometimes expressions which remind us of Greek philosophy

and Hellenistic mysticism, but this does not mean that he really

became a Greek; he always relies on the Old Testament and

its Jewish interpretation. His hearers however were Greeks and
they often misunderstood his teaching, as is seen in his letters.

The very next generation of Christianity was led by men
whose conceptions were entirely diiferent from Paul's because

they were Greeks or Hellenistic Jews. They speak of Jesus as

the Saviour, a word which puts him on the same level with the

healing gods or makes him appear as the expected bringer of

the new golden age; many people at this period endeavored

to look upon Augustus as this Saviour. Now Jesus was announced
as the Saviour, in particular by Luke, the evangelist of Hellenism;
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Jesus' relation to his own people and to the parties in it, his

debates with the Pharisees and the scribes become unimportant;

the problem of the law, so important once in Paul's time, is not

understood; rational and mystic elements enter Christianity from

Hellenism, The so-called First Epistle of Clement bases the

Christian behef in resurrection upon the story of the bird

Phoenix. The letter of Barnabas allegorizes the Old Testament

laws exactly in the same way as the Pythagoreans and Philo.

Hebrews rely on the Platonic idea that this visible world is

but a mean reproduction of the invisible one. The prologue to

the fourth Gospel starts from the philosophical notion of the

Logos in order to make Jesus understood as the one great and

final revelation of God. Baptism and holy communion become

entangled with mystery-elements: baptism is called a bath of

regeneration exactly as in the mysteries the initiated claims to

be renatus in aetermim (born anew for ever); the baptismal

font is said to be sanctified by Jesus' baptism. The bread and

wine are called a medicine of immortahty by Ignatius. The most

important sign of the new era is to be found in the decrease

of the eschatological strain. Luke turns eschatology into history

by suggesting that the judgement passed upon Jerusalem is in

fact a realization of the parousia. The fourth Gospel spirit-

iiahzes the eschatology: Christ is to visit his faithful ones

spiritually, not to come outwardly; as for the judgement, the

crisis has been passed already; belief and unbelief—that is man's

own decision— constitute the judgement. The end of the world is

supposed to be far distant in Matthew as well as in Second Peter.

I would not be misunderstood; primitive eschatology is not

entirely abandoned. Side by side with the fourth Gospel there

is the Book of Revelation bearing the same name of John and

originating in the same circle. Here the coming of Jesus is

passionately implored; the blood of the martyrs demands re-

venge, this world is to be destroyed and a new world is to

come. Jewish and Hellenistic elements are often struggUng one

with another. The Jewish conception of a dramatic catastrophe

bringing about the change in the world, is sometimes balanced

by a Hellenistic one which is interested in the fate of the indi-

vidual, picturing the penalties of the impious as well as the bliss
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of the pious in colors taken from Orphic imagination. The

beautiful garden with fine fruit-trees, and delicious odour, as

described in the so called Revelation of Peter is represented

also in the decorations of the catacombs; the burial-place is

turned into a blissful paradise.

Christianity, so far recruiting mostly among the lower classes,

begins to enter higher circles; members of the nobility, nay of

the imperial family, begin to join the Christian congregations;

naturally the leadership passes from the tradesman and crafts-

man to these people of higher culture and rank. It is notable^

however, that at first these men stand rather aside, behind the

regular officials of the congregations.

II, We now come to the second period. It is the time of

Christian philosophers, the so-called apologists. Men of the

type of Justin Martyr had gone through various schools, search-

ing for truth until they found it in Christianity. Christianity

appealed to them as the true philosophy; they recommended their

faith to the heathen as practical wisdom. They did not realize

that Christianity by this very fact became changed; in fighting for

monotheism they used as their weapon a radical criticism of the

myths, started by Greek philosophers; in establishing the unique

position of Jesus Christ they made him fit into the cosmological

speculations of eclectic philosophical systems or they looked upon
him as the model of a great teacher of wisdom. Athanagoras'

discussion of the resurrection is much more like a philosophical

treatment than an expression of Christian belief.

To win such men meant a triumph for Christianity; but it

was no gain to be represented- iii such a way; essential religious

features were lost, Christianity did not understand Paul; it

rejected the primitive Jewish Congregations as heretical. Having
been looked upon in former times by Roman officials as a

Jewish sect, it had become now entirely distinct: something

Greek instead of something Jewish.

At the same time other circles were reached by Christianity,

people who were not so much interested in philosophy and
morals as in the means of getting salvation ; sufi'ering under the

pressure of fataUsm, according to the teaching of the astrological
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pseudo-religion; oppressed by the experience of sin, of being

unable to rise and get rid of the limitations of human nature,

they were thirsting for deliverance. They imagined the world

filled with numbers of divine beings, grouped according to

oriental mythology in pairs, in heptads, octads or decads, and

ranging from the most high inaccessible God to the lowest

spirits; they conceived the creation of this material world and

man in particular as caused by a prehistoric sin of one of these

divine spirits or angels; man was a spark of light from the

higher world, captured by this material world and tending to

be released from its prison. When hearing of Jesus as the

Saviour, these people did not think of the dehverance of God's

chosen people from foreign tyranny, nor of the dehverance of

man from sin and Satan; they thought of deliverance from the

chains of nature and matter. Jesus must fit into their specu-

lations: he must be one of the highest spirits, come down for

the very purpose of delivering the sparks of light from their

imprisonment in matter, and bringing them back to the world

of light. We do not go into the details of these fanciful systems,

which in spite of all their varieties come all to the same result.

Nor do we insist here on the transformation of the mythological

figures into philosophical notions, a process which caused these

people to be honored with the title of speculative philosophers.

Our main point is: Gnosis is not a product of Christianity, it

was earlier than Christianity. Here too it was a triumph for

Christianity that it made these people beUeve in Christ and give

him an important position in their thoughts. But it was a real

danger for Christianity at the same time. Christ became one

among many other divine spirits; his life on earth was dropped

out of sight by allegorical interpretation; his humanity faded

away under the influence of docetism; he had no body, or his

body was an immaterial one, vrithout weight, with no shadow,

no footsteps. He appeared, according to every one's power of

conception, as a child, a youth or a grown man; being a God
he was incapable of dying: it was all a mere appearance. While

crucified before the eyes of the stupid mass, he manifested him-

self to his chosen disciple in a cave on the Mount and revealed

the mysteries of the cross of light. Such treatment of the gospel

I
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history is possible only when the Gospel is cut off from the

Old Testament. The Gnostics either did not recognize the Old

Testament at all, or they submitted it to a thorough allegorical

transformation according to the method developed by Stoicism

for explaining Homer. The danger is increased by the moral

consequences of this system : sin is but man's nature ; therefore

it is necessary to get rid of this nature. This can be done either

by an ascetic training which was as aHen to the true Gospel as

it was congenial to the general tendencies of that period— or by

undisguised sensuality, cynicism in a Christian masque, a blas-

phemy and sacrilege resented by all sober Christians.

Christianity met this Gnosticism rather early. Already St. Paul

in his letter to the Colossians combats the idea of putting Christ

among other spirits and of worshipping by self-humiUation. The

first Epistle of St. John and Ignatius warn the communities of

Asia Minor against docetists. The Book of Revelation and the

Epistle of St. Jude fight against gnostic libertinism. But it is

only about 130 A. D. that gnostic communities come in sight, and

leading personalities such as Basilides, Yalentinus, etc. are

recognised. These schools are organized after the model of

Greek philosophical schools. "We hear of attempts at reahzing

the Platonic Utopia of communism. Marcion, too, was a gnostic

school-leader, in spite of the fact that he himself pretended to

be a church reformer: he rejected the Old Testament, denied

the reahty of Christ's body and demanded ascetic training. His

theology shows clearly how difficult it was for a former pagan

to understand Paul's conceptions. The contrast of Law and

Grace, to Paul a part of God's plan to save mankind, represent-

ing two successive ways of salvation, becomes with Marcion a

metaphysical contrast of two incompatible principles; he does not

care for the development of revelation in the history of Israel,

While the tendency of the Apologists results in a weakening

of Christianity by transforming it into philosophy, religion into

morality. Gnosticism implies the much greater danger of elimin-

ating its very essence. Christianity could bear the former; the

latter caused a violent reaction. Gnosticism has the merit of

having forced upon the leading men the necessity of making up

their minds as to the foundations of Christianity.
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A third attack of Hellenism upon Christianity is to be

found in Montanism; it was an enthusiastic movement started

in Phrygia and spreading quickly all over the church as far as

Graul and Africa. It is usual to look upon this movement as a

revival of primitive Christianity in opposition to worldhness; in

fact Eschatology is one of the most prominent features in Mon-

tanism : it resulted in a strict rigorism opposed to all compro-

mise, a, fervent desire for martyrdom. This is however not

genuine Christianity, not an offspring of Jesus' Gospel; it is the

entrance into Christianity of the enthusiastic Phrygian reUgion,

itself scarcely Hellenized. May be, this too is to be counted as

a triumph of Christianity; but here again a great danger was

implied in the way in which Christian hope was turned into

exaltation, Christian life was shaken at its basis, and Christianity

was brought into contrast with civilization. It is characteristic

that the notion of the Paraclete here is used to invahdate the

historical revelation of God in Jesus Christ.

It was in opposition to this riotous attack of Phrygian Hel-

lenism, that the Christian communities began to consolidate

around their bishops. The Gospel did not contain an ecclesiastical

constitution. St. Paul, fond of order as he was, laid more stress

on voluntary services than on rights. Only towards the end of

the first century a fixed organization develops among the Christian

communities, growing more and more fixed during the second

century. This development of a constitution may be viewed as

a process within the ecclesia, the forms being fluid at the be-

ginning and becoming more and more rigid as time went on;

but it is remarkable that the result equals in an astonishing

measure forms already found before Christianity: ecclesia, epis-

copos, diaconos remind us of the organization of the Greek city.

It is also remarkable that this development was accelerated by

the contrast to Gnosticism and Montanism: the church wanted

a strict organization and the form of a school surely influenced

the development of the monarchical episcopate.

in. This brings us to the third period. The reUgious situation

is a compromise: the church secures historical continuity by

building up the twofold canon of the Old and the New Testa-
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ment. Thus the original interpretation of the Gospel seems

guaranteed; on the other hand the church builds its doctrine

upon a Hellenistic thought: the lost immortality has to be

restored by a union between the divine nature and the human

nature in Jesus Christ. Whosoever by faith and by means of

the sacraments becomes united with Christ shares the immor-

taUty of his divine nature: "Thou art become God, thou art

deified, reborn immortal". That is the way in which a Christian

preacher about 200 A. D. addresses his congregation. It is

Hippolytus, the strong antagonist of Gnosticism; but it sounds

like Gnosticism; it is not Gospel, but Greek religion. And yet,

it is Christian; the physical idea turning into a moral one by the

introduction of notions like love of God, forgiveness of sin, doing

the will of God, etc. Christian conceptions of this time are never

confined to one consistent scheme; that is fortunate indeed.

It is due to Hellenistic influence that Christianity develops

something like a theology. What is usually called Pauline theo-

logy is not a system in the later sense of the word. It is a

number of inconsistent deductions and conclusions. Paul knows

that the death of Christ is for our benefit; and in expanding

this idea he gives different arguments every time, without caring

for their harmony. The Greek mind is otherwise; it feels bound

to think with consistency, to develop everything from the same

principle and to combine all individual lines of thought : it is

only on the basis of Hellenized Christianity that theology arises.

It seemed necessary to combine the belief in God with the

philosophical notions of the supreme cause, to relate it with the

notions of being and becoming, spirit and matter, immanence

and transcendency; it was a inatter of tact to steer between the

rocks of Pantheism and Atheism or Deism; all this is absent

from Jesus' gospel—and yet he knew so much more about God.

Faith in God, surrender to God, had become a knowledge of

God, a Gnosis, often nothing else than an assent to ecclesiastical

traditions.

It was further necessary to have a good Christology. Bishops

and teachers were expected to guide the congregations and

protect them against heresy by teaching the right formula. It

is to the credit of the so-called doctrine of the two natures
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that the historical Jesus was protected against docetic dissipation,

that the unity of the eternal Logos with the human Teacher of

wisdom found strong expression, and that it was combined with

the notion of salvation. But the church had to pay dearly for

this; simple faith was turned into sophisticated speculations.

It is an interesting point in the history of dogma to investigate

how formulas of Plato and Aristotle are made to express the

belief regarding Jesus. Christian theology in these early days is

helplessly balancing between the notion of a highly inspired man
and an incarnate deity, for the great mystery that God was in

Christ cannot be expressed appropriately in physical terms.

Greek theology found it very hard to conceive of a histon-

of revelation and salvation. Greek philosophy got its orientation

in nature; everything seemed to be on the same level, there was

no perspective. So the Old Testament had to be brought not

only into harmony with the New Testament but almost into

identity. The notion of preexistence adapted to Jesus as well

as to the church helped to bring this about. It was Jesus who

spoke in the Old Testament, and it was Jesus who was spoken

of in the Old Testament. The doctrine of the holy Trinity was

to be found in the first chapter of Genesis. There was no de-

velopment whatever. And yet the church insisted upon the

historical character of the life and work of Jesus.

In constructing the doctrine of the church and its sacraments,

two points were to be combined. The church represented the

communion of saints, of the elect; and on the other hand it had

become an institution for securing salvation. Corpus mixtum of

saints and sinners. Likewise the sacraments were supposed to

work in a physical (not to say magical) way; and yet, on the

other hand, their ethical character was retained.

The same theory of compromise holds true regarding the

determination of Christian morals. From Hellenism the ascetic

tendency entered Christianity and tried to establish itself as the

rule. The morahty of the Gospel, however, did not allow this;

ascetic behavior was not fixed as a general obligation, only as a

higher ideal of moraUty. The asceticism of Gnosticism made it

undesirable to follow quite the same path; so the church

estabUshed the two moral standards.
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The Hellenistic influence is seen not only in dogma and

theology; it is still more evident in devotion. The service, which

in primitive Christianity lays all stress upon the word, God
speaking to man in the sermons of apostles and prophets, and

man speaking to God in prayer, tends more and more to be-

come Mke the old pagan rite, a sacred ceremony aiming to

produce an effect upon God. The congregation, instead of being

a gathering of inspired people who all contribute to common
edification, is now divided into clergy and laity. The clergy them-

selves are divided into several classes, and the laity become a

mere object of the priestly function, content to be attentive

spectators of a sacred performance. We cannot discuss here the

question how far this development was influenced by the Old

Testament notions of priests and sacrifice ; it is a matter of fact

that Hellenistic tendencies were working in the same direction.

The mysteries aimed at something secret, only to be approached

by a priest in saintly awe. The Christian congregations from

the third century down shared this tendency, it influenced their

liturgical language, and caused the so-called disciplina arcani.

The religion of faith, of happy assurance of salvation and

joyful expectation, was in danger of becoming a religion of

fear, of frightful horror, of something inexplicable, of a sal-

vation to be attained by severe seK-denial. This development

of Christianity into the Greek spirit was held in check however

by the Gospel and its assurance of a given salvation. It remains

Christianity, even when it becomes Hellenistic.

While making compromises in the field of religious thought

and feeUng, Christianity came much nearer to Hellenism in taking

over the entire Hellenistic civilization. This most important

change became possible for Christianity by renouncing its former

enthusiastic eschatology. The beginnings we have noted already

in the Johannine circle. Gnosticism transmuted eschatology

entirely into Hellenistic transcendence. It began at the same

time to appreciate the benefits of civilization, education, the fine

arts, refined standards of hfe. The Gnostics in spite of all their

ascetic behavior, are often accused of being too worldly by their

opponents, the CathoHcs, who still take worldliness as being

apostasy from Christianity. But before long they were Hellenized
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too. The great teachers of Alexandria, headed by Clement,

made room for a new conception: they discovered that Jesus

had not meant to be understood in an ascetic way. But it was

not so much the spirit of Jesus, as the spirit of Hellenism, which

caused them to appreciate civilization.

Clement in his Paedagogue gives a minute description of the

Christian Ufe. The Gospel had only given principles ; St. Paul had

left it to the influence of the Holy Spirit to form the Christian

life, supporting, however unconsciously, Jewish customs in his

congregations. Now we have a Christian bill of fare, Christian

rules for dressing, a Christian's behavior at a dinner party.

We are told how to discriminate between smiling and laughing,

between harmless fun and bad jokes. Clement's rule aims to

tell whatever is fit for a Christian; but in fact it is the way in

which Greek philosophers rule fashion and behavior, which is

applied here to Christianity.

Christianity began with an attempt at displacing law by morals,

love being supposed to renounce the legal pursuit of its rights.

St. Paul encouraged arbitration between brethren. But soon

this turned into clerical courts competing with the regular law

courts. Of course their competence was not acknowledged till

the fourth century by the Christian empire. They developed a

canonical (i. e. ecclesiastical) law, parallel to the Roman law,

the decretales of the Roman bishop corresponding to the decre-

tum praetoris, and the canones of the synods to the senatus

consultum of the Roman legislature. Both the eastern and the

western Church acknowledge the affinity between these two sets

of law, the Byzantine combining them in the Nomocanon, the

Roman church keeping them separate but parallel as Corpus

iiiris canonici et Corpus iuris civilis.

The field in which one expects to find thorough-going improve-

ments made by Christianity is the social life , Christianity

appearing at first as a large organization of charity, as a kind

of assurance company for all oppressed and outlawed people.

But here also Christianity took over the given conditions of

Hellenistic civilisation. Christian households as well as pagan

include slaves. The legal propriety of slavery is not disputed,

and the rules for the personal treatment of the slaves are in

I
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many instances so conformed to the rules given by Stoic philo-

sophers that some scholars in our time have maintained that

Christianity really changed nothing. They ought rather to say:

Christianity accelerated a process initiated by Stoicism, in par-

ticular by Stoic lawyers. Still better may we say: Christianity

by its moral strength made it possible for Hellenism to attain

the demands of Stoic philosophy. The person of the slave was

protected; religious and moral freedom was given to him. Never-

theless he remained a slave, and it was looked upon as perfectly

appropriate for a Christian to go to the market and buy or sell

a slave as well as any other property.

Christian life included education. Clement of Alexandria is

fond of quoting from Greek poets and philosophers. Origen his

pupil teaches philosophy quite as much as Christian doctrines.

He comes (as von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff puts it) among the

Greek philosophers as an esteemed colleague. To his contem-

porary Hippolytus the congregation dedicates a memorial statue

representing him sitting on his chair like a Greek philosopher.

At the same period Julius Africanus, a Christian, is tutor of the

princes at the royal court of Edessa. He publishes a chronicle

of the world and handbooks on mihtary tactics as weU as on

agriculture. Methodius, bishop of Olympus, a strong opponent

of Origen's spirituahzing theology, nevertheless pubHshes a book

called Symposion after the model of Plato's famous work; with

Methodius it is however a symposion of ten virgins praising

chastity.

Art begins to enter Christian life, true Hellenistic art. Where
in former times many scholars spoke of an original Christian

art, we now see that in fact the beginnings of Christian art do

not represent anything but a particular branch of the classical

art. Technique as well as motives belong to Hellenism. Christ

appears as Orpheus, or as a shepheird in a pastoral scene.

Jonah's whale, Noah's ark, Lazarus' tomb are taken from com-

mon motives of ancient art. Christ has in his hand the magic

rod of a thaumaturge. It is Hellenism which decorates the

walls of the catacombs as well as the furniture of the house—
Christian Hellenism, of course. Clement of Alexandria pre-

scribes what symbols a Christian may safely choose for his seal.

18
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Art is not merely decoration. The Greek populace was so

accustomed to worship images that to the Christian the images

of saints were liable to become objects of adoration. That is the

reason why many Christian leaders in the first centuries deprec-

iated art. "We must however not overvalue their testimony; we

learn that some Christian schools had portraits of Christ and

worshipped them in the GTreek manner as early as the second cen-

tury. The apocryphal acts of John tell the story of a certain

Lycomedes who had a portrait of the Apostle painted and wor-

shipped it, putting flowers, lights and offerings before it. This

sounds quite likely. It is the beginning of a Christian hero-wor-

ship—a cult of saints. This is another instance of Helletiization.

In this way Christianity conquers aU the branches of con-

temporaneous civilization. It goes slowly, but irresistibly; it

does not create something quite new; but it shows energy striv-

ing upwards. The programme is expressed as early as 150 a. d.

by Melito of Sardis, who declares that the contemporaneous

rise of empire and church shows their harmony to be intended by

God. How different from primitive Christian eschatology with

its belief in the immediate end of the world ! About 200 a. d.

the letter to Diognetus still separates Christianity from civili-

zation. Christians share the traditional fashion in dress, food and

behavior; but in their native country they are like strangers.

Soon the idea appears of a Christian civilization superseding the

pagan. We have it pictured on a grand scale in Augustine's

De Civitate Dei.

It is a common view that Christianity was started on this

development only by the estabhshment of the church through

Constantine. This view, however, is wrong. Of course during

persecutions by the government the contrast is strongly felt.

It is not safe for a Christian to be an official, or to serve in the

army, or to take part in the artistic and scientific life of the time

— so said TertuUian, the rigorist. In the days of Diocletian many

a Christian officer felt that his military position was incompat-

ible with his Christian faith. But in the intermediate periods

of peace between the persecutions, especially during the forty

years falling between Valerian and Diocletian (261— 300), Chris-

tianity began to make itself comfortable in this world. It is a
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mistake to think that for three centuries Christianity had an under-

ground existence. Not in Constantine's time alone did churches

spring up from the catacombs. Diocletian before him had

many churches ready to be destroyed. Constantine made his

peace with the church because of its enormous influence, even

after the clergy had been decimated by the persecution.

To be sure, from the time of Constantine the process of Hellen-

ization went on on a larger scale, and more quickly. Through

the wide-open doors of the church people of all classes floated

in; and with them came all those elements of Greek civihzation

which had been kept away hitherto. Now the so-called religion

of the second order (i. e. superstition) gains influence, and the

resistance of the clergy against this popular sub-current de-

creases rapidly. The more paganism abroad vanishes and ceases

to be a danger, the more it is allowed to enter from within

dressed in Christian garb. A good example is furnished by

Augustine's mother, who brought her offerings of cake and wine

to the tombs of martyrs exactly in the same way as heathens did

to the tombs of their heroes. Incubation (i. e. the practice of

sleeping in temples in order to get information by dreams) was

transferred from the temples of heahng gods to the churches

of famous saints. Turning its attention to this religious under-

current, modern research has discovered an astonishing number

of Christian charms, amulets and so on. It may be that this

began relatively early and was not Hmited to Gnostic circles.

Still it is true that the under-current did not appear on the sur-

face before the fourth and fifth century. And the Hellenization

does not come only from the lower classes. The leaders them-

selves are attracted. The first great Synod of Nicea resembles

the parliament of the state : the docket is Hke that of the Senate.

Eusebius, the Christian bishop, celebrates Constantine in a

panegyric which follows exactly the rules of Greek rhetoric. It

comes near to apotheosis, and neglects shamefully the demands

of Christian sincerity. Bishops begin to be ashamed of the

boorish rusticity of the language of the Gospels. Others trans-

late the Psalter into Greek verse. Only monasticism reacts

against this Hellenizing tendency and keeps to vulgarity as re-

presenting a higher standard of sanctity.

18*
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These are the outhnes of a great development. One question

remains: what judgement are we to pass upon it? There can be

no denying under the compulsion of a semper idem theory that

there was change; it is equally wrong to say that it was but a

development of inherent features, present implicitly from the

beginning. Facts are too strong. It is evident that external

influences contributed to the change. The outcome of the seed

depends on the soil it has been laid in. The question is: What
did this development mean to Christianity?

Two vieAvs oppose one another. The one looks upon this

development as a desirable progress. It was necessary; for Chri-

stianity could reach its fullest success only by becoming a specu-

lative system of religion and a developed civiHzation. The other

complains that the change altered wofully the essence of Chri-

stianity. It ceased to be pure religion when it gave itself to

the Greek spirit and Greek culture. The first view, started by

Hegel, was supported by Baur and his school. The second is

the view of Ritschl, brilhantly maintained by Hamack. No his-

torian will deny that there was a necessity; and in so far the

development was right. In history everything works according

to immanent principles. The Gospel could not become a power

in the Hellenistic world without being in touch with the reli-

gious spirit and the culture of Hellenism. The payment for this

was compromise and the making of concessions which in fact

spoiled the purity of the Gospel. It would have been fatal in-

deed if the Gospel had been done away with entirely. This was

the danger of Gnosticism. But Christianity overcame it. The

Gospel remained as a factor in the mixture, and after all the

most important one. It worked like a leaven, which leavened

the Hellenistic civilization, and made the mixture so complete

that it needs the sharpened eye of scholarly research to dis-

criminate the different elements in it.

It is a different question whether this mixture is the only pos-

sible one, and therefore normal and fundamental for all time.

Hellenistic culture has vanished, notwithstanding this combi-

nation with Christianity. Other forms of civilization have come

in. Christianity still lasts. It is due to Christianity that some

elements of Hellenistic culture still survive. They are often
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taken as integral parts of the Christian system. This, however,

is wrong, and we must draw the logical conclusions. As we have

given up slavery and other elements of this Hellenistic Christian

civiUzation, so may we safely give up—not to say we must give

up—the Platonic and Aristotelian and Stoic forms of thought.

Our civilization is Teutonic-Christian. It is based on the new
conceptions of our great Reformers.

The Gospel, making its transition from Judaism to Hellenism,

divested itself of many apparently integral elements, and assum-

ed others which did not belong to it originally. It is pos-

sible to repeat this process without damaging the Gospel. For
Jesus—and Jesus alone in the history of reHgions—represented

religion in its purity. He was of course a child of his nation

and of his time. Nevertheless we feel sure that all attempts at

representing him in the oriental costume of his period are unjust

to him. His preaching is transferable into all human languages

;

for he speaks as man to man. Now it is a sad fact that we men
cannot tolerate religion in its purity. Being on this earth, cor-

poreal, bound to space and time, man needs forms—forms of

cult and of culture. It is inevitable that the Gospel should

become connected with these forms. It does not mean loss; it

means gain. Only the distinctive character of the Gospel must
be kept unaltered, and the full energy of its Hfe-giving power
must be maintained. The Gospel is sure to work, and the more
so the less it is mixed with aUen elements.
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The "Nazir" Legislation.

MORKIS JASTROW, JE.

TJNIVEBSITY OF PENNSTIiVANIA

I.

IN a paper which I read before the Society at its meeting

last year, on Leviticus, Chapters 13-14,^ the so-called "Le-

prosy" Laws, I endeavored to show that in these two chapters

we may detect the same process of steady amphfication of an

original stock of regulations by means of comments and glosses

and illustrative instances which we may observe in the great

compilation of Rabbinical Judaism known as the Talmud, where

a condensed and a comparatively simple Mishna develops into

an elaborate and intricate Gemara. The importance of the

thesis— if correct— lies in the possibility thus afforded of separat-

ing between older and later layers in the regulations of the

Pentateuchal Codes, but more particularly in furnishing the

proof that these codes in which old and new have been com-

bined—precisely as in the narrative sections of the Pentateuch

and in the historical books proper, older and later documents

(with all manner of additions) have been dovetailed into one

another—reflect an extended and uninterrupted process of

growth, covering a long period of time and keeping pace with

the tendency to adapt older regulations to later conditions.

It is my intention to test the thesis by its application to other

little groups of laws within the Codes, recognized by scholars

as representing distinct units, and I choose as an example for

presentation at this meeting Numbers 6 i-2i, containing the laws

of the so-called "Nazir".

Published in the Jetcish Quarterly Review, New Series, IV, 357-418.

I
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Leaving aside for the present the discussions of the meaning

of the term Nazir, let us first see whether it is possible to

detect the process referred to—the growth of a Biblical Gemara
around a basic "Mishna".

Verses 3-4 may serve as our first illustration. They read as

follows

:

"ity« ^DD ntj ••a"' ^D b^i^ i6 wis^y) D''n^ d''3JJ^i nnty"' id

"From wine and strong drink ^ he shall separate himself, of

vinegar of wine and vinegar of strong drink he shall not drink,

and what is pressed of the grapes (i. e. grape juice) he shall not

drink, and fresh and dried grapes he shall not eat, all the days

of his Naziriteship ; of anything made of the grape of the vine,

from the kernels (?) to the skin(?) shall he not eat,"

Now it is evident that we have here an elaboration of the

very simple ordinance:

"From wine and strong drink he shall separate himself,"

—intended to specify what is to be included under "wine". The
various specifications are, in the style of the Talmud, answers to

2 The two words D^3Snn and ir are atra^ \ey6fjLeva. The Greek renders

the former as a-r^/MipvWa "pressed grapes"; the latter as ybyaprov "grape-

stone". The Targum has for the former ]''3sniS3 which seems to have
quite certainly the meaning of "kernels", while for if the Targum has

]'"11S^P which appears to be a pomace made of grapes. There is thus a

variant tradition which also appears in the Talmudic usage of the two
terms, the one view taking n'JSnn to refer to the exterior of the grape,

and the it to the interior, the other being the reverse. See Treatise

Nazir 6 2 and of. Jastrow, Talmudic Dictionary, s. v. J|. The Arabic ^f^
being the flesh around the kernel, favors the view which refers D'asin

to the interior of the grape, and the Jt, accordingly, to the exterior. Iven*
ture to think, therefore, that D^asin are the grape-seeds and the i{ is the

skin. It may be, of course, that a pomace made of the crushed seeds is

meant by the former, though it is more plausible to assume that the

additional stipulation merely wished to indicate that no part of the

grape was permitted—neither the kernels nor the skin. This would
account for the plural form D^ijun, since the grape has several seed-stones,

3 It is possible that the addition of n:» already represents the begin-
ning of the process of amplification, dating from the time when "strong
unmixed wine" had become a special kind of beverage.
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questions raised, either for practical motives or byway of "acade-

mic" discussions—with this difference, that while in the Gemara
the discussions and arguments are given in addition to the answers,

in the Biblical "Gemara" merely the decisions are added to the

original law. We thus obtain four decisions in explanation of

the Gemara ordinance that the Nazir is to abstain from wine:

1) the ordinance includes vinegar of wine or vinegar of strong

drink;

2) it includes even the grapes out of which wine is made,

whether fresh or dry;

3) it covers anything made of wine^—from wine cakes to—
let us say—wine jelly;

4) it includes kernels (?) and the grape skin(?).

We might even go so far as to put the amplification of the

original law in the style of questions as in the Gemara to a

Mishna. What does ]')5 mean—wine merely when in a good

condition or also when it has become sour, turned to vinegar?

Answer: "Vinegar" is included. How about the grapes, before

they have been made into wine? The answer is that j")^ includes

the fruit before it is made into wine, just as it includes the

liquid that results when the wine has turned sour. But—some

one asks— is not the case different in the case of dried grapes

or raisins which are not used to make wine? The tendency is

clearly to make the law as inclusive as possible by the decision

that even dried grapes are included under "wine". Not satis-

fied with this rigid interpretation, the further question is put

whether even foods in which wine is used are to be included,

and the answer is once more explicit that anything in which

wine is used as an ingredient is forbidden to the Nazir, and

lastly even the seeds and the skin are included in the prohibition.

The upshot of the various decisions is that the Nazir is to be

a total abstainer from all intoxicating drinks, or anything made

of an intoxicating drink in any stage whatsoever—including

therefore the fruit of the vine before it is made into a drink.

The temperance clause in the Nazir law, therefore, goes much

farther than the advocates of total abstinence of today, who

appear to draw the line at grape juice.

The process is further illustrated by v. 6-7. The law read simply
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"All the days of his Naziriteship , he shall not come into

contact with a corpse."

Questions are then asked to determine who are to be included

under the phrase JID B^Si "dead body". Does it apply to his

father, to his mother, to his brother and sister whose burial would

ordinarily rest upon him? The answer is in each case— "Yes".

Verse 7, therefore, represents the decisions grouped together

oriDn nnb m^'^'id innx^i vn«^ id«^ rn«^

"He shall not defile himself through his father, or his mother,

or his brother or his sister when they die"

and the reason for this is given in the phrase

"for the Naziriteship of his Grod is on his head."

The characteristic of the Priestly Code being the emphasis on

bringing sacrifices on all possible occasions and to heap up

these sacrifices as much as possible^, I have no hesitation in

regarding the elaborate sacrificial ritual for the Nazir embodied

in V. 10-21 as a superimposed layer, and by a careful analysis

one can still, similarly, detect the process of gradual growth in

the case of this ritual and trace the manner in which it has

been superimposed on ordinances in which sacrifices played no

part whatsoever. In v, 9 the case is introduced of a Nazir who

inadvertently and unexpectedly comes into contact with a corpse.

The verse as it stands reads

Dm iK^xi nby\ m '^dcdi D«ns j;nsn vbv riD niD'^-'Di

"If suddenly (i. e., quite unexpectedly and inadvertently)

some one should die in his presence and he defiles his Nazirite-

ship, then he shall shave his head on the day of his purification

— on the seventh day he shall shave it."

•« Text nin''^ nnn '•O^-^a; but since the general phrase is nu 'D^-ba

V. 4, 5 (where "n3 is superfluous) and i3, I venture to read thus in v. 6.

5 The Greek adds "every" before corpse.

6 See the article on Leviticus. Chap. 13-14, p. 377 f.

7 B^KT is superfluous—either introduced by a pedantic commentator or

as an explanatory gloss to nu.
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It is, I think, self-evident that the words "on the seventh day he

shall shave it" represent an addition. It is assumed as in the case

of one who has come into contact with something unclean (Num.

19 14) that the state of uncleanness lasts for 7 days. Somewhat

as in the case of one declared pure of the sard at (Lev. 14 9) he

is to shave off his hair (though only the hair of the head), and

a sacrifice for the eighth day is added just as is the case in

Xev. 14 10. The words "on the seventh day he shall shave it"

(like Lev. 14 9) are, therefore, superinduced by v. lo-ii in which

the sacrifice is specified for the following day—two turtle doves

or two young pigeons, one as nt^tSH and one as TD)ly while in v. 12

an additional one-year old lamb is inserted as an UVf^. Pealing

off later layers, we obtain the following simple procedure.

V. 9*. If some one should suddenly die in his presence and

he defile his Naziriteship, he shall shave his head

on the day that he is declared clean.

12*. And he shall consecrate to Yahweh the days of his

consecration and (12**) the former days shall drop

out (i. e., shall not be counted), for he has defiled

his Naziriteship.®

Similarly, in the case of the ceremony to be enacted when

one has completed the period of consecration, the sacrificial

regulations 14-17, 19-20 have been superimposed. The original

ordinance read:

ts^NTDK Tnn Tby\ 'nn ^d"" n«^D DT^a Tnn nnn n«n

13 This is the Torah of the Nazir when the days of

his Naziriteship are completed.*

18* The Nazir shall shave his consecrated head and

take the hair^° and throw it into the fire."

8 Text nta KDB '3; but the better reading is «fiB as in v. 9 where »K">

is a meaningless or at all events a superfluous addition, as pointed out above.

9 Explanatory gloss "one shall bring him to the entrance of the tent

of meeting", superinduced by the sacrificial insertion, viz. verses 14-17.

10 So the Greek; the Hebrew has, as a result of the introduction of an

amplifying gloss, TiU »«T lyw-riK.

11 Addition "which is under the D'D^ty sacrifice"—to connect the rite

with the sacrificial layer v. 14-17.
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Then followed the subscript (v. 21*).

niiTb IV "iB'K yun nnn n«r

"This is the law of the Nazir who makes a vow to

Yahweh."

The subscript (v. 21) has been amplified to include the superim-

posed sacrificial ritual, and in this case the amplification has

been done so awkwardly as to reveal the seams in a Very distinct

manner. It looks as though a separate subscript for the sacri-

ficial regulations reading: VWrbV '^'^1lT^ Ullp miH n«T had

been combined with the other one. Then a redactor inter-

preting the ^T as referring to something that he has vowed, in-

serted the answer to the question, "What about the vow that

he has made?".

^'"iT iK^K m: ""SD IT :''iyn-ity« nn^D

"Besides whatever he can afford, according to his

vow that he vows."

To which a gloss is added:

"So shall he do"

to indicate that anything that he vows, in addition to the sacri-

ficial ritual (which is obligatory), must be paid by him according

to his means.

"We shall see that this "Gemara" rests upon an interpretation

of the ^a^^ir-law which confuses or blends it with the Torah

regarding vows as set forth in Lev. 27.

n.

These considerations justify us, I venture to think, in the

attempt to remove the later layers, decisions, explanatory com-

ments and superimposed sacrificial regulations, and thus to

reveal the laws regarding the Nazir in their original form or, if

»* See below p. 280. The Greek version has another niiT^ after IT.
13 Note the phrase, Lev. 27 8, pan U3"'n»' "nan T" i^tsrn •w» "'B-^j?—which

is the source of the phrase in Num. 6 21 1>. See below p. 282 f.

>* The Greek text omits these two words.
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this appears to be claiming too much, in a form close to the

original. The restoration of the original Nazir legislation pro-

posed by me covers six paragraphs plus a subscript, as follows.

. . ... .- \ ^ .. ./
I
.- . .J ...... • . • : - •

5" 5« •\^i(r\ -ly^ v^B b^} '-imrb^i lir i6 nj^n 'Tin ^p^^s ii

6 ""i^y i6 no B^|)r^y «nn •'p^-^s iii

8 sni.T^ «^n ts^ip nti '•d'' ^i) iv

9

12* 11

Mninc ara iK^i^i n^j; Min «ap] Di<ris vriM i\^j; np n^c; "?] v

a Addition: nB'ijt IK,

b Explanatory comment nin^b ^'^n^ suggested by 12 ».

« Perhaps later addition. See above, p. 267, note 3.

d Four decisions : wine includes (1) vinegar of wine and strong drink

;

(2) grape juice
; (3) fresh and dried grapes

; (4) articles of food in which

wine is an ingredient, whether made of the seeds or of the skins.

e Omit nii.

f Explanatory comment "till the completion of the days that he is

consecrated to Yahweh he shall be holy"—perhaps misplaced and belong-

ing to V. 6 (ordinance III).

g Text nin^^ 1V^^, which, if correct, would point to a different origin

for ordinance III.

t V. 7 furnishes (1) a decision, to wit, ordinance includes father, mother,

brother, and sister; (2) reason assigned— "consecration attaches to his

head."

i Perhaps merely a comment to the third ordinance, due to the endeav-

or to bring about a connection between the Nazir and the consecrated

priest who is always spoken of as "holy to Yahweh".

i Omit V}^'\ as at the close of v. 12.

^ Two additions (1) "on the seventh day he shall shave it" to connect

with sacrificial regulations (v. 10-11) and (2) misplaced gloss (11 •) B^'^pi

K^nn D1'3 1B^«'l"nK "he shall sanctify his head on that day", i. e., begin the

recount.

1 Misplaced gloss or insertion "and he shall bring a one-year old lamb

as asham'^—belonging to v. 10. On asham see Jewish Quart. Rev., IV,

p. 376, note 51 and 379, note 61. 1

m Read «eB as in v. 9,
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13* Mip 'n] ni^^p uf"^ mi nntn n^ yi
18*18* •'B^NiT^y ]riJl nj^iTn« np^^i °tt:^^^rnijl Tnn nl»ji

21 %ntiT^ 'n'T' itj^« Tt-in nun ni^r vn

I "When a man takes it upon himself to make the 2b 3» 4a

vow of the Nazir, he shall abstain from wine

(and strong drink) during the period of his Na-

ziriteship.

II During the period of his Naziriteship, a razor 5a 5c

shall not touch his head, he shall let the locks

of his hair grow long.

Ill During the period of his Naziriteship, he shall 6

not come in contact with any dead body.

lY During the period of his Naziriteship, he shall be 8

holy to Yahweh.

Y And if some one die suddenly in his presence 9 i2a i2c

and defile his Naziriteship, then he shall shave

his head on the day of his becoming clean again

and he shall revow to Yahweh the days of his

Naziriteship^ " and the former days shall be void

because he has defiled his Naziriteship.

YI This is the law of the Nazir on the expiration of isa isa isb

his Naziriteship. He shall shave his head and

take the hair and throw it into the fire.

= Addition: "one shall bring him to the entrance of the tent of meet-

ing" to connect with superimposed sacrificial regulations (v. 14-17).

Text nti Hfii't with an addition "at door of tent of meeting" to con-

form to the addition at end of v. 13.

p Or nyb'. The addition no B'NI is omitted in the Greek version.

1 Explanatory comment "which is under the peace offering"—harking

back to V. 17. Verses 19-20 furnish supplemental sacrificial instructions

' Insertion "his offering by virtue of his Naziriteship"—the remains

of a second subscript, as pointed out above p. 271.

» Supplemental comment "besides what he can afford according to

his vow which he has vowed", (i. e. in addition to the sacrifices pre-

scribed), to conform to Lev. 27, where one who makes a vow redeems

it by a graduated scale of valuations. See below p. 282.
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VII This is the law of the Nazir who makes a vow to 2i»

Yahweh.

The first four paragraphs furnish the ohligations resting upon

the Nazir, to wit (1) to abstain from wine^^; (2) and to allow his

hair to grow, or, expressed negatively, that no razor should

touch his head; (3) not to contaminate himself by contact with

a corpse; (4) to regard himself as sanctified ^^.

The fifth paragraph provides for the case that the Xazir is

suddenly and accidentally brought into contact with a corpse.

The accident makes him unclean, annuls the previous period of

consecration and obliges him to begin the count over again.

At the expiration of the period of uncleanness, therefore, he

shaves his head and begins the second count. This paragraph

may very well be a decision of supplemental date, made on the

basis of the third ordinance, but there is no need to carry

the process too far. The sixth paragraph gives the ceremonies

at the time of the expiration of the period of consecration,

namely, the offering of the hair by means of fire as the sacred

element, after which as the commentator adds "the Nazir may

drink wine" (v. 20c).

We thus have a two-fold division of the law,' (a) regulations for

the Naziriteship and (b) for the termination, just as in the case of

the sard at legislation, where the determination of the disease^'

is followed by ceremonies incident to the purification (Lev. 14 2.

"This is the law of the one affected with sard at on the day of

his purification")^^ and which, as I believe, formed originally

the rite of exorcising the demon of the disease by transferring

it to a bird sent free, 7VW7\ ''iS b)f "across the field" as the

phrase (Lev. 14 7) runs.

15 i3B^ "strong- drink" may already represent an addition. See p. 267,

note 3.

16 The third and fourth ordinances are closely allied—the "sanctifi-

cation" involving as in the case of priests the avoidance of any defilement.

17 See my article in the Jewish Quart. Revue, IV, p. 366 seq.

18 Lev. 13 59 c, rj?"\S J?J3 niin nxt—is the subscript to the regulations

for determining that it is a genuine case of sardat. See my article ih.,

p. 394.
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III.

Taking up the sacrificial regulations superimposed on the

original law, we find two series : (1) on the occasion of the ter-

mination of the period of uncleanness through accidental con-

tact -with a corpse (v. lo-ii, together with the insertion of the

one-year old lamb as asham in v. 12); (2) the sacrifices to be

brought on the conclusion of the period of consecration.

The sacrifices in the first case consist of two turtle doves or

two pigeons to be brought to the entrance of the tent of meet-

ing ^^, there to be offered through the mediation of the priest

as a sin-offering and burnt-offering respectively.

Elsewhere the two turtle doves or two doves appear as a

substitute (a) for a one-year old ewe (HSB^D) or (b) for a female

kid (Lev. 5 6-7) or (c) for a lamb (Lev. 14 21-22)^*' as in our case

one a sin-offering and the other as a burnt-offering. In my
article on the Lev. 13-14 several times referred to,^^ I have

suggested that the simpler substitute sacrifices were the ones

originally prescribed, and that they were relegated to the second

place by the tendency to increase the value of the offerings to

the sanctuary. This view is strengthened by our passage, but

evidently a later redactor not satisfied with what had become
the "substitute" offering, added "he shall bring a one-year old

lamb as an asliarri'^—which addition has crept into the text at

the ^\Tong place.^^

The first sacrificial regulation in the Nazir law thus rests on

the principle that he who has become unclean must bring a

sacrifice— his uncleanness, according to the primitive view, being

transferred to the animal, but it assumes an earlier stage than

in the final form of the Priestly Code in prescribing merely two

19 On this phrase see Jewish Quart. Review, IV, p. 380, Xote 67.

20 There is a further specification (Lev. 5 11) that if one cannot even

afford two turtle pigeons or two doves, one may bring — of an ephah

of fine ilour.

21 p. 379, 382.

22 The addition represents again an answer to the question raised

whether the Nazir should offer merely two turtle pigeons or two doves—
to which the answer is that he is also to bring a lamb as in the case

of one who has become unclean, as prescribed Lev. 14 12 seq.
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turtle doves or two pigeons, though a later redactor by the

addition of a lamb as ashmn endeavored to make it conform

to a certain extent to the later practice.

The assumption is that the Nazir who has come into contact

vdth a corpse is unclean for seven days—as in Num. 19 14-19.

As for the second sacrifice (14-17) to be brought by the Nazir

upon the completion of the period of consecration, there is a

most remarkable heaping up of sacrificial obHgations.

"And he shall bring his offering to Yahweh, a one-year old

perfect lamb as burnt-offering, and a one-year old perfect ewe

as sin-offering, [and a perfect ram as peace-offering,]^* and a

basket of massot of fine flour [cakes mixed with oil and wafers

of massot smeared with oil and their meal-offering and their

libations] ".^'^

"We here find (1) a one-year-old perfect lamb, as sin-offering

:

(2) a one-year old perfect ewe^° as a burnt-offering;

(3) a perfect ram as a peace-offering;

(4) a basket of unleavened cakes of fine flour ;

^'

(5) cakes mixed with oil;

(6) wafers mixed with oil;

(7) their minha and libations.

To analyze these regulations in detail would carry us too

far. Suffice it to say that they embody two points of view:

(1) the purification motif—marked by the lamb and ewe, (2) the

consecration motif—marked by the basket of unleavened cakes.

While deviating somewhat from the practice prescribed in

Lev. 5, the introduction of the ewe as the sin-offering is in

keeping with Lev. 5 6, and we may conclude that the lamb as

burnt-offering represents a later addition—due to the con-

ventional association of sin-offering (nKtSH) and burnt-offering

(n7j?) for purification offerings.^^

23 This seems to be a supplemental ordinance.

2* Addedtoconform toLev. 7i2andNum. chap.28—29. See below p. 277.

25 The two other instances in the Codes of a ewe (riW33) as a sacri-

fice are (1) Lev. 14 10 where two lambs are added to the ewe in a later

layer and (2) Lev. 5 6—where a female kid of goats is entered as an

alternative to a ewe as a siu-offering.

26 See below p. 279.

27 See Jewish Quart Review, IV, p. 376, note 48.

I
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The basket of unleavened bread plays an important part in

the consecration of priests (Ex. 29 and Lev. 8). In both Ex. 29

and Lev, 8 we have in addition a bullock and two perfect rams

(Ex. 29 1 = Lev. 8 2), but there is an important deviation in

the circumstance that the ram is called in Ex. 29 3i and Lev. 8 29

the ram of dedication (D^i^TDH T^) whereas in the Xazir Law,

it is offered as a "peace-offering" (U^u7^). Num. 6 15 reading

p\s^2 uTi^t^ r\)'^t:i yp^) pt^2 r\)b)b2 n^n n^D ni^jo ^d follows-

quite closely Ex. 29 2 yp^) jDtyn ni^i^i m^JD nbm msD UTub)

jQK^n D'^nt^D m^JD with the comment DmS* n^J?n D^CDn H^D.

The expression ntSfDH 70 is found Lev. 8 2 and 26 ; and from

Ex. 29_23 where likewise ITliJIDn 7D occurs it follows that UTi?

IVI^D is a synonym (cf. UTw "IDD v. 23)—further shown by the

introduction of ^D in Ex. 29 3. The addition of DiTDDJl DnHiD
is conventional—based on the later practice as set forth in

Num. 28-29. Num. 6 16-17 form a comment to v. 14 in order to

make it clear that the priest is to perform the usual rites with

the lamb, ewe and ram.

The ceremony connected with the ram and the cakes— as

set forth in v, 17 and in the supplemental regulations v. 19-20—
is likewise of the same order as at the consecration of priests,'

in one case the boiled shoulder (JTI'lt) of the ram and an un-

leavened cake and a wafer being placed in the hands of the

Nazir^^ whereas in Ex. 29 22-23a and Lev. 825-27, a loaf ("IDD)

of bread {UTw instead of mifD) and a cake of bread (DHz again

instead of ni2JD), and a wafer together with the right leg (pIB^)

and the fat of various parts of the ram of dedication being

placed in the hands of Aaran and his sons.^® The "waving"

ceremony is also common to Ex. 29, Lev. 8 and Num. 6, and
it is evident that the words "over the breast of waving" in Num

28 Gloss "After he has shaved the head of his consecration" (read

29 Slight variations in usage, Lev. 826 and Ex. 29 23 e. g. mSDn ^D

as against !?Dfi (Num. 619); nn« nSD n'?n (Lev. 826 and Num. 619) against

nn« nn^ nhn (Ex. 2923) [pv in the latter passage is misplaced, superin-

ducing the variant in Lev. 8 26 nn« pv nvh n^n] ; nn«
p''P'\

(Lev. 8 26,

Ex. 29 23) against ins nst3 p^pi (Num. 6 19), where nSD is clearly to be
taken as an explanatory gloss to an original nnx p'^p'^-

19
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6 20 are taken over from Ex. 29 27 (n»l HBUnn nm n« ntS^lp)

niynriT] pIC^) and refer to the statement there set forth.

All this points to the dependence of Num. 6 19-20, upon the

stipulation in Ex. 29 and Lev. 8, and since the "waving" of

large pieces of flesh is a very late stipulation, transferred from

the waving of sheaves ODJ^) Lev. 23 11, which is a primitive

method of dedicating the produce of the fields to the deity

—

originally to the field spirits—the later origin of the sacrificial

regulations superimposed on the Nazirite legislation follows as

a necessary inference.

The sacrificial regulations cannot, therefore, be used in any

investigation regarding the status of the Nazir; they have been

added by later redactors in conformity to the tendency to pro-

vide for sacrifices, as an income for the priests, wherever possible,

and these redactors took as one of their points of view the

position that the Nazir was to be placed in the same category

with the priest—with this curious difference, indeed, that the

ceremony of initiation becomes in the case of the Nazir a rite

of dismissal. We may, therefore, recognize three successive

stages in the growth of this sacrificial ritual: (1) the ewe as

sin-offering to which there was added, (2) a lamb as burnt-

offering, which leads by virtue of the association of the Nazir as

a person temporarily consecrated to Yahweh with the priests

as the one permanently consecrated, to (3) the addition of a ram

as a peace-offering, together with the usual accessories in the

case of the ram offered at the dedication of a priest to the ser-

vice of Yahweh. Even after the three sacrifices had been pre-

scribed, explanatory and harmonizing additions were made to

the text so that we can further differentiate between the older

and later layers. Thus besides v. I6-17 as the comment to v. 14-15

we have in v. is (a) ]DB^I3 m?l7!l TUH at the end of the verse,

added as amplificatory glosses to make the rite conform to estab-

lished usage and (b) the phrase in v. 20, 7^ T\S!\^T\T\ ntn 7^

HDnnn pIB^ added from the rite in Ex. 29 27, and (c) the ordi-

nance at the end of v. 20 "afterwards the Nazir may drink wine"

is, similarly, to be regarded as an explanatorj- comment. The

text of the sacrificial regulations divided into two groups may

I
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therefore be restored as follows. (1) For the case of the Nazir

who has ipadvertently touched a corpse

loa lob 2°]n3n-^« njv •'^n ^i^ i« amn Tity ^n*" "Tae^n am
11 a lib ity«D T'^j; "1SD1 nbvb im^ n«t3n^ in« ]nDn ntrj;!

12b '^[DB^«^ injB^ ]n K^nD ioani] ts^sir^j; «Bn

"On the eighth day he shall bring two turtle doves or two

pigeons to the priest, and the priest shall offer one as a sin-

offering and the other as a burnt-offering and shall atone for

him in that he defiled himseK through the corpse [and he shall

bring a one-year old lamb as ashani]"

(2) For the Nazir at the expiration of the period of his

Naziriteship

ua 14b nb^b im D-'on injerp trnD mn"*^ mip-n« nnpm

loa
33j^t,gj

j^^jjQ
tpj3,

"And he shall bring his offering to Yahweh, a one-year old

perfect lamb as a burnt-offering, and a one-year old perfect ewe
as sin-offering, and a basket of massot of fine flour."

19b im '"^iTpii ^DiT]D r\m nifD n^n "qn^n npb))

30 Explanatory comment: nyiD ^nK nnB"^«.
3t Misplaced gloss or variant usage showing in either case that D»«

and fiNon are identical. See my article in Jewish Qtiarterly Review, IV,

p. 379, note 61.

32 Supplemental sacrifice n^D^»V D^on nnx-^"'Nl, introduced to put the

Nazir on the plane of the priest and corresponding to the sacrifice at

the initiation of priests, as prescribed in Ex. 29 and Lev. 8.

33 Supplemental details i5b Dnn3Di i»E?n D"'n»t3 nisa 'p-pi ]0»3 nibiba Thr\

Dn'2D31. Verses i6-i7 are purely explanatory, but the former belongs to

the more original form of the legislation, while v. i7 represents the prac-

tice for the supplemental sacrifice prescribed in u c, and reads as follows:

D"'0^iy nnt twt ^Kn-nxi, to which as a further comment is added ^D hv

i^DrriNi innao-n« pan nwsi nistsn harking back to v. i5a and isb.

3* Addition: '?"'Mn-]» rhvn J?'nin-n«, to combine the supplemental sacri-

fice of the ram with the later legislation. It is manifestly impossible to

put an entire shoulder of ram into a man's palms.
35 nso an explanatory gloss. See above p. 277, note 29.

19*
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"And the priest shall take a cake of massa from the basket

and one wafer and put it into the palm of the Nazir and the

priest shall wave a wave-offering before Yahweh."

To which we can reconstruct an original subscript on the

basis of V. 21, as follows.

nn ^p ni/T^ ijnip nun n»T

"This is the law of the offering to Yahweh for his Xazirite-

ship."

IV.

AVe are now prepared to take up, on the basis of the original

Nazir legislation, the question as to what is meant by a Nazir

in Numbers 6. It has, of course, been recognized that the Nazir

of Numbers has little if anything in common with such a figure

as Samson who is depicted as a Nazir for Ufe, nor is there any

apparent connection with the Nazirites whom Amos describes

(2 11-12) and who are placed alongside of prophets (D''i<^3J),

though curiously enough in the case of Samson the only sign of

the Nazir especially singled out is that no razor is to pass over

his head Otr«1 b^ nbv «^ miD) Jud. 16 l7'^, while in the case

of the Nazirites of Amos only the prohibition of wine-drinking

is implied. The two passages together thus furnish two of the

main traits of the Nazir in Numbers.

The case of Samuel who, though never called a TW but

a rifc^*! (I Chr. 9 22 26 28) is yet consecrated to Yahweh for life

30 Explanatory gloss litiTiK in^Jrn nnN, an awkward and elliptical phrase

for nta »N"i-P« i. e., "after he has shaved the head of his Xaziriteship".

97 Text has nni« because of the combination of the older and later

regulations.

38 Additions (1) pa^ Kin »np, to indicate that the portion "waved"

belongs to the priest, with a direct reference to ficnp Ex. 29 27 ; (2) ntn hv

nonnn pw bv) nsiinn superinduced by Ex. 29 27. See above, p. 278; (3) gloss

]" inin nrwr inKI for which see above p. 274 and 278.

3« To which the Greek version adds, no doubt influenced by Num.
6 s, "and wine and strong drink he shall not drink". Note that in the

case of Samson and Samuel (I Sam. 1 11) the word for razor is miD as

against npr in Numbers^

I
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,(I Sam. 1 11), is significant as showing that the prohibition of

shaving the hair of the head wg,8 a trait of the consecrated

person in early days.

Wine drinking is a sign of luxury belonging to later periods ***,

and the prohibition in the case of the Nazir of Numbers is

therefore to be viewed as an instance of the conservatism at-

taching to rehgious customs and which prescribed that the priests

also were to abstain from wine.*^ The consecrated person adopts

the practice of earher days, just as the mourner puts on the

loincloth, tiie garment of a more primitive period.*^

WeUhausen has pointed out (Reste Ardbische^i Heidentums,

p. 117 seq. and 167) the identity of Hebrew 1W with Arabic

»JJ "to vow" and following Wellhausen's hint. Gray, in his

commentary on Numbers (p. 66) has instituted a comparison

between our chapter in Numbers and the Arabic ihrdm, the

term for the temporary consecration of the Moslem to Allah

during the period of pilgrimage to Mecca. The Nazir of Num-
bers is therefore simply a person who vows to consecrate him-

self to Yahweh for a certain period. It is therefore not acci-

dental that the Nazir is described as the one ^li *njb i^/S"* ''D

"who takes it upon himself to make a vow to become one

devoted to Yahweh". The reason for the vow is not indicated.

It might be apparently for any reason—in gratitude for recov-

ery from illness or escape from danger or a promise in case of

the success of some undertaking. For the time being, therefore,

the Nazir is in the same category with the priest

—

iVtiVb ti^Hp

"sacred to Yahweh" and, therefore, Uke the priest he is not to

come into contact with anything unclean. The restriction in his

case is as strict as in the case of the high priest who is not to

"profane" himself even in the case of the death of his father

or mother (Lev. 21 ii),** whereas the ordinary priest may

•o See the writer's article "Wine in the Pentateuchal Codes", Journ. of

the Amer. Or. Soc, 33, pp. 180—192.
*i Lev. 10 9. See the article referred to in preceding note.

^2 See the writer's article "The Tearing of Garments as a Symbol of

Mourning" Journal of the Amer. Or. Soc, 21, pp. 23—39.
*3 Note the expression, vhv vn'js nnWD \ovf lU '3 (Lev. 21 12) "for the

vow of the oil of anointment of his God is on him".
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concern himself with the burial of father, mother, son, daughter,

brother or virgin sister (Lev. 21 2-3). The chapter in Numbers
therefore belongs to the general subject of "vows" and stands in

close relation to Lev. 27. This latter chapter is clearly supple-

mental to the so-called Holiness Code which, as the subscript to

chap. 26 (v. 46) shows, "These are the laws, decrees and decisions**

which Yahweh fixed between him and the Bene Israel on mount

Sinai through Moses", ended with Chap. 26.*^

The later redaction of Lev. 27 is indicated also by the refer-

ence to the Jubilee year in verses 17-24, harking back to Lev. 25.

It apparently reflects a later practice than that of Numbers 6,

for according to Lev. 27 a person vowing himself to Yahweh
must redeem himself by a sum of money— varying according to

the age of the one so redeemed. It represents therefore the

practical abrogation of Numbers 6— due to the more rigid limi-

tation of everything pertaining to the priesthood to the descen-

dants of Aaron according to the theory of the Priestly Code.

It was felt to be inconsistent with this view of the priesthood

as those consecrated by virtue of descent to the service of

Yahweh, that the ordinary layman should even for a limited

period be placed in the category of a priest. Lev. 27 is the

protest against the custom implied in Numbers 6 and abandons

it by providing that he who makes a vow of consecration is to

redeem himself according to a fixed standard of valuation varying

with age and sex. This method of abrogating an older law by

making a provision that annuls it without, however, expunging

the older statute is characteristic of the growth of law among

the Hebrews as among the other peoples of antiquity in general.

The familiar maxim that "the laws of Medes and Persians do

not change"— applies to ancient law in general. Laws as repre-

'* The question is worth considering whether the use of the three

terms W'pn, D'BS»» and nnin does not rest on the tradition of the growth

of supplementary decisions (D^UBCts) and answers to questions (nnin) around

a basic stock of laws (Cpn).

<5 Lev. 27. 34. "These are the commands which Yahweh commanded

Moses for the.Bene Israel on mount Sinai" is therefore a supplemental

subscript based on Lev. 26 34 as has been recognized by Driver in his

edition of Leviticus (Polychrome Bible, ed. Haupt), p. 103, and others.
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senting oracles or decisions of the gods are not set aside, but

instead stipulations are introduced which virtually abolish them.

Thus, theoretically, slavery is recognized in the Book of the

Covenant, but by providing that one can only keep a Hebrew

slave for seven years (Ex. 21 2) the institution is changed to

an indenture to a limited term. In the same way a father accord-

ing to this code still has the right to sell his daughter, but

when it is added (v. 7) "she is not to go forth as the going out

of servants", the force of the old law is broken. It is a virtual

abrogation of the law. If the new master does not marry her,

he cannot sell her to some one else; if the new master give

the girl to his son, she is to be treated "after the decision

applying to daughters" (v. 9).

I take it, therefore,—following Baentsch's Commentary on

Leviticus, p. 438,— that Lev. 27 represents the substitute for

the older custom of consecrating oneself to Yahweh—which as

incompatible with the theoretical etablishment of a hereditary

priesthood in the family of Aaron was to be abohshed, but could

only be done by a procedure such as Lev. 27 prescribes—the

redemption of the vow through a money tax, according to the

valuation of the priests.

The Chapter in Leviticus, therefore, sets aside such cases of

a temporary consecration as set forth in Num. 6, as well as

the permanent consecration of laymen— as in the case of Sa-

muel and Samson. For the origin of the Nazirite legislation in

Numbers we are thus led back to the early age when it was

customary to make a vow in case of sickness or some other

misfortune or before some undertaking— a war or a journey

—

or what not, which until the vow had been absolved placed one

in a special category of "consecrated persons"—on whom cer-

tain taboos rested. The chief of these taboos was not to cut

one's hair during this period, a second and very natural one was
to avoid rituaUstic infection through contact with a corpse

—

always regarded as unclean in primitive cults. For the time

being the one who made a vow was holy to Yahweh as a priest

was holy, and as the Arab who goes on a pilgrimage is holy

—

ahram, i. e., he makes himself ''haram'^ and must not cut his
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hair", abstain from sexual intercourse and avoid uncleanness by

killing even the smallest animals, or as the one who is engaged

in taking revenge in a blood feud was regarded as holy or con-

secrated by the ancient Arabs and was likewise obliged to abstain

from women, wine and unguents.*^ Let me emphasize once more
that the prohibition against wine drinking during the vow period

is secondary, due to the application of the general principle

that the one who is under "religious" restraint conforms to the

customs and practices of earlier days ; he becomes, as it were, an

illustration of the archaism connected in general with rehgious

rites.

Lastly, the "vow" motif comes to the surface in the addition

to the subscript to the original law. Num. 6 21.

mi ""M "IT. :i''tyn itr« in^D

"In addition to what he can afford according to his vow".

The addition which is superinduced, as already suggested, by the

provision in the chapter- on the valuation of the vows involving

one's own person (Lev. 27 8), becomes intelUgible on the assump-

tion that the Nazir legislation is the survival of the period when

it was customary to vow one's person to a deity for a certain

period. The addition itself rests on the attempt to harmonize

Num. 6 with Lev. 27 which aims to abolish the old practice by

substituting a redemption for the consecration of one's person.

In so far the addition rests on a misintepretation of the original

force ofNumbers 6, which does not recognize such a substitution.

It was evidently inserted by some redactor who felt the incon-

sistency between Num. 6 and Lev. 27 and who intended in this

way to harmonize the two contradictory pieces of legislation, just

as the one who added the gloss to Lev. 22 21 T\y\^ 18 Til Vba>

wanted to include the D''D7ty Hit of Num. 6 under the provisions

of the law of peace-offerings. The additions to Num. 6 thus

embody a two-fold attempt: (1) to utilize the old custom as a

means of providing sacrifices for the temple and in so far to

recognize and legitimatize a legacy of an age antedating the

*« On the -widespread usage regarding the head and hair of conse-

crated persons under taboo, see Robertson Smith, Religion of the Semites,

p. 464 seq.

*"! Robertson Smith, ib., p. 462.
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institution of a central Yahweh sanctuary and one that may
well be older even than the local Yahweh sanctuaries, prevalent

among the Hebrews as among other Semitic nomads from time

immemorial, and (2) an attempt to bring the older legislation

into accord with the still later provisions in Lev. 27, which in

reality aimed to abrogate the custom of laymen consecrating

themselves to Yahweh. The reference to temporary Nazirites

as late as the days of the Maccabees (I. Mac. 3 49; Josephus,

Antiquities 19.6 and B. J. 2 15) leads one to suspect that the

legislation in Lev. 27 remained a dead letter, as did the institu-

tion of the Jubilee Year. The people clung with tenacity to the

old practice despite its incompatibility with the theoretical here-

ditary priesthood witliin a certain family, and which as is known
was not recognized until the post-exilic days. We may, there-

fore, assume that Numbers 6 as it stands is a concession to

actual practice which continued in force despite the addition of

Lev. 27 to the priestly code. It represents the elaboration of

an old piece of pre-exilic legislation in connection with a practice

that prevailed to a comparatively late period, whereas Lev. 27,

is to be viewed as an "academic" attempt in post-exilic days to

abrogate the practice.
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TSTpoTTWjjLSvou? Joshua 116.

MAX L. MARGOLIS
DROPSIE COLIiEaB.

THE word covers the Hebrew D''^^^n ("slain" EV., ]''^''C3p

Targum) and the Greek means "put to flight, routed"'.

Query: Are we dealing with a free rendering or is the Greek

faulty?

By the side of the reading TeTpoirwfievov^ which is found in

E,^ S-gr and in the majority of witnesses belonging to P there

occurs the variant TeTpw/uievovs in the Old Latin (vulneratos)

and in the P members : F \nth its congener f, c C, m, and, accord-

ing to Holmes-Parsons, 16*. It is likewise found in tt whence

Masius took it over.^ Grabe prints it, relegating the other read-

ing to the margin which latter Drusius pronounced to be an

error, the correction of a sciolist. In this verdict I acquiesced

in a former publication.

1 E = Egyptian, S = Syrian (S-gr = the Greek constituents of the

recension, i. e. minus £), P = Palestinian recension, fl^ Origen. BFG need

no explanation, a= Holmes-Parsons 15. 64, ai= 18, 02 = 128, tt=Aldina,

b = cod. Mus. Brit. Curzon 66, c= c (= 108), ( (= Complutensian) and c

(=Lagarde who used in addition codex 19), d=58, g= 121, h= 55, m=82,
n = Athous 7. 113, f = cod. Meteoron in Thessaly; fil = Bohairic ed.

Lagarde; d = Coptic; (S = Ethiopic; £ = Latin; S = Syrohexaplaris.

2 Lagarde's Syriac has : ^-^^n« ,>s. Masius tacitly identified it with

Terpufitvovs, but in all probability rerpoirco/Meyovs was the underlying Greek.

^^.j^ usually renders Trexrwicwj, and rerpovwiMevovi would have been ^xaue ^.
Nevertheless the assumption will stand that the translator read rerponu-

fievovs rather than Terpufievovs. The margin of Lagarde's Syriac has

:

^A I ^.x> fj>. The signature >xo (= <r') is apparently missing; according to

Masius, Symmachus' rendering was occisos.
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Schleusner, I find now, hits upon another emendation. "Quidni

Ter^uTrw/ievou??" (Schl. means: TeTpvirrj/jLevovg.) rpvirr}^, recorded

by Nobil. for rpoirrj^ III Kingd. 22 35 (in a doublet, Hebrew
nSD = irXriyrj in the first of the duplicate version) but not veri-

fied (see Field), led the way. It is certainly a plausible emen-

dation there. Whatever tjOotti/ may mean, it does not signify

"a wound". rpoTrt] might be used to render HSD in the sense of

eludes, but in nSDH DT i^2J*1 = kui e^eiropevero to aifia ri/y

rpoTTtji, nSD can only mean "wound", rpvirav = <r\ni = per-

timdere (Deut. Job) = !3pi Job. 40 21 (26) Hag 1 6 and Symm.
Job 40 19 (24), J^Sfl Exod. 21 6 (hence with some freedom in the

parallel passage Deut 15 17 where Hebrew ()i?2f'lC)»]I"ni|l sc.) Hririil

n7^5^ f-^T^^?)' One may rpvirav a slave's ear, or a fish's Hp or

nose, or one may have a Secr/nos TeTpvinjfxevos, a purse with a

hole in it; or, if we go to Homer, one may Tpxnrav ship-timber

with the borer {rpviravov, terehra) ; but no example is available

for reTpvTrtj/jLevog in the sense of "wounded". From terehra

comes the verb terehrare "bore, bore through, perforate"; it is

used Job 16 7 (6) for Tirpwa-Keiv, just as compungere covers the

same Greek verb Job 36 25. But elsewhere Tirpcoa-Keiv is vul-

nerare (hence the identification in j^ above) and vulneratus can

hardly be in ordinary Greek prose rerpvirriixevo?.

If T€Tpv7rr}fA€vovs is unlikely and TeTpoojuevovs too facile, let

us try our hand once more at TerpoTrcoimevovs. Tpoirovv or (the

middle) rpoirovcrOai is a stronger Tpeireiv {rpeTrea-Qai), In addi-

tion to the one example from Dion. Halic. cited by Liddell-

Scott, Herw'erden has two from the papyri. In the Bible, the

verb is a good equivalent for S)^J (passive ^5J) ; it is also used

for TB^pn and even for 3?"'J5n (just as TpeTrearOai passive is J^i?J).

TpeirecrQai (middle) renders HSn (Num. 14 45, where, by the way,

N reads erpoirwa-avTo) and W7t\ (Exod. 17 13). The last example
explains rpoirri = HB^^n (Exod. 32 18; C FY^TOTTT as Joshua
lie, see above; 6^ ntf oyBODTC = pugnae). In Jerem. 30 10

(49 32) where t/jottj; = TK "calamity" j6 has misread the Greek:

0)0)0) = evrpoirrju comp. e. g. Ps. 34 (35) 26. A similar mis-

reading is found Sir. 45 23: ev evrpoirt] cod. 155 (hence reve-

rentia £) for ev Tpoirr}. The translator is here rather free: Kai

(TTtja-ai avTov eu TpoirTj Xaov for IDJ^ j^lSIi IDJTI. Here by the
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way C misread rpoinj as 0^0717 ((fiDDNT), comp. opyrj S^ for poirr]

Sir. 1 21 (opyrj suits the context here, see Smend). This brings

Tis to Joshua 13 22. The Hebrew verse reads 11J?2 ]3 Uj^b^ flKl

D.T^!?n ^K ninn bi^ltS^^ ••Jn IJin DDIpn. n.T^^n ^« is rendered

in S zv Ttj Trpovo/jLij (in praedam). The reading is found also h* n

(= 16, 52, 57, 77, 131, 236, 237, Gat-Nic; SS"^; comp. also ev rtj

Trape/j.^oXt] 30) and a^. Barring the marginal reading ev rois

TpavfiaTiai? avrwv^ in d, all the other witnesses are divided

between ev rtj poTrt] (Bh^ (t in E, Gb and the majority of the

witnesses in P* ; in g the reading is that of the first hand) and ev

Trj Tpcnrt] (C in E, c, 5 and g*^, aaj? tt> 209 in P). S clearly

stands aside, com. mov for tov rov of EP. Q apparently followed

an Egyptian text, merely adding sub asterisco 01 vioi i^ ev po/uL'

(fyaia. The variation poirij / rpoirri meets us in both groups, E
andP, the Origenic texts themselves being divided. TToAemoc C,

M;,i9 5 ("iw hello. Nam sic capienda est vox rpoirrj apud

LXX", Masius) point to rpoin], just as mer (t goes back

to poTTt]. The variation is clearly scribal : comp. in profane

literature '•'Tpoirriv f. 1. pro poirtjv Plut. Aem. P. 33 extr.", Her-

werden, 1482. poirri, from peiroo "incline", means inclination

downwards, esp. the fall of the scale; metaph. the turn of the

scale, the critical moment; also that which causes inclination

downwards, downward momentum, metaph. influence. Accord-

ing to Hesychius (apud Schleusner s. v.) poTrrj is kXictk (so

Suidas), vevjiia, pa^Sos, Svvafii^f ^otjOeia. In the New Testament

we find the phrase ev poirrj ocpOaXfiov I Cor. 15 52 as a variant

below the text in von Soden's edition for the textual ev pnrri

ocpSaXfjiov, "in the twinkling of an eye"
|!
ev arofiw "in a mo-

ment"; the Peshitta writes U*:»^ *as> y-(, comp.
]''J^

^T\'2 Bera-

kot 2 b. Comp. also Aristeae Epistula, ed. Wendland, § 90:

poirri (pnrrj U) Kai vevjuari "momento temporis et ad nutum".

In the Greek Old Testament Ave meet with poirr] l^vyov Prov.

16 11 (llUxiioy KKj) = D''ir«0 D^£5 / ''jrXDl D^S, Isai 40 15

((LJUaioj jJju) = D"'JT^^D pTW, comp. o-' Isai 40 12 ev po-rrr) = D^£>2

and 6' Ps. 61 (62) 10 ws po-rrrj (^vyov ior Pib^^b D''JmDn; Job

• Comp. Num. 31 8 aw roa rpavfiariais avruv, an addition which, obelized

in G, is omitted in dkx
|{

o/ta rots rpavfiariaK = DiT^Tn iV in the first half

of the verse.
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20 5 e' Trpos poirriv J^JIT '^'H^. a uses the plural, poirai (JbiLfio,

once JiasV), as an equivalent of the Hebrew U^pTW Job 37 18,

20 38 37 Ps. 35 (36) 6 Prov. 8 28 (Job 37 is read po-n-ag Field in

Auctario from cod. 252 against Tpoirag Field in textu). Comp.

also Wisd 11, 22 to? poirri ck TrXaa-Tiyycov Jiao ^j jJjLi yj (with

marginal note {ljlfnv>? Jla^) and 18 12 irpos ixiav poirtjv ]i^ t-*-^;

also III Mac. 5 48 va-Tartju ^lov poirtjv. None of these conno-

tations would fit the passage in Joshua, and Frankel's (Yor-

studien, 187) guess that we have here an allusion to the haggad-

ic legend according to which Balaam had lifted himself up by

his mantic art into the heights and was thence hurled down by

Phinehas* will have to be dismissed as irrelevant. "Non vana

itaque est suspicio, vel legendam esse ev TpoTrrf — his other

guess is not worth mentioning — , Schleusner.

Hence the correct reading is ev tti rpoirn "in the rout". The

phrase covers DriV/Tl 7^. The translator neglected to render

2inD. aireicreLvav = 31112 liin. "In the rout" is a bit free

for "among the rest of their slain" E,Y., but a "rout" implies

a number of "slain" persons. Hence in 11 6 "routed", is just as

free but just as correct for "slain", ev ttj rpoirti 13, 22 = ?X

Dn V/TI and reTpoTrcoiuLevovg = D"'?/')! support each other admi-

rably. In the former passage B is corrupt, but on the other

hand B has the correct reading in the latter place.

* Comp, Ps.-Jonathan Num. Slsr'nnnKI "'lira mBI . . . «'0» T1N2 msi
.TnnNi .Ttrnn and Rashi on v. e: nnop mis losj? Nim o^swaa i"'nD''D'?n nnsm
bv wbuMv po 's'jaa orrbbn hv noNJ -[S^ wbuM cm . . . ^''^n rx^ nr\b nn^n

scnn"' 'D2 D.T'j^n bv aina ns'jaa pi i"'i«n "iD n''^'?nn, hence pressing the word
bv for which against Rashi we have in Joshua bn; comp. Pal. Sanhedrin

29 a, Uf.: ]'''sn n« "h n«in onrs n'^m on^b^n ^3 n:33 t\'i n'rw QiT''?bn bv »"^

mn ypw sim.
...
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Heb. leM, cheek, and ld''\ jaw

PAUL HAUPT
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVEBSITT

IN GB^^ Tl^ (Arab. ^, Idha^ for Idhaiu^, cheek and chin)

is said to appear in Assyrian as laxu (with ^) whereas JP

is supposed to be the Assyr. letu. Heb. y? does not mean throat

(Konig, Brown; Z gidtur) hut jaw. Siegfried-Stade cor-

rectly states that the corresponding Aram, ^yb means jaw. The

stem is J^l?, not )iy7\ Mr J?9 is scriptio defectiva like bp. Prov.

23 2, 'IJ^/S ]''3te^ riDtSn, does not mean Put a knife to thy throat

(the Latin phrase gladium collo imminentem conspicere, quoted

by Ziegler, 1791, affords no parallel) but Put a muzzle

(French museliere; Arab. *U5^ Syr. JImJLs = Krjfios) on thy jaw

]

contrast Deut. 25 4. Heb. ']J^7 is a coarser expression than *|^S

(<S yioas): it corresponds to the German Maul, Bachen,

Schnauze, Fresse rather than to Mund\ cf. French gueule

(= Eng. gule, throat, gullet, gluttony; also gole, throat, voice,

utterance) and our trap == mouth, also chops = chaps, jaws.

Heb. ]''3te^ is a synonym of DIDHD, Ps. 39 2, where we must read

DIDHD ''S7 nD''b^i< = C5 eOi/nriv Tw (TTOfxaTL fxov (^vXaic^u, 3 posui

ori meo custodiam; DIDHD is a muzzle-strap, whereas ]''2fe^ is a

basket (German Maulkorh) of rope network around the jaws;

cf. the cut of a modern Syrian muzzle in DB 1, 303.^ 05 did not

understand this word. The stem of ]''3fe^ is ']DtJ^ = "jlfe^; cf.

HDlte^ branch, hough Jud. 9 48, and Arab. UCil, to shoot forth

branches (L^j-oaj x -cv .y. I
f ^yLjCil). I have shoAvn in ZDMG

64, 711, note 2 that we must read in Prov. 25 ii: IHt TTISn

1 For the abbreviations see above, p. 161, n. 1; cf. 0LZ16, 488.; 18, 71.
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*)D2 (or nSttS^P^) riDlte^l, apples of gold on branches of silver.^

The dira^ Xeyojuevov ]''2fe^ is an (Aramaic) pluralis extensivus

meaning interlacement, hasketwork, network, basket of rope net-

work, muzzle ; "I^D is used in post-Biblical Hebrew of weaving

baskets or mats,^ and "jD^D means to put into a net (see J a s -

trow's dictionary; not to sear, singe, as Levy 3, 523^ explains).

Of course, we might read also \0^, as a singular, from HSfc^,

just as YSp is derived from Ttip.

If we assume a stem ^3^^ = "JDfe^ = ']1fe^, we need not read

riDtb^P (or niDIt^) instead of n'P?!?^© (ZAT 34, 144) in Prov.

25 11: n''DtJ^D might mean ramage, hranchage (German Gezweig).

The majority of the Jewish commentators combine IT'Db^D with

]Dt5^, e. ^. Rashi, cited by S tier, Der Weise ein Konig (1849)

p. 48; cf. Delitzsch, Spruchhuch (1873) p. 404. Umbreit
(1826) derived lY'Stm from HDte^ = ptJ^ (miswritten nDt^) to

interweave; Yaihinger (1857) translated KUrhcheri] Ewald,
Die Salomon. Schriften* (1867) p. 222 explained ni^StJ^D as

Flechtkorhe (cf. 'iSidiSj-, Jruit-basket). This rendering has been

adopted in RV; B,Y^ gives filigree work (cf. Maimonides
cited by Delitzsch, loc. cit). Also in Prov. 18 ii the Ancient

Versions derived inSt^^Dl from HDtr = pfc^. Elster (1858)

read ITlSb^pil; but the rendering of the Oraecus Venetus (quot-

ed by Umbreit) ev (pavraa-ia avTov is preferable. In Prov.

18 11 as well as in Ps. 73 7 IT'Dfe^D may correspond to our branch-

ing Old, i. e. digression, transgression, extravagancy, extrava-

gant flight of fancy, vagary, conceit, whereas in Lev. 26 i,

Num. 33 52, Ez. 8 12 IT'StyD may mean branching or ramification,

i. e. the production of figures resembhng branches, ornamenta-

tion with branches (and flowers, &c; anthemia, arabesques).

Tennyson speaks of a dress all branched and flowered with

2 For my remarks (Proverbs 60, 30) on the garden of the gods cf.

Ungnad-Gressmann, Gilgamesch-Epos (Gottingen, 1911) pp. 43. 163,

also the description, at the beginning of the story of Aladdin or the

Wonderful Lamp, of the subterraneous garden where the fruits of the

trees consisted of pearls, diamonds, rubies, spinels, emeralds, turquoises,

amethysts, sapphires, &c. For the connection between the Arabian Nights

and Babylonian fables see Haupt, Purim, p. 9, 1. 13; cf. AJSL 28, 88.

' Mat denotes also a sack made of matting, e. g. a sack containing

coffee.
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gold\ IT'Dte^D may nefer to altars ornainented with sculptured

festoons {encarpi; cf. EB^^ 1, 761*) or to representations of the

sacred tree; see JBL 32, 116. 118; Proverbs 36, 29; cf. Ben-
zinger, Hehr. Arch?, p. 228. The text in Prov. 8 ii and Ez. 8 12

is more or less uncertain; nevertheless ]''3fc5^ or, rather, 1^'^ in

Prov.23 2 means muzzle (German Maulkorh) and JT'St^D hranchage

(German Gezweig, GeranJce). Not only UCif, to branch and

jJCjCm, basket, but also ojCw, branchlets and jUxC^i (as well

as ^X«i) ftncZZe belong to the same root (AJSL 23, 252). Just

as ']1fe^ means not only to interweave, but also to protect (lit. to

hedge, fence, guard; cf. German Gehege and hegen, to protect)

so I^ from which *UX vnuzzle is derived, means <o cover, protect'.

Arab, c))-*^ denotes thorn, because hedges are formed not only

of woven twigs or wattling, but also of 'thorn-bushes. Hauthorn
(or haythorn) signifies hedge-thorn (German Hagedorn). The
place-name Hitfe^ (for ]tDtfe^) means Fenced.

% has W^ for Tl^ in Jud. 15 15, Deut. 18 3, also for ]pr in

1 S 17 35. The form ^Vlb (in yV^ mS) is not a transposition

of fc^irP (Fleischer) but a mistake for XJ^17; the Assyrian

equivalent, however, is laxu, just as we find in Assyrian gixru

for TJ^Ji = jjuLo, and Xfizzatu for HIJ^, Hy£. The loiver jatv

(JLKjuL j^cCS
; -gjLx^ viii) is called in Assyrian laxu SaplUii.

The stem of Assyr. laoou (constr. lax; cL Sadii, mountain, constr.

Sad; Heb. ^j;» = n!?j;D, &c; see AJSL 22, 259. 253, n. 14)

is LiL for yxi, but the semantic equivalent is cjJLj c'^ which is

a synonym of li)JL> ^'^ and it*d^, to chew ; juLxasjo is the masseter

muscle, and aULoLxi means ^'ai6', lit. chewer, just asjaw (for chaw)

is connected with c7ie^^', or French mdchoire, jaw, with mdcher,

to chew. Also German Kiefer (jaw) and Kcifer (cf. chafer)

mean chewers; OHG chiuwa = jaw, and chiuwan == chew.

Arab. -jlI, the morphological equivalent of Assyr. Zaxw means

ta?A;; cf. our vulgar to jaw (or io c/iiw) = to talk (also to luag

one's jaw or chin) and French gueuler, German schnauzen:

Arab, 'iji}, language is derived from the same root, also IJt^^,

speech, tongue, utterance; Jlfr>VQ.V, chewing, JL^'.v.oS., ^'a?f, and
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JAW, gluttonous. Similarly French mdcheur means glutton

(cf. jouer des mdchoires). Modern Arab, yjgjj, to chew seems

to be an Aramaic loanword; cf. also Ju, gluttonous, greedy\

(j«*jLf, greedy, wolf (cf. Assyr. akilu = zibu == 3iW. wolf\

HW 54*). Contrast j^*aJ which has the same meaning, also

iaJui, clamor and 1sJl»}, a mouthful (cf. Lat. hucca, inflated cheek

and m,outhful).

In Assyrian we have megu as a synonym of laxti (HW 375*.

421^). This word, which has never been explained,* stands for

mdgu, maggu, maghi, kjojo, just as we have zeru, seed, for cys

(Haupt, E-voivel, p. 21). KB 2, 228, 106 megu denotes the

lower jmc, not the cheek; see the cut on p. 133 of the trans-

lation of Ezekiel, in the Polychrome Bible, where we see some

captives with cords passed through their lower jaws, just as a

ring is put through the septum of the nose of a bull or bear,

(cf. also 2 K 19 28, Job 40 24). Of course, the cord might be

passed also through the cheeks, just as fish may be slung on a

string passed through the gills (cf. Erman's Agypten 327; EB
1529, 5). This gill-string (German Kiemenschnur) is called in

Assyrian santu (for samtu; cf. U^ y. , ci string of heads, &c):

santdniS (not sanddniS, HW 504*) means on gill-strings (cf. the

relief on the Rock of Behistun, where nine rebel chiefs appear

before Darius Hystaspis, all tied together with one rope, although

it is not passed through their cheeks or jaws; see Kaulen^, cut

No. 56; cf. also No. 91 and A. Jeremias' ATAOS PP- 534. 604;

A. Y. W. Jackson's Persia, pp. 180. 192).

Heb. Tl? does not mean ja?r, but cheek in 1 K 22 24 = 2 Chr.

18 23, Is. 50 6, Mic. 4 14, Ps. 3 8, Job 16 lo, Lam. 1 2, 3 so. Also

in Deut. 18 3 U'Th denotes, not the two jatvs (])fi^bn DJ^) but

the two cheeks, and W'^Vib b)^ ]U^, Is. 30 28 is not a bridle (or

hit) in thejaus, but a halter over the cheeks (cf. out cheek-strap).

Nor does TI? mean^'a^t; in Hos. 11 4: the yoke does not confine

* [My attention has been called to the fact that megu vras combined
with j-ax by Boissier in PSBA 20, 163; c/". Holma, Korperteile (1911)

p. 31. Hoi ma's reading megii instead of mefu is incorrect.]

20
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the jaws; see the cut on p. 169 of the translation of Ezehiel in

the Polychrome Bible. The ass's jaAvbone, with which Samson

slew 1000 PhiUstines, is called Tl?, because the largest portion

of the lower jaw (]innnn ^Vb, Hull 54^ cf. BT 8, 971. 975)

of an ass (or a horse) is under the cheeks (French ganaches).

Chaucer (Monk's Tale, 1. 48) says, He had no iveapon hut an

ass's cheek. In Job 40 26 TI? refers to the gills of a fish (ra

^pdyxi-a). German Kiefer (jaws) was formerly used also for

Kiemen (gills). The term Kiemen was unknown prior to 1750.

The poet asks, Can you catch a crocodile like a fish with a

fishing-hook, and pass a string through its gills? Budde, Hioh^

(1913) p. 261 thinks that ]IV)b is a subsequent insertion, and

that the original text was HSn^ nC^Dn ']fc^Dnn, but that T]^t2F[

(= ^L^-, crocoMle; cf. Assyr. „ams&cu, HW m') was omitted

by haplography, just as in Ps. 16 5 TDfl has dropped out before

*]Din (JAOS 32, 122). It is not necessary to suppose that the

poet believed a crocodile had gills like a fish, although Milton
(Par. Lost 7, 415) speaks of the gills of Leviathan. Swift even

called the flesh under the chin of a man gills, just as Arab. JJLf

denotes, not only the flesh under the ear and about the throat,

but also under the chin. Ezek. 29 4 must be explained in the

same way as Job 40 26, and Ezek. 38 4 (which does not refer

to an animal, as GB^^ states) is a misplaced gloss to Ezek. 39 2

(see Ezekiel 99, 49).

In all these passages Tl? means cheek; only in Cant. 5 is it

denotes (like Arab. 'LfA.) the hair on the cheeks and the chin in

distinction from the mustache. In the same way yeveiov denotes,

not only chin, jaw, cheek, (cf. yew?, jaw and chin, and French

menton, chin and mandible) but also the heard. Whiskers was

formerly used also for the mustaches: Scott speaks oiivhiskers

turned upicard on his upper lip. Syr. JLLof is used for both

chin and heard (Assyr. ziqnu). German Kinn, chin, originally

denoted the cheek; the Kinnhein is the cheek-hone. The synonym

of German Backe (cf. Lat. hucca) Wange (Ital. guancia) appears

in wang-tooth = cheek-tooth, and Chaucer uses wang in the

same meaning; wang also denotes the cheek-hone, jaw-hone, or

jaw.

\
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Assyr. letu (more accurately Witu) corresponds, not to JJ9,

but to TI^. For Heb. Tl^H b)f niSH, to slap on the cheek (xjwo

s Jl=»- x^Ut or) cf. French couvrir la joue a quelquhm = souff-

leter, gifler) we find in the Code of Hammurapi Wita mitxugu;

seeWinckler's Gesetze Hammurdbis (Leipzig, 1904) p. 59, § 202;

mar ameli"^, however, does not mean freeman, but nohle (cf.

Kittel ad Ps. 4 3 and AJSL 26, 21, n. 26) and muSkemi means,

not freedman, but humble (AJSL 23, 226). Le'itu (or, con-

tracted, letu) stands for Watu, leiatu, Idiatu, laHatu, lahiatu,

sjA., just as rehi, shepherd, stands for reiu, ram, rd'iiu

rdHiu (see ZAT 29, 282). Consequently the Assyrian equivalent

of TI/ is not laxu, jaw, but leHtu, cheek. GB^^ ought to have

given as the meaning of Tib, not Kinnbacken, Kinnlade, Backs,

but Backe, Wange. (resenius' Thesaurus hsis gena, mala, and

maxilla. Heb. TI? may be connected with TTO, tablet (Assyr.

U'u) or board (cf. Levy 2, 492, s. v. Tl?) just as (xerman Lade

(in Kinnlade) and Laden are connected with Latte, Eng. lath.

In the Talmud Tl/ is used, not only for cheek, but also for cheek-

piece (armor protecting the cheeks) and cheek-strap, cheek-band

as well as lath, pole. For the meaning of Laden = shop cf,

Lat. taberna, booth, shop, inn, tavern, which is connected with

tabula (AJSL 23, 227 ; JAOS 28, 109). Lade denotes especially

the interval between the incisor and molar teeth of a horse.

This is the place where the bit is inserted ; if a horse takes the

bit in the teeth he becomes unmanageable. Laden (Fenster-

laden) means also shutter. In English the side-pieces of a win-

dow-frame are called cheeks, just as Syr. JLaa (= dLi) means

jaiv and cheek, whereas JL**ra,y>» JLauS denotes the side of an

altar. Bundeslade is the German term for the Ark of the

Covenant.

Consequently Heb. TI? corresponds to Assyr. le^itu, cheek,

whereas y7 corresponds to Assyr. laxu (for jjj) jaw, and the

synonym of laxu, Assyr. fnegu (for maggu) corresponds to

gJua[je, jaw.

20*
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

Samson and The Ass's Jaw

AV renders Jud. 15 i6: With the jaivhone of an ass, heaps

upon heaps, have J slain a thousand men. iH "ItDH

D^n'lbn a heap, two heaps (so AV^, Siegfried-Stade, Brown)
is undoubtedly wrong: we must read, following (5 e^aXelcpoov

e^?/Xet\|/a avTovs, U^JrHj^T} itoH (not TfOn!). This, however, does

not mean I piled them in heaps (Moore, Konig; c/. 5 (^^wLd

^ocH-uo K*jLo, % ]''11Jn ]U''n"'D1) or I flayed them clean (Van
Doorninck, GB^^; cf. -r^r-, to scrape, shave, skin; L^, ^^JL*.,

^^JL**<) or Ich habe sie grilndlich geschunden (Kautzsch's AT')

but I reddened them (cf. S^, to paint red) or / stained them

ivith hlood (*jJlj rt
gv^ ^^ ; (/. our red-handed == ivith bloody

hands) i. e. I destroyed (3 delevi) them hy bloody violence (vs^L^J!

. t~w*S>f , the red death means a violent death) or I slaughtered

them. Heb. HTlSn, discoloration, bruise. Gen. 423 (AJSL 20, 164)

is connected with Afl«C * variegated, ih'flC » color, Arab, yj^,

ink; cf. Germ, blutriinstig schlagen, i. e. to beat till the blood

runs. Heb. "IIDH ass means the red one, just as Span, burro

is derived from theLat. burrus; cf. my remarks on ITI^h^J mii^fc^,

Jud. 5 10 in the Wellhausen-i>^esfec7iri/'f, p. 196.

I subsequently learned from EB 2340 that this explanation

was suggested more than 25 years ago by Zenner in the Zeit-

schriftfur katholische Theologie, 1888, p. 257. This journal is

not accessible to me. According to EB, Zenner referred also

to some parallels in the Hudhailian poems edited by Well-

hausen in the first part of his Skizzen und Vorarbeiten (Berlin,

1884) viz. p. 113, No. 144, 1. 5 (p. a of the Arabic text):

(•jJL auyC:^w»o ^*w«dd.Li, I stained his sides (front and back) with
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Mood, and p. 139, No. 189, 1. 3 (188, 13 in EB 2340 is a mis-

print) = p. |"f of the Arabic text: Lot> jv-giyd^J, ive luill

stain them with Uood. No one but Cheyne seems to have paid

any attention to Zenner's explanation; it is not recorded by

Moore, Budde, Nowack. Cheyne translated: With the

jawbone of the red one I have reddened them. I have shown

in JBL 26, 42 that DIISiD, reddened and D'^J^pfllD, crimsoned in

Nah. 2 4 mean bespattered with Uood. I also quoted there the

Shakespearian purpled ==- dyed in the dying slaughter of their

foes (King John ii, 1, 322). Similarly we must read, with La-

garde, in Is. 63 1 (see JHUC, No. 163, pp. 49». 50**):

n:}iiD DHin nan an^ixD «:3n nnti
I III II

Who advances, all spattered with crimson,

than vintagers' garments more ruddy?

The omission of the article before M~ ^2 (cf. Duhm^ ad loc.) is

due to haplography (contrast above, p. 226). In Shakespeare's

Timon of Athens (IV, iii, 65) Timon says : With man^s blood

paint the ground Gules, Gules (i. e. red] cf. French, giieules, red,

sanguine, murrey, in heraldry). The sanguinary battle of Gavre

(1453) where the citizens of Ghent (who had revolted against

the duke of Burgundy, PhiUp the Good) left 20,000 dead in the

field, is known as the red sea of Gavre (EB" 19, 415^; 21, 387^).

We might imitate the pun in the Hebrew original by sub-

stituting: With the jaiv of a brayer I thoroughly brayed them.

AV uses to bray for V^TO in Prov. 27 22. I have explained this

passage in the Transactions of the Hamburg Oriental Congi-ess

(Leyden, 1904) p. 232: 'h)i is the stamp, or pestle, and tS^/IDlD

the mortar, or chamber, of a stamp-mill for crushing ores. Bab.

meg. 38^ above (Gold Schmidt's BT 6, 600) i^^'TlD means

contusion, bruise (vDJT i^tJ^TlS?). Brayer is also the name of a

roller which daubs the printer's ink on a platen. (5 e^>/Xet"v|/-a

may mean, not only I iviped them out, i. e. / destroyed them

((g, f^9°ti(ii f^9°i\h\l9*o^') but also I painted them; aXelcpeiv

means to anoint, smear, daub; cf. my Bibl. Liebeslieder, p. 128.

In German we might say : Mit dem Kiefer des JRoten strich ich

rot sie an, or Mit des Grdulings Kiefer schlug ich sie grciulich,
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or Mit dem Kiefer des Braunen schlug ich sie hraun und hlati.

This is better than the rendering suggested by Fiirst': Mit der

Kimilade des Packtrdgers, ein Pack, zwei Pack. The jawbone,

which Samson used, was, of course, the lower jaw (mandible).

He grasped it at the small end (where the lower incisors are)

and hit the Philistines with the butt-end, the region of the

angulus matidibulae, where the masseter muscle is attached.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

The Grain-mowing Month

In my note on the cuneiform names- of the months (JBL
32, 274) I pointed out that according to Pinches the Sumerian

name of the Adar did not mean grain-harvest month, but grain-

moiuing month. In the present year (1914) the Adar began on

Feb. 27. Col. Hoi dick says in his article on the geography of

Afghanistan, in the eleventh edition of the Encyclopcedia

Britamiica, vol. i, p. 313*: It is common to cut down the green

wheat and barley before the ear forms, for fodder, and the

repetition of this, with barley at least, is said not to injure the

crop .... Barley is sown in November; in March and April it

is twice cut for fodder; in June the grain is reaped. Delitzsch

stated in his Assyr. Wbrterhuch (1886) p. 190, n. 2 that accord-

ing to Rassam the time of the grain-harvest in Babylonia was

May-June, i. e. the month of Sivan. In the present year the

Sivan began on May 26. Assyr. simdnu (from |Vau«) time, season

denotes especially the time of reaping grain, the season of

gathering the ripened crops. Our season (a doublet of sation)

on the other hand, means originally soiving-time. Similarly tide

(German Gezeiten, Low German Tiden) is used especially for

food-tide and ebb-tide.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

Heb. argaman and tekeleth.

Heb. argaman, red purple, and tekeleth, blue purple, are

generally supposed to be Assyrian loanwords, but no satisfactory

etymologies have ever been suggested. I believe that Assyr.
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taJciltu denotes a. fast color, whereas argamdnu is a loud color

(German schreiende Farhe). Assyr. ragdmu means to cry (JBL

33, 161, n. 3) and takcdu means to he fast. For the meaning

to trust cf. ]''Di<n, (3^*, and '^\ (from 'T\^). In Ethiopic, takala

means to fix, make firm, plant, just as we use to plant for to

place firmly in position (German aufpfianzen). The atroviola-

ceous hue, which wool immersed in the juice of the purple-shell

assumed after having been exposed to the light of the sun for

some time, was fast, permanent, unfading, and indelible. The

red purple, on the other hand, was highly chromatic, brilhant,

luminous, and glaring. For schreiende Farhen we find in Ger-

man also grelle Farhen, and grell, which is used also of sounds,

is connected with MHG grellen, to cry out in anger ; cf. Assyr.

iffdri. iiormri^) kamt, mm e„ (Arab. ^). Argan^anu

was more hke crimson (solferino, magenta) whereas takiltu was

more like dark violet (dahUa purple, plum purple). Cf my
Bihlische Lieheslieder (Leipzig, 1907) p. 35, also p. 114 (ad

p. 32, n. 17) and my remarks in the Transactions of the Ham-
burg Congress of OrientaKsts (Leyden, 1904) p. 220.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt





PROCEEDINGS

DECEMBER 1913.

THE forty -ninth meeting of the Society was held in the

Jewish Theological Seminary of America, New York City,

beginning Monday, December twenty-ninth, 1913, at 2 p. m.,

with President Barton in the Chair. The Recording Secretary

read his annual report, which was accepted and placed on

file. President Francis Brown presented a minute on the death

of Professor Briggs. It was voted to adopt the minute, to

send a copy to the family of Professor Briggs, and to print

it in the Proceedings, together with the obituary portion of

the Recording Secretary's report. Professor Montgomery read

the report of the Corresponding Secretary, which was accepted

and placed on file. The Chair appointed, as a Committee to

nominate officers, Professors Montgomery, Bewer and Wood.
Professor Prince read the Treasurer's report and the Record-

ing Secretary read his financial statement. The Chair

appointed Professors Fowler and Grant a Committee to audit

these reports. The Council reported that they had elected

Professor Max L. Margolis, of Dropsie College, Philadelphia,

Corresponding Secretary, and Professor William H. P. Hatch

and William H. Cobb additional members of the Publishing

Committee. They announced that the next meeting will be

held at Columbia University, during the Christmas holidays

of 1914, the particular time and place to be determined by
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the Committee of Arrangements, Professors Gottheil, Prince

and Jackson. They recommended for honorary membership

in the Society:

Professor Ernst von Dobschiitz, Halle, Germany
Pere Marie Joseph Lagrange, Jerusalem, Syria

who were unanimously elected.

They recommended for active membership:

Mr. C. P. Coffin, Commercial National Bank, Chicago, 111.

Prof. Irwin Hoch DeLong, Reformed Theological Seminary, Lancaster,

Pennsylvania.

Rev. Emil G. H.Kraeling, Mount Airy Seminary, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Mr. Elbert C. Lane, B. D., Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford,

Connecticut.

Prof, William G. Seiple, Ph. D., North Japan CoUege, Sendai, Japan.

Prof. Le Roy Waterman, Meadville Theological School, Meadville, Penn-
sylvania.

Prof. Charles F. Wishart, D. D,, Pittsburgh Theological Seminary, Pitts-

burgh, Pennsylvania

who were all unanimously elected.

Professor Haupt nominated Professor Julius Wellhausen of

Gottingen as an Honorary Member, and moved that the Chair

appoint a Committee of three to present to Professor Well-

hausen a congratulatory address on the occasion of his seven-

tieth birthday which occurs next May. The motion was

unanimously adopted, and Professor Wellhausen was unani-

mously elected to honorary membership in the Society.

Professor Friedlander reported for the Committee of Arrange-

ments, inviting the members of the Society to dine in the

Seminary hall, and extending the courtesy of the Seminary

lecture rooms in case a meeting on Tuesday afternoon should

prove desirable.

At 2 : 45 Professor Barton gave the President's address.

Subject: "The Hermeneutic Canon 'Interpret Historically' In

The Light of Modern Research." After a recess of five

minutes, papers were read and discussed as follows:

By Professor Schmidt: "The Sins of Jezebel,"

By Professor Peritz: "The Function of the Firmament".

By Professor Sanders: «A New Collation of MS 22 of the Gospeles".

By Professor Paton: "Canaanite Influence on the Religion of Israel".

By Professor Cadbury: "Can Lost Sources of Luke-Acts be Determined
by Word Tests?"
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Professor Montgomery reported for the Nominating Com-

mittee, recommending the election of the following officers:

Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt President.

Prof. Charles C. Torrey Vice-President.

Rev. William H. Cobb Recording Secretary.

Prof. J. Dyneley Prince Treasurer.

Prof. George A. Barton ) . .

Prof. Charles P. Fagnani |

^^^o^^^^^^

Prof. Morris Jastrow, Jr.
J,

«w

Prof. Charles F. Kent Council.

Prof. Henry A. Sanders j

Prof. John P^ Peters
-j jyi^,,t,^, ,f

Prof Albert ^^ Clay
\ Palestine School

Dr. James B. Nies j

They were all unanimously elected. Professor Fowler reported

from the Auditing Committee that the accounts of the Trea-

surer and of the Recording Secretary were correct and were

accompanied by the proper vouchers. By invitation of the

Committee of Arrangement, members were enabled to visit,

between the afternoon and evening sessions, a special exhibition

of biblical MSS and books, in the library of the Seminary.

At the close of the dinner hour, short addresses were given

by President Schechter and by two Professors from Germany,

Ernst von Dobschutz and Arthur Ungnad.

Monday evening, December 29. The Society met at 8:15.

Professor Marx described "The Collection of Bible Prints and

Manuscripts in the Library of the Jewish Theological Semi-

nary." Professor Moulton gave an abstract of the Directors-

Report of the Palestine School, and followed this with Archaeo-

logical Notes, illustrated by the stereopticon. Professor

Eleanor D. "Wood read a paper on "The Weliyeh of Bedriyeh

at esh-Shaphat." This paper was also illustrated by the

stereopticon.

Adjourned at 10:15.

Tuesday A. M., December 30. The Society met at 9 : 10.

Papers were read and discussed as follows: By F. C.Harding:
"The Oracle against Edom, Isa. 63 : 1-6, and its relation to

Isa. 59 : 16,17." By Prof. Friedlander: "The Disappearance of

the Ark of the Covenant, Jer. 3 : 16." By Prof. Margolis:
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"TtT/oaTTw/xevovs Jos. 11 : 16." By Prof. Haupt: "The Ancient

Egyptian Names of Palestine." By Prof. Prince: "An Early

Babylonian Invasion of Palestine." By Prof. Bacon: "Jesus

as the Suffering Servant in Paul." By Prof, Montgomery:

"Notes. (1) Tartak, 2 K. 17 : 31. (2) The Wailing of Hadad-
Rimmon, Zech. 12 : 11. (3) tarwach, Sachau's Elephantine

Papyrus, no. 7." By Prof. Jastrow: "The Nazirite Law, Num. 6."

By Prof. Clay: "A Sumerian Prototype of the Code Hammu-
rapi." By Prof. Berry: "The Titles of the Psalms." By. Prof.

Bewer: "The Composition of Judges 19." By Prof. Kent:

"The Dates of the Royal Psalms." By Prof. FuUerton: "Notes

on Some Eschatological Passages in Isaiah." By Prof. Torrey:

"The Question of a Semitic Source in the Book of Acts."

By Prof. Peters: "A Hebrew Folk-Song." "The Wind of God."

"The Cock in the Old Testament" (Prov. 30 : 29).

It was voted that hereafter the Committee of Arrangements

be authorized to extend the time usually devoted to the

sessions of the Society, if the number of papers offered should

make such an extension needful. It was voted "that the thanks

of the Society be returned to President Schechter, to the

Board of Directors of the Seminary, and to Professor Fried-

lander, Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements, for the

very bountiful hospitality extended to the Society."

The following papers were read by title only:

By Prof. Schmidt: "Note on the Blessing of Japheth."

By Prof. Haupt: "The Oldest Monument of Hebrew Literature."

"The Inauguration of the Second Temple."

By Prof. Ropes: "The Wheel of Nature, Jas. 3:6."

By Prof. J. M. P. Smith: "The Deuteronomic Tithe."

By Prof. Barton: "The Exegesis of iviavro^s. Gal. 4:10, and its Chrono-

logical Significance."

By Prof. Seiple: "Psalm 72 and the Letter of Aristeas."

By Prof. Bacon: "The Temptation Story and the Doctrine of Israel as

the Son of God."

By Prof. Montgomery: "An Assyriological Illustration to the Book of

Jubilees."

The President announced as the Committee on an address

to Professor Wellhausen, President Francis Brown, Professor

Torrey, and Professor Ropes.

Adjourned at 1 : 15 P. M. Wm. H. Cobb, Recording Secretary.
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MEMBERS DECEASED

Lle.wellyn Pratt. The death of Rev. Dr. Llewellyn Pratt

occurred on the 14th of June 1913. He had just entered the

thirtieth year of his connection with our Society, and had

nearly completed the eighty-first year of his life, a life of great

activity and of eminent usefulness in many fields. Among
these may be mentioned here his professorships in Gallaudet,

Knox, and Williams Colleges, and in Hartford Theological

Seminary.

Charles A. Briggs. We miss from his accustomed place at

these meetings one of the faithful fathers and founders of the

Society, Professor Briggs. President Brown has been appoint-

ed a special Committee to give expression to the sense of

loss which we all feel.

"In the death of Professor Charles Augustus Briggs, D. D., D. Litt.,

this Society has lost one of its original members, whose reputation

has conferred distinction upon it and who, especially during the time

while his health was unimpaired and his studies were chiefly Biblical,

read important papers at its meetings and contributed significantly

to its discussions. By the range and fertility of his mind, his great

industry, his keen perceptions, and his power of combination he was
naturally equipped to become a scholar of rank. Unwearying diligence

in study made him one in fact.

His breadth of inquiry and his frequent journeys brought him into

contact with the leaders of scholarship all over the world. It was as

an interpreter of British and German thought, although with indepen-

dence in his own investigations, that more than thirty years ago, by
the vigor of his personality and the force of his advocacy, he took
a leading part in familiarizing American scholars with modern pro-

cesses as applied to the Bible. Moderate as his opinions were in this

regard, he suffered for them in ways that were keenly painful to him,

but he never abandoned them.

It is proper that we should make especial mention of the books
embodying his work in the field of criticism and his Messianic studies,

as well as his unique share in the new Hebrew Lexicon, his notable
editorship of the International Critical Commentary, and his own im-
portant contribution to that series. They truly represent his unwea-
rying zeal for learning and the productiveness of his mind.

He had great areas of scholarly interest outside the particular

objects of this Society. His conception of the field of theology was
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broad and high; he was versed in dogma as well as in Biblical inter-

pretation. He was ardent in his endeavors for Church Unity and

made his studies bend toward this.

The type of his mind was radical in the sense of thorougBgoing,

but with a strong basis of conservatism. The combination caused

misunderstanding sometimes but there was no real inconsistency.

Devotion to truth was the principle that unified his intellect.

Those who knew him well were aware of a sensitiveness and ten-

derness of spirit in him, unguessed by many more remote, and of

a tenacious loyalty to his friends, both those who often differed from

him and those who generally agreed.

In his religious experience he was a man of very humble spirit,

having a sense of fellowship with all who were taught of God.

This Society records its sense of loss in the death of this unusual

man, to whom it owed so much, and who has left a vacant place

which will long remain unfilled. It desires also to convey to Mrs.

Briggs and all the members of her family an expression of deep

sympathy with them under their heavy burden of sorrow."
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS
OP THE

SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS

(As Amended Dec. 28, 1901)

CONSTITUTION

I

This association shall be called "The Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis."
n

The object of the Society shall be to stimulate the critical study of the

Scriptures by presenting, discussing, and publishing original papers on

Biblical topics.

in

The officers of the Society shall be a President, a Vice-President, a

Recording Secretary, a Corresponding Secretary, and a Treasurer, who,

with five others, shall be united in a Council. These shall be elected

annually by the Society, with the exception of the Corresponding Secre-

tary, who shall be elected annually by the Council. Additional members
of the Council shall be the Presidents of the Sections hereinafter pro-

vided for. There shall be also a Publishing Committee, consisting of the

Corresponding Secretary and two others, who shall be annually chosen

by the Council,

IV

Members shall be elected by the Society upon the recommendation

of the Council. They may be of two classes, active and honorary.

Honorary members shall belong to other nationalities than that of the

United States of America, and shalj be especially distinguished for their

attainments as Biblical scholars. The number of honorary members
chosen at the first election shall be not more than ten ; in any succeeding

year not more than two.

V

The Society shall meet at least once a year, at such time and place

as the Council may determine. On the first day of the annual meeting

the President, or some other member appointed by the Council for the

purpose, shall deliver an address to the Society.

VI

Sections, consisting of all the members of the Society residing in a

particular locality, may be organized, with the consent of the Council
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for the object stated in Article II, provided that the number of members
composing any Section shall not be less than twelve. Each Section shall

annually choose for itself a President, whose duty it shall be to preside

over its meeting, and to take care that such papers and notes read before

it as the Section may judge to be of sufficient value are transmitted

promptly to the Corresponding Secretary of the Society. The Sections

shall meet as often as they shall severally determine, provided that their

meetings do not interfere with the meetings of the Society.

vn

This constitution may be amended by a vote of the Society, on recom-

mendation of the Council, such amendment having been proposed at a

previous meeting, and notice of the same having been sent to the members
of the Society.

BY-LAWS

1

It shall be the duty of the President, or, in his absence, of the Vice-

President, to preside at all the meetings of the Society; but, in the

absence of both these officers, the Society may choose a presiding officer

from the members present.

n
It shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to notify the members,

at least two weeks in advance, of each meeting, transmitting to them at

the same time the list of papers to be presented at the meeting; to keep

a record of the proceedings of such meetings; to preserve an accurate

roll of the members; to make an annual report of the condition of the

Society; to distribute its publications, and to do such other like things

as the Council may request.

m
It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary to conduct the

correspondence of the Society, and in particular, to use his best efforts

for the securing of suitable papers and notes to be presented to the

Society at each meeting; to prepare a list of such papers, and to place

it in the hands of the Recording Secretary for transmission to the mem-
bers ; to receive all papers and notes that shall have been presented, and

lay them before the Publishing Committee.

IV

It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to take charge of all the funds

of the Society, and to invest or disburse them under the direction of the

Council, rendering an account of all his transactions to the Society at

each annual meeting.

I
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T

It shall be the duty of the Council to propose candidates for member-

ship of the Society; to elect the Corresponding Secretary and the addi-

tional members of the Publishing Committee ; to fix the times and places

for meetings, and generally to supervise the interests of the Society.

VI

It shall be the duty of the Publishing Committee to publish the pro-

ceedings of the Society, and also to select, edit, and pubUsh, as far as the

funds of the Society will justify, such papers and notes from among

those laid before them, as shall in their judgment be fitted to promote

Biblical science.

vn

The fee for admission into the Society shall be five dollars, besides

which each member shall annually pay a tax of three dollars; but

libraries may become members without the fee for admission, from

which, also, members permanently residing abroad shall be exempt. The

donation at one time, by a single person, of fifty dollars shall exempt

the donor from all further payments, and no payments shall be required

of honorary members.

vin .

Each member shall be entitled to receive, without additional charge,

one copy of each publication of the Society after his election ; in addition

to which, if he be a contributor to the Journal, he shall receive twenty-

five copies of any article or articles he may have contributed.

Five members of the Council, of whom not less than three shall have

been elected directly by the Society, shall constitute a quorum thereof.

Twelve members of the Society shall constitute a quorum thereof for the

transaction of business, but a smaller number may continue in session

for the purpose of hearing and discussing papers presented.

The following resolution, supplementary to the By-Laws, with reference

to the price at which members may procure extra copies of the Journal,

was adopted June 13 th, 1884.

Resolved : That the Secretary be authorized to furnish to members,

for the purpose of presentation, additional copies of any volume of the

Journal, to the number of ten, at the rate of SI a copy, but that the

price to persons not members be the amount of the annual assessment.





AMERICAN SCHOOL IN JERUSALEM.

The Amebican Sghool of Oriental Eeseaech in Jebusalem

was founded in 1900, and is affiliated "with the Society of Biblical

Literature and Exegesis and the Archaeological Institute of America.

It is supported by a number of American Universities, Colleges, and

Theological Seminaries, and by private subscriptions. It offers to

properly qualified students excellent opportunities for pursuing such

studies as the following: Biblical and Palestinian Archaeology; the

Geography and Natural Features of the Land; the History of Israel;

Early Church History and Patristics ; the Arabic Language, and the

other Semitic Languages as connected with it; Mohammedanism; the

Political, Social, and Industrial Conditions in the Turkish Empire;

Boman Administration and Colonisation in the East; the Crusades;

and the Comparative History of Beligions.

The School has a well selected working library, which is stead-

ily growing. There are other considerable libraries in Jerusalem,

some of which contain large collections of manuscripts, chiefly Greek

and Arabic, As a central point for the study of Palestinian anti-

quities, for making tours of research and exploration, and for visiting

the numerous scenes of past or present excavations, Jerusalem is

extremely well situated. The Thayer Memorial Fellowship, with

a stipend of $800, is awarded annually on examination.

The Director of the School for 1913—1914 is Professor George

L. BoBixsON, of McCormick Seminary, Chicago.

The Director for 1914—1915 is Professor James A. Montgomery,

of the Protestant Episcopal Divinity School, Philadelphia.

The Chairman of the Committee on Fellowships is Professor

Charles C. Torrey, of Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut.

A list of books recommended to candidates for the Fellowship and

copies of recent examination papers will be found in the American

Journal of Archaeology, vol. xi. 1907, Supplement, and copies

of other papers will be sent on application.



The following is a list of the Institutions now cooperating in

the support of the School:

Andover Theological Seminary

Auburn Theological Seminary

Bangor Theological Seminary

Boston University

Bryn Mawr College .

Columbia University

Cornell University

Dropsie College

General Theological Seminary

Hartford Theological Semi-

nary
'

Harvard University

Hebrew Union College

Johns Hopkins University

McCoRMicK Theological Semi-

nary

Newton Theological Institu-

tion

Princeton University

Protestant Episcopal Divinitt

School

HocHESTER Theological Semi-

nary

Smith College

Trinity College

Union Theological Seminary

University of California

University of Chicago

University of Pennsylvania

University of Toronto

Wellesley College

Yale University

For further infoi-mat ion address the Chairman of the Managing
Committee,

Professor CHARLES C. TOEREY
Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

JOURiN^AL OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE

Special attention is called to the fact that back volumes of the

JouRNAii OF Biblical Literature can now be supplied to members

of the Society at the following reduced rates:

Single volumes, $1.00 each;

Complete sets, vols, i.-xxxii. 1882—1913, $27.00.

Application for back volumes should bs made to the Rev. "W. H.

Cobb, Congregational Library, 14 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.

Printed by W. Drugulin, Leipzig (Germany).
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A Sumeriaii Source of the Fourth and Fifth

Chapters of Genesis

GEORGE A. BARTON
BBTN MAWB COLLEGE

FOR some years scholars have held that the list of ante-

diluvian kings contained in the fragments of Berossos were

probably the names of the patriarchs of Gen. 5 in a different

form. HommeP and Sayce^ have both attempted to show how
the two lists were different translations of the same Babylonian

words.

These efforts were not fully successful. Some elements

resisted all the solvents that could be turned upon them. At
last, I believe, the Sumerian original has come to hght in a

tablet from Nippur in the University Museum in Philadelphia.

Dr. Poebel has published^ the tablet and translated* it, but

has overlooked what seems to the writer its most interesting

relations. He takes the names of all its kings to refer to

monarchs who Hved after the flood. In his view they are

different from the names in the list of Berossos. The colophon

at the end of the list, however, gives no intimation that the

time covered by the tablet was dated from the flood. It gives

the reader the impression that the chronology given went back

to the dim beginnings of history.

1 PSBA., XV, 243—246.
^ Expositor^/ Times, X, 353.

3 Historical and Grammatical Texts : Vol. V of the " Publications of

the Babylonian Section " of the University Museum, Philadelphia, 1914,

No. 2.

* Historical Texts, Vol. IV of the same series, Philadelphia, 1914,

pp. 73—140.

1
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The names and reigns of the kings that concern us are as

follows :
—

Galraniim: reigned 900 years;

Zugagib: reigned 840 years;

Aripi (or Ademe^), son of Mashgag, 720 years;

Etana, the shepherd, who went to heaven, who subdued all

lands: reigned 635 years;

Pilikani": reigned 350 years;

Enmenunna: reigned 611 years;

Melamkish: reigned 900 years;

Barsalnunna: reigned 1200 years;

Meskingasliir : ruled 325 years;

Enmeirgan: ruled 420 years;

Lugalbanda: ruled 1200 years;

Dumuzi: ruled 100 years;

Gilgamesh: ruled 126 years.

In addition to these the name Mes(?)zamu appears, but the

number of his years is lost.

As Poebel has recognized, the first two names are animal

names, Galumum meaning. " lamb " and Zugagib '' scorpion ".

The human names, accordingly, begin with A-ri-pi, w^hich may
also be read A-de-me^. "When taken over into Hebrew Ademe
was naturally assimilated in spelling to the Hebrew word Ul^.

In Sumerian the words "to heaven" are AN-SF, also read

AN-KU. An-hu taken over into Hebrew would give us the

etymology of Enoch, a name that has never been satisfactorily

explained. Sumerian words which begin with a vowel some-

times take a guttural at the beginning on coming into Hebrew.

Thus the Sumerian AS -TAX, "one", Semitic Babylonian

"i§tin", comes into Hebrew as **TW^ (Jer. 1 3 and elsewhere).

^ See Barton, Origin of Babylonian tcritivff, numbers 93 20 and 339.

6 May also be read Welikam or Melikam.

7 Poebel reads the name Arpi, apparently because in another frag-

mentary tablet he thinks the name is written Arbunt, but both PoebePs

copy and the photograph of the first tablet favor the reading A-ri-pi.

The writer has endeavored to settle the matter by collating both tablets,

but both have unfortunately crumbled too much to make collation

decisive.

I
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It is well known that J? frequently passes into H®, so that on

this etymology the spelling ^tiH is fully accounted for. The

lengths of the reigns of these Babylonian kings do not corre-

spond with the length of the lives of the patriarchs as given

in Genesis, but it happens that the 635 years of the reign of

Etana become the 365 years of the life of Enoch by the trans-

position of the first two digits

!

The translation of Enoch, or the "going to heaven" of

Etana is a theme which is elaborated in the Etana myth,

where Etana mounted to heaven on the back of an eagle^.

Unfortunately the tablet containing the myth is broken before

the upward voyage was completed, so that we are in ignorance

as to how, according to the Babylonian tale, the attempt

succeeded.

Another possible derivation may be found in a suggestion

made by more than one scholar that the Euedorochos of

Berossos (a name which in his list is found in place of Enoch)

is a corruption of Enmeduranki, who is said in a ritual text

to have been king of Sippar^*'. In the king -lists the dynasties

of Kish and Agade (the older name of Sippar) are counted

the same. Enmeduranki, like Etana, Avas, accordingly, a king

of Kish. Enmeduranki means "the hero who binds together

heaven and earth'", and was a most appropriate epithet of

Etana. One may hazard the guess that the two were the

same. If so, the name Enoch may have been derived in accord

Avith the phonetic laws already pointed out, from AN-KT, the

Sumerian for " heaven and earth ", the last two elements of

Enmeduranki.

Again Enmenunna may be translated into Semitic Babylo-

nian as "Mutu-elu". Mutu means both "man" and "priest",

or some high official", Poebel has shown that En-me is the

designation of a certain kind of priest ^^. The translation given

8 See Brockelmann, Vergleichende Orammatik der semitischen Spra-

chen, I, § 55, b, a.

9 See Keilinschriftliche BibliotheJc, TI, 115.

JO Zimmern, Ritualtafdn fur dm Wahrsager, No. 24, 11.

'» Muss-Arnolt, Handworterbuch, 619, 620, and Knudtzon, El-Amarna
Tafehi, No. 55, 43.

*2 Historical Texts, p. 114,

1*
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above is accordingly justified. It may also have been ren-

dered by the one word amelu. A Hebrew translator might

also have rendered it by Enosh, placing K^ii^ in contrast

with Dn«.

The next one in the list, Pi-li-kam^^, translated into Semitic

becomes Ina-uzni-ereSu, "with intelligence to build", or in one

word, ummanu, " artificer ". Is it an accident that Kenan
means "artificer"?

Melamkish gives us Lamech C^D?). by the simple wearing

away of the first and last radicals of Melamkish (B^DD^D) ^*.

Barsalnunna translated into Semitic Babylonian becomes
" ^ithu-elu"^^; Seth is the transfer of the first element of this

into Hebrew, the final radical having worn away, or having

been accidentally omitted.

Meskingashir, literally translated into Semitic Babylonian, is

Mutu-Sa-etlu, " the man who is lord ". The accidental omission

of a single letter would make it Mutu-Sa-elu, "the man who is

exalted ". Methusalah is the exact equivalent of this expressed

in Hebrew letters.

Enmeirgan becomes, when translated into Semitic, Mutu-

Mlal-eqla^^, and Mahalalel is a much closer transfer of the first

two elements of this to Hebrew than are Sennacherib, Esar-

haddon, Merodach-baladan, and Evil-merodach of the names

Sin-aJiJii-irha, Asliur-alihi-iddina, Marduk-apal-iddin, and

13 The sign kam Poebel failed to recognize. It is Ko. 364 N of

Barton's Ch'igin and Development of Babylonian Writing. It is some-

times employed in other texts instead of other signs which had the

values ka or kayn. Here it is used for sign No. 357 of the work
referred to.

1* Langdon makes the suggestion {Sumerian Epic of Paradise, the

Flood, and the Fall of Man, Philadelphia, 1915, p. 56, n. ') that Lamech
is the Sumerian Lumha, an epithet of the Babylonian god Ea as the

patron of music. A more plausible suggestion is that Lamech is a

corruption of a king's name as suggested above, and after it was

corrupted it was confused with the name of the Sumerian god Lamga,
the constructive god, whose emblem was the sign for carpenter (see

Barton, work cited, No. 503).

•5 Meissner, Ideogramme, 1139.

»6 See Barton, Origin of Bah/Ionian Writing, No. 229 's.
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Amel-Mardiik. Finally Dumuzi means "son of life", or "living

son " and Jared means " descendant " ^^.

The equivalent of Noah does not appear in this list, but

there is no doubt that he was Ziugiddu, otherwise called Ut-

napishtim of the Babylonian accounts of the flood.

We have then the following equivalents, three of which are

Hebrew translations of Sumerian names, three, transfers into

Hebrew of the whole or of parts of Semitic Babylonian

equivalents of these Sumerian names, three of which are

transfers to Hebrew of portions of a Sumerian original, and

one of which Noah, is still inexplicable. The correspondences,

then, are

Sumerian
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kings, Ahaziah, Jehoash and Amaziah; cf. Matt. 1 h with

2 Kings 9-14.

The list of Berossos seems to have been derived from this

list, but some changes and substitutions appear to have been

made. Poebel has suggested ^'^ that Alorus is Laluralim who is

said to have been a king of Nippur^". But the name Laluralim

is glossed as Zugagib-^, "scorpion", and Zugagib is one of the

royal names of our list. Concerning Alaporus there is no

plausible suggestion. It might possibly be a corruption of

Galumum, but one would have to suppose that the g wore away

and that every other consonant underwent phonetic change.

Amelon is the Semitic Babylonian "amelu", and could have

originated as Enosh is supposed to have done above. Ammenon,
the Semitic Babylonian ummanu is, like Kenan, a translation

of Pilikam. Megalorus might be a corruption of Mutu-salal

like Mahalalel. Daonos is clearly a corruption of Durauzi.

Euedorachos is, probably, a corruption of Enmeduranki, as

pointed out above. Amempsinos has long been recognized as

a corruption of Amil-Sin— a name not found in this list.

Berossos substituted Ubara-tutu, the name of the father of Ut-

napishtim in the version of the deluge from Nineveh, for the

name of Lamech, in order to bring in the ancestry of Xisuthi'os.

Xisuthros is Atrahasis, another name for Ut-napishtim and

Ziugiddu. We have, then, for Berossos:

—
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It is clear from this comparison tliat the priestly document

of Genesis, is independent of Berossos, and that in so far as the

names in this new Sumerian list afford the source of both,

Genesis stands nearer to the source than Berossos does.

Berossos, moreover, has greatly exaggerated the number of

years of each reign.

The antiquity of this tradition is attested by the fact that

the tablet containing this list appears to have been written in

the 156th year of the dynasty of Nisin, or in 2170 B. C.

But how does this Sumerian material compare with the J
material of Gen. 2-4? It has long been recognized that the

Cainite genealogy of J is probably the P genealogy in another

form.

It is clear that Ademe of the Sumerian list could easily

become "the manU (Dni^H) of J. Abel, who was a keeper of

sheep, and was murdered, might well be Etana the shepherd,

who went to heaven. The words SIBA LU, "the shepherd

who ", Avhich in the Sumerian follow the name Etana, would,

w^hen combined, give the Hebrew 73n, if the s, which in

HebrcAv would become 15^ were thinned to a H as the 15^ of the

shaphel is in the Hebrew liipliiV^. Cain,, which is in Hebrew
another form of Kenan, Avould also be a translation of Pilikam.

Enoch was probably derived from ANU-KU or AN-KI as

above. Ira.d (TT'J^) corresponds to Jared of the ot^er list and

probably has some connection with Dumuzi. Is it a transfer

from the Sumerian of the last two syllables of ZI-IR-TU^^

Ideogramme, No. 6945. It is also said that the Semitic name of this

king was Tabu-utul-bel. He is celebrated in the poems on the Babylonian

Job; see Jastrow in this Jodenal, XXV, 135 f., and Barton, Commentary
on Job, p. 4 f.

22 Langdon, Sumerian Epic of Paradise, the Flood, and the Fall of
man, p. 56, suggests that Abel is the Sumerian Ahii, a patron of

pastures and flocks. It is, however, more difficult to account for the

addition of an I to Ahu than for the change of s to n. As the names
of the other antediluvian patriarchs suggested by Langdon do hot at

all correspond to those in Genesis, the line of derivation suggested above
seems preferable.

'3 See Rawlinson's Cuneiform Inscriptions of Western Asia, II, 59,

rev. 9, and Zimmern's Der Bahylonische Gott Tamuz, p. 13.
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mother of Tammuz, or of IR-DA, "with tears"? In either

case a prosthetic J^ has been addled as in TlE^y^*. Weeping
was one of the characteristic features of the worship of

Tammuz. Mahujael (7fc<"'inD) is probably a corruption of Mutu-

elu. Lamech and Noah are the same as in the P hst.

The result for J is:

Hebrew Semitic Babylonian
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The J document, however, like the Babylonian original,

neither betrays a consciousness of a flood, nor brings its hero

into the list of patriarchs.

It was noted above that this list begins with animal names,

and that the first of the human names is Aripi or Ademe.
Resolved into its constituent ideograms this name becomes

amilu-mahasu-uzni, "man of destructive intelligence". He is

followed by Etana, the shepherd; he, by Pilikam, "with intel-

ligence to build". It is an interesting coincidence that this

succession predicates an evolution not unlike that formulated

by modern science— first the long reign of animal life, then

the successive periods of hunting, of herding, and of settled

workers in metal!
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Der samaritanische Pentateuch unci die

Pentateuclikritik

ED. KONIG
BONN

DIE Geschichte des samaritanisch-hebraischen Pentateuchs

ist in ihren Grundziigen wohlbekannt. Man weiB, dali

die von Hengstenberg sowie Keil verfoditene und einiger-

maBen noch in Stracks Einleitung nachklingende These, der

Pentateuch habe schon vor 722 in Samaria existiert, keinerlei

positives Zeugnis fiir sich geltend machen kann, aber eine

ganze Reihe von Tatsachen gegen sich hat. Schon die Aus-

schlieBung der Samaritaner vom Ban des nachexilischen Tem-
pels macht es sehr wahrscheinlich , daB der Besitz des Gesetz-

buchs bei den Samaritanern damals nicht von den Juden

vorausgesetzt wurde.^ AuBerdem spricht gegen jene alte These

alles, was iiber die Entstehung und den AbschluB des Penta-

teuchs festgestellt werden kann. Sehr wahrscheinlich aber ist

es, daft die samaritanische Gemeinde, die sich um das Jahr

432 V. Chr. zu Sichem konstituierte und einen Tempel auf

dem sudlich davon hegenden Berge Garizim baute, bald darauf

auch den Pentateuch iibernommen und zu ihrem — bekannt-

lich einzigen — Kanon gemacht hat. Denn dieser Zeitpunld;

der kultischen Begriindung einer besonderen Jahwegemeinde

war der einzige naturliche AnlaB, das grundlegende Dokument

1 "W. Kothstein, Juden und Samaritaner, die grundlegende Scheidung

von Judentum und Heidentum (1908): Hag. 2 lo-u sei ein urkundlicher

Reflex der Tatsache, daB die Samaritaner begehrt batten, an dem

Wiederaufbau des jerusalemiscben Tempels teilzunebmcn , aber von

Serubbabel und den anderen Hauptern der Judenschaft abgewiesen wor-

den seien, Vgl. dazu auch meine Einleitung ins AT., S. 281 f.
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1

der Jaliwereligion zu iibernelimen. Ubrigens aber geschah die

Konstituierung der Samaritanergemeinde zu Sichem (jetzt:

Nablus) wirklich um 432, wo ein Sohn des Hohepriesters

Jojada durch Neliemia aus Jerusalem vertrieben wurde, weil

er in einer Mischheirat mit einer Tochter Sanballats, des per-

sischen Statthalters von Samaria, lebte (Neh. 13 28). Denn
diese Xachriclit ist durch die Papyri der siidagj'ptischen Juden-

gemeinde von Elephantine bestatigt worden, weil da in einem

Briefe von 408/7 diese Gemeinde sich wegen der Zerstorung

ihres Tempels auch nach Samaria an die Sohne des persischen

Statthalters Sanballat wendet. Zwar ist auch wieder neuestens

die Angabe des Josephus, der die Yertreibung eines gewissen

Manasse, des SchAviegersohnes des Statthalters Sanballat, in

die — ihm bekanntere — Zeit Alexanders d. Gr. gesetzt hat,

bevorzugt worden." Aber dem gegeniiber hat AV. E,othstein

mit Recht auf die Bestatigung von !N^eh. 13 28 hingewiesen, die

in der Erwahnung von Sanballats Sohnen in jenem urkund-

lichen Briefe von 408/7 liegt.

Man weifi ferner, daB die Kunde vom samaritanisch-

hebriiischen Pentateuch jahrhundertelang im Abendlande ver-

schollen gewesen ist, bis der italienische Reisende Pietro della

Valle 1616 ein Exemplar dieses Werkes nach Rom brachte,

und der Text dieses Exemplars in der Pariser und Londoner
Polyglotte gedruckt wurde. Dann hat allerdings der Englander

Kennicott, wie fiir sein hebraisches Altes Testament im all-

gemeinen, so auch fur den samaritanisch-hebraischen Penta-

teuch, deren Besonderheiten er eine eigene Kolumne widmete,

eine Anzahl von anderen Handschriften vergUchen (1776—80),

und der Berliner Orientalist Heinrich Julius Petermann hat

sich nicht nur die ganze Genesis von dem damaligen Hohe-
priester der samaritanischen Gemeinde vorlesen, sondern auch
— freilich wenig genau — die Yarianten des samaritanischen

Pentateuchs notieren lassen.^ Aber jetzt ist nun endlich die

2 Steuernagel, Einleitung ins AT. (1912), S. 42, und G. Jahn, Die
Elephantine-Papyri (1913).

3 Beides steht in den Anhangen von „H. J. Petermann, Versuch einer

hebraischen Formenlehre nach der Aussprache der heutigen Samaritaner"

(1868), S. 161 ff.
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erste kritische Ausgabe des samaritanisch-hebriiischen

Pentateuchs unternommen und zum Erscheinen gebracht wor-

den.* Das ideale Streben eines deutschen Gelehrten hat sich

diese echtwissenschaftliche Aufgabe gestellt, und er hat uber

ein Jahrzehnt entsagungsvollen FleiBes an ihre Durchfiihrung

gewendet. So hat also die deutsche Forschung die Ehre er-

langt, den saraaritanisch-hebraischen Pentateuch zum ersten

Male in zuverlassiger Gestalt an das Tageslicht gefordert zu

haben. Denn ftir die neue Ausgabe sind 80 Handschriften und
Handschriftenteile , die, wie die beigegebenen Faksimiles be-

weisen, zum Teil auBerst schwer lesbar sind, verglichen und

mit ihren Verschiedenheiten fiir die Herstellung des textkriti-

schen Apparats verwertet worden.

Diese schon an sich auGerst wertvolle Ausgabe des samari-

tanischen Pentateuchs ist nun auch noch in einem sehr gunstigen

Zeitpunkte erschienen. Sie ist zum Gluck gerade jetzt lieraus-

gekommen, wo sie in den Streit um die Berechtigung der

modernen Pentateuchkritik eingreifen kann.

Auch den Lesern dieser Zeitschrift wird es ja nicht un-

bekannt geblieben sein, da& hauptsachlich seit dem Herbste

des Jahres 1912 ein heftiger Kampf gegen die jetzt herrschende

Hterarische Auffassung des Pentateuchs ausgebrochen ist. Die

besondere Gruppe von neueren Gegnern der Urkundenhypo-

these, die in Aug. Klostermann ihr Haupt besitzt und be-

sonders durch Job. Lepsius, Joh. Dahse, Eerdmans und Ha-

rold M. Wiener veiireten wird, hat sozusagen einen General-

sturm auf die Festung eroffnet. Gegen Ende 1912 lieli Dahse

sein Buch „Textkritische Materialien zur Hexateuclifrage" er-

scheinen, und diesem Buche hat er eine Anzahl von Artikeln,

wie z. B. in der „Studierstube" einen mit dem Titel ,.Wie er-

klart sich der gegenwartige Zustand der Genesis?" nachfolgen

lassen, der auch separat erschienen ist. Diese Sondergruppe

von Gegnern der neueren Pentateuchkritik nennt sich die text-

kritische, und ihr erster Satz ist dieser, daB die Gottesnamen

nicht als Beweismaterial fiir die Scheidung von Schichten im

* August Freihen- v. Gall (in GieBen), Der hebraische Pentateuch der

Samaritaner (Giefien 1914 bei Toepelmann), I. Heft: Prolegomena und

Genesis.
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Pentateuch verwendet werden diirfen, well die Gottesnamen,

wie sie vom massoretischen Texte dargeboten werden, nicht die

urspriinglichen seien, sondern durch den Gottesnamenbestand,

der in der LXX und anderen Gestalten des Alten Testaments

vorliege, um ihren Wert gebracht wiirden.

Bei der Entscheidung dieser Frage ist nun der samaritanische

Pentateuch berufen, eine bedeutungsvolle RoUe zu spielen, und

zwar in dreifacher Hinsicht.

1. Das allgemeine Yerhaltnis zwischen dem jiidisch-hebra-

ischen (MT) und dem samaritanisch-hebraischen Pentateuch

ist ja dieses, da& der letztere von jenem in ziemUch vielen

Hinsichten abweicht. Diese Differenzen beginnen schon im

Gebiete der Orthographie. Denn die Vokalbuclistaben sind

von den samaritanischen Schreibern ungleich haufiger, als im

MT, gesetzt worden. Das geht so weit, dalj sogar Segal und

Scheha mobile oft durch Jod angezeigt werden, wie z. B.

Gesclmri (Deut. 3 i4) hinter dem Gimel ein Jod hat. Ferner-

hin in der Formenlehre hat der MT sechsmal das abweichende

iidchnu fiir „wir" (Gen. 42 ii usw.), aber der Samaritaner hat

dafiir das gewohnhche andchnu eingesetzt, und so setzen sich

die Differenzen des Samaritaners fort.^ Aber wie steht es mit

den Abweichungen der Gottesnamen im Samaritaner? Fiir

Elohim des MT steht Jahwe in Gen. 7 9 28 4 31 7 9 i6 a*' und
Exod. 62a, und fiir Jahwe des MT hat der Samaritaner ein

Eloliim in Gen. 7 1 14 22 20 is und Exod. 3 4a. Also so wenige

Verschiedenheiten zeigt der Samaritaner gerade betreffs der

Gottesnamen. Folghch beweist auch der Samaritaner, mit

welchem Unrecht die Gottesnamen neuerdings von Lepsius,

Dahse und anderen als „das variable Element" des Textes

hingestellt worden sind. Die Unrichtigkeit dieser Behauptung
wird nun jetzt auch durch die neue Ausgabe des samaritanisch-

hebraischen Pentateuchs aufs Deutlichste vor Augen gestellt.

Denn die Abweichungen des Textes, die aus den verghchenen

80 Handschriften im kritischen Apparat zusammengestellt sind,

5 Eine detaillierte Sammlung von Belegen gibt meine Einleitung ins

AT., S. 96 f.

6 In Gen. 35 9 a erganzt der Samaritaner das vom MT als selbstver-

standlicli Ubergangene logische Subjekt durcli Elohim.
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ziiblen nach vielen Hunderten. Aber eine Diirclisicht ihrer

Masse hat mir das Resultat geliefert, dali Verschiedeuheiten

oder Verschreibimgen in bezug auf die Gottesnamen nur an

zwei Stellen vorkoramen. In Gen. 21 1 7 begegnet neben dem
Ausdruck „Engel Gottes" audi der bloBe Ausdruck „Gott",

und in 30 23 wird das Wort fiir „Gott" auch in einer Hand-
schrift weggelassen. Durch diesen Tatbestand ist also aber-

mals aufs Deutlichste enviesen worden, daB die Gottesnamen

am allenvenigsten das „variable" Element des Textes genannt

werden diirfen. Stimmt doch der Samaritaner schon bis

Exod. 6 2 mit dem MT in bezug auf die Gottesnamen etwa

400 mal zusammen, was von Dahse freilich nicbt erwahnt wird.

Diese relativ groGe GleichmaBigkeit in dem Abschreiben der

Gottesnamen laBt sich ja auch nach den peinlichen Regeln er-

warten, die den judischen Schreibern betreffs der Gottesnamen

gegeben sind/

2. Ebenso wichtig ist, daB diese fast voUige Identitat der

Gottesnamen im 2IT und im Samaritaner aus alter Zeit
stammen muB. Denn der Sachverhalt ist folgender. In sehr

vielen .Erscheinungen hat der samaritanische Pentateuch die

textgescliichtliche Stufe des MT iiberschritten, sich von ihr

getrennt und ein spateres Stadium der sprachlichen und reli-

gionsgeschichtlichen Entwicklung betreten, Aber in bezug auf

die Gottesnamen stimmt er, wie gesagt, mit dem MT fast ganz

zusammen. Diese Zusammenstimmung kann nicht ein Mo-
ment der spateren Entwicklung sein. Denn in denjenigen

Punkten, die der Samaritaner fiir sich allein hat, steht

er unbestreitbar und anerkanntermaBen auf einer spateren
Stufe der Textgestaltung. Z. B. betreffs der vom MT ab-

weichenden Orthographie ist der Samaritaner weiter-

geschritten. Da hat er sogar die Stufe iiberschritten, die

im MT die spatesten Biicher (z. B. die Chronika) einnehmen,

und ist zu der Art hingeschritten, welche die Setzung der"

Vokalbuchstaben in der Mischna oder iiberhaupt im Talmud
zeigt. Die Textmomente, in denen der Samaritaner mit dem
jiidisch-hebraischen Pentateuch ubereinstimmt, miissen folg-

' Vorgefiihrt in meiner Einleitung ins AT., S. 28 f.
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lich aus einem alteren Daseinsstadmm der beiden Texte

stamraen. Die fast vollige Gemeinsamkeit der Gottesnamen

im MT und im Samaritaner rau& auf die Zeit zuriickgehen,

wo der Pentateuch von den Samaritanern iibernommen wurde.

Demnach wirft der samaritanische Pentateuch fur den AVert

des Gottesnamenbestandes, der im hebraischen AT. vorMegt,

ein bedeutendes Gewicht in die AVagschale.

3. EndUch hat die neue Ausgabe des samaritanischen Penta-

teuchs auch noch ein Hilfsmittel zur Widerlegung einer Hypo-

these geliefert, die im jetzigen Pentateuchkampfe aufgestellt

worden ist. Namlich Dahse meint nicht nur, die Urkunden-

hypothese stiirzen zu konnen, sondem auch einen neuen AVeg

gefunden zu haben, auf dem der Gottesnamenbestand des

hebraischen AT. erklart werden k()nne. Dies ist seine .;Peri-

kopenhypothese". Der AVechsel der Gottesnamen soil im

hebraischen AT. durcli die Abgrenzung der Sabbatsperikopen

(Paraschen) bestimmt worden sein. AVenn z. B. in dem An-

fang der zweiten Parasche (Gen. 6 9) ein neuer Gottesname

(Elohim) auftrete, so hange dies mit dem Beginn eines neuen

Leseabschnittes zusammen.

Gegen diese Aufstellung muli naturlich schon von vorn-

herein eingewendet warden, dafi zwischen dem Anfang eines

neuen gottesdienstlichen Vorlesungsabschnittes und dem Ein-

setzen eines anderen Gottesnamens kein logischer Zusammen-
hang gedacht werden kann. Aufierdem ist weiter eingewendet

worden, dafi die Abgrenzung der Sabbatsperikopen, die in

der rabbinischen Bibel von 1525/26 erscheint, keineswegs von

jeher bestanden hat und am wenigsten auf Esra zuriickgefiihrt

werden kann, wie Dahse voraussetzt. Eben dieser Einwand

ist nun durch die neue Ausgabe des samaritanischen Penta-

teuchs als vollig richtig erwiesen worden. Denn die Sabbats-

perikopen, die von der samaritanischen Gemeinde im gewohn-

hchen Jahre gelesen werden, besitzen in der Genesis folgende

Anfilnge: 1 i 4 25 8 21 12 1 17 1 21 1 24 1 25 19 29 1 34 1 39 1

43 26 und 48 3. Dagegen die jiidische Synagoge zahit in der

Genesis nur zwolf Sabbatsperikopen, und zwar mit dem Be-

ginn an folgenden Stellen: 1 1 6 9 12 1 18 1 23 1 25 19 28 10

32 4 37 1 41 1 44 18 und 47 28. Auch aus dieser Verschieden-
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Leit ersieht man, daB die Judenscbaft nicht von Anfang an

iiber die Abgrenzung der Vorlesungsabschnitte einig war.

Folglich kann nicht scbon kurz nach Esra, um das Jabr 432,

die Parascheneinteilung auf die Setzung der Gottesnamen ein-

gewirkt haben, wie sie es doch getan haben muBte, weil die

Gottesnamen im jiidisch-hebraischen und im samaritanisch-

hebraiscben Pentateuch im wesentlichen zusammenstimmen.

Ein dritter Einwand gegen die „Perikopenhypothese" Dahses

ergibt sich z. B. daraus, daB er selbst eine Menge Ausnahmen
von der Einwirkung der gottesdienstlichen Leseabschnitte auf

die Wahl der Gottesnamen ausdruckUch zugestehen muB.

Diese und alle anderen Einwande sind in meiner kiirzhch

erschienenen Schrift „Die moderne Pentateuchkritik und ihre

neueste Bekampfung" (Leipzig bei Deichert) innerhalb einer

allseitigen Erorterung der brennenden Streitfrage im einzehien

entfaltet und belegt Avorden. Zugleich ist aber dort in einem

SchluBabschnitte dahin gestrebt worden, mehrere formelle und

inhaltliche Erscheinungen im Pentateuch als unerschutterliche

Argumente der Urkundenhypothese durch die Vorlegung des

Tatbestandes zu erweisen, und iiberhaupt die Grundlinien einer

mir richtig scheinenden literarischen Auffassung des Pentateuchs

zu Ziehen.
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The Authorship of Ezekiel 40-48

GEORGE R. BERRY
COLGATE UNIVERSITY

WHILE a few have questioned the authenticity of the book
of Ezekiel, no one has doubted its substantial integrity,

so far as known to the writer.

The authorship of Ezekiel 1-39 is not considered. For the

present discussion it is assumed that these chapters are sub-

stantially the work of the prophet Ezekiel during the early part

of the Babylonian exile.

Chapters 1-39 will here be designated as first -Ezekiel, and
chapters 40-48 as second-Ezekiel.

The question of the authorship of second-Ezekiel will be

considered from two standpoints, first that of thought, second,

of language.

The thought of second-Ezekiel has no close resemblances

to that of first -Ezekiel; and it has radical differences. The
principal differences are the following. If Ezekiel is the author

of second-Ezekiel, these chaptejs present a picture of the ideal

future of the nation. Chapters 34-37 also present an ideal of

the future. Between the two there is no resemblance. Chap-
ters 34-37 are throughout a prophetic ideal; chapters 40-48
entirely a priestly ideal.

Again, the messianic picture of the two parts is entirely

distinct. The portions of first-Ezekiel probably to be considered

messianic are 17 22-24 21 32 (Eng. 27) 34 23-24 37 24-25. 17 22-24

pictures a world-ruler. 21 32 has also in mind a ruler, wearing

the crown. The other two references are to a Davidic ruler.

2
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The figure in second-Ezekiel corresponding to this messianic,

Davidic, king is the prince, i<''b^^, who appears repeatedly.

He is, however, a mere shadow of a prince. He is never called

king, has no appreciable political power, and his distinctive

work is almost entirely religious, to provide the offerings and

care for the ceremonies. This term ^'^)ffl occurs repeatedly in

first -Ezekiel, but in a sense entirely distinct from this. The

one in mind is a political leader, and often the king.

Again, sin-offering and guilt -offering, Di^tSn and DB^i^, are

prominent in second-Ezekiel, they are not found in first-

Ezekiel.

Again, the dominating principle of at least a large part of

second-Ezekiel is an extreme conception of holiness, such as

is entirely wanting in first -Ezekiel. While first-Ezekiel speaks

more favorably of ritual matters than most of the other pro-

phets, nevertheless his emphasis is always ethical. This con-

ception of holiness in second-Ezekiel is more extreme than is

found elsewhere in the Old Testament, and suggests not only

distinct authorship from first-Ezekiel, but a time much later.

The details of the arrangements and regulations of second-

Ezekiel are dominated by the thought of guarding the hoHness

of the temple and all connected with it. Even the whole

summit of the temple mount in Jerusalem is most holy, 43 12.

Holiness is such a tangible reality that it can be materially

transferred, by the clothes of the priests and by the offerings,

44 19 46 20. This thought is not found in P, unless in Lev. 6 11

(Eng. 18) 20 (Eng. 27), and the best interpretation does not find

it there. The idea is explicitly denied in Hag. 2 11 f. Further,

graves cause ceremonial pollution in their vicinity, 43 7-9, an

idea not found elsewhere, and evidently not held in an earlier

time, 1 Sam. 25 1, 1 Kings 2 34. The nearest analogy to this

conception of holiness is found in Zech. 14 20 21, doubtless late

post-exilic.

Various other matters of thought do not directly compare

second-Ezekiel with first -Ezekiel, but indicate for second-

Ezekiel a late date, and thus a date considerably later than

first-Ezekiel. Most, but not all, of these indications have to

do with the relation to P. Many passages in second-Ezekiel

i
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resemble P, but usually with differences. The differences are

of such a nature as to suggest for second -Ezekiel a date later

than P. An acquaintance ^yiih P by the author or authors of

second -Ezekiel is evident from such passages. There is also

evident acquaintance with a usage later than P, and varying

from it. The variation as given in second -Ezekiel thus repre-

sents largely a usage of a time later than P. Some of the

variation is probably due, also, to the writer or writers of

second-Ezekiel, being ideal modifications resulting from their

general theories.

In several places the regulations of second-Ezekiel which

are similar to those of P are more elaborate, more rigid,

indicate larger quantities, or are more detailed and specific

than in P. A sin-offering at the passover, Ez. 45 23, is found

in second-Ezekiel only, cf. Ex. 12, Lev. 23 5, &c. At the feast

of unleavened bread the burnt -offerings, Ez. 45 23, are larger

than elsewhere, cf. the regulation in P, Num. 28 i9. The meal-

offering accompanying the burnt-offering is also larger, Ez. 45 24,

cf. Num. 28 20 21. The meal-offering of the daily burnt-offering

is also larger in second-Ezekiel than in P, Ez. 46 14, cf. Num. 28 5.

The meal -offerings of second-Ezekiel elsewhere are also larger

than in P, see 46 5 7, &c. In certain regulations, P gives them

as addressed to Aaron and his sons, in second-Ezekiel they are

addressed directly to the priests: thus Ez. 44 23, cf. Lev. 10 10-11,

Ez. 44 29 a, cf. Num. 18 9 10, Ez. 44 30 a, cf. Num. 18 12-13,

Ez. 44 31, cf. Lev. 22 8, Ez. 44 17-18, cf. Ex. 28 40-43. In the

last case, the passage in Exodus has details not found in the

passage in second-Ezekiel; but the latter passage adds one

detail, of a generalizing nature, v. isb, "they shall not gird

themselves with anything that causeth sweat ". Again, regula-

tions which in P speak of certain things as given to Yahweh
are in second-Ezekiel specifically said to be given to the

priests: Ez. 44 29b, cf. Lev. 27 28, Ez. 44 30b, cf. Num. 15 20-21,

in the last case quite a different procedure being evidently in

mind. General regulations enjoined upon the whole people in

P are in second-Ezekiel applied specifically to the priests:

Ez. 44 24b, cf. Lev. 23 2 4, Ez. 44 24c, cf. Ez. 20 12 13 20, the

last being not from P but from first -Ezekiel. All the regula-

2*
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tions of Ez. 44 20-22 25 have close resemblances to the regula-

tions of P, but with some differences. These regulations in

second -Ezekiel relate to the priests. Ez. 44 20 is substantially

identical with that concerning the high-priest in Lev. 21 10 10 6,

and is stricter than the regulation concerning the ordinary

priests in Lev. 21 5. Ez. 44 21 is the regulation laid upon

Aaron and his sons in P, Lev. 10 8-9, here appUed specifically

to the priests. Ez. 44 22 is nearly identical with the regulation

concerning the high-priest in Lev. 21 i4, and more strict than

that concerning the ordinary priests in Lev. 21 7. That is, the

essential point is that in Lev. 21 14 it is provided that the

high -priest shall not many a widow; Lev. 21 7 does not place

this restriction on the ordinary priests. Ez. 44 22 does, how-

ever, put this regulation upon the ordinary priests, with the

exception that the priests may marry a widow of a priest.

Ez. 44 25, again, is in substance identical with the regulations

concerning the ordinary priests in Lev. 21 1-3, and is thus

less strict than the regulations concerning the high -priest in

Lev. 21 11. The tendency here manifested in second-Ezekiel is

to make the regulations upon the ordinary priests more strict,

so that they approximate to those earher placed upon the

high-priest. Ez. 45 10-12 is a regulation similar to that of

Lev. 19 36, with the addition of much specific detail. Ez. 48 14

prohibits any sale of the land of the Levites, and is thus stricter

than Lev. 25 32-34, which does make provision for sale under

certain conditions.

Ex. 29 35-37 appears to be a conclusion of the ceremonies

for purification of Aaron and his sons and for their consecration

at their initiation into the priesthood. But these verses are

much more an account of the purification and consecration of

the altar, evidently the altar of burnt -offering. The much

longer account of Ez. 43 18-27 is evidently based upon this

passage in Exodus. This is explicitly the ceremony of purification

and consecration for the altar of burnt -offering. This is not

necessarily at the first making of the altar, v. 18 should, in

fact, be translated: "These are the ordinances of the altar in

the day of its being made ready to offer burnt-offerings thereon,

and to sprinkle blood thereon." The ceremony of atonement
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for the first day of the first month and for the first day of the

seventh month, as it is usually, and probably correctly, under-

stood, following ®, in Ez. 45 I8-20 also resembles Ex. 29 35-37,

but less closely. This is a ceremony for cleansing the temple,

at least it is principally that, the words of v. 20, " for every one

that erreth, and for him that is simple" being given differently

in @, and somewhat doubtful. The passage Ez. 43 is -27 will

be first considered. V. 26 resembles Ex. 29 35 37; Ez. 43 19-20 25

resemble, although with much more detail, Ex. 29 36, with some

resemblance to Ex. 29 12, Lev. 16 is, and other passages.

Especially instructive is the phrase in Ez. 43 26, " so shall they

consecrate it'", IT ^i^pp-'I. This phrase "fill the hand" occurs a

considerable number of times, mostly in P, having the regular

meaning "to consecrate to the priest's office". Twice, 1 Chr. 29 5,

2 Chr. 29 31, it has a more general sense, but it is used of

persons. In all its occurrences, therefore, except in Ez. 43 26,

it is used in reference to persons. In this passage it is used

of consecrating the altar of burnt -offering. It seems evident

that it is here taken from the passage upon which this is

based, that is, from the phrase DT i<?D]^, Ex. 29 35. The
reading of (5 and 5 "their hands" in Ez. 43 26 is evidently a

correction to remove a difficulty, and is out of harmony with

the passage itself.

With reference to Ez. 45 I8-20 compared with Ex. 29 35-37,

Ez. 45 18 resembles Ex. 29 36, and Ez. 45 20 resembles Ex. 29 37.

There are also resemblances between Ez. 45 18-20 and the

account of the day of atonement in Lev. 16, cf. especially

Ez. 45 20 with Lev. 16 I6 20 33. In this case, the presumption

is that the much longer account in Leviticus is the later. It

is generally recognized, however, that the day of atonement

itself is in its origin later than the time of Ezra, and hence

that the account in Lev. 16 and elsewhere is much later than

most of P. Hence if Lev. 16 is later than Ez. 45 18-20, the

latter may still be late, later than Ezra. The relation seems

to be this. Ez. 45 18-20 is an account of a ceremony of puri-

fication for the temple twice a year. This is based somewhat
upon Ex. 29 35-37, but this is a purification of the temple, as

that is of the altar. In Lev. 16 it becomes a purification for
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the temple, and for the altar, and also for the people, in the

phraseology there used is specific mention of "the holy place,

and the tent of meeting, and the altar". Lev. 16 20.

In P the killing of sacrifices is performed by the layman

•who presents them, Lev. 1 11 ff. isff., in Ez. 44 11 it is done

by the Levites. The custom of P is naturally the earlier,

A suggestion of the custom of second-Ezekiel is found in

2 Chr. 29 34.

The altars of second-Ezekiel do not coiTespond entirely to

any known in history. Their dimensions differ very greatly

from those of P. The one in Ex. 27 i-« was 5 cubits long, 5 cubits

broad, and 3 cubits high. In the description of the altar in

Ez. 43 13-17, the altar itself is 12 cubits square, but the base is .

18 cubits square. Including the horns, the altar is 12 cubits

high. The altar whose dimensions are given Avhich is most

nearly like this is the brazen altar of Solomon, described in

2 Chr. 4 1 as 20 cubits square and 10 cubits high. The altar

of incense according to P, Ex. 30 1-5 37 25-28, was a cubit

long, a cubit broad, and 2 cubits high. The altar described in

Ez. 41 22 was 2 cubits long, 2 cubits broad, according to (5,

and 3 cubits high, the dimensions being similar to those of P,

but larger. It is now generally held that this description in

Ez. 41 22 does not apply to the altar of incense, but to the

table of showbread. To this, how^ever, there are several ob-

jections. It is called an altar, table is applied to it only as

a descriptive term. Its dimensions are such that it is more

nearly of the shape of the altar of incense than of the table

of showbread. The table of showbread in Herod's temple, the

only one of which the dimensions are known, was 2 cubits long,

1 cubit broad, and iVo cubits high. Further, the description

speaks of the "walls", i. e. sides of the altar. An altar has

these, a table has legs instead, in fact the representation of

the table of showbread of Herod's temple on the arch of Titus

shows it vdih legs, see DB., vol. Ill, p. 462. If this is the

altar of incense, as seems evident, it is here larger than in P as

the altar of burnt -offering was larger, probably representing,

approximately at least, the dimensions of the altars as used

in the later post -exilic times, perhaps somewhat idealized, as

J
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the use of numbers might suggest. It is recognized that the

altar of incense itself is probably a late feature, as it is

generally considered, yet in this case the account in second-

Ezekiel seems to be later than that in Exodus, as it well

may be.

The peculiar picture of the stream flowing from the sanc-

tuary in Ez. 47 i-i2 resembles several other passages, but

especially Joel 4 18 (Eng. 3 is), and Zech. 14 8, both quite

certainly post- exilic passages. Both are brief statements, the

passage in Ez. 47 is much longer and more detailed, it seems

to be evidently later than those passages.

Ez. 47 22-23 provides full citizenship, as manifested by in-

heriting land, for sojourners. Such a provision is not found in

P or elsewhere, and is naturally later than P. Regulations else-

where simply prescribe kindness and consideration for the so-

journer, as Deut. 10 18 f.. Lev. 19 lo, &c.

Aside from the day of atonement, already discussed, there

is only one place in which the regulation of second -Ezekiel is

less elaborate than in P. This is the celebration of the new
moon, Ez. 46 6-8, compared with Num. 28 ii-i5. The burnt-

offerings differ slightly; in Ezekiel they are a bullock, six

lambs and a ram, and in Numbers two bullocks, seven lambs

and a ram. On the other hand, the meal -offering is larger in

Ezekiel. But Numbers prescribes a sin-offering, 28 15, which

is wanting in Ezekiel. This seems to indicate a slightly greater

importance of this celebration in P than in second -Ezekiel.

This is consistent, however, with a later date for second-Ezekiel,

on the supposition that at the time of writing the new moon
celebration was less highly regarded than earHer.

The language of second-Ezekiel will now be discussed. The
following lists are based on those given in Driver's Intro-

duction, those which he gives being phrases characteristic of

Ezekiel, of H, and of P, with consideration also of those

common to more than one of these. Separation between the

usage of first-Ezekiel and of second-Ezekiel gives the following

results. The following phrases are found in first- and second-

Ezekiel: so)i of manf several times in each; stumbling -hlock of
iniquity, five times in first, once in second, 44 12; house of
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rebelliousness, often in first, the full phrase not occurring in

second, but rebelliousness, ''^D, once, 44 6, although the text

is doubtful; Lord Yahweh, this phrase will be discussed later;

idols, Dvlj'il, often in first, twice in second, 44 lo 12. In P,

first-Ezekiel, and second-Ezekiel only one phrase is found, this

selfsame day. In H, first-Ezekiel, and second-Ezekiel are

found the following phrases: to profane, often in H and first-

Ezekiel, once in second, 44 7; my sabbaths, several times in

H, often in first-Ezekiel, once in second, 44 24; to bear his

iniquity, often in H, once in first-Ezekiel, 14 10, twice in second,

44 10 12.

The phrases already cited are all, from these lists, that

show similarity between first-Ezekiel and second-Ezekiel. The

following phrases show different usage. The following are

found in first-Ezekiel and not in second: lands, T)1!iS^^: behold

I am against: satisfy my fury upon; I Yahueh have spoken

it; and—shall know that I am Yahweh; set thy face toward

or against; watercourses, D''p''Sfc^; put a person's way upon his

head; wings, D''3^i<; contempt, btjll2^, and contemn, JMB^; in the

time of the iniquity of the end; beginning a subject with a

question.

The following are in P and first-Ezekiel, not in second-

Ezekiel: to be fruitfid and multiply; for food, TD^^?; exceed-

ingly; sojournings ; peoples, in the sense of kinsfolk; rigor,

^"IS; judgments; in all your dwellings; trespass, noun and verb,

7J?6 and 7j?D. The following are in P and second-Ezekiel,

and not in first-Ezekiel: kind; to swarm; as regards all, 7ID/';

possession, H^riN.

The following are in H and first-Ezekiel, not in second-

Ezekiel: / nill set my face against; that sanctify you; whoever,

K^''i< ^^i^'i I will cut off from the midst of his people; to

walk in the statute; Hfit used of unchastity; his blood shall be

upon him; to bear the iniquity of (another). The long list of

parallels between Lev. 26 and Ezekiel are all with first-Ezekiel,

none with second-Ezekiel. In H and second-Ezekiel, not in

first-Ezekiel, is found one phrase, the bread of God, as a

description of the sacrifices.

The phrase Lord Yahweh, above mentioned, is a favorite
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desiguation of God in first -Ezekiel, being found some two

hundred times. In second-Ezekiel it is found 17 times, Yalnveh

26 times, God once, and God of Israel t^nce.

From the comparisons thus far made, based on Driver's

lists, it will be observed that the resemblances in phraseology

between first -Ezekiel and second-Ezekiel are comparatively

few, and the differences are veiy numerous. Also it wall be

observed that first -Ezekiel has numerous and striking resem-

blances to H, while these are very few in second-Ezekiel. Both

parts of Ezekiel have resemblances in considerable number to

P, but those which have to do Avith characteristic phraseology-

are much more numerous in first -Ezekiel than in second-

Ezekiel.

Besides these comparisons, some further material may be

added. In second-Ezekiel ?^ is found frequently in the sense

of 7j?. An approximate classification is as follows. In second-

Ezekiel bi^ in its proper meaning is found 73 times, with the

meaning of 7j? 39 times, by with its proper meaning occurs

forty times, and with the sense of ?^ three times. The
significant fact is, of course, that, to express the meaning of

7j?, 7^ occurs approximately as frequently as by, 39 times to

40. For comparison the facts were observed in the first three

chapters of first -Ezekiel. Here bx occurs 22 times with its

own force, and once in the sense of by; by 14 times with its

own meaning, and twice in the sense of bX. It may be thought

that these facts in second-Ezekiel are due to textual errors.

This may be responsible for some cases, but cannot account

for most of the usage. The usage in first -Ezekiel shows, in

fact, about what might be expected from textual conniption,

and no reason appears why second-Ezekiel should suffer more
than first-Ezekiel in this respect. Further, in second-Ezekiel

bX occurs in the sense of by in certain phrases and not in other

phrases. The whole matter seems like the greater elasticity of

late usage in second-Ezekiel.

1S3, as is well-known, has two uses, a ritual and a non-

ritual, entirely distinct. First-Ezekiel, in 16 63, has the non-

ritual use, with Yahweh as the subject and the atonement

made without thought of sacrifice. This is the only occurrence
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of the word in first-Ezekiel. In second-Ezekiel the word occurs

several times, and in each case with the characteristic ritual

use, of atoning by legal rites. This is in direct contrast with

the usage of first-Ezekiel. The passages in second-Ezekiel are

43 20 26 45 15 17 20. Of these passages, 45 15 and 45 n refer

to persons, in 45 is the verb being followed by the preposition

b)l and in 45 17 by 1X?3. Both these constructions are frequent

with the ritual use elsewhere, so that these passages show

nothing distinctive. In the other three passages, however,

43 20 26 45 20, the reference is to things, and the verb takes

a direct object. This is an unusual construction, the almost

uniform construction with things, in the ritual use, being that

the verb is followed by the preposition ?)^. The ritual use, it

may be observed, aside from second-Ezekiel, is limited to H
and P. So far as known to the present writer, the only places,

aside from these in second-Ezekiel, where the verb takes the

direct object, when used of things, are Lev. 16 20 33 his. Lev. 16

has also the other use, with 7J?, in v. le is. This chapter,

however, as already noted, is generally considered to be later

than the most of P, and so later than the time of Ezra. To
summarize, then, the facts in reference to the construction of

133 with things are as follows. The uniform usage of P, aside

from Lev. 16, and the uniform usage of H entire employ the

construction with the preposition b)l. Lev. 16, later than Ezra,

uses the same construction, with 7j?, twice, and the direct

object three times. This indicates quite clearly that the con-

struction with the direct object is a late one, later than Ezra.

This is the only construction, occurring three times, in second-

Ezekiel. This indicates, therefore, for this part of second-

Ezekiel, a late date, later than Ezra. It is worth while here

also to recall the fact already mentioned, that Ez. 43 20, with

direct object, is very similar to Ex. 29 36, with 7}l, and Ez. 43 26

closely resembles Ex. 29 37, with the same contrast of usage.

Ez. 45 20 is also parallel to Ex. 29 37, where 7J? is used, although

not as closely related as in the other cases.

Ez. 46 9 is similar to several passages, especially Ex. 34 23-24,

Dent. 16 I6. In these places in Exodus and Deuteronomy, and

in several places elsewhere, the idea "appear before Yahweh"
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is expressed by the Niphal of ^^^'^ followed by niiT' ''JSTIK,

nfc< being occasionally omitted. It is very commonly, and

probably correctly, held that the original pointing was Kal

instead of Niphal, giving the rendering, "to see the face of

Yahweh", which was changed to the Niphal to avoid the

material impHcation of the original reading. Ez. 46 9 uses an

entirely distinct phrase, niiT' ''JIS? i<13, not found elsewhere in

such a connection, so far as the present writer knows. This

seems to indicate a late period, the phrase being changed to

avoid the difficulty of the other expression.

The Hebrew has three principal words for linen, r\pQ,

usually in plural D'^Jjll^^S, 12, and ^^. As descriptive of the

sacred garments of the priests, second -Ezekiel uses D'^flK^S,

44 17-18. P, for the same purpose, uses 13 and, less often,

^P, but never D'^flK^S. In Ex. 28 42, already referred to as

parallel to Ez. 44 17-18, the word is 12. First-Ezekiel never

employs D'^flB^S; in connection with the young man seen in

vision as the agent of revelation, Ez. 9 2 3 ii 10 2 6 ?, it uses

the word 12.

Many Hebrew words are found only in second -Ezekiel.

Some of these, whose use has not much apparent significance,

are not here mentioned. It seems worth while to call attention

to the following words, however, none of which are found in

first-Ezekiel, some only in second-Ezekiel, and others in second-

Ezekiel and elsewhere in late literature. All of the words

suggest late usage. nSV*l, pavement, occurs elsewhere only in

Esther and 2 Chr. The earlier words for this idea are nSJJID,

occurring once, and J^plJ?, used frequently. Yahweh's altar is

called a table, ]n?\2^, only in' second-Ezekiel, 41 22 44 I6, and

in Mai. 1 7 12; Ez. 39 20 and Is. 65 11 not being parallel. The
term is thus used several times in the later apocalyptic litera-

ture, e. g. in Enoch 89 50 73, Testaments of the Twelve Patri-

archs, T. Lev. 8 16, T. Jud. 21 5, Jubilees 31 I6. HITj;. in the

sense of altar ledge is found only in second-Ezekiel; elsewhere

only in 2 Chr. in the sense of the outer court of the temple.

nS-n]j^, healing, is found only in Ez. 47 12, the word commonly
used being i<S']D.

The syntax of second-Ezekiel makes a general impression
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of lateness, in such matters as sentences with unusual

arrangement of words, awkwardly and loosely constructed

sentences, &c.

The facts thus far given seem to the present writer to give

strong indications that first -Ezekiel and second -Ezekiel are of

diverse authorship, and that second -Ezekiel is much later than

first-Ezekiel.

Some further facts, however, indicate that second -Ezekiel

is not a unit in point of authorship. The strongest indications

are to the effect that chapters 40-42 are of different author-

ship from most or all of the remainder of second -Ezekiel.

There is some conflicting evidence in reference to the early

part of chapter 43. It is most probable that 43 i-i7 should

be joined with chapters 40-42, although it is possible that this

portion should be joined with the following, leaving chapters

40-42 as a distinct portion. Well-marked peculiarities are

found in chapters 40-42, and to some extent in 43 i-i7, these

being principally of language, which distinguish these chapters

from the remainder of second -Ezekiel as well as from first-

Ezekiel, some of these peculiarities not being duplicated else-

where in the Old Testament.

Ez. 42 20 indicates that beyond the outside wall of the

temple it is profane, i. e. common. This seems to be in con-

tradiction to 48 12, where all that region is holy, as well as to

43 12 45 4, where a similar idea is expressed. This seems to

separate between 40-42 and 43 i-i7.

The idea "on this side—on that side" is expressed in

chapters 40-41 repeatedly by the Hebrew Hfelp— HfelD. This

Hebrew phrase never occurs elsewhere in the Old Testament.

The standing phrase in common use for this idea is HTD—HTD.

This latter phrase is the only one used in the remainder of

second -Ezekiel, being found in 45 7 47 7 12 48 21. Neither

phrase, obviously, is found in chapters 42 and 43, and it is also

true that neither is found in first-Ezekiel.

S''5D, round about, is found in Ezekiel both singly and in

the repeated form, ^^20 T^D. In chapters 40-42 it occurs

singly twice, repeated 23 times. In 43 1-17 it occurs once,

repeated, 43 12, and three times singly. In the remainder of
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second -Ezekiel it is found singly 11 times, repeated not at

all. In first -Ezekiel it occurs repeated once, singly 11 times.

Here 43 i-i7 is partly like chapters 40-42, but more Kke the

remainder. The almost unanimous usage of 40 i-43 u is in

contrast with the almost unanimous usage of the remainder of

the whole book.

The preposition ]p before the article is ordinarily found as

a distinct word, in the usage of the Old Testament generally,

] being not assimilated. BDB. says "]D before article in all

books much commoner than Cl". This statement, therefore,

includes the usage of first-Ezekiel. In 40 i-43 17, however,

the form D only is found, occurring 15 times. In all the

remainder of second-Ezekiel the form ]p only is found, occurring

14 times.

The usual phrase to express the idea " facing in the direction

of" is nJfen, the Kal participle of HJS with the article,

followed by a noun in the accusative, with or without H
directive, giving the direction. This is the form found in first-

Ezekiel, where it occurs twice, and in chapters 44, 46, and 47,

where it occurs five times. This phrase does not occur in

40 1-43 17. Instead is found the phrase "^IT VJS IIS^N, and

other suffixes, followed by the noun of direction. This is a

very awkward phrase as compared with the other, and gives to

'^'Vl almost a prepositional force, towards. This occurs 8 times

in 40 1-43 17. A phrase that is a mixture of the two is found

in 43 1. Aside from the phrase cited, the use of "^"nT in this

prepositional sense, without a verb, appears only in 40-42, being

found there 13 times.

u?**^, porch, is found only in 40-41. The corresponding

word in the remainder of second-Ezekiel, in first-Ezekiel, and

elsewhere is D/"Ii<, which is also found in 40-41.

A few other words that are found only in 40-42, or some

part thereof, do not definitely indicate an authorship for these

chapters distinct from the remainder of second-Ezekiel. They
show a distinctive vocabulary in these chapters, however, which

perhaps tends in that direction. Such words are the following.

njl|5 in the sense of measuring-rod and also as a measure of

length is found only in 40-42. Tfc?, projecting pillar, is found
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only in 40-41 and in 1 Kings 6 3i, where the text is doubtful,

p^nfcji, gallery, appears only in 41-42. ]^J2, JTiS, and HilD are

found only in 40-42.

The form of 40 i-43 17 is in marked contrast with that of

the most of 43 18-48 35. The first portion is entirely in the

form of a vision, in which the writer is conducted by a "man",

40 3, the usual plirases, often repeated, being: "and he brought

me ", and " and he said unto me ". In the second portion, the

usual form is not of a vision. It is that of direct commands

of Yahweh, the usual phrases being: "Thus saith the Lord

Yahweh", Hl.T "^Jl^ 11D« Hi, and: "saith the Lord Tahweh",

niiT ''J'li? DKIi, phrases which do not occur at all in 40 i-43 17.

The only portions which in form resemble 40 i-43 17 are 46 19-24

and 47 1-12, which will be discussed later. Chapter 48 does

not contain the phrases quoted, but is in the same general form,

that of direct commands of Yahweh, and is closely connected

with 47 13-23, where they do occur.

The facts given indicate that 40 i-43 i? are by one author,

and that 43 18-48 35 are; at least for the most part, by a

single author, who is not the author of 40 i-43 17. Nothing

in language or thought gives any further strong indications

of diversity of authorship in 43 18-48 35 beyond what has

been noted. The regulation in 44 28, reading " no inheritance
"

with ®, seems contradictory to the regulations prescribing an

inheritance for the priests in 45 1-8 and 48 10. A certain

amount of editorial revision is, of course, naturally to be

supposed. In general there are similarities of thought and

language throughout 43 18-48 35.

The argument thus far has assumed that P as a document

belongs to the early post- exilic period. It is, of course, now

held by many that the documentar}^ view must be given up or

modified. Its abandonment does not seem likely to the present

writer. But even if P were considered much earher than is

usually done, that might modify the preceding argument some-

what, but it would not essentially change it, because it does

not depend simply upon the regulations of P, but also upon the

post-exilic usage.

The time of wTiting of the two portions of second-Ezekiel
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remains to be considered. Various things have ah-eady been

noted which indicate a date considerably later than the time

of Ezra. These indications already noted deal principally

with 43 18-48 35. Some further indications of late date in this

portion will now be considered.

The only judges mentioned are the priests, 44 24, which is

appropriate only to the time after Ezra, when the priests

exercised political and judicial functions, as they did not earher.

The figure of the " prince " suits this period better than any

other. He has no political importance, but great religious

sers'ice. He is, however, evidently regarded as the head of the

nation. He is thus entirely distinct from the actual Messianic

expectation of any period. He is appropriate only to a time

when the ceremonial of religion is the chief concern, which

is, of course, the period after the exile. Under Persian and

Greek domination, too, the political side was not much in the

thought of the people, while the religious side was their imme-

diate care.

In second-Ezekiel the only priests recognized are "sons of

Zadok", 40 46 43 19 44 15 48 ii. It will be observed that both

portions of second -Ezekiel are included in these references.

Nowhere else is the priesthood so much restricted as this.

These sons of Zadok are descendants of Zadok who was placed

in charge at Jerusalem by Solomon when he deposed Abiathar.

In P all sons of Aaron are priests. At the return from the

exile the regulation presupposed is that of P. The sons of

Zadok are most prominent, but others are recognized as priests

along with them. This is explicitly stated in Ezra 8 2, and is

also implied in the treatment of earlier times in Chronicles, as

in 1 Chr. 24 3-4. After that time, however, it is evident that

the prominence of the sons of Zadok continued to increase, so

that they came to comprise all or practical^ all of the priests.

This is indicated by the fact that the Sadducees, a priestly

party, originating near the beginning of the Maccabean period,

derived their name, as it is now generally recognized, from
Zadok. Further, Sirach, just before the Maccabean period,

speaks of the sons of Zadok alone as priests, 51 12 ix. Second-

Ezekiel, therefore, is simply describing the fact of this later
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time, that the sons of Zadok are the priests, practically or

entirely, tliis being a description rather than a limitation. The
time thus indicated, then, is considerably later than that of

Ezra.

The exceedingly prosaic, almost obvious, directions of Ez. 46 9,

designed to avoid tumultuous crowds at the feasts, are in the

manner of late Judaism, not of the earlier.

All the evidence, then, concerning 43 18-48 35 points in the

same direction, indicating the composition of these chapters

considerably later than the time of Ezra. Before seeking to

indicate the occasion more precisely, however, it Avill be

advisable to consider the other portion of second- Ezekiel,

40 1-43 17. Some features of language are shared by these

chapters with the remainder of second -Ezekiel, and these

suggest lateness. The mention of "the sons of Zadok" as the

priests is also a feature commoji to the two portions, as just

noted, and suggests lateness. The special peculiarities of

language in 40 i-43 17 also indicate lateness. The general

statement may be made, then, for this portion as well as for

the other that a time considerably later than Ezra is indicated

for its composition. Nothing as yet noticed gives any definite

indication which of the two is the earlier. 43 i-i? may be a

supplement to 40-42, perhaps added by a different hand, but it

has many of the same peculiarities, and so is closely associated

with it.

The date and specific occasion of 40 i-43 17 will naturally

be considered first. This is chiefly a description of the temple,

and its courts, with the various objects connected with it.

AVhat temple is in mind? Is it a description of a temple

actually present or a temple of the future? How far is it

actual and how far ideal? The account here is much more

detailed than any description of the temple either of Solomon

or Zerubbabel. The building itself in Zerubbabel's temple,

however, was substantially identical with Solomon's, and this

description, so far as comparison is possible, is apparently of

a building substantially identical with that common plan. So

far as courts are concerned, however, the temple of Solomon

had actually only one court, while the temple here described
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lias two. In the Old Testament itself there is no account of

the courts in Zerubbabel's temple, in the Maccabean period

there were two, 1 Mace. 4 38 48 &c. The description of the

courts here, then, does not correspond to those in Solomon's

temple, but apparently it does to those in Zerubbabel's temple.

The description here, then, of the temple and its courts is not

a description of the actual temple of Solomon, if it has any

relation to that it is as ideal. The description does correspond

closely, however, to Zerubbabel's temple, so far as is known.

It may be, therefore, a description of that actual temple, or an

ideal description with some relation to it.

The purpose of such a description, however, could hardly

be to furnish a mere account of a temple actually standing in

its entirety. No service to be rendered by a description under

such circumstances can be conjectured. The only natural

suggestion is that it was a description designed to serve as a

guide in the building or repair of the temple. This suggests,

then, as the specific time of composition some occasion when

the temple had been destroyed or materially injured and its

rebuilding or restoration was contemplated. What occasions

of this kind are actually to be found in the history? The first

occasion is of course the destruction of the temple at the time

of the Babylonian captivity. That occasion, however, is much
too early for the indications already mentioned. Some have

thought that the temple was destroyed or materially injured

under Artaxerxes III, Ochus, in 346 B. C, Jos. Ant. xi, 7, 1.

Others think that such an event took place under Ptolemy

Soter in 320 B. C, Jos. Ant. xii, 1,1. Neither of these events

certainly included a destruction or material injury of the

temple. The first is said to have included a desecration of

the temple. On the second occasion the city was captured,

and the temple might naturally have been injured. The partial

destruction and desecration of the temple under Antiochus

Epiphanes in 168 B. C. is of course well-known, a destruction

which seems to have been greater than is often thought, see

1 Mace. 4 38. In this case the temple was rebuilt and cleansed,

and rededicated in 165. This Maccabean event, however, does

not seem very probable, inasmuch as the Maccabean back-

3
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ground is not definitely reflected in these chapters. Also, it is

not easy to suppose that a Maccabean composition, at least of

any length, can be found in a prophetic book. At the same

time, this Maccabean origin is a possibility.

There seems to be a probability of a considerable injury

to the temple on some preceding occasion, either in 346 or

320 B. C, the latter date seeming to be more probable. Aside

from the historical references already mentioned, some Old

Testament passages appear most probably to refer to such an

event. This is not necessarily the case with Ps. 74 and 79.

The most probable passage referring to this time is Is. 63 7-64 ii

(Eng. 12), 63 18 and 64 lo (Eng. ii) being of special importance

in this connection. This passage is sometimes supposed to have

been written during the Babylonian exile, but all the remainder

of trito -Isaiah, 56-66, is generally considered to have been

considerably later than that, making such a date probable for

this portion also. A date soon after 320 B. C. seems probable,

then, for 40 i-43 17, with about 165 B. C. a possible date, but

much less likely.

AVhat date shall be assigned to 43 18-48 35, or to the most

of this, if it may not be altogether a unit? The time is quite

certainly not Maccabean, the condition of things presupposed

is not of a Maccabean character. One fact not previously

mentioned, however, suggests a reasonably late pre-Maccabean

date, viz. the ideal treatment. This appears particularly in

relation to the geographical features of the land, especially in

45 1-8 47-48. A pronounced ideal element here is obvious, the

whole plan of laying out the land pays no attention to geo-

graphical facts, mountains and valleys are ignored, the greater

width of the land toward the south is unrecognized, the stream,

in 47 1-12, pursues a course which leads it over a mountain

ridge, &c. Such ideal treatment, particularly geographical, is

a conspicuous feature, as is well-known, of the apocalyptic

literature of the Maccabean time. It is also found in the Old

Testament, but particularly in the later prophetic portions, see

e. g. Is. 65 17 66 22. This suggests that this portion, 43 18-48 35,

is somewhat later than 40 i-43 17, i. e. somewhat later than

300 B. C.

I
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What is the condition presupposed by this portion? The

principal feature, relating to external circumstances, is that

the writer contemplates a numerous population in Palestine,

with representatives of all the twelve tribes, so that the land

will need to be freshly allotted among the tribes. This allot-

ment evidently has in mind the original allotment among the

twelve tribes, to the account of which there are many verbal

parallels. It is evident that during most of the Persian and

Greek periods only a small part of Palestine was actually

inhabited by the Hebrews. Hence such an expectation must

have had in mind a considerable return of the scattered people.

This expectation of such a return often recurred during the

Persian and Greek periods; it might naturally be expected to

be in mind at any time when circumstances looked reason-

ably favorable. Portions of the reigns of Ptolemy II and of

Ptolemy III were thus favorable. Ptolemy II reigned from

285-247, and Ptolemy III from 247-222. The latter part of

the reign of Ptolemy II, 264-248, was occupied with a war

with Syria, which caused suffering in Palestine, which there-

fore would not be a favorable occasion. But any of the earlier

part of the reign of Ptolemy II, or the reign of Ptolemy III

seems favorable. Both rulers showed favors to the Jews.

Ptolemy II is stated in Jewish tradition to have been a patron

of the temple in Jerusalem, and to have liberated all Jewish

captives in his realm, and also to have been the ruler under

Avhose direction the Septuagint translation was made. " Pto-

lemy III is said to have offered abundant sacrifices at the

temple in Jerusalem, and the whole empire was especially

prosperous in his reign. Hence either the period 285-264 or

247-222 seems favorable for such a composition as is in mind.

The underlying principle of the writer was an extreme' con-

ception of holiness, which appears in his rearrangement of the

population of the land, and also in the ceremonial regulations.

This idea of holiness was an especial feature of the post -exilic

time, and evidently increased as years went by, so that an

extreme form of it would naturally be expected in the periods

indicated. The ceremonial regulations here given probably

represent the working of this principle of holiness in actual

3*
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practice quite as much as they do in the mind of the writer,

and it may be even more. A later time than this might be

possible, e. g. during the reign of Antiochus the Great after

Palestine had passed under his control in 198 B. C. But a later

time like that is less likely, principally because it does not

seem probable at that late period that this portion would have

been included among the prophets. The writer of 43 18-48 35

is evidently a priest, a fact which seems equally evident in

reference to 40 i-43 n.

There are indications that the writers of second -Ezekiel

were reasonably familiar with first-Ezekiel, as appears from

the use of a small portion of the distinctive phraseology of

first-Ezekiel. This is true to a greater extent of the author of

43 18-48 35 than of 40 i-43 n. There is no reason to think,

however, that any portion of second-Ezekiel was designed by

the author to be a supplement to first-Ezekiel. It is also

evident from what has already been said that the authors of

second -Ezekiel, particularly the author of 43 18-48 35, were

especially familiar with portions of P, although some of the

familiarity may be with the regulations of P in use more than

with them in written form.

It has already been suggested that 46 19-24 and 47 1-12 are

different in form from any other portion of 43 18-48 35, They

do not have the phrases characteristic of this portion of second-

Ezekiel, "thus saith the Lord Yahweh" and "saith the Lord

Yahweh", and they do have the phrase "and he brought me",

and related phrases, which are characteristic of the other part

of second -Ezekiel. These phrases do not occur elsewhere in

this portion, except in 43 1 8 44 1 4, which will be discussed

later. Also, 46 19-24 resembles in contents the other portion

of second- Ezekiel more than this portion, being similar to

40 44-46 and 42 13-14. Nevertheless the resemblances in phrase-

ology of both passages, 46 19-24 and 47 1-12, are with the part

of second-Ezekiel in which they stand, not with the other. How
is this to be explained?

The probable solution seems to the writer to be as follows.

43 18-48 35, being composed later than 40 i-43 17, was written

I
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without any reference to it, not having been designed as a

supplement. The two were united by an editor, presumably

not much later than the time of the second part, who found

their common element in the fact that both were dealing in

some measure with the temple. 47 1-12 may have been written

by the author of the most of 43 18-48 35, and revised by

the editor just mentioned, particularly by the addition of the

phrases already referred to which are characteristic of the

preceding portion. But inasmuch as these phrases seem quite

closely connected with the remainder, it seems more probable

that it was written by another author, and presumably by the

editor himself. 46 19-24 bears even stronger marks of com-

position by this editor. This editor, being of about the same

time as the writer of 43 18-48 35, and being a student of this

portion, used the same general phraseology, but used also the

introductory phrases of the other portion, in order to bind

the two more closely together. The introductory words at the

beginning of 43 18, "And he said unto me. Son of man", are

also by the editor. This is an introductory phrase like those

of the preceding portion, and serves to unite the two parts.

When this is omitted, the verse begins with the characteristic

phi-ase of the second portion, " Thus saith the Lord Yahweh ".

Part, and perhaps the most, of 44 1-6 a was added by the

editor. The characteristic phrase of this portion appears in

6b, "thus saith the Lord Yahweh", while elsewhere are the

characteristic phrases of the preceding portion, "then he

brought me", 44 1 4, and "And Yahweh said unto me", 44 2 5,

At least these phrases of the preceding portion were added

by the editor. How much more comes from the editor is not

certain. Probably the most of v. 5 is from the original author,

as this is closely connected with the following and serves

well to introduce it. In that case, either the phrase of v. 6,

" Thus saith the Lord Yahweh ", originally stood at the

beginning of v. 5, and has been transferred to its present

position, or such a phrase stood there, which has been

omitted. It is probable, then, that most or all of v. 1-4 are by

the editor.

It seems probable, also, that 43 is -27 was transferred to
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its present position by the editor, in order to form a close

connection with the concluding verses of the preceding portion,

as both have to do with the altar of burnt - offering. The

original position of 43 18-27 was then in connection with 45 I8-20

which it resembles, as already noted. 43 18-27, dealing witli

the altar, is of too special a nature to be a natural beginning

of the original work. Such a transference leaves 44 5 as

the beginning of the work, which by its general nature is

well adapted for that purjiose, and does indicate the nature

of the thought of this portion better than any other single

verse.

No further definite evidence of editorial activity appears in

43 18-48 35.

The completed work, comprising practically second -Ezekiel

as it now stands, was united with first -Ezekiel by an editor.

This was perhaps the same editor as the one just mentioned,

but it seems more probable that it was another, but probably

not very much later. The union with first -Ezekiel, it seems

probable, took place by 200 B. C, otherwise this portion,

second-Ezekiel, would probably not have been put with the

prophets, but with the hagiographa. The principal reason for the

union with first -Ezekiel would seem to be the use by second-

Ezekiel of a few of the characteristic phrases of first-Ezekiel,

particularly noticeable being such introductory phrases as " thus

saith the Lord Yahweh", and "saith the Lord Yahweh". The

similarity between first-Ezekiel and second-Ezekiel which would

attract the attention of an editor is thus of a different kind

from the similarity between the two parts of second-Ezekiel,

already noted, thus suggesting the activity of two editors,

already mentioned. The union with first-Ezekiel was also

favored by the fact that Ezekiel was a priest, and second-

Ezeldel deals with priestly matters. If Ezekiel was in the

original order the last of the major prophets, that might also

favor the union, this anonymous portion being put at the end

of the collection of major prophets. But the original order of

these prophets is actually quite uncertain.

The editor who united first-Ezekiel and second-Ezekiel
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added but little to second-Ezekiel. A few slight additions

have been made, either by this editor or subsequently, which

serve to join the two parts more closely together. 40 i, or

at least 40 la, is such an addition, doubtless by this editor,

serving as a seam to unite the two parts. 43 3 is also a

similar addition, either by this editor or subsequently, being a

reference to first-Ezekiel. There are no other obvious editorial

additions.

A fcAv explanatory statements may be added. It is usually

supposed that there is no reference to the high priest in

second-Ezekiel. A few have thought that official to be meant,

it is true, by "the priest" in 45 19. In the light of what has

already been said, that view is obviously to be accepted. The

term "the priest" is, then, used here as a designation for the

high priest, according to the common usage in P and elsewhere,

which is here followed.

AVhat is said concerning the Levites who went astray after

idols, 44 10-14 48 11 is usually understood to be the sentence of

degradation upon the preexilic priests of the high places,

indicating that they are to be no longer priests but are to

occupy a subordinate position and be known as Levites.

According to the date here accepted such a view is, of course,

inadmissible. The whole of 44 6-3i deals with the priests and

Tjevites. Three elements seem to form the background of this

treatment: the going asi.ray of the Levites after idols (44 lo 12

48 11), the introduction of foreigners into the temple, apparently

not as attendants but as spectators (44 7 9), and the desire or

attempt of the Levites to officiate as priests (44 13). The going

astray after idols, at the period here in mind, means following

after Greek gods. It is well knoAvn that Hellenizing tendencies

were strong at this time. The career of Joseph the tax-collector,

nephew of the high priest, beginning about 230 B. C, is an

example of a man of prominence who was thoroughly given over

to Hellenism. In general Hellenistic influences were strong in

Levitical circles. The author of chapter 44 seems to have in

mind incidents in which the Levites were carried away by

these tendencies while the priests were not so influenced. In

the absence of detailed information concerning these times,
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such incidents can not be definitely located, but they are

natural under the circumstances. The entrance of foreigners

into the sanctuary is closely associated in treatment with these

transgressions of the Levites, and might readily be a result of

these Hellenizing practices. That there was at least one attempt

by the Levites in the time after Ezra to seize upon some of

the duties of the priests is well-known, DB., vol. IV, p. 88. This

regulation forbids any such attemi)t. In general this passage

in chapter 44 favors the priests as against the Levites. Their

work is described in terms which indicate it as subordinate,

almost menial. No privileges of theirs are mentioned, some

which were theirs in P are now tacitly or exphcitly denied them.

This is particularly the case with the tithe. That is assigned

in Xum. 18 21 24 to the Levites, while a tithe of the tithe is to

be given from that to the priests, Num. 18 2*5. Here nothing is

given to the Levites, and it seems to be intended to give all to

the priests, for 44 30 assigns to the priests every contribution,

nonn, a word which is elsewhere applied to the priests' tithe

of the tithe, Num. 18 26-29, and to the tithe of the Levites,

Num. 18 24, as well as to other contributions. At some time

after Ezra the tithe was actually withdrawn from the Levites

and assigned to the priests, and other regulations were changed

to the advantage of the priests as compared with the Levites,

DB., vol. lY, p. 94. This whole passage, 44 6-31, has numerous

resemblances to Num. 18, especially in .phraseology.

After all, the view here presented is, so far as concerns

second-Ezekiel, in substantial accord with the saying of the

rabbis which has been so mystifying to critics that " the men

of the Great Synagogue wrote Ezekiel".
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I

Hosea's Erring Spouse

PAUL HAUPT
JOHNS HOPKIXS UNIVERSITY

IX a Note on Hosea 1-3 Professor Toy stated that the

romantic history of a man, wounded in his deepest feelings

through an ill-fated marriage that saddened his life and colored

his thought, seemed to him to have no foundation in the text

(JBL 32, 77).i The author of cc. 4-14 could not be the author

'AG = Delitzsch, Assyr. Grammatik (1906).—Akl' = Zimmern,
Akkadische Fremdworter (I'^IS).—AL = Delitzsch, Assyr. Lesestiicke.—
ASKT = Haupt, Akkadische imd sumerische Keilschrifttexte.—AT =
Altes Testament.—AV = Authorized Version.—AW = Delitzsch, Assyr.

Worterbtich (1886).—BAL = Haupt, Beitrage ziir assyr. Lautlehre

(1883).—CD = The Century Dictionary. —GoEi = Haupt, An Ancient

Protest against the Curse on Eve in Proceedings of the American Philo-

sophical Society, vol. 50, No. 201 (Philadelphia, Sept. 1911).—DB =
Hastings, Dictionary of the Bible.—EBu = Encyclopcedia Britannica,

IV-^ edition.—GA3 =Ed. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums vol. 1, part

2, third edition.- GB' 6 = Gesenius-Buhl, Hebr. Handworterbuch, 16^^

edition (1915).—HK = Holma, Die Namen der Korperteile im Assyrisch-

Bahylonischen (1911).—ICC = International Critical Commentary.—Joel=
Haupt, JoeVs Poem on the Locusts in SEXIA (Athens, 1912).—KM =
Kiiehler, Beitrage zur Kenntnis der Assyrisch- Babylonischen Medizin

(1904).—MVAG = Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft.—
NBSS := Noldeke, Neue Beitrage zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft

(1910).—PSBA = Proceedings of the Society of Biblical Archeology

(London).—RB = Riehm-Bajthgen, Handioorterbuch des Biblischen

Altertums (1893).—RP = Records of the Past.—RV = Revised Version.—
SFG = Haupt, Die sumerischen Familiengesetze (1879).— SGI =
Delitzsch, Sumer. Glossar (1914).—TLZ = Theologische Literaturzeitung

(Leipzig).—TOCR = Transactions of the TJiird Congress for the History

of Religions (Oxford, 1908).—VG = Brockelmann, Grundriss der ver-
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of c. 2 or the actor in the episodes of cc. 1 and 3 (ibid. p. 78,

below). I am more conservative: c. 3 is, of course, secondary,

but the poem in cc. 1 and 2 is the work of Hosea. It is, however,

not his first prophetic utterance, but his last poetic production,

just as the first chapter of the Book of Isaiah represents one

of the latest poems of the great prophet (see Cheyne's trans-

lation in the Polychrome Bible, pp. 42. 161). Similarly the first

two chapters of the Book of Amos contain the latest poem of

that patriotic poet (OLZ 10, 309).

Although the first two chapters of Hosea contain vaticinia

post eventum, this retrospective section was prefixed owing to

its biographic character. The teacher of W. Robertson Smith
and Geo. A. Smith, the late Professor A. B. Davidson,
of Edinburgh, remarked in his article on Hosea (DB 2, 420'')

:

Though referring to events in the early part of the prophet's

career, cc. 1-3 contain the result of reflection on his whole

history and teaching, and in date of composition may be the

latest part of the Book ... If the events be real, the words are

written fi-om a much later period in the prophet's history . . .

"Whether the events are real or not, cc. 1-3 were probably

written at a late period of Hosea's life (DB 2, 421*).

AVellhausen, Kleine Propheten^ 106/7 says: Das Rdtsel

lost sich durch die Annahme, dafi Hosea erst nachtrdglich die

Bedeutung seines hduslicJien Schicksals erkannte. In dem Augen-

llick, wo er die Gomer ndhm, wufite er noch nicht, wie es um
sie stehe .

.

. Sein Weib hricht ihm die Ehe und macht ihn tief

unglucklich. Er hdngt dem schwermiitigen Gedanken uhe}' sein

persmlicJies Ungliick nach, erfUllt zugleicJi von Schmerz iiher die

allgemeine Not und Verderhtheit des VoTkes Jahves. Da komhi-

nierett sich heide Gedanken, er sielit eine AJinlichkeit zwischen

detn Kleinen und Grofien, in dneni das Bild des andern: als

Reprdsentant Jahves, als Prophet hat er tun mussen, was er

gleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (1908).—WF = Well-

hausen-Festschrift^ Beihefte zur ZAT, No. 27 (Giessen 1914).—WZKM
= Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes.—ZA = Zeitschrift

fur Assyriologie.—ZWT = Zeitschrift fiir Wissenschaftliche Theologie.—
For the other abbreviations see vol. 29 of this Journal, p. 112; cf. AJSL
26, 204; 32, 64; ZDMG 63, 530; Gfiiu xi.
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getan, erleben mmsen, was er erlebt hat; so wie ilim sein Weib

untreu ist, so hurt audi Israel aJ) von selnetn Gott.

The idea (c/. EB 2121, 1. 3) that cc. 1-3 were written about

the end of the reign of Jeroboam II (783-743) prior to the

assassination, at the hands of Shallum, of the fifth and last king

of the dynasty of Jehu, Jeroboam's son Zachariah, whereas cc.

4-14 were composed under Menahem (743-737) prior to the

Syro-Ephraimitic "War against Judah in 735, is untenable; cc.

4-14 may have originated about 740; but cc. 1-3 are later.

Hosea's erring spouse is not an allegoric invention, but a

historical person. The prophet not only wrote this poetic story

of unfaithfulness, he lived it (cf. Eccl. p. 2, 1. 7). The Paris

Temps said of Theodore. Roosevelt's lecture, which he

delivered at the Sorbonne, April 23, 1910, that the impression

produced was all the greater because Mr. Roosevelt did not

present theories that he conceived, but experiences that he lived.

Gomer bath-Diblaim may have been a maiden of Dibl, a

village in northern Galilee, on the road from Safed to Tyre,

between the Ladder of Tyre (Rds-al-Ahiad) and Lake Hidah
(Biedeker, Palcistina'^ 241). We need not regard Dlblaim as

the name of Hosea's father-in-law. According to a Jewish

legend in Shalshelth haq-Qabhald (see Simson's Hosea, 1851,

p. 2; cf. EB 2126; EB^ 13, 784% n. 1) Hosea died in captivity

at Babylon, and was carried to Upper Galilee, and buried at

Safed. Arab, dabl means not only hoil, but also brook, but dibl

may be a transposition of dilb = Arab, dtdb, nomen unitatis

didhaJi (Aram, didhd == Assyr. duTbu; AkF 53) which is the

name of the Oriental plane-tree. Ber. 40^ (BT 1, 150, below)

we find v^n instead of '^ym, plane-trees. This explanation of

the name Dihlaim is preferable to combining it with n^Sl. cake

of dried figs or Assyr. duhlu, foundation (syn. iMu). We need

not suppose that Dihlaim is identical with Beth-dihlathaim in

northern Moab, so that Gomer might have been a Hoabitess

captured during the wars of Jeroboam; many scholars have

inferred from 2 K 14 25 that Jeroboam II conquered Moab.
The name Gomer means Perfection, Beauty, just as Arab.

jrt;Hrt?= beauty. The stems gamar and gamal=kamal are practically

identical (ZDMG 65, 107, 1. 14).
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I showed on pp. 5 and 7 of my paper The Aryan Ancestry

of Jesus (Chicago 1909) = The Open Court, No. 635 (April,

1909) tliat Tiglath-pileser IV sent colonists from Assyria to

Galilee, after the Galileans had been deported to Assyria (2 K
15 29) in B.C. 738, and many of these colonists were Aryans;

so it is by no means impossible that Gomer of Diblaim was an

Aryan maiden, just as Delitzsch remarked in his first lecture

on Babel and Bible (fifth edition, Leipzig 1905) p. 22 that the

consort of Sardanapalus might have been a fair-haired princess

of Aryan extraction (cf. BL 67, n. 12). In his letter to Prof.

Delitzsch {Babel und BibeP, p. 58, n. 8) Col. Billerbeck

suggested that this lady might have come from Ashguza, Saparda,

or Gimir. The first of these cuneiform names is the correct

form of the Biblical Ashhenaz. As to the second, Col. Biller-

beck probably had in mind the district Sapa7'da in southwestern

Media (cf. GB^^ 551^). This has no connection with the

Biblical Sepharad; TIBD (Obad. 20) is a corruption of the name

of the old capital of Galilee, "^ISD, afterwards ]"'TlS2J, Sqjphoris;

see my translation of the conclusion of the Book of Obadiah

in Mic. 49; cf ZAT 34, 144. Gimir = Gomer in the OT (cf

Skinner's Genesis, p. 196) denotes the Cimmerians who seem

to have spoken an Iranian togue (contrast GA^ 813). The
Cimmerians may have been known about B.C. 750, although

they are not referred to in the cuneiform texts before the end

of the reign of Sargon (722-705). Hosea's foreign wife may have

been called fl'^'lDin, the Cimmerian woman (cf. the Moahitess

in the Book of Ruth) and the poet may afterwards have sub-

stituted therefor in his poem "IDi = Perfection. At any rate

it is by no means certain that Hosea's erring spouse was an

Israelitess. I have subsequently noticed that Peiser (Rosea,

1914, p. 2. n. 1) says that Gomer may allude to the Cimmerians.

He thinks therefore (op. cit. p. 62) that the poem in the first

two chapters of Hosea was written about 680 b.c.

According to ZAT 32, 8, below, the name Gomer expresses

the desire that there should be no more (female) children after

the birth of that daughter; but this is impossible. Nor can

D"'!'3Tn3 mean a daughter of two figs, i. e. a woman who is

worth but two figs (ZAT 33, 78; cf. BL 131, n. §). The

1
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statement made in AJSL 22, 121 that 1D-3 in later Hebrew

means to gratify the sexual appetite is due to a misunderstand-

ing. If the phrase nfc<''2 ^0-3 is to prove that 1DJ has that

meaning, we might just as well say that to accomplish means

to gratify the sexual appetite because he accomplished his pur-

pose may occasionally be used in that sense. Nor does ^DJl

nn rr\ty\X Pes. 87^ (BT 2, 638) mean they behaved like Gomer

hath-Diblaim\ it is nothing but a haggadic etymology as are

also the combinations of Dihlaim with HST and TO'y], or R.

Jehudah's explanation H^D'^n ^^IK^"' b^ ]J11D1D 1D^^ It2^pnt2^. In

n^ D''1DU 72T\ we must supply ni<''2; it is an elliptic expression

as is also our to consummate in the sense of to complete (a

marriage) hy sexual intercourse. In Syriac you say of a bishop

lDiiriJ<, he is complete which is an elliptic expression for his

lOHsecration is completed. Marti cites the old explanation that

D''/'iTn2 HDJ means consummata (in fornicatione atque per-

fecta) Jilia voluptatis.

Gomer's unfaithfulness was no doubt an open secret, and

Hosea may have been ridiculed as a cuckold. The announcement

that it was Jhvh who commanded him. Get thee an adidterous

wife and adulterine children rehabilitated him in the eyes of

the community. They had probably laughed at Hosea and his

domestic troubles. The poet tells them, Israel's relations to

Jhvh are far more serious than the relations between himself

and his erring spouse.

Of course, the poet's statement that Jhvh commanded him

to get an adulterous wife and adulterine children only means,

It must have been ordained by Jhvh that my wife should be

false to me, and her children bastards. He could not get

adulterine children before he was married. Nor did the poet

know the adulterous disposition of Gomer when he married

her. Even when their first son was born, he entertained no

doubts. But when his wife gave birth to a daughter, his

suspicions were aroused: he felt no paternal love for the child,

and doubted that it was his own tlesh and blood. This feeling

became a certainty when his wife bore a second son: he was

convinced now that he was not the father of that child. Gomer's

paramour may have been one of her own tribesmen, and her
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adulterine children may have exhibited a pronounced non-

•Israelitish type. Hosea did not actually name his second son

Not-my-kin, nor did he call his daughter JJncherished: these

designations merely symbolize the poet's feelings toward his

adulterine children. To he called is often used in the sense of

to he (SFG 31; GB^e 724^).

The cuckoldry of Hosea's erring spouse called his attention

to Israel's backsliding: Israel had been false to her lord, Jhvh,

just as his own wife had been unfaithful to him. Israel's unfaith-

fulness could not dishonor Jhvh, it could only dishonor Israel.

Whoever is untrue to Truth does not cuckold Truth. In the

same way Hosea felt that he had not been dishonored by his

adulterous wife. He was no wittol, lie had not winked at his

wife's infidelity. He believed that it was ordained by Jhvh
that he should have an adulterous wife and adulterine children

in order that his attention should be drawn to Israel's unfaith-

fulness, her defection from her Lord. This suggested to him

that the name of his first-born son (who was, it may be supposed,

his own child) might have a sjTnbolical meaning. But this

was an afterthought. When Hosea called his first-born Jezreel,

he did not think of the bloodshed of Jezreel that Avas to be

avenged on Jehu's House. This idea did not occur to him

until his wife had born a second son. The name Jezreel means

May God make him thrive! (cf. Arab. y*j^ («*^' *^'
iP)3^*

The town of Jezreel was at the eastern end of the Great

Plain of Jezreel. King Ahab-ben-Omri of Israel and his second

son Jehoram had a palace there, and Jehoram was slain by

Jehu in the former vineyard of Xaboth at Jezreel, while his

nephew. King Ahaziah of Judali (the son of Jehoram's sister

Athaliah) was mortally wounded near Ibleam. At Jehu's bid-

ding Jehoram's mother, Ahab's Tyrian consort Jezebel, who was

responsible for the judicial murder of Xaboth and the relent-

less persecution of the prophets of Jhvh, was hurled from a

window of the palace at Jezreel, so that her blood bespattered

the wall and the horses of Jehu's chariot, and they trod her

under foot. The last king of the House of Jehu, Zachariah,

was not slain at Jezreel, but Ibleam, where he was assassinated
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by Sliallum, may be included in tlie Great Plain of Jezreel:

it is about half an hour south of En-gannim, the modern Jenin

at the southeastern end of the Great Plain, while Jezreel (the

present Zer'm) is more than ten hours north of Jenin. M. /^p

DJ^, 2 K 15 10, which cannot mean before the people, may be

an intentional alteration for DJ^bl''! = (5^ ev l^Xeafx, made

for the purpose of eliminating the discrepancy between the

statement in 2 K 15 10 and the prediction in Hos. 1 4 which

was interpreted to mean that the last king of the House of

Jehu woidd be slain at Jezreel.

C. 3 of the Book of Hosea contains four couplets exhibiting

the same meter as the genuine poem of Hosea in cc. 1 and 2.

This epigonous production was added by someone who was

scandalized at the statement that Hosea had been commanded

by Jhvh to get an adulterous wife and adulterine childi'en.

The worthy poetaster substitutes, Go, and love a woman who

loves another man, as I love the Israelites who love prised cakes,

i. e. sweet cakes made of pressed grapes and flour, such as are

still used in Cyprus at church festivals as a survival of Phenician

paganism (c/. the translation of Isaiah in the Polychrome Bible,

p. 170, n, 12). Even this mitigation seemed objectionable to

subsequent editors; therefore the phrase who loves another man
was pointed to read who is loved hy another man. A woman
may be loved by another man without reciprocating his love.

She may also love another man without committing adultery,

and even if she be an adulteress, she does not become a prosti-

tute. The translation given in AY and RV, a wife of ivhore-

doms instead of adulterous wife and adultei'ine children, is

unjustified. The addition an adulteress after wlio loves another

man in the first line of c. 3 is an erroneous tertiary gloss, just

as the again in Go again and love a ivoman who loves anothefr

man is a later redactional addition. Professor Yolz, of Tubingen,

in his paper Die Ehegeschichte Hoseas (ZWT, 1898, pp. 321-325)

took c. 3 to be an allegorical narrative added to c. 1 at a later

date (c/. EB 2123, n. 2). According to AJSL 22, 130, on the

other hand, c. 3 is by Hosea himself, and c. 1 by a disciple.

The four couplets in c. 3, which should be grouped in two

stanzas, may be translated as follows:
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A i 3, 1 Go, and love a woman
who <> love<s> another man,

As 'L love the Israelites

who love pressed cakes.

ii 2 So I tbough 't her for tifteen shekels

and a coom of barley.

—

3 "Many days shalt thou remain,

no man shall approach you!"

B iii 4 <Thus= the Israelites will remain

for many days

Without king, sacrifice, pillar,

without ephod and t^an-aphim.

iv 5 cBut' the Israelites will seek

again their God,

Rushing to 'Him' and His goodness

in the days of the future.

This theological poem' was, of course, written after the Exile.

The Hebrew text of these four couplets should be read as

follows:

)n <rian^> nm nn^ ^no^ 3 ,i i a

:d''1j;^ "[n^i f]D3-ib>j; nts^onn •'^n^p^i^i 2 ii

II till
^ISHK^"' ^n nty"' W'T) D"'»"'-']0 4 iii B
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Por the proper scansion of the Hebrew lines we must bear in

mind that the initial vowel of the nota accusativi after a word

ending with a vowel may be elided, and that words like ''7,^7,

also UrO (i, e. lahm, pronounced like the German lalim •=

lame) may be enclitic. The so-called DageS fwte conjtmctivum

is due to the accentuation of a syllable before an enclitic;

''?"n"l.?fc<l should be pronounced wa-eklirelidM (cf. Est. 49, 13;

GK28 § 20, g). The second line of the first couplet should

be read: Kahavtith-bene-Israel ivblidve aMMm (cf. AJSL 26, 204).

The genuine poem of Hosea in the first two chapters consists

of two sections; each section comprises two stanzas; each stanza

is composed of two triplets with 3-|-2 beats {Mic. 66, n. 4).

According to Duhm (ZAT 31, 18. 20) both Hos. 1 2'^-3 3 and

c. 3 are written in prose, and 2 4-i5* in pentastichs with three

beats in each line. Peiser (op. dt p. 60) arranges the text

of cc. 1 and 2 in twelve tetrastichs with 3 beats in each

hemistich. Marti, Das Dodeka^rojjheton (Tubingen, 1904)

thinks that Hos. 2 4-i5^ contains twelve stanzas. Sievers,

AlttestamentlicJie Miscellen, Xo. 5 (Proceedings of the Royal

Society of Leipzig, May 13, 1905) p. 167 arranges 1 2^-9 in

five couplets with seven (2 + 2 + 3) beats in each line, and 2

4-15 in lines with 7 and 3 beats. C. 3 contains, according to

Sievers, four couplets with seven beats in each line.

Apart jfrom the secondary and tertiary explanatory glosses

and theological additions, this poem of Hosea may be trans-

lated as follows:

Jhvh said to ^me^:

A i I, 2 Go, get thee an adulterous wife

and adulterine children!

The land commits adultery,

departing fi-om Jhvh. ,

3 'I' got Gomer, the maid oriPiblaim,

and she bore -^me^ a son.

ii 4 Then He said to 'me^, Give him

the name Jezreel\
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For shortly I shall avenge

the bloodshed of Jezreel

On Jehu's House; I'll end

the kingdom of Israel.

iii 6 «The prophetess' conceived again,

and bore a daughter.

Then He said to 'me', Give her

the name Uncherished;

I will no longer cherish

the House of Israel.

iv 8 Now when she had weaned Uncherished,

she bore a son.

9 Then He said "to me". Give him

the name Not-my-Mn;

For ye are not my kin, and I

am not your <God>!

B V 2, 4 Plead with your mother, plead!

for she is not my wife;

Let her put from her face her lewdness,

from her breasts her bawd'r'y,

5 Lest I strip her naked, and set her

as when she was born,

vi 8 I'll hedge up <her> way with thorns,

make a wall around her;

9 She'll vainly pursue her lovers,

and seek, but not find them;

She'll say, I'll go and return

to my former husband.

C vii 10 'Behold', she does not know
that it was I who gave her

Grain, and must, and oil,

lavished money upon lier.

I
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12 But now- I'll bare her shame

in the sight of her lovers.

viii 13 I'll cause all her mirth to cease

and all her feasting,

15 The days of the Baalim she sacrificed

and put on her jewelry,

Pursuing her paramours
while Me she forgot.

I subjoin the Hebrew text of this poem. The complete text

of the Book of Hosea with all glosses, a metrical translation,

and explanatory and critical notes will be published elsewhere.

I have discussed several sections of the Book of Hosea in my
papers on the Heb. noun melkli, counsel, and Assyr. atmu,

fledgling, in the OT, published in the present volume, also in

my paper on Assyr. ramku, priest = Heb. homer in AJSL
32, 67-75. In the present paper I must omit all subsequent

additions to the first three chapters. Some of them are Macca-

bean, e. g. 2 i-3 and I8-24. The one head referred to in 2 2

is the founder of the Maccabean dynasty, Simon, and the

hrethren and sisters in the following verse are the Jews rescued

by Simon and Judas Maccabseus from Galilee and Gilead

(AJSL 32, 75). The Baalim in v. 19 denote the Greek gods;

cf. Ps. 16 4'' and the translation of this Maccabean psalm in

JAOS 32, 124. For |>1«n ]0 l^pi in 2 2 see my translations

of Ps. 68 19 and Obad. 21 in AJSL 23, 223; 27, 49. The n*'bj;

at the beginning of Ps. 68 19 means ]r:!J ini y'M^n p n^^J?

(contrast AJSL 23, 230, n. 25).

Xor can I give here any explanatory notes. I will add,

however, that 2 4^, Let her put from her face her lewdness,

from he7- breasts her bawdry, does not refer to facial or inter-

mammary tattoo marks (BL 61) but to the effects of habitual

lewdness on the complexion and the breasts (BL 72). An old

prostitute paints her face in order to cover up her faded

countenance; her breasts tend to be pendulous. Hosea's state-

ment does not mean merely. Just as a metal may be adulterated

by foreign admixture, so the face and the breasts of a profligate
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wife may be tainted and debased by adultery. For the threat

in the following verse, Lest I strip her naked, and set her

as when she was hcy^n, cf. Nah. 3 5^: J uncover thy skirts to

affront thee, exposing thy shame (see my remarks in JBL 26,

24; ZDMG 61, 285, n. 19). Israel's shame was bared in the

sight of her lovers (2 12) when she was humbled by AssjTia;

neither the Baalim nor her allies could prevent her fate.

For the enjambement (or overflow) in ii, 1-3; iii, 2; iv, 2 and

3 cf. AJSL 23, 240, and for the accentuation ^^l in the tii-st

hemistich of the second section see "WF 217, iii. The pointing

W'Snn is explained JBL 33, 166, n. 12. The stem of rirh^l

(2 12) is not b^X but D^l = Assyr. haldtu (see GB^e 481''

HAV 117^). This is connected with Assyr. haJdlu, to pour out,

overwhelm, and Heb. 7^'', stream, Arab. JyJLu, drenching and

Jo.j downpour, also with Jb (Ri'UJI o-Jb) and xJLJI slikjl

LuLi*. == Assyr. ilu ina dumqi ubalUUu.

^^^b^ ni.T -ID^""!

"••^^ 1D«^1 4 ii

<n«"'nin^ tij; inni 6 iii

«-jp ' csS«^ "iD«;i

nni« 8i''Di« «^-^D

x]2 i^rii

' 432 51 '

nnni «^ti« ^o^ni s iv
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tiT-it^D iT'si'^xii n''jsD n'':!:? ipm

rirh^i n'^i« nrij^i 12

ntpit^D ^D-^n«' ""riatyni isvm
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The Hebrew Noun Melkh^ Counsel

PAUL HAUPT
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVEBSITY

IN ray paper Assyrian Phonology with Special Reference to

Hebrew (AJSL 1, 176, n. 1)^ I called attention to the fact

that the cuneiform transliteration of the Biblical names Ahi-

melech and Ahimelech was not Ahimalki and AximalJci, but

Ahimilki and Aximilki, so that the second element of these

compounds could not be malk, king, but milJi, counsel, Aram.
i^Spp. The Masorites have recognized this word only in the

Aramaic passage Dan. 4 24, "yb)^ "ISE^"" "'5^10 ^^^D, King, let

my counsel l>e acceptable to thee (which would be in Assyrian:

Sarri, milki elika liphii-^ cf. Est. 16, 19) and in Neh. 5 7 where

we have the Niphal "j^t^X to take counsel: ''7J7
"^2?

"J/D"'!, I
consulted with myself, lit. my heart consulted in me. In Assyr-

ian we find imddlik (= imtdlik, Aram. "^pDriN) instead of Heb.

]7fi''; Assyr. ul immalik means he was ili-advised, injudicious,

imprudent (KB 6, 84, 1. 65).

There are, however, a number of passages where we must

read ^70, counsel = Aram. iOPP instead of "^^D, king == Aram.

i<3pp. For the Syriac forms melik, mdlkd, king, and melik,

milkd, counsel, cf. AJSL 1, 228; 23, 262, n.
-f.

In Assyrian

we have mdliku, counselor {cf. Aram. i<2?P> 2 Sam. 15 vi <=

l^yT'; see D aim an) and mdliku, malku, prince. The two words

are ultimately identical: Arab, mdlik, king, means originally

counselor, just as Arab, sdiiid, lord (for saiiid; modern sid, cf.

the Spanish Cid) is connected with Heb. TID, council, or Lat.

consul with consilium, consultor, consultum (ZDMG 69, 172,

1. 25). Arab, mdlikah means, not only queen, but also keen in-

^ For the abbreviations see above, p. 41.
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sight. Heb. [7t2), king was compared to Lat. consul in Gese-
nius' Thesaurus. x\rab. mdlaka, to rule, control, possess, is

denominative; cf. Arab, hikmah = Heb. hokmd, experience,

wisdom, but hukumah, rule, dominion, judgment, decision. The

stem "^712, to deliberate may be connected with Arab, yb, to

chew, just as we use rumination for meditation; a ruminator is a

man who pauses to deliberate and consider (see below, p. 183).

For stems derived from nouns with the prefix c/. AJSL
23, 251 (also Arab, mddaqa, to crush = ddqqa, to pound).

For Assyr. maliku, malku, counselor, governor, ruler, cf. e. g.

KB 6, 2, p. 108, 1. 5; p. 112, 1. 31; p. 126, 1. 32;' also malkdti,

thou art governess, ibid. p. 124, 1. 4, and rnitluk milki, counsel-

ing counsel, in the interesting cuneiform acrostic hymn of Sar-

danapalus, ibid. p. 110, 1. 27. Zimmern's view that Heb.

mdlkh, king, may be an old Assyrian loanword (AkF 7) seems

to me untenable.

Lat. consilium (for *consediom) is connected with considere,

to sit together, so that our counsel and consider are ultimately

identical (for I = d cf. ZDMG 61, 195). Consilium means,

not only counsel and council, but also deliberation, insight,

lyrudence, resolution, plan, intention, ivill. We use counsel in

the sense of consultation, deliberation, advice, instruction, pru-

dence, intent, plan. Also Assyr. milku means counsel^ deliber-

ation, resolution, insight, prudence; it is a synonym of ^emu
= DVt3 ((/. Lat. sapor) which means inind, sense, intellect, in-

telligence, information, news, just as we use mind (= Lat. mens)

not only for intellect, but also for contemplation, thought, in-

clination, desire, iyitention, purpose. Assyr. ^emu (cf. JAOS
32, 18) is used also (hke tS^Sij for self (AL^ 163).

I showed in my paper Wdteh ben-Hazael (AJSL 1, 221)

that Assyr. ^ani ^emi, alteration of the mind, denoted mental

derangement, insanity, just as Syr. (KJT'J/'iril) fc^HI'^itS^ means
mental aberration, madness: HDyip '^^P or HK^Si ^ifi^^ = he

feigned madness (Heb. 1Dj;tD"n« hitT, 1 Sam. 21 u, Ps. 34 i).

Cf our to be out of one's mind = to be insane. We use

alienation (lat. alienatio mentis, Greek aWolcDcri?) for insanity;

an alietiist is a psychiatrist or specialist for the treatment of

mental diseases. My explanation of Assyr. Sani ^emi = Lat.
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alienare mentem or alienari mente was doubted by Tiele in

his Bah.-assyr. Geschichte (Gotha, 1888) p. 384, n, 4 ; see, how-

ever, HW 297* and GB^' 851*. Assyr. ^in, moon, and Mttu

(constr. Sanat) year, are derived from the same Sanu, to change

(for the connection between Sin and Sinai see JAOS 34, 415,

below).

I stated above that ']7D, king meant originally counselor^

just as Arab. Juuw is derived from TlD, to take counsel; cf.

Georg Hoffmann, Uber einige phonizische Inschriften (G(3t-

tingen, 1889). pp. 55/6. In Syriac the denominative Pael Irp

and the Ethpaal THriDS mean to converse; i^lID denotes conver-

sation, especially intimate conversation of men sitting together.

We have the denominative Hiphil TDH, to converse, confer in

parallelism to the Hiphil T'T'Dn, to take counsel in Hos. 8 4

where we must read:

^ I •. 1 II I

They took counsel, but not from Me;
they conferred without telling Me.

% has iTriD/PS (see Dalman) she counseled him for inrT'Dni,

she persuaded him in Josh. 15 18. The Aphel means both to

counsel and to make king. Hebr. n''Dn is merely a byform of

TDH with partial assimilation of the T to the D. It does not

mean to incite, instigate, allure, but corresponds to the German

hereden, which means not only to persuade, but, in the reflexive

form, also to deliberate, confer with someone. There is no con-

nection between this XT'Dn, to persuade and Assyr. sittu, rem-

nant (see p. 184). Nor can it be combined with Ethiop. ashdta,

to seduce, originally to corrupt (Heb. nTlK^ri) although a medial

«- is sometimes secondary (AJSL 22, 205, below; cf. HK 26).

The on prefixed to li''^Dn is due to dittography. For the

confusion of 1 and 1 in )T^7] instead of ITDH see Mic. 72,

1. 1; Joel, n. 59; WF 208, n. 60, and for the tT instead of D:

Mic. 70, ^; WF. 219, 1. 9. According to some Jewish com-

mentators ITfe^H is miswritten forlTDH (see Wiinsche's Hosea,

p. 337). For TlVT* we need not read (following (§ ovk eyvwpia-dv

fioi, B ujoisk^jol )Jo) "'^Vl'^ ^^' but TlVT should be pointed as

passive = / ivas not informed, notified. Hos. 8 4 should be
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preceded by v. 2 and followed by v. 12, and this triplet should

be read as follows:

:{}1'ij5;t \7i'« {^.sie^''} prr ""^ 8, 2

^
' \ I III
II III

To Me Israel cried,

My God, we acknowledge Thee.

But they took counsel without Me,

they conferred without telling Me.

I wrote for them instructions —
they were deemed alien.

This triplet should be followed by vv. 3. 1 (read b^lS"' VSJ^

ItS^p). V. 4^^ should precede v. 2, The "^ in IpJ^r (v. 2) is due

to dittography. The transposition of 7i<1ty'' was suggested long

ago by Rashi, Ibn Ezra, and Kimchi. For ''rntnm read

•"Jlltn n'l (5- ..movn? (Jk^ois). M nn = nn, Esth. lO 3; the

1 is due to dittography of the 1 (ZDMG 63, 515, 18). Cf. the

explanation of DTD''i< for *11Di<1 in 7 12. We acknowledge Thee =
AVe acknowledge Thee, the national God of Judah, as the God
of Israel. Alien = non-Israelitish, not suitable for Israel; cf. Ex.

30 9, Lev. 10 1, Num. 3 4, 26 6. My religion was alien to their

own way of thought, foreign from their thought, and foreign to

their heart. The ancient Israelites were idolaters; David forced

them to adopt the worship of Jhvh, but after the disruption of

the kingdom they relapsed again into idolatry. They preferred

the bacchanalian worship of the Canaanite Baals to the Law
of Jhvh. Peiser, Hosea (1914) p. 31 reads: Dnntl DSDD ITtJ^H,

they took away their silver and gold, preceded by "^tliT] ^1S T^\
King Find came doiun; he derives ITB^H from 1^1 (cf. GB^''

917^ 1. 3).

The noun tnelkh, counsel, mind, is found in Hos. 7 3 o^ 7^

(also in Zech. 9 5^), The first of these passages is a gloss to

7 5* which should be read as follows

:

I I V I" I I r: T 1

Day by day the princes were sickened

with bottles of wine.
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The bottles were, of course, leathern bottles (wine-skins). AV
u'itli bottles of wine is more correct than RV icith the heat of

wine. The pointing riDH in Gen. 21 14 is wrong. The final t

is a part of the stem {cf. Arab. .^^
,

iL» ^) not the feminine ending.

Lagarde thought the absolute state was nDH = hitnat (a form

like IDp = Assyr. Hkani). Ibn Ezra and Kimchi explained
]'''' non as p** iOD 1^1 Grotius says: In Hebraeo est ab utre

vini.— The verb wVlT] should be pointed as passive (Rashi:

Dvin )y^'^\S^ Ib^J^J). Similarly we must read liTH in 4 10 18, and

rT'im in 5 3, also njTri in Am. 7 17 (cf AJSL 32, 70).—For

DV Ave must read DV'DI''; (/. my remarks on Ps. 90 5 in JBL
31, 116; ZDMG 65, 564, 3.—M U2^D after DV is miswritten

for DD^D. Duhm (ZAT 31, 25) reads D2^D DV which is sup-

posed to mean on the birthday of their king (Zachariah).

(5 rjixepai rwv ^acriXeoDv v/nwv (but 5 ^ '^'S.v>; Jboa«, 3 dies regis

nostri) read D3''D/'D Dl^, not D/TD^D, as Duhm states; % has

p.TD^D p.T^j; Wlt:n «Dr. Duhm seems to have had in mind

V. 7 where (5 has iravTe^ 01 /Saa-iXel? avTwv eirearau == 73

17SJ DJT'D^D. The reading DD?D is correct, but it must be

pointed 03?^, their counsel, their mind, and this should be in-

serted in the second half of this verse, where we must read in-

stead of U^^^^b n« IT "IB^D, followed by D3^ ll-jriD nip ''D

DSItllS, at the beginning of v. 6

:

I il 1 I : I

The sportlings fuddled their mind

when their brain was inflamed.

Sportlings is a contemptuous diminutive for sports, i. e. men
who like fast living, revelers. As a rule, yb denotes a derider

or mocker, just as our to make sport of means to deride. The
reading D''2?2n/'D (Polel of f^) was suggested by Ibn Ezra,

although he derived U^^is^ from '\^s?. Since this participle was

originally preceded by DD7D, the omission of the prefix D may
be due to haplography.—In IT ^t^D instead of ITDB^H we
have again a confusion of 1 and "1. Buhl (WF 84) adheres

to iM. Si e vers (1905) reads D"'2«^ '^'^ ITDtyH; see Guthe's
translation in Kautzsch's AT^ Paul Ruben (1896) suggested

n^DtJ^D for IT "IK^D.
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In V. 6* mp is a corruption of Wlp ((S aveKavOrjcrav, 5
^o^a.'^ )xjl»j "*^q-^). This emendation Avas suggested long

ago by Buxtorf the younger (1653). M TliinD is a tertiary

gloss, and D^lfc^H after 037 is a corruption of HU'lfc^^. This

is a misplaced quaternary gloss to the tertiary gloss ^^b^3, in

a dove-cote, which appears in v. 12 after DTD''fc< in the corrupt

form J?I1D15^D. ® ev t7/ a.Ko'ri read J^DK^H.—The 7 prefixed to Dmj^

(of. D'''liT m)^, Jud. 14 8) is a misplaced variant to 2 in "J3te^!2

(rf. WF 218).—For M OTP"!^ ^^e must read ItDNI = ID^Sl

(GK-' § 68, f). The suffix "in DTD"'« is due to the suffix in the

preceding DTTIS; the first ** represents the misplaced 1, and,

and the second '' is miswritten for 1 in the (incorrect) scriptio

plena IIDi^; this 1 is due to dittography of the T; cf. tSHISt^,

at the beginning of this verse, and m (Q®re ''51) = ^H = 2l

in 8 12.

The noun "^Ht^, dove-cote (not "ijllffe^') is common in post-

Biblical Hebrew (cf. EB 1560, 5). It is identical with plt^

nbi^n, 2 Sam. 18 9, which denotes a snarl of branches; cf. HD^fe^.

network, lattice = kjCuM. In Assyrian we have Sahihn, head-

band, net, (HW 638*) which appears in Syriac as i03p. Heb.

"^30, thichet (originally interlacement, interweaving, entangle-

ment, tangle, ivattle; cf. JBL 33, 291) is phonetic spelling for

"|nty. It would be better to read TJlbl or Tj^t^n in Gen. 22 13

;

fj; ;jnb>2, Ps. 74 5; -onts^p, Jer. 4 7 ; i;;*' •'shts?, is. 9 1-, 10 4.

Also SemacJionitis = Lake Hidah is derived from this word

(see below, p. 186). C has XSnife' (D aim an, «351B^) for

n31« in Is. 60 8, DrrrilnlX b^ d'^aVD, Uke doves to their cotes.

For the Palestinian dove-cotes or pigeon-towers (ni^lJD) see

KB 1642; EE^ 19, 394, 45. Heb. b^^d means also press, case,

cabinet. The original meaning of T]2r\i^ is lattice, grating, and

the primary connotation of ^Ifc^, to lie in wait is to try to tangle,

entrap.

Peiser combines DinSl in v. 6 Avith Assyr. erbti, income,

from nip (HW 127''). He reads DllSn lUriD nip-"'D, which

is supposed to mean sie nahen, vie einem Ofen, mit ihren Oe-

schenken, and v. 12'': UPTiV b)^ D^D DTD''i<, wie Sem anf Grund
iJires Zeugnisses (<S ^ootlojovfioj made the same mistake) will

ich sie auslosen] he thinks, this may be an allusion to the
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story of Noah, while the U^s7 in v. 5 may refer to Ham and

Japhet (p. 29, n.***). He adds that the text of the Minor

Prophets may be based on a Kollegheft. Duhm (ZAT 31, 26)

reads Driy^ IJ^ ItB^D, tvie ein Rind, his sie's merkeii, for J^DK^D

nirr^b, 'Riesser (cf. JBL 32, 111) has Onp V^^^ D1D"'«,

ich fessele sie entsprechend dem JRnf Hirer Schlechtigheit.

Theiner (1828) rendered: ich werde sie zilchtigen, wie ich

ihren Stdmmeu drohen liess] Reuss: ich mchtige sie, ivie es

in ihrer Versammlung verJdindet tvird; Orelli (1908): ich tvill

sie mit dem StocJce zilchtigen, dass sie zur Einsicht kommen
(DDpi^ one^n niD\s).

V. 5^ D"'2J2{'^ nS IT" "ItTD, for which we must read ITDK^H

D'^^JSPD DDpP ^5 ihe sportlings fuddled their mind, is rendered

by Orelli: er wech sell Handedruck mit Hbhnenden; Augusti
and De Wette (1810) translated: er trinkt Spottern zu\

Theiner: zu denselhen (the feasts) zieht der Konig Possen-

reisser hinzu.

We must read in the second half of v. 12:

I'll down them like birds of the air,

and shut up their flock.

This line is a gloss to v. 12* where we must transpose the two

hemistichs {cf. JBL 31, 120, y. 2):

I shall spread my net upon them,

as soon as they move.

The position of ^^T "It^iO at the beginning of v. 12 in M. is

due to the IDSi TIB'^ at the end of the preceding verse.

—

For T'lIK c/. Obad. 4. To down = to bring down, to cause to

fall. V. 12* should be preceded by v. 11*, and followed by v. 2^

V. 1* and V. 2* are explanatory glosses to v. 2*^, and v. l'' is a

tertiary gloss to v. 1*.

The first two words of 7 i belong to the preceding chapter.

We must read:

O'er thee, too, will Judah set a leader,

when I heal Israel's nation.
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This is a gloss to the last triplet of the preceding poem which

I have discussed in my paper on Assyr. ramhu, priest = Heb.

Tiomer (AJSL 32, 69). The hemistich "'D;? nUtT "'nityi is a

tertiary gloss to ^^It^^"" Vi'lb ^i<Sin. Duhm '(ZAT 31, 24)

combines not only the first two words, but the first two verses

of c. 7 with the preceding chapter.

As stated above, v. 3 is a gloss to v. 5^ For "^70 in v. 3 we

must point ^7D, The preceding IHDb''' is not a transposition of

inB^C, but a corruption of inHfc^''. This is a transposed doublet

(WF 220, vi) of ]ra; cf. HCbtr = H^Dfe^ and pn^J = pHtT; the X

in 7\^m, Joel 2 20 is due to the H (ZDMG 64, 708, 25). Syr.

i^jniJ means filthy, impure; In Arabic we have &^^, filth,

also ^sA*w and (with partial assimilation) v>J\, to become rancid,

tainted, fetid. We find similar transpositions and partial assim-

ilations in Bibl. Aramaic «SDn = Syr. i^SXn, «a:fn, XlTn,

Ethiop. 3nX, Assyr. xacbu, Arab, '^•^i^, which are all modi-

fications of mDn. The original form of nJ2?, to he foul was

nJD, and Hife^ in our passage must be explained in the same

way as ITb^H in 8 4 for ITDH. Heb. mO (mt^) means to

muddle, i. e. to make muddy, foul, turhid, cloudy, confused.

The noun D'^'lt^ at the end of the verse is a tertiary gloss,

based on the first hemistich of v. 5*. In B, D'^'ltJ^ at the end of

V. 3 is combined with the first two words of v. 4: ^oik^Q«o

iH Dn"'K^nD2 before D'^^t^ at the end of v. 3 is a corruption

of Dn^B^nil}, luith their debauches. This word is connected with

ntS^ni (Ezek. 16 36) = debauchery, lit. effusion (cf. BL 37, 1. 5;

90, n. 35). In Assyrian several words diexioiingprofusion, abun-

dance, luxuriousness mean also voluptuousness, lecherousness,

debauchery (cf. Delitzsch, Prol. 72; HW 458^ 324^ 377».

287*. 177*). The original meaning of Assyr. nuxSu is outpour,

effusion, profusion. In 1. 43 of the Flood Tablet (KB 6, 233)

it means downpour; see Haupt, Akkad. Sprache (1883) p. xlii.

Assyr. naxdSu, to pour out, can hardly be connected with Arab.

>io, to water ( >io nuSuh is said to mean drunkards). It seems

to correspond to Syr. DUX to come down; cf. iHt^Q DViiA, He
sent down rain, and Ps. 65 11:
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which means: Drenchiufj its (the eai'th.'s) furrotcs icith sliowers,

ThoiClt make it (the earth, i. e. the grain-field) ivave, Thoult
hless its growth. For the waving cf. Ps. 72i6: ]U1^D IS^W
T|"1B, its crop will wave like Lebanon (JBL 33, 185) and Nah.
1 5 (ZDMG 61, 278). Heb. D''inJ means Ht. cuts made by the

plow; it does not denote ridges (thrown up by the plow) or

clods. The prefixed T\T\ H'^D^n is an explanatory gloss to

mni nnJ. Heb. nni is an Aramaic loanword as is also

^pn = Uia^ = Assyr. paMqu (cf. GB'* 888). For ntJ^n: from

VfTM == Aram. T\T\1, to come down cf. Arab, nazal, rain, and
niizdlah, seminal discharge, from ndzala, to descend.

Hos. 7 3 should be read:

They muddle their mind with their badness

and with their debauches,

and this line is a gloss to v. 5*:

• I V 1" I I t: T I

Day by day the princes were sickened

with bottles of wine.

A third passage in this chapter, where we find the noun

melkh, counsel, is v. 7^ which is a gloss to the first half of that

verse. Instead of the second hemistich of v. 7*: Tli^ 17DN1

DiTCDStS^, and they have devoured their judges, we must read

DiT'pS^'ni^ 1?5''l » o-t^d they complete their judgments, i. e. their

punishments, their doom. Heb. BSB^ (not tSSB^!) corresponds

to Assyr. Up^u, judgment, punishment. HW 638* reads Uhl^u,

from Sahd^u, to strike; contrast GB^^ 856**. We need not sup-

pose that there was a noun t3Sb^, judgment, so that iH DiT'tSS^

would stand for D/T'CSSE^ (cf. U'bn^ for D'^^Hg). The verb H^D,

to he completed means also to be final, i. e. settled, decided,

e. g. 1 Sam. 20 33: rn« DJ^D (Jl KNT H^D) Hfl^D ""D ]r\y\n^ J^T^

Tn ni< n'^Dn?, Jonathan knew that it u-as determined by his

father to slay David, and Esth. 7 7: nyiH ^'h^ Hfl^D ""D n«"l

'\712li\ ni<D, Haman saw that there was evil determined against
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him hij the King (cf. our his mind was all made up). ^ uses

D^Jl = "IDJl = ^DJ {Est. 55). They complete their doom = they

make it irrevocable, inevitable. The meaning of H^D in this

sense is not plotted, as stated in Brown's lexicon. For M
«\n n^D in 1 Sam. 20 33 cf. JAOS 25, 72.

y. 7* must be read:

1 : •
I
- • 1 I 1 \

They all are hot like an oven,

thus completing their doom,

and the gloss to it in the second half of this verse is:

which does not mean All their kings are fallen, there is none

among them that calls unto Me, but All their minds (i. e. in-

tentions, purposes) fall to the ground; none among them invokes

Me, i. e. all their plans come to naught, because they are dis-

solute and irreligious. Cf. Ps. 5 ii where we must read DDB^H

17S"' DiTmijyiD, Destroy them, let their plans fail (ht. fall

through) . The prefixed D in iH DiTmSfJ^IQD is due to dittography.

For DiTDpQ, their kings in Hos. 7 7^ we must read again Dn''57p,

their counsels. It is possible that this line is not a gloss to 7 ?*,

but to 8 4 OnpT-^'?'! ITpn ""iDD Vb) lD''^»n, But they took

counsel ivithout Me, they conferred without telling Me) which

I have discussed above, on p. 56.

C. 8 contains the first section of this poem, whereas c. 7

represents the second section. Each section consists of two

stanzas, and each stanza is composed of two triplets with 3+ 2

beats. In the same way the poem in the preceding chapters 5

and 6 consists of two sections, each section comprising two

stanzas, and each stanza two triplets with 3 + 3 beats; there

the first section is contained in c. 6, and the second in c. 5.

I have shoAvn Joel 388, below, that the first four couplets of

Joel's ancient poem on the locusts (which may be older than

the earhest document of the Hexateuch) are preserved in c. 2

of the (Maccabean) Book of Joel, whereas the second section,

which also consists of four couplets with 3 + 3 beats, is found

in c. 1 (cf JAOS 34, 427, n. 24; also Micah, n. 1 on VIII).
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According to Duhm (ZAT 31, 26/7) Hos. 7 3-7 contains

three quatrains of lines (hemistichs) "with 3 beats; vv. 8—12:

four quatrains with 3 and 2 beats; vv. 13— 16: four triplets with

3 beats; (/. his metrical translation in Die ZwoJf Propheteu

(1910) pp. 32/3. Still less acceptable is the arrangement of

the lines in Kittel's Biblia Hehraica. Marti combines 7 i-7

with 6 7-11, and 7 8-i6 with 8 i-3 (8 4-i4 being regarded as

another poem). The section 6 7— 7 7 contains, according to

Marti, 10 tetrastichs. Sieve rs (cf. above, p. 49) gave the

text in triplets and couplets with 5 (i. e. 3 + 2) beats; cf.

Guthe's translation in Kautzsch's AT^ In Gunkel-
Gressmann's AT Hos. 7 is not translated. Peiser arranges

c. 7 in five quatrains with 3 beats in each line (hemistich). He
reads e. g. v. 14:

mun^ D3^a ]JT bv

Sie jammern zu Ammiu auf ihren Lagern,

Fiir Dagon machen sie in ihrer Brust Einschnitte.

Similary he reads v. 3:

Mit ihren Lugen erfreuen sie Melecli.

This is all impossible.

I will give, in conclusion, the second section of Hosea's

poem in cc. 7 and 8, which contains the three passages with

the noun melkh, counsel. Other passages will be discussed in

a dissertation by one of my students. It might be well to add

that 7/'nn'' in v. 8 is a corruption of 17"n?3ri'!; the i? is the

so-called dativus ethicus (WE 219, 1. 10). In Syriac we find

^DbV ru'^P^D, the world waxes old. This verb means, not only

to wax old, but also to wear or ivaste away, he consumed,

shrink, shrivel, dwindle, it is derived from v3 which is a com-

pound of the preposition 12 with the negative ^^7 (AJSL 22,

259). Ewald derived bb^1T\^, er veraltet from ^^n = i^ni

G. A. Smith considers the derivation from T]b2 improbable.

Duhm (ZAT 31, 26) regards ^^n as a byform of H^n.

Ephraim is like an unturned flapjack, one side of which is

I
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Ijurned, while the other is still raw, because the upper classes

are overcivilized and degenerate, whereas the lower classes are

crude and rude; the noblemen have abandoned the religion of

Jhvh (T'^i< Dn]3"i<'1p"|''i<) while the common people still worship

the Canaanite gods ; the princes are atheists, the peasants idol-

aters.

For M J;T instead of pnn'' (Is. 1 3) cf. WF 217, 1. 2. 05

has twice oCk eypco, 'S ^^ )J, but ^ ]yr «^ and ]''-'DnDD i6,

3 nescivit and ignoravit.

The famous passage concerning the baker is due to a mis-

understanding of Dnii<D, their lust or desire (from niJ<) in v. 6^

Similarly the gloss in Obad. 9, referring to the wisdom of the

Edomites, is due to the misreading Hinn instead of Hi^Iin

(AJSL 26, 11). Heb. niND is a form like Arab, maua*", refuge,

from -,| which means originally to seek (cf. German aufsuchen,

hesuchen). This DrilXD was corrupted to D^S^5D (Lev. 2 4) and

then to Dnsyip and DHSi^. Also in Ps. 140 9 we must read

J^n '^)]^!0 ]T\rrb^, Grant not the desire of the tcicked ! (not

'''IXD or'V^XO!)- The word was written ''TI^D, to indicate the

consonantal 1, and the second 1 was afterwards misread ''

(cf.

Margo lis' grammar, § 2, h). C5 e/? 7re\|/-ti/ and 5 J^o^JlNnN.

read HSXC) for HD^I? in v. 4. Drake, Hosea (Cambridge,

1853) p. 120 suggested that HSi^D might be pointed ^5^?D. In

this way we get rid of the baker in Hosea's poem. Well-
hausen says, Es ivcire kein Schade, ivenn ivir den heriichtigten

Backer des Hosea auf gute Manier los ivilrden. "We inust

retain the baker, however, in the tertiary gloss v. 4''. We must,

of course, read, Avith Oort, HSi^ DJTnS^n "Tliin IDD instead of

nS^Q nipn m^n IDD. Gra^tz prefixed the H of n"lj;n to

T\h'^t^ as n interrogative, reading T'J^ISnD TWl^'^ nSSDH. Ibn
Ezra said that mj^i Avas accented niS^!3, not JTiyi, because

it was mascuhne, not feminine; he regarded it as a form like

rhnx Ps. 124 4 (1DD !?7^D mjnn n^D p bv idt ]'\vsh -ii^m

Utys: bV "I2y n^m nb'h). Hitzig-Stelner thought, HSSD
alluded to D^Si<iD (preceding ll^n IDD) which might also be
read uiin ofim. Michaelis and Stuck suggested El'^Si^D instead

of ''SNJD {cf. Simson's Hosea, p. 203). Nor does Oort's
reading DTlSiD, which has been adopted by Vale ton, Amos

,5
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und Hosea (Giessen, 1898) p. 216, commend itself. Duhm
reads at the beginning of v. 4: D"'Si<"]D rl^3, Alles ist her-

(jenommen von den Blickern. iH D"'D8JD is correct; it is a mis-

placed gloss to the first hemistich of v. 9, where we must read

D''JiT instead of D^IT; M D^Sfc<iQ does not mean idolaters, but

adiilterers, i. e. lewd and licentious (cf. Matt. 5 28). Of course,

D'^Si^JD D?D might also be explained as a gloss to the first

hemistich of v. 7*.

The statement in the tertiary gloss v. 4^^, the haker stops

stirring the fire from the time he has kneaded the dough till it

'is fermented is not germane to the genuine text of Hosea's

poem, but it is correct: the baker makes up the dough and

kneads it at night; after it has fermented, he kneads it again

in the morning before it is baked. He must stir the fire in

order to bake the dough, but during the process of panary fer-

mentation a moderate heat is sufficient to keep the rising dough

warm. Luther has er Idsst den Teig durchsduern (cf. Matt.

13 33) und aufgehen. Wellhausen's statement that JTISE^

TJ^D (with the participle instead of the infinitive) is not Hebrew,

is gratuitous; cf. GK^^ § 120, b; Noldeke, Syr. Gr.^ p. 205,

below; WdG 2, 197, B (IJcaU Jo jJ). In Enghsh the parti-

ciple may be used instead of the infinitive ; we can say he ceases

ivorking, he stops stirring. This is the so-called participial in-

finitive. Leimbach, Die Weissagungen des Osee (Fulda,

1907) explains TJ^D (S Ih^s^^ ^, 3 civitas) as Heizer (stoker,

fireman).

Heb. iT'DT ntJ^p is not a deceitful how, but a slack hoic, i. e.

a bow which slackens when it is bent so that it is impossible to

discharge an arrow (cf. «xf*j', to he lax, slack = _.^vj'J).

Luther's loser Bogen (Ps. 78 57) does not mean loose, but

deceitful; in the Polyclirome Bible Wellhausen rendered:

treacherous hoiv, adding in the Xotes on the Psalms: A treach-

erous how is like a gun that misses fire. Still more impos-

sible is Orelli's explanation, ein tilckisch versagender Bogen,

der den Pfeil nach dem zuruckschleudert, der ihn halt. Nor
can we translate, with G. A. Smith, a hoiv which swerves, or,

with Duhm, ein schlechter Bogen. J. D. Michaelis (1782)

I
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rendered: tvie ein Boge, der nicht zum Ziele tri/ft, and Fr.

Riickert, Hehr. Propheten (Leipzig, 1831): falscher Bogen,

In his Kleine Propheten^ Wellhausen has correctly schlaffer

Bogen'^ so, too, Reuss. Also 2 translated: aurecrrpafx/jLevov

instead of © to^ov evreTafxevov which may be a corruption of 6v

evTerafxevov (cf. Sinison's Hosea, p. 226).

For DJ^TD at the end of v. 16* read DDj;t D^n, lit. on the day

of the wrath against them, i. e. the day of their punishment

Duhm reads DV^D, making strong instead of D^^O.

The reading Dflin^tD instead of DnnDt^D is suggested by

Guthe in Kautzsch's AT^
ill K^Tni ]iT 7)J in the secondary passage v. 14 means on

account of grain imd must, i. e. praying for good harvests

and vintages. It cannot mean in this connection over their

food and drink, i. e. during their meal (cf. Lat. super vinum et

epulas) although (5 renders: eirl a-iru) kol oIvu) {cf. eiri tw SeiTrvw,

Xenoph. Cyrop. 1, 3, 12) and 3 super triticum et vinum (cf.

Kings, SBOT 134, 27). Of course, eirl may mean also for the

purpose, for the sake of.

For n"nin'' we must read ITTI.lin''. Doderlein {apud Oro-

tium) says: Forsan legendum HTIiri'', inciderunt se; sic LXX
KaT€T€fivovro (secahant sese) qua voce etiam Reg. 18, 28
utuntur.

The Hebrew text of the second section of this Hoseanic

poem should be arranged as follows:

^xX^^^7\^ nr^n^t^ Dnb' i^nn^ Dr-^Div 5* ii

j'D.TD&t^:"n« i^^DcM: -w^po lan*' dVs v

:n^-]^« nniD n:rD Dns« ni"*-! ip ui
'5*
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I I III
"tDcD^cwr Dxr> nnnty ninn i^s''

I
'^

1 I II

n"'B«io dVd (7) nns« (^) «in 7, 8 (a)

inK^pn «^i DHM^x mn^ •?« i2tr «^i visa ^«ntr^ ]•!«: n<3^^ 10 (S)

pp^nn-i^j^n "nin-ias 4^ (i9") 1 d-'Ss^d] n^nb ty«D 6'' (i/)

: ^"^K Dnr«n|?-]^« i^si dto^^o: "^a 7b
(^^

w|nolj^ n^^fn onsx ]\v nbii° i (A)

^3 D3'?2 ^^« ipvi «'7T :D^nD ^'?x? nsT n»m m2« ^3i«U4.l3^(v)

iisnD 6 (tttt) ont^ 3 (oo) i2^n "iiwk iNip onso 7, 11^ (^^)

<rp3n«5"6»(TT) c:j2ito7<3>i2^(cr(r) insorny ps2 iTi^D Tj?a nsc"' nBi<t 4"^ (pp)

This may be translated as follows:

i 7, 8 Ephraim a^shrink'S 'mong the peoples

/^like an unturned flapjack;

9 <:Lewd'ness consumed her strength,7

but she does not know it;

Her hair ds' sprinkled with gray,

but she does not «notice» it.s
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5* «Day' by day () the princes were' sickented^

':with' 'bottles' of wine;^

6'' Their dust, if" it slept at night,

was rekindled ^a^-mornings.'?^

7* They are all hot like an oven,

thus tcomplet>ing their dooin°.»

iii 11* Ephraim is become like a pigeon,

gullible, senseless:

12^ [] I shall spread my net upon them

[as soon as they move.]"

2^ Their deeds have now enveloped them,

they are before Me>/*

iv IS'' Woe to those who ran away from Me!

destruction to the traitors!

16'^ \\ They were like a slackening bow,

{going back to 'the Ba^al^s'.]-

Their princes will fall by the sword

ton their day of> wrath.*'

(a) 7, 8 she (/?) Ephraim is (y) 4* they are all adulterers

(8) 10 Israel's glory was humbled before Him, yet they did not return

to their God, Jhvh, nor seek Him despite all this^^

(c) 3 They <muddle' their 'm>ind= with their badness,

and with their de<bauch>es o»

(C) 5'' The sportlings <fuddl=ed 'thei>r (m'in'd')

when their brain <was inflam'edTT

(»;) 6 like a flaming fire (&) 4* =they are^ like a burning oven Pf>

(i) 7^ All their 'mund'S fall to the ground,

none among them invokes Me.
(k) 12'' I '11 down them like birds of the air,

•and shut up <''<'''' 'their flock.

(A) 1 "Laid bare is Ephraim's guilt, Samaria's badnesso""'

ifj.)
2* But they do not think <in> their heart

that' I mark their badness.

(v) 3'', 14 But I will redeem them, though they have spoken lies con-

cerning Me, and although they did not cry to Me in their

heart, but howlied' at their -altar*, <lacerat-ing their flesh for

grain and must, thus disobeying Me. Although I had ad-
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monished tliem, and strengthened their arms, they planned

mischief against Me.^0

(if) 7, 11^ they invoked Egypt, they went to Assyria {00) 3 the princes

(mr) 6 like an oven [the dough till it is fermented

(pp) 4^ >a baker stops stirring the Are from the time he has kneaded

(ffff) 12'' <in> a <cote' (tt) 6* in >a» dove-house

(w) 1 They practice" deceipt, and thieves

come in, bands engage<> in plunder toithout

(ipip) 16*' Their tongue derid<ed Me> in the land of Egypt.
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To know == to have sexual commerce

PAUL HAUPT
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

IN §§ 154—156 of the Code of Hamraurapi (2123—2081

B. c.) ilmad, he learned, and the reflexive stem iltdmad

mean lie lineic in the special sense of /?e liad carnal knowledge:

§ 154 states: If a man has sexual intercourse luith his daughter^

he shall he expelled from the town, Assyr. summa amelu'" md-

ratsu iltdmad, amelu §udti dla"^ u^egu^u; cf. Winckler, Die

Gesetze Hammurahis (Leipzig, 1904) p. 44, n. 2. The etymo-

logical equivalent of Heb. J^T, Assyr. idii is used in this sense,

of a woman who has not known man, in § 130 of the Code:

If a man rapes another man's (espoused) tvife who has not

known a male and lives in the house of her father (cf. BL 108)

that man shall he put to death. In Deut. 22 24 a virgin be-

trothed to a man, who is raped by another man, is referred

to as his 7ieighhor's ivife. The phrase who has not known a

male is expressed in the Code of Hammurapi by ^a zikara''" Id

idu, just as we have in Jud. 11 39: tJ^"'^^ HJ^T iO ^<^'^^, she had
not known man, and in Num. 11 39: iSDK^D^ V!f*^^ n^T HlS^i^ b'2\

*1DT, everg woman that has known man hy lying with a male.

This passage belongs to the secondary strata of the Priestly

Code; DDB^D is a form of the infinitive ((xK"^ § 45, e)^ which

is common in Aramaic {cf. ]riip, Ezr. 7 20). I have pointed

out in Kings (SBOT) 179 that 'iDi^7 13T means he said speak-

ing, not he sjyoke saying. Consequently it would be more cor-

rect to translate: Every woman that has lain with a male,

k^iowing man. It is possible, however, that *1DT ^DK^D/' is

' For the abbreviations see above, p. 41.
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merely a gloss derived from IDt ^DtJ^D )'^'V i<b *W^ in the

following verse.

In Syriac (and in Samaritan) we find instead of ID? and J^T

in this special sense the verb DDH, to know, to discern, to he

wise or experienced; the original meaning of HDDn, wisdom

is experience; see Haupt, Koheleth (Leipzig, 1905) p. 29,

n. 8. Ethiopia dnidra, to know (originally to see, Assyr. amdru)

and Arabic o»x, to know are used in the same way. The

primary connotation of Oj^ is to smell', it is the Assyr. et'eSu

which means both to smell (be fragrant; cf. SGI 24, below) and

to he wise (ZDMG 65, 562). To smell, to perceive through

the nose, may mean to perceive in any way; to smell out de-

notes to find Old by minute investigation. A sneaking spy is a

smeller. French sentir means to smell, to perceive, to feel. Our

sense is derived from the same word. Scent is merely an in-

correct spelling of sent. We also say to sniff danger and to

nose for to find out. Thieves call an informer a nose. Ac-

cording to Pliny (14, 90) Cato said that women were kissed by

their relatives for the purpose of finding out whether they had

partaken of any intoxicating beverage; Roman women were

originally not permitted to drink wine {propinquos feminis os-

cidum dare ut scirent an temetum olerent . . . non licehat id

feminis Bomae hihere). For the connection between kissingr

and smelling see JAOS 28, 120. 130, also BL 3 (Cant. 7 8).

Also the original meaning of J^T, to know may have been

to smell and to he fragrant. I pointed out SFG- 22, 1 (cf.

Delitzsch, ProL 26; contrast Schwally, TLZ 24, 357) that

J?T was a verhum cum "^ originario. The causative of this stem

in Ethiopia is J?T«, not j;"n«. Heb. JTTin (Aram, jm^) is a

form like tS^'^niH from t^T = ,j*^.. Arab. J^ 1-^1 5Jo I

auw^, he imposed upon himself the pilgrimage to Mecca stands

for ci>«l, from cO. (contrast NBSS 203; for Mehri wida, to

know, see ZA 2, 278). The noun cjol is said to denote gum-

dragon, saffron, and sapan (or hukkum, i. e. ^jb) u'ood. Gum-

dragon or dragon's blood is a dark red-brown resin, Pliny

(33, 116) calls it cinnaharis (Kivva/Sapi 'IvStKov = aifxa SpaKovros).
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The dragon's blood of Socotra is obtained from Dracaena cin-

nahari. Saffron is in Hebrew 01315 (BL 95) = Assyr. hirJcanu

(HW 436% 1. 3; SGI 129; KM 55^ below; U2,ad 1. 10; MVAG
9, 209). Both dragon's blood and saffron were used, not only

as dyes, but also as perfumes and for medicinal purposes; so

the original meaning of cJul may have been apwfia. Syr. sdmmd,

drug, medicine, poison, pigment, which is identical with Arab.

samm, poison, and Sammcmidt, perfumes, is derived from Sumer.

sem, apcoixa (SGI 263; contrast NBSS 95). Cf. ZA 30, 61.

According to Baumann (ZAT 28, 31. 125) J;T, to have

sexual intercourse means originally to acknoivledge, to care for.

Schwally (ZDMG 52, 163) thinks, the primary connotation

is to learn whether the bride is virgo intacta ; in the East much
importance is still attached to the tokens of virginity referred

to in Deut, 22 15, although the criterion is not an infallible one

(see Driver ad loc. in ICC; cf BL 41. 117. 133; EB 690;

DB 4, 595, ^, 596^). But J^T is used both of men and women;
a woman cannot test the virginity of a man. Socin suggested,

the original meaning might be to see the face of the bride (cf

BL 101, n 4). But J^T is used also of homosexual intercourse

(Gen. 19 5). Moreover Greek yiyvuxTKciv (Lat. cognoscere) has

the same meaning, not only in the LXX and in the NT, but

also in profane authors, e. g. in Plutarch's Alexander, c. 21

{cf. the passages quoted in Gesenius' Thesaurus, p. 571^).

The idea that this use of J7T as well as of yiyvwa-Keiv and cog-

noscere may have been influenced by this special use of Assyr.

lamddu and idu (AkF 46) seems to me untenable. There is

no doubt a connection between yiyvcoa-Ketv, to know and ylyve-

a-Oai, to he horn. Greek yvcoro? means not only known, but

also related by blood, kinsman, just as Heb. )3nNt^, from jn**,

to know, means, not acquaintance, but relation, relative. In

English, kin means race, hreed, family, &nd ken denotes knowl-

edge; we have also to ken = to heget, to hring forth. The
Germanic forms have been discussed by Collitz on p. 91 of

his monograph Das schivache Prdteritum nnd seine Vor-

geschichte (Gottingen, 1912) = Hesperia, No. 1.

Also in Sumerian, zu, to know, has the same sexual meaning,

e. g. ASKT 119, 18. In Sumerian incantations we often find
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references to female kids (Assyr. uneqeti; cf. ^iL^c)^ which

have not known males (Sumer. nitaff-nu-zn), Assyr. Id peieti,

lit. unopened (cf. HW 101*. 312^ 553*. 616^; SGI 226. 286).

This unopened does not mean imperforate, but unplowed.

Assyr. petu = Heb. nnS {cf. Is. 28 24; JHUC, No. 163, p. 89^)

means also to j)loic, especially for the first time {cf. § 44 of

the Code of Hammurapi) and post-Biblical HB^^'in, plowing

is used also of sexual congress (ZDMG 65, 562, 1. 11; AJSL
27, 62, n. 9). Also Arab. li?*.-*. has this special meaning. Cf.

also nns^« «^T j^n'T's:?,' mt. 69* (BT 5, 604) and mns nns
{Keth. 9**) = open door, i. e. not virgo intacta (for Fwl, Cant.

8 8, see BL 5). Greek yepao^ means both untilled, uncultivated

and unmanned, childless (cf. also aXo^ and Lat. sulcus).

The connection between mental knowledge and carnal knowl-

edge is evident in the Biblical legend of the Fall of Man which

symbolizes the first sexual congress. He who eats of the for-

bidden fruit in the midst of the garden loses his childlike in-

nocence; his eyes are opened, just as Adam and Eve perceived

that they were naked. Celibacy was the ideal of the early

Christian Church, conjugal copulation was regarded as some-

thing unholy, a result of the Fall {cf. Matt. 19 12, 1 Cor. 7 1 7;

RE^ 5, 192, 10; EB'' 17, 754*). Not to know good and evil

(that is, to be incapable of discerning between right and wrong;

cf. Skinner's Genesis, p. 96) means to he like a child. Odyss.

18, 228 Telemachus says to his mother, Penelope: / am in-

telligent, and know good and evil, I am no longer a child,

avTup eyu) Ov/jlw voew Koi olSa eKacrTa,

eardXd re kuI to. -^epeia' irapo? S en vrjino? >ja.

The Hebrew to know good and evil corresponds in some respects

2 A male kid is lalu; cf. KB 6, 2, p. 84, 1. 57; HW 377» In Syriac,

«p3y means offset, sucker; cf. ,3-i.*, stalk and yi-**- I stated in Ezekiel

(SBOT) 64, 36 {cf ZDMG «4, 704, I. 14) that the Arabic diminutive form

qutel was originally qutdl; Assyr. unequ stands for 'nnaqu (cf. VG 1, 186,

also 351—353). The a is preserved in uzdlu, young gazelle, and suqaqu,

lane (= ^Uu ; cf. ZDMG 64, 708, 1. 24). These forms have not been con-

sidered by Noldeke, Beitr. z. semit. Sprachwissenschaft (Strassburg,

1904) p. 30.

3 Cf. c<^<^a^a, be opened! (Mark 7 34; S HRBriK a^ ItSKl) and Xoldeke,

Mand. Gr. p. 213; Dalman2, § 59, 5.
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to our phrase to cut one's eye-teeth, i. e. to know what is what,

to be old enough to understand things; the eye-teeth are usually

the last of the exposed teeth to appear (cf. JBL 21, 6; BL 66;

ZDMG 63, 519, 1. 25; JAOS 32, 5; CoE 505. 510. 511; also

ZAT 35, 36). ^ uses P'lD J^T, lit. hwwing hioiiiedge, i. e.

sexually mature for ill T'pS ^TltJ^D which denotes a little boy

below the age of puberty (AJSL 22, 255).

In the cuneiform script the ideograms for Suiner. zu, to

know, and su, body, are originally identical. I have pointed

out in AJSL 26, 1 that certain words for hody have also the

special meaning memhrum virile, e. g. Talmud. iTIJ and Greek

oroofMa (contrast HK 1). The oldest form of the character su

(<4--j, originally Vp ) seems to represent the hypogastric (or su-

prapubic) region at the middle of the lowest part ofthe abdomen;

the ideogram means therefore also to increase. According to

Delitzsch, UiSjJruny der Keilschriftzeichen (1907) p. 140 the

character zu means great of eye «]—h -Wf = J+hJ ) but

the ideogram for eye is originally not triangular, but round, a

segment of a circle with a horizontal line after it, which rep-

resents the optic nerve (|— ; cf. BA 9, 1, p. 104, No. 406).

Hilprecht stated in the second part of his Old Babylonian

Inscriptions chiefly from Nip'pur (Philadelphia, 1896) p. 41, n. 6:

Originally zu and su had the same ideogram, which represents

a vessel (cistern?) into which water flows. Zu means, therefore,

to flow into or to pour into, to add, then to increase one's knowl-

edge, to learn, to knoiv. Barton (BA 9, 2, p. 4) thinks, the

character represents a storage-jar with lines either for orna-

mentation or to indicate the contents of the jar; the storage-jar

suggested the idea of increase, gain, and the ability to secure

gain, such as wisdom, knowledge. This is just as impossible as

the explanation given in Langdon's Sumerian grammar that

the sign su represents a frame for stretching skins upon. Both

zu, knowledge, and su, body, represent originally the suprapubic

region. We find ^- for both zu and su (BA 9, 1, p. 2, No. 7).

The hairiness of the genitals, which appears at puberty, symbol-

izes physical and mental maturity, procreation and discernment.
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There is a connection between pubescence and knowledge.

The age of consent (i. e. the intelligent concurrence in the

adoption of the contract) for marriage was fixed by the common
law at 14 for males, and 12 for females, and 14 is also the age of

discretion. The entire period before 14 is called the age of

nurture (CD lOS**). At 14 both sexes are held to have arrived

at years of discretion and are fully responsible to the criminal

law. In Scotland the law fixes the attainment of puberty at 14

in males, and 12 in females. In Austria the nubile age is 14

for either sex, subject to the consent of the parents (EB" 1,

373*). In the villages near Jerusalem a girl generally marries

at the age of 12 or 13 (BL 111).

This explains the connection between discretion, knowledge,

and carnal knowledge, sexual congress. In the Biblical legend

of the Fall of Man the Serpent symbolizes carnal desire, sexual

appetite, concupiscence. This is the original sin which has been

transmitted to all descendants of Adam; only the innocents are

free from it. The Serpent in the story of the Fall of Man is a

later addition: in the original form of the legend Eve (which

means serpent; JAOS 32, 14, n. 29; CoE, n. 13) was the sole

seductress.
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Assyr. atmu, fledgling, in the Old Testament

PAUL HAUPT
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

IN the memorial volume published on May 17, 1914 in honor

of Julius Wellhausen I have shown that the Assyr. mmii,

colt = Arab, muhr is found in the Song of Deborath: instead

of t'^P, which is supposed to mean rugs or saddle-cloths, we

must read ]nb, or j^lD, and ]niD bV ^2^'' is a late gloss to "•nDh

nUini^ which formed the beginning of the original poem (cf.

JAOS 34, 422).^ While muru means colt, Assyr. mdru, which

is derived from the same stem, is the common term for son.

For the etymology of this word and its connection with HTin

see ZDMG 69, 170, 1. 19; cf. GB^' xvii, ad 398* and 403% also

my paper on Assyr. mur-nisqi, war-horse (GB^® xviii^, 1. 6) in

AJSL 32, part 3 (contrast ZA 17, 357).

Another synonym of mdru is atmu, nestling, fledgling, especi-

ally young pu/eon. Sennacherib (vi, 19) says in his account

of the Battle of Haliile (AL^ 74): M Sa atmi summati Tiu^Mdi

itdraqii UbbuSun, their heart cracked like that of a chased

young pigeon (they were pigeon-heaiied). Assyr. tardqu cor-

responds to Heb. pni for which we have pfll in Eccl. 12 6 (cf.

GB^" xix, ad 776^): fp^n ^^H priT ifh IB^K IV, ere the cord

of silver (the spinal cord) he snapped (for n = r cf. ZDMG
63, 517, 1. 41).

Hos. 11 4 Jhvh says that He watched Israel's first steps like

a nurse supporting, with leading-strings, a child beginning to

walk ((/. Deut. 32 ii; JBL 33, 81). We use leading-strings

now in the sense of restraining guidance; what was formerly

known as leading-string is now called safety-strap. In French

1 For the abbreviations see above, -p. 41.
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you say mener nn enfant a la lisiere or laisse, i. e. our leash.

The term leading-strings^ is used also for yoke-lines, i. e, the

ropes attached to the ends of the yoke, or bar, of the rudder-

head. Dr. Ember informs me that the modern Heb. names

for leading-strings are nDtJ^D, or m"'3;X "h^n, or b^T[}\7\ nniiH.

The last term is, of course, based on the gloss in Hos. 11 3

where we must read:

I taught Ephraim to walk,

but they know not that I nursed them.

The verb J^T in the present passage does not mean to acknowl-

edge (ZAT 28, 24). For IJ^T" Vh, they know not (t ^V^ «^1)

see GK^^ § 106, g. The reputed Tiph'^el '•n^J'in is miswriting

for the Hiph'il Tl^Ilin (so Marti) and the b before D^S^ be-

longs to the following tertiary gloss T'njMIt 7J^ DHp^, He took

them on His arms (cf. AVE 217, below). Duhm (ZAT 31,35)

reads VJ^TlP 1innj57, which is supposed to mean ihn nehmend
aw(!) seinen Armen. He thinks the meter is 3 + 2. The verb

7yyr\ cannot be derived from Assyr. tarkidlu (GB^® 744*) since

this word {cf. HW 303; SGI 140) means mooring-post\ cf.

^ji^, pillar, from ^jS'y to fasten. Arab. J^, on the other

hand, is connected with ?^\ lit. footer = foot-hawker, and bS^

(for g = k see ZDMG 65, 107, 14, and ior I = n ZA 34, 230;

GB^^ xvii^, 1. 4). Instead of D''riJ<S'l, I healed them we must

read D'^Hi^S"] == D''n''51» ^ nursed them. According to Geo. A.

Smith, The Tivelve Prophets (1896) 1, 294 this hemisticlixneans

They knew not that I healed them—presumably when they fell

and hurt themselves. For the i< instead of '' in D''ni<S"1 see

GK^^ § 75, rr. On the other hand, we find in Assyrian instead

of nS"!, to sink, decline (Jud. 19 9) from which D'^i^SI (= D''''S*I;

cf. ZAT 34, 143, below) is derived, ''^"l, e. g. lam SamaS raht,

before the sun sets (see my paper on Assyr. rabiji, to sink =

2 The modern use of safety-strap, or security-strap, instead of leading-

strings is incorrect. A security-strap is a belt for a baby in a high-chair

or baby-carriage. This belt is fastened around a l^aby's waist, and the

ends are carried around the back of the chair.
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Heb. raphdh in AJSL 32, part 3). We cannot read D'lrii^SI

= D'^ritSI, from ^STi =-- Cij = o*i>, to spread the wings, shield,

protect, since this root appears in Hebrew as ^TH^ (cf. AJSL
23, 245; GB'' 756*). For TiT] cf. Ezek. 19 2, Lam. 2 22. Just

as we find in Lam. 2 22 HST in connection with HStD, so irih

appears in Assyrian as a synonym of u'^appi = u^appih (ASKT
46, 44; cf. ZA 30, 98).

For leading-strings Hosea used the term DHi^ 'bit], Ut.

fledgling-strings or youngster-strings. M Ul^ is a phonetic cor-

ruption of UT\^ (GB^^ xiv, ad 10''). We can hardly assume that

Dnj< l)ecame Ul^ in Hebrew owing to the final m, although this

partial assimilation is common in Assyrian (SFG 43, 2; AG^
§ 57, c; AJSL 26, 230, n.*). Similarly we say rhythm with

T instead f}. Delitzsch formerly read adm^i instead of atmu;

but the byform atamu shows that the stem was UT\^, not Dlfc<

(HW 721^ AL^ 157*). The incorrect reading admit is still

found in Dennefeld's Gehurts-Omina (Leipzig, 1914) p. 84,

1. 5; (cf. pp. 88. 220). Winckler (AoF 3, 231) thought that

Ul^ in Hos. 11 4 meant leather; for HinX he read D5pi<, ich

icill sie herumschleppen. Grsetz (Psalmen, p. 144) suggested

IDH for Dlfc<; this reading has been adopted by Cheyne and

Nowack, but in his Emendationes Greet z proposed D''lDm

or D'^Dina.

I believe that atmu, fledgling, is connected with ummu,
mother, just as we have in Assyrian atxu = axu, brother (AW
269; HW 39"; atxu is plural) and atmu, speech (HW 82*;

AG^ § 40, b) from amu, to speak = HDn (not = TV^U, GB^*'

217; cf. OLZ 17, 6), Also Assyr. amidu, entrails (and extispicy,

omen) is derived from this stem; cf. *''^t^ IDH (Jer. 31 20, Cant.

5 4) and T'J^D ]"lDn (Is. 63 15) as well as Assyr. iggarix kabitti

(HW 574*). An etymological connection between amutu and

D''J^D (HK 89. 176) is impossible. For the meanings of jIDH

cf. my paper on the Trumpets of Jericho in WZKM 23, 361.

Jensen (KB 6, 2, p. 92, 1. 39; p. 94, 1. 12) reads a(t)he for

atxe, but this parenthesizing is gratuitous; the character at

cannot be read a in Assyrian; nor can at be ideogram for

brother. Schrader made this mistake more than forty
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years ago in his Hollenfahrt der Istar (1874) p. 106 (cf. RP
3, 137).

If aUnu, fledgling, is derived from U^, the primary meaning

of the word may be mothered (cf. Span, madrero). Since we

have a number of stems with an initial "^ instead of an original

J< (ZA 2, 278) Din*', orphan might be regarded as a privative

(NBSS 101) reflexive of D^^, so that the original connotation

would be Kumothered, although Din'' means fatherless rather

than motherless. Delitzsch, Assyr. Studien (1874) p. 143

identified Assyr. atamu with Heb. DliT*, but U\T^ == (vaaJ would

appear in Assyrian as itdmu or itemu ; cf. iMrti = 'HS^\ Andqdti,

milch-camels (Syr. i<rij5rD i^.^PI; cf. Syr. fc<ripJ'^D, wet-nurse

= Assyr. muSeniqtu, ZDMG 34, 761, n. 1) is a loanword;

see BA 1, 171, n.*; AkF 50; NBSS 205 (cf. t «npi« =

Jhvh says of Israel in Hos. 11 4:

I led it with fledgling-strings,

I bent over it, and fed it.

Cf GB'' xviii, ad 500^ Peiser, Hc^sea (Leipzig, 1914) p. 47

reads for the second hemistich: Ty\Q UTD iVT]^), which is sup-

posed to mean nnd hin ihnen Heifer; he adds: Der Sinn er-

innert an Jy^. Similarly Riessler (cf. JBL 32, 111, n. 13)

renders: Ich neigte mich ihnen zu, urn ihnen Widerstandshraft

zu verleihen, deriving /"'Dli^ from ?y, following C5 Sw^crofxai.

3 declinavi ad eum ut vesceretur is preferable. Nor must we

read b;im instead of b^^iW (cf. GK'' § 68, g, n. 1; § 49r,- e).

Rashi correctly explains our passage: TDH DD^ID '^SV**T\

Un n« m« Onn ]'1K^D'' 1K>« D'^SI D'^^nnn, / constantly led

them ivith soft cords wherewith a man leads his child (cf.

Wlinsche's Hosea, p. 486). An old glossator has added to

Dn« ''^nn (which should not precede, but follow inDtS^D^I) the

explanation n^Hi^ mniJ^S, tvith cords of love. Nowack cor-

rectly marks this as a gloss. Bonds of an enemy would be

TX^'^ mnij^, cords of hatred. Peiser cancels U^^ '^17X2,

and leaves n^Hfc^ mnij^l in the text.
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After nini< mriip^ we find a second explanatory addition,

nnTI^ b]^ b); ""DnDD nnb nM«1, which is supposed to mean

And I was unto them as they that take o/f the yoke on their

jaivs. A yoke, however, is not on the jaw, or on the cheek,

but on the neck (cf. JBL 32, 113, n. 23 and p. 169 of the

translation of Ezekiel in SBOT). 5 therefore gives the un-

warranted, but sensible, rendering jin/'lp ]D i^Ti D'^llDl. But

we must evidently read: finn D''^nnn Ubb)J •'D^DD Urh n\n«l

DiTTI^, I was to them like those who hold up children with

strinys under their armpits (cf. Jer. 38 12 and GB^*' xviii, ad

589*). There were male nurses for children: we read in Num.
11 12 piSl nfc< pi<n fc^tS^"" *1tyfc<D, as a (male) nurse carries the

snckiny child, and in Is. 49 28 we find:

And kings will be thy nurses,

their princesses thy wet-nurses.

Cf. ZAT 34, 230, 1. 8. The \\rord D''^^^;, children in our pas-

sages was corrupted to b'jl b)f, yoke upon, whereupon the

following nnn, under was omitted as was also the preceding

vSn^, owing to the ''/iTin in the preceding verse {vertical

haployraphy). Both Uwb)f and DvDn were written 'v7J^,

"bin {cf. AJSL 26, 205, ii). ill DiT'n^ is a corruption of

WtVT\^ or, rather, DiTriB^. The noun ''nC^ is the masculine to

IT'nK^, pit. In post-Biblical Hebrew we find both TIK^ and

TlK^n JT'3 for armpit. In Assyrian Ave have Saxdtu = Aram.
«ri«nK^ {cf. GB^*' s. V. nne^).

'in 'Shahh. 128^ (BT 1, 633, below) we read: HTO HK^^H
n^'iDi nn« btsi)i «inty ]arn ''ni2''« n'^)r]'' ^t\ iok '

'n^n n«
1"lD''i< "m^ iTn U^ /'i^^5 nnfc<, a uoman may lead her child on

the sabbath. Rahhi Jehudah said, When?— She may do it in

case the child lifts up and puts down one foot after the other;

hut when it drags, it is not permitted. For TlD'^i^, /. e. '^J!}QVi

(not "'flfii^ or ''^lD''^it; cf. Dalman's Worterhuch and Al-
brecht's Neuhebr. Gr. § 14) see AJSL 22, 251, and for iTOD
(/. Is. 38 15, Ps. 42 5 (where 'A read D"lifc<, / led them instead

of 7xr% for nTiri«).

6
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It is hardly necessary to add that Hos. 11 2 is a theologi-

cal gloss; for 1«1p read ''^IpD and Dm ""JSD for DrT'iSD,

following 05 Kadoo9 /xere/caXecra and ck TrpocrcoTTOv avroi k. t. e.

5 inm i6v:ih) •'Dip ]d.

The two genuine lines of Hosea's beautiful poem should be

read as follows:

I 1)1 II IT

I I

'^
I V II I

1 In Israel's youth I loved it,

from Egypt I called my child;

4 I led it with leading-strings,

I bent over it, and fed it.

I
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Final Constructions of Biblical Hebrew

HINCKLEY G. MITCHELL
TUFTS COLLEGE

Preface.—The construction without a connective.—The construction with

"I.—The construction with '^A«.—The construction with Snl"" "*».—The
construction with ItfN (-^)-—The construction with b.—The construction

with ''Ph^b.—The construction with ne^.—The construction with )p.—The
construction with ]S.—The construction with \VQh.—The construction

with in»3.

THE subject of this study was suggested by the distinguished

scholar, Professor Franz Delitzsch. The result was a

dissertation presented to the Philosophical Faculty at Leipzig,

a part of which was printed privately under the title " Some
Final Constructions of Bibhcal Hebrew" in 1879. This bro-

chure has been cited now and then, but no one, with the

exception of Professor Eduard Konig^, seems to have given it

serious consideration.

It was due to Konig, in part, that a complete edition was

undertaken; for it was he who, by calling attention to the

incompleteness of the first, made the author feel that he owed
it to himself to produce the chapters on constructions which

he was apparently supposed to have overlooked or ignored.

The impulse thus given, however, was strengthened by the

advice of American friends who, after examining the original

manuscript, advised the pubhcation of it in its entirety.

The whole has been carefully rewritten, every statement

tested, and all the notes verified. In some places the outline

* Syntax, § 396 a, and elsewhere.
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has been more fully developed, and new notes have been added

to, or substituted for, the old ones.

The aim has always been, more clearly to define and more

fully to illustrate the constructions discussed, and thus to

prepare the way for a more satisfactory interpretation of the

Hebrew Scriptures,

The construction without a connective

The simplest and easiest way to indicate a dependence of a

word or clause on another is that in which the two are placed

in immediate juxtaposition without a connective. It is there-

fore probably the most primitive, and it must have been a

very frequent arrangement in the early history of the Hebrew
language.^ There are many instances of it in the Old Testa-

ment, especially in poetry. In such cases it would be too much
to say that anything definite is expressed. At most there is

suggested a relation the nature of which the reader is expected

to be intelligent enough to be able to understand; but this

challenge to the imagination is so effective that the very

incompleteness of the expression sometimes produces greater

vividness than would result from the use of the proper

connective.

When two clauses are thus associated the verb of the second

is oftenest in the imperfect, but the imperative also occurs. In

both cases there is sometimes difficulty in determining just

what is the relation that the writer intended to suggest, the

imperfect as well as the imperative being capable of more

than one interpretation. Thus, for example, there is room for

doubt whether the imperfect in Isa. 41 7, or the imperative in

Prov. 20 13, denotes purpose or result. Ordinarily, however,

the context more or less clearly indicates which is intended.

The following examples of the final construction without a

connective are arranged with reference not only to the form of

the verb in the clause denoting a purpose itself, but also to the

character of the clause or sentence on which it depends. The

succession may be:

2 Konig, Syn., § 59b.

I
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1. Perfect Imperfect.

In Isa. 41 2 one may translate, that he may deliver

nations, &c. In Job 30 28 the imperfect takes the place of

an infinitive after Dip. See below. In Neh. 13 19 the purpose

is negative, that there might not enter, &c.^; also in Exod. 39 23,

where the verb iTH is to be supphed. See 28 32.

2. Imperfect consecutive Imperfect.

On Job 16 8 see 30 28. In 2 Chr. 4 6 the imperfect is in a

parenthetical clause explanatory of one in which the purpose is

denoted by an infinitive with a Add Isa. 41 7, rendered, that

it may not he moved.

3. Imperfect Imperfect.

Lev. 16 30, another explanatory clause after an infinitive

with 7; Ps. 55 7 (6), where the second imperfect is a cohortative;

65 5 (4) 88 11 (lo) 102 14. On the last two see above. Job 30 28.

In Exod. 28 32 the purpose is negative. Comp. 39 23 above.

4. Imperfect Imperative.

Ps. 110 2, rendered, that thou mayst rule, &c.*

5. Perfect consecutive Imperfect.

Num. 35 11. See Eng. Vers., to he cities of refuge.

6. Imperative Imperfect.

Exod. 18 19, rendered, that I may advise thee; Ps. 9 21 (20)

34 12 (11) 51 16 (14) 61 8 (7) 86 11, the parallel clause having

the infinitive with r, 118 19 (bis) 119 17, with which comp. v. 144;

Lam. 3 30. In Exod. 7 9 the dependent verb has the jussive

form,^ in Ps. 39 5 (4)^ and 119 145 the cohortative. In the

following the purpose is negative, with 7\^ instead of the more
usual ]S: Exod. 10 28 (juss.); Judg. 13 4a, in many MSS. and

i); Ps. 19 14 (13); Job 36 21 (juss.).

7. Imperative Imperative.

Deut. 1 21, where go up, occupy clearly means go up to

3 For Hb 5 Heb. MSS. have Kbl, and a few, both Heb. and Gr., have
vh '\^K or the equivalent.

* 65 have the connective.

5 On the main verb see (S5.

6 Sam. has the connective.

7 Some MSS. have the connective.
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occupy; 1 Sam. 20 36; Jer. 48 6; Hosea 10 12; Prov. 20 13.^

Here, perhaps, belong also certain idiomatic expressions in

•which the leading verb is \7T\, Dip, or a similar one. See

Gen. 37 u 44 4 &c.

8. Participle Imperfect.

Isa. 5 11 (bis). Comp. 1 Sam. 29 11, where the infinitive with

b is used of a single act.

In the passages cited, when there is a second purpose, it

is regularly connected with the first by "I conjunctive, but in

Ps. 118 19 the connective is omitted. In Num. 35 11 the second

fiinal clause has a perfect consecutive, in Exod. 18 19 a jussive,

in Ps. 55 7 (6) and 119 17 a cohortative, and in Isa. 41 2 and

Jer. 48 6 a simple imperfect.

A simple imperfect is sometimes used in the second of two

final clauses, the first of which has an infinitive with 7. In such

cases the second may be:

1. Substantially a repetition of the first, as in Lev. 16 30 and

2 Chr. 4 6; or

2. Simply coordinate with it, as in Jer. 4 17.

Note. In Syriac the omission of the connective before a final

clause is comparatively frequent, and the perfect as well as the

imperfect and the imperative is used in this construction. See

Ilhlemann, §§ 60, 5, b; 62, 2; 85, 4, d, /3.

The construction with 1

The conjunction 1 is not a mere copulative. It was originally

a demonstrative, and always retained more or less distinct

traces of this signification.^ There is a construction implying

purpose in which it is employed. Ewald is disposed to allow a

very frequent occurrence in this sense. He makes the assertion

that, "since the particle retains its successive force, ^T\ before

the imperfect may mean dafi nicht = damit nicht, whether

reference be had to the present or the future", and that

8 The verss. have a connective.

« Driver, § 122; BDB., p. 251.

I
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"1 alone may mean dap= clamit with the perfect consecutive".^*'

These assertions are expressly denied by Bottcher, who insists

that 1 can properly be said to become equal to damit "only

before a jussive or an intentional (cohortative) the very nature

of which it is to denote vohtion or purpose"/^ Driver's state-

ment is, "that the weak 1 is used with the imperfect— as a

jussive or cohortative, if these exist in distinct forms, though

not exclusively even then—in order to express the design or

purpose of a preceding act"/^

The truth seems to be that 1, by virtue of its demonstrative

force, calls attention to an intimate relation between the clauses

connected, but that the nature of the relation must be deter-

mined by a consideration of the clauses themselves, and

especially of the modes by which the states or acts involved

are presented. When the verb of the dependent clause is a

voluntative, that is, either a jussive, or a cohortative, or an

imperative, the form, in itself, suggests purpose, especially if

the verb of the main clause, also, is a voluntative. When the

dependent verb has the form of a simple imperfect, as in the

case of the construction without the connective, there is some-

times difficulty in deciding on the precise relation of the

clauses. If the leading verb is a voluntative, this other is

usually influenced by it, so that it denotes, if not a pure

purpose, an intentional result. In the Pentateuch the simple

imperfect, in form, is often employed in a virtual command
and followed by another imperfect, or its equivalent, denoting

the end that the act or attitude commanded will serve. This is

the construction to which Ewald refers in the passage quoted,

and he seems to be perfectly correct in his interpretation of it.

Indeed, the imperfect, in and of itself, without the influence

of a preceding voluntative, may, as has been shown, denote a
purpose. It is required only that the verb be essentially sub-

ordinate to that of the main clause, and that the agent presum-
ably perceive this relation.

The final constructions in Hebrew differ in the degree of

10 § 345 a.

" § 979, 3. See also Konig, Syn., § 364 o, p.
12 § 60; comp. § 111.
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confidence they permit concerning the fulfilment of a given

purpose. The one with 1, as has been suggested, strictly speak-

ing, denotes an intended result; that is, it presents the end of

the act or attitude described or recommended as something

whose attainment is not merely desired but more or less con-

fidently expected.

In translating this construction it is usually best to use the

English conjunction that between the clauses. In so doing,

however, one must remember that the Hebrew did not so

clearly define the thought to be conveyed, but said, and intended

to say, for example, in Gen. 24 56, Dismiss me, and I will go

to my master. See Konig, Syn., § 364 p.

The construction with 1 is frequent in the Old Testament,

The examples that have been noted follow, arranged, like those

without a connective, according to the forms of the verbs in the

connected clauses:

1. Perfect Imperfect.

The number of examples under this and the next two heads

is naturally small, but there are enough to illustrate some of

the possibilities in these combinations.

In Dan. 8 12, rendered, that it may cast truth to the eaHh,

the dependent verb is a jussive.^^ In Is. 41 26, where there are

two final clauses, the first has a cohortative, in form, but the

second omits the ending. In Jer. 5 28, where the verb, omitted

in the Greek, is perhaps a gloss, and Lam. 1 19, the form does

not admit of modification.

2. Perfect Perfect consecutive.

In Exod. 31 6 the perfect of the main clause, since it conveys

a promise or assurance, is followed by the same construction as

an imperfect. See GK, § 106, 3 (a).

3. Imperfect consecutive Imperfect.

Isa. 41 7; 2 Chr. 23 i9; in both of which the purpose is

negative.^*

13 By a slight change in the text, following D, one might read that

truth might be cast to the earth, but (finally), &c, Comp, Kittel,

1* There are cases in which an imperfect seems to have the same
force with 1 consecutive as with 1 conjunctive. Thus, 2 Sam. 11 1 is best
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4. Imperfect Imperfect.

The use of the imperfect in tinal clauses after an imperfect

is sometimes due to the operation of the law for the succession

of the tenses, which requires that, when the perfect Avith 1

consecutive would be in order, if the verb is separated from

the connective by the negative or any emphatic word or words,

it must become an imperfect. In such cases its final force is

largely dependent on the connection. The imperfect, however,

may, and often does, itself denote purpose, especially in the

voluntative forms, when it usually attaches itself immediately

to the connective, thus making more evident the writer's mean-

ing. The analysis that follows will indicate how frequently the

imperfect is used after the imperfect to denote purpose, and

how varied is the usage with reference to the two in the Old

Testament.

a. When the purpose is affirmative;

(1) After a command or a request, the dependent verb has:

(a) The jussive form: Gen. 19 20, that my sold may live.

(b) The cohortative form, of which there are several examples

:

Gen. 50 5; Exod. 3 I8 4 18 5 3; 1 Sam. 27 5; 2 Sam. 18 19;

2 Kings 7 13; Isa. 5 19, where 1 is used in parallelism with

]J;d!?; 41 23; Jonah 1 7; Dan. 1 12; Neh. 5 2; 1 Chr. 13 2 f.

(c) A form unmodified, though capable of modification:

2 Sam. 19 38; Isa. 66 5; Ps. 51 9 (7) (bis).

(d) An ambiguous form: Gen. 1 9 26 19 32 41 34^^; Exod. 5 9;

Deut. 1 22 3 25; Josh. 7 3; Judg. 13 8; Isa. 2 3 55 7; Jer. 40 15;

Prov. 31 7; Job 21 19; Dan. 1 12.

(2) After a question implying desire the dependent verb

has:

(a) The jussive form: 1 Kings 22 20 = 2 Chr. 18 19.

(b) The cohortative form: Judg. 9 29; Amos 8 5 (bis).

translated, to destroy the children of Ammon, and 1 Kings 15 17, to build

Kamah, because, if strictly rendered, the former anticipates a result the

attainment of which is yet to be described and the latter one that is

not to be attained. See 2 Sam. 12 26 31 ; 1 Kings 15 22. In both cases the

infinitive with h would be more correct and intelligible.

i» For B^oni r., with 6, 1»t3n-1.
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(c) An unmodified form: Exod. 2 7, if the punctuation is

correct.

(d) An ambiguous form: Deut. 30 12 13; 2 Sam. 15 4; Isa. 19 12;

Jonah 1 11; Job 11 6^^; Lam. 2 13.

(3) After an expression of deprecation the dependent verb

has the cohortative form: Gen. 18 30 32; Judg. 6 39.

(4) After an expression of intention the dependent verb has:

(a) The jussive form: 1 Sam. 18 21.

(b) An ambiguous form: Exod. 3 3 8 4 (8); 2 Chr. 28 23.

(5) After a simple declaration the dependent verb is a

jussive: Lev. 26 43^^; 1 Kings 13 33^^; Ezek. 14 7; Ps. 9 10 (9).

b. When the purpose is negative:

(1) After a command or a request the dependent verb is a

simple imperfect with ^b: Exod. 30 20; Lev. 19 17^® 20 u;

Deut. 20 8 (comp. vs. 5-7) 25 6; 2 Sam. 14 11; Jer. 11 19;

Ps. 83 5 (4); Est. 1 19; I^eh. 2 17.

(2) After a question implying desire the same construction is

found: Judg. 21 17 (®). See Moore.

(3) After a prohibition or a refusal, with ^? or its equivalent,

the dependent verb is a simple imperfect, with the same nega-

tive particle: Gen. 14 23 (with Dfc<); Num. 18 3 82; Deut. 1 42

17 17 18 16 24 15; 2 Sam. 21 17; Isa. 7 12; Jer. 11 21.

(4) After a refusal or an excuse, with ?^, also, the dependent

verb is a simple imperfect and the negative is?: Lev. 10 9 16 2;

2 Sam. 13 25; Jer. 25 6 37 20 38 24.

(5) After a simple declaration the usage is still the same:

Jer. 10 4.

5. Imperfect Perfect consecutive.

a. When the purpose is affirmative:

(1) After a command or a request: Gen. 43 14; Exod. 8 23 (27)

16 For Pni r., with the verss., WW
17 Sam. has a perfect consecutive.

18 The verss. have the equivalent of the plural with 1 consecutive.

19 For »h Sam. has hi<.

I
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24 (28) (comp. V, 25 [29], with the infinitive) 10 25; Deut. 2 28 (bis)

16 18 19 4 5 24 5 13; 2 Sam. 21 6; 1 Kings 1 2; 1 Chr. 22 ii.

(2) After a simple declaration: Gen. 24 7; Exod. 7 3;

1 Sam. 8 11 (bis); Isa. 60 16; 2 Chr. 12 8.

b. When the purpose is negative, after a prohibition or a

deprecation, the dependent verb is a perfect consecutive,

without a negative: Num. 4 15 2o; Ps. 143 7.

Many other passages, especially with iT'/l in the final clause,

might have been cited under this (fifth) head.

6. Imperfect Imperative.

The voluntative, in two of its forms, in dependent clauses

denoting purpose, or, more exactly, intended result, is so familiar

a usage, that it ought not to surprise any one to find the

imperative sometimes taking the place of the jussive in such

a construction. It should, however, be noted, that, in these

cases, the imperfect of the main clause is as frequently as not

connected with a preceding imperative, so that the combination

is virtually that of the double imperative. See below. The
imperative is used in the dependent clause: •

a. After an independent imperfect: Gen. 19 s; Exod. 18 22;

1 Sam. 12 17; 2 Sam. 21 3; Jer. 2 19; Ps. 110 2^'^ 128 5;

Ruth 4 11.

b. After an imperfect introduced by an imperative: Gen. 12 2

20 7 45 18; Exod. 3 lo; 1 Sam. 28 22; 1 Kings 1 12.

7. Perfect consecutive Perfect consecutive.

Examples of this combination occur when, in a series of

perfects following an imperfect or an imperative, any two are

so related in thought that the connective may be rendered in

English by a final conjunction. The series is introduced:

a. By an imperfect: Gen. 41 35 f.; Exod. 18 21 f. 23 11 25 28

(comp. V. 27) 28 35 41 (comp. 30 30) 30 I6 40 9 10 15; Lev. 16 13

25 18 27; Num. 8 14; Deut. 19 12 13 i9; 1 Kings 1 2 8 so;

Ezek. 24 27; Ruth 2 16.

20 For m-i r., with (53, mil.
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b. By an imperative: Gen. 6 21 45 10; Exod. 25 8; Num. 3 6.

Many other examples might have been cited, some of which

have, in the dependent clause, /TH followed by the infinitive

with h.

8. Perfect consecutive Imperfect.

The examples under this head are variations from the rule

illustrated in the preceding section. Those in which the series

is introduced:

a. By the imperfect, so far as noted, have an imperfect in

the final clause through the intervention of a negative. Thus,

Exod. 30 12; Lev. 8 25 14 36 18 28 20 22; Num. 18 5 35 12;

Dent. 22 8; Ezek. 34 22 44 19. Of two cases in which the series

is introduced

b. By an imperative, one presents

(1) An affirmative purpose, Judg. 11 6; the other

(2) A negative purpose, namely, Exod. 28 43. In one other

the series is introduced

c. By an infinitive absolute, the verb of the dependent clause

being a jussive. So 2 Kings 5 10.

9. Perfect consecutive Imperative.

This combination is found 2 Kings 18 32, where the perfect

consecutive follows an infinitive construct.

10. Imperative Perfect consecutive.

The perfect consecutive, as has been shown, may denote a

purpose or an intended result after an imperfect, especially an

imperfect that conveys a command or a request. There are

instances, also, in which it is used after an imperative with a

similar force. Among them are Gen. 8 17, that they may he

fruitful^\- Exod. 8 12 (16) 34 1 2; Num. 4 19 10 2; 2 Sam. 24 2;

Jer. 48 26; Ezek. 20 20; 1 Chr. 15 12.

Other examples might have been cited, especially such as

have iTH in the final clause. In Gen. 47 23 the interjection ^n

takes the place of the imperative.

" (S om. that they may swarm in the earth.
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11. Imperative Imperfect.

The imperative does not often permit the use of the per-

fect consecutive in a final clause dependent on it. It usually

requires after it a construction indicating a livelier interest on

the part of the speaker in the result of the fulfilment of his

command or request. A voluntative form, if available, is the

natural expression for such an interest. Which of these forms

shall be employed, depends, in many cases, on the person in

which the verb must appear. If it is the first, and there is

nothing to prevent, the verb will naturally take the cohortative

ending; if the third, it will just as naturally be contracted to a

jussive. AVhen this verb is in the second person it regularly

appears as an imperative, unless the purpose expressed is

negative, when the imperfect is employed.

a. When the verb of the dependent clause is in the first

person:

(1) The cohortative ending is added:

In the singular: Gen. 23 4 13 24 56 27 4 7 25 29 21 (after i<)

30 25 26 42 34 44 21 49 1; Exod. 24 12 33 5; Num. 9 8 22 19;

Deut. 31 28 32 i; Judg. 11 37 16 28; 1 Sam. 12 7 11 I6 28 7;

2 Sam, 14 32 20 I6; 2 Kings 4 22 6 19; Isa. 49 20; Jer. 17 14

31 18; Ps. 39 14 41 11 119 34 73 ii5 117 125 146; Job 10 20 (Kre)

13 13; Euth 4 4; 1 Chr. 21 2 (comp. 2 Sam. 24 2); 2 Chr. 1 10

(after i^). Add Ps. 69 15 (14), where the purpose is negative,

with ^«.

In the plural: Gen. 19 5; Num. 11 13; Judg. 11 39 18 5;

1 Sam. 11 3 14 12 17 10; 2 Sam. 17 5; Isa. 1 is 41 22^^ 23

51 23; Hosea 61; Ps. 80 4 (3) 8 (7) 20 (19) 90 14; Lam. 5 21

(Kre).

(2) The cohortative ending is wanting:

(a) On a final i< verb:

In the singular: Jer. 17 14.

In the plural: Ps. 90 12.

22 In this verse there are two examples, but the second has been

transposed. Read, or shoto us things to come, that we may know their

issue.
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(b) On a final 71 verb:

In the singular: Gen. 24 14 49; 1 Kings 17 lo; Hag. 1 8;

1 Chr. 21 22. Add Num. 11 is, where the purpose is negative,

with ^«.

In the plural: Gen. 42 2 43 8 47 19; Exod. 17 2; Amos 4 i;

Cant. 7 1.

(c) On a verb with a suffix:

In the singular: Gen. 24 2f. 48 9; Exod. 33 is; Deut. 1 13

4 10 9 14; Judg. 7 4; 1 Sam. 9 26.

In the plural: Judg. 20 13; 1 Sam. 11 12; 2 Sam. 14 7.

(d) For no apparent reason:

In the singular: Judg. 16 26; 1 Kings 11 21; Ruth 4 4 (Kt.).

In the plural: Lam. 5 21 (Kt.). Add 1 Sam. 12 19, with bi^.

The fact that, in three of the above examples, the verb is

followed by a word beginning with a guttural does not explain

the omission of the ending, there being numerous instances in

which it occurs in such a situation. See Gen. 23 13 44 21, &c.

b. When the verb of the dependent clause is in the second

person:

(1) An affirmative purpose is expressed by the jussive in

Num. 17 25 (10), but in 2 Chr. 20 20 such contraction is

impossible.

(2) A negative purpose might have been expressed by the

jussive with 7^, but in the cases noted the verb does not admit

of contraction. They are Judg. 13 4 (bis)^^ and Jer. 17 21.

c. When the verb of the dependent clause is in the third

person:

(1) The purpose being affirmative:

(a) It has the jussive form: Gen. 24 51 ; Exod. 7 9 (Sam.)

8 4 (8) 9 22 10 12 17 21 32 10; Num. 21 7 25 4; Judg. 6 30 14 15;

1 Sam. 5 11 7 3 28 22 29 4; 1 Kings 13 6 21 2 10 (bis); Isa. 30 8

55 3; Hosea 2 4; Mai. 3 10; Job 12 7b; 2 Chr. 30 6 8.

(b) It has an ambiguous form: Gen. 23 3f. 30 3 31 37 38 24

42 16 (bis); Exod. 2 20 4 23 5 1 9 1 is; Num. 18 2; Judg. 16 25;

23 Many MSS. and JJ omit 1 in 4 a.

J
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2 Sam. 16 11 ; 1 Kings 18 37 21 10; Isa. 8 10a 26 2; Jer. 38 20;

Ezek. 37 9^*; Ps. 24 7 9 86 17 109 26 f. 144 5; Prov. 16 3;

Job 12 7a 14 6.

(2) The purpose being negative:

(a) It has an ambiguous form: 1 Kings 18 44, with ^?',

2 Chr. 35 21, with ^«.

(b) It has an unmodified form: Isa. 8 10; Ezek. 18 30.

12. Imperative Imperative.

Gen. 38 8 42 is; Deut. 5 27 27 9 32 49; Judg. 16 5; 1 Sam. 20 31;

1 Kings 32 12; 2 Kings 18 31 = Isa. 36 I6; Isa. 8 9b (bis) 29 9

(bis) 45 22 55 2; Jer. 5 1 6 I6 25 5 27 12 17 35 15 51 45; Amos 5 4 6

(comp. V. 14); Ps. 37 27; Prov. 3 3 f. 4 4 7 2 9 6 23 19 27 11;

2 Chr. 20 20.

13. Infinitive absolute Perfect consecutive.

In Isa. 5 5 the infinitive absolute is twice used as a brief

and abrupt substitute for the cohortative expressing a deter-

mination.

14. Infinitive construct Imperfect.

a. A positive purpose takes the jussive form: 2 Chr. 29 10.

b. A negative purpose has an ambiguous form, with ^b;
Lev. 18 30,

15. Verbal particle Imperfect.

The dependent imperfect has:

a. A cohortative form, after ]''i<: 1 Kings 22 7 = 2 Chr. 18 e;

2 Kings 3 11.

b. An ambiguous form: 2 Sam. 9 1 after B^**; 2 Sam. 9 3 after

TIj;; Isa. 19 12 after iT«; Ps. 59 14 (13) after }•»*<.

16. Nominal sentence Imperfect.

The dependent imperfect has:

a. The jussive form: Jer. 9 11a a; Hosea 14 lOaa.

** Some MSS. have the perfect consecutive.
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b. An ambiguous form: Jer. 9 iia6^^; Hosea 14 loafc;

Mai. 1 10 ; Ps. 107 43.

Thus far the analysis has taken account of the construction

only in the first or single final clause dependent on a given

statement, command, &c. There are numerous cases in which

there are two or three such clauses, each of them introduced

by 1. The additional clause, or clauses, may be related in

various ways to the first and take various forms of the verb to

denote a purpose.

1. A second or third clause may be virtually a repetition of

the preceding.

a. A cohortative in the one is then followed by:

(1) A cohortative in the other: Ps. 90 i4.

(2) An ambiguous imperfect: Ps. 119 34.

b. An imperative in the one is followed by an ambiguous

imperfect in the other: Isa. 55 2.

2. A second or third clause may be in antithesis with the

preceding. In all the examples noted the second clause is

negative and its verb a simple imperfect; and in all but one

the negative particle is t<7.

a. The imperfect with Vb is found after:

(1) A perfect consecutive: Gen. 41 36; Num. 4 19.

(2) A jussive: 1 Sam. 29 4.

(3) An ambiguous imperfect: Gen. 42 2 43 8 47 19; Prov. 31 7.

(4) An imperative: 2 Kings 18 32.

b. An imperfect with 7^< is found: Exod. 5 9.

3. A second or third clause may be simply coordinate with

the preceding.

a. A perfect consecutive is then followed by:

(1) An unmodified imperfect: Deut. 24 i3.

(2) An ambiguous imperfect: Exod. 23 ii.

25 (BS om. the connective.
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h. A cohortative is followed by:

(1) A jussive: Isa. 41 23 (Kt.).

(2) A cohortative: 2 Kings 4 22; 2 Chr. 1 10.

(3) An unmodified imperfect: Isa. 41 23 (Kr.).

c. An ambiguous imperfect is followed by:

(1) A cohortative: Hag. 1 8 (Kre).

(2) An ambiguous imperfect: Judg. 13 4, with b^ after 7i^;

Hag. 1 8 (Kt.).

d. An imperative is followed by an imperative: 1 Sam. 12 17;

2 Kings 18 31; Jer. 2 i9.

4. A second or third clause may be subordinate to the

preceding. The examples under this head are more numerous

than under either of the others. The following varieties of

construction have been noted:

a. A perfect consecutive followed by:

(1) An unmodified imperfect, with ^b: Exod. 28 35; Lev. 16 13.

(2) An ambiguous imperfect, with ^?: Gen. 41 36.

(3) A perfect consecutive: Gen. 8 17, and multiply, 45 11;

Exod. 18 20; Deut. 24 13; 1 Kings 1 2b; Jer. 48 26; 1 Chr. 22 11.

b. A jussive followed by

:

(1) An unmodified imperfect, with is?: 1 Sam. 5 11.

(2) An ambiguous imperfect: Exod. 10 12 32 10; Num.17 25 (10);

1 Kings 22 20.

(3) A perfect consecutive: Dan. 8 12.

c. A cohortative followed by:

(1) A cohortative: Gen. 27 7 (comp. v. 25); Deut. 31 28;

1 Sam. 28 7; Ps. 55 7 (6).

(2) An unmodified imperfect: 2 Kings 7 13.

(3) An ambiguous imperfect: Exod, 4 18; Judg. 11 37^^;

Neh. 5 2.

d. An unmodified imperfect followed by the same: 2 Sam. 294.

e. An ambiguous imperfect followed by

:

(1) A jussive : Jer. 38 20.

26 Om Tm-'l.

7
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(2) A cohortative: Judg. 20 13; 2 Sam. 14 7^^; Isa. 2 3.

(3) An ambiguous imperfect: Gen. 30 a; Deut. 1 22 9 14;

1 Sam. 29 4; Isa. 19 12; Jer. 25 6, with ^b after ^7, perhaps

for b^, as in the preceding parallel clause; Ps. 86 17 107 43.

(4) A perfect consecutive, after k7: Exod. 2843; Deut. 24 15;

after ^K, Jer. 17 21-^

5. One of a series of two or three final clauses may be

merely the complement of another. The following examples

have been noted:

a. A perfect consecutive followed by a perfect consecutive:

Dan. 8 12, hterally, and act and prosper, that is and act

prosperously.

b. A cohortative followed by a jussive ^*, Isa. 41 23 (Kt.), that

ue may gaze at one another and see, that is, that we he amazed

at the sight.

The construction with "w^^

This construction should next receive attention, because it

is similar in form to the foregoing, although in significance it

presents a notable contrast to the assurance suggested by the

simple connective.

The word *w\'i^ has received various explanations. The most

plausible is that it is a compound of 1i<, or, and v, not, another

form of ^ and the ^b of ^bb. So BDB.; comp. Konig, LG.,

p. 111. In any case, hke the Ass. uld it clearly has a mean-

ing that harmonizes with such a derivation. It is sometimes

employed after a voluntative. AVhen so used it imparts to the

clause to which it belongs an uncertainty that barely leaves

room for hope. When the final form is given to the construc-

tion the fulfilment of the purpose expressed is represented as J

merely possible. In such cases the conjunction that may be 1
supplied and '^vS^ rendered by the English adverb perchance. f

-' S has a perfect with 1.

2S (5 repeats the negative.

29 «-i;; Kre nKna.
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Thus, while Gen. 16 2, the first example, literally rendered,

would read. Go in unto my handmaid: perchance I shall he

hiiilt up from her, since the act suggested has in view a desired

result, the meaning is more fully and clearly expressed by the

translation, Go in unto my handmaid, that perchance I may
have children from her.

In this instance the verb of the protasis is an imperative.

There are others of the same kind; also examples in which it

is an imperfect, of one or another form, or even a perfect,

with 1 consecutive. The verb of the apodosis is, or should be,

a simple imperfect, or its equivalent; for in Josh. 14 12 HNT
should be supplied and in Exod. 32 30, as appears from the

Samaritan reading, the cohortative ending should be omitted.

In Lam. 3 29 the place of the verb is taken by the particle B^**.

The construction with ''/li^ is used:

1. After a command or a request, the verb conveying the

will of the speaker being:

a. An imperative: Num. 22 6 11; Josh. 14 12; 1 Kings 18 .5;

Isa. 47 12 (bis); Jer. 21 2 51 8; Amos 5 15; Jonah 1 6; Zeph. 2 3.

b. A cohortative: 1 Sam. 9 6 14 6.

c. An ambiguous imperfect: 1 Kings 20 31; Jer. 36 6f.;

Lam. 3 29.

d. A perfect consecutive: 1 Sam. 6 5; Ezek. 12 3.

2. After a prohibition, with 7fc<: Jer. 26 2f.

3. After a resolution conveyed by:

a. A cohortative: Num. 23 3; 2 Sam. 14 15.

b. An ambiguous imperfect: Gen. 32 21; Exod. 32 30;

Num. 23 27.

There are several passages in which the construction with

""Tli^ affects two or three clauses. In one of them, Isa. 47 12,

the particle is repeated. In all the others the clauses are

connected by 1. The relation between these clauses is naturally

varied, just as it is when the first is introduced by the simple

connective.

7*
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1. The second clause is virtually a repetition of the first in

Isa. 47 12, where, as above stated, ""bli^ is repeated, the verb

being a second imperfect.

2. The second is in antithesis with the first in Jonah 1 6,

and the third with the second in 1 Kings 18 5. In both cases

the verb in the latter of the antithetical pair, being preceded

by ^7, is an imperfect.

3. A second clause is coordinate with the preceding, and has

an imperfect: Jer. 36 6 f.

4. A second or third clause is oftenest subordinate to the

preceding. The verb is then:

a. A perfect consecutive: Num. 22 ii 23 27; Josh. 14 12;

Jer. 26 2f.

b. A simple imperfect: 1 Kings 18 5; Jer. 21 2 26 2f. Here

belongs, also, Num. 22 6, if the text is correct; but see v. 11,

It should be noted, as a point that indicates purpose, that,

among these passages, the law concerning the succession of

the tenses is followed only in Num. 22 11 23 27; Josh. 14 12;

1 Kings 18 5 (2 and 3); Jonah 1 6; Jer. 26 2f. (2 and 3). In

all the rest the imperfect is employed in a second or third

clause, after 1, without reference to the form of the preced-

ing verb.

The construction with J^ll''
*•£)

The question J^Tl'' ''D, WJio knoiveth, &c., is found in three

passages that are perfectly intelligible when translated literally,

but acquire a clearer meaning when thrown into the form of a

final clause after the pattern of that introduced by ''bli^. The

best example of this construction is found in Joel 2 13 f., which

reads. Return to Yahweh, your God; ; who knoiveth hut

that, that is, that perchance, he may change, &c. Here a series

of imj)eratives is followed by an imperfect, and, in accordance

with the law for the succession of the tenses, two perfects

consecutive.
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In Jonah 3 7-9 the king of Nineveh uses imperfects, with and

without b^, in his proclamation, and they are followed by an

imperfect, two perfects consecutive, and an imperfect with ^7,

making another regular series.

In 2 Sam. 12 22 the leading clause must be supplied in

some such form as I ivill fast (coh.) and weep, to which icho

Imoweth, &c., followed by an imperfect and a perfect conse-

cutive, would be a natural pendant.

It is difficult to see any difference in effect between vIK and

J^Tl"' ""D. If there is any, it is, that, while the former represents

the result desired as barely possible, the latter suggests that it

is not absolutely impossible.

The construction with "ItS^t? (t5^)

The conjunction 1, while it denotes a species of succession^

does not deprive the clause following of a certain independence.

However it may be reproduced in English, one must not lose

sight of the fact that, to the Hebrew mind, it connected syn-

tactically equal constructions, such constructions as may, and

sometimes do, occur side by side without a connective. The
second of these constructions may be, and, if a purpose is

implied, is essentially subordinate to the first, and therefore

may properly be interpreted as dependent; but there is no

formal recognition of subordination. To express such a relation,

other particles must be employed.

One of these is the relative "ItJ^b?. The derivation of tliis

word is a subject on which philologists disagree. The most

plausible opinion is, that it was originally a noun, the Assyrian

^asru, "place", found in modified forms and meanings in the

other Semitic languages.^**

The peculiar color given to a final clause by this word has

not been clearly defined. ^^ To obtain a correct idea of its use

30 For a discussion of various views on this subject, see Bottclier,

LG., § 897, 8; KGnig, LG., pp. 323 ff.

31 Konig, who takes pains to note that this word is not discussed in

the part of this study published in 1879, says only, that it "points to

the aim of an event". Syn.-, § 396a.
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and signification, one must first consider it as a proper relative,

for, even as a relative, it introduces virtually intentional clauses.

Compare the following passages: Exod. 21 13, I will a2)point

thee a place whither (ivhich thither) he may flee;

Num. 23 13, Go with me to another place whence (ivhich

thence) thou mayst see them; Deut. 1 33, to show the ivay

wherein {which therein) we may go.

These passages have a common stamp. The similarity of

the construction to that in Latin in which the relative takes

the subjunctive after it is apparent. The first quoted is parti-

cularly interesting, as affording an opportunity for comparing

the word in question with others used to denote purpose. In

Num. 35 a the construction is the usual one when the object

of the appointment of the cities of refuge is stated, namely,

that with 7 and the infinitive, in which the attainment of the

given object is implied. In v. ii there is a perfect consecutive,

in the use of which, as has been shown, the accomplishment of

the end in view is taken for granted. The relative gives the

common idea a third nuance. The dependent sentence which

it introduces has an attributive value nearly equivalent to that

of the genitive t37pD, refuge. It therefore denotes a fitness or

an adaptation which, in the other constructions, is less clearly

indicated; but, for example in Exod. 21 13, it presents only the

possibility of the act involved.

In the passages thus far cited the verb of the given clause

is followed by a demonstrative by which doubt with reference

to the antecedent of 1X2^^ is prevented. There is one in which

this is not the case, namely, 2 Chr. 2 ii (12), which, in the

Authorized Version, reads, Blessed he the Lord God of

Israel, icho hath given to David the king a wise son,

that might build an house for the Lord. For might the revised

versions have should, but the revisers evidently agreed with

the original translators that IK'fc^ was a relative pronoun and,

from the English point of view, the subject of the verb follow-

ing. This is the natural rendering, but it is not incontestable;

for the fact that, in the preceding chapter, v. 11, the same

author clearly uses 1t5^i< as a final particle makes it possible
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to doubt Avhether he may not have done so in this case, and

impossible to prove the contrary.

There is room for a similar difference of opinion concerning

Jer. 42 u and Ruth 2 i; the question being, whether *1t5^fc< in

these instances is a final conjunction or a relative adverb

equivalent to the wherein, lit. tuhich in it, of Jer. 42 3.

That the word may be so used is clear from Gen. 35 i3f.^^ If,

however, in this passage one must render it where, why may
one not translate Naomi's question. Shall I not seek thee a

resting-place where it tvill, or, in view of her evident desire

to help her daughter-in-law, ivhere it may, he well irith thee?

The English translators took this view of Jer. 42 14. Hence
we read. We ivill go into the land of Egypt, ivhere we shall

see no war; of course with that result in view. Still, in both

cases, as in 2 Chr. In, the author may have had the strictly

final idea.

There remain to be examined the passages in which *1t2^K

must be treated as a final conjunction. As such it seems

not to have any peculiar significance, but to have been used

in place of other particles. Thus, in Josh. 3 7 1 might have

been employed. In Gen. 11 7, Exod. 20 26, and Eccl. 7 21,

where the purpose is negative, i<7l would have been equally

correct.

The most interesting of all the examples of the construction

under consideration are those in Avhich l^i^ or *V^ takes the

place of ]yD7, which, as will be shown in another connection,

almost always introduces clauses denoting a constant purpose.

The latter would have been in place in the expression, that

(tJ^) they may fear, Eccl. 3 14, or learn to fear, Deut. 4 10;

also in Deut. 4 40 and 6 a and Ruth 3 1, where an appeal is

made to the universal desire for well-being. Comp. Deut. 12 25.

Why it was not used is uncertain^ Deut. 4 40 is especially

puzzling, since it has both constructions. It has been suggested

that here and elsewhere *1tJ^J< is an abbreviation for *^B^^^ jJ^D?^^,

but this explanation is unsatisfactory, since, if a writer were

3' See, also, 1 Sam. 28 9 (lohy); Gen. 6 4 {when); Josh, 5 4 {why).

33 Gesenius, HW., art. "its^x, B, 2.
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inclined to use an abbreviation, he would naturally use it after^

and not, as in this instance, before, the fuller form of expression.

On the whole, it seems safest to regard the use of 1B^i< in a

final sense as a trace of the influence on the Hebrew of the

Aramaic language, in which the relative is regularly employed

at the same time to denote a purpose.^* This explanation is

favored by the fact that several of the passages cited as con-

taining evident or probable examples of such usage are from

books (Jer., Ruth, EccL, Chr.) in which an Aramaic element

has long been recognized, and as many more (Deut. 4 lo 40 6 3;

Josh. 3 7) show traces of having suffered from redaction.
^^

Thus, there remain but two passages that date from the best

period of Hebrew hterature.

When a clause with "IB^K is followed by another also denot-

ing a purpose, in one case (Deut. 6 3) this word is repeated,

with 1; in one (Deut. 4 40) ]J^D7l takes its place; and in two

(Deut. 4 10; Jer. 42 14) ) alone suffices, the verb, which is

separated from the connective, having the form of a simple

imperfect.

The construction with 7

The origin of the preposition 7 is in dispute, but, whether

it is a relic of a primitive noun^" or "a radically independent

linguistic product" ^^, there can be no doubt of its demonstrative

character. It differs, however, as a demonstrative, from 1 in

at least one particular. The conjunction always indicates a

sort of succession. In using it one naturally passes from one

to another of the connected ideas. When, therefore, a verb

logically dependent on a preceding is introduced by it, the only

question is that of the distinction between result and purpose,

or, rather, between simple and intended result.

3* On biblical Aramaic see Kautzsch, Gram., § 73, 3, b; also Dan. 6 9 (s)

18 (i7). On Syriac, see Uhlemann, § 85, 3; also Deut. 12 25 28, as well

as 4 40.

35 See JBL., 1899, p. 87.

36 Giesebrecht, Die hebraische Preposition Lamed, § 1.

37 Konig, LG., i, p. 275.
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The case with b is different. Its primal meaning is toward,

and, in tliis sense, it is like a weathercock, being capable,

under favoring circumstances, of indicating various directions

from an unchanged standpoint. Hence, if it may be used to

point out that in prospect of which, it may also be employed

to call attention to that in retrospect of which, a given act

is performed. ^^ Thus it has the force of in view of as well

as of ivith a view to, in other words, it denotes cause as well

as purpose, and one of these uses may be mistaken for the

other.

The difficulty in distinguishing cases of purpose is increased

by the fact that 7, as a demonstrative, may point, not only

forward and backward, but sideward, that is, introduce a con-

comitant of the main thought. This usage, in some books, is

common, much more common than most students of the Old

Testament seem to have discovered, although Ewald long ago

called attention to its frequency.^^

The three functions of 7 thus far described groAV naturally

from its original meaning. There is another. The transition

from toward to to or unto is easy, and the preposition made
it early in the history of the language, thereby producing a

class of cases in which it is used to denote the result of a

given act or state. Giesebrecht (§ 22) asserts that the 7 of

result is as frequent as that of aim or object; but this state-

ment only shows how easy it is to mistake the one for the

other.

Thus it appears that the preposition 7 may denote, among
other things, not only purpose, but cause, concomitance, and

35 According to Ewald, § 217 d (c), " h can indicate the external

cause or object with reference to which, as at the time existing or

happening, something occurs." Among the passages cited in illustration

of this statement are Gen. 4 23 and Exod. 12 42. Giesebrecht, § 21, a,

discusses the subject more fully in its relation to the noun, giving a

variety of examples. Those on which he lays most stress are Num.1634;
Isa. 30 19; Jer. 10 13 15 le; Hab. 3 12 le; Ps. 18 45 (44); Job 36 27.

39 iG., § 280 d, he says, " The infinitive with b becomes gradually

more frequent as a means of subordinating to the sentence any incomplete

verb describing merely accidental conditions." For examples, see Noldius,

Concordantiae, 414 a.
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result, and that care is necessary to avoid mistaking one or

another of the last three from the first.

Wlien the preposition has a final sense it directs attention

to the end at which the subject aims in performing the act

described. This act is supposed to be the proper means of

attaining the end in view; hence there is implied a probabiHty

of its attainment. The probability implied borders so closely

on assurance that the construction is often found where the

historical sequence would be more exact***; but, so long as 7

retains its place, the realization of the purpose may be denied.

If it is denied, no further attempt in the same direction is to

be expected, for 7, like 1, introduces a purpose that is exhausted

by a single efi'ort.

The preposition b is found with several classes of Hebrew
nouns. It is most frequent with the nomen actionis, which

corresponds in many respects to the English infinitive and is

usually called the infinitive construct. The noun thus introduced

is regularly placed after and, naturally, quite near the verb on

which it depends. It may, however, for the sake of emphasis,

precede the principal verb. When it follows the same it often

causes the removal of adverbial clauses which would regularly

precede it toward the end of the sentence and takes them

under its own government. See 2 Kings 8 29. This precaution

against ambiguity is not always observed, especially by later

writers. The necessity for a close connection arises from the

fact that the word governed by 7, as a rule, has for its subject

the subject, or the object, direct or indirect, of the principal

clause. The connection is so close that a negative preceding

the verb of this clause affects the whole construction, a fact

that has sometimes been overlooked by interpreters of the Old

Testament. Indeed, the leading verb, or a word intimately

connected with it, often determines very definitely the signi-

fication of the noun that follows with 7 to denote the object

of the act described.

The following analysis is based on a nearly complete list of

*o Comp. Deut. 17 3 with 29 17 (is), Judg. 19 3 with v. 9, and Hosea 2 11

with 11 9,
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relevant passages. It is intended to show the relation of the

subject of the dependent to the main clause as well as the

general character of the verbs or other constructions that are

followed by 7 in a final signification.*^

The preposition 7 is employed to denote aim or object:

A. With an Infinitive:

I. AVlien the subject of the dependent is at the same time

the subject of the principal clause:

1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the

object of the change:

a. When the change is voluntary, after verbs signifying:

(1) Come, go, &c.:

m«: Job 34 8.

nn«: Isa. 56 9.

KD: Gen. 23 2 (bis) 30 38 (bis) 39 11 u 42 5 7 9 10 12*- 47 4;

Exod. 5 23 12 23; Lev. 14 36 (bis); Num. 4 3 15 19 23 (bis) 30

7 89 8 24; Deut. 4 5 (and elsewhere in this book and Joshua)

19 5 24 10 31 11; Josh. 2 2; Judg. 11 12 18 9 19 15 20 4 10*^

21 22; 1 Sam. 2 36 16 o 23 10; 2 Sam. 19 I6 21 26 24 21 (where

i^n is to be supplied); 1 Kings 2 19 5 14 17 18 (bis); 2 Kings 2 15

4 1; Isa. 1.6 12 60 13 66 15; Jer. 4 11 (bis b ^V, comp. Tl^n^)

16 8 44 12 14 (bis)**; Ezek. 20 3 38 12 (ter) 13 44 25; Hag. 2 le;

Zech. 2 4 (1 21) (bis); Ps. 41 7 (6) 96 13 = 98 9; Prov. 23 30

;

Job 2 1 (bis) 11 (bis); Est. 4 8 (bis); Dan. 10 14 11 e; Ezr. 9 11;

Neh. 4 2 (bis) 9 15 23; 1 Chr. 12 23 (22) 16 33 19 2; 2 Chr. 9 1

11 16 20 4 11 26 16 29 15 30 1 5.

"pri: Gen. 18 I6 27 5*^ 31 19 32 7 (6) 37 12; Exod. 4 27 13 21

<• To avoid ambiguity the nomen actionis will hereafter be referred

to as the infinitive.

*2 In V. 7 «U (1 plu.) is to be supplied; in v. 9, for emphasis, the

order is reversed. The recurrence of this arrangement will hereafter be
indicated by putting the number of the verse into Italics.

" For D«nb ntoj?'? r., with (S, mtej?^ D^xnV.

44 For DB^iii^ D^win © has D"'njn and, for y\^h\ aiB^*?.

45 For «>3n^ r., with (S, Vaw"?.
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(bis); Num. 14 38 24 i; Deut. 1 33 20 4; Josh. 9 ii 22 9; Judg. 2 6

9 9 11 13 18 9 17; 1 Sam. 29 ii; 2 Sam. 6 2 19 16; 1 Kings 18 16

(bis) 22 13; 2 Kings 8 8 9 ^ 18 35 16 lo; Isa. 30 2 29; Jer. 25 6

(bis) 31 2 41 12; Hosea 5 6; Hab. 1 6; Zech. 2 6 (2); Ruth 1 1 7

2 8; Neh. 8 12 (quatev); 1 Chr. 18 3.

^X"*: Gen. 11 31 12 5 14 17 30 16; Exod. 4 i4 16 27 18 7

Num. 22 36 31 13; Josh. 9 12; Judg. 4 18 22 11 31 34 21 21

1 Sam. 9 14 1310 18 6*^23i5 30 21; 2 Sam. 6 20 20 7; 1 Kings 9 12

2 Kings 4 39 7 12 9 21; Isa. 7 3 26 21; Jer. 4 7 37 12 41 6

Ezek. 30 9; Micah 5 1; Prov. 7 15 (bis) 25 8; Dan. 9 22 11 44

(bis); 1 Chr. 14 15; 2 Chr. 35 20.

IT: Gen. 11 5 12 10 42 3; Exod. 2 5 3 8 (bis); Judg. 7 24

15 12\ 1 Sam. 10 8 (bis); 2 Sam. 19 17 21 25; 1 Kings 2 8 21 18;

Isa. 30 2 (bis) 52 4; Jonah 1 3; Cant. 6 2 (bis); 1 Chr. 7 21;

2 Chr. 22 a.

nnO: 1 Chr. 16 43, in the sense of y\^\ Pi., Ps. 26 ef. (bis),

in its proper meaning.

nnj;: Exod. 12 23; Num. 13 32; Deut. 4 26 6 1 9 1 11 8 11 31

30 18 31 13; Josh. 1 11; Judg. 10 9 12 1; 2 Sam. 19 19 (18) (bis)

20 13; 1 Kings 22 24 = 2 Chr. 18 23.

n^;;: Gen. 38 13 46 29 50 7; Exod. 34 24; Deut. 9 9; Josh. 22 33;

Judg. 6 35 15 io\ 1 Sam. 1 3 (bis) 21 2 19; 2 Sam. 5 17;

1 Kings 11 15 18 42 (bis); 2 Kings 13 6 7; Isa. 57 7; Obad. 21;

Jonah 4 6; Zech. 14 16 (bis) 18 19; Ps. 122 4; Ezr. 1 5; 1 Chr. 13 6

21 18; 2 Chr. 35 20.

niK^: Deut. 24 19; Judg. 14 8; 1 Sam. 17 15; 2 Sam. 6 20

23 10; 2 Kings 4 31 8 29 = 2 Chr. 22 6; 2 Kings 9 15; Jer. 43 3

44 14*'; Ezek. 13 22^\

Here belong, also, certain passages in which motion is only

implied. This so-called pregnant construction is found: with

l"in, 1 Sam. 16 4 and 21 2; with ?:i1, Isa. 28 21 (bis); with ^n,

Hi., Judg. 15 14; with i«ty, Judg. 14 5 and Ps. 104 21.

(2) Haste, flee, &c.

P«: Josh. 10 13; Prov. 28 20; Hi., Isa. 22 4.

46 Om., with <5, "nB^b.

•'' 65 om. nac^^.

*8 For iHTin^ the versions seem to have read ini'n^.
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^T«: Jer. 2 36.

mn-. 1 Kings 11 17.

DIH: Exod. 19 21 24.

tS^IH: Hab. 1 8; Ps. 70 2 (1) (bis) 119 60, with an intervening

antithetical clause.

TSn, Ni.: 1 Sam. 23 26.

inn: Ezek. 12 12; Jonah 1 13.

D1J: Isa. 20 6.

yU: Ps. 59 16 (Kt.).

^SJ: 2 Kings 5 21.

IPD: Hab. 3 u. Comp. Marti.

f]n: Ps. 109 16 (15).

pi: Gen. 18 2 24 17 20 29 13 33 4; Jer. 51 31 (bis).

IDIB^, Pil. : Amos 8 12.

(3) Approach, depart, &c.

tJ^pn, Pi.: Lev. 19 31; Judg. 18 1 ; 1 Kings 10 24 = 2 Chr. 9 23;

Ps. 40i5 (14); Neh. 12 27.

m^, Ni.: Isa. 56 6 (bis).

U^:ii: Gen. 19 9; Exod. 28 43 30 20 (bis); Lev. 21 21 (bis);

Judg. 9 52; 2 Kings 4 27; Ezek. 44 13 (bis); Ni., 2 Sam. 11 20.

«1p: 2 Sam. 19 I6; Jer. 51 31.

nip: Exod. 12 48 36 2; Lev. 18 e 19 20 I6 21 17; Num. 17 5

18 22; Deut. 20 10 25 11; 1 Sam. 17 48; 2 Sam. 15 5; Isa. 34 1;

Ezek. 40 46 43 9*» 44 15 I6 45 4; Ps, 27 2; Eccl. 4 17 (5^).

bl2, Ni.: Ezr. 621.

yOi: Num. 21 4; Josh. 3 14; Ezr. 8 31.

11D: Exod. 3 4; Deut. 11 28 2814; Judg. 14 8 1915; lKings22 32;

2 Kings 4 8; Jer. 15 5.

nrj;: Josh. 24 16; Jer. 2 13; Prov. 2 13; Ruth 1 16; 2 Chr. 32 31.

»]D«, Ni.: Judg. 16 23 20 14; 1 Sam. 13 5; Neh. 8 13^°;

2 Chr. 30 13.

pVl Ni.: Josh. 8 16.

iy\ Ni.: Exod. 29 42. In Josh. 11 5 this word is separated

from the infinitive by two imperfects consecutive.

ItDj;: 1 Sam. 23 26.

49 Read D^SIpn, as in 40 46.

50 For b^2\»nh) « has b^ste'n'?. Comp. GK, § lUp.
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fnp: 1 Sam. 28 i; Ni.: Ps. 102 23; 2 Chr. 20 4; Hith.:

Josh. 9 2.

blip, Ni.: Josh. 22 12; Est. 9 2 (comp. v. le).

ps, Hi.: Exod. 5 12.

b. When the change is involuntary, after verbs signifying:

(1) Bring, send, &c.:

nn«, Hi.: Isa. 21 14.

«in, Hi.: Gen. 2 19; Lev. 17 4 9; Deut. 6 23 (with ]Vd7);

Neh. 8 15 10 32; Ho.: Lev. 6 23 16 27; Ezek. 30 11.

«^\ Hi.: Gen. 15 7; Exod. 16 3 32 12 (bis); Lev. 22 33 25 38

(bis) 26 45; Num. 15 41; Deut. 1 27 9 28; 2 Kings 15 20;

Ezek. 46 20.

ni: Gen. 31 is; Isa. 63 i4.

nni Hi.: Neh. 9 12.

IT, Hi.: Gen. 43 22.

nnO, Hi.: 1 Sam. 5 10.

inj;, Hi.: Josh. 7 7.

nbV, Hi.: Exod. 17 3; Lev. 11 45; Num. 16 13 20 5;

1 Kings 9 15.

ni2t, Pi.: Est. 4 5, in the sense of W\i^.

«1p: 2 Kings 3 10.

niB^, Hi.: Job 33 30^^ Ezr. 10 10.

n^B^: 1 Sam. 22 17 25 4o; 2 Sam. 1 14 10 2 = 1 Chr. 19 2;

2 Sam. 24 16; 1 Chr. 13 9; Pi.: Gen. 8 8; 2 Chr. 32 31.

"ISe^: Ezek. 14 19.

(2) Snatch, drive, &c.:

b)^, Hi.: 1 Sam. 20 33^1

mX Ni.: Deut. 19 5.

^:JJ, Hi.: Gen. 37 22.

yny. Isa. 22 10.
j

(3) Cause to approach, depart, &c.:
j

B^Ji, Hi. : Mai. 1 8.

nip, Hi.: Lev. 22 21; Num. 28 22 (see v. 19) 31 50.

51 For n yitd r. ia ^^»).

.
52 Kittel r. hb"., as in 18 11.
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^n, Hi.: Num. 16 9.

nbj, Hi.: Amos 1 6.

IID, Hi.: 2 Chr. 35 12.

^ip, Hith.: 1 Chr. 15 i4.

»)D«: Zeph. 3 8 (with pp); Eccl. 2 26 (with DJD).

DJD: Eccl. 2 26 (with P)D«).

|>np: 1 Sam. 28 i; Zeph. 3 8 (with S^D«).

Sip, Hi.: 1 Kings 12 21; Ezek. 38 13, where it is followed by

three additional infinitives.

(4) Give, take, &c.:

211: Prov. 6 30.

npb: Gen. 7 3 22 10; Exod. 10 26; Lev. 9 4 1449; 1 Sam. 812,

where the infinitive with 7 is coordinated with the perfect

consecutive, 15 21; 2 Sam. 12 4; Jer. 25 28; Ezek. 15 3 (bis)^'

27 5; Eccl. 7 27, where DeUtzsch Avould supply this verb^*.

•DD, Hith.: 1 Kings 21 20; 2 Kings 17 17.

]ni: Lev. 18 20; Deut. 28 12^^; Isa. 43 20; Ezek. 44 30;

Lam. 1 11 5 6; Ezr. 9 8 (bis); Neh. 9 20.

^np, Pi.: Ezr. 830.

nap: 2 Sam. 24 21; 2 Kings 12 13; Ruth 4 10.

^pK^:Est. 4 7.

Add the related word,

"ini: Deut. 12 5 11 (here, only, with 3) 21 14 23 24 16 6 11

26 2; 1 Kings 11 36 14 21; Neh. 1 9; 2 Chr. 12 13.

2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the

object of the change:

a. When the change is voluntary, after verbs signifying:

(1) Stand, sit, &c.

:

«fc>a, Hith.: Dan. 11 14.

2'^X m.: Exod. 5 20 7 15; Num. 22 34; Deut. 29 9-11;

1 Sam. 1 26; Isa. 3 13.

53 For np'^n r., with (g?, inp\n.

** It is not impossible that n^np is here a mistake for Wph and mOM,
for ntsx, an interpolation. See 12 8.

" For Tia^l r., with Sam. 6, TO^.
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IDV: Lev. 18 23^^ Num.16 9; Deut. 5 5 10 8 18 5; 1 Kings 8 ii

13 1 ; Isa. 3 is; Jer. 18 20; Ezek. 21 26 44 is; Obad. u; Ps. 106 23

109 31; Ezr. 3 10^'; 2 Chr. 20 23 (bis).

n\p: Gen. 19 1 37 35; Exod. 32 6; Num. 32 u; Deut. 19 I6;

Josh. 8 3; Judg. 10 1 19 5 7 9; 1 Sam. 25 29 (bis); 2 Sam. 12 17;

1 Kings 2 19; 2 Kings 7 5; Isa. 2 19 21; Jonah 1 3; Ps. 76 10 (9)

119 62; Cant. 5 5; 2 Chr. 20 19.

QDK^, Hi.: Judg. 19 8; 1 Sam. 15 12 29 11.

nB^V Gen. 37 25; Exod. 18 13 32 6; Judg. 5i6; 1 Sam. 20 5 24;

Jer. 16 8 (bis) 40 10; Ezek. 44 3; Joel 4 (3) 12; Ps. 27 4 (bis);

Prov. 9 14 23 1 ; Est. 3 15.

Add the related verbs:

liP: Ps. 59 5 (4); Hithpol.: Isa. 64 6.

f''P,
Hi.: Ps. 59 6(5).

(2) Turn, bend, &c.:

"JSn : 2 Kings 5 26.

niD: 1 Sam. 15 27; 2 Chr. 18 31 (comp. 1 Kings 18 32).

niS: Lev. 20 6; 1 Kings 8 28; Eccl. 2 12; Hi.: Jer. 49 24.

PD: Judg. 7 5 6.

ntDJ: Exod. 23 2; 2 Sam. 2 19; Jer. 14 8.

f\p^, Hi.: Ps. 14 2 53 3 (2); Prov. 4 1.

(3) Seize, smite, &c.

:

HDi, Hi.: Num.22 23.

tS^pl Hith.: 1 Sam. 28 9.

"[Ori: Gen. 48 17.

b. When the change is involuntary, after verbs signifying:

(1) Raise, set, &c.

:

i^te^i: Lev. 10 17; Num. 18 22; Ezek. 10 16; Amos 6 10;

Zech. 2 4 (1 21); Pi.: Jer. 22 27 44 14.

DH, Hi.: 1 Sam. 2 8, where this verb is in parallelism with

Dip; Ezek. 45 15.

"IDV Ps. 8 3.

58 For nyaiV r. n»2n^.

5" For Hi. r., with some MSS. and the verss., Kal.
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]1D, Hi.: Ezr. 7 lo (ter); 1 Chr. 28 2 29 16; 2 Chr. 12 u 19 3 .

30 19; Po.: Isa. 51 13.

nU, Hi.: Judg. 3 1.

]ny. Lev. 14 29 18 23 26 1; Ezek. 24 8 (bis); Eccl. 1 12 (bis) 17,

where the second ilJ^T should probably be treated as a noun

(Kittel), 8 16 (bis) 9 1, corrected by 1 13; Dan. 9 3, where this

Terb has the sense of Dlfe^ (see 11 17); Ezr. 9 8, where the

subject is expressed with the first of two infinitives; Neh. 9 it.

D1t2^: 2 Kings 12 18; Jer. 7 30 11 13 44 12; Hab. 2 9;

2 Chr. 11 16.

n''K^: Ps. 17 11.

bn\S^: Ezek. 17 8 (ter).

Under this head may also be placed:

IpS, Ni.: Neh. 12 44; Ho.: 2 Chr. 34 12.

(2) Turn, bend, &c.

nnO: Isa. 40 22.

nW: Ps. 119 112; Hi.: Gen. 49 15; 2 Sam. 3 27; Jer. 25 4;

Prov. 5 2.

niS, Hi.: 1 Sam. 10 9.

3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making in general, to

indicate the object of such activity:

ni3: Josh. 22 23 (ter); Jer. 7 31 19 5 32 35; Ezek. 17 17;

Ezr. 3 2; 2 Chr. 2 2.

nT: Isa. 49.5; Jer. 33 2.

ntyj;: Gen. 50 20 (with ]J;D^); Exod. 8 14 29 1; Lev. 8 34;

Num. 8 7 12 15 3 (bis) s 29 5; 2 Sam. 7 21 = 1 Chr. 17 19;

1 Kings 14 9 16 7; 2 Kings 6 2 17 11 17; Isa. 2 20; Jer. 11 17

32 22 44 19; Ezek. 13 I8 22 3 45 17; Eccl. 2 6; 2 Chr. 20 36.

^5;S: Job 33 30 (bis)^^

4. After any verb describing an operation, to indicate the

immediate object of that operation.

The verbs thus far classified have been of so general a

character that, unless they were in some way limited, one

s'' For '3 ni«b, Kittel r. '3 V»b.
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could not predict what was the object to be expressed. The
verb i<2l'', for instance, is capable of introducing any number
of final infinitives. A characteristic of the construction under

discussion, therefore, has seemed to be, that the main clause

had a greater extension than the one dependent on it. The
leading verb has, however, in many cases, been outwardly so

modified that its extension was more or less reduced, if not

contracted to that of the dependent infinitive. A verb may be

inwardly so limited, that is, be so narrow in its signification,

as to permit the use of one of a very brief list of infinitives, or

even of but a single verb in this construction, after it. In the

passages next to be cited the verbs found in the main clause

will naturally be largely of this class.

Sometimes the infinitive is almost a synonym of the verb

preceding. This is the case in the following passages: Lev. 16 so;

Xum. 8 21 (atone, to cleanse); 1 Kings 3 9 (judge, to discern);

Isa. 56 6 (serve and love, to be a servant); Ps. 101 8 (exter-

minate, to cut off); Neh. 12 24 (laud, to praise); 2 Chi-. 29 24

(make a sin-offering, to atone).

In the following passages, also, the leading verb is narrowly

limited by its signification: Exod. 29 36; Lev. 8 11 (anoint, to

sanctify); Deut. 4 35 (be shown, to know) 36 (cause to hear, to

instruct) 8 2 (after ]J?D^) 13 4; Judg. 3 4; 2 Chr. 32 31 (test, to

know); Deut. 20 19 (make war, to capture); Isa. 28 24 (plow,

to sow) 42 18 (look, to see); Jer. 32 33 (listen, to receive

instruction); Ezek. 21 33 (28) (be pohshed, to shine) ^^; Hab. 2 1

(watch, to see); Zech. 2 e (2) (measure, to see); Ps. 10 9 (he in

wait, to catch) ; 1 Chr. 10 13 (ask, to learn).

In the following passages the leading verb is restricted by

outward modification: Gen. 4 11 (open the mouth, to receive)

42 27 (open a sack, to give fodder); Exod. 2 le (fill a trough,

to water); Deut. 13 6 (5) (speak apostasy, to thrust from the

way) 20 4 (make war for, to save) 28 12 (open heaven, to give

rain); 1 Kings 3 11 (ask discernment, to hear); Jer. 7 18 (knead

dough, to make cakes) 18 22 (dig a pit, to catch); Ezek. 22 20

*« For Ij^sn"? r. hnnb.

I
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(blow fire upon, to smelt); Ps. 11 2 (fix an arrow, to snoot)

37 14 (bend a bow, to bring down, to slay) 64 4 (3) f. (bend an

arrow, to shoot).

In the remaining passages the main clause does not suggest

what is to follow, but the infinitive actually used is recognizable,

as pointing to a probable outcome of the act described. Here

belong Exod. 39 3 (cut into threads, to work) ; Lev. 22 8 (eat,

to defile); Num. 15 3 (offer a special offering, to make);

Deut. 8 2 (afflict, to test; after ])fu?) 16 (test, to do good; after

jJ^D?) 24 8 (take heed, to observe, do); Judg. 15 10 (bind, to

do) 12 (bind, to give) 16 5 (bind, to torment); 2 Sam. 8 2

(measure, to kill, save alive); 1 Kings 8 43 (know, to fear,

know; after ])fa?) 12 21 (make war, to restore) 18 6 (apportion,

to pass over); 2 Kings 23 35 (tax, to give; bis); Isa. 10 2

(scribble, to turn, rob) 58 4 (fast, to smite, make heard) 63 12

(cleave water, to make); Jer. 1 12 (watch, to perform) 16 7

(break bread ^", to comfort) 18 20 (speak, to turn back) 31 28

(watch, to pluck up®\ pull down®\ break down, destroy ^\

injure, build, plant); Ezek. 3 18 (speak, to warn, save alive)

13 5 (build, to make a stand) 16 26 (repeat harlotry, to provoke)

17 14 (keep a covenant, to stand) 30 21 (be strong, to grasp)

33 8 (speak, to warn) 39 14 (bury, to cleanse); Hab. 2 9 (get

gain, to set); Zech. 11 10 14 (cut, to break); Ps. 59 1(0) (watch,

to kill) 102 20 f. (look, to hear, release) 106 8 (save, to make
known) ^^ 119 95 (wait, to destroy) 145 11 f. (speak, to make
known); Prov. 22 20 f. (write, to make known) 23 4 (toil, to

become rich); Job 33 16 f. (terrify ^^, to remove) 38 25-27 (cleave,

to cause rain, to satisfy, make grow); Lam. 2 14 (uncover, to

bring); Xeh. 4 2 (conspire, to come, to make war, injure);

1 Chr. 11 10 (exert one's self, to make king); 2 Chr. 20 36

(unite, to make) 32 18 (call, to frighten, disturb) 36 6 (bind, to

bring).

60 For nnh, with 6, r. Dn^.

61 Wanting in (5.

62 In this case b with the infinitive is coordinated with, and explicative

of, ]»0^ with a noun.
63 For Dnn' r., with C5S, Dfin\

8*
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5. After iTH, expressed or understood:

a. In the sense of become: Gen. 1 u 9 ii; Exod. 40 15.

b. In the sense of he:

(1) When it connects the infinitive with a verb to which

the same might have been directly attached: Num. 7 5 8 ii;

Jonah 4 t5.

(2) When it connects the infinitive directly with its own

subject: Jer. 44 u (®). In 1 Chr. 23 4 and 28 21 the copula is

to be supplied.

(3) When the copula is supplemented by a prepositional

phrase: Exod. 23 2; Num. 31 3; Deut. 13 10 (9) 17 7; 1 Kings 16 21;

Ezek. 27 9 44 7. In 1 Sam. 25 4i (Hiri); Isa. 60 9; Micah 7 3;

Xeh. 12 24 (bis) the copula is to be supphed. In Neh. 9 19 (bis)

On"'^j;D is equivalent to DiT'^J^ nmO.

6. After nouns, where the insertion of iTTI *1t5^fc< is required

to complete the meaning: Gen. 1 15; Exod. 30 16^; Num. 29 5"*;

Ps. 31 3 (2); Prov. 1 4 6 24; Neh. 10 34 (33)"*. In 2 Chr. 24 4

the noun is a construct followed by two infinitives without the

preposition.

II. AVhen the subject of the dependent is the same as the

object of the principal clause:

1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the

object of the change:

a. Bring, send, &c.:

nn«, Hi.: Jer. 12 9.

^n, Hi.: Gen. 39 14 17; Lev. 20 22; Num.143 20 4; Deut. 9 4;

1 Sam. 21 16 ; Jer. 2 7; Ezek. 44 7; Ps. 78 71 ; Eccl. 3 22; Dan. 1 3 f.

(bis); Neh. 12 27.

B^pl: Isa. 40 20.

"I^n, Hi. : Amos 2 10.

by, Hi.: Isa. 23 7.

«S\ Hi.: Exod. 19 17; Deut. 4 20; Ps. 142 8 (7).

6* These passages are cited here because from Lev. 17 11, it is clear

that the subject of nB3, Pi., may be either the offerer or his ofi'ering.
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2nD, Hi.: 2 Chr. 13 13.

n^^, Hi.: Num. 21 5.

y\^, Hi.: Jer. 38 26.

n^t2^: Gen. 45 7 (bis) 46 28; Exod. 23 20 (bis); :N'um. 13 17

16 28; Deut. 34 ii; Josh. 6 25; Judg. 18 2 (bis); 1 Sam. 19 ii

(bis) 15; 2 Sam. 10 3 (bis; after lUpn) 5 = 1 Chr. 19 5;

2 Kings 9 17, where the object of the principal verb is indefinite,

18 27 = Isa. 36 12; Isa. 61 i-s (sexiens, once before TV^)^^;

Jer. 19 14 36 21 37 7; Zech. 1 10 7 2; 1 Chr. 18 10 (bis);

2 Chr. 24 19 34 8 ; Pi. : Gen. 3 23 19 13 ; Exod. 8 25 ; 2 Kings 24 2;

Ezek. 5 16.

yDt^, Pi.: 1 Sam. 23 8.

b. Cause to approach, depart, &c.

:

nip. Hi.: Exod. 28 1; Lev. 7 35; Num. 16 9 (bis).

bl2, Hi. : Lev. 20 26 ; Deut. 10 8 (ter).

ntj?: 2 Sam. 15 I6; 1 Chr. 16 37.

B^np, Pi.: Exod. 28 3 29 1 44 30 30; 1 Sam. 7 1; Hi.: 1 Chr.

23 13 (ter).

nSD: 1 Sam. 2 36.

pp: Ezr. 7 28; Pi.: Ps. 106 47 (bis) = 1 Chr. 16 35.

c. Give, take, &c.

:

]Dy. Exod. 30 15; Lev. 10 17 17 11; Num.819 (bis); 1 Sara. 8 6;

Ezek. 20 12.

npb: Exod. 14 11 21 14; Num. 23 11 ; Deut. 24 4; Judg. 20 10;

1 Sam. 8 12 (ter); 2 Sam. 7 8 = 1 Chr. 17 7; 2 Sam. 12 10.

Add the related words:

in3: 1 Sam. 2 28 (ter).

B^pn, Pi. : Isa. 40 20.

IDt^: Deut. 23 5; 2 Kings 7 6; Ezr. 4 5 (1DD); Neh. 13 2.

2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the

object of the change:

a. Cause to chng:

pm. Hi.: Jer. 13 11.

05 Dlte^ or nn^ (3) with the intervening words is probably an inter-

polation.
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b. Raise, set, &c.

:

1D\ Hi.: Hab. 1 12.

nJD: Jonah 2 1.

mj, Hi.: Gen. 2 15 (bis).

«iyj: Exod. 36 2.

]ni: Gen. 1 I7f. (bis); 1 Sam. 8 6 (comp. v. 5); 1 Chr. 16 4

(ter) ; 2 Chr. 9 8 (comp. 1 Kings 10 9).

IDV, Hi.: Ezr. 3 8; Neh. 6 7; 1 Chr. 15 I6 19 21 22 2; 2 Chr.

8 14 (bis) 31 2 (ter).

IpS: Jer. 15 3 (quater); Hi.: Josh. 10 18; Jer. 1 10 (sexiens).

D"l^: 1 Sam. 8 5 (comp. v. 6) ; 1 Kings 10 9 (comp. 2 Chr. 9 8);

2 Chr. 23 18.

Similarly

ne^O: 2 Chr. 22 7.

3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making in general, to

indicate the object of such activity:

1^''
: Ps. 104 26.

nb^j;: Exod. 28 42 36 18; 1 Kings 7 18 22 49 (48)««; 2 Chr. 2 17

4 12 13 26 15.

4. After any verb describing an operation, to indicate the

immediate object of that operation:

Exod. 28 28 (bind, to be) 31 3-5 (fill, to devise, work) 36 18

(fasten, to be); Dent. 6 24 (fear, to keep alive) ^'; Judg. 1 14

(incite, to ask); 2 Sam. 7 29 = 1 Chr. 17 27 (bless, to be);

Ezek. 16 33 (bribe, to come) 30 21 (bind, to be strong) ; Ps. 105 39

(spread, to give light) 106 4f. (remember, to see, to rejoice,

boast); Prov. 22 21 (cause to know, to return); Job 2 3 (incite,

lo destroy) 36 20 (desire, to remove?); Eccl. 3 18 (test, to see).

III. When the subject of the dependent is at the same time,

in an oblique case, loosely connected with the main clause

:

1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the

object of the change:

66 For nrjK ito» r. n^iK n\»p.

•"'• The infinitive is here coordinated with a noun.

i
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a. When the change is voluntary, after:

^)2: Gen. 6 20 (comp. v. 19).

eiB^, Hithpol.: 2 Chr. 16 9.

b. When the change is involuntary, after verbs signifying

:

(1) Bring, send, &c.

:

\^2>X Hi.: 2 Sam. 13 11 17 29.

nbV, Hi. : 1 Sam. 19 15.

«"lp: 1 Sam. 28 15; Ps. 50 4; Dan. 2 2.

nb^ : Gen. 38 20 ; Ezek. 17 7 ; 2 Chr. 2 2 28 I6. In Ezek. 17 15

the main clause has the accusative (limit of motion) of the

country for the dative of the people.

Add the related word,

1DD, Hi.: Ps. 78 24.

(2) Give, take, &c.

:

inn: Deut. 7 6 14 2 18 5 21 5 (bis); 1 Chr. 15 2 (bis) 28 4;

2 Chr. 6 5 6 29 11 (ter).

]nj : Gen. 15 7 28 4 20 (bis) ; Exod. 5 21 22 6 9 24 12 ; Lev. 20 24

;

Num. 33 53 35 2; Deut. 1 27; Josh. 1 11 7 7 24 4; 1 Kings 3 9

18 9; 2 Kings 12 16; Isa. 50 4; Jer. 32 39 43 3 (bis; after ]J;D^);

Eccl. 3 10; Est. 4 8 (ter); Dan. 11 17; Ezr. 9 9 (bis); Neh. 9 24

36; 2 Chr. 34 10 (bis) 11 (bis) 35 12.

Add the word

^bD, Pi., with T, in the sense of confer: Exod. 32 29^^;

Lev. 16 32 21 10; Num. 3 3.

2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the

object of the change

:

D)^: Gen. 30 4i; Ho.: Gen. 24 33.

ntSJ, Hi. : 1 Kings 8 58 (bis).

Also

ny. Hi.: Isa. 50 4; Ezr. 1 5.

3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making in general, to

indicate the object of such activity

:

6s For m^i (8S have nrh. Comp. GK, § 114 j).
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njn: iChr. 17 4.

nb'j;: Exod. 28 4 31 lo 35 19.

4. After any verb describing an operation, to indicate the

immediate object of that operation:

Exod. 13 21 (lead, give light, to go); Josh. 11 20 (strengthen,

to meet) ; Judg. 9 24 (strengthen, to slay) ; 2 Sam. 20 9 (seize,

to kiss) ; Prov. 7 4 f. (call, to keep) ; Job 37 7 (seal, to know).

5. After JTT], expressed or understood:

a. When the subject of the infinitive is represented by a

noun belonging with the copula: Gen. 47 24*®; Josh. 11 20;

Isa. 23 18. In Lev. 10 9-11 (bis)™ 25 17; 2 Sam. 16 2; Ps. 33 i8f.

(bis) 101 6; 1 Chr. 9 32; 2 Chr. 4 6 the copula is to be supplied.

b. When the subject of the infinitive is represented by a

suffix belonging with the copula: Gen. 47 2 4; 1 Kings 8 29;

2 Kings 15 19; Isa. 49 6; Ezek. 20 12; Hosea 8 11; Hab. 3 14

(comp. Kittel) ; Neh. 1 6. In Gen. 33 8; Exod. 31 13; Jer. 22 17;

Ezek. 12 2 (bis); 2 Chr. 26 19 the copula is to be supplied.

6. After nouns, where the insertion of n\1 Iti^^ is required

to complete the meaning: Exod. 39 41; Deut. 1 33; Isa. 49 5;

Ezek. 20 20.

IV. When the subject of the infinitive is a word not found

in the principal clause:

1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the

object of the change

:

n^K^, Pi.: Mai. 2 4 (comp. Bewer).

b^2, Hi. : Deut. 4 42, in the sense of set ajmrt

V^lp, Hi.: 2 Chr. 7 16.

npb: Ezek. 17 14 (bis).

69 Here, and in 2 Chr. 4 6, the phrase containing the subject follows,

instead of preceding, the infinitive. In the Greek of G6n. 47 24 both are

wanting.

'0 For bnan^l Sam. (53 have the equivalent of ^''nnn^ Comp. GK,
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|n^: Num. 35 6; Josh. 20 3; 2 Kings 15 19; Isa. 49 6;

Jer. 29 26.

in3: 2 Chr. 6 5 6.

2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the

object of the change:

llj;, Hi. : Ezr. 1 1 = 2 Chr. 36 22 (comp. 1 Kings 2 27).

3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making in general, to

indicate the object of such activity:

nja: 1 Kings 8 13 I6; 2 Chr. 6 2 5.

4. After any verb describing an operation to indicate the

immediate object of that operation

:

Judg. 9 23 f. (deal treacherously, to come, return) ''^^; Isa. 10 2

(rob, to be) ; Ezek. 21 28 (23) (recall, to be taken) 22 3 (outpour,

to come).

5. After iTH, expressed or understood:

a. When it means become: Exod. 40 15, where it is followed

by its own infinitive in the sense of &e.'^

b. When it means he: Josh. 20 9. In 2 Sam. 16 2 (bis);

Eccl. 3 18 the copula is to be supplied.

6. After nouns, where the insertion of iTH 1B^i< is required

to complete the meaning:

Num. 35 15; Isa. 49 6.

V. When the subject of the dependent clause is indefinite

and the verb may often be rendered by the English passive:

1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the

object of the change

:

a. When the change is voluntary, with:

KSfV 2 Kings 12 13".

71 For mtobi QOn r. DDT 21»!?1.

-2 On nn\ni, see KG, § 144 b.

73 For npmh r., with e^S^, njsm^.
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b. "When the change is involuntary; with verbs signifying:

(1) Bring, send, &c.

:

«n, Hi.: Exod. 25 14 36 3; Lev. 7 30 10 15; Ho.: Gen. 43 18

(ter).

i«\ Hi.: 2 Kings 12 12 f.

niD, Ho.: 1 Sam. 21 7; Dan. 12 11.

rh^: Num. 16 12 21 32 22 37; 2 Sam. 10 2; 1 Kings 18 10;

2 Kings 1 6; Pi.: 1 Sam. 31 9 = 1 Chr. 10 9; 2 Chr. 32 31.

(2) Gather, separate, &c.:

bl'2, Ni.: 1 Chr. 23 13.

fnp: 2 Chr. 24 5.

m'p, Hi.: Judg. 17 3; 1 Chr. 26 27.

(3) Give, take, &c.:

npb: Exod. 27 20.

mi, Hith.: Ezr. 2 68.

]T\y. Gen. 24 32; Exod. 30 15; Lev. 18 21; 1 Sam. 2 15;

2 Kings 22 6; Ezek. 21 16 (11)'*; 2 Chr. 35 12.

irQ: 1 Kings 8 I6; 2 Chr. 6 5.

"IDD, Ni.: Est. 7 4 (ter).

7\yp: 2 Kings 12 13 22 6.

2. After verbs denoting a change of position, to indicate the

object of the change

:

P3, Hi.: 1 Kings 5 32 619

^

]nj: Exod. 40 30; 2 Chr. 4 6.

lOy, Ho.: Lev. 16 10 (bis).

U)^: Ezek. 30 21.

3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making in general, to
\

indicate the object of such activity: ' 1

njn: 1 Chr. 22 19; 2 Chr. 2 5(6). j

ntyj;: Exod. 27 3 28 3 30 18 35 19 36 is; 1 Kings 7 16;

1 Chr. 23 5; 2 Chr. 4 20 7 6.

7* For nolo'? Battel suggests n:no^ or naieV.

" For \r\rh r. n:n^. See GK, § 66 i.

I
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4. After any verb describing an operation, to indicate the

immediate object of that operation:

Exod. 29 33 (make atonement, to install, consecrate);

Judg. 16 6 (be bound, to torment); Isa. 60 ii (be open, to

bring); Jer. 32 39 (fear, to be well); Ezek. 21 16 (ii) (be

polished, to give) 28 (recall, to be caught) 30 21 (be bound, to

give); Ps. 67 3 (2) (cause to shine, to know) 102 21 f. (release,

to tell) ; Dan. 9 24 (be determined, to finish, complete, atone

for, bring, seal, anoint) 11 35 (stumble, to refine, purify, whiten);

1 Chr. 22 2 (hew, to build) '\

5. After iTH, expressed or understood:

a. When the copula stands alone: Judg. 3 4.

b. When the verb is supplemented by a prepositional phrase:

Exod. 25 27 29 29 (bis); 2 Chr. 26 1 5 36 20 f. In Ruth 4 7 the

copula is to be supplied.

6. After nouns, where the insertion of iTH 1!t^^ is required

to complete the meaning: Exod. 25 27; Num. 29 5; Isa. 49 6;

Ezek. 22 20"; Prov. 1 1-3 (ter).

There are a few instances in which an indefinite participle

takes the place of an infinitive. A good illustration of this

usage is found in 2 Sam. 10 3, with the participle, properly

rendered, those who should comfort, compared with v. 2, where

the same verb, send, is followed by the infinitive, to comfort.

Other clear cases are 1 Chr. 16 4, where the participial ex-

pression, those who should serve, is followed by three infinitives

coordinate with it and with one another, as they are rendered

in the English Version. See, also, 2 Chr. 20 29 (bis) and,

finally, Ezek. 39 14, where, because the Greek Version has an

infinitive for the second of the two participles (D''112pD), some
would make the Hebrew text conform to that reading. Such
a change, however, is forbidden by the evident fact that those

who shall pass through and those who shall hury are different

parties. This should have been made clearer, as perhaps it was

'6 Note that, in several of these passages, the verb of the principal

clause is passive.

^^ For map r., with (5S3:, m3p3.
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originally, by inserting a connective between the two participles.

See Toy, SBOT.

In the foregoing pages care has been taken to note numerous

instances in which a verb was followed by two or more infini-

tives with 7; but this has been done only wdien the infinitives

were coordinates, that is, when they were all immediately sub-

ordinate to the leading verb, and denoted as many more or

less distinct objects of the act or state thereby described. The

number of such infinitives after a given verb is generally not

more than two, as in Gen. 23 2, the same being connected by

V, but sometimes, as in Isa. 61 i-3, there are as many as six,

and the connective is entirely omitted. In Exod. 32 6 and

Jer. 7 18 an infinitive absolute takes the place of the second

infinitive construct with 7. In 1 Sam. 8 iif. the infinitive with

7 is coordinated with a preceding perfect consecutive.

There is a class of examples of the plural use of 7 as a

final particle in which a first infinitive denoting purpose is

followed by one or more others subordinate to it or in more

or less regular subordination one to another. In such a series

an infinitive with 7 may serve, not only to denote a purpose,

but to introduce the aim or object of the act or state which it

at the same time describes. AVhen so used it requires a plural

classification. Thus it happens that Deut. 9 i, for example, is

cited twice under I. 1, a (1), while Num. 16 9 appears under

I. 1, b (3) and 2, a (1) and also under II. 1, b.

There are not many examples of this class, but the combina-

tions they represent are comparatively numerous. The follow-

ing have been noted:

1. When the first infinitive has for its subject the subject of

the main clause:

a. A second, subordinate to it, having the same subject,

follows: Gen. 1 7; Num. 18 22, where the purpose is negative;

Deut. 9 1 11 31 20 4 18 19 28 12 30 18; Josh. 1 11; Judg. 15 10 12

18 9 19 15; 1 Sam. 13 10 29 11; 2 Sam. 19 21 26; 1 Kings 8 11

12 21; 2 Kings 17 17; Jer. 18 20 37 12 44 12 ub; Ezek. 3 18

22 20; Jonah 4 6; Hab. 2 9; Zecli. 2 6 (2); 2 Chr. 20 36 32 31.
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b. It has two others in successive subordination: 2 Sam. 19 i6;

Job 38 25-27; Neh. 4 2.

c. It has two others, subordinate to it, but coordinate with

each other: Isa. 30 2; Jer. 16 8.

d. It has a coordinate, and the two together have a sub-

ordinate, with the same subject: Isa. 56 6; Jer. 51 3i.

e. It is followed by a subordinate having for its subject the

object of the first: Exod. 29 i; Prov. 22 20f.; Neh. 12 27.

f. It is followed by three others, subordinate to it, but

coordinate with one another, having for their common subject

the object of the first: 1 Sam. 8 12.

g. It has two subordinates, both of which have its object for

their common subject, while the second has a subordinate with

the same subject: Num. 16 9.

h. It has a coordinate, with the same subject, and the two

have a subordinate whose subject is the direct object of the

first and the indirect object of the second: Exod. 13 21.

i. It has a subordinate whose subject appears in an oblique

case in connection with the second: Gen. 15 7; Deut. 1 27 33;

Josh. 7 7; 2 Chr. 35 12.

j. It has a coordinate, and the two have a subordinate with

an indefinite subject: Ps. 102 20-22.

2. When the first infinitive has for its subject the object of

the main clause:

a. A subordinate with the same subject follows: Exod. 36 2;

Lev. 10 17; Ezek. 44 7.

b. It has two coordinates, with the same subject, the second

of which has subordinate with the same subject: Deut. 10 8,

c. It has a subordinate whose subject is the object of the

first: Exod. 36 I8.

d. It has a subordinate whose subject appears in an oblique

case in connection wdth the first: Ezek. 20 12.

e. It has a subordinate with an indefinite subject : 1 Chr. 22 2;

2 Chr. 26 15.
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3. When tlie first infinitive has a subject which appears in

an oblique case in the main clause:

a. It has a subordinate with the same subject: Deut. IBs;

1 Kings 3 9; Ezr. 1 5; 2 Ch. 2 2.

b. It has a subordinate whose subject appears in an oblique

case in connection with the first: Josh. 11 20.

c. It has a subordinate with an indefinite subject: Jer. 32 39.

4. When the first infinitive has a subject not represented in

the main clause

:

a. It has an antithetical coordinate, with Tlbsb and the same

subject, and the two are followed by two others in successive

subordination, with the same subject: Ezek. 17 13 f.

b. It has a subordinate whose subject is the object of the

first: Eccl. 3i8.

5. When the first infinitive has an indefinite subject:

a. It has a subordinate with the same subject: Judg. 3 4;

2 Kings 12i2f. 22 6; Eze. 21 16 (11).

b. It has a subordinate whose subject is the object of the

first: Exod. 28 3.

c. It is followed by three others, subordinate to it, but co-

ordinate with one another, whose common subject is the object

of the first: 1 Chr. 23 13.

d. It is followed by two others in successive subordination,

each of which has for its subject the object of the first: Ezek.

30 21.

e. It has a subordinate with a subject not previously intro-

duced: 1 Kings 8 16 = 2 Clii\ 6 25.

The infinitive with b is sometimes foUow^ed by a simple im-

perfect denoting a purpose. In such cases the two clauses may

or may not be connected by 1.

1. AVhen the connective is omitted, the second clause may be:

a. A substantial repetition of the first: Lev. 16 30; 2 Chr. 46.

b. Simply coordinate with the first: Jer. 4 17.

2. When the connective is employed, the second clause maybe:

a. A substantial repetition of the first: 1 Sam. 2 8; Isa. 13 9

45 la 60 13; Prov. 5 2; Job 34 28.
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b. In antithesis with the first : Josh. 20 9 22 27 ; Isa. 45 1 b

495; Ruth 4 10; all with ifb.

c. Simply coordinate with the first: Num. 14 3; Isa. 10 2; Job

3317.

d. Subordinate to the first: Num. 8 19 (with 8^); 2 Sam. 24 21.

The preposition 7 is employed to denote aim or object:

B. .With a noun.

The abstract noun, in Hebrew, as in other languages, is

nearly related to the infinitive. Many abstract nouns are, in fact,

merely infinitives with a feminine ending. It is therefore not

strange that, even in this form, they should, hke infinitives, be

found in final constructions. A concrete term may be used in

the same manner. In the latter case the given expression may

often be interpreted, as the equivalent of mTI/ with the noun

as its predicate. See Deut. 4 20; 2 Sam. 7 8; etc. The relative

frequency of the two classes of nouns in expressions denoting

purpose ^vill appear in the following classification, which, except

for this addition and the distinction based on the nature of the

final clause, will follow the same lines as that under A.

A noun denoting purpose is employed:

I. After verbs:

1. After verbs denoting a change of place, to indicate the

object of the change:

a. When the change is voluntary, after verbs signifying:

(1) Come, go &c.:

fc^H; Abs.: Num.43 (for service; comp. v. 23 where the cog-

nate infinitive is used with the noun), 30, 35 (bis), 39 (bis), 43 (bis);

Jud. 5 23 (bis), 2 Sam. 15 2; 1 Chr. 19 7; 2 Chr. 20
1.

'

]S"I; Abs.: Deut. 10 11; 1 Sam. 17 13; Jer. 7 6; Ps. 80 3 (2);

Con.: 1 Kings 22 49.

i^i}''; Abs.: Num. 3127 (comp. v. 3, where the verb takes the

participial form and is followed by the noun in the genitive)

;

Deut. 2O1 ; Judg. 20 14; 1 Kings 20 is (bis) ; Isa. 51 4 (see Kittel);

Jer. 377; Hab. 3 13 (bis); Ps. 104 23 (bis); Con.: Num. 22 32.'^

's Sam has ^xHob.
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IT; Abs.: 2 Kings 10 13; Isa. 31 1.

"inj;; Abs.: Gen. 3152; Nnm. 32 27; Josh. 4 13.

nb}f; Abs. : Josh. 22 12 ; Judg. 4 5 ; 1 Kings 20 26 ; Isa. 7 1 15 2

;

Con.: Lev. 2 12.

n^*}, Ni.; Abs.: Lev. 13 7, in the sense of come.

Add, also,

:i«B^: Ps. 104 21.

(2) Haste, flee, &c.:

^nn, Ni.; Con.: Prov. 28 22.

B^iri; Abs.: Ps. 22 20 (19) 38 23 (22) 40 14 (13) 70 2 (1).

DU; Abs.: Isa. 10 3 20 6.

(3) Approach, depart, &c.:

^p3, Pi.; Abs.: Ps. 63 10 (9), where the noun is of doubtful

genuineness; Con.: 2 Sam. 3 17.

B^Ji; Abs.: Judg. 20 23; 2 Sam. 10 13.

nip; Abs.: Deut. 20 3; Isa. 41 1; Mai. 3 5.

»]D«, :N^i.; Abs.: Judg. 16 23; 2 Sam. 23 9.

b. When the change is involuntary, after verbs signifying:

(1) Bring, send, &c.:

«in, Hi. ; Abs.: Exod. 35 21 (bis); Jer. 39 le (bis); Con.: Exod.

3521; Lev. 4 32; 2Chr. 29 32; Kal, with 3: Lev. 16 3 (bis).

^15; Con.: Ezek. 36 5."

«2{\ Hi.; Abs.: Neh. 9 15.

-iny, Hi.; Abs.: Ezek. 23 37.

n^j;. Hi.; Con.: Gen. 22 2, 13.

i^lp; Abs.: Isa. 13 3.

mtJ^, Hi.; Abs.: Num. 17 25 (10).

j;DtJ^, Pi.; Abs.: 1 Sam. 23 8.

(2) Cause to approach, depart, &c.

:

31p, Hi.; Con.: Lev. 1 3 43 22 21; Num. 614 (ter) 15 7 28 27;

Ezek. 43 22.

bl2, Hi.; Abs.: Deut. 29 20; 1 Chr. 25 1; Con.: 1 Kings 853.

'• For taV Toy r. nini, a second infinitive after \)fth.

I
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pnX Hi.; Abs.: Jer. 12 3.

:ntj?; Con.: 1 Chr. 16 38.

tSflp, Hi.; Abs.: Jer. 12 3.

1«B^, Hi.; Con.: Jer. 5216 (bis).

*]D«; Abs. : 1 Sam. 17 i ; Zech. 14 2.

yap; Abs.: iSam. 28 i.

(3) Give take, &c.

iTib; Con.: Neh. 5 4.

Upb] Con.: Gen. 25 2o; Lev. 9 3 (ter); 1 Sam. 8i3 (ter); Job

40 28.

'yDt^; Con.: Exod. 21?; Ni.: Ps. 105 17.

]ni; Abs.: Gen. 1 30; Exod. 16 15; Isa.342; Jer.249;^*' Ezek.

15 4, 6 29 5 394; Ezr. 820; Neh. 9 15 20 10 33 (32); Con.: Gen.

16 3 17 8 23 9; Isa. 8 is (bis) 49 6; Jer. 17 3 31 35 (bis; Ezek. 16 19

43 19; Ps. 136 21; Neb. 10 34 (33) (5t. with b\ 3t. it is to be sup-

plied) ^^; 2 Chr. 627 9 8.

njp; Con.: Gen. 49 30 5013.

n^2^; Abs.: Gen. 45 5 (comp. v. 7); Num. 31 4, 6.^^

ini ; Con. : Ps. 33 12 135 4 ; 1 Chr. 28 4, where the construction

•with rWTV also occurs.

2. After verbs denoting a change of position to indicate the

object of the change:

a. AVhen the change is voluntary, especially after verbs sig-

nifying stand, sit:

2T, Hith.; Con.: Num. 22 22.

pD, Ni. ; Abs.: Amos 4 12.

IDj;; Abs.: Num. 35 12; Josh. 20 6; Ezek. 44 24 (Kre).

U\p- Abs.: 2 Sam. 18 32 ; Jer. 49 14; Zeph. 3 8;^^ Ps. 76 10 (9).

nty^ Abs.: Ps. 122 5; Job 38 40.

niJ, Hith.; Abs.: Dan. 11 25.

so npb; which, however, (S probably rightly omits.

81 In three cases, also, the connective is omitted.

82 (5 om. «3Sb2.

S3 For ns"? r. with (53, nv"?.
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b. When the change is involuntary, especially after verbs

signifying raise, set:

p, Pi. ; Abs.: Ps. 9 8; Hi.: Con. : 1 Chr. 22 3 (ter), 29 2 (quiu-

quiens).

nU, Hi. ; Abs. : Exod. 16 23, 33, 34.

IDV, Hi.; Abs.: 2 Chr. 19 8 (bis).

npD, Hi.; Con.: 1 Chr. 26 32 (bis).^*

Dlt^; Abs.: Jer. 21 10 (bis) 24 6 44 11; Amos 9 4 (bis); Hab.
1 12.

nC^D; Con.: 1 Sara. 15 t7; 2 Sam. 2 4.

n«1, Hi.; Con.: Gen. 22 8.

3. After verbs denoting a doing or a making, to indicate the

object of such activity:

nil; Con.: Josh. 22 26 (bis), 29 (ter),

«in; Abs.: Isa. 43 7.

ir; Con.: Isa. 49 5.

nb^V; Abs.: Gen. 1 16 (bis); Exod. 28 2 (bis), 40 (bis); 1 Sam.

8 16; Ezek. 21 20 36 22 (after ^D^); Ps. 136 8 f. (bis); 1 Chr.

27 26; Con.: Exod. 29 41, where a noun with 7 is foUow^ed by

an appositive without it; Num. 15 24 (bis) 28 6 29 2, 5^^, 6 39

(quater) ; Josh. 22 28 (bis) ; Ps. 104 19.

bV^; Abs.: Prov. 16 4; Con.: Prov. 16 4.

4. After any verb describing an operation, to indicate the

immediate object of that operation

:

Exod. 16 32 (fill, for preservation); Num. 31 3 (equip, for

service), 32 20 (equip, for war) ; Deut. 6 24 ; Jer. 32 39 (fear, for

good) ; Deut. 10 13 (observe, for good) ; 2 Sam. 22 40 = Ps. 18 40

(39) (gird, for war); Jer. 25 7 (provoke, for evil), 44 27 (watch,

for evil, good); Ezek. 21 20®^, 33 (polish, for slaughter); Ps.

69 22 (21) (give drink, for thirst), 104 14 (make spring, for use);

2 Chr. 3 6 (overlay, for beauty).

Con.: Exod. 29 25; Lev. 3 16 4 31 17 e; Num. 18 17 (burn,

8* The second b is to be supplied.

S5 For n«Bn r., with Sam. 055 DSOnb; also vs. u, I6, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 36, 38.

86 For nBj>a r. ntsne, as in v. 33.
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for a sweet savor); Mic. 7 12 (lie in wait, for blood); Ps. 59 4 (3)

(lie in wait, for soul), 104 14 (make spring, for castle),. 21 (go

roaring, for prey), 105 39 (spread, for covering).

5. After iTH, expressed or understood:

a. When it connects the noun with a verb to which the

same might have been more directly attached:

Abs.: Gen. 1 29 6 21; Num. 10 2 (bis) 19 9; Con.: Gen. 1 14 (ter),

15 9 13 1711 3144; Exod. 30 16; Lev. 24?; Num. 17 3 (16 38);

Ezek. 20 20.

b. When it connects the noun directly with a subject:

Abs.: Exod. 40i5; Lev. 25 6; Num. 143; Ezek. 2137 345, 8

(bis), 10, 22. In Lev. 11 39; Jer. 43 11 (ter); 1 Chr. 26 29 the

copula is to be supplied.

Con.: Gen. 1 15 47 24 (bis); Num. 35 12, 15; Isa. 23i8; Ezek.

455; Ps. 31 3 (2) (bis). In Lev. 5 8; Prov. 17 3 (bis); Eccl. 67;

1 Chr. 22 1 26 29 (bis) 28 21 the copula is to be supplied.

c. When the copula (understood) is supplemented by a pre-

positional phrase:

Abs.: 1 Chr. 25 6 28 21.

II. After nouns:

Abs.: Jer. 18 23; 1 Chr. 23 26, 28 24 19.

Con.: Gen. 22 7; Exod. 25 6f, (quinquiens), 27: Lev. 3 6 821,

28; Num. 7 13, 15, 87 15 24 17 25 (lO).

The cases in Avhich a first noun, with 7, denoting purpose is

followed by one or more others in the same construction have

been noted, with the number in each passage. It remains to

show that, although the final clauses are thus coordinated, their

relation to one another is not always the same, and to classify

them according to these various relations.

1. The additional clause or clauses may simply increase the

number of items in an enumeration; in which case:

a. They are usually connected by 1:

(1) There are tAvo nouns thus connected: Exod. 28 2; Num.
10 2; Isa. 8 18; Jer. 52 le; 2 Chr. 19 8. In 1 Chr. 26 32 the

preposition is wanting with the second noun, and in Josh. 22 26,

9*
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28 both items are negative. In Judg. 16 23 and Isa. 23 is a

noun is thus coordinated with an infinitive.

(2) There are three nouns in the series: Gen. 1 14; Exod.

35 21 ; 1 Sam. 8 13.

(3) There are four items: Num. 29 3d.

b. The connective is omitted between the last two of three

items: Josh. 22 29; 1 Chr. 22 3.

2. The additional clause is a mere repetition, without the

connective : Judg. 5 23 ; Hab. 3 13 (comp. Kittel).

3. The additional clause is in parallelism to the first, without

the connective: Ps. 31 3 (2), with 1, in the sense of even; Ps.

104 23.

4. The additional noun is an appositive, without ? or the

connective: Exod. 29 41; Lev. 24 7; Num. 28 6^^; 29 6.^^

5. The additional clause or clauses explain the first:

a. There is one such explanatory clause, without the con-

nective: Num. 4 35, 39. There is an infinitive in the place of

the second noun: Num. 4 3, 30, 43 35 15; 1 Sam. 28 1; Isa. 20 6

49 6. In Jer. 44 11 the infinitive is preceded by 1 in the sense

of even.

b. There are two explanatory clauses, connected by 1: 1 Chr.

26 29.

c. There are eight nouns in the series, three of which want

7, four 1, and two both the preposition and the connective:

Neh. 10 33 (32) f.

6. The additional clause is in antithesis with the first: Jer.

21 10 39 16 44 27. In Lev. 22 21 an infinitive and a noun are

in an alternative relation, with 1i<.

The construction with ""I^?!?

In the course of the discussion of the preposition b as a final

particle there has been occasion to call attention to the use of

the negative in the same connection. Two distinct cases have

occurred. One of them is that of such passages as Lev. 17 4,

87 (J5 om. the second noun.
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Bring it not tinto the door of the tabernacle of the congregation

to offer it to Yahweh. The negative (k?) in this sentence pre-

cedes the leading verb, and, in accordance with a principle al-

ready stated, denies not only a given purpose, but the act that

might have been done with such an end in view, ~ the whole

construction. The other case is that of such passages as Jer.

4: 11, A dry wind from the hills of the desert (cometh), not to

fan, and not to cleanse. Here the coming of the wind is assert-

ed; the negative, placed immediately before the infinitive,

denies that it comes for a familiar purpose. The actual mis-

sion of the wind would naturally be stated in a corresponding

positive construction. The prophet, however, chooses a more

emphatic form of expression, saying, not hut to scatter, but,

V. 13, abandoning his figure, Woe unto us, for we are spoiled.

The negative, then, when it immediately precedes the infinitive,

denies only the dependent clause. There is, moreover, an an-

tithesis, expressed or implied, between two objects for either

of which the given act might have been performed.

There remains to be noticed a third case, that in which a

virtual negative is employed with 7 to denote purpose ; for Tlb^?

is a compound of the preposition with '^FO^, the construct of

n73, from TV^, wear out, the noun having, with the lapse of

time, become a mere particle, meaning not or except. The
compound is almost as variously used as the simple preposition.

It is especially frequent in the expression of the relations of

result and concomitance, when these require a negative ; so that

one must always be on one's guard against mistaking its real

meaning.

When '•n^Sb is employed in a sentence involving purpose it

introduces a dependent clause whose verb may be either an

infinitive or an imperfect. The preceding clause is always af-

firmative. The arrangement is thus the same as that in the

second case above described, with the exception that the pre-

position and the negative change places. This fact explains the

distinction that exists between them, the distinction between

not to and to not. The compound particle indicates that the

act performed, as described in the main clause, is performed

with a view to the avoidance or the prevention of the event of
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the dependent clause. The antithesis implied is not between

two possible results, but between different attitudes toward the

same outcome. The force of the particle, therefore, is much the

same as that of an emphatic not before the preposition to; but

it can best be l)rought out in English by rendering it with an

emphatic prevent or avoid, as Avill appear from the following

list of passages, including all in the Old Testament in which it

can with confidence be claimed that Tl/'D/' denotes purpose.

The compound Tlb^?, as would naturally be expected, is used:

1. With the Infinitive, both when the subject remains the

same and when it is changed.

The following examples have been noted: G-en. 4i5, which

may be rendered, either, tJiat amjone ivlio met him might not

slay him, or, to prevent anyone who met him from slaying him,

as he feared; 38 9 to avoid giving seed to his brother, as he

should; Num. 32 9 (comp. v. 7, with p); 1 Kings 15 17 = 2 Chr.

16 i; 2 Kings 23 io«^ Jer. 17 23 (bis)''^ 19 is 32 40; Ezek. 13 22

17 14 20 9, 14, 22 (comp. Isa. 48 11) 24 8*''' 29 15 46 20.

It is noticeable that this construction is most frequent in the

book of Ezekiel, where, also, the looseness of the connection

between the dependent and the principal clause is most apj^ar-

ent. In Ezek. 17 14 it is coordinated with one having a simple

b, and in 20 9 with |J7D7 and a noun. In the same book there

are two instances, 13 22 and 46 20, in which it is followed by a

dependent infinitive with the simple preposition.

2. With the Imperfect

In this usage the particle always has a final signification.

The examples that occur are: Exod. 20 20; 2 Sam. 14 14; also

Jer. 23 14 and 27 18, where the text needs correction/'^

Note. In modern Hebrew the compound b2? is quite com-

mon as a final conjunction, with the force of tJiat not; but it is

not found in the Old Testament, or even in the Mishnah.

88 Here, for once, the Massoretic text repeats b, but 4 MSS. omit it.

89 For j;il3B> r., with ©CS, Vinw.

90 According to Kittel an interpolation.

91 In both cases, throiig-h the carelessness of a scribe, the preformative,

being the same as the final letter of the particle, was overlooked. See

BDB., art. n^3.
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The construction with nS?
T T

A further extension of the idea of purpose, when the con-

struction should contain a negative, is furnished by the use of

the compound, HD?, /"or what, that is, why. One can hardly

say that this word introduces the apodosis of an intentional

sentence. It is employed, oftenest after a voluntative, in a

rhetorical question implying negation which may, without chang-

ing the quality of the construction, be made the apodosis of

such a sentence. The Greek Version, in a majority of cases, rend-

ers it by /x>/, or Iva fitj, or jUL^rroTe. The English expressions lest

and that not are hardly strong enough to reproduce its mean-

ing. The English Version preserves the Hebrew idiom by using

ivhi/ or 'wherefore wherever the combination in question occurs.

The interrogative form is a kind of protest against a result

regarded as certain if a given action is not taken, a result

Avhich the person addressed cannot be supposed to intend.

The construction with HD? is found after:

1. An Imperative:

Gen. 27 45, Why should (lest) I he bereft of you hath in

one day? 47 lo, where the adverb is preceded by 1, to indicate

the close relation between the question and the just made
demand; I Sam. 17 19; 2 Sam. 2 22; 2 Kings 14 lo, also with 1;

Jer. 27 13, 17; Ezek. 18 3i, -with 1, 33 ii, with 1; Joel 2 i7; Cant.

1 7, where 'tS^ takes the place of the connective; 2 Chr. 25 i6, i9.

In 2 Sam. 2 22 the clause with HD? is followed by one with

^'^if^ (then how), which might be rendered, and I he unahle, &c.

2. A jussive or a cohortative:

Jer. 40 15; Eccl. 5 5 (6); 7 I6, 17.

3. A question implying a negative:

There thus results a pair of questions each of which has

r[u?, as in Exod. 32 12; Wherefore hurneth thy wrath against

thy peojjle? Why should the Egyjjtians say, &c.; which is

clearly equivalent to: Let not , lest, &c. See, also, 1 Chr.

21 3.

4. The verb «1^ Uke ]3: Dan. 1 10, where "It5^« takes the

place of 1, as does -^ in Cant. 1 7.
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5. The verb 1D«, like ]B: 2 Chr. 32 4, where, as in Gen. 26 9,

a protasis is to be supphed.

Note. The use of '^"'fc$ in a sense similar to that of HD? in

protests has been noted above. A clearer case is Isa. 48 ii,

where it is found coordinated with ^?) and in an explanatory

relation to ]PD/.

The construction with ]p

The preposition ]D is often, and properly, contrasted with 7,

since these particles are in some respects almost diametrically

distinct the one from the other. The contrast, however, is not

always perfect; nor is it in all cases of the same character.

The latter originally meant toivard. Out of this signification

arose its use to denote purpose. The former has no shade of

meaning that exactly corresponds to this; hence it cannot be

employed as a strict negative, when 7 indicates the immediate

object of a given act. It is, by reason of its derivation, precisely

adapted to denote the cause, the source, in distinction from the

aim, of activity. It is so used in Deut. 7 8. Where 7 would

denote mere concomitance, ]D may be employed to express the

reverse of an idea, as it is in Isa. 58 13.^^ It is oftenest, as

opposed to 7 meaning to, used to denote a negative result of a

peculiar kind, an excluded result, after verbs of hindering and

separating. Thus, Exod. 14 5; Lev. 26 13. These and similar

passages are sometimes best translated into English by from

and the proper verbal noun in inf. Closely related to this con-

struction is the intentional. In fact, the intentional construction

is the one just described, dependent on a more or less evident

expression of the will; one, therefore, denoting that the given

result is intentionally excluded. The relation between the two

is so close that it is not always easy to decide which idea was

in the writer's mind. In such cases one must adopt the inter-

pretation that is most in harmony with the context.

The distinction between the construction with ]D and those

related to it that have already been discussed is quite apparent.

That with ]S is the only one with which it is likely to be con-

»2 Witli <[$, r. niteyo twice.
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fused. There is, however, between them the difference between

a result that will not, and one that can not, issue, if the inten-

tion of the agent is fulfilled. Where ]D seems to supply the

place of )S, the note of anxiety which is heard in the latter is

wanting. It is further distinguished from other words used in

similar constructions by the fact that, as one would expect, it

occurs almost exclusively after verbs of hindering and separat-

ing. The following are the most important examples that occur

in the Old Testament:

The preposition p , introducing a result purposely excluded,

is used:

I. AVith the infinitive, both when the subject remains the same

and when it is changed:

1. After verbs denoting precaution:

IDC^: Ps. 39 2 (i), I will kee}) my way, that I sin not; Ni.,

Avith ?: Gen. 3129 (comp. v. 24, with ]S); Exod. 19 12^^; without

b : 2 Kings 6 9.

I^i: Ps. 34 14.

Here belongs, also, Job 34 30, if in v. 29, for IH'', one should,

with Duhm, read 1^ or Tj;V

2. After verbs denoting hindrance, separation, &c.

:

«U, Hi.: Num. 32 7 (comp. v. 9, with ^tb'^).

no, Hi.: Prov. 28 9.'"

S^IS: Job 33 24 (comp. v. 28).

me^, Hi.: Ps. 106 23.

3. After expressions describing the reverse of natural oper-

ations :

DDK (]T«): Isa. 33 15.

|>D«, Pi. (lb): 2Chr. 36 13.

'-pn (]7) : Ps. 69 24 (23).

133, Hi. (]m): Zech. 7 11.

npj (T) : Isa. 33 is.

QV, Hi.
(j-'J^): Ps. 119 37.

93 For ni^y r. ni^j?a.

91 S6 = -i"?:)?.
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d:jj; ()"'j;): isa. 3315.

ne^p, Hi. (e]-iP): 2Chr. 36 17.

II. With the Imperfect.

There is only one example Deut. 33 11, that they rise not,

where |S is inadmissible, since the act described is not merely

imminent, but in process of accomplishment.

III. With a noun or an adjective.

The examples that occur are similar to those under I. In

fact, they may be regarded as elliptical expressions of the same
class, since they can hardly be rendered into English without

supplying a verb. Thus, in Jer. 2 25 (bis) the clause, rendered

,
literally, Withhold thy foot from harefoot must be recast into

something like. Withhold thy foot, that it yo not {VChU) hare-

foot. See, also, Jer. 48 2 (comp. v. 42); Ps. 83 5 (4). In the

last passage the intentional value of ]D is attested by the fact

that it is coordinated with Vb^.

The construction with —]S

The particle that most nearly corresponds to the English

lest is ]S. Ftirst, Ewald, and Gesenius agree in deriving the

noun of which this word is a remnant from nJS and assigning

to it the original signification Ahirenduny. So, also, BDB. and

Konig.''^ The derivation is doubtless correct, but there is room
for doubt whether the interpretation of the derivative is defens-

ible. The root HiB is intransitive. It means turn one's self,

then turn one's self toicard a person or object. It sometimes

has the sense of turn one's self from, but not as often as has

been supposed. The noun D''iS, meaning face, the side turned

toward one {BDB.)
,
probably contains a hint of the dominant

idea of the root from which it came. The particle must be

closely related to this noun. Its signification, therefore, in its

original office, must have been Zuwenduny rather than Ah-

ivendioiy. But Zuwenduny, especially when expressed by |S,

is often equivalent to preparation and, finally, readiness to

9s LG., ii. 334. Comp. Noldeke, who cites Aram. ]1S, etwa.

I
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approach this or that person or object. This is the attitude in

which an undesirable future event would naturally be presented;

but its readiness would become imminence, and tliis is the term

that best relates the various shades of meaning with which ]S

appears in the Old Testament. See especially its use with verbs

of fearing. The current interpretation of the particle, if, as in

Gesenius' Handworterbuch, zur Ahivendung is treated as the

equivalent of ziw AhscJiaffung, ignores the fact that the verb

nJS, except in a single phrase, turn the hacl,^^ is intransitive.

The difference between ]Q and Tl/'i? is evident. The latter

is used when there is a positive effort to prevent or avoid a

single definite event, the former when the subject acts, or

refrains from acting, to prevent or avoid one of an indefinite

number of possible occurrences.

For the sake of completeness the passages containing verbs

of fearing, which in Hebrew, as in other languages, take the

particle denoting negative purpose, will be included in the

following analysis.

The conjunction ]S is employed:

I. With the Imperfect, as the proper form of expression for

that which is possible:

1. After verbs of fearing:

'y\y. Deut. 32 27 (bis, without 1).

J«l: Jer. 38 19.
~

«1^ Gen. 26 7 32 12.

2. After a simple command to exercise precaution:

n«"!: 2 Kings 10 23."

IDK^: Josh. 6 18; Ni., with b: Gen. 24 6 31 24 (comp. v. 29,

Avith ]D); Exod. 34 12; Deut. 4 33 6 i2f. 8 11 f. (bis, without 1)

11 16 f. 12 13, 19, 30 (bis) 15 9; with t2^Si^: Deut. 4 15—19 (bis);

with 'B^SJ lOB^T 6: Deut. 4 9.'^

Here, perhaps, belongs Job 36 I8, where, for HDH ''D, Kittel

would r. riDH.

96 Josh. 7 12; Jer. 2 27 32 33.

9' Kittel r. Xi.

98 On nDB>3, with b» or bxi, See op. 85, 93.
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2, After any verb, declarative or voluntative, that embodies

a precautionary measure:

a. When the main clause is declarative it may be either af-

firmative or negative:

(1) It is affirmative: Deut. 29 12 (13), 17 (18) (bis, without "I),

where it is separated from the final clause by a double paren-

thesis (comp. Driver, i. I.); Josh. 24 27; Isa. 27 3 48 5, 7; Mai.

3 24; Ps. 91 12.^'^

In Job 32 13 the final clause itself is parenthetical, the main

clause being some such statement as I make mention of this,

referring to v. 12. Other cases of defective construction are

:

Gen. 3 22 26 9 31 31 38 11 ; Num. 16 34; 1 Sam. 13 19; Ps. 38 17

(16). In the first of these examples the main clause, which was

doubtless omitted in compilation, may be supplied from v. 24.

In all the rest the nature of this clauses is suggested by the

preceding context, its form by the expression, / said, after

which it would be inserted.

(2) It is negative: Gen. 19 19; Exod. 23 29 33 3; Deut. 7 22;

Kuth 4 6. Add Gen. 44 34, with a question implying a negative

answer, and Judg. 7 2, where too many fo7' me to give is equi-

valent to so many that I am not able to give.

In the following examples the main clause is to be supplied

after "ID«: Gen. 42 4 (comp. 21 16, with ^«); Exod. 13 17; 1 Sam.

27 11.

b. When the main clause is voluntative

:

(1) The verb is in the first person: Gen. 11 4, where and a

tower 7iame is parenthetical; Exod. 1 10 5 3; 1 Sam. 9 5;

all affirmative.

(2) The verb is in the second person, and:

(a) Affirmative: Gen. 19 15, 17 45 9—11, a case similar to

11 4; Exod. 19 21; Josh. 2 le; Judg. 9 54 14 15 15 12, where the

English Version has, that ye icill not (^TOy)); 1 Sam. 4 9 15 6

31 4 (comp. 1 Chr. 10 4); 2 Sam. 12 28 15 14 20 6^''"; Isa. 6 19;

Jer. 4468 (bis) 21 12 51 45 f.^^^; Amos 5 6; Ps. 2 12 7 3 (2) 13 4

99 In Prov. 5 6 ^B is a mistake for a negative.

100 For «se r. «iti\

101 For ]B1 r., with S, ]£.
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(3) (bis, the second without 1) 50 22; Prov. 25 16, 17 26 5 30 8 f.

(bis); 1 Chr. 10 4 (comp. 1 Sara. 31 4).

(b) Negative, with b^: Num. 16 26; Deut. 9 27f.; Judg. 18 25;

2 Sara. 1 20 (bis, without 1) 17 16; Isa. 28 22 36 I6—18, where

the subject, Hezekiah, is naraed in the final clause on account

of the distance from v. I6a; Jer. 1 17 10 24; Ps. 28 1 59 12 (11);

Prov. 5 8—10 (bis, without 1) 9 8 20 13 22 24 f. 24 17 25 9 f. 26 4

30 6,
10.^^='

With «^: Gen. 3 3; Lev. 10 7; Num. 20 18; Deut. 7 25 22 9

25 3. In Exod. 34 12-15 the second and third clauses with ]S

are subordinate to the first, which has the force of a prohibition.

The third, without 1, is explanatory of the second, resuming

the thought interrupted by vs. 13 f. It would, therefore, be best

to render v. 15, lest if thou shouldst make a covenant with the

inhabitant of the land, &c.

(3) The verb is in the third person, and:

(a) Affirmative: Exod. 19 22; Deut. 19 5 f. 20 5, 6, 7 (comp.

V. 8); Hosea 2 5. The last four are jussive in form as well as

in meaning.

(b) Negative, with bi<: Exod. 19 24 20 19; 1 Sam. 20 3; Prov.

31 4f. where the copula is to be suppUed.

With «^: Exod. 23 33; 1 Kings 11 2.^"^

II. With the perfect, as the natural form of expression for

that which may have happened.

There is but one genuine example, 2 Kings 2 I6, lest a strong

uind have home him away, and the precautions taken in this

case are rather against the consequences than against the oc-

currence of the accident described. On 2 Sam. 20 6, see p. 140.

The particle ]S is sometimes repeated, with or without 1, in

the same construction. The instances in which the clauses so

introduced are coordinate have already been noted. There are

not many of them, because, unless there was a reason for the

repetition, for example, the preservation of rhythmical balance

in poetry, the Hebrew writers preferred a less precise form of

expression. This they produced by simply attaching the various

102 In Prov. 25 8 p is a mistake for ^3.

103 For )3K r., with (5, p.
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other members of a compound final sentence more or less closely

to the first clause. In Ps. 13 5 (4) a second clause follows the first

without a connective. In this instance, therefore, the second verb

is an imperfect; but the rule is that the connective be employed,

and that the verb following conform to the law for the succession

of the tenses. The result is that the imperfect of the initial

final clause is followed by from one to seven perfects conse-

cutive, or, if negatives or emphatic Avords intervene, by imper-

fects or a mixed succession of perfects consecutive and simple

imperfects. Examples of the briefer kind are found in Gen. 19 19

and Deut. 20 5. The length of some of these sentences is ex-

plained by the looseness of construction which enabled the

Hebrews to use their 1 with clauses whose relations are indicated

in English by adverbs or other conjunctions. Thus, a literal

translation of Deut. 8 12-14 would be: lest iliou eat (impf.),

and he satisfied (pf. cons.), and goodly liouses build (impf.),

and dwell (pf. cons.) therein, and thy herd and thy flock multiply

(impf.), and silver and yold multiply (impf.) to thee and all that

thou hast multiply (impf.), and he uplifted (pf. cons.) thy heart,

and thou forget (pf. cons.) Yahueh thy God; but the English

Version has: lest, ivhen thou hast eaten theyi thine heart

he lifted up and thou forget the LORD thy God: in other

w^ords, this rendering puts seven of the (in Hebrew) nine coor-

dinate clauses into a distinctly circumstantial relation. See,

also, Deut. 11 lef., where two of the eight clauses have the im-

perfect after a negative. In the single passage in which ]S takes

the perfect the second verb is naturally an imperfect consecutive.

The law for the succession of the tenses is almost always

observed, but there are a few exceptions. The three following

have been noted: .Ter. 51 46 and Ps. 2 12, where the second verb

is an imperfect with 1 conjunctive, and Prov. 31 5, where a third

verb, as well as the second, is in this construction. See Driver,

Tenses, § 116.

The construction with \)l'u7

The most complete development of the idea of purpose in

the Hebrew language is denoted by the particle JJ^Da The

word is compounded of the preposition 7 and the noun |J^D,
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which, Uke HJ^D, is a derivative of HiJ^, answer, respond. Its

original meaning, therefore, must have been response: from

which the transition to purpose is simple and easy, as appears

from Prov. 16 4, where HJJ^D, which elsewhere has the sense of

response, way be rendered end or purpose. The compound ])!U7

indicates a bearing. The difference between it and the simple

preposition, when used in its intentional sense, is just that

which corresponds to the distinction between bearing and

direction. The former denotes a constant, the latter a transient

purpose. Hence, while, as has been shown, the purpose denoted

by 7 exhausts itself in a single act, that denoted by \$u^ may
give rise to an unlimited number of efforts. It is evidently

impossible to classify the examples of the use of the latter under

divisions with reference to the signification of the verb of the

main clause, and equally so to find in the construction as a

whole any intimation concerning the prospect of the fulfilment

of the purpose set forth.

An example of the use of each of these constructions will

best illustrate their respective peculiarities. The brothers of

Joseph, in reply to the question. Whence come ye? said, Gen.

42 7, From the land of Canaan, to huy food. This is a good

instance of the use of 7 with the infinitive to denote* the im-

mediate object, without emphasis, of a given act. An emphatic

form of the same construction is found in v. 9 of the same

chapter, where Joseph, inverting the order of the clauses, says,

To see the nakedness of the land are ye come. The idea in

each case is that a single act is performed from a single im-

pulse in a given direction. Compare with these passages 1 Sam.

17 28. Jesse had sent David to the camp to carry provisions

to his brothers and inquire after their health. The young shep-

herd, on his arrival, fell into conversation with the soldiers

concerning Goliath. Eliab, overhearing his outburst of indig-

nation, that a heathen should defy the armies of the living God,

angrily rephed, I know thy pride and the nauyhtiness of thy

heart. For the sake of seeiny the battle hast thou com.e down.

Had the speaker Anshed only to deny the ostensible object of

David's visit by substituting another, he would have employed,

as Joseph did, 7 with the infinitive. He chose rather to re-
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present his brother's purpose as a characteristic one, grounded

in certain traits which he did not scruple to call by most

offensive names, a purpose that might operate at any time and

as often as an opportunity offered; and, to do this, he Used

The familiar passage, Gren. 12 13, is a second illustration of

the force of this interesting particle. Abram, in urging Sarai

to say that she is his sister, uses the argument, that it may he

well ivith me, thus appealing to her affection for him, which

may well be regarded as a constant motive. In like manner,

the fifth commandment of the Decalogue, Exod. 20 12, is based

on an appeal to the universal love of life. Finally, Deut. 8 u-ie

reads, Yahiueh, thy God, who hrought thee out of the land of

Egypt, . . . who led thee through that great and terrible desert,

. . . who hrought thee ivater out of the flinty rock, who fed thee

in the desert ivith manna, for the sake of humhling thee, where

no fewer than four coordinate protases, representing as many
distinct divine acts, are connected by ])fU? with a single apo-

dosis denoting the purpose of each and all of them.

These examples will suffice to confirm the statement that

IJ^D? denotes a constant purpose, corresponding very nearly to

the German auf da^^^* and the English for the sake of in its

strict sense. They indicate also that the element of constancy

common to them may take a variety of forms. The following

analysis will show whether these are really representative pas-

sages, and how extensive is the variety in their unity.

The particle IJ^D/ is employed with both the infinitive and

the finite verb. The rule is that the perfect, or its equivalent,

the imperfect consecutive, in the protasis is followed by the in-

finitive in the apodosis, while the imperfect, or its equivalent,

the perfect consecutive, and the imperative require the imper-

fect in the dependent clause. There are, to be sure, exceptions

to both of these statements, but not enough to invalidate either

, 104 This combination is found 159 times in the German Old Testa-

ment, 92 times for ]J?D^, 35 for !?, 20 for 1, 4 for m3J>2, twice for ip, and

once for ^^1K, m3T!?J>, and ]&, while in 3 cases it has no Hebrew equiv-

alent
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•of them/**^ There is greater freedom, it will be found, with

reference to the subject of the infinitive after ])fu? than after

the simple preposition. The relative 1K^i< occurs twelve times

after ])^u? with the' imperfect, once in each of the books,

Genesis, Leviticus, Numbers, Joshua, Samuel, and Jeremiah,

twice in Deuteronomy, and four times in Ezekiel ; in five of these

occurrences, once in each of the books, Numbers and Deutero-

nomy, and three times in Ezekiel, with a negative. The negative

occurs seven times without the relative.

The particle ]'^u? is used to denote a constant purpose:

I. With the Infinitive:

1. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

universal purpose.

There are no examples to cite under this head. The absence

of them, however, seems to be accidental, since, with the finite

verb, they are verv" numerous.

2. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

characteristic purpose.

A good example of this kind 1 Sam. 17 28, has already been

quoted. Xo other, with the infinitive, happens to occur.

3. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

deliberate pui-pose.

There is a large number of passages illustrative of this

variety. They may be divided into two classes, according as

the purpose is manifested by a single act or a course of

action. In some of these examples, at first sight, it seems as

if b might have been used instead of ]J?D^; but there are reas-

105 The infinitive occurs with ]»oV: after an imperfect: Exod. 11

9

<with «•?); Deut. 17 le; 1 Kings Ssgf.; Jer. 11 4 f.; Zech. 134 (with «"?);

after a perfect consecutive: Gen. 18i9b; Deut. 29 is (la); Jer. 7io; Ezek.

38 16 39 12; after an infinitive: Isa. 30 1; Jer. 7 is, 44; Ezek. 22 27; after a

participle: Deut. 816; Jer, 27 10; Hab. 2 15; after a nominal clause: Prov.

15 24. The imperfect occurs with this particle : after a perfect : Gen.
1819a: Exod. IO2; Deut. 295(6); Hosea 84; Ps. 30i2(ii) 51 6 (4) 119ii;

Neh. 6i2f.; after an imperfect consecutive: ?fum. 17 4 f. (16 39f.); Ezek.

19 9 {ha being an interpolation; Toy) 20 26ba; after an infinitive: Deut.

62a 17 20 (with "rh^b); Ps. 78 6; 2 Chr. 31 4 32 is; after a participle: Jer.

44 29; after a nominal clause: Isa. 43 10; Ps. 130 4.

10
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ons for maintaining the contrary. In the first place, a writer

does not naturally use a longer for a shorter form of expression

;

and, secondly, on closer examination it is possible to find an

appropriateness in the employment of ]]fu7 in a given con-

nection.

a. When the purpose is manifested by a single act. This

act may be done:

(1) In furtherance of an avowed plan; in which case one may
further distinguish between the human and the divine.

(a) A human policy is illustrated by Exod. In, where the

English Version reads, TJiey did set over them taskmasters to

afflict them, as if the final particle were 7. It actually is ]VD/,

because, according to v. lo, the appointment of these overseers

was part of a plan to check the increase of the Hebrews; and

this nuance should be brought out in the translation. In Deut.

17 16 a policy is forbidden, and then an act in pursuance of

that policy. For other examples, see 1 Sam. 15 is; Ezek. 36 5^°^;

*Joel 4 6; Amos 1 13.

b. A divine plan is given as the explanation of an act of

God in Gen. 50 20, where 7 introduces the immediate object of

a long premeditated act; Exod. 9 16, where a steadfast purpose

of Yahweh is contrasted with a subsidiary and temporary design

introduced by inj^^'; 10 1 f., where a second j^D? takes the

imperfect ; Josh. 4 24, where a second (subordinate) clause with

]J^D7 reveals a plan ^^'^ behind the one disclosed in the first ; Jer.

50 34; Ezek. 21 15 (10) (bis)^°^, 19 (14) f. with two coordinate in-

finitives; 40 4, where the apodosis precedes. .In the last three

the verb of the main clause is passive, but there can be no

doubt that the agent is Yahweh. In Deut. 8 18 the motive for

the divine action is the establishment or fufillment of a coven-

ant, and the same is true of 9 5 29 12 (13); 1 Kings 11 36.

In all the passages cited under the last two heads the given

purpose is openly pursued. The same construction is employed

when an act is done

»0G For nB^liO, an Aram. Inf. (BDB.), Toy r. nriB^I, and for 12V—m3^«

Xittel, for the whole final clause, substitutes 13^1 iv'^h.

107 Tos nrisn'; r. Dnxy..

10s For HM r., with (8, n\n.

1
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(2) In furtherance of a secret plan. It may be

:

(a) A human scheme : Gen. 37 22, where the force of ])fu?

may be compared with that of 7, wliich follows; Deut. 29i8(i9),

where the fatal result of a secret resolution is represented as

dehberately produced: 2 Kings 10 19; Jer. 27 10, 15 43 3; Hab.

2 15; Zech. 13 4.

(b) A divine counsel: Josh. 11 20 (bis); 1 Kings 12 15 = 2 Chr.

10 15; Ezek. 14 4 f.; 2 Chr. 25 20.

b. When the purpose is manifested by a course of action.

The only difference between the passages that come under

this head and those that belong under a is found in the fact

that, when ]yD7 introduces a purpose after a course of action,

the constancy of that purpose is more manifest than when it

has to be inferred from a single act. It should be noted that the

same apodosis may occur, that is, the same purpose be predi-

cated, in both cases; also, that the activity described in the

protasis may be continuous or consist of a series of acts of the

same, or different kinds.

(1) The action is continuous: Ezek. 39 12; Prov. 15 24. A
divine plan prompts to such action in Deut. 8 2.

(2) The action is customary or habitual: Lev. 20 3; Jer. 32 35;

Ezek. 22 6, 9, 12; Amos 2 7. In 1 Kings 8 59 f. the actor is

Yahweh. The likeness of these examples to those cited under

the head of characteristic purpose is easily discernible. In most

of the passages to be cited

(3) The action is various. It springs from a human purpose

:

Gen. 18 19 b; 2 Kings 22 n 23 24; Isa. 30 1; Jer. 7 18, where

1^07 follows two infinitives, one construct, the other absolute,

denoting immediate objects; 32 29 44 8"''; Ezek. 22 27; Mic.

6 16; 2 Chr. 34 25. In Jer. 7 10 the purpose seems to be a

secret one. It is Yahweh whose acts are described in Deut.

2 30 6 23 8 3, 16 (bis); Jer. 11 4f.; Ezek. 38 16; Mic. 6 4f.

4. When acts are represented as omitted in accordance with

a constant purpose.

There is none of the particles heretofore discussed that can

be employed to denote a positive purjiose for the omission of a

109 Omit, with Kittel, 1 DsV n-n^n \ftb.

10*
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given act. The use of ])fQ? in such constructions is not an

anomaly. The potential agent refrains from an act that he

might perform because it is not in harmony with a fixed i)rin-

ciple or resolution existing in his mind before the act was sug-

gested. In Jer. 25 7 the purpose is one entertained by (poten-

tial) human agents. In Judg. 2 21 f. Yahweh is the subject in both

clauses, but in Exod. 11 9 a man (Pharaoh), by refusing to act,

unintentionally prepares the way for the accomplishment of a

divine pui-pose.

II. With the Imperfect:

1. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

universal purpose.

By a universal purpose is meant a purpose that is grounded

in human nature, one that appeals to any normal person. It is

to such a purpose that an appeal is oftenest made when a

person urges another to any course of action. It has the force

of a sanction of the given command or request. Here belong

final clauses in which an appeal is made to:

a. The love of life. The verbs used in the final clause are

:

"JM^, Hi., with DV; trans.: Deut. 4 40 11 9; intrans.: Exod.

20 12; Deut. 5 16 6 2b 25 15.

HTI: Deut. 4 1 5 30 81 16 20 30 19; Jer. 35 7 (plus many
days); Amos 5 14.

nil, with or : Deut. 11 21.

V^^; Ni.: Jer. 4 14.

b. The desire of well-being. The verbs employed are

:

ItD^: Deut. 5 I6, 26 (comp. v. 30) 6 I8 12 28 22 7; Jer. 7 23

42 6.

^3ty, Hi. : Deut. 29 8 (9) ; 1 Kings 2 3 f. (bis).

']*11, Pi. : Gen. 27 25 , where the blessing is represented as

something universally desired with a view to which an act is to

be performed, and not as a consequence of that act (comp.

vs. 5 7). For other examples, see Deut. 14 29 24 i9.

Add, also:

fc<13, of entrance into Canaan: Deut. 27 3.
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^y-. iChr. 28 8. .

ptH: Deut. 11 8, followed by the two preceding.

It should be noted that, in almost all the passages here cited,

a course of action is recommended, especially the observance

of the commands of God, for the sake of a universally recog-

nized good.

2. "When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

characteristic purpose

:

Gen. 12 13 has already been quoted in the introduction to

this chapter. In Job 40 8 the purpose is an unworthy one.

Add Ps 60 7 (5) = 108 7 (6) , Avhere the natural order is re-

versed.

3. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

deliberate purpose

:

a. When the purpose is manifested by a single act:

(1) In furtherance of an avowed plan

:

(a) A human policy: Num. 27 20; Deut. 62a; Isa. 43 26;

Jer. 36 3, where ]VD7 takes the place of 1 after a clause with

''7l^^; Ezek. 12 12"", where, as well as in Ps. 119 11, the purpose

is a negative one; 2 Chr. 31 4. In Exod. 4 5 and 8 6 the pro-

tasis is wholly or partly to be suppUed.

(b) A divine plan: Gen. 18 I9a; Exod. 10 2 16 32; Isa. 5 w
43 10 45 6; Jer. 44 29; Ezek. 12 I6 20 26"^ 25 10; Ps. 78 6. In

Ezek. 36 30 and Zech. 12 7 the purpose is negative.

(2) In furtherance of a secret plan. The single example

noted, Neh. 6 12 f., has two final clauses, the second being sub-

ordinate to the first.^^-

b. When the purpose is manifested by a course of action

:

(1) The action is continuous: Exod. 33 13; Ps. 119 80.

(2) The action is customary or habitual : in a series of pas-

sages concerning required observances: Exod. 13 9 23 12; Lev.

17 4f. 23 42 f.; Xum. 15 40 36 8; Deut. 14 23 16 3 20 is, where

no For yf r., with (6, ]V^b.

'»! Kittel, with 0)^, om.
»«2 Om. ]y^b nsto and, for «in msb', r. wn:to; or, for l-iDly, r. innate^

and om. Kin nttbf.
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the purpose is negative, 31 12 (bis). Add, also, Deut. 17 19;

Josh. 1 8; Isa. 28 13^^^; Amos 2 7; and the less evident examples

in Ps 130 4 and Job 19 29.

(3) The action is various : Exod. 9 29, where Moses says, I
will spread my hands to Yahweh, the thunder shall cease, and

the lightning shall no longer he, in order that thou mayst know
that the earth is Yahweh''s. Other similar passages are: Deut.

31 19; Josh. 3 3f., where the protasis is to be sought in v. 3b;

2 Sam. 13 5 (comp. v. 6); Isa. 23 16 66 10 f. (bis); Jer. 32 14;

Ezek. 12i9f. The last, like Ezek. 4i6f., cited below, is a

case in which the real apodosis is so short that a part of the

protasis is attached to it and the sentence thus given the desir-

ed equilibrium. The whole may be rendered into English,

They shall eat their bread in affliction and drink their water

in astonishment,in order that, whentheir land is emptied of every-

thing in it, on account of the violence of all that dwell therein,

when the peopled cities are destroyed and the country desolated,

ye may knoiv that I am Yahweh. Add, Hosea 8 4, with its de-

scription of persistent godlessness; Hab. 2 2; Ps. 48 14 (13)

51 6 (4) ; Prov. 2 20, whose protasis is the gist of the preceding

verses, especially 12 and 16, 19 20; Neh. 6 i3b; 2 Chr. 32 18,

where ])fu? follows two infinitives with p. In Num. 17 4f.

(16 39 f.), and Ezek. 19 9 the purpose is negative.

In the foregoing examples the agent is human, but he

sometimes acts under divine instruction; the following are ex-

pressions of God's purpose in acting or appeals to motives by

which he is supposed to be governed. The familiar apodosis

with ]VD^ occurs: Exod. 8 17 f.; 1 Kings 8 43; Isa. 41 i9f. 45 2 f.

Other examples of the same class are: Exod. 16 4; 1 Kings 840;

Jer. 10 18 51 39 ; Ezek. 4 16 f. 6 6f., another example of the intro-

duction of the final particle into the midst of the proper pro-

tasis"*; lli9f. 1653 "^ 62f. 20 26 ba 24iof.; Amos9iif.; Obad.

9; Ps. 9 14 (13) f., the only instance of a voluntative immediately

after ]J;D^, 30 12 (11) f. 68 23 (22) f.; 2 Chr. 6 30 f., 33. In the

n3 For ^m» ^bv}^^ r. ^b1^) ninK.

11* Three of the six verbs in the Massoretic text are wanting in the

Greek Version.

tts For yn'2Vi nOB^l r., with (5t>S. 'Tiac'l, and, with some MSS iSS inOB'.
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following passages the purpose is negative : Ezek. 14 lo f. 26 20

31 13 f.

4. When acts are represented as omitted in accordance with

a constant purpose:

a. The purpose is positive: Exod. 11 7"^; Deut. 5 u 12 25

13 18 (17) 17 20 23 21 (20) 29 5 (6); Isa. 44 9; Ezr. 9 12.

b. The purpose is negative : Ps. 125 3. In Josh. 17 3 4; Amos
5 14 the particle immediately follows a negative clause; but in

these cases the negative clause is parenthetical and negligible.

Thus far in the study of ]PD7 account lias been taken only

of the form of construction in the immediate connection. In

many cases this is sufficient, since the apodosis contains but a

single verb or only one that denotes purpose. There are, how-

ever, some in which other verbs are added to the first, generally

in coordination with it, but sometimes in a subordinate final rela-

tion. These will repay examination.

1. When ]'^a? takes the infinitive:

a. A coordinate clause has:

(1) An infinitive:

(a) With ]J;D^: Deut. 8 16, after 1; Josh. 11 20.

(b) With b) : Lev. 20 3.

(2) A perfect consecutive : Jer. 27 10 (bis) ^" 15.

(3) An imperfect separated from the connective: Num. 6 16,

a doubtful passage.

b. A subordinate clause has:

(1) An infinitive

:

(a) With]^D^: Josh. 4 24.

(b) With b: Gen. 37 22 50 20; Deut. 6 23 8 16. In Jer. 43 3

there are two additional clauses subordinate to the first, in

Deut. 82a third dependent on the second.

2. When ]yD7 takes the imperfect:

a. A coordinate clause has:

116 For ]iynn r., with Sam. ©, j)ir.

»" Omitted by «.
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(1) An imperfect Avitli ]J?D^1: Deut. 4 40 5 i6 62 811 31 12;

1 Kings 2 3 f.

(2) An imperfect with which ^jfu? is understood : Ps. 9 14

(13) f. 51 6 (4) 68 23 (22), where the copula, also, is to be supplied.

(3) A verb that conforms to the law for the succession of

the tenses:

(a) One or more perfects consecutive: Gen. 12 13 18 19 a;

Exod. 10 2; Lev. i? 5 (bis); Num. 15 40 (bis); Deut. 4 1 (bis)

5 30 (bis) 6 18 (bis) 8 1 (bis) 11 8 (bis) 13 18 (17) (bis) 16 20 22 7

31 12 (bis); 2 Sam. 13 5; Isa. 28 13 (quater) 66 11 a, b; Jer. 36 3

51 39 (bis); Ezek. 4 i6f. (bis) 12 I6 16 53 f.; Ezr. 9 2 (bis). Here

belongs, also, Ezek. 6 6f., where an imperfect seems to have been

interpolated. Comp. the Greek Version.

(b) One or more imperfects separated from their connectives:

Num. 17 4f. 36 8; Ezek. 14 10 f. 26 20 31i3f. (bis); Ps. 30 12

(11) f.; Prov. 2 20, in all of which, except the last, the disturbing

word is the negative ^7.

(c) A mixed construction of perfects consecutive and imper-

fects separated from their connectives: Ezek. 11 I9f. (impf.,

2 pfs., impf.) 12 19 f. (2 impfs., pf.), 16 62 f. (pf., impf.).

The examples thus far cited may be called regular. There

are a few cases of irregularity, due to the neglect of the law

for the succession of the tenses.

(4) An imperfect, with or without 1 conjunctive in a series of

perfects consecutive: Ezek. 6 6f. "® 24iof. (without 1)"^; Neh.

6 12 f. (see p. 149).

(5) The imperfect, with or without 1 conjunctive, for the per-

fect consecutive throughout a series: Exod. 23 12^^"; Isa. 41 20

(ter) 43 10 (bis); Amos 5 14, with a jussive. In Ps. 78 6—

8

(sexiens) the connective is wanting with the first additional

imperfect. Comp. the Greek Version.

b. A subordinate clause has ]'^u7: Ezek. 20 26, where, how-

ever, the whole is probably an interpolation.^^^

118 Kittel, with 6, om. the second verb.

119 (5 has a connective.

120 Sam. has a reading without the second verb.

121 It is found in (8^, but not in <5®.
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III. With a Noun or a Pronoun.

The explanation of the particle ]Vu? given at the beginning

of the chapter apphes as well to its use with nouns and suffixes

as with verbs, whether imperfects or infinitives. There are, in

fact, many instances in which the former construction is evidently

an abbreviation of the latter. The rendering for the sal'e of

may, therefore, be retained, especially with the names of persons

and attributes. The same divisions may also be made as have

twice already served in this analysis.

1. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

universal purpose.

A perfect example of this usage is found in Deut. 30 6 in

the expression, for the saJie of thy life. For the corresponding

verbal form, see Deut. 4 i.

2. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

characteristic purpose.

A good example is Gen. 18 24, where Abraham, interceding

for Sodom, says Wilt thou not spare the place for the

sake of the fifty righteous that are in it? adding. Shall not the

Judge of all the earth do right? Comp. v. 26, where the particle

is "inj^in. In this passage the appeal is made to God's righteous-

ness. So, also, in Isa. 42 21 ; but in Ps. 6 5 (4) 44 27 (26) it is

made to his grace.

3. When acts are represented as done in accordance with a

deliberate purpose.

The distinction between the simple and the complex protasis,

which was emphasized under II. and III., will here be neglect-

ed, for the sake of bringing into prominence the use of ]J?D/

with certain nouns and suffixes; but that between human and

divine agency will be observed.

a. The agent is human: Jer. 7 19 (comp. Isa. 44 9); Ezek.

21 33 (28), where the text is doubtful.^^^ Further: 1 Brings 8 4i

= 2 Chr. 6 32; Isa. 49 7 55 5; Ps. 122 8, 9, in both of which the

final phrase precedes. Finally, see Isa. 66 5, where for my
name's sake is equivalent to for the sake of dishonoring my
name.

122 For pna ijjob h^^nb Toy suggests pna brf:^ ^nh, Kittel p'12 \fnh hrtr^h.
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b. The agent is divine in a much larger number and variety

of examples. See, first, Judg. 3 2, where the final sense of

]yD? is evidenced by the infinitive with ? that follows/^'

The most common expression of this kind, giving the pur-

pose of a divine act, is for my oirn sake, which occurs for the

first time 2 Kings 19 34 and which is equivalent to the equally

frequent verbal apodosis, that may know, &c., Exod. 8 18,

and similar expressions. See, further, 2 Kings 20 6 = Isa. 37 35;

Isa. 43-25 48 11 (bis), where the final phrase precedes; Dan, 9 i9,

is an appeal to God.

The sense is the same when the form of expression is for my
name's sake: Isa. 48 9; Ezek, 20 9, 14, 22, 44; Ps. 23 3 106 8; or,

in petitions, for thy name's sake: Jer. 14 7; Ps. 25 11 3l4 (3),

where the final phrase precedes; 79 9 109 21 143 11, also with

the reverse arrangement. In Dan. 9 17 6' has this reading, but

the Massoretic text has for the Lord's sake. In Ezek. 36 22,

where this positive purpose has 7, the negative with which it is

contrasted has ]Vu?. See, also, v. 32.

Among the verbal expressions cited in the proper connection

were, that he may establish his covenant, and the like, especially

frequent in Deuteronomy and the succeeding historical books.

There are corresponding nominal expressions. Thus, 2 Kings

13 23 has for the sake of his covenant with Abraham, &c., and

2 Chr 21 7 for the sake of the covenant which he made rcith

David. The first of these covenants is more briefly indicated

:

Isa. 43 14 45 4 63 17 65 8. The second is referred to in the

same way: 1 Kings 11 32, 34 15 4 (comp. 11 36) 19 34 20 6 =
Isa, 37 35. Twice, 1 Kings 11 13, 32, the city chosen by Yahweh

for his abode is coupled with David as a beneficiary under the

same covenant.

The Hebrews thought ofYahweh as pledged, not only to help

them, but to defeat and punish their enemies. It is this hostile

intention with reference to the gentiles to which appeal is

made: Ps. 5 9 (s) 27 11 69 19 (18). In Ps. 8 3 (2) they are his

enemies.

>23 Om., with (5, nyn after \flih.
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Here belongs, also, Job 18 4, where, although no agent is

named, Yahweh, without doubt, is intended.

4. When acts are represented as omitted in accordance with

a constant purpose

:

1 Kings 11 12, 13; 2Kings 8 19; Isa. 62 i (bis, with the reverse

order); Jer. 14 21; Ps. 25 7^=^*; 2 Chr. 21 7.

The passages in which ]J^D? is used with nouns or suffixes

have now almost all been passed in review and found to agree

in supporting the interpretation given to it in verbal clauses.

There remain to be examined four—really but three—in which

the particle seems to have a different meaning. The first in

order is Deut. 3 26, for which, when compared with Deut. I.37

(withDD^^:in), 4 21 (with DDnm bV), and Ps. 106 32 (with DDinj/n),

on account of seems to be the required rendering. The question

arises, whether ]'^u!? properly has this value, or, in this instance,

is incorrectly so employed. The former supposition would imply

that the Hebrews did not always clearly distinguish between

cause and purjjose, the latter that they did not always correctly

express themselves in their own language. The foregoing dis-

cussion must have shown that they did make this distinction, and

that they consistently used a particle to denote the latter of the

two relations. The safest explanation of the passage cited, there-

fore, is that it is incorrect, that, instead of ]J^1D/', one of the

words found in the other references to the same incident should

have been chosen: an explanation that is favored by Bertholet's

suggestion that DSJ^D? is an interpolation.

The case of 1 Kings 11 39, where |J?D/' takes the place of the

*1K^i< ]P'' of V. 33, is still clearer; for this whole verse, with

the last clause of the one preceding, is wanting in the Greek
Version.

It is not impossible that the phrase, on account of thy judg-

ments, also, in Ps. 48 12 (11), is a gloss, as it is in 97 8. In any

case, it is of late origin, and, therefore, like the other two ex-

amples of the use of ]V'^ in a causal sense, may be treated as

a mark of linguistic deterioration.

124 Om., with Duhm, line 2.
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The construction with "inyil

The particle 113^3 is a compound of the preposition 3 and

the noun "ll^SJ?., from the root IDJ^. The meaning of the verb

is undisputed, but that of the noun is a matter on which author-

ities disagree. In Josh. 5 ii it evidently has the force of fruit,

produce^ and there are those who insist that, therefore, the

compound with H should be rendered, literally, as fruit, in con-

sequence. So Fiirst. Gesenius, in the Thesaurus, renders the

particle in transitu, for which the Handuorterhiich has in Ver-

anlassuug. Ewald^^^, who claims that the verb means "iiber-

gehen, sowohl in die Hohe als in die Lange", makes the noun

equivalent to voriiher and the particle to in wegen, that is,

ivegen.

The key to the proper understanding of lUJ^lU as a final

particle seems to be found in 2 Sam. 12 21, where there is not

the slightest trace of purpose. This passage can only be render-

ed, While the child lived thou didst fast and ueep. The idea

here expressed is that of concomitance, the acts described being

represented as performed during the existence of a certain

condition of things. In this case the concomitance is unnatural.

Hence the protest of David's servants, which, of course, implies

that there are acts and states naturally, or at least properly,

associated. There is no reason why a purpose may not have a

concomitant as w^ell as any other form of thought or expression;

and there is nothing in "10^3 to prevent it from introducing

this by-purpose. In fact it is, by its derivation, fitted for pre-

cisely that office, and it cannot properly be employed to denote

the sole or prime purpose of a given act. The main purpose

is sometimes expressed and sometimes implied in the context.

The idiom by which the particle should be rendered depends

on the presence of the main purpose.

In Gen. 27 10 113^3 is supplemented by l^i¥, and in 2 Chr.

19 3 by b. In Exod. 20 20; 2 Sam, 14 20 17 u the preposition

is prefixed to it.

The passages in which "IH^^ has final force are here given

'25 Lehrb., 789.
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in three groups, according to the form of expression by which

it is followed. It is employed to denote a by-purpose:

I. AVith the Infinitive.

The first example of this construction excellently illustrates,

not only the peculiar force of "inyil, but the distinction between

it and ])fu?, which occurs in the same connection. The passage

is Exod. 9 16, which, literally translated, would read, In passage

of this have I maintained thee, in passage of showing thee my
might, and for response to publishing my imme in the

whole eatih; which, being interpreted, means. By way of this

have I maintained thee, that I show thee my poiver, while pub-

lishing my name in the whole earth. Thus it appears that God's

dealings with the king were only incidental to the pursuit of his

eternal purpose to reveal himself in his glory to the world. In

2 Sam. 10 3 inp^ is similarly associated with 7. David had

sent certain envoys to condole with Hanun, king of the Ammo-
nites, on the occasion of the death of his father. The Ammonite
princes, suspecting mischief, said to their royal master, literally:

Doth David honor thy father in thy eyes in that he hath sent

to thee condolers ?^^^ Is it not by ivay of exploring the city, and
to spy it out and to overthrow it that David hath sent his ser-

vants to thee? These courtiers, be it observed, do not, like

Joseph in Gen. 42 9, deny the ostensible object of the embassy;

they simply suggest that condolence was not its only object.

Their meaning would be more evident if the latter part of the

verse were rendered, Is it not meamchile to explore the city

that he hath sent, &c. Thus rendered inj^S becomes virtually

an adverbial modifier of the final clause to which it belongs, as

if the first verb of that clause, as well as the second and third,

had b prefixed to it. It is not strange, therefore, to find that,

in 1 Chr. 19 3, all three actually have this preposition.

In the three instances in which 7 is prefixed to the particle

the verb following is naturally in the infinitive. In neither of

them is the main object clearly presented, but it can be supplied

from the context. Thus, in Exod. 20 20, where Moses says.

Fear not, for to in passage test you, is God come, he means

126 The participle for the infinitive. See v. 2; also p. 123.
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that God came incidentally, and in the manner described, to

test and awe his people, the prime object of the theophany

being, of course, the publication of the Decalogue. In 2 Sam.

14 20 the prime object is the ostensibe one, but Joab secretly

sought to in passage change the aspect of the matter, that is,

incidentally the woman, while telling her story, or during the

discussion that would doubtless follow, was to introduce the

case of Absalom. In 2 Sam. 17 14 there are really two objects,

for, although Hushai seemed to oppose Ahithophel in the in-

terest of x^bsalom, the real aim, meanwhile, of Yahweh, under

whose instructions he was acting, was to bring evil upon the

reckless prince.

There remain two more passages in which "IHpl is followed

by the infinitive. The first, 2 Sam. 18 18, is puzzling, but not

inexplicable. One has only to remember that Absalom died

young to perceive why he used this form of expression. He
could not, at his time of life and in his circumstances, have des-

paired of ever having a male child, if he lived. There was al-

ways, however, the possibility that his life might be cut short, as

indeed it was. It was therefore probably this contingency for

which he wished to provide when he reared his pillar "i« the

king's dale'\ and liis remark with reference to it should be trans-

lated, / have as yet (IDJ^^) no son to recall my name. It is not

so easy to dispose of 1 Sam. 1 6. In fact, it seems to defy

explanation. The English rendering, for to make her fret, is

questionable, the verb Uy^ not having the meaning thus given

to it in Hebrew. If it is here used in its Aramaic signification,

Budde is doubtless justified in treating the whole verse as an

interpolation, and it may well be that the author of it used

"inV^ without regard to its peculiar force.
^"

II. With the Imperfect.

The fact, just estabhshed, that IHJ^l with the infinitive

denotes a by-purpose, gives ground for expecting that, when

127 Klostermann sees in nopn a corruption of neni nt, and in the

latter of these two words a gloss to explain the former. But ©, on which

this conjecture is based, is so free and careless at this point that one

cannot safely follow it.
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used Avith the imperfect, it sometimes, at least, has the same

meaning. There are several passages in which this expectation

is realized. The first is Gen. 21 30, where Abraham's reply to

a question concerning some lambs that he had put aside as a

second present for Abimelech may be rendered, These seven

ewe-lamhs thou shalt take from me, that, at the same time, it^^^

may he a witness for me, that I have digged this (3. new) well.

In 27 4 this particle is used in conjunction with the ) of intended

result, where Isaac says. Bring it to me, that, tchile I eat, my
soul may bless thee. A similar expression is found in vs. 10,

19, and 31. Compare v. 25, with jJ^Db, which, if, as seems to be

the case, it is an intentional variation, presents the blessing,

not as an incidental expression of sensual gratification, but as

an inheritance that any worthy son might covet. The meaning

of 46 34 cannot be fully brought out by translating the final

clause, that ye may dwell in the land of Goshen. Joseph in-

tended that his brothers, while answering the king with seeming

simplicity, should play on the Egyptian repugnance for shep-

herds and herdsmen, and thus get the best pasturage in the

country without directly asking for it. For the sequel, see 47 4.

If Exod, 9 14 stood by itself, it would require I^D^, like 8 6 (10),

which it closely resembles; but, anticipating, as it does, v. i6a,

it takes the same construction. On 19 9, see 20 20. It is doubt-

ful whether, in Ps. 105 45, IHJ^^ has a final force. In the first

place, the idea that God's people obtained possession ^-^ of (the

fruit of) the toil of the gentiles, that they might keep his

statutes, is a reversal of the common Hebrew conception; and,

secondly, the verse is wanting in both the Greek and the Syriac

Version. When these facts are considered it becomes more than

probable that the case is one in which a punctilious scribe,

remembering that his people had lost their inheritance, remind-

ed himself and his readers why they had thus suffered by adding,

while they kept his statutes and observed his laws.

III. With a Noun or a Pronoun.

The analogy of ]PD7 suggests that ^HP^, also, may be used

with nouns or pronouns to denote purpose. There are, in fact,

128 6tJ, they. 129 For B^T^ r., with 13 MSS., Vfv.
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a number of cases of this kind. The most convincing is that

of Exod. 9 16, where the phrase r\^ Tl^^^, being immediately

followed by the explanatory clause, that I might shew thee my
power, must, of course, be given final significance. Another

good example is found in 2 Sam. 7 21, which, according to Budde,

should read, For the sake of thy servant hast thou wrouyht, to

make known to thy servant all this greatness. In both of these

passages the fundamental idea of the particle, used as a pre-

position, is that of concomitance or association. It is more

apparent in Gen. 3 17, where along with fits the connection al-

most as well as for the sake of; but, since the cursing of the

ground must be regarded as a means to an end, the latter is a

justifiable rendering. See, also. Gen. 821 12 13, I6 18 26; 1 Sam.

23 10. In Gen. 18 26 "inj^n takes the place of the ]Vt2b of v. 24,

because the emphasis is shifted from the righteous in Sodom to

the whole place. In vs. 29, 31, and 32 it takes the place of if I
find in vs. 28 and 30 after a negative statement. In these

passages it might be rendered ivhile there are, or, in v. 29, for

example, the construction might be treated as an elliptical one

for I icill tiot destroy it, if I find there forty and five, hut spare

it for their sakes. Here, again, it is the incidental deliverance

that is prominent; hence the choice of iny3. Comp. v. 24.

The use of the same particle in 1 Sam. 12 22 is perhaps to be

explained in the same way, but it is more probable that, in this

instance, it has usurped the place of ])fuJ>.

There are a few other passages in which "1111^2 is employed,

although in similar connections ]'}^u7 is the more common con-

struction. See Gen. 26 24; 2 Sam. 5 12 = 1 Chr. 14 2; 2 Sam.

9 1, 7; Ps. 132 10. Comp. 1 Kings 11 32.

The force of IDJ^^l in Am. 2 6 and 8 6 is a matter on which

expositors differ. Thus, Harper, although he translates it, as

he does the 2 in the parallel clause, by for, makes it the equi-

valent of on account of. Marti, on the other hand, regards the

pair of shoes, or their value, not as a cause of litigation, but,

like the silver just mentioned, as an object of judicial cupidity;

and this interpretation, being the simpler and more natural, is

to be preferred. ^^^^

130 On 2 Sam. 12 25, see KitteL
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The passages thus far cited have shown that iny3, with

nouns and pronouns as Avell as verbs, may, and often does, have

a final significance. But there is no reason why concomitance

may not imply cause as well as purpose. Hence it is not strange

that there should be some examples in which ^nj^I} not only

may, but must, be rendered in this way. There is an excellent

example in 2 Chr. 28 19, where the narrator says that Yahweh
hrought Jiidah low on account ofAhaz. For others, the 2 Sam.

6 12 13 2; Mic. 2 lo; Ps. 106 32; Job 20 2.^^^

131 Read, with Bickell, n«t liaj?3. On Exod, 13 8 and Jer. 14 4, see

Xittel i. I.

11
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The Salutation of Barnabas

EDGAR J. GOODSPEED
UNIVEKSITY OF CHICAGO

THE salutation at the beginning of the Epistle of Barnabas,

"Hail, sons and daughters (Kaipere, viol koi dvyarepeg),

in the name of the Lord who has loved us, in peace" has al-

ways seemed rather at variance with the epistolary title and

the occasional epistolary touches in the letter, e. g. "I have

hastened to send you a short (letter)", 1 5. "Sons and

daughters" is not a usual way of designating the recipients of

a letter in the salutation: it is too vague for Greek epistolary

feeling, and it should be the dative, not the vocative. But the

latter is required here by the accompanying imperative, ^aipere.

The expression "Hail" or "Rejoice" (Kalpere) followed by a

vocative "Sons and daughters" is properly a form of direct

address, used by persons face to face with each other. Thus

Telemachus addresses Athene, "Hail, stranger!" (Xalpe, ^ebe,

Od. 1 123). Judas says to Jesus, "Hail, rabbi!" (Kalpe, pa^^ei,

Mt. 26 49, cf. Lk. 1 28). Rhoda says to Hermas, "Hermas, hail!"

C^pfia, x^^P^i ^i^- 1 ^' *)'' Trypho to Justin, "Philosopher,

hail!" (^iXoaocpe, x^^P^^ Dial. 1 i). The parallels suggest that

Barnabas begins more like a sermon than an epistle.

On second thought, however, it is not altogether natural for

a preacher to address his hearers with this ancient "How do you

do?" or "Good morning". The ancient models are "Brethren",

"My brethren", "Beloved" in the homily-epistles, and in the

Acts, "Brethren and fathers", or "Men of Athens". But the

fact remains that "Hail, sons and daughters" even if it be no

proper way to open a sermon is a most unusual manner of be-

ginning a letter.
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The New Testament epistolary forms, of course, stand rather

apart from Greek usage. Paul at least shows what is apparently

Jewish influence in his habitual "Grace to you, and peace".

The epistles of Peter accompany these words with the optative

"be multiplied" (TrXtjOwdeirj). Jude uses the same construction:

"Mercy to you and peace and love be multiplied", while 2 and 3

John have only the names of writer and recipient: "The Elder

unto Gains the beloved whom I love in truth". "Grace, mercy,

peace" is used in 1 and 2 Timothy, and "grace and peace" in

Titus. Only James shows the usual Greek epistolary form:

"James ... to the twelve tribes . . . greeting" (^(aipeiv). The
letter of the Jerusalem church to the Greek churches given in

Acts 15, also begins in true Greek style: "The apostles to the

brethren . . . greeting" (-xalpeiv 15 23). That the New Testament

letters most truly Greek in form should be these two, is strange

and significant.

Of the Apostolic Fathers, Clement, like Peter, uses "Grace

and peace be multiplied to you", and Polycarp, "Mercy and

peace ... be multiplied to you". Ignatius, however, uses the

strict Greek formula TrXeio-ra yalpeLv („Ignatius ... to Polycarp

. . . heartiest greeting"), though sometimes a good deal em-

broidered.

With or without TrXelcrTa, this is the form of salutation found

in hundreds of papyrus letters of both Ptolemaic and Roman
periods. "Zois to Ischyrion her brother, greeting" ()(aip€iv) is

the ever recurring type, varied now and then with "heartiest

greeting" (7rXe?TTa ^(aipeiv or rarely TroXXa yalpeiv, O. P. 1296).

Sometimes "and perpetual health" {koi Sia iravros vyiaiveiv) is

added (0. P. 294, A. D. 22). Sometimes there is no greeting:

"Sarmates to his own Dioscorus" (0. P. 1297); "To Stephanus

from Hephaestion" (0. P. 1065). Once eCy^vxeiv (0. P. 115)

occurs for ^atpeiv, recalling the Platonic eu TrpdrTeiv. But these

exceptions are decidedly rare. The ordinary mechanism of

salutation in the papyrus letters is "Theon to Tyrannus
)(a.ipeiv".

But some letters among the papyri oifer striking parallels

to the construction in Barnabas. The Marburg papyrus letters

published by Eisner (Papyri landanae, fasc. 2, 1913) in-

11*
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elude one, no. 12, of the third or fourth century after Christ,

beginning

Xalpoi9 ^A.<pvixov irapa ^coiplSos.

Here as in Barnabas the verb is second person instead of in-

finitive, but it is in the optative not the imperative. This is

very like O. P. 933, of the second century:

^aipois, Kvpie ixov A.iroXivapie irapa Aioyevovs (piXov.

O. P. 1063, of the second or third century, is much closer to

Barnabas

:

'KalpOlSi T€KVOV A/JLOl.

"Greeting, my son Amois!" Here the writer does not mention

his own name, and does not need to, as he is writing to his own

Nson. The address on the verso may have contained it. A
still closer resemblance to the Barnabas salutation appears in

the Berlin Griechische Urkunden, 821, of the second century:

XaF^e, Kvpie fiov irarep, HyoatWo? ere oKnralCofiai

"Hail, my lord father! I Heraiscus salute thee!"

The chief peculiarities in the epistolary salutation of Barnabas

are interestingly met by these two letters. As in the former of

them the writer of Barnabas leaves himself unnamed but would

be identified to his readers by the relationship to them, of course

spiritual, that he claims. As in the latter, the direct imperative

is used, and the recipients are designated only in terms of

relationsliip. It will be remembered that Africanus' famous

letter to Origen begins with Xaipe. But perhaps the best

parallel of all to Barnabas is afforded by Fayum Papyri 129,

of the third century:

^aipe, Kvpie Tifxiwrare.

Here the salutation names neither Avriter nor recipients and

consists simply of the imperative ^aipe Avith the vocative

"honored sir". This is structurally at least precisely as in

Barnabas. The verso has 'Eep^vw eTr/^o?, "Deliver to Serenus",

. and in like manner the real address probably stood on the verso

of the original roll of the Epistle of Barnabas. On the whole

these letters satisfy the epistolary peculiarities of Barnabas

surprisingly well. They belong to the. same general period with it.

I
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coming from the second or third century, while it was written

about 130 A. D. And if, as many have thought, Barnabas was

written in Egypt, the evidence of these Egyptian letters is all

the more competent.

Some scholars have explained these uses of xalpe and -^alpoi?

in letter salutations of the Eoman period as due to want of culture

on the part of the writers.^ Eisner thinks them rather intimate

modes of salutation, natural between father and son or between

brothers. Most though not all of the letters of this kind are from

one member of a family to another. AVith this explanation the

use of this form in Barnabas falls in very Avell. The Christian

teacher addresses his disciples as his children, and the informal

domestic salutation is a natural incident to this address. It is

furthermore a strong hint of the genuinely epistolary character

of the document, for if the salutation were an accretion or a

pretence, a more conventional form would certainly have been

employed.

On the whole it seems clear that the salutation at the be-

ginning of Barnabas, so far from being a sermonic or homiletical

touch, is genuinely and demonstrably epistolary, and fits per-

fectly with Egypt and the second century.

1 Ziemann has collected examples of the Xatpe type, from the second
to the fourth century after Christ (De epistularum Graecarum formulis,

1911). From the second come Lond. Ill p. 208, no. 899 (X[av)e T]^ia'ov

'Apeie dfl-6 'Ep/ialov TrarpSs); B. G. U. Ill, 821; Rein. 48, and Barnabas;
from the second or third B. G. U. II 435 (Xatpe OvaXepiav^ vapa rod

aSe\(pov); from the third, Fayum 129, and Julius Africanus to Origen;
and from the third or fourth 0. P. 122.
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The ^Order' of the Lukan 'Interpolations'

I. General Survey

B. W. BACOX
YALE UNIVEBSITY

OUR conception of the nature of the Second Source of

Synoptic tradition must largely depend on what are called

the Lesser and Greater 'Interpolations' of Luke; that is, the

two masses of agglutinated material interjected into the course

of narrative borrowed from Mark in Lk. 6 20—8 3 and 9 si

—

18 14 respectively; for in these two groups our third evangelist

has massed by far the larger part of his ®,^ material. If there-

fore that material had the order of a narrative ((Jtr/yj/o-t?) in

chronological sequence, or in fact even a topical order, we

should expect to find the clearest traces of it here.

The striking phenomenon of the two agglutinations is that in

spite of the evangelist's avowed effort to tell his story /ca06^>/y,

thus improving upon those who before him had "undertaken to

draw up narratives (^tJ^yj/o-et?)", his "order" is here so nearly

indistinguishable from utter disorder. Is the Second Source to

blame for this; or have Matthew and Luke interfered with the

order of their common source, or sources?— Our answer will

largely depend on the practice of Luke elsewhere.

1 The symbol ® in this article is used in a strict sense, and not as

identical with "the Second Source", still less the (theoretical) Logia, It

means simply what is designated by some English critics "the Double

Tradition", in other words that portion of Matthew and Luke which

after subtraction of Mark is found to be coincident, and is therefore

attributed to a 'Second' source—Mark being 'first'. By the use of the

bare algebraic sign question-begging assumptions as to the nature of

the source (or sources) of the © material are avoided.
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In the rest of the Gospel Luke follows Mark. There are

supplementary chapters at beginning and end (Lk. 1—2 and 24),

and there is one important omission, but otherwise Mark's outline

is reproduced almost without interruption or transposition. Thje

very massing of the non-Markan material looks in the same

direction. For one of Luke's main objects in rewriting Mark is to

give a more adequate idea of Jesus' teaching by drawing from

the Second Source. Yet even the 'Interpolations', by combining

nearly all the added material in two great blocks supplement

the Markan narrative at the least possible cost of disturbance

of its order. We may lay it down with great confidence as a

first and important principle that Mark's order is for Luke of

great authority.

The first agglutination is inserted at that point of Mark where

the Twelve are set apart from the multitude of Jesus' followers,

and are taught in parables "the mystery of the kingdom of God"
(Mk. 3 7-4 34). By substituting the so-called Sermon on the Mount
for the Markan chapter of parables (Mk. 4 i—34) Luke accom-

plishes a considerable part of his purpose of supplementation

of the teaching factor. But teaching and anecdote are not inter-

mingled as in the second agglutination. The Sermon is followed

by a series of anecdotes exhibiting the nature of Jesus' ministry

and its fruits. This series is somewhat similar to the series al-

ready given from Mark in Lk. 4 3i-6 ii (= Mk. 1 2i-3 6) which

also has Capernaum for its starting point; but in its first part

(Lk. 7 1—8 3) it is wholly non-Marhan. Its latter part (Lk. 8 4—

56) is simply a transcript of Mk. 4 i—5 43, and may therefore

be dismissed from present consideration with the mere note that

the evangehst cancels the parables which follow the first (The

Seed on good Soil) and transfers the saying: "My mother and
brethren are they that hear the word of God and do it" (Mk.

3 31-35) from immediately before to just after the parable, where
the application of "hearing and doing" wiU be more obvious.^

The succeeding series of faith-wonders (8 22-56) leads up to the

IVIission of the Twelve, as in Mk. 4 34 ff., but with better con-

2 Xote the change of reading from Mk. 3 35 and the constant recur-
rence of the phrase "hear the word" &c. in verses 8, u, 13, 1*, 15, is and 21.

As to Luke's special emphasis on "hearing and doing", see bel
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nection through the cancellation of the Preaching in Nazareth

(Mk. 6 1-6), whichLuke had already given in 4 leff. from another

source. It appears thus as a second characteristic of Luke's

order in his account of the Galilean ministry, that in his prin-

cipal supplement to Mark he masses the non-Markan material,

whether discourse or narrative, by itself (6 20—8 33), leaving the

Markan (8 4—9 50) to follow without interruption.

Our present concern is with the series of anecdotes (7 1—8 3)

which constitute the second part of this great supplement; the

first of which (Centurion's Faith, 7 1-10) may be designated C?i, for

it is identical with that which in Matthew also (Mt. 8 5-13)

stands next but one after the Sermon. Indeed the larger part

of the series (7 18-35) consists of that ^ pericope which contrasts

Jesus' ministry with the ministry of John.

To students whose minds are not already committed to the

current doctrine that the Second Source was a mere agglome-

ration of logia without narrative order, the fact should have

some significance that not Luke alone but Matthew also had

narrative material of greater or less extent to add from the

Second Source, and that some of it was added by both evan-

gelists at this particular point. The natural inference would be

that in the Source also a transition was made at this point from

an account of Jesus' teaching to scenes from his ministry of

healing. Now this inference is borne out by the nature of the

colophon which in both Gospels marks the close of the Sermon.

The colophon employed by Matthev/ at the close of each of his

five pereqs of teaching appears after that Sermon for the first

time, and has the form Kal eyivsTO or^ eriXecrev 6 Irjcrov^ tov<}

\6'yov9 TOVTOU9. It thus marks a transition from Xe^^OeWa (ereXeo-e

Tous Xoyovs) to irpa-^Oivra. But, as Sir John Hawkins has

pointed out {Oxford Studies, p. 121) Mt. 7 28 is the equivalent

of Lk. 7 1, Matthew having followed his favorite method of turn-

ing one of the phrases of the Source into a recurrent refrain

(cf. Mt. 8 12 13 42, 50 22 13 24 5 25 30 with Lk. 13 28). Thus the ^
material itself gives some indication of transition after the

Sermon from discourse to narrative. To this extent we have

reason to beUeve that the Second Source was a true ^iri<yri(ri<iy

however greatly its proportion of discourse to narrative may

I
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have exceeded that of Mark. It had an order, and to some extent

the order of a complete story of Jesus' ministry, however largely

characterized (like the Book of Acts) by great bodies of dis-

course. The treatment of their Ctt material by both Matthew

and Luke, so far as we have gone, is indicative of this ; for the

main difference between Matthew's group of the Mighty "Works

(Mt. 8 1—9 34) and Luke's (Lk. 7 i—8 56) is that Matthew draws

nearly all his material from Mark placing it in an artificial order

of his own; whereas Luke reserves the Markan material not

already employed in 4 3i—6 i9 for 8 4-56, placing before it the

non-Markan. Whether he has been as careful to preserve the

original order of the Second Source as that of Mark is the

question before us.

Of the non-Markan material (7 i—8 3) only 7 i—lo, 18-35 is

paralleled by Matthew and can therefore be designated (ft. The
remainder may, or may not, be derived from the Second Source;

but the tendency already observed of both the supplementers of

Mark to go slightly beyond the limits of purely teaching material,

and to include at least one non-Markan narrative becomes the

more noteworthy when we observe that Mark also, at the same

point as Matthew (Mk. 1 9, 22 = Mt. 4 23 7 29), proceeds from

liis account of the beginning of Jesus' teaching to a series of

anecdotes of Mighty Works (1 40—3 6). Supposing this common
tendency to be due to influence from the Source we should

naturally look first to the non-Markan series in Lk. 7 1—8 3 for

indications of an underlying source order. Luke's general

method falls first to be studied.

Apart from the two 'Interpolations' and some minor supple-

ments (e. g. 4 16-30 5 4-9 19 1-28) Luke's order is, as already

noted, substantially the order of Mark. Transpositions (so far

as they exist) tend to 'prove the rule'. Lk. 3 i9f. e. g. transfers

an outhne of the story of the Baptist's Fate (Mk. 6 14-29) to

the point in the narrative where it comes nearest to chronological

sequence. At the same time the actual death of the prophet is

omitted, and the date of his imprisonment left undetermined.

No obstacle therefore remains to the reader in Lk. 7 isff. to

understand that "John was not yet cast into prison". Indeed

since it is only by an illegitimate side glance at Mt. 11 2 ("in
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the prison") that we escape the natural impression from 7 I8f.

that the Baptist's work is still in uninterrupted progress, we

should probably conclude with Spitta^, that Luke himself

(whether justly or unjustly) , had received this impression from

the Source. It is even possible that Lk. 3 20 {KareKXeicrev tov

^lcodvvt]v €v (pvXaK'^) here represents the original source, since

Mk. 1 u impUes a knowledge of the facts not presupposed in

617. It is tempting to imagine, especially in view of the Johan-

nine parallel, that Luke had documentary authority for this

order. But Mk. 6 17-29 so obviously thi'ows back the whole

story of the Baptist's Fate to a date only vaguely indicated as

later than 1 i4 that the inference would scarcely be justified.

Subsequent historians, if aiming to write Kude^rjs, would be

driven, even without documentary authority, to do just as Luke

has done. The case would then be simply that in Mt. 11 2 and

Lk. 3 19 f. we have respectively two divergent attempts to com-

bine Mark with the Second Source, Mk. 1 14 made the impri-

sonment of the Baptist precede the beginning of Jesus' ministr\'.

The Second Source (as understood by Luke) implied that John

remained for some time thereafter at liberty. Luke therefore

sets quietly aside as erroneous the statement of Mk. 1 14, and is

followed herein by the fourth evangelist who makes the correc-

tion explicit.* Matthew on the other hand supports Mark. He
interjects in Mt. 11 2 by a characteristic editorial touch the

words €v Tu> Sea-juLcoTJjpiu), thus harmonizing the chronology with

Mk. 1 14, though at the expense of some incongruity with the

context.

In this transposition of Lk. 3i9f., whether by conjecture

only, or on source-authority, the first j^oint to be noticed is the

extreme slightness of Luke's improvement, or in other words the

3 "Die Sendung des Taufer's zu Jesus", Th. St. u. Kr., 1910, 534—51.

* Jn. 3 24. The fourth Gosjiel leaves of course no room for a Baptist

who can be "stumbled" in Jesus or surprised at the character of a

ministry which is precisely that of the Isaian "Lamb of God". Hence

the "disciples of John" who report to him in "Aenon near to Salim"

are merely enlightened by their master on the relation of the Bride-

groom and his friends to the predecessor (cf. Mk. 2 18-20). Nevertheless

Jn. 3 22-30 must be regarded as a 'Johannine' parallel to Mt. 11 2-19 =
Lk. 7 18-36 standing between (9 and Mk. 27 18-20.

i
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great caution of his attempt. This is curiously at variance with

the very early tradition attested by Papias. AVere the Elder's

estimate of Mark's 'order' representative we should expect that

Luke, in attempting to improve in this respect upon the Siijy/jcreis

of the SiaKovoi tou \6yov who had preceded him, would have

used great freedom. In reality he clings to Mark's order as

though no other clew existed, his supplements being made with

the least possible derangement, and his rare transpositions being

usually made as it were on Mark's own suggestion.

This timidity of Luke is usually accounted for by the absence

of chronological order in his sources. We must indeed recognize

the ultimate dependence of the tradition upon disconnected

sayings and doings. Papias's idea of the preaching of Peter

must be on the tchole correct. But whether the Second Source

represented by our ^ material had this totally incoherent cha-

racter is another question, and can be determined only by its

OANTi internal evidence. For while Matthew and Luke have

neither of them been guided by the order of ©, but have regard-

ed Mark as authoritative, this preponderance of Mark need not

be so much due to real superiority in order, as to the tradition

which connected it from very early times (though perhaps only

based on 1 Pt. 5 is) with the leader of the Twelve. As matter

of fact Mark's order is highly unchronological, but* its supposed

ai)Ostolic derivation might easily produce complete distortion of

the much better Order of some other source brought by later

hands into combination with it.

Thus Matthew in combining the Second Source with Mark
displays no more of real independence than Luke. He does

make up, as we have seen, an agglutination of Ten Mighty

Works corresponding to the narrative part of Luke's Smaller

Interpolation, employing for the purpose an order of his own,

which is manifestly not intended to be chronological but topical.

This may perhaps be considered to show as much boldness as

Luke's omission of Mk. 6 45—8 26 in favor of a fuller and better

treatment of the issue in his second treatise.*^ But where actual

narrative is attempted by Matthew (aa against mere tabulation)

5 See Bacon on "The Treatment of Mk. 6 45—8 26 in Luke" in Journal

of Bibl. Lit, XXVI 2 (1907), pp. 122—150.
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there is little to choose between him and Luke. To both Matthew

and Luke the order ofMark is practically inviolable. When, there-

fore, in his two 'Interpolations' Luke is suddenly freed from the

control of Mark for a succession of no less than 434 verses the

result naturally attracts the attention of critics. It seems to

afford a glimpse at conditions as they were before Mark as first

authoritative biographer took up the task of reporting the whole

course of the ministry. But the result is very disappointing to

our hopes. Little order is to be found whether chronological

or topical. No wonder modern critics have despaired of re-

covering any order from ©., and maintained that the Second

Source Avas "a heap of ruins", a mere agglutination of sayings

destitute of narrative connection.

Still, as every critic will admit, there are abundant traces both

in Mark and (Si that not even these writers were first in the

effort to agglutinate. Groups such as Wendt® notices in Mk.

2 1—3 6, and 12 18-37 and Bousset' in Lk. 10 13-16, 21 12 1-12

22-34 13 18-21, 24-30, &c. are survivals in their present editorial

framework of still older attempts at rd^is. For the topical

order, w^herein subject matter (often mere catch-words) links

saying to saying and anecdote to anecdote, marks a period ante-

cedent to complete accounts of the ministry; whereas the chro-

nological order (or the attempt at it) marks, of course, the later

period of complete Sitjyrjcrei^—narratives of ''all things which the

Lord began both to do and to teach (xotetj/ re koi SiSdaKeiv]

cf. Papias: »J Xe^^^eWa, tj Trpa^Qevra) until the day that he

was taken up."^

In studying Luke's 'Interpolations' the presumption must of

course be that he has preserved (as in the case of Mark) the

order of his source (or sources). But there will be much to

qualify this presumption. The very exaggeration of his respect

for the order of 'Petrine' Mark may have wrought havoc with

the order of his Second Source. We may suppose that the

Second Source as well as Mark had the rami's of a full narrative

of the ministry (Si/jyiicri^). But if Luke found in it material

« Lehre Jesu, Bd. I, p. 22 f.

'' Kyrios Christos, 19l3, p. 46.
8 Acts 1 1 f.
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duplicating, or appearing to duplicate, what he had already taken

from Mark, it would inevitably be cancelled. The severed parts

Avould thereafter be readjusted according to the evangelist's best

judgment, not always with happy results. If Mark's order seemed

to require transpositions of the Second Source, these too would

be made; for they are made even in theMarkan material. Un-

fortunately we cannot argue from the infrequency of Luke's

transposition of his Markan material to a like treatment of the

order ofthe Second Source. Rather the contrary. The greater his

respect for the order of his principal narrative, the more unspar-

ing would he be of any which to him appeared to conflict with it.

New materials from extraneous sources both oral and written

would surely require more or less readjustment when added. And
what Ave can see would be inevitable for Luke, assuming him to

have employed only the minimum number of sources, would con-

front every similarly placed evangelist. Matthew, we know, has

sacrificed other 'orders' to that of Mark quite as completely as

Luke, though with a different object. How many unknown pre-

decessors of Matthew and Luke had tried their destructive hands

at the same problem, inevitably, as respects 'order', subordinat-

ing the source mainly occupied with teaching to that which

(besides perhaps enjoying a quasi-apostolic authority) was mainly

given to the much-desiderated outline of the ministry? This we
can only dimly imagine; but it will be well at least to reckon

Avith the possibility that the Second Source had already under-

gone through the influence of Mark and other Sinyrio-eiq various

distortions of its original order, as well as additions and changes

of wording, in the variant forms of it which came into the hands

respectively of Matthew and Luke.

It is fortunate for our study of the 'Interpolations' that so

large a part of the material is also given by Matthew; also that

it is so generally agreed when his non-Markan material stands

alone. This may be accounted for in one or all of three ways.

Either (1) Luke has subtracted from his Second Source whatever

seemed to him to duplicate material already given from Mark;
or (2) he has added to it, disrupting its order; or (3) he has

transposed. Perhaps all three processes concur. The alter-

native will be to admit that the material had no intelligible
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order, in other words did not. constitute an evangelic Snjyfjcri?

in the proper sense of the word.

Let us return for a moment to the point already established.

Our third evangelist is really desirous of writing KaOe^tjg. And
by this attempted order he means chronological sequence. This

is shown not alone by the general structure of his work as a

complete Siriyri(ri9 of "all that Jesus began both to do and to

teach until the day that he was taken up" (Acts 1 i), but from

the nature of his dependence on, no less than his independence

of, the Svnyrim^ of his predecessor Mark. He seems to feel the

need of "order" expressed by "the Elder" in the Papias frag-

ment, which we know to be chronological because its absence

is explained (a) by the fact that "Mark had not been himself

a follower of the Lord", and (h) by the fact that Peter whom
he did follow" had no design of giving a complete a-vvra^iis of

the Lord's oracles" (or "discourses" Xoylwv var. Xoyoov). Reason

a at least can only have reference to chronological sequence.

Reason h might include reference to topical orders such as

Matthew's; but to just the extent we admit this we strengthen the

already cogent evidence that the statement reflects the ideas not

of "the Elder", but of Papias himself.

The interest of Papias is in the "commandments given by the

Lord to the faith" and handed down in their genuine meaning

by "the elders"; whereas they have been perverted by "the

false teachers", and the "teachers of alien commandments".

These are the KvpiaKo. \6yia of which he undertakes in his title

to give an authentic e^^yrjats. In supplementing "the Elder's"

statement that Mark had been a ep/nrjvevrijg of Peter, who put

down in writing "some things as he heard them", but "not in

order", Papias shows by the phraseology of his explanation that

he himself is tacitly comparing Mark with Matthew. To Papias,

as to all other ecclesiastical writers of the period, Matthew had

furnished the standard, apostolic a-vvra^i? twv KvpiaKcov Xoyiwv,

both complete and orderly. Mark had done the best that could

be expected of a mere "follower", but relatively to Matthew

was neither complete nor orderly.

We are by no means justified in assuming that "the Elder"

cherished any such reverence for the authority of the Greek
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Matthew as Papias exhibits in his comment. For "the Elder's"

testimony ends with the words "not, however, in order". The

explanatory supplement, beginning: "For he (Mark) was not

himself a follower of the Lord, but afterward, as I said, of

Peter" is shown to be Papias' own by the use of the first person

("as J said"). Why 'the Elder' disparaged the rct^t? of Mark
we do not know. It may have been by comparison with the

oral tradition of "the elders" represented by himself. It may
have been from knowledge of the general lack of agreement on

this point which a mere epimijvevrij^ would have no means of

correcting. It may be that he knew other ^tiy-yj/cret? , whose

order he preferred to Mark's. He may even have had a 'Johan-

nine' tradition which showed that "John was not yet cast into

prison" when baptism and the ministry of Jesus were brought

into critical comparison. In short the Matthaean a-uvra^i^ twv

Xoylcov, so decisive for Papias, need not at all have been the

type of rd^is with which 'the Elder' compared that of Mark.

All we can be sure of is that even at 'the Elder's' very early

date (ca. 110?) Mark's 'order' was already disparaged by some,

however reverentially followed by both Matthew and Luke.

The fact remains that Luke, whether aware of this criticism,

or only convinced of the need by a survey of earlier Sirijijcrei?,

is clearly attempting like any other historian to put his material

in chronological order. Only his attempts at improvement are

noticeably weak, and rest (as we shall see reason to believe)

very largely on inferences and conjectures of his own drawn from

the material itself that he incorporates. "We can account for

this where the predominance of Mark overbore the Td^i9 of

other narratives, and must allow for the removal of the narrat-

ive skeleton in much of the remainder by cancellation of anec-

dotes already given from Mark. Still the material of the 'Inter-

polations' may be expected to retain some evidence of its pre-

canonical sequence, and to this enquiry we now address our-

selves.

We shall hold in our hands the most important means of

disentangling the confusion of the Lukan 'Interpolations' if we
clearly observe the distinction in type of rd^is exemplified in

our canonical first and third Gospels respectively. The general
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modes of procedure of these two later synoptists give us charac-

teristic examples of two fundamentally different ideals, both of

which were actually at work from a very early period for the

grouping of the disjointed material. On the one side we see the

process of topical agglutination adapted to the practical pur-

poses of church teaching. It is already well developed in such

groups of sayings as Mk. 4 1-34 Mk. 9 33-50 and Mk. 13. This

kind of Tct^f? is carried to its completion in the five great pereks

(as they have well been called) of Matthew, For these ^erefes are

not taken over by the first evangelist from any source, but are

framed by himself largely on the basis of Mark**, and form, as is

well known, the substance around which the evangelist has fitted

Mark's narrative as a containing framework, much as the Mosaic

codes are fitted into a framework of older narrative by the

Pentateuchal redactor. Perek I is the Sermon on the Mount (Mt.

5—7); Perel;: II the Mission of the Twelve (Mt. 10); Perek III

the Parables of the Kingdom (Mt. 13) ; Perek IV the Eule of

the Brotherhood (Mt. 18) ; and Perek Y the Coming of the Son

of Man (Mt. 23—25). In these five agglutinations Matthew has

given us his five books of Christian Torah, each subscribed with

his formal colophon: Kai iyevero on ireXecrev 6 Itja-ous, kt\.

Luke, on the other hand, exemplifies the effort at narrative

(^«/7i;<rt9). It is explicitly avowed in his preface and involves

a Tct^i? of which we have Mark as an earlier example. In fact

it is more fully exhibited in Mark than the topical agglutination

of discourses. It attains, however, its maximum in the Gospel of

Luke, characterised as this Gospel is by elaborate synchronisms

and careful adjustment of the whole story to the general advance

of the history of revelation. The internal evidence corroborates

in general the early tradition of Peter's preaching. Anecdotes,

like sayings, were at first grouped only according to subject-

matter, as in Mk. 2 1—3 6. Ultimately the attempt was made

to relate the whole story of the ministiy in its true sequence.

Ancient tradition by classifying evangelic material as Xe^-

Seirra }j irpa^evra (Papias) or 6<ra 6 ^Itjcrovs eiroUi Koi eSiSaarKe

(Acts 1 1), and by admitting its difficulties with the "order",

9 See the convincing demonstration by B. H. Streeter in Oxford Studies

in the Synoptic Problem, pp. 241 ff.
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ihus places in our hands an invaluable key. We know that

•efforts had been and were still being made shortly after the

pubhcation of Mark to coordinate the material according to

each of these two conflicting principles. The otherwise unintel-

ligible order of the Lukan Interpolations becomes much easier to

understand when we perceive that it rests upon the super-

imposition of one principle of coordination upon the other, and

that the later ra^i? is the rd^i9 of chronological sequence. In

both the Smaller and the Larger Interpolation the material is

largely agglutinated in masses which have only a topical connec-

tion. Particularly in the Larger the connection is often more

"verbal than real, as in the Markan agglutination on 'receiving'

and 'stumbling' (Mk. 9 37-30). This we may probably regard

as older in most cases. The editor, on the contrary, seeks

(however timidly) a chronological sequence, though he seems

to rely for this purpose on internal evidence of an obvious

kind. We have seen how he does this in the case of Mark.

In the Greater Interpolation a similar procedure is observable.

Thus Lk. 9 51 gives the scenic framework for the whole. It

seems to be a somewhat mechanical note of the mention of

passing through "cities and villages" that serves to make up

this "travel-document of the former treatise" (as Sir J. C.

Hawkins has appropriately called it), rather than intrinsic

connection of subject. So the theme "passing through" or

"being received" in "cities and villages" controls from 9 48

("whosoever receiveth me") on. But there is a marked differ-

ence after chapter 10, which can best be explained by the fact

that Luke found 9 5— 10 42 already grouped according to a

somewhat similar theme (hospitahty to the messengers of Christ),

and simply extended it to cover the rest of his addition. Thus
in 9 51-55 the motif is the "villages which received—or did not

receive—him" and is of course suggested by the Markan com-

plex on Stumbling vs. Receiving (S€-)(€crdai) in 9 46-50 (= Mk.
9 33-40), especially in ver. 48 the clause: "Whosoever receiveth

me (Se^ijTai), receiveth Him that sent me". The saying is used

hy Mark in the sense of Rom. 14 1,3; but it is easy to see how
Mark's employment of this saying, however different the sense

he gave it, would tend in the case of Luke to draw in an ag-

12
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glutination on 'receiving' {Si-)(€(r6ai) wandering evangelists. Thus

in 9 57-62 the theme continues with the Homeless Wandering

of Jesus. In 10 i ff. it is the reception of the seventy "in every

city and place whither he himself was about to come". Next

there is attached to the direction to denounce "whatsoever city

receives you not" (10 10-12) the Denunciation of the Cities of

Galilee which '•^received not'^ Jesus (10 13-15). Finally in 10 38

-42 the travel-theme is resumed after some paragraphs on the

authority of the disciples' teaching (10 17-37) with "a certain

village" where "Martha received him into her house", here the

Travel-theme reaches a temporary conclusion. But it is not

forgotten. After a long interruption of material fundamentally

unrelated it reappears at 13 22. The new form of the motif

("went on his way through cities and villages") is borrowed

(according to the constant habit of redactors) from adjoining

source -material (cf. ver. 33). For the trayel- motif in 13 33

shows in another way how it has caught the editor's attention.

At 11 49-51 and 13 34f. Luke introduces in two separate frag-

ments what Mt. 23 34—39 clearly proves to have been in the

Source a single quotation from some unknown 'Wisdom' writ-

ing. Why, then, does Luke break it into two parts ? The motive

for introducing in 11 49-51 the charge against "this generation"

of "killing the prophets" is of course the mention of the "killing

of the prophets" in ver. 47 f., though the interpolation destroys

the symmetry of the third 'Woe'. But the motive for introduc-

ing the Appeal to Jerusalem guilty of the blood of the prophets

(Lk. 13 34 f.), is obviously Jesus' answer to the threat of Herod:

"I must go on my way ... for it cannot be that a prophet

should perish out of Jerusalem" (Lk. 13 33). It is this latter

verse which we have just recognized as source for the editorial

setting of the section (1 3 22) : "And he went on his way through

cities and villages, teaching and journeying on to Jerusalem^\

The travel-moii/" is again interrupted at 14 1 ff. by one wholly

different—the Banquet of the kingdom—which begins in 13 23-30

and is continued in 14 1-24. "Eating bread" "eating bread in

the kingdom of God", "marriage-feast", "making a feast", are

phrases which occur from beginning to end. Many critics have

observed how inappropriately 13 23-30 is broken off from its
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sequel in 14 16-24. But the banquet-mo^i/" is subordinate. The

travel-w« o^i/" has been superimposed. It dominates in 13 22. It

dominates in 31-35. It reappears lightly in 14 25, and again

at 17 11, where "Samaria" seems to be inferred from the con-

text (Samaritan Leper). Here the Great Interpolation rejoins

the thread of Mark at 18 15 without further indication of place,

and it is apparent that such as are thus given are far from

adequate. Thus the editorial scheme of Luke's Greater Inter-

polation, while it does not explain all, is itself sufficiently clear.

Moreover it is certainly artificial, superimposed upon an under-

lying order more primitively topical in character. We may
also say with confidence in view of the disruption and trans-

position of ^ material in the quotation from "the Wisdom of

God" that it is certainly later than that of the Second Source.

As a device of our third Evangelist it serves well to bring in a

large part of the non-Markan discourse material with the least

possible disruption of Mark's outline. How much disruption it

has entailed of the Second Source we cannot say. Much of the

interpolated material is scarcely adapted to the travel-framework

at all. It may have been affected in its order by {a) subtraction,

or (b) addition, or (c) transposition; or by all three. This

remains to be determined. At all events the order this material

now occupies in Lk. 9 51—18 15 is not a truly geographical or

historical order. This has been forced upon it. The material

itself quite overflows the narrow limits of the editorial frame-

work. This preliminary survey of the Greater Interpolation of

Luke should pave the way for a more careful study of the

Smaller in Lk. 6 20— 8 3.

(To be continued.)
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BRIEF COMMUNICATIONS

The Hebrew expression HISSS after numerals

THE word nSijI 'cubit', when modified by a cardinal numeral,

is treated in two ways in the Old Testament passages in

which it occurs. It may follow the regular construction of a

noun modified by a numeral, standing in singular or plural, or

before or after the numeral like any other noun^, e. g.,

ntafcj! j;31« 'four cubits' (Ezek. 43 u).

na« D''^pn 'fifty cubits' (Ezek. 40 21).

n"fa« W'^nn 'fi% cubits' (Ezek. 42 2).

Dn^K i^"^^^ 'twenty cubits' (II Chr. 3 3).

Or the definite singular governed by the preposition H may be

used after the modifying numeral, e. g.,

na«n j;5'l« 'four cubits' (Exod. 26 2).

ni2«2l D^^lpn 'fifty cubits' (Exod. 38 12).

A similar construction with ha occurs in Ethiopic, though

here it is not confined to the word for cubit, e. g. ha-emat

(cubit), ha-saql (shekel), &c. (cf. Dillmann-Bezold, § 191, 1).

Here this is apparently a circumlocution for an accusative of

specification, perhaps due to a mixture of such an accusative

after higher numerals (as in Arabic) with a prepositional phrase

with U used as an equivalent of a partitive genitive.^ This

theory, however, does not explain the article or the absence of

such a construction with other nouns of measure in Hebrew.

1 Cf. Gesenius-Kautzsch, Heb. Gram^^ p. 453 ff. also my article on

Comparative Semitic Syntax, JAOS., vol. xxxii, p. 204 ff.

2 Cf. Konig, Syntax der Heb. Sprache, Leipzig 1897, §§ 312 c, Anm.;
333 b; 279.
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The Hebrew construction has apparently originated in an

ellipsis, e. g., HDNn j;ni«, nSlSI3 D'^^pn stand in all probability

for na«2 niaxVil^, na«n n!2« W^dn, meaning *four cubits,

fifty cubits, (measured) according to the cubit',

—

'the cubit' being

the ordinary cubit B^''i< rififcj!.

That the preposition 2 may have the force here ascribed to

it is shown by the expressions

l^^^ riQfc<3 '[measured] according to the ordinary cubit [a

man's arm or cubit]' (Deut. 3 ii).

C^"Ij5ri
7J515^2

'[counted] according to the sacred shekel' (Exod»
30

'i 3 38 24; Num. 3 47 18 i6).

ntfii^S^ '[measured] in cubits' (Ezek. 43 i3).

Nouns of measure and weight are quite frequently omitted,

as assumed in the case of JltDi^, n)3i< above, especially when
followed by a noun of material or sort, e. g.,

3nj rrpU, = ^vt Q""^!??^ nib^J?. 'ten shekels of gold' (Gen.

24 22).

«]D5 P)b« = fp2 b0 B]^« 'a thousand shekels of silver' (Gen.

2b'i6).

nn*? nnfcyj; = On^ ansa nitrj; 'ten loaves of bread' (I Sam.
17 17).

"^1^ D''3;2']« = "^1^ na« D"'3;31« 'forty cubits in length'

(Ezek. 46 22 his; cf. 48 8ff.).

AVhile the exact form of expression which is assumed to be

the source of such phrases as l^l^^!!^ J75"]fc< occurs nowhere in

the Old Testament, in two passages we have closely analogous

constructions, viz.,

B^"'« nD«| nani ma« j;51«; nsix nfa« j?^ri 'its length

nine cubits and its breadth four cubits according to a

man's arm or cubit' (Deut. 3 11).

nSb) nS«3 ntD«W n^an njjp tS^''«n T5I 'and in the man's

hand a measuring rod, six cubits [long, measured] ac-

cording to the cubit + a palm [i. e. the sacred cubit,

which = 1 ordinary cubit + 1 palm]' (Ezek. 40 5).

3 The use of the article with the plural after 2 is probably due to

some analogy with the singular after 3, where the article is regularly

used.
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111 the first example "\ve have instead of HDfcjIS the phrase

t5^''i< nSfcitS, which is its equivalent, and in the second tV^i^Tl

nStol, in which HSb] n^^^i = 'the sacred cubit' stands in the

same construction as HD^itn ^tJw cubit'.

In the case of the noun of weight b^p, we have, on the other

hand, one passage in which it is omitted before a designation of

the kind of P^p, similar to the phrase ^l^^i!2, viz.,

^Ipn ^J5K^3 *)2n nife^X?. nib^y. 'each spoon [weighing] ten

[shekels counting] according to the sacred shekel'

Num. 7 86).

Here the full expression would be

The phrase ni3fc<3, therefore, may be regarded as an ab-

breviation for nQt^3 ntSS or nfit<2 nafc< after a numeral.T-T - T-T T-
Probably the ellipsis began in the later form, the repetition of

the singular appearing especially superfluous.

Johns Hopkins University Frank R. Blake

Hosea's Birthplace

According to Christian tradition,Hosea wasborn aiBelemoth or

Belemon (see Simson's Hosea, 1851, p. 2; Nowack's Hosea,

1880, p. ix; c/".EB2126,9; EB^U3, 784, n. 1).^ Pseudepipha-

nius (EE^ 5, 421, 16) says of Hosea: ovro^ ^v ck BeXe/xw^ t^?

(pv\r]9 laraa-)(ap] cf. Nestle, Marginalien und Materialien

(Tiibingen, 1893) II, p. 22, below. This place has never been

identified, but it seems to be a corruj)tion of Ihleani which

appears in 1 Chr. 6 55 as Uy?^ and in Judith 8 3 as BeXa/Awi'

or BaXajuiiov (cf. ibid. 4 4 : BeXfxaiv or A/SeX/naiv, BaiXfxaiv, and

in 7 8: BeX/Saijii, A/SeX^Sai/x). B has in 8 3 ])t2b);2 1^2 (EB 527).

Hosea is said to have been an Issacharite, and Ihleam belonged

to the district of Issachar (RE^ 17, 426, 7). Josh. 17 ii and

Jud. 1 27 do not prove that Ihleam was a Manassite town. It

was included in the Plain of Jezreel, and the Plain was

regarded as Issacharite territory. In Jud. 1 27 (5^ has BaXa/c,

1 For the abbreviations see above, p. 41.
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<5^ BaXaafx for DJ?^!"" (©^ le/SXafi). In 2 K 9 27 we find in

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

The Semitic root lak, to press

In my paper on Heb. meWi, counsel, I stated (above, p. 55)

that the stem malak, to deHberate, was derived from the root

lak which appears in Arab. Idka, ialiiku, to chew (or champ,

as a horse on his bit) so that malak, to deliberate, is originally

to chew or ruminate in the sense of io deliberate. The primary

meaning of the root is preserved in Arab, malaka 'l-ajhia,

to knead (i. e. to press, squeeze, thump) the dough. But
alaka 1-lijdma stands for 'alaka, whereas alaka, to send, is a
transposition of la'aka, to send, from which we have maVaky
ayyeKos.

To chew = to press between the teeth. The original meaning
of the root lak is to press. This may mean also to thrust, push,

strike or to urge, strive eagerly. We find these meanings in

the Arabic stems lakka, laka'a, lakata, lakaha, lakada, lakaza,

lakasa, lakada, lakda, lakama, lakina, lakiia, and in the modern
Arabic laklak and lakaf. Also tahdlaka 'aid Sai't"^ (cf. laki'a

or lakiia hi-SaiH" = iiali a hilii aii lazimahu) must be derived

from this root. Cf. also Ethiop. laUa, to impress, inscribe.

For Heb. hi^Wi (from Salak, a causative of the root lak; see

GB'*' 795% below) cf. Arab, laqiha and laqifa.

Allied roots are laq, lah, lax; also lat, la^, laz. The root

laq appears in Idqa, laqqa, laqiha, laqaza, laqisa, laqafa, laqa'a,

laqifa, laqlaqa, laqima, laqiia, ualaqa, halaqa, halqama, Salaqa.

Also laqina, to understand readily, means originally to swalloiv;

cf. French il faut lui mdcher tous ses morceaux, i. e. you must
explain to him the simplest thing. Heb. ialq, locust, is derived

from the same root.

The root lah appears in aldhha, lahaba, lahaza, lahhaga,

lahat^a, alhafa, lahana fi-l-qird'ati. Heb. leM, jaw, means
originally mdchoire (cf. JBL 33, 292). For the root lax cf. laxxa

fi-kaldmihi, laxaba, laxafa, laxama.
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Derivatives of the root lat are latta, lata'a, lataha, lataha,.

lataxa, latada, lataza, lataga, latama. For the modem latJat

-= ratrata cf. lakina which means originally to chew the words.

In German, Worte or Silhen kauen means to utter or pronounce
with hesitation or imperfectly, to articulate indistinctly (French
mdchonner ses paroles).

The root laf is found in laf^a, la^ata, lataha, la^asa, lafa'a,

latama, lafiia. For laz cf. la^m and lazaha. See my remarks

in AJSL 22, 205. 257; 23, 241. 248. 252; GK'^ p. 107, n. 1.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

Heb. zed, haughty == Assyr. sittu, remnant.

In GB^" Heb. Tit or Tt is combined with Assyr. gcidu (impL

igudu) to glow; but this etymology (suggested by Jensen, KB
6, 390) is untenable. It is true, the \ instead of X might be due

to partial assimilation as in Syr. jT'TT, righteous = (T^if (JAOS
28, 116) or niT, echo in the Siloam Inscription (ZDMG 65,

565, 1) = ^ Jco, but the etymological equivalent of Heb. TT
= Arab. Jov in Assyrian is sittu, remnant.

I pointed out above (p. 56) that Heb. SVOn, to induce or

seduce is a byform of TDH, from TlD, whereas GB^^ s. v. JlID

refers to Delitzsch's theoiy that JT'Dn means to induce a
person to change his mind, alter his opinion (he altered him =
he converted him, persuaded him). According to AL"^ 172*

situ (which would be a form like mitu, dead, or tiixu, quiet =
mauUu, naiiwcu) means other, plur. sitiiti, the others, and sittu

(a feminine form of situ) denotes remnant, remainder ; but this

explanation is unsatisfactory.

Nor can we assume that sittu stands for sirtu = siWatu =
^Lu, although we have for pfcTDm (ZDMG 69, 168, 21) the

form pb^ai; ^aa*/ appears in Hebrew as Ife^K^, consequently

we must have a ^ in Assyrian (JAOS 28, 115). For the same

reason Schrader's explanation that stttu corresponds to

s::***, (KAT^ 576) is impossible, since ou*«f appears in Hebrew
as T\V^.
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Assyr. sittti, remnant, stands for sidtu, just as Tl^^, with me =
idtt OnT) my side (GB^'^ 77% 1. 6). In Arabic this stem TD
appears, with partial assimilation of the D to the 1, as Jo;,

just as we have Assyr. zdbdlu, to carry = Heb. 710, or Ethiop.

zahdi^a, to strike, instead of sahd^a = Assyr. Sabd^ii (ZDMG
64, 708, 20). Arab. St^Lv means increment, excess, surplus,

residue. In legal parlance surplus denotes the residuum of an

estate after the debts and legacies are paid. In Assyrian, sUtu

means exclusively residue, remnant, remainder, rest.

On the other hand, Assyr. atdru (= itatdru) means to in-

crease, to exceed, whereas Heb. ITlU = to he left over, remain ;

*ljn^ = ahundance, excess and remainder, remnant. Heb. IJT'

and Arab. Jov have originally the same meaning (overflow,

surplus). The caudate lobe of the liver is in Hebrew mn''

niDH; in Arabic JuXJl soLjy The primary meaning of both

terms is excrescence. HK 125 thinks it remarkable that no one

has called attention to the Syr. ^122 12Jn; he has evidently

overlooked my note in ZDMG 61, 195. In Hebrew, Tt

means to he excessive, i. e. overhearing = overwhelming (cf.

Mlc. 76,*) or haughty; it means also to overflow, hoil over,

hoil, seethe.

For the plural with preservation of the fem. T) , Assyr. sittitti,

sHtdti or (with x) Lo I sUteti) cf. littidu, progeny, from littu =
lidtii, offspring = Vu? (jj.) or birtfitu, fortification, from hirtu,

fortress (Est. 7) or lUdti, victories, plur. of lUu, strength, power,

fem. of le\i, strong (stem ^^6; cf. ZAT 29, 282; JAOS 32, 17).

Similar formations in Hebrew are TWT^^p, r\)rwi, mnSfe^

instead of Assyr. qaMti, daldti, Mpdti (GK^^ § 87, k; § 95, f

;

AG' § 95, note).

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt

Semachonitis = Jungled Region

In my address on Armageddon (JAOS 34, 419; cf. WF 208,

n. 60) 3 have shown that both Meroz and Merom (in the

Waters of Merom) are corruptions of Megiddo (cf. GB^^ xvii^,
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below). The Waters of Merom (i. e. Megiddo) denotes the

Kishon, not Lake Hidali (Talmud, i^n^im fc^Q"'). The meaning

of this name may be sand, especially a sandy region exposed

by the fall of the water; cf. the Solway Sands, also 'Zupng and

619 (plur. 6ive9) = dune, sand-hanJc, sea-shore as well as Tal-

mud, nil'' bts^ rhm ,«"'DitDa« ^tr rh)n. in Meg. e* (BT 3, 550

;

cf. EB 618) we read: ni^tnn ^2 nnis^r «\nt5^ nn« n*'! nop.
In Jastrow's dictionary fc^n^im fc^D"* is supposed to denote,

not Lake Hidali, but the navigable ^portion of the Orontes U2)

to Antioch.

Josephus calls the region around iaA:e Hiddh ^cfxaj^covtrcs

(EB 3038). This cannot be identified with ^amxuna of the

Amama Tablets (see AVeber in Knudtzon's edition, p. 1299;

cf. GB^*^ s. V. ]T\'C!^) but represents the Heb. ''D2D, jungly,

alluding to the impenetrable jungle of papyrus-reeds north of

the lake (c/". Buhl, Oeographie des alten Paldstina, 1896, p. 113;

contrast RB 999*).

In BCiha Bathrd 74^ (BT 6, 1138) we read illJ^DD «2{r ]1T

«nnt: ^B^ na^ni ^di'^d b^ na'-i i^hdi ^^d'^'^ds. Daiman
points "'55P or ''^^P (c/*- Jastrow's dictionary, p. 975*; licvy

3, 546* s'. V. tSPOJ. The original form of the name must have

been ''551^^, derived from "^J^l^^ thicket, tangle (cf. above, p. 59).

Also the i)lace-name Shohak, i. e. viLkAil (Baedeker, Fa-

ldstina\ p. 164) may mean thicket. In the form ''DS1D for ''D31D

we have partial assimilation of the 6 to the k; cf. n'^E^SH =
rr^K^in, reclusion = iLwgtx.sxx, hermitage: see JS'i»^s (SBOT) 251.

For the interchange of b and m cf. ZA 2, 268. Samak in

IFat?^ as-Samak does not represent the Greek name Se/xaxw-

vm?, but the Arabic word sdmak, fish. There is a Wady as-

Samak on the eastside of the Sea of Galilee (Baedeker, PaV^

p. 237).

2 That is ^L^Lj ; see the picture in RB 772.

Johns Hopkins University Paul Haupt
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Some Greek Fragments in the Freer Collection

The four fragments, of which I am going to treat in this

article, are not of exceptional importance in themselves, but

owe some of their interest to the company in wliich they were

found or rather bought.

Greek Fragment 1 is a parchment leaf of a lost codex. It now

measures 23.5 cm. by 15 cm., that is, about nine by six inches.

The parchment is about .17 mm. thick. The leaf is now rather

irregular in shape and somewhat torn. It was doubtless both

dirty and crumi)led when found, and was washed and pressed

flat by the tinder or some early purchaser. It was bought by

Mr. Freer in the early summer of 1908 from the dealer Ali

Arabi of Gizeh near Cairo. There were bought at the same

time a fragmentary Coptic Psalter^ of the sixth century and a

small wooden holder or seat^ having a curved top inlaid with

ivory. The three were said to have been found together in the

same place where the famous Biblical MSS, now known as

the Washington MSS, had been dug up two years before.

The ink was originally a dark brown, but is now faded and

blurred; doubtless part of this indistinctness is due to the

modern washing it suffered. It is written in a large slojiing un-

cial hand of the style known as Slavonic uncial. Some letters

as e o a- 6 are narrower and all are heavily shaded, though not

otherwise overadorned. It is probably to be dated in the eighth

century, though early ninth is also a possibility. Breathings of

the square form and accents were inserted by the first hand,

though probably not in all cases. I failed to see the breathing

in thirty cases, while some thirty live accents were not discernible.

The most of the latter were in the dimmest lines, so I am in-

clined to think that the accents were more regularly written

than the breathings. I noted one case of the incorrect use of

an accent in the portion read with certainty.

The writing is in one column and there are twenty-six lines

to the page. The average length of the lines is sixteen letters.

• To be published in Vol. X of the University of Michigan Studies.

2 See University of Michigan Studies, Vol. IX p. 3.
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In the text that follows I have given everything as read, ex-

cept that the words are separated. No missing accents or

breathings have been supplied.

Page 1.

eTrwfjL^prjara ttotc Kai

TO) iri\ fiavva. Kai eroi

/J.OV €^ owov apTOV KU

Te7re/x\|/-a a/coTrtarct)?

5 aXX tjOcTrjcrev to 6au

fia' Kai cnreXaKTilCev

6 jjyaTnjfxevof . Kai irjX

jjLz ovK eyvco. Kai o \a

09 IJ.OV e/iie ou crvv^Kev

10 AXX OVK ft)? €K€ivoi (payov

re? TO ixavva ev Trj e

prj/uLO) aireOavov. ou

Tft)? eyo) v/ULiu irupe'^co

TO (Tcofia fiov o yap toco

15 ycOV TOVTOV TOV apTo

Xfirrei e*? tov aiwva'

A.pa crvuijKUTe tuvto.

aya7rr]To\. apa SiapKoos

UTToSeSeiKTai tco kv

20 piaKw XSyca. irepi twv

aTropp}jT(t)v T/7S oiyi

(aTaTt]9 rifxepa^ /uiv

(TTrjpiuiv '?[..]«' [/3ouXe]

crOe euTT^e [xeo-re^ft)?]

25 Ta ev8o^\a Tai;]T»;[y /car] a

IxaBeiv.

Page 2.

avairTv^cofiev yap irpo

OvficoTaTa Kai Qrfcru)

fxev eis TOVjuKpaves TO/y

yv(opifioi9 Trjs aXrjBei

5 a?. €(V a, eTTiOvjULOva-Lv

ayyeXoi 7rapaKu\^ai'

OvX ^^ aKvpovvTe? tj

TrapaXoyioufievoi' Ta

6eioo(i09 irpoSirjyyeX

10 fxeva. aXX to? eK irpoye

ve(TT€pa9 apy^aioyovL

ay. 7rpo9 a, toutois rj crvv

yev€ia Siacracbrjvil^ov

re?: Kai youu

15 ^Treu^acrOe fioi (o evyvw

jjioves TraiSe9 avTi^o

XS). KeKfjLriKOTi fiev

Tft) ^ico. piKvu>9 Se Kai

KeKuchoTcos e-^ovTi

20 "Kpoi Trjv avavTif iro -

peiav. OTTft)? fxoi Swrj

6 Ks enreiv KaTU yvw

ixrfv. Kai evdvfxrjQrj

vai. a^[t]ft)p Tuiv Xeyo

25 fievcov. Kai apav

re? ^ce KaOuTrep ot e^ itj^
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The fragment is found in Cyril of Alexandria, Homiliae

Diversae, X, 374 (Migne, vol. 77, p. 1021). There are several

Bible citations in the passage, of which three are noted in Migne:

p. 1, 11. 7-8 are from Isaiah 1 3, ^I<rparj\ Si /ue ovk eyi/to, koi. 6

Xao? fie oh crvvtJKcv; 11. 10-16, from John, 6 58-59, ov xaOm
€(payov ol Trareoe? vjulcov to fxavva Kai aireOavoV o Tpwytav tov-

Tov Tov aprov ^ijcreTai eig tov aiwva. In this quotation v/jlwv is

omitted with the X. T. MSS « B C L T 3^* Cop. Or, yet fiduva

is added with MSS FA All unc. 7 etc. but in the order of

MS M Theodoret et pauci, namely after cKetvoi (pdyovres (for

€(payov 01 TTttTepeg of all MSS) ; also ev Trj epij/uLO) from verse 49 is

added as likewise in the minuscule MSS X'' 245 348 al ff" Syr J

"'^

Theodoret Xonn &c. ; furthermore ^>/o"« is read with K B C E Gr

L S T V A A al Or Chr Cyr (a second passage) ; Cyril breaks

the passage by inserting in the middle a passage of his own,

which however reminds one of Matthew 26 26, and its parallels.

On the second page, 11. 5-6, are taken without change from

I Peter 8 12, eis a iTriOvjiiovcriu ayyeXoi irapaKv-^ai.

To these we may add that on p. 1, 11. land 2 may be roughly

compared with Psalm 77 24, koi e^pe^ev avroig /navva (payeiv koi

aprov ovpavov eScoKev avToig. 11. 2—4 are from the Wisdom of

Solomon 16 20, koi eToifxov aprov aurolg ax ovpavov eireix^ag

aKOTTiarw?.

This is plainly a quotation from memory or has been inten-

tionally adapted to the context of the passage. Xote the omission

of avroiSf the compound verb for simple, and the change in

person. Lines 6-7 are from Deuteronomy 32 15, Kal aireXaK-

ricrev 6 ijyaTrrjfievog.

Compared with the iVIigne edition (copied from the Antwerp

edition of 1618, which was based on a Vatican MS) our fragment

shows the following variants: 1) p. 1, 1. 4 aKo-jriarm for aKOTn-

acrrS)^; 2) 1. 6 cnreXaKril^ev for aireXaKria-ev ; 3) 1. 7 -Se] 4) 1. 9

fiov ejue for jne; 5) 1. 16 ^rjaei for ^r'ja-erai; 6) 1. 18 StapKws for

€vapyw9; 7) 1. 22 -ravrt]^:, 8) 1. 26 [Kar'\ajiia6€iv for KariSeiv;

9) 1. 23 add ..v after ^; 10) p. 2, 1. 1 avairrv^wfiev for avaTr-

ru^ofiev; 11) 1. 1 TrpoOvjULwrara for irpoBv/jiorara] 12) 1. 2 Oi/-

croo/uLev for Ojiaofiev; 13) 1. 5 eirSvixova-iv for eTriOvfir'ja-ova-iv;

14) 1. 8 TrapaXoyioufxevoi for TrapaXoyiTofievoi; 15) 1. 9 deioSwg
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for OeiwSm', 16) 1. 9 TrpoSitjyyeXjULeva for TrpofjyyeXineva; 17) 1,20

avavTi for avavre^ ; 18) 1. 22 6 /c? for Ku|Oto9; 19) 1. 26 - co (plXraroi.

Most of these nineteen variants represent an improvement

in the text and some are quite interesting. In the first, fifth,

and thirteenth variants the text of the fragment agrees with the

best MSS of the corresponding passages of the Bible, while in

the fourth it has a combination reading made by uniting ixov of

Aquila-Theodotion with efie for fie of the Septuagint. The second

variant is a change in the Deuteronomy text, not elsewhere

supported. The 16*^^ is a new word, but 3, double compound
characteristic of late Greek.

The seventeenth variant avavri is also very interesting as it

is an easy itacism for avavTr] which I assume is correct. H
furnishes a natural explanation for the variants of the early

editions {avavTc^ Tropeiav and avrnropeiav). The sixth variant

has the support of the Vatican MS against the editions; it

should be restored to the text. The eighth, fourteenth, and

eighteenth variants fit either context or style of the author

better and could not have easily arisen from corruptions of the

accepted text. Thus in about half of the cases the fragment

certainly has a better text than the editions. That four of these

variants fall in Bible quotations is eloquent testimony on the

danger of using uncritical editions of the Church Fathers in

settling text questions of the Bible.

Greek Fragments 2, 3 and 4 were bought of a priest in Cairo

in 1909. The more important part of the purchase consists of

ten miniatures published by Professor Morey in volume XII of

the University of Michigan Studies. The small bundle doubt-

less came as plunder or gift from some existing monastery, not

necessarily located in Egypt or even near it. None of these

fragments have any connection with the famous MSS in the

Freer Collection.

Greek Fragment 2 is a piece of thick parchment, apparently

taken from a binding. Its present size is b^/2 inches by 8^/^

. inches. It came from an old lectionary, which was written in

double columns of 17 lines to a page and about ten letters to

the line. One column and a few letters from the line ends of

another are preserved on each side of the leaf.
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The ink is brown and much faded; punctuation and reading

marks are in red; accents and breathings are in brown and by

the first hand; the writing is in large upright capitals rather

plainly but heavily written; e, o and o- are narrower, but other

letters are of good width. It may be dated in the tenth century

or possibly a little later.

The text covers Matthew 15 23-26 und Luke 18 11-13, while

on the two sides of the other half of the double leaf there are

recognizable fragments of Luke 15 19-20 and 24-27. The regular

order of lectionary readings shows that Luke 18 13-14; 20 46

—

21 4, and 15 11-19, came between the two halves of this double

leaf fragment. There are thus seventeen verses missing, and

as about two verses are needed for a column there must have

been eight columns or four pages between the two parts of the

fragment; four verses are each time missing between the frag-

ments which come on opposite sides of the same half of the

leaf. We have therefore a portion of the third and sixth

of an eight leaf quire and the outer columns of each leaf are

missing.

The text of these brief passages is in the main of the An-

tioch type, but one or two good readings occur, which point to

a better ancestor: in Matthew 15 25 irpobreKvvet with J<* B D M
1 15 33 124 al OL Arm Or and avrov for airvM with A alone.

In Luke 18 13 we find axo /maKpoOeu with 050^- ^''^ 15 27 42 49

124 157 229 270 280 351 482 489 700 1252 ^-^"^

Greek Fragment 3 also quite certainly came from an old

binding. It was perhaps pasted on to the inside of a cover, as

only one side has been injured. It is still a large leaf of thick

parchment, 10^^ by 7^/^ inches. The writing is in two columns

of 21 lines each and there are about fifteen letters to the line.

The ink is brown, inclining to fade. Accents and breathings

are in the same color, but titles and reading marks are in red.

The writing is an advanced type of the Slavonic uncial. Letters

are large, slope to the right, and incline to be narrow. Orna-

mentation is not excessive though -^ r S show conspicuous

dots at the ends of cross strokes. The MS is not later than

early tenth century.

At the bottom of the front side of the leaf is the number 185
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in black ink. The numerals, though Arabic, do not assist in

fixing the date, as the MS was certainly preserved in Moham-
medan territory, where the modern numerals were in use from

the tenth century on.

The fragment contains one lection and parts of two others;

it was once a part of an ordinary church lectionary. The pas-

sages preserved are Matthew 9 6-8; 10 37—11 i; and 9 27-33.

The text is rather interesting, though much disfigured by ita-

cisms and similar misspellings. The following readings are note-

worthy: 9 8 S6^a'(ov for eSo^aa-av; cf. Syr^*^ (= eSo^a^ov); 9 27

Tu> lu for avTui sol (a few good MSS omit); 9 28 add [koi]

before Trpoa-rjXOov = D a b c g^ k ; add 01 Se before Xeyovcriv

sol; 9 29 first hand omitted yevrjO^TU) v/iiiv sol; 9 30 om 6 before

~s = D (Latin); 9 32 om avOpoTrov = B A 71 892 &c. Sah

Boh Syr*^^ Eth; 10 42 Tronja-ei (indicative for subjunctive) =
L 33 al; 11 1 rovg ^ta^jyra? for rois SwSeKa inadrjrah (cf. the

minuscules 1 280 1194 and Von Soden's 185 and 1349, both

from Athos, which omit SooScKa, aud MS 118, which has tovs

^wSeKa fiaOrjTa^); 11 1 evTevQev for eKelOev sol.

Greek Fragment 4 is also a sitigle leaf of a parchment lec-

tionary. It now measures IOY2 by 7^/^ inches. The parchment

is strong and of medium thickness. The bottom has been trim-

med into the shape of an heraldic shield, causing the loss of a

few letters on the bottom lines. The leaf was probably at one

time hung in the cell of a monk or had a similar mystical,

semi-religious use.

There are two columns of tliirty lines each to the page. The

average length of line is about fifteen letters, though there is

much variation. The ink is mostly brown, but initials, reading

marks, and punctuation crosses are red. Lections are separat-

ed by a long ornament in red and blue ink. The WTiting is a

fairly neat, compact minuscule of the twelfth century. The two

lections preserved are Matthew 26 64—27 2 and John 13 31

—

14 1. The text seems to be of the Antioch type, but there are

ia few interesting readings: Matthew 26 64 om crv sol; 26 75 om
Tov before w against the Antioch group and a few others; John

13 33 transpose iyw vTrdyw =«ABCDKLMn aP" OL Go
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Chr; 13 36 add eyto after oirov = K D S' U X 13 33 69 118 124

157 346 ar" OL Go Cop Arm Syr'' Or Chr.

In conclusion it may be observed that fragment 2, 3, and 4

show no relationship to the miniatures bought with them. We
have above noted the same freedom of relationship of frag-

ment 1 towards the Washington MSS in the Freer Collection.

The most that can be said in either case is that the fragments

are of such age that they might have been owned by the same

monasteries, which possessed their more famous companions.

Ann Arbor, Mich. Henry A. Sanders.

13
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PROCEEDINaS

DECEMBER 1914.

THE fiftieth meeting of the Society was held in room 307

of the Library of Cohimbia University, New York, beginning

Monday, December twenty-eighth, at 2 : 15 p. m., with President

Schmidt in the Chair. The records of the last meeting were

read and approved. The Corresponding Secretary read his

annual report, which was discussed, accepted, and placed on

file. The Recording Secretary read his annual report, which

was accepted and placed on file. The Chair appointed as a

Committee to nominate officers, President Brown, Professor

Haupt, and Professor Paton. President Brown being unable

to serve. Professor Barton was appointed in his place. Professor

Prince read the Treasurer's report and the recording Secretary

read his financial statement. The reports were referred to

Professor H. P. Smith and Professor Sanders as an Auditing

Committee. Professor Gottheil reported for the Committee of

Arrangements. It was voted to extend the session this after-

noon to six o'clock.

At 2 : 45 Professor Schmidt gave the President's address.

Subject: "The Story of the Flood an the Growth of the Pen-

tateuch*'.

From 3:10 to 4, papers were read and discussed:

By Professor Bacon: "The Ephesiaii(?) Imprisonment of Paul".

By Professor Berry: "The Authorship of Ezekiel chapters 40 to 48".

i
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Professor Haupt, from the Committee of Nominations, pre-

sented the following list of officers:

Prof. C. C. Torrey President.

Prof. Morris Jastrow, Jr. Vice-President.

Rev. "William H. Cobb Recording Secretary.

Prof. J. Dyneley Prince Treasurer.

Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt

Pres. Francis Brown
Prof. B. W. Bacon

Prof. Richard Gottheil

Prof. James H. Ropes

Dr. John P. Peters

Prof. Nathaniel Schmidt

Associates

in

Council.

Directors of

T, ^ TTT T T.C li^ I
Jerusalem School

Prof. Warren J. Moulton )

These were all unanimously elected.

From 4:5 to 6:5, papers were read and discussed:

By Professor Haupt: "Hosea's Erring Spouse".

By Professor Barton: ''Milk and Honey".

By Professor Torrey : "The Original Language of the Revelation of St. John''.

By E. S. Buchanan: "Some Recent Advances towards recovering the Text

of the Evangelists' Autographs".

By H. J. Cadbury : "Luke the Physician and the Baconian Heresy".

Adjourned for supper and social hour.

Monday evening, December 28. The Society met in Haver-

meyer Hall. Professor George L. B,obinson gave an oral report

of the American School in Jerusalem, and an illustrated paper

on "Recent Excavations in Palestine". Professor Henry A.

Sanders gave an illustrated paper on '-Some Greek Fragments

in the Freer Collection". Professor Warren J. Moulton gave

an illustrated paper "Archaeological Notes".

Adjourned at 10 p. m.

Tuesday morning, December 29. The Society met at 9 : 25.

In the absence of the President, Professor Haupt was chosen

pro tempore. The Council reported that the next meeting would

be held at Columbia University, December 28 and 29, 1915,

with Professors Prince, Fagnani, and Gottheil as the Committee

of Arrangements. The Council reported the election of Professor

Max L. Margolis as Corresponding Secretary and of Professor

Frank C. Porter and William H. Cobb as the other members
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of the Publishing Committee. They recommended for active

membership in the Society:

Prof. Israel Davidson, Jewish Theological Seminary, N. Y. City.

Prof. Wallace B. Fleming,D. D., Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, (N. J.)

Rev. Samuel Fredman, B. A., Philadelphia, Pa.

Prof. Lucien Gautier, Oologny prds Geneve, Switzerland.

Prof. Joseph B, Ibbotson, Hamilton College, Clinton, N. Y.

Prof. Kirsopp Lake, D. D., Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. C. C. McCown, Ph. D., Pacific Theologigal Seminary, Berkeley, (Cal.)

Joseph Reider, Ph. D., Dropsie College, Philadelphia, Pa.

Prof. J. Ritchie Smith, D.D ., Princeton Theological Seminary, Princeton, N. J.

Prof. Laura H. Wild, Lake Erie College, Painesville, 0.

Prof. Thomas Porter, Campinas, Brazil.

These were all unanimously elected.

The thanks of the Society were voted to Columbia University

for the accommodations furnished for this meeting.

From 9:30 to 12:30, papers were read and discussed:

By Professor Porter "The Course of Thought in I Corr. 1-3''.

By Professor Margolis, "Two Syriac Misreadings; r for d and

re for are." By Professor Paton, "The Conception of the Love
of Jehovah in the Old Testament". (At this point President

Schmidt arrived and took the Chair.) By F. C. Harding, "The
origin of the term 'hag-ha-sukkoth" . By Professor Haupt "The
Hebrew noun ^maWi', counsel". "To know = 'to have sexual

intercourse". "Assyrian atmu, Fledgling, in the Old Testament".

By Dr. Guthrie, Plotinos as Preparer for Christian Theology".

Professor Margolis read an abstract of Professor Konig's

paper, "The Samaritan Pentateuch and Pentateuchal Criticism".

Adjourned at 12 : 20. Recording Secretary.

MEMBERS DECEASED

Professor Charles Rufus Brown. Died February 1st. His

youthful years were spent in the U. S. Navy, from which he

resigned at the age of 25, after reaching the rank of Master.

He afterwards graduated from Harvard University and from

Newton and Union Theological Seminaries, and studied two

years in Berlin and Leipzig. For thirty years he was a Pro-

fessor in Newton Theological Institution, and during all that
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period a member of this Society, which he served as Recording

Secretary in 1889-90. He was the author of the well-known

Aramaic Method in the Harper series.

Professor Robert Francis Harper. Died August 6th. He
was clearly predestined to fame as a Semitic scholar. It may
be mentioned in this connection that at the age of nineteen

he assisted Professor Brown in preparing the Aramaic Grammar
just mentioned. Among his best known works are the editions

of the Assyrian and Babylonian letters in the British Museum
and of the Code of Hammurabi. By the generous gift of fifty

dollars, Professor Harper became the first (and thus far the

only) life member of this Society. In that respect, as in others,

he has set a worthy example.

Professor Samuel Rolles Driver. Died February 26th. He
was elected an honorary member of this Society: June 4, 1896.

His letter of acceptance, dated June 30th is as follows:

"Please convey to your Society my cordial thanks for the high

compliment which they have paid me by electing me as an honorary
member. I need hardly say that I regard it as a great privilege to

be connected in this way with a Society which does so much for the

advancement of biblical studies and whose 'Journal' publishes so

many valuable papers".

Assuredly the greater privilege is ours, in being associated

with one who was an authority of the first rank in so many
departments of Old Testament research ; in its grammar (The

Use of the Tenses), in its lexicography (the Hebrew Lexicon),

in lower criticism (The Text of Samuel), in higher criticism

(the Leviticus), in exegesis (the Deuteronomy), in biblical

literature (the Introduction); and this is to name only one

work in each department, and to omit the various articles in

Encyclopaedias and Bible Dictionaries, together with popular

books like "Isaiah, his Life and Times", or "Modern Research

as illustrating the Bible".

By example, even more than by precept, he has fulfilled

the idea of the Teacher.
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ANNUAL REPORT
or

THE TREASURER OF THE SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE
AND EXEGESIS

Assets

Carried forward S 178 61

Dues 612 30

Initiation fees 136 00

Sales by Dr. Cobb 100 00

Plates by Dr. Pratt 28 00

1,054 91

Disbursements
1912

Dec. 30, Dr. Cobb S 35 00

1913

Jan. 9, Buskirk Co., stationery 12 90

„ 20, W. F. Roberts, envelopes 10 70

„ 29, Lord Baltimore Press 19 33

May 19, Astor Trust Co., for Drugulin vol. xxxii,l M. 751.21, 179 58

July 15, Astor Trust Co., for Drugulin vol. xxxii,2 M. 605.11, 144 47

Sept. 25, Astor Trust Co., for Drugulin vol. xxxii,3 M. 750.43, 179 63

Oct. 23, Envelopes from S. F. Flinton 2 10

Nov. 28, J. A. Montgomery, Secretarial expenses 25 86

Dec. 10, John D. Prince, 400 envelopes • • • 8 40
Dec. 20, Exchange 10

618 07
Cash on hand 436 84

1,054 91

The above account respectfully submitted December 29th, 1913.

J. DYNELEY PRINCE, Treasurer.

The above account audited and found correct.

HENRY THATCHER FOWLER,
ELIHU GRANT.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT
OF

RECORDING SECRETARY

Assets

Balance, Dec. 26, 1912 S 15 07

Sales of Journal 213 55

Offprints (Paton-13.85 : Haupt-6.00) 19 85

248 47

Disbursements
1913

Jan. 4, Thomas Todd, printing notes and envelopes .... $ 4 60

June 11, Unsold Journals from Drugulin (carriage) 8 99

„ 28, Distributing Journal, vol. xxxii, part 2 (3 items) . 8 18

July 1, Carter, Rice & Co., envelopes for wrapping Journal 5 81

„ 18, Thomas Todd, printing envelopes 2 35

„ „ Jordan, Lovett & Co., insurance 10 20

„ 21, Drugulin, mailing offprints 2 58

Sept. 25, Distributing Journal, vol. xxxii, part 3 (4 items) . . 10 66

Oct. 17, Remittance to Treasurer 100 00

„ 31, G. E. Stechert, freight and expressage 2 60

Dec. 18, Stamped envelopes 2 11

„ 24, Postage and exchange for the year 8 05

„ „ Expressage, and typewriting for the year 4 26

Balance* in Old Colony Trust Co., Boston 78 18

248 47

Audited and found correct, 29. Dec. 1913.

HENRY THATCHER FOWLER.
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MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY i

HONORARY MEMBERS
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Prof. A. Julicher, D.D., Marburg.

Prof. William Sanday, D.D., Oxford.

Prof. A. H. Sayce, D.D., Oxford.

Prof. G. A. Smith, D.D., Aberdeen University.

Prof. Bernhard Weiss, D.D., Berlin,

Prof. P. C. Burkitt, M.A., Cambridge.

Prof. Ernst von Dobschiitz, Halle.

Prof. Marie Joseph Lagrange, Jerusalem.

Prof. Julius Wellhausen, Gottingen.

ACTIVE MEMBERS 2

Miss Charlotte H.Adams, 135 East 52d St., N.Y. City.

Pres. Cyrus Adler, Ph.D., 2041 North Broad St., Phila., Pa.

Prof. Herbert C. AUeman, Gettysburg, Pa.

Prof. Alfred E. Alton, Colgate Univ., Hamilton, N.Y.

Prof. Frederick L. Anderson, D.D., Newton Centre, Mass.

Prof. John B. Anderson, Colgate Univ., Hamilton, N.Y.

Rev. Abraham S. Anspacher, 561 W. 163d St., N. Y. City.

Rev. William P. Armstrong, Jr., Library Place, Princeton, N. J.

Prof. Wm. R, Arnold, Ph.D., 25 Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. B. W. Bacon, D.D., 244 Edwards St., New Haven, Conn.

Prof.Wm. Frederic Bade, Ph.D., Pacific Theol. Sem., Berkeley.Cal.

Phillips Barry, A.M., Felton Hall, Cambridge, Mass.

Prof. George A. Barton, Ph.D., Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Prof. L.W. Batten, Ph.D., Gen. Theol. Seminary, Chelsea Sq.,

N.Y. City.

Rev. R. H. Beattie, M. A., 321 N. Central Ave., Austin Station,

Chicago, 111.

Prof. I. T. Beckwith, Ph.D., Hartford, Conn.

Prof. George R. Berry, D.D., Colgate Univ., Hamilton, N.Y

' This list has been corrected up to Not. 5, 1915. Members are requested to notify

the Recording Secretary of any change of address.

^ The two numbers prefixed to the name of each member indicate the order and date

of his accesBion to membership in the Society.

(496)
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Prof.Walter R. Betteridge, RochesterTheol. Sem., Rochester, N.Y.
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Rev. James L. Cheney, Ph.D., Hebron, 0.

Prof. Francis A. Christie, D.D., Theological School, Meadville, Pa.

Prof. Calvin M. Clark, Bangor Theol. Sem., Bangor, Me.

Prof. Albert T. Clay, Ph.D., 401 Humphrey St., New Haven,

Conn.

Rev. W. H. Cobb, D.D., Congregational Library, Boston, Mass.

Prof. Camden M. Cobern, Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa.

Mr. C. P. Coffin, Commercial National Bank, Chicago, 111.

Rev. "Wm. M. Crane, Ph.D., Richmond, Mass.

Prof. Harlan Creelman, Ph.D., Theol. Sem., Auburn, N.Y".

Earl Bennett Cross, Ph.D., Dover, N.H.
Prof. D. E. CuUey, Ph.D., 70 Kennedy Ave., N. S., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Miss Ethel Cutler, B.D., 610 Lexington Ave., N.Y^. City.

Miss M. Elizabeth Czarnomska, 88 Hilton Ave., Hampstead, N. Y.

Prof. Geo. Dahl, Ph.. D, Yale Divinity School, New Haven, Conn.

Prof. Israel Davidson, Jewish Theol. Sem., N.Y. City.

Prof. Richard Davidson, Ph.D., University College, Toronto, Can.

Prof. Frank Leighton Day, Ashland, Va.

Prof. Thomas F, Day, 710 Lexington Ave., Syracuse, N. Y.

Prof. Irwin Hoch Delong, Ph. D., 523 West James St.,

Lancaster, Pa.

Prof. F. B. Denio, D.D., Bangor, Me.

Prof. Winfred N. Donovan, Newton Centre, Mass.

Prof. E, Olive Dutcher, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
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(402) '07 Prof. Burton S. Easton, Ph.D., 2726 Washington Boulevard,
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(464) '10 Prof, Charles C. Edmunds, Gen. Theol. Sem., N.Y. City.
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(467) '11 Rev. A. W. Fismer, Ph.D., Bloomfield, N.J.

(527) '15 Prof. Wallace B.Fleming, D.D.,DrewTheol.Sem.,Madison,N.Y.

(431) '08 Prof. Geo. C. Foley, D.D., 1117 So. 46th St., Phila., Pa.

(441) '08 Prof. H. E. W. Fosbroke, 9 Acacia St., Cambridge, Mass.
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(298) '96 Prof. Henry T. Fowler, Ph.D., Brown Univ., Providence, R.I.
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CONSTITUTION AND BY-LAWS
OF THE

SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE AND EXEGESIS

(As Amended Dec. 28, 1901)

CONSTITUTION

I

This association shall be called "The Society of Biblical Literature

and Exegesis."

n
The object of the Society shall be to stimulate the critical study of the

Scriptures by presenting, discussing, and publishing original papers on
Biblical topics.

ni

The officers of the Society shall be a President, a Vice-President, a

Recording Secretary, a Corresponding Secretary, and a Treasurer, who,
with five others, shall be united in a Council. These shall be elected

annually by the Society, with the exception of the Corresponding Secre-

tary, who shall be elected annually by the Council. Additional members
of the Council shall be the Presidents of the Sections hereinafter pro-

vided for. There shall be also a Publishing Committee, consisting of the

Corresponding Secretary and two others, who shall be annually chosen

by the Council.

IV

Members shall be elected by the Society upon the recommendation

of the Council. They may be of two classes, active and honorary.

Honorary members shall belong to other nationalities than that of the

United States of America, and shall be especially distinguished for their

attainments as Biblical scholars. The number of honorary members
chosen at the first election shall be not more than ten; in any succeeding

year not more than two.

V
The Society shall meet at least once a year, at such time and place

as the Council may determine. On the first day of the annual meeting

the President, or some other member appointed by the Council for the

purpose, shall deliver an address to the Society.

VI

Sections, consisting of all the members of the Society residing in a

particular locality, may be organized, with the consent of the Council
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for the object stated in Article II, provided that the number of members

composing any Section shall not be less than twelve. Each Section shall

annually choose for itself a President, whose duty it shall be to preside

over its meeting, and to take care that such papers and notes read before

it as the Section may judge to be of sufficient value are transmitted

promptly to the Corresponding. Secretary of the Society. The Sections

shall meet as often as they shall severally determine, provided that their

meetings do not interfere with the meetings of the Society.

This constitution may be amended by a vote of the Society, on recom-

mendation of the Council, such amendment having been proposed at a

previous meeting, and notice of the same having been sent to the members

of the Society.

BY-LAWS

I

It shall be the duty of the President, or, in his absence, of the Vice-

President, to preside at all the meetings of the Society ; but, in the

absence of both these officers, the Society may choose a presiding officer

from the members present.

n
It shall be the duty of the Recording Secretary to notify the members,

at least two weeks in advance, of each meeting, transmitting to them at

the same time the list of papers to be presented at the meeting; to keep

a record of the proceedings of such meetings; to preserve an accurate

roll of the members; to make an annual report of the condition of the

Society; to distribute its publications, and to do such other like things

as the Council may request.

Ill

It shall be the duty of the Corresponding Secretary to conduct the

correspondence of the Society, and in particular, to use his best eflorts

for the securing of suitable papers and notes to be presented to the

Society at each meeting; to prepare a list of such papers, and to place

it in the hands of the Recording Secretary for transmission to the mem-
bers; to receive all papers and notes that shall have been presented, and

lay them before the Publishing Committee.

IV

It shall be the duty of the Treasurer to take charge of all the funds

of the Society, and to invest or disburse them under the direction of the

Council, rendering an account of all his transactions to the Society at

each annual meeting.
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It shall be the duty of tbe Council to propose candidates for member-

ship of the Society; to elect the Corresponding Secretary and the addi-

tional members of the Publishing Committee ; to fix the times and places

i'or meetings, and generally to supervise the interests of the Society.

VI

It shall be the duty of the Publishing Committee to publish the pro-

ceedings of the Society, and also to select, edit, and publish, as far as the

funds of the Society will justify, such papers and notes from among
those laid before them, as shall in their judgment be fitted to promote

Biblical science.

vn

The fee for admission into the Society shall be five dollars, besides

which each member shall annually pay a tax of three dollars; but

libraries may become members without the fee for admission, from

which, also, members permanently residing abroad shall be exempt. The

donation at one time, by a single person, of fifty dollars shall exempt

the donor from all further payments, and no payments shall be required

of honorary members.

vin

Each member shall be entitled to receive, without additional charge

one copy of each publication of the Society after his election ; in addition

to which, if he be a contributor to the Journal, he shall receive twenty-

five copies of any article or articles he may have contributed.

IX

Five members of the Council, of whom not less than three shall have

been elected directly by the Society, shall constitute a quorum thereof.

Twelve members of the Society shall constitute a quorum thereof for the

transaction of business, but a smaller number may continue in session

for the purpose of hearing and discussing papers presented.

The following resolution, supplementary to the By-Laws, with reference

to the price at which members may procure extra copies of the Journal,

was adopted June 13 th, 1884.

Resolved: That the Secretary be authorized to furnish to members,

for the purpose of presentation, additional copies of any volume of the

Journal, to the number of ten, at the rate of $1 a copy, but that the

price to persons not members be the amount of the annual assessment
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